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The University of Montana-Missoula
The University of Montana-Missoula Home Page ............................................. http://www.umt.edu
Enr<;>llment Se!-"ices, Admissions, Orientation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (406) 243-6266
Bustness Services ......................................................................... (406) 243-2223
C?lle~t: ofTec~ology............................................... (406) 243-7882 (In Montana, 1-800-542-6882)
Disabthty Servtces ...................................................................... TDD l406) 243-2243
U:niv~ity ymag.es .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 406) 243-6030
Ftnancial Aid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 406l243-5373
Graduate School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 406 243-2572
Registrar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 406 243-2995
·Re~iden~Hal~s ............................................................................ (406 243-2611
Umversity Swttchboard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (406 243-0211

Reserved Rights
The right is reserved to change any of the rules and regulations of the University at any time including those relating to admission,
instruction and graduation. The right to withdraw curricula and specific courses, alter course content, change the calendar, and to impose
or increase fees similarly is reser\red. All such changes are effective at such times as the proper authorities determine and may apply not
only to prospective students but also to those who already are enrolled in the University.

Calendar
Summer Session, 2007
Summer Sessions will occur between the dates of May 21 and July 27.

Autumn Semester, 2007
April16 (Monday) ........................................................... Autumn 2007 Registration Begins
August 10 (Friday) ......................................................... Last Day for Registered to Pay Fees
August 14 (Tuesday) ................................................................ Late Registration Begins
August 22-24 (Wednesday-Friday) .................................... Semester Begins, Orientation and Registration
August 27 (Monday) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Classes Begin
September 3 (Monday) .................................................................. : Labor Day, ~oli~ay
October 29-November 9 .............................................................. Spnng 2008 Registration
November 12 (Monday) ................. : ............................................. Vet¥rl;l11'~ J?ay, Holi~ay
November 21-22-23 (Wednesday-Thursday-Fnday) ......................................... Thanksg1Vlng Vacation
December 8-9 (Saturday-Sunday) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Study Days
December 10-14 (Monday-Friday) .......................................................... Final Examinations

Wintersession, 2008
January 2-18 .............................................. :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wintersession Classes

Spring Semester, 2008
October 30 (Tuesday) .......................................................... Spring 2008 Registration Begins
January 4 (Friday) ......................................................... Last Day for Registered to Pay Fees
January 8 (Tuesday) ................................................................. Late Registration Begins
January 16-18 (Wednesday-Friday) .................................... Semester Begins, Orientation and Registration
January 21 (Monday) .......................................................... Martin Luther King Day, Holiday
January 22 (Tuesday) ..................................................................... : ... Classes B~gm
February 18 (Monday) ....................................................... Washmgton-Lmcoln Day, Hobday
Mar.ch 24-28 (Monday-Friday) ................................................................ Spring yacat~on
Apnl14-25 ....................................................................... Aututnn 2008 Regtstration
May 3-4 (Saturday-S1;1nday) ................................................................. : . . . Stuqy I?ays
May 5-9 (Monday-Fnday) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fmal Exammations
May 10 (Saturday) .......................................................................... Commencement

Summer Session, 2008
Summer Sessions will occur between the dates of May 19 and July 25.
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The Montana University System
The following Strategic Plan was adopted by the Board of
Regents October 19, 2001.

Mission
The Mission of the Montana University System is to serve
students through the deliven; of high quality, accessible
postsecondary educational opportunities, while actively
participating in the preservation and advancement of Montana's
economy and society.

Vision
We will prepare students for success by creating an
environment of ideas and excellence that nurtures intellectual,
social, economic, and cultural development. We will hold
academic quality to be the prime attribute of our institutions,
allocating human, physical, and financial resources appropriate
to our educational mission. We will encourage scientific
development and technology transfer, interactive information
systems, economic development and lifelong learning. We will
protect academic freedom, practice collegiality, encourage
diversity, foster economic prosperity, and be accountable,
responsive, and accessible to the people of Montana.

Goals:
The following five goals and subordinate objectives will
guide the Montana University System in moving toward
realization of its vision for the future of higher education in
Montana.
A. To provide a stimulating, responsive and effective
environment for student learning, student living, and
academic achievement.
l. To assure adequate campus policies to protect academic
freedom and promote the free exchange of ideas while
requiring pre- and post -tenure evaluation of faculty
performance and systematic program review that reflect the
Regents' priority on student learning.
2. To offer academic programs and services focused around
approved campus missions and consistent with available
resources.
3. To foster an environment that attracts and retains high
quality faculty and staff.
4. To improve rates of student retention and degree
completion across the Montana University System.
5. To develop, maintain at/near state-of-the-art condition
Montana University System facilities, technology and
infrastructure and to coordinate the use of capacities and
resources across all MUS institutions.
6. To ensure student readiness for higher education and
validate student competencies for graduation.
B. To :make a high quality, affordable higher education
experience available to
qualified citizens who wish to
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further their education and training.
1. To identify or seek creative funding alternatives that will
expand public and private resources.
2. To make sure that every academically qualified individual
has an o_gportunity to receive the benefits of higher education
without nnancial or social barriers.
3. To expedite student progress toward degree objectives in
order to reduce time to degree (and related costs) and maintain
affordability for the widest range of students.
C. To deliver higher education services in a manner that
is efficient, coonl.inated, and highly accessi.ble.
1. To operate as a unified system of higher education and
increase productivity through effective planning, assessment,
collaboration and resource sharing.
2. To increase student access to Montana University System
programs through coordinated statewide delivery and expanded

use of technology.
3. To increase the coordination of academic resources to
improve student progress toward degree.
4. To promote diversity with special attention to Montana's
Native American populations.
D. To be responsive to market, employment, and
economic development needs of the state and the nation.
1. To offer programs and services consistent with the
changing market and employment needs of the state and nation.
2. To encourage basic research and technology transfer to
contribute to the economic development of the State of
Montana.
3. To promote the full spectrum of higher education needs
and opportunities in two-year, four-year, graduate and
professional education.
4. To make the Montana University System more accessible
and responsive to businesses, government and other
constituents.
E. To improve the support for ami mulerstamiing of the
Montana University System as a Reading contributor to the
state's economic success and. social and political wen being.
1. To improve and expand the communication and outreach
of the Montana University System to constituents, communities
and policy makers.
2. To meet constituents' expectations for accountability
through responsible stewardship of resources.
3. To expand community involvement, service and outreach
initiatives at the campus level.
4. To partner with state government, our congressional
delegation, K-12 education, tribal and local governments, labor
and business leaders to preserve and in1prove the economy of
Montana.

The University of Montana
Mission
The University of Montana capitalizes on its unique strengths
to create knowledge, provide an active learning environment
for students, and offer programs and services responsive to the
needs of Montanans. The University delivers education and
training on its four campuses and through telecommunications
to sites inside and outside of Montana. With public
expectations on the rise, the University asks its students,
faculty, and staff to do and accomplish even more than they
have in the past. The dedication to education for and
throughout life reflects the commitment to a service learning
and community building on and off the campuses. The
University enhances its programs through continuous quality
review for improvement and remains fully accountable to the
citizenry through annual audits and perfonnance evaluations.

The University of Montana ...
Missoula
Mission
The mission of The University of Montana-Missoula is the
pursuit of academic excellence as indicated by the quality of
curriculum and instruction, student performance, and faculty
professional accomplishments. The University accomplishes
this mission, in part, by providing unique educational
experiences through the integration of the liberal arts, graduate
study, and professional training with international and
interdisciplinary emphases. Through its graduates, the
University also seeks to educate competent and humane
professionals and informed, ethical, and engaged citizens of
local and global communities. Tt_uough its programs and the
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activities of faculty, staff, and students, The University of
Montana-Missoula provides basic and applied research,
technology transfer, cultural outreach, and service benefitting
the local community, region, state, nation and the world.

Vision Statements
In pursuit of its mission, The University of Montana-Missoula
will:
I) Educate students to become ethical persons of character
and values, engaged citizens, competent professionals, and
informed members of a global and technological society.
2) Increase the diversity of the students, faculty, and staff for
an enriched campus culture.
3) Attain the Carnegie Commission status of Doctoral
Research-Extensive University (50 or more doctorates in at
least 15 fields annually) and increase funded research to
$50,000,000 annually by 2006.
4) Develop more partnershi_{)s-especially with local
communities, businesses and mdustries, public schools,
community and tribal colleges, state and local governments and
universities abroad-and expand the training and technology
transfer programs to promote community and economic
·
development.
5) Develop the capability and infrastructure for use of
information technology to increase the efficiency and
productivity of the campus and the state; and
6) Involve and engage the faculty, staff, students, alumni,
partners, and friendS of the University in institutional
governance.

Equal Opportunity
The University of Montana is committed to a program of
equal opportunity for education, employment and participation
in University activities without regard to race, color, sex, age,
religio7us creed, political ideas, marital or family status,
physical or mental disability, national origin or ancestry, or
sexual orientation.

Accreditation
The University of Montana-Missoula is accredited by the
Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges.
Many of the professional schools and departments have
special accreditation as well. The Department of Art is
accredited by the National Association of Schools of Art and
Design (NASAD); all programs of the School of Business
Admmistration are accredited by AACSB International-The
Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business, in
addition, the accounting programs have a separate accreditation
by the AACSB; the Chemistry Department's Bachelor of
Science program is approved by the American Chemical
Society; computer science is accredited by the Computing
Accreditation Commission of the Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology, Inc. (ABET); drama is accredited
by the National Association of Schools of Theater at the
undergraduate and graduate levels; all programs preparing
licensed school personnel (at undergraduate and graduate
levels) are approved by the Montana Board of Public Education
and are part of the Professional Education Unit which is
accredited by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education (NCATE) www.ncate.org; the mental health
counseling option and the school counseling option in
Counselor Education are accredited by the Council for
Accreditation of Counseling and Related Education Programs;
the athletic training option in the Health and Human
Performance Department in the School of Education is
accredited by the Commission on Accreditation of Allied
Health Education Programs; the food service management
program is accredited by the American Culinary Federation
Accrediting Commission; the forest resources management
program is accredited by the Society of American Foresters; the
School of Journalism is accredited by the American Council on
Education in Journalism and Mass Communications; the School

of Law has approval of both the Association of American Law
Schools and die American Bar Association; the Paralegal
Studies program is approved by the American Bar Association;
the Department of Music is accredited at the undergraduate and
graduate levels by the National Association of Schools of
Music; the Skaggs School of Pharmacy is a member of the
American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy, the entry-level
Doctor of Pharmacy program is accredited by the Accreditation
Council for Pharmacy Education, 20 North Clark Street, Suite
2500, Chicago, IL 60602-51 09; the pharmacy technology
program is accredited by the American Society of Health
System Pharmacists; both the Doctor of Physical Therapy
degree and the Master of Science degree in Physical Therapy
are accredited by the Commission on Accreditation in Physical
Theral'y Education of the American Physical Therapy
Association; the practical nursing program is approved by the
Montana Board of Nursing; the graduate program in clirucal
psychology is accredited by the American Psychological
Association; the recreation management program is accredited
by the Parks, Recreations, and Leisure Services Education
Council on accreditation sponsored by the National Recreation
and Parks Association in cooperation with the American
Association for Leisure and Recreation; the respiratory care and
surgical technology programs are accredited by the
Commission on Accreditation of Allied Health Education
Programs; the baccalaureate program in social work is
accredited by the Council on Social Work Education; and the
M.S.W. program is a candidate for accreditation by the Council
on Social Work Education..
The University of Montana-Missoula is accredited by the
American Association for Accreditation of Laboratory Animal
Care.

University Officers
June 2007
Board of Regents of Higher Education
Stephen M. Barrett (vice-chair) . . . . . . . . . . . Bozeman
Todd Buchanan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Billings
Clayton Christian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Missoula
Lynn Morrison-Hamilton (chair) . . . . . . . . . . . . . Havre
Kerra Melvin (student regent) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Butte
Dr. Janine Pease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Billings
Lila Taylor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Busby
Sheila Steams, Commissioner
of Higher Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ex officio
Linda McCulloch, Superintendent
of Public Instruction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ex officio
Brian Schweitzer, Governor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ex officio

Local Executive Board
Arlene Breum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Missoula
Bob Ream . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Missoula
Vacant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Missoula

Administrators
George M. Dennison, Ph.D.
President
Royce C. Engstrom, Ph.D.
University Provost and Vice-President for Academic Affairs
James P. Foley
Executive Vice President
Teresa S. Branch, Ph.D.
Vice President for Student Affairs
David Aronofsky, J.D.
Legal Counsel
Robert A. Duringer, M.B.A.
Vice President for Administration and Finance
Daniel J. Dwyer, Ph.D.
Vice President for Research and Development

Atademic Officers
Sharon E. Alexander, Ed.D.
Center for Continuing Education
Bonnie Allen, f\1.L.S.
Library Services
Perry Brown, Ph.D.
College of Forestry and Conservation
E. Edwin Eck II, J.D.
School of Law
Roberta Evans, Ph.D.
School of Education
Gerald A. Fetz, Ph.D.
College of A.rts and Sciences
David S. Forbes, Ph.D.
College of Health Professions and Biomedical Sciences
Larry D. Gianchetta, Ph.D.
School of Business Administration

Barry Good, Ph.D.
College of Technology
Shirley Howell, D. A.
School of Fine Arts
Peggy Kurh, M.A.
School of Journalism
James McKusick, Ph.D.
Davidson Honors College
David Micus, M.S.
Registrar
James Staub, Ph.D.
Associate Provost
David Strobel, Ph.D.
Graduate School
Arlene Walker-Andrews, Ph.D.
Associate Provost

Academic Information
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Areas of Study
Ac:c~unt~ng - M.Acct., option in B.S. in Business
Adtmmstrat10n
Accounting Technology - A.A.S.
Acting- option in B.F.A. and M.F.A., Drama
Administrative Management - A.A.S.
.Administrative Systems Management - undergraduate
mmor
African-American Studies - undergraduate minor
Algebra - option in M.A. and Ph.D., Mathematics
Alternative Dispute Resolution - Certificate
American Politics - option in B.A., Political Science
Analysis -option in M.A. and Ph.D., Mathematics
Analytica!fEnvironmental Chemistry - option in M.S. and
Ph.D., Chemistry
Animal Behavior- option in M.A. and Ph.D., Psychology
Anthropology- B.A., M.A., Ph.D., undergraduate minor
Applied Analysis - option in B.A., Mathematics
Applied Geoscience- option in Ph.D., Geology
Applied Health Science - option in B.S. in Health and
Human Performance
Applied Linguistics - option in M.A., Linguistics
Applied Mathematics - option in M.A. and Ph.D.,
Matliematics
Applied Science - B.A.S.
Aquatic - option in B.S. in Wildlife Biology
Archaeology - option in B.A., Anthropology
Art- _option in B.A., B.F.A., M.A., M.F.A., Art; teacher
preparation
Art Education - option in B.A., Fine Arts
Art History- option in M.A., Fine Arts
Art History/Criticism - undergraduate minor
Art Studio - undergraduate minor
Asian Studies - option in B.A., Liberal Studies·
undergraduate minor
'
Associate of Arts
Astronomy - option in B.A., Physics; undergraduate minor
Athletic Training - option in B.S. in Health and Human
Performance
Biochemistry- M.S., option in B.S., Chemistry
Biological Chemistry - option in B.S., Chemistry
Biological Education - option in B.A., Biology
Biology - B.A., teacher preparation; undergraduate minor
Biomedical Sciences- Ph.D.
Biomolecular Structure and Dynamics- Ph.D.
Botanical Sciences - option in B.A., Biology
Broadcast - option in B.A. in Journalism
Building Maintenance - Certificate
Building Maintenance Engineering - A.A.S.
Business - courses offered
Business Administration - B.S. in Business Administration
M.B.A.
'
Business French - undergraduate minor
Busi~ess and Information Technology Education - teacher
preparation
Cartography and G.I.S. - option in B.A. and M.A.,
Geography
Carpentry - Certificate; A.A.S.
Cellular and Molecular Biology - option in B.A., Biology

Central and Southwest Asian Studies - option in B.A. and
M.A., Geography
Ceramics- option in B.F.A. and M.F.A., Fine Arts
Chemistry- B.A., B.S., M.S.T.C., M.S., Ph.D.,
undergraduate minor, teacher preparation
Chinese - undergraduate minor
Choreography and Performance- option in B.F.A., Fine
Arts
Classical Civilization - option in B.A., Classics,
undergraduate minor
Classical Languages - option in B.A., Classics
Classics - B.A.
Clinical- option in M.A. and Ph.D., Psychology
Combinatorics and Optimization - option in B.A.,
Mathematics
Communication Studies -B.A., M.A., undergraduate minor
Communication and Human Relationships - option in
B.A., Communication Studies
Communications - courses offered
Community and Environmental Planning - option in B.A.
and M.A., Geography
Comparative Literature - non-degree advising program
Composition and Music Technology- B.M.
Composition/Technology - option in M.M., Music
Computational Physics - option in B.A., Physics
Computer Applications - undergraduate minor
Computer Science - B.S., M.S., undergraduate minor
Computer Science-Mathematical Sciences - B.S.
Computer Support - option in A.A.S., Accounting
Technology
Computer Technology - A.A.S.
Counselor Education - MEd., M.A., Ed.S., Ed.D.
Conservation - option in B.S. in Resource Conservation
Creative Writing- M.F.A.; option in B.A., English
Criminology - option in B.A. and M.A., Sociology
Culinary Arts - Certificate
Cultural and Ethnic Diversity - option in B.A.,
Anthropology
Cultural Heritage - option in M.A., Anthropology
Cultural Heritage Studies and Historical Anthropology option in Ph.D., Anthropology
Curriculum and Instruction - M.Ed., M.A., Ed.D.
Curriculum Studies - option in M.Ed. and M.A.,
Curriculum and Instruction
CustoJDer Relations - Certificate
Dance - B.A., Dance; undergraduate minor
Design/Technology- option in B.F.A. and M.F.A., Fine
Arts
Developmental- option in M.A. and Ph.D., Psychology
Diesel Technology - A.A.S.
Directing- option in M.F.A., Fine Arts
Drama- B.A., B.F.A., M.A., M.F.A., Drama;
undergraduate minor; teacher preparation
Drama Education - option in B.A., Fine Arts
Eart~ Science Education -option in B.S., Geology, teacher
preparatiOn
Ecology - option in B.A., Biology
Econ~mics - B.A., M.A., undergraduate minor, teacher
preparatiOn
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Ecosystem Management - M.E.M.
Education - B.A. in Education
Educational Leadership - M.Ed., M.A., Ed.S., Ed.D.
Electronics Technology - A.A.S.
Elementary Education- option in B.A. in Education;
option in M.Ed. and M.A., Curriculum and Instruction
English - B.A., M.A., undergraduate minor, teacher
preparation
English as a Second Language - certificate program,
teacher preparation
English Teaching- option in B.A. and M.A., English
Entrepreneurship - option in A.A.S., Management
Environmental Chemistry - option in B.S., Chemistry
Environmental Geology - option in B.S., Geology
Environmental Philosophy - option in M.A., Philosophy
Environmental Studies - B.A., M.S., undergraduate minor
Exercise and Performance Psychology - option in M.S.,
Health and Human Performance
Exercise Science - option in B.S. in Health and Human
Performance; option in M.S., Health and Human Performance
Fiction- option in M.F.A., Creative Writing
Film - option in B.A., English
Fine Arts- B.A., B.F.A., M.A., M.F.A.
Finance - courses offered
Financial Management- option in B.S. in Business
Administration
Fish and Wildlife Biology -Ph.D.
Food Service Management -A.A.S.
Forensic Anthropology - option in B.A. and M.A.,
Anthropology
Forensic Chemistry - option in B.S., Chemistry
Forensic Studies - Certificate
Forest Operations and Applied Restoration - option in
B.S. in Forestry
Forest Resources Management- option in B.S. in Forestry
Forestry- B.S.F., M.S., Ph.D.
French - B.A., option in M.A., Modem Langua_ges and
Literatures, undergraduate minor, teacher preparatiOn
General - nondegree advising program; option in B.A.,
Liberal Studies
General Geology- option in B.S., Geology
General Linguistics - option in M.A., Linguistics
General Psychology - option in B.A., Psychology
General Science - teacher preparation
Geology- B.S., M.S., Ph.D.; option in B.S., Geology;
undergraduate minor; teacher preparation
Geography - B.A., M.A., undergraduate minor, teacher
preparation
German - B.A., option in M.A., Modem Languages and
Literatures, undergraouate minor, teacher preparation
Government - teacher preparation
Greek - undergraduate minor
Health and Human Performance- B.S.H.H.P., M.S.,
teacher preparation
Health Enhancement - option in B.S. in Health and Human
Performance
.
Health Information Coding Speciality - option in A.A.S.,
Medical Information Technology
Health Promotion - option in M.S., Health and Human
Performance
Health Sciences - courses offered
Heavy Equipment Operation - Certificate
History- B.A., M.A., Ph.D., undergraduate minor, teacher

preparation
History Education - option in B.A., History
History-Political Science - B.A., teacher preparation
Honors College - nondegree advising program
Human and Family Development - undergraduate minor
Human Biological Sciences - option in B.A., Biology
Human Resources- option in A.A.S. Accounting
Technology
Individual Interdisciplinary Program - Ph.D.
Information Systems - option in B.S. in Business
Administration; teacher preparation; M.S.
Information Systems Management - option in A.A.S.,
Computer Technology
Inorganic Chemistry- option in M.S. and Ph.D., Chemistry
Integrated Arts and Education - option in M.A., Fine Arts
Integrative Microbiology and Biochemistry- Ph.D.
Intercultural Youth and Family Development - M.A.
Interdisciplinary Studies- M.I.S.
International Business - option in B.S. in Business
Administration
International Development Studies - undergraduate minor
International Relations and Comparative Politics - option
in B.A., Political Science
International Resource Management - option in M.S.,
Resource Conservation
Irish Studies - minor
Japanese- B.A., undergraduate minor
Journalism- B.A. in Journalism, M.A.
Land and People - option in B.S. in Resource Conservation
Latin- option in B.A., Classics, undergraduate minor,
teacher preparation
Latin American Studies - undergraduate minor
Law-J.D.
Legal Studies - courses offered
Liberal Studies - B.A.
Library - courses offered
Library Media Services - option in M.Ed. and M.A.,
Curriculum and Instruction; undergraduate minor; teacher
preparation
Linguistics -M.A.; option in B.A. and M.A., Anthropology;
option m B.A. and M.A., English; option in B.A., French
Literacy Education - M.Ed. and M.A., Curriculum and
Instruction
Literature - option in B.A. and M.A., English
Management- option in B.S. in Business Administration,
A.A.S.
Mansfield Center - courses offered
Marketing - option in B.S. in Business Administration
Math Education - option in B.A. and M.A., Mathematics
Mathematics - B.A., M.A., Ph.D.,undergraduate minor,
teacher preparation
Mathematical Sciences-Computer Science - B.S.
Media Arts- B.A., option in M.F.A., Fine Arts;
undergraduate minor
Medical Administrative Assisting- option in A.A.S.,
Medical Information Technology
Medical Assisting - A.A.S.
Medical Information Technology- A.A.S.
Medical Reception - Certificate
Medical Technology- B.S. in Medical Technology
Medical Transcription - option in A.A.S., Medical
Information Technology
Mental Health Counseling - M.A., Counselor Education
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Metals Processes - courses offered
Microbial Ecology - option in B. S. in Microbiology and
M.S., Ph.D., Biochemistry/Microbiology
Microbiology -B.S. in Microbiology, M.S., undergraduate
minor
Military Science Leadership - courses offered
Military Studies - undergraduate minor
Modern Languages and Literatures - M.A.
Music - B.M., B.M.E., M.M.; undergraduate minor, teacher
preparation
Music Education - option in M.M., Music
Music History and Literature - option in M.A., Fine Arts
Music Media Production- option in M.F.A., Fine Arts
Musical Theatre - option in M.M., Music
Native American Studies -B.A., undergraduate minor
Natural History- option in B.A., Biology
Natural Resource Conflict Resolution- Certificate
Nature-Based Tourism - option in B.S. in Recreation
Management
Network Management - option in A.A.S., Computer
Technology
Neuroscience- M.A., Ph.D.
Nonfiction- option in M.F.A., Creative Writing
Nonprofit Administration - undergraduate minor
Nursing - courses offered
Operations Research - option in M.A., and Ph.D.,
Mathematics
Orchestral Instruments - option in B.M., Performance
Organ - option in B.M., Performance
Organic Chemistry- option is M.S. and Ph.D., Chemistry
Organismal Biology and Ecology- M.S., Ph.D
Organizational Communication - option in B.A.,
Communication Studies
Painting and Drawing- option in M.F.A., Fine Arts
Painting/Drawing- option in B.F.A., Fine Arts
Paralegal Studies - A.A.S.
Paramedical Arts - nondegree advising program
Performance- B.M.; option in M.M., Music
Pharmaceutical Sciences - M.S.
Pharmacology- option in B.S., Chemistry
Pharmacy- Pharm.D.
Pharmacy Technology - Certificate
Philosophy - B.A., M.A., undergraduate minor
Photography- option in B.F.A. and M.F.A., Fine Arts
Photojournalism- option in B.A. in Journalism and M.A.,
Journalism
Physical Chemistry- option in M.S. and Ph.D., Chemistry
Physical Geography - option in B.A., Geography
Physical Therapy- D.P.T.
Physics - B.A., undergraduate minor, teacher preparation
Piano - option in B.M., Performance
Poetry- option in M.F.A., Creative Writing
Political Science - B.A., M.A., undergraduate minor, teacher
preparation
Political Science-History - B.A., teacher preparation
Power Generation - option in A.A.S., Diesel Technology
Practical Nursing- Certificate
Pre-Engineering - nondegree advising program
Pre-Law - nondegree advising program
Pre-Medical Sciences - nondegree advising program
Pre-Nursing- nondegree advising program

Print- option in B.A. in Journalism and M.A., Journalism
Printmaking- option in B.F.A. and M.F.A., Fine Arts
Psychology- B.A., M.A., Ph.D., undergraduate minor,
teacher preparation
Public Administration - M.P.A., option in B.A., Political
Science
Public Health- Certificate; M.P.H.
Public Law - option in B.A., Political Science
Pure Mathematics - option in B.A., Mathematics
Radio-Television - B.A. in Radio-Television; option in
M.A., Journalism
Radiologic Technology - A.A.S.
Range Resources Management- option in B.S. in Forestry
Reading - teacher preparation
Recreation Management - B.S. in Recreation Management,
M.S.
Recreation Resources Management- option in B.S. in
Recreation Management
Recreational Power Equipment - Certificate
Registered Nursing- A.S.
Religious Studies - courses offered
Research - option in B.A., Psychology
Resource Conservation - B.S. in Resource Conservation,
M.S.
Respiratory Care - A.A.S.
Rhetoric and Public Discourse- option in B.A.,
Communication Studies
Rural and Environmental Change - option in B.A. and
M.A., Sociology
Russian - B.A., undergraduate minor, teacher preparation
Russian Studies - undergraduate minor
Sales and Marketing - Certificate; option in A.A.S.,
Management
School Counseling - option in M.A., Counselor Education
School Psychology -M.A., Ed.S.; option in Ph.D.,
Psychology
Science - teacher preparation
Sculpture- option in B.F.A. and M.F.A., Fine Arts
Secondary Education - option in M.Ed. and M.A.,
Curriculum and Instruction
Small Engine and Equipment Technology - courses
offered
Social Science, Comprehensive - teacher preparation
Social Work- B.A., M.S.W., undergraduate minor in
Gerontology
Sociology - B.A., M.A., undergraduate minor, teacher
preparation
Spanish- B.A., option in M.A., Modern Languages and
Literatures, undergraduate minor, teacher preparation
Special Education - teacher preparation
Statistics -option in B.A., M.A., and Ph.D., Mathematics
Studio Teaching- option in B.F.A., Fine Arts
Surgical Technology - A.A.S.
Teaching Ethics - option in M.A., Philosophy
Technical Communication - M.S.
Terrestrial - option in B.S. in Wildlife Biology
Terrestrial Sciences - option in B.S. in Resource
Conservation
Toxicology- M.S., Ph.D.
Voice- option in B.M., Performance
Welding Technology - Certificate; A.A.S.
Wilderness Studies - undergraduate minor
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Wild Land Restoration - B.S., undergraduate minor
Wildlife Biology - B.S. in Wildlife Biology, M.S.,
undergraduate minor

Women's and Gender Studies -undergraduate minor
Women's Studies - option in B.A., Liberal Studies

Writing Studies - courses offered
University College - courses offered
Zoological Sciences - option in B.A. Biology
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Admission to the University
Admission to bachelor degree programs and
undergraduate nondegree status is administered by
Enrollment Services-Admissions, The University of MontanaMissoula, Missoula, Montana 59812 (406) 243-6266 or 1-800462-8636.
Admission to Associate of Applied Science programs,
Associate of Arts, certificate programs and nondegree
status is administered by the College of Technology of The
University of Montana-Missoula, 909 South Avenue West,
Missoula, Montana 59801 (406) 243-7828 (in Montana,
1-800-542-6882).
Admission to graduate degree programs and graduate
nondegree status is administered by the Graduate School, The
University of Montana-Missoula, Missoula, Montana 59812
(406) 243-2572. Requirements for admission are detailed in the
Graduate School catalog.
Admission to the School of Law is administered by the
School of Law, The University of Montana-Missoula,
Missoula, Montana 59812 (406) 243-4311. Requirements for
admission are detailed in the Law School Catalog
(www.umt.edu/law).
The requirements for admission to these statuses are
described below. Please note that achievement of a high school
diploma or equivalent is the minimum level of acaderruc
preparation required for admission to the University.
Applicants will be notified of their acceptance or refusal as
soon as possible after necessary credentials have been received.
The University of Montana-Missoula does not discriminate in
admission, in the provision of student services, or in
employment policies on the basis of race, sex, national origin or
ancestry, marital status, creed, religion, color, political ideas,
age, or mental or physical disability. The University accepts
applications from in-state and out-of-state, domestic and
international students.
The University welcomes out-of-state students as educational
pro~ams and resources permit. The University retains the right
to hmit the number of students and to establish requirements
which will insure their high scholastic aptitude.

Bachelor Degree Admission
Entering Freshmen
Academic Eligibility
The University continues to raise the academic standards
required for full admission to Baccalaureate programs, and the
process will continue in future years. For the 2006-07
academic year both in-state and out-of-state high school
graduate will be offered full admissions if they meet the
following requirements.
1. Graduation from a state accredited high school.
2. Successful completion of the College Preparatory program
(all courses are subject to Office of Public Instruction
guidelines):
-Four years of English.
-Three years of math, including Algebra I, Geometry and
Algebra II (or the sequential content equivalent of these
courses). Students are encouraged to take a math course in their
senior year.
-Three years of social studies, including one year global
studies (i.e., world history or world geography), one year
American history and one year of additional course work (i.e.,
government, psychology, economics).
-Two years of laboratory science. One year must be earth

science, biology, chemistry, or physics; the other year can be
one of those sciences or another approved college prep
laboratory science.
-Two years chosen from the following: foreign language
(preferably two years), computer science, visual and performing
arts, or vocational education units.
3. Cumulative high school grade point average (GPA), on a 04 scale, and composite on the enhanced ACT (or combined
verbal/math on SAT) must fall in the gray region of grid # 1
shown in Figure 1.
4. For Fall2007, students must meet a minimum math score
of:
- 18 on the ACT or
- 440 on the SAT or
- A score of 3 or above on the AP Calculus AB or BC
Subject Exams. In lieu of the above requirement, student can
complete a Rigorous High School Core that includes four years
of math with grades of C or higher.
5. For Fall2007, students must meet a minimum Writing
Proficiency score of:
- 16 on the Combined English/Writing section of the Optional
Writing Test or a 5 on the Writing Subscore of the ACT; or
- 390 on the Writing Section of the SAT or a 5 on the Essay
the SAT; or
- 2.5 on the Montana University System Writing Assessment;
or
- 3 on the AP English Language or English Literature
Examination; or
- 50 on the CLEP Subject Exam in Composition.

Provisional Acceptance
Students who fail to meet the admissions requirements may
be admitted on a provisional basis if the Admissions Committee
determines that a student could be successful by taking
advantage of the academic support services that are available.
Students will be granted full admission, after completing
twenty-four credits with a grade point average of at least 2.0
Students are expected to complete the twenty-four credits
within two semesters but must complete them within three
semesters. In cases where academic preparation falls well
below the admission standards listed above, applicants will be
directed to the College of Technology were courses can be
taken to strengthen their preparation for success at The
University of Montana.

Special Circumstances
The following categories of students may receive special
consideration with regard to admission standards:
1. Non-traditional freshmen (those students who do not enter
college for a period of at least three years from the date of high
school graduation or from the date they would have graduated
from high school if they have aGED).
Admission status of high school graduates with transcripts
and ACT/SAT scores will be determined using the grid above.
Admission status of GED non-traditional applicants with
ACT/SAT scores will be determined using the grid above. In
lieu of a GPA, the GED score rescaled from 4000 to 4.0
(maximum) will replace the GPA axis.
Applicants without both transcripts and ACT/SAT scores, or
applicants without both GED transcript and ACT/SAT scores
will be admitted provisionally.
2. GED freshmen (those students who pass the GED and enter
college within thfee years of the date they would have
graduated from high school). Admission status of GED
freshman will be determined using the grid above. In lieu of a
GPA, the GED score rescaled from 4000 to 4.0 (maximum) will
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replace GPA axis.
3. Summer only students are exempt from standards 2, 3 and
4 above.
All traditional freshman or GED freshman applicants must
take the ACT or SAT. Some departments reserve the right to
set higher admission standards for their undergraduate
programs. Applicants to these programs who meet general
University requirements for admission to the undergraduate
degree status will be admitted to the appropriate pre-major
program by Enrollment Services-Adniissions. Af.plicat10n to
the undergraduate major program is an additiona , separate
process administered by the department and arranged for by the
student seeking acceptance. These admission requirements are
subject to change.
Questions concerning admission requirements may be
directed to Enrollment Services-Admissions, (406) 243-6266 or
1-800-462-8636.

the University website.
An application for admission is complete when Enrollment
Services-Admissions receives the credentials described below.
. I. Application form. Applications must be complete and
signed.
2. $30 application fee or $36 application fee when applying
online (includes transmitted fee). This non-refundable fee is
payable once at the undergraduate level provided payment is
followed by enrollment. Record of payment will remain on file
for one year for students who do not enroll. Applications are
not processed prior to payment of this fee. The University of
Montana-Missoula waives the application fee for students who
have attended an affiliate campus: Montana Tech and the
Division of Technology, Helena College of Technology, and
Western Montana College.
3. Test scores. Official ACT or SAT results should be sent
directly from the testing company or may be posted on the high
school transcript.
4. High School Student Self-Report form. This form is part of
the standard ai?plication form and is the basis for the initial
admission decision.
5. Final high school transcript with graduation date.
Information provided on the self-report form will be verified
from this transcript.
6. Medical History Record. All students are required to
submit a completed Pre-Registration Immunization Form to the
Curry Health Center two weeks prior to registration. It is
important that the immunization record be complete, accurate
and validated by a health official.

When to Apply
March I is the application priority processing date for autumn
semester. The application pnority processing date for spring is
November 15. Applications postmarked or completed after the
processing priority date will be processed on a space available
basis. Students are encouraged to apply early as some
programs may fill early. A student must be admitted to The
University of Montana-Missoula prior to attending an
orientation program. Orientation information is sent to
accepted students prior to each semester.

Transfer Students
Academic Eligibility

Future trends in Admission Eligibility at UM
In future years, the academic criteria for full admission to
Baccalaureate programs at The University will continue to rise.
Students who fail to meet these stricter admission standards
may be admitted on a provisional basis if the Admissions
Committee determines that a student could be successful by
taking advantage of the academic support services that are
available. Other applicants will be directed to the College of
Technology where courses can be taken to strengthen their
preparation for success at The University.

How to Apply
Applications for admission are available from Enrollment
Services-Admissions by request. In addition, applications are
sent to all Montana high schools, community colleges and
select out-of-state schools. Applications are also available on

Any undergraduate degree transfer applicant who has
attempted fewer than twelve college level credits must meet the
academic eligibility requirements for freshmen mentioned
above. Other undergraduate degree applicants who have
attempted twelve or more college level credits must meet the
academic eligibility requirements described here.
Applicants must present a 2.00 (C) cumulative grade average
(on a 0-4 scale) for all college level work attempted to be
eligible for admission.
Enrollment Services-Admissions determines whether or not
transfer courses are college level, the appropriate grading and
credit conversions on transfer work, and the applicability of
transfer credit toward general education, upper division, and
other university requirements. See Transfer Evaluations under
General Information in this section for details.

How to Apply
Receipt of the following credentials in Enrollment ServicesAdmissiOns constitutes a complete application for admission:
I. Application form. The application form may be obtt'ined by
contacting Enrollment Services-Admissions, The University of
Montana-Missoula, Missoula, Montana 59812 (406) 243-6266.
It should be completed, signed and returned. Applications are
also available on the university website.
2. $30.00 or $36 application fee. This non-refundable fee is
payable once at the undergraduate level provided payment is
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followed by enrollment. Record of payment will remain on file
for one year for students who do not enroll. An application
cannot be considered prior to payment of this fee. The
University of Montana-Missoula waives the application fee for
students who have attended an affiliate campus: Montana Tech
and the Division of Technology, Helena College of
Technology, and Western Montana College.
3. Official college/university transcripts. The student must
supply a complete official transcript from each regionally
accredited college or university attended, and from each college
or university attended holding candidate status for regional
accreditation. Applications from students who are enrolled at
the transfer school while applying to UM will be considered for
admission based on incomplete official transcripts showing all
academic work completed and posted to date. The complete
official transcript must be on file before the second regtstration
at UM. Academic eligibility will be reviewed upon receipt of
the complete transcript.
4. All students are re'l,uired to submit a completed PreRegistration ImmunizatiOn Form to the Curry Health Center
two weeks prior to registration. It is especially important that
the immunization record be complete and accurate and
validated by a health official.

When to Apply
March 1 is the application priority processing date for autumn
semester. The application pnority processing date for spring
semester is November 15. Applications postmarked or
completed after the processing priority date will be processed
on a space available basis. Students are encouraged to apply
early as some programs may fill early. A student must be
admitted to The University of Montana-Missoula prior to
attending an orientation program. Orientation information is
sent to accepted students prior to each semester.

Bachelor of Applied Science
Admission
Academic Eligibility
Applicants must hold an Associate of Applied Science degree
from an accredited institution with a minimum cumulative
grade average of2.5.

How to Apply
Applicants should contact the Bachelor of Applied Science
advtsor at The University of Montana College of Technology,
243-7801. The applicant and advisor meet to discuss
application procedures as well as degree plan identification and
required approval.
Receipt of the following constitutes a complete application
B.A.S. degree:
1. A University of Montana-Missoula application-identifying
desired degree program as Bachelor of Applied Science.
Applications are available from Enrollment ServicesAdinissions, The University of Montana-Missoula, Missoula,
MT 59812 (406-243-6266); or the College of Technology,
Enrollment Services-Admtssions, 909 South A venue West,
Missoula, MT 59801 (406-243-7882).
2. Official college/university transcripts of all previous
course work
3. $30 application fee (if the applicant is new to The
University of Montana system)
4. Pre-Registration Immunization Form (if the applicant is
new or has been absent for more then 24 months from The
University of Montana system)

When to Apply
Applications from students who hold an A.A.S. degree with a
gpa of 2.5 are accepted on a continual basis. Applicants in the
process of completmg the A.A.S. degree are encouraged to

begin the application process during their final semester.
Students are not, however, admitted until after the A.A.S.
degree has been awarded.

Associate of Applied Science,
Associate of Arts and Certificate
Admission
The Associate of Applied Science and Certificate programs in
the College of Technology are designed to lead an individual
directly to employment in a specific career. In some instances,
particularly in allied health, the degree is a prerequisite for
taking a licensing examination. The College of Arts and
Sciences offers a Bachelor of Applied Science degree for
students who have completed the Associate of Applied Science
degree. The Associate of Arts degree typically prepares
students to transfer to other programs.

Academic Eligibility
To be eligible for admission, students must have graduated
from an accredited high school or passed the GED. Students
admitted to the College of Technology who wish to enroll in
courses at the University of Montana-Missoula main campus
must meet the admission requirements of the main campus.

How to Apply
Applications for admission are available from the College of
Technology by request. In addition, applications are sent to all
in-state high schools.
An application for admission is complete when the College of
Technology receives the credentials described below.
1. Application form. Applications must be completed and
signed.
2. $30 or $36 application fee. This non-refundable
application fee is payable once at the undergraduate level
provided payment is followed by enrollment. Record of
payment will remain on file for one year for students who do
not enroll. The University of Montana-Missoula waives the
application fee for students who have attended an affiliate
campus: Montana Tech and the Division of Technology,
Helena College of Technology, and Western Montana College.
3. Test scores. All students are required to take either the
ACT, SAT or ASSET standardized test and submit scores to the
Admissions Office. Contact the College of Technology
Admissions Office for specific information regarding this
requirement.
4. Proof of high school graduation/QED. An official high
school transcript with graduation date or GED score report must
be sent to the College of Technology.
5. Medical History Record. All students are required to
submit a completed Pre-Registration Immunization Form to the
Curry Health Center two weeks prior to registration. History
record forms are sent to students with acceptance notifications.
Some health-related programs have additional requirements.
Refer to the College of Technology section of this catalog.

When to Apply
Applications are considered on a first come, first-served basis.
Withm two weeks of receiving an application, the College of
Technology will notify applicants of their status. If a program
is full, applicants who fulfill admission requirements will be
admitted to the next available term.

International
The University of Montana-Missoula Enrollment ServicesAdmissions Office or the College of Technology will issu~ ~e
Immigration Form 1-20 AB or I-20MN (necessary for obtammg
an F-1 or M-1 student visa) to international applicants who are
academically eligible for the undergraduate degree status (see
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above) and who supply complete credentials as described
below. In certain situations an international applicant may not
need an I-20; in these cases, Enrollment Services-Admissions
should be contacted for individual advice regarding admission
status, academic eligibility, and admission requirements.
International students are not required to submit ACT or SAT
scores.

How to Apply
Receipt of the following credentials constitutes a complete
internatiOnal application for admission:
1. International application form. This form can be obtained
by contacting Enrollment Services-Admissions or the College
of Technology. The form must be complete and signed.
Applications are also available on the university website.
2. $30.00 or $36.00 application fee (in US dollars). This
non-refundable fee is payable once at the undergraduate level
when payment is followed by enrollment. In all other cases
record of payment will remain on file for one year. Payment of
this fee is expected prior to consideration of the application.
The University of Montana-Missoula waives the application fee
for students who have attended an affiliate campus: Montana
Tech and the Division of Technology, Helena College of
Technology, and Western Montana College.
3. Academic Credentials:
A. Certified copies of non-U.S. academic credentials
beginning with secondary school and continuing through the
highest level of achievement.
B. U.S. transcripts. Complete official transcripts showing all
U.S. high school and college/university attendance.
4. Statement of Financial Support. The applicant must submit
a certified statement from a bank or sponsor verifying that
adequate financial resources are available to pay for the
student's estimated expenses for the first year (tuition, fees,
room, board, miscellaneous expenses, student health insurance,
expenses of dependents, etc.). This estimated amount is
adJusted annually and is available by contacting Enrollment
Services-Admissions.
5. English Report. Students from countries other than
Australia, New Zealand, Canada or the United Kingdom must
show evidence of proficiency in English by submitting official
scores of the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL).
A minimum score of 500 is required for regular admission to
undergraduate programs (see Conditional Admission below).
However, students who score less than 580 will be required to
take English as a Second Language courses according to the
following schedule (except College of Technology students):
500-525-one-halfthe normal academic load plus
ENSLILING 250: English for Foreign Students: Intermediate.
Students in mathematics, computer science, and science fields
that depend heavily on laboratory work may enroll up to a
three-fourths academic load.
525-580-three-fourths normal academic load plus
ENSL/LING 450: English for Foreign Students: Advanced.
A student may petition the Supervisor of the English as a
Second Language Program to waive this requirement, if the
student has the support of his or her department or program
chair.
Any questions concerning the evidence of proficiency in
English should be directed to Enrollment Services-Admissions.
When the student arranges to take the TOEFL test, he or she
should request that examination results be sent directly to
Enrollment Services-Admissions or the College of Technology,
The University of Montana-Missoula, Missoula, Montana
59812. (CodeN. 4489-00)
Conditional Admission
International students who score below 500 and who meet all
other admission requirements will be offered conditional
admission. Conditionally admitted students study in an
intensive program at The University of Montana-Missoula

English Language Institute on campus until the TOEFL score
reaches 500. After a score of 500 ts achieved, enrollment in
regular university courses begins.
6. Medical History Record International. All students are
required to submit a completed Pre-Registration Immunization
Form for international students to the Curry Health Center two
weeks prior to registration. It is required that the immunization
record (for measles, rubella, diphtheria, tetanus and polio)be
complete, accurate, and validated by a physician.. Skin testing
for tuberculosis will be required upon amval through the Curry
Health Center.
7. Visa Clearance and Advisor's Recommendation Form. F-1
and M-1 students transferring from another college or
university in the U.S. must have this form completed by the
foreign student advisor of the transfer school and returned to
the UM Enrollment Services-Admissions Office or the College
of Technology. A new I-20 will be issued by UM once a
transfer release date is entered in SEVIS (Student & Exchange
Visitor Information System) by the current school.

When to Apply
Applications are accepted on a rolling, space-available basis.
Consequently, students are encouraged to apply early to secure
acceptance.

Undergraduate Nondegree
Status
An apflicant who wishes to pursue studies for his or her
persona growth and who does not wish to work toward a
formal degree at The University of Montana-Missoula may
apply as an undergraduate nondegree student. (This option is
not available to freshmen unless they are applying to the
College of Technology.) Each applicant should understand
that acceptance to this category does not constitute
acceptance into a degree granting program. Applicants
adrmtted as undergraduate nondegree students are not eligible
for financial aid.

Academic Eligibility
Each applicant must certify on the application form that he or
she has graduated from a high school that is fully accredited by
its state department of education, or has passed the General
Educational Development test with a standard score of35 or
above on each test and an average standard score of 45 or
above on all five tests. To be considered for nondegree status,
a student must have attempted 12 or more college level credits.
Except in the College of Technology, a maximum of30
semester credits earned as a nondegree student will be applied
to an undergraduate degree at The University of MontanaMissoula if the applicant applies and is accepted to a degree
program. Whether credits taken in the College of Technology
as a nondegree student may apply to a particular degree
program is dependent on the courses taken and the degree
program to which the student may be admitted. This category is
not open to students currently on academic suspension from
The University of Montana-Missoula.
If a person is admitted as an undergraduate nondegree student
and later wishes to change to a degree program, he or she will
be required to file an application for readmission, furnish the
required supporting credentials and meet the regular admissions
standards for the intended program. Readmission applications
are available from Enrollment Services-Admissions, the
College of Technology, or the Registrar's Office.
How to Apply
Receipt of the following credentials in Enrollment ServicesAdmissiOns or the College of Technology constitutes a
complete application for admission to the undergraduate
nondegree status:
1. Application form. The application form may be obtained
from the Office of Enrollment Services-AdmissiOns, The
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University of Montana-Missoula, Missoula, Montana 59812
(406) 243-6266 or the College of Technology (406) 243-7882.
It should be completed, signed, and returned. Applications are
also available on the university website.
2. $30.00 or $36application fee. This non-refundable fee is
payable once at the undergraduate level provided payment is
followed by enrollment. Record of payment will remain on file
for one year for students who do not enroll. An application
cannot be considered prior to payment of this fee. The
University of Montana-Missoula waives the application fee for
students who have attended an affiliate campus: Montana Tech
and the Division of Technology, Helena College of
Technology, and Western Montana College.
3. Medical History Record. All applicants are required to
submit a completed Pre-Registration Immunization Form to the
Curry Health Center two weeks prior to registration. The form
must be complete, accurate and validated by a health official.
Health forms are sent to students with letters of acceptance.

When to Apply
March 1 is the application priority processing date for autumn
semester. The application pnority processing date for spring
semester is November 15. Applications postmarked or
completed after these dates will be processed on a space
available basis. Students are encouraged to apply early.

Graduate Nondegree Status
Graduate nondegree status allows students, who have not
been formally admitted to a graduate degree program, to
receive graduate credit for courses.
Up to nine semester nondegree graduate credits (or the credits
earned during a single semester, whichever is greater) may be
applied toward a subsequent degree program, with the approval
of the student's program chair and the graduate dean.
Acceptance as a graduate nondegree student does not imply
future admission to a degree program.
Graduate nondegree students may take courses for either
graduate or undergraduate credit, as defined by the university
catalog. Graduate credits will be assigned automatically unless
a request for undergraduate credit is submitted to the Graduate
School by the fifth week of the semester.
Applicants admitted as ~aduate nondegree students are NOT
ELIGIBLE for financial rud. Graduate nondegree students are
assessed the graduate level tuituion and fees at the master's
level rate for all credits taken.
Applicants must have earned a baccalaureate degree (or
higher degree) from a regionally accredited college or
university prior to enrollment in the graduate nondegree status.
Applicants seeking graduate nondegree status must apply
onlme at www.umt.edu/grad and pay a $45 non-refundable
application fee. Deadline for submitting graduate nondegree
applications is prior to the first day of the semester.

Graduate Nondegree Readmission
Students who previously attended The University of Montana
in a graduate nondegree status and have not been enrolled for
two years, 24 montlis or more, use the graduate nondegree
readmission from to reapply for the same status.
Graduate nondegree readmission forms can be downloaded
from www.umt.edu/gradlapply/nondegree.htm. Or you may
contact the Graduate Schoo at the Lommasson Center, Rm
224, Missoula, MT 59812 or by phone at 406-243-2572 or by
e-mail at grad.school@umontana.edu. Former graduate
nondegree students applying for readmission pay a $15 nonrefundable application fee.

Graduate Degree
Graduate degree admission is for candidates seeking to
complete a master's or doctoral program at UM. Program
information and deadlines are listed at
www.umt.edu/grad/programs/default.htm. The academic

department you are applying to conducts the initial evaluation
of a complete application packet and submits your packet and a
recommendation to the Graduate School for the final decision
regarding admission.
Applicants seeking graduate status must apply online at
www.umt.edu/grad and pay a $45 non-refundable application
fee.

Distance Education
The University of Montana provides the opportunity to apply
as a Distance Education only student. Students who are
interested in applying for thts status would need to meet the
University's general admission requirements for freshman and
transfer students. This admission status is designed for students
who are registering for online courses only and do not plan to
take any courses on campus. When applying for this status
students are not required to provide proof of immunization or
complete a medical History Form. Since Distance Education
only students have some of the mandatory fees waived, they are
not eligible for health insurance, services provided by the Curry
Health Center, athletic event discounts or the Campus
Recreation facilities.
Currently enrolled students or former University of Montana
students must change their status by completing a Distance
Learnin~ Change of Status Form. This form is available from
the Registrar's Office or online at the following URL.
htt,p://www2.umt.edu/registrar/forms.htm.

GED (General Educational
Development)
A person who is not a graduate from an accredited high
school may be eligible for admission by earning passing scores
on the GED test. Passing scores are a minimum score of 35 on
each test and an avera~e score of 45. Effective Jan 1, 2002
passing scores are a mmimum score of 41 0 on each test and an
average score of 450. GED students who have been out of high
school for less than three years must also submit ACT or SAT
scores. For additional information and test center locations in
Montana, contact the Office of Public Instruction, Helena, MT
59601.

Former University of MontanaMissoula Students - Readmission
Students previously enrolled at The University of MontanaMissoula who have mterrupted their enrollment for 24 months
or more must submit an application for readmission.
Applications for readmission may be obtained from the
Registrar's Office or Enrollment Services-Admissions.
Former students applying for a change in their admission
status (undergraduate degree, undergraduate nondegree,
graduate nondegree) via the readmission process are subject to
the admission requirements described above.

Former undergraduate degree students who do not plan
to change their status and who have attended another college/university since attending The University of MontanaMissoula, even if their absence from UM has been less than
two years in duration, must submit college transcripts.
Former students who are applying for readmission must
comply with Immunization Requirements as listed in this
catalog.
Former undergraduate students are not required to pay the
application fee of$30.00 unless they are changing from an
undergraduate status to a graduate status or vice versa. The
application fee is paid only once at the undergraduate level.
For additional information you can contact the Registrar's
Office at 406-243-2939 or visit us on the web at
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http://www2.umt.edu/registrar/.

General Information
Achievement Tests (ACT/SAT)
The results of the American College Test (ACT) or the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) must be requested directly from
the testing company or may be posted on the high school
transcript. They are used for admission and academic advising,
for the granting of scholarships, and for admission into the
Davidson Honors College. All new undergraduate degree
students, both freshmen and transfers, who have attempted or
earned fewer than 12 college credits must take the ACT or the
SAT. Arrangements should be made to take the test in October
or December of the year preceding entrance to the University.
Complete information and registration forms are sent to all high
school counselors well in advance of each test date. Information
may also be obtained from the American College Testing
Program, P.O. Box 168, Iowa City, Iowa 52240 or the College
Board ATP, Box 592, Princeton, New Jersey 08540.
Students must have taken the test in order to be considered for
admission. Students who have a disability which would hamper
them in taking the ACT or SAT test will need to make special
arrangements for accommodation.
If the high school graduation date is more than three years
prior to the term in which the student intends to enroll, an ACT
or SAT score is not required but is strongly encouraged.

Advanced Placement (AP) Program/College
Level Examination Program (CLEP)
College credit may be granted based on achievement in
college-level high school courses, provided the University has
received satisfactory scores from the College Level Entrance
Examination Program (CLEP)or the Advanced Placement
Program (AP) examinations. The University of MontanaMissoula awards credit based upon the recommendations from
the American Council on Education (ACE) guide.
It should not be assumed that credit granted by other
colleges/universities would be allowed by UM. Specific
questions regarding the Advanced Placement Program should
be directed to Enrollment Services-Admissions.
University policy for awarding credit on the basis of
AP/CLEP is as follows:
1. Students must be enrolled in or applying to the
undergraduate degree status.
2. Grades of Pass will be recorded for all credits granted.
3. There is no limit to the number of credits that may be
awarded.
4. Credits may be used toward general education
requirements. Enrollment Services-Admissions will make
appropriate designations.
5. The student's academic department will determine the
applicability of credits granted toward major requirements.
Additional credit information is available at
http://admissions.umt.edu/admissions/apinformation/

International Baccalaureate
The University of Montana recognizes IB achievement and
awards eight credits for each higher level exam passed with
examination scores of four or htgher. The University does not
grant credit for standard level examinations. Enrollment
Services-Admissions will provide students with an evaluation
of their credits upon receipt of official scores. Additional
information can be found at
http://admission.umt.edu/admissions/apinformation/.

Credit for Military Service and Schooling
The UniversitY. may grant elective credit for courses
completed in military service schools and training provided

such credit is baccalaureate level as recommended by the
American Council on Education in "A Guide to Evaluation of
Educational Experiences in the Armed Services". Credit may be
granted toward College of Technology programs if appropriate
to the program req_uirements. Specific questions regarding credit for military servtce schools should be directed to Enrollment
Services-Admissions.

Credit for Training Programs
The University may grant elective credit for courses
completed in training programs, provided such credit is
baccalaureate level as recommended by the American Council
on Education in "The National Guide to Educational Credits for
Training Programs". Credit may be granted toward College of
Technology programs if appropriate to the program
requirements. Specific questions regarding credit for training
programs should be directed to Enrollment ServicesAdmissions.

Foreign Language Placement
Transfer credit is not granted for high school foreign
languages. Placement testing is done by the Foreign Language
department to determine appropriate class placement for
entering students.

General Education Requirement
Accepted transfer courses apply toward The University of
Montana-Missoula General Education requirements as assigned
by Enrollment Services-Admissions.
Transfer students who submit all credentials on time and who
are admitted to an undergraduate degree program will receive
an evaluation of their work showing the distribution of courses
toward the general education requirements; this evaluation will
be sent with the acceptance letter. It is important that a student
monitor his/her program with the help of an academic advisor.
Additional information can be found in the section titled
"General Education for Transfer Students." See index.

Immunization Requirements
Montana state law requires postsecondary students to provide
proof of immunization. Students must complete the Pre·
Registration Immunization Requirements form and return
the from to the Curry Health Center prior to orientation and
registration.
Registration cannot be completed without this
documentation. A Pre-Registration Immunization
Requirements form is sent with the admission acceptance letter.
For additional information, visit www.umt.edu/sa/chc.

High School Pilot Program
Area high school students can enroll in University classes
under this program. High school students earn college credit,
receive an early introduction to University opportumties and are
able to develop skills and knowledge beyond the high school
level. For more information, contact the Coordinator of the
High School Pilot Program, Enrollment Services-Admissions,
Lommasson Center 103, The University ofMontana-Missoula,
Missoula, MT 59812 or phone (406)-243-6266. For
opportunities in the College of Technology, phone (406) 2437828.

International Student Exchange Program
(ISEP)
For information on the International Student Exchange
Program, contact the International Programs Office,
International Center, The University of Montana-Missoula,
Missoula, MT 59812 or phone (406) 243-2288.

National Student Exchange (NSE)
The University of Montana-Missoula participates in the
National Student Exchange (NSE) program wtth 190 other state
colleges and universities. This program offers students the
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opportunity to become better acquainted with different social
ana educational patterns in other areas of the United States.
NSE encourages students to experience new life and learning
styles, appreciate differing cultural perspectives, learn more
about themselves and others and broaden their educational
backgrounds through specialized courses or unique programs
which may not be available on the home campus. The qualified
year student may travel to another state and participate m the
exchange program for up to one academic year. For more
information, contact the Coordinator of the National Student
Exchange Program, Enrollment Services-Admissions,
Lommasson Center 101, The University of Montana-Missoula,
Missoula, MT 59812 or phone (406) 243-6266.

Special Admission Committee
A special admission committee reviews applications from
students who do not meet the regular admissiOn standards.

Enrollment Limitation
The University of Montana-Missoula may deny or condition
admission, readmission, or continuing enrollment of any
individual who, in the judgment of the University, presents an
unreasonable risk to the safety and welfare of the campus and
persons thereon. In making such judgment, the University may,
among other things, take into account the individual's history
and experience relative to (a) violence and destructive
tendencies, (b) behavior on other college campuses, and (c) any
rehabilitative therapy the individual may have undergone.
The University of Montana-Missoula adopts the following
Admission Review Procedures:
The Assistant Vice President for Enrollment, the Dean of the
Graduate School or the Chair of the Admissions Committees of
the various professional schools at The University of MontanaMissoula shall be responsible for the administration of the
Admissions Review procedures established to implement Board
of Regents policy. When the responsible admissiOns officer
has reason to believe an applicant may present an unreasonable
risk to the safety and welfare of the campus and persons
thereon, additional information regarding the applicant's
background and experiences shall be requested. No applicant's
admission may be barred automatically, solely by reason of a
criminal conviction, if state supervision has terminated, or
solely by reason of a youth court adjudication. The responsible
admissions officer may request additional information m the
following instances: (1) When an applicant has been convicted
of a felony; (2) When an applicant has been adjudicated as a
danger to others or to self; (3) When an applicant has been
suspended or expelled for disciplinary reasons from other
educational institutions, either before or after the applicant has
been accepted at The University of Montana-Missoula; (4)
When, on the basis of other facts, the Assistant Vice President
for Enrollment or other responsible officer has reason to believe
an applicant may present an unreasonable risk to the safety and
welfare of the campus and persons thereon.
After obtaining additional information, the responsible
admissions officer may admit the applicant or refer the
application to the Admissions Review Committee for review
and recommendation.

Transfer Credentials .
The kinds of credentials evaluated by Enrollment ServicesAdmissions for possible transfer credits fall into two categories,
required and optional.
Required Credentials - UM requires that these credentials be
submitted for evaluation at the time of application. They consist
of official transcripts from regionally accredited colleges and
universities, from colleges and universities that are candidates
for regional accreditation, and foreign colleges and universities.
Course work from other schools is not evaluated unless an
individual exception is requested by a student and approved by
a committee composed of the Academic Vice President,
Assistant Vice President for Enrollment and Registrar.

Optional Credentials - Although students are not required to
submit these records, Enrollment Services-Admissions or the
College of Technology will evaluate them any time during
enrollment in the undergraduate degree status. They consist of
official records from non-traditional sources including the
Advance Placement Program, the College Level Examination
Program, military service records and records from certain
training programs (see below).

Transfer Evaluations
Evaluations of transfer records are done by Enrollment
Services-Admissions. An Evaluation of Transfer Records is
included in the acceptance packet and in the advising materials
distributed during orientation. It is recommended that students
provide their advisors with transfer course descriptions.
As part of an evaluation, Enrollment Services-Admissions
reviews all academic work for possible repeated courses and
assigns courses to the appropriate UM General Education areas.
Credit for courses judged by Enrollment Services-Admissions
to be of college level will be applied toward the free elective
requirements of baccalaureate degrees. The evaluation also
designates courses applicable toward the 39 credit Upper
Division requirement. Accepted credits are subject to
restrictions noted in the Credit Maximums presented later in the
section under Degree Requirements. These and other
limitations are explained m that section. The academic
department is authorized to determine the applicability of
accepted credit toward major department requirements.
Students are required to seek the advice of their departmental
advisors prior to registration each term.
Students in the College of Technology must submit official
transcripts for evaluation. If a student feels that a course taken
at another institution may substitute for a specific College of
Technology course, the evaluation will be done by the associate
dean and the chair of the department of the equivalent course.
Courses in which a grade lower than "C" was earned,
internship, clinical experience, and some laboratory courses
will not be considered for transfer credit.
Students who wish to appeal a decision regarding acceptance
of transfer credit should contact Enrollment ServicesAdmissions to receive information on the appeal process.

Transfer Articulation
Enrollment Services-Admissions publishes articulate course
work from various two and four year colleges in Montana,
Idaho, Oregon, Utah, Washington and Wyoming. This
information is available at www.umt.edu. Choose "T" from the
'A-Z Index' and click on Transfer Credit Information.

Validation Required Credit
The Montana University System Board of Regents has
stipulated that college level credit from colleges and
umversities having candidacy status in a regional accrediting
association can be accepted only after the student has
successfully completed twenty (20) semester credits at the
receiving institutiOn. At UM, these credits are termed
"validation required " (VR) credits. As students successfully
complete twenty credits at UM, the VR credit is released by the
UM Registrar and added to the undergraduate credits.

Vocational-Technical Credit
Courses from regionally accredited colleges which are
intended for use exclusively in terminal, non-transfer programs
(associate of applied science or certificate programs) are termed
vocational-technical. Transfer credit towaro an A.A. or
baccalaureate program, except for the Bachelor of Applied
Science degree, is not accepted for vocational-techmcal
courses, and vocational- technical courses are not used to
determine academic eligibility for admission to these programs
at UM. Vocational-technical courses will appear on the UM
permanent record designated by "VT". Although credits for
vocational-technical courses are not accepted in transfer except
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in the College of Technology and for the Bachelor of Applied
Science degree, the vocational technical petition process
enables a student's UM major department to grant up to 10
semester credits based on vocational-technical experiences
which enhance the major program.
To receive a vocational-technical credit grant, a student may
petition his or her major department by securing the petition
form from the Registrar's Office. This form, together with a
copy of The University of Montana-Missoula permanent record
and a copy of the transfer institution's catalog, should be
presented to the department chair of the student's major. The
department chair will return the form to the Registrar's Office
indicating how many, if any, credits may be applied toward the
degree. This completed form is an agreement between the
institution and the student that the credits apply toward
graduation requirements provided the student retains his or her
major in the same field. Should the student elect to change
majors, the same procedure must be followed with the new
department chair.
This petition process may be used by students wishing to
count up to 10 semester credits in technical courses taken from
the College of Technology to an associate of arts or
baccalaureate degree program. Technical courses are
designated by a course number suffix of"T".

Western Interstate Commission for Higher
Education
The Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education's
Professional Student Exchange Program enables students in
thirteen western states to enroll in out-of-state professional
programs when those programs are not available in their home
states. Exchange students receive preference in admission.
They pay reduced levels of tuition: for most students, resident
tuition in public institutions or reduced standard tuition at
private schools. The home state pays a support fee to the
admitting schools to help cover the cost of students' education.
The following professional programs are not available in
Montana but are supported by the Montana WICHE program.
They are dentistry, medicine, occupational therapy, optometry,
osteopathic medicine, podiatry, public health and veterinary
medicine.
The Certifying Officer for the State of Montana can be
contacted for specific details about the program. WICHE
Student Exchange Program, Montana University System, 2500
Broadway, Helena, MT 59620. (406)444-6570 or Fax: (406)
444-1469.

Western Undergraduate Exchange Program
(WUE)
The Western Undergraduate Exchange (WUE) program at
The University of Montana-Missoula is administered as a
competitive merit based scholarship program. The scholarship
is limited to students who are legal residents of Alaska,
Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Nevada, New
Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah,
Washington and Wyoming.
Only first time incoming freshman and new transfer
students are eligible to apply for a WUE scholarship.

The amount of the WUE scholarship will represent 150% of
Montana resident tuition. Therefore, the WUE scholarship will
enable recipients to pay the equivalent of 150 percent of
Montana resident tuition rather than the full non-resident tuition
and fees.
The WUE scholarship will automatically be renewed each
semester providing recipients follow the conditions of the
WUE Scholarship.
The conditions of the WUE Scholarship are:
• The scholarship is in effect for four years or until
completion of a bachelor's degree (120 credits), whichever
come first.
• Recipients may not change their state of legal residence.
Recipients must maintain legal residence in a participating
WUE state.
• Recipients must maintain a 3.0 grade point average to
maintain the scholarship.
• Recipient must enroll as a full-time student (15 or more
credits) for each consecutive term of enrollment.
Time as a WUE scholarship recipient cannot be used
toward fulfilling Montana state residency requirements for
fee purposes at any unit of the Montana University System.
To be eligible for the WUE scholarship first time incoming
freshman and transfer students must apply for admission to The
University of Montana and complete the UM Entering Student
Scholarship by December 31 •t. Further details are available
from the Enrollment Services-Admissions Office or by visiting
http://admissions.umt.edu.

Student Conduct Code
The Student Conduct Code, embodying the ideals of
academic honesty, integrity, human rights and responsible
citizenship, governs all student conduct at The Umversity of
Montana-Missoula. Student enrollment presupposes a
commitment to the principles and policies embodied in this
Code.
The Student Conduct Code sets forth University jurisdiction,
student rights, standards of academic and general student
conduct, disciplinary sanctions for breach of the standards of
student conduct and procedures to be followed in adjudicating
charges of both academic and general misconduct.
The Vice President for Student Affairs is responsible for
procedural administration of the Student Conduct Code for all
general conduct. The Provost and Vice President for Academic
Affairs is responsible for all academic conduct.
Copies of the Student Conduct Code can be obtained from the
offices of the Vice President for Student Affairs, the Provost
and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Residence Life, and
Associated Students of The University of Montana-Missoula
(ASUM). The Student Conduct Code also can be accessed from
the internet at www.umt.edu/studentaffairs/policy/code.htm.

Servicemembers Opportunity College
The University is a member of Servicemembers Opportunity
Colleges, a consortium of over 1300 institutions pledged to be
reasonable in working with servicemembers and veterans trying
to earn degrees.
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Academic Advising and
Orientation
Advising
Academic advising is an important part of the education
process at The University of Montana. It is a personal and
educational advantage to the UM student who establishes a
friendly and honest relationship with an academic advisor. An
effective relationship with an advisor is one of the avenues
through which students come to realize the maximum
educational benefits available to them, learn to better
. understand themselves and to meet their special educational
needs and goals.
AU undergraduate students are required to meet with their
advisor at least one each semester. The mandatory advisement
policy requires that a student must obtain the advisor's
endorsement of his or her course selections. Students meet
with an advisor prior to registration for the next semester to
review educational progress, discuss plans and secure schedule
approval.
Students majoring in a department or school are assigned an
academic advtsor from that unit. Departments use different
processes in assigning advisors. In some cases, the person in
charge of advising for the department or program, the Advising
Chair or Coordinator, does all the freshman advising. In some
cases, the student may be assigned an advisor in the major who
seems best suited to discuss particular academic interests or
who represents one of the various options in the major.
Academic advisors assist students regarding class schedules,
dropping or adding courses, by making referrals to appropriate
academic or personal assistance programs and the vanous
requirements for graduation. Advisors' signature lines are
provided on forms when it seems necessary for a student to
visit with the advisor to make an appropriate educational
decision.
The University of Montana-Missoula encourages the
enrollment of students who are uncertain of their education and
career plans. These students are designated as Undeclared
students. Undeclared students are assigned a faculty advisor or
a student (peer) from a select advising pool through the
Undergraduate Advisin~ Center. This advisor assists the
student in exploring vartous educational and career goals while
meeting the General Education Requirements.
While many advisors are faculty members from the
departments, the.Universio/ do~s involve trained peer advisors,
staff and professwnal advtsors m the process. In the event that a
student does not know who his or her advisor is or is
dissatisfied with an assigned advisor, he or she may request
advisor information or a change of advisor either from the
department or through the Undergraduate Advising Center.
Although faculty advisors, peer advisors and the Director of
the Undergraduate Advising Center are all available to assist
students, it is important for students to realize that the ultimate

responsibility for meeting all graduation requirements is their
own. Students increase their academic planning effectiveness
by fully utilizing the advising system, and by acquainting
themselves with the academic requirements of their major
fields, University policies for regtstration and graduation, and
scholastic requirements. The UM catalog is the official source
of information on these matters.
Faculty, staff and student advisors facilitate positive academic
advisin~ experiences by: educating students about developing
mentonng relationshi6ps with faculty and professional staff;
educating students to unde~stand thetr responsibiliti~s in ~e .
advising process; encouragmg students to fulfill thetr obhgatwn
to plan m advance for advtsing sessions; and educating students
on accepting responsibility for all advising decisions.
Students with academic advising questions or concerns are
invited to contact the Undergraduate Advising Center,
Lommasson Center 269, The University of Montana-Missoula,
Missoula, MT 59812 or telephone (406) 243-2835 or the
College of Technology (406) 243-7828.

Orientation
Students who have made the decision to enroll at The
University of Montana are invited to campus to attend an
orientation program. Participation in orientation is the best way
for new students to get acquainted with the University.
Orientation is designed for all students who are new to UM,
both first-time college students and students transferring from
another school.
UM offers three summer orientation sessions. If a student is
unable to attend a summer session, UM provides similar
sessions at the beginning of autumn and spring semesters. On
the mountain campus new freshmen students are assessed a
$60.00 orientation fee and new transfer students are assessed a
$50.00 orientation fee. New students in the College of
Technology are assessed a $15.00 orientation fee. A College of
Technology orientation schedule is sent to all students accepted
to COT programs.
Typical events at orientation include an introduction to
academic programs, placement exams, academic advising
appointments, information sessions for campus support
services, and events that help students meet other students.
Orientation participants also register for classes.
Orientation information is sent to all students who have been
granted admission to UM. Call Enrollment ServicesAdmissions & New Student Services for more information at
(406) 243-6266 or 1-800-462-8636 or the College of
Technology (406) 243-7828 or 1-800-542-6882.
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Academic Policies and
Procedures
Registration
The detailed instructions registration and the course offerings
are published in the Class Schedule which is available for a
nominal fee from the The Bookstore in the University Center or
the Bookstore in the College of Technology. Students must
complete their registration during the scheduled registration
period or be subject to payment of a late registration fee if they
are allowed to register. Registration is not completed nor is any
credit awarded until all fees have been paid.
Students in the College of Technology who do not enroll for a
semester or more (excluding summer) must reapply for
admission through the College of Technology. Other students
who plan to attend a summer session or an academic year
semester and were not in attendance during the immediately
preceding 24 months, must reapply for admission through the
Registration Counter in Griz Central in the Lommasson Center.
Students should reapply for the autumn semester by July 1 and
for the spring semester by November 1. Students who have
never attended before or who are changing admission status
must apply to Enrollment Services-Admissions & N~w .Student
Services or the College of Technology. See the Admtsstons
section of this catalog.
All students currently enrolled for an academic year semester
and students readmitted to the University may pre-register for
the subsequent semester.

Students with Disabilities
Students with disabilities may obtain assistance with the
registration process and the relocation of classes through
Disability Services in 28 Corbin Hall, (406) 243-2243
VOICE/TDD.

Dropping and Adding Courses or Changing
Sections, Grading or Credit Status
Students are expected, when selecting and registering for
their courses, to make informed choices and to regard those
choices as semester-long commitments and obligations.
After registering and through the first fifteen (15)
instructional days of the semester, students may use the
internet (http://cyberbear.umt.edu) to drop and add courses or
change secttons and credits. Fees are reassessed on the
fifteenth day of the term. Added courses and credits may result
in additional fees. For courses dropped by the fifteenth
instructional day, no fees are charged and courses are not
recorded. (For deadlines and refund policy for withdrawal from
all courses, see the Withdrawal sections of this catalog.)
An instructor may specify that drop/add is not allowed on the
internet. A drop/add form is used to make changes in these
courses, if approved by the instructor.
After adding a course, the credit/no credit grading option or
auditor status may be elected on the internet or on a form
available at the Registration Counter in Griz Central in the
Lommasson Center. These options are not allowed for some
courses as identified in the Class Schedule. Change of grading
option to audit is not allowed after the 15th instructional day.
Beginning the sixteenth (16) instructional day of the
semester through the thirtieth (30) instructional day,
students use paper forms to drop, add, and make changes of
section, gradmg option, or credtt. The drop/add form must. be
signed by the instructor of the course and the student's.advt~or.
The signed drop/add form must be returned to the Regtstratton
Counter (or the Registrar's Office at the Colle&e of
Technology) no later than the thirtieth instructtonal day. A

$10.00 processing fee is charged for each drop/add form.
Added courses and credits may result in addittonal fees. There
are no refunds or reductions of fees for courses dropped and
grades ofW (withdrew) are recorded.
Beginning the thirty-first (31) instructional day of the
semester through the last day of instruction bef~re
scheduled final examinations, students must petitton to drop,
add, and make changes of section, grading optton, or credit.
The petition form must be signed by the instructor of the course
and the student's advisor and, in the case of drops only, by the
dean of the student's major. A $10.00 processing fee is charged
for each petition. Added courses and credits n:tay result in
additional fees. There are no refunds or reducttons of fees for
courses dropped, and the instructor assigns a grade of WP
(withdrew/passing) if the student's course work has been
passing or a WF (withdrew/failing) if the course work has been
failing. These grades do not affect grade averages but they are
recorded on students' transcripts.
Documented justification is required for dropping courses by
petition. Some examples of documented circumstances that
may merit approval are: registration errors, accident or illness,
family emergency, change in work schedule, no assessment of
performance in class until after this deadline, or other
circumstances beyond the student's control.
The opportunity to drop a course for the current term or alter
grading option for such a course ends on the last day of
mstruction before scheduled final exams. Dropping a course
taken in a previous term or altering grading option or audit
status for such a course is not allowed. The only exceptions are
for students who have received a grade ofNF (never attended)
or new students unfamiliar with the drop process who have
ceased attendance before the sixteenth day of instruction and
can provide to the Registrar's Office instructor verification of
non-attendance.
See the School of Law section of this catalog for the add and
drop deadlines for law courses.

Class Attendance/Absence Policy
Students who are registered for a course but do not attend the
first two class meetings may be required by the instructor to
drop the course. This rule allows for early identification of
class vacancies to permit other students to add classes.
Students not allowed to remain must complete a drop form
or drop the course on the internet
(http://cyberbear.umt.edu) to avoid receiving a failing
grade. Students who know they will be absent should contact
the instructor in advance.
Students are expected to attend all class meetings and
complete all assignments for course~ in which th~y are
enrolled. Instructors may excuse bnef and occas10nal absences
for reasons of illness, injury, family emergency, or participation
.
in a University sponsored activity. (University spons~red
activities include for example, field trips, ASUM servtce, mustc
or drama performances, and intercollegiate athletics.)
Instructors shall excuse absences for reasons of military service
or mandatory public service.
Instructors may establish absence policies to conform to the
educational goals and requirements of their courses. Such
policies will ordinarily be set out in the course syllabus.
Customarily, course syllabi will descri~e the procedur~s for
giving timely notice of absences, explam how work nussed
because of an excused absence may be made up, and stipulate
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any penalty to be assessed for absences.
The UM Faculty Senate encourages the faculty to
accommodate students incurring an excused absence by
allowing them to make up missed work when this can be done
in a manner consistent with the educational goals of their
courses. Students expecting to incur excused absences should
consult with their instructors early in the term to be sure that
they understand the absence policies for each of their courses.

Withdrawal from the University
Students who withdraw from the University while a semester
is in progress must complete withdrawal forms which are
obtained from the Registration Counter in Griz Central in the
Lommasson Center or the Registrar's Office in the College of
Technology. Drop/add forms cannot be used to withdraw from
school and students are not allowed to drop all their courses on
the internet. International students must first contact the
Foreign Student Advisor before withdrawing as visa status will
be affected.. Medical withdrawals are granted only for a
student's significant health problems and must be documented
by a healthcare provider.
See the Expenses section of this catalog for fee information
relating to withdrawals.
Students receiving financial aid who withdraw will not
receive aid the next term of enrollment. A Reinstatement of
Financial Aid form must be completed in the Financial Aid
Office to request aid for any term subsequent to a withdrawal.
Students who reside in a University residence hall or in family
housing must notify the Residence Life Office or the Family
Housing Office of the withdrawal.
Students who purchase health insurance with registration will
receive a refund and lose coverage if withdrawn during the first
fifteen instructional days unless a student is granted a medical
withdrawal. Withdrawal after the fifteenth day will not result in
a refund but coverage will continue through the remainder of
the semester.
When withdrawal forms are completed in Griz Central or the
Registrar's Office in the College of Technology before the last
two weeks of the semester, grades ofW (withdrawal) are
assigned. Beginning two weeks from the end of the term,
students may not withdraw from the University except for very
unusual circumstances. Such late withdrawals are to be
approved by the student's academic dean before the end of the
semester. However, in exceptional cases, a student's academic
dean may approve retroactive withdrawal for the last semester
in attendance, provided the request is approved before the end
of the student's next semester of enrollment.

University Employees' Registration
University employees who have applied and have been
accepted for admission to the University may register with the
approval of the employee's supervisor. Waivers of some fees
are granted to some faculty and staff members who are at least
three-quarter time salaried employees on the date of
registration. Additional information and the necessary forms
are available in the Office of Human Resource Services in the
Lommasson Center.

Grading System
The University uses two types of grading: traditional letter
grades and credit/ no credit grades. At the option of the
instructors some courses are offered only on the traditional
letter grade basis or only on the credit/no credit basis. Other
courses are open to either type of grading, at the option of the
student. Courses offered on the A-F basis only or CR/NCR
only will be indicated in the Class Schedule. In the event a
change in the published grading option for a course becomes
necessary, the faculty member may make the change during the
first ten class days of the semester. The students in the class
and the Registrar's office must be notified of the change no
later than the tenth class day. Grades preceded by an R indicate
remedial courses.

Traditional Letter Grading (A-F)
Letter grades represent an assessment of the overall quality of
work performed in a given course. A-Excellent; B-Good;
C-satisfactory; D-Poor, F-Failure. When assigning traditional
letter grades, instructors may, at their discretion, utilize the
symbols+ or-. Use of the+ or- will be limited to A-, B+, B-,
C+, C-, D+, and D-. Other symbols used are: I-Incomplete; N-work on the course may be continued in later semesters (when
work is completed, the final grade assigned applies to. all
semesters ofthe course); NF--no record of academic
performance; W --withdrawal from a course or course dropped
after the fifteenth instructional day; WP--course dropped after
thirtieth instructional day with passing work; WF--course
dropped after the thirtieth instructional day with failing work;
ADD--auditor registration. (AUD is recorded for all students
who register in courses as auditors, intending to listen to the
courses without earning credit or being graded. The same fees
are assessed as when registering for credit. Any attendance or
participation expectations are established by the instructor of
the course. If attendance expectations are not met, the instructor
may request a notation be placed on the student's academic
record indicating attendance was not satisfactory.) An R
preceding the grade indicates a remedial course. Remedial
courses do not count in credits earned or grade point averages.

Credit/No Credit Grading (CR, NCR)
Student Option: To encourage students to venture into
courses where they might otherwise hesitate because of
uncertainty regarding their aptitude or preparation, they may
enroll in some courses on a credit/no credit basis. A freshman
or sophomore with a grade-point average of2.00 or better may
elect one undergraduate course a semester on a credit/no credit
basis. Juniors and seniors may elect more than one credit/no
credit course a semester.
No more than 18 CR credits may be counted toward
graduation. Courses taken to satisfy General Education
Requirements must be taken for traditional letter grade.
Courses required for the student's major or minor must be taken
for traditional letter grade, except at the discretion of the
department concerned.
A CR is given for work deserving credit (A through D-) and
an NCR for work of failing quality (F). CR and NCR grades do
not affect grade point averages. The grades of CR and NCR
are not defined in terms of their relationship to traditional
grades for graduate course work.
Election of the credit/no credit option must be indicated at
registration time or within the first 15 class days on CyberBear.
After the fifteenth day, but prior to the end of the 30th day of
instruction, an undergraduate student may change a credit/no
credit enrollment to an enrollment under the A-F grade system,
or the reverse by means of a drop/add form.
The University cautions students that many graduate and
professional schools and some employers do not recognize
non-traditional grades (i.e., those other than A through F) or
ma:y discriminate against students who use the credit/no credit
option for many courses. Moreover, students are cautioned that
some degree programs may have different requirements
regarding CIVNCR credits, as stipulated in the catalog.
Faculty Option: A faculty member may elect to grade an
entire class on the credit/no credit basis. This method of
grading is used in courses where more precise grading is
inappro,Priate. A faculty member may indicate that a particular
course IS not available under the credit/no credit option. Courses
w.aded credit/no credit only and courses graded A-F only will be
Identified in the Class Schedule.

No Credit Grading in Composition (NC)
Students enrolled in English 100 and 101 and COM 101 are
graded by the traditional letter grades of A through F or are given
NC for no credit. The NC grade is awarded when exceptional
progress has occurred but the student needs to repeat the course.
The NC grade does not affect grade point average.
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Policy on lncompletes
It is assumed that students have the responsibility for completing
the requirements of the courses in which they are enrolled within
the time framework of the semester.
Incompletes may be given when, in the opinion of the instructor,
there is a reasonable probability that students can complete the
course without retaking it.
The incomplete is not an option to be exercised at the discretion
of students. In all cases it is given at the discretion of the instructor
within the following guidelines:
1. A mark of incomplete may be assigned students when:
a. They have been in attendance and doing passing work up to
three weeks before the end of the semester, and
b. For reasons beyond their control and which are acceptable to
the instructor, they have been unable to complete the requirements
of the course on time. Negligence and indifference are not
acceptable.reasons.
2. The instructor sets the conditions for the completion of the
course work and notes these conditions on the final grade report.
3. When a student has met the conditions for making up the
incomplete, the instructor will assign a grade based upon an
evaluation of the total work done by the student in the course.
4. An incomplete which is not made up within one calendar year
automatically will revert to the alternate grade which was assigned
by the instructor at the time the incomplete was submitted.
5. An incomplete remains on the permanent record and is
accompanied by the final grade, for example, lA, IB, IC, etc.
Computation of Cumulative Grade Average
Quality points are assigned as follows: 4 quality points for each
credit of A; 3.7 qualityf:oints for each credit of A-; 3.3 quality
points for each credit o B+; 3 quality points for each credit ofB;
2.7 guality points for each credit ofB-; 2.3 quality points for each
credit of C+; 2 quality points for each credit of C; 1. 7 quality points
for each credit of C-; 1.3 quality points for each credit of Dt; 1
quality point for each credit ofD; and 0.7 quality points for each
credit of D-.
The cumulative grade average is computed by dividing the total
quality points earned by the total number of credits attempted,
excluding courses assigned W, WF, WP, CR, NC, NCR, I, AUD,
or N grades and courses numbered under I00 (grade is preceded by
an R). Grades for courses transferred from other colleges and
universities are not included in the calculation of the grade avemge
for graduation.

Undergraduate Academic
Performance
Academic standing is determined at the time grades are posted for
the term. Retroactive registmtion changes or grade changes may
affect cumulative grade avemges but do not change the end of term
academic standing.
Academic Probation
Students will be placed on academic probation at the end of any
semester if their cumulative grade avemge drops below 2.00. The
effect of the academic probation is to serve notice to students that
the quality of their work is below an acceptable level and that
continuation of unsatisfactory work during their next semester of
enrollment will result in academic suspension. Students who are
placed on academic probation will fina that fact noted on their final
grades and their transcripts viewed on cyberbear.umt.edu. They
should contact their advisors immediately to seek help.
Academic Suspension
Students will be academically suspended at the end of any
semester if they were placed on acaaemic probation during their last
semester of attendance and their cumulative grade avemge is still
below 2.00. Exceptions are made if they earn at least 2.00 grade
avemge for the semester without raising their cumulative grade

avemge to the required minimum. In such cases, students remain on
academic probation. The effect of academic suspension is that
students may not re-enroll at the University unless they have been
reinstated. Academic suspensions are noted on final grades and
transcripts on cyberbear.umt.edu.
Reinstatement
Following suspension, students will not be considered for
reinstatement until at least one semester or the entire summer term
has passed. In order to be reinstated, students must receive the
approval of the dean of the school or college in which they intend to
enroll. Reinstatements are never automatic, and students' requests
for reinstatement are unlikely to be aJ?proved unless the students
offer carefully :erepared plans which mdicate how their academic
performance will be improved.
All students reinstated after suspension are reinstated on
academic probation and will be suspended again unless they meet
the requirements as explained under Academic Suspension above.
A student denied reinstatement may appeal the denial in writing to
the University President within ten days of receiving the notice of
denial. The decision to deny reinstatement normally will not be
reversed unless there is evidence the decision was made arbitrarily.
Helping Services
Many programs at The University of Montana-Missoula offer
services to help students who are experiencing academic difficulty.
Faculty academic advisors are a primary resource for such students
as they are in a position to both give advice and make appropriate
referrals. Students with declared majors secure advisors through the
department advising chair, and general studies students secure
advisors through the Office of Academic Advising in the
Undergraduate Advising Center.
Several courses are taught to assist students who have deficiencies
in their academic backgrounds. The College ofTechnolow offers
MAT 005. The English Department offers basic composition and a
writing labomtory. Help with study skills is available in the
Curriculum and Instruction course 160.
Financial needs, personal problems, and indecision regarding
vocation often affect academic performance. The Financial Aids
Office, the Counseling Center, the Cuny Health Center, the Career
Planning and Placement Service and the Clinical Psychology Center
can help in these areas.
Two tutoring programs are available to students, one administered
by the TRiO and the other by the Undergraduate Advising Center;
both are located in Corbin Hall. The Counseling Center offers
workshops on a variety of topics designed to enhance student
academic performance.
The TRiO Student Support Services (formerly the Educational
Opportunity Progmm) is a federally-funded progmm offering
academic support services, includiilg one-on-one academic
advising, career search and counseling (using a national career
database), mentoring for Native American students, a two-credit
study skills class, and tutoring at no cost to eli~ble students. To
quality, a student must meet one of the followmg criteria: firstgenemtion (neither parent has completed a four-year college
degree), qualification under income (usually met ifreceivin~ a Pell
grant), or documented disability. For more information, vis1t TRiO
at Lommasson Center 154, call406-243-5032, or log on to
www.umt.edu/eop.
The Academic Support Center offers a variety of services
designed to increase the College of Technology students' academic
success. Students are assisted in the development of speed-reading
and study skills and tutoring in any subject area. Academic and
career counseling, as well as help in adjusting to the transition from
the workplace to school, is proVIded. For information about the
Center's services and the Step Ahead program, contact the College
of Technology (406) 243-7825.

Plagiarism Warning
Pla~arism is the representing of another's work as one's own. It is
a particularly intolemble offense in the academic community and is

strictly forbidden. Students who plagiarize may fail the course and
may be remanded to Academic Court for possible suspension or
expulsion. (See Student Conduct Code section of this catalog.)
Students must always be very careful to acknowledge any kind of
borrowing that is included in their work. This means not only
borrowed wording but also ideas. Acknowledgment of whatever is
not one's own original work is the proper and honest use of sources.
Failure to acknowledge whatever is not one's own original work is
plagiarism.

General Information
Maximum Credit Load
Generally, an undergraduate student should register for no more
than 21 credits during a semester, including physical education
activity courses, and courses which carry no credit such as
Mathematics 005.
Permission to enroll for more than the maximum credit load given
above may be approved by the student's faculty advisor.
Full-Time Student Defined
An undergraduate student must register for a minimum of 12
hours credit a semester to be classified as a full-time student;
however, in most baccalaureate programs a student must earn at
least 15 credits per semester to graduate in a four year period. Oneand two-year programs usually require between 15 and 19 credits
per semester.
Classification of Undergraduate Students
The undergraduate student is classified as a freshman, sophomore,
junior or semor based on the number of credits earned. The student
who has earned fewer than 30 credits is a freshman. The student
who has earned at least 30 credits but fewer than 60 is a
sophomore, and the student who has earned at least 60 credits but
fewer than 90 credits is a junior. The student who has earned 90 or
more credits is classified a senior.
Dean's List (Honor Roll)
To qualify for the Dean's List, students must be undergraduates,
must earn a semester grade average of 3.50 or higher, and receive
grades of A orB in at least 9 credits. No grades ofC+, C, C-, D+,
D, D-, F, NC or NCR are allowed.
Repeating a Course
Grades of AUD, I, N, NC, NCR, NF, W, WP, or WF do not
repeat other grades but an F grade does. All courses repeated
remain on the permanent record but only the last grade received is
used to determine credits earned. If the last grade received is an F,
no credit is given for previous passing grades. All grades are used
to calculate the grade point average unfess the $100.00 per course
repeat fee is paid. If the repeat fee is paid, only the last grade
received is used in calculating the gra(le point average.
If enrollment in a course is closed, a student who is repeating or
auditing the course may be required by the instructor to drop the
course. This rule grants enrollment preference to those students
attempting to register for the course for the first time for credit. It is
the responsibility of the student who is not allowed to remain in the
course to formally drop the course to avoid a failing grade for that
course.
The repetition of a course in the School ofLaw is governed by a
different policy. See the School of Law section of this catalog.
University Omnibus Option for Independent
Work
Under the "University omnibus option" credit is allowed for
independent work in topics or problems that are proposed by the
student and approved both by the instructor or instructors under
whose supervision the work is to be done and by the chairperson or
chairpersons of the department(s) involved. Such independent work
may require as many weeks as the instructor(s) shall stipulate. The
work may be on campus or off campus, as the nature of the study
requires, although prior approval of all arrangements and faculty

supervision must be assured.
All fees must be paid during a regular registration period in
adv~ce of beginning independ~t work. The student J:?lllY npt
rece1ve a larger number of credit hours than he or she IS reg~stered
for, although a smaller number may be completed and credit
obtained with the approval of the instructor or instructors. No more
than 10 credit hours may be received in a single topic or problem. A
maximum of 15 credit hours of independent work for a bachelor
degree and 13 credit hours of independent work for an associate
degree is permitted under the University omnibus option.
For each course taken under the University omnibus option, the
student's transcript will show the departmental prefix, the level of
the course, the number of credit hours, and the exact title of the
topic. Students obtain course request numbers through the
departments.
Credit By Examination
Under certain circumstances, a currently registered student may
receive credit by examination for a course in which he or she has
not been regularly enrolled. The student must have a minimum
cumulative grade average of2.00 and an entering freshman must
present a high school scholastic record equivalent to a 2.00 grade
average to be eligible to earn credit by examination in any course.
Each school or department may determine those courses, if any,
for which credit may be earned by examination. The dean of the
school or the chair of the department must approve any
arrangements prior to testing for such credit. On the successful
completion of an examination, the department notifies the
Reg~strar's Office. There are no fees for this type of credit by
examination and grading may be credit/no credit or traditional letter
grade.
For information regarding other types of credit by examination,
consult the College Level Examination Program in this catalog. See
index.
Course Numbering System
001-099 Courses below college level. Credit not allowed
toward a degree.
100-199 Primarily for freshmen.
200-299 Primarily for sophomores.
300-399 Primarily for juniors.
400-499 Primarily for seniors.
500-699 Primarily for graduate students.
Senior (5th year) courses in Pharmacy are numbered 500 to 599.
Undergraduates in Graduate Courses
Post-baccalaureates and seniors holding a 3.0 (or greater) grade
point average may, with consent of instructor, enroll in 500-Tevel
courses for undergraduate credit. Variance from these requirements
cannot be petitioned.
Credit
Credit is defined in terms of semester hours. In general, 1
semester hour credit is allowed for 1 hour oflecture each week of
the semester, or an average of 2 hours of laboratory each week of
the semester.
Prerequisites and Corequisites
"Prereq.. " indicates the course or courses to be satisfactorily
completed before enrollment in the course described. "Coreq."
indicates a course which must be taken concurrently with the course
described.
Cross-listed and Equivalent Courses
Some courses are offered jointly by two or more departments.
Thus, the notation "Same as Ling 373," included in the course
description for Anthropology 373, indicates that Anthropology 373
and Lmguistics 373 are the same course. A student may enroll for
such a course under the department in which she or he wishes to
receive credit, but credit is not allowed toward a degree for both
courses.
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In certain cases, a course
indicates credit is not
fbr that course and for another course offered by a different
department. These courses are
sinlilar in content, aithough
om~red separately, and credit is
allowed towmd a degree for

final examination, under no circtLmstances are fmal examinations to
be given du.ring the v,reek preceding the scheduled fmal examination

both courses.

exmrJ.rmtions during the same day.
who are scheduled for
more thar1 two examinations may contact the appropriate faculty to
arrange an alternate testing time during the scheduled fmal
exa:rrrination period. Xf satisfactmy mrangements cannot be
the student should seek the assistance of his or her dean.
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in the College of Technology with a course number
of "T" are p1imarily tec~nical in nature and
to the
certit1cate prograrr.s and associate of applied science programs in
the College and may not apply toward the associate of arts or
baccalaureate
Refer to vocational-technical credits in the
Admissions
or Credit Maximums section. See the College
ofTedmology section to see the courses that count toward the

associate of arts and bClo:::calaureate degrees. See index.
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Final exanlinations for the semester m·e scheduled in tvvo-hour
segments, one for each course. The segments should be considered
as class meetings to be treated by the instructor as he or she thinks
"""'"'c'"'"uuca9 approp1iate. The time scheduled for final
examinations is the
time pe1iod during which final
examinations m·e to be given. If an ir1slmctor elects not to
a

days.
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To become a candidate for a degree, the student must file
formal
at the Registration Counter in Griz Central
the
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to
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See the specific course and credit requirements for certificate
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Transcripts of the academic record of a student may be obtained
from the Registration Cm.mter in Griz Central in the LomrrUlsson
Center or the Registrar's Office in the College of Technology upon
the written request of the student In compliance with. federal and
state laws designed to protect privacy, transcripts are not released
without ti1e student's authorizing signature.
Transcripts are
available within t\iiro to five working
after receipt ofthe request. There is a charge of $3.00 for each
must be received before iYanscripts are
official transcript.
released. Transcripts are with_held if the Stl!dent owes a debt to the
University. Faxed <md
transcripts are $10.00 to cover
handling.
A student can view his or her acaderillc record on the intemet at

]lttp://cYberbear.umt.edy.
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Students may graduate fulfilling University and departmental
requirements in any University of Montana-Missoula
under which he or she ~as been enrolled during the ~ix years
pnor to
UmverSlty or depa1imental reqmrements
may change, however, to
with accreditation
requirements, professional
and licensing
requirements, etc. The student may meet major and minor
requirements under different catalogs than the catalog under
which she or he is
University requirements. Pharmacy
students should consult
Professional Phm-macy Curriculum
section in this
Students transfening to The
of Montana-Missoula
choose to graduate
requirements under the UM
in effect when thev were enrolled at their
H>o""'"'"Ju, provided the chosen catalog is not more
six
years old at the time of
Ehgible students who
choose an earlier catalog must notii}' the Admissions Office at
the time of admission so their transrer work can be evrJuated

@f liMt:ll:lldemic

more than t;vo

~~llil
'

ti'

programs listed in the College of Technology and Linguistics
See index. In addition, students in the
sections of this
'-·""'-""''"''"' ofTeclmology must complete success:fi.Illy:
1. Mathematics one course from MAT lOOTor above.
2. Communications and Human Relations PSY 105T or llOT
and one CO"tl.tl: course as required
the
program.
Some programs have these skills
within other

courses which ·will
(~"edi·i·s Req~Gwed

this requirement.
f\IJlr tTI Degr•ee

,«1\.s.s~~Jd•~te gf ~-~7#pU.ed Science
To receive an Associate
Science (A.A.S.)
'-'-"H"'"''v ofTedmoiogy, a student must ft!lfiH the

L
2. Possess a minimum grade average of2.00 in all work
attempted at the University ofMontana-rvlissoula and a
minimum grade of C- in all classes that count toward major,
minor or general education requirements.
degree
of his or her
3. Complete the
specific program.
4. Complete the following related subject area of core

colL:;giate-level courses:
a. Cmmmm.i.cation: the ability to fonnulate and adapt
messages to a
of audiences through
verbal, and
nonverbal processes. To ensure all graduates have developed
skins in the area of communication, students must successfully
dernonstrate competency in one of the following writing
courses: COM 101, COM l
or other approved
course. Furthermore it is recommended that all students
.. vJ•u~-o•'"''··" one of the following communication courses, such as
l50S, COM l60A, or other approved courses to fi1rther
understanding of human communication processes.
b. !Computatfiq])n: the
to complete basic

an

manipulations and achieve mathematical
To ensure
graduates have achieved computational
students rnust
demonstrate competency in MAT 100 or a
number
mathematics course.
c. Hum!llmt Rld:BltBfimm: the
and
ethical nonns
values awot"''"""
vAf.H'\Y1'-U dimensions in
must
competency in on of the following courses: COiv!:

COM 210E, CRT122E, PSY

PSY 1

SUR

or other approved ethic.al and human values or social
sciences course.
d. OJJm.pl\llh~~·
computing system AH'••"·''uc"''"
productivity suite to
m a 21st ·century so-ciety. To ensUcre
achieved basic technology literacy, sh11dents
competency in one of the following: CRT
other approved
computing course.
e. Profe~mlimrud
the
to apply skills
acquired
iln a professional
nncnn1rtn1m
to apply
realm. To
specialized
u.''"~"''u'"" en·v1ronmemt, i.t is
reconm1ended
field experience, capstone
activity.

Assoda!e
A total of 60 credits is

for

v1ith an

Associate of Arts
degree. The minimum grade
for graduation is
in courses taken on the traditional
grade {A-F) basis. To receive an Assodate of Arts
students must complete
aU the general """"""".n·uu
requirements for a baccalaureate degree, except for the
Division Writing
Assessment
Bl!lf.he~ll:llr IO!egree5

A total of 120 credits is required for
with a
is required in teacher
bachelor
a "
education
and the
Bachelor
School
and
Allied Health
section of this catalog.
Students may elect to earn two or rnore bachelor degrees.
Those
to eam two or more degrees must
aU
the
of the
for ,;:ach degree. In
«h1rdPnfrc must eam for
minimum of 30
""'""~'"''" required
th:::
degree. The degrees
may
concurrently or at different times.
Upper~Div!;sio~-1 ~et!!Jil?'em,en~

All students must
a minimum of 39 credits in
courses numbered 300 and above to meet IS"'"'·"''"'v"
requirements for the first baccalaureate
credits transferred from other £our-year
toward the 39-credit
u~r~mef1l'ls
ill:i!:l'~es

of Il/iontana credit is the credit earned in any
course
has been
to be listed in The University
of Montana-Missoula
which has been approved for
the department
and dean of the school or
offering
in which the course is taught.
of MontanaMissoula .credit may be offered at any ,.,_,._.,~uuu.
lni~·,.mrnlf'r~1rm ifiJlM' Cllinlege oifTedmrnoRTI>gy Certificate il!f
CompRetion and Assodate olf App:Hed §dew.ce Degree
A minimum of 51% of the required number must be earned
from The
of~,i[ontana-Missoula.
R<eqillilremeilltlil for tlt•Z A!l!lGcTI~Jli:e llllf A11"1l:!l Degree
A minimum of 30 credits of the required number must be
earned from The
of Montana-Missoula.
n;:e,,nml!w."""""''"lil·"' J.'I[)J!r the Fi!n;t JB:acbeni[])Jr n.~gre~

A first bachelor degree is defined as any bachelor degree
earned by a student who has not previously earned a bachelor
degree from The University of Montana-Missoula.
the
requirements below also apply to
student who
earned a bachelor degree at another
now is
seeking a bachelor degrere from 1Che University of MontanaMissoula.
a) A minimum ())[ 30 credits of the
number must be
ean1ed from 'The
of Montana-1\,fissoula.
A minimum of30 credits of the ,.,,c1u.aJIL"'-'
eamed in study on The
campus.
c) Of the last 45 credits required for the degree, at least 30 of
these must be earned from The
of Montana~
Missoula. Students attending elsewhere on a University
approved exchange may be exempt from this
with
the prior written
of their major department chair or
dean.
In regard to
a
degree IS
as any
degree earned by a student
who previously had earned a bachelor degree from The
of Montana-1\!Ussoula.
uuHuuuJru of 20 credits of the required 30 credits must be
on The University ofMontana~Missoula
campus.

Ci.redffi'l'
The amount of credit which
be counted toward the
minimum credit
for
bachelor and associate of
arts degrees is
in certain areas:
iV[aximum Credit Applicable:
For
For
Bachelor AA
Degree Degree
candidates may
Technical courses
present
. . .
0
0
suffbc ofT, up to 10 credits: may
(course
be requested by
Career Skins . . . . .
0
0
0

,

0

0

•

•

,

•

•

•

SkHls Courses

2

courses .

0

•

•

,

,

•

•

•

0

•

•

,

0

2

4

4

12

12

.rrormt''"'"'''"'"' students may present 24 credits)
Pel:Rlirm:anc:e music
-100A, 1
116A, 1
' .. ' ..
215,
{Music
and minors may present more)
Ensemble music
107A-1lO,A ll3A~H4A
0

•

'

••••

'

•

and I50A) .....
majors and minors may present
0

•

,

Credit credits
Omnibus credits .
Internship credits in.
0

••

0

•••••

0

•

•

•

•

•

,

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

••

6

0

•

and 498

:on:es]JOJraaence credits . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . .

8

8

12
15

18
13

6
6

6
6

attempted in these areas which are beyond the
maximum applicable win remain on the simdents' permanent
records but cannot be used toward

Grade Average

~equhr,l;ll~1111l®rlil

A minimum

average of 2.00 in aH work attempted at
The University of Montana-Missoula is required for
graduation.
Graducrfr~on

wUh iHomJl!i"$ or High

~~oreors;

Students will be awarded their certificates, associate of
appHed science, and bachelor degrees with honors if
receive the recommendation of their major department or
school and the
of The
of MontanaMissoula. At the time of
they must have a 3.40 or

higher grade average in the following four areas:
1) AU work attempted at The University of MontanaMissoula.
2) The combination of all work attempted at The University
of Montana-Missoula and all other work, including failing
grades, transferred to this University.
3) AH work attempted in the
field at The University
of Montana-Missoula.
4) The combination of aH work attempted in the major field
at The University of Montana-Missoula and all other work in
the major field, including failing grades, transferred to this

r
Precunble
The University of Montana-Missoula's General Education
Program provides a broad academic base that supports
undergraduate learning both at The University of MontanaMissoula as well as continued learning following graduation.
While the General Education Program offers students
courses, it has a set of
considerable flexibility in
common educational objectives
aU students.
In accordance with the mission of The University of MontanaMissoula, these objectives are to develop competent and humane
individuals who are informed, ethical, literate, and engaged
citizens of local a_nd global communities. Students should become
acquainted with issues facing
participate in
the creative a1ts, develop an
of science and
humanities, and
technology, cultivate a.n appreciation of
examine the history of different American and global cultures.
Upon completion of the general education requirements students
should be able to articulate ideas
and in
and abstract coiJtcep,ts
understand and critically evaluate
and employ mathematical and other
skills "'"""m,,.,,.;.,lrP
technologically focused society,
In summruy, the General Education
is designed to
provide a high quality intellectual
that accom1nodates
an UM students whether in liberal arts or professional programs,
expanded, and refined as
Tlus foundation will be
students continue through their course of study. Students are
encouraged to prepare for productive roles in their chosen fields
by cultivating civic awareness viwl to the greater
;md
a democratic society. The acquired slclls will allow
exa_rnine critically the human experience and achieve genuine
confidence in their knowledge and abilities. For the General
Education Progra_rn to accomplish its goals, students must
assume primary responsibility for their growth ac'ld education.

Genera~

Educatmon Requhren1eni"S

To receive a baccalaureate degree all students must complete
successfully, in addition to any other requirements, the toHowiiJ.g
General Education Requirements. (Students who have
completed an approved lower-divis·
education program
at an approved Montana institution of t
education, refer to
the General Education for Transfer Students section of this
catalog.)
All cm.1rses taken to !!2tisfy General Edurntion
Requirements$ both Competency Reqmrements and
Distributicmru Requirements, must be taken faw a tnadiil:i,1lmd
Hetter grade 21J<'Hi must be C~ o.r betiieli·
En.glillsb
compm;ition and the Mathematical Literacy course m11.lst be a
C or betteL

University.
Students will be awarded their certificates, associate of
science, and bachelor degrees with high honors if they
have the recommendations mentioned above and, at the time
of graduation, have a 3. 70 or higher grade average in the four
areas listed.
1n the School of Law, the grade average for honors is
computed on law credits only.

ti
English Wrifing Skms:
The faculty of The University of Montana-Missoula requires
that aU graduates of the University possess the ability to write
with clarity of
and precision of
Specifically, a
graduate's writing
-Conununicate a wJ:fied message supported by evidence,
ex:rnl)!e:s or arguments;
-Develop ideas thoroughly and
witl1 clear connections
among
-Have a purposeful
plan that befits the message;
-1[\.'""~'u"'u appropriately and effectively to nevv or
information;
-Use
that is dear and precise;
- Possess a voice that is consistent and appropriate to the
audience and purpose;
-Use correct spelling, punctuation and grammar.
To ensure that all graduates have acquired the writing skills
outlined above, students should satisfy the following
nNlllil'Pn1Plnlf~

ID t:hls <!JIJ!"U(:{";

1. English (ENEX 101 or its equivalent);

2. One approved
course;
3. The Writing Proficiency Assessment \WPA), to be taken
between 45-70 credits;
4. The upper-division
course(s)
by the
lENEX JlOL All student§ must cmnp!ete English (E:N~X)
101 vtith a
olf C (2.00 quality p-ilmts) or. better oo1ess
exempted.
Students may be ex.e1[npted from ENEX 101
transferring
credit verified as an equivalent of El\TEX
a grade of C
(2.00 quality poh1.ts) or better or
score on The University of
Montana-Missoula placement exam. Except for those who
transfer an equivalent course, students must take the placement
exam. On the basis of this exam, students will be placed in
either ENEX 100 or ENEX 101; or will be exempted from
ENEX 101.
One V¥rntin.g Course. ihllil sb.tdents, unlt!ls exempted, must
pass~ 21pp;coved writing counrse (~hosen from 'th'li! follov.;ing
list of
~m.llrses) before at~emp~litg the \VPA.
Students are
from this requirement by transferring
more t!'k'lll 27 semester credits at the time of their initial
registration at the University,
The following courses are designated as
courses for
2007-2008. Students are cautioned that
courses may
change from year to year. To be used for
Education, a
course must be listed as approved Ln the catalog and in the Class
Schedule for the semester a student registers for it.
African 1-\merican Studies 372, 478
.Anthropology 340H, 359, 450

2$
Art
Asian Studies
432
Biology 405, 418
334
Chinese 313L, 314L, 432
424
Commmlications 210E, 421,
'L-U'H>If."""v'- Science 415E
Coinpltter 'Technology 122E
Curriculum and Instruction 287, 318
Di.1Jlce 334H, 494
Drama
321,
Economics 350, ~40
English 120L,
223L,
225L,
323, 325, 329, 331,
336,
355,
373
Enviromr~ental Studies 302,
373A, 440, 427E
489E
Geography 333S, 335,
499
320N, 499
German
304H
Healu1 <md Human Performance
450
History 107H, 108H, 300,
401, 437, 446,
470,
478
Honors College 121L
Information
442
Japanese 311L,
43l.L
Journalism
314L,
lVia1na~;emtent

348, 444,
446
461
Matl1ematical Sciences 406
Microbiology
420
Modem and Classical Literatures 210H,
315L,
331H,
431L, 432L
Music 325H, 424, 436, 437
Native American Studies
367H,
494
Pharmacy 550
Philosophy 300E, 427E, 443E,
461, 463
Physics 330
Political Science 300
Psychology
400
361, 494
Radio-Television
Recreation
482
Russian 301
Social Work 310
UNC 270
Wildlife
245
<HaU;!~<ll!ft',

-Students must t:1ke the assessment after 4.5 but no later than 70
credits"
-'Transfer students may take the assessment concunendy with
in their
either their writing course or the
The WPA consists of a two-hour proctored examination wlitten
in response to a text released t\vo vveeks
to the examination
date. The assessment is offered seven tunes a..nnually" For more
infonnation on the assessment and copies of the text students
should see www. umtedu/provostlwritingassessment.
Upper-I!llvi.§ioE
ReqWF.eme:mt. AtJll. 1>1tl!ndlents moo:t

vvrlitiiA!§ rec~i!Jrremnent'ii
courses offered in each
m.ajor vary-some students
be
to
only one
upper-division wri:ting dass
1l1eir
department;
students in a different major may be required to icake a
of
courses that
an integrated series of w1iting e;q)ec:tai::tons;
students in
another
may be
to
thesis,
must
tl:te writing
respective majors"
Students should refer to the
list of approved writing
courses and the
to detennme which
courses are
as upper-division writing courses l:or 2006courses may change
2007 Students aTe cautioned that
to year. To be used for
a course
listed as approved in the Class Schedl!Ue £or
year a
regxs~ers for it
moot tl:J!e
spedf~ed

n1

~npp~~r~dlhrisftom1.

RUli'l,jo:r§. The

0

llJ~eracy~

The faculty of The
that an graduates of the
accomplish basic "'·'"''"''-''' ""-" u"'""-~-'"''"'"·'"-''·"'
mathematical
at a level
mamematics courses. More "~--"''~"''-'"''"":1
demonstrate the
to:
-Formulate real-world onJblelTIS """"'r'"tnt'''"'"'h'
-Solve quantitative ,_,,yw'"""'"'
-Interpret solutions to ''m",h'!'"'w'o
-Make critical judgments
fonnulations and solutions.
"""'"-'-"'""''"' hav·e acelljeved maJJbematical
literacy, students
the foUmving program:
1" All students must demmiStlf:Btte !Oasik: slw mmmlilitlhlematiics,
The mathematical manipulative skills of an students
'The
University of I\t1oni:ana-Missoula vvithout. credit for an vu•.a·v.o..<~C.m
course ill mathematical
wl.Jl be assessed
a
placement score" Students then vvili be placed in an aP!Jropriate
developmental course or courses in mathematics;
coun£m matl1ematical literacy: MATH
109, 117, 121,
130, 150, or 152; or qualify for the Mathematic<Jl Literacy
Examination.
2. AH students musil comTOJlete a co11J!JrSre fun lllllt:Bl~hematka~
llite:racy ·with a grade oil c· (ZJ!JO qwality pornuts) o:r better:
MATH
109, 1
(or a mathematics course for
which one these courses
or lliJ. equivalent
unless exc~m\Clted
Students who qualify
take the Mathematical Literacy
Examination" Passing the l\-1<1fu,emiatical
Exammation
satisfies me General Education
Literacy.
A score of 50 or higher on ihe CLEP College "'""'"'"'-"'
the CLEP College Algebra/Trigonometry Test,
by
the Testing Service, satisfies !he General Education requirement
for Mathematic<il Literacy.
1

410L,

Writing Studies
Upper~Divifliion
i:>rol:lldency AssesBment (WPA). A11.i
sdml!ents (mdurui?Jg
r sfJ.lli!l!eRJ~tE~) who have compiet.erll
ENEX 101
its equivruent or J!nave been exempted), a
cou!rne (~Jr equlivalle!llt or hav;e been exempted), mull have
comp~e~ed. a11: leS~St 45 serrnester cn~ilits must take the 'WPA,
Students must
the WPA in order to graduate, The
Assessment is
to be a "gating exam" to ensure that the
student is
the writing required in upper-division
major courses" Students are advised to satisfy the writing
proficiency assessment 11nior to completing the upper-division
writing
in their m::Jjor.
Students should note the following:

forefign U.all1lgua~e/ Symbc~ill: 5\ys~enris~

Academic Policy and Procedures -29
sufficient to read and write elementary texts and, when the
At least one course completed from Perspective 6 must include
language is modem, to understand basic speech and to carry on
a laboratory experience.
simple conversations.
The following courses have been approved for 2006-2007.
Upon completion of the Symbolic Systems Competency a
Students are cautioned that approved courses may change from
student will have sufficient knowledge of a symbolic system to be year to year. To be used for General Education credit, a
able to perform elementary operations in the system, including
course must be listed as approved in the Class Schedule for
correct notation. The system must have a rigor and complexity
the semester a student registers for it.
comparable to a spoken language, signed language, math
Perspedive 1 Expressive Arts:
sequence, e.g., MATH 117 and 121, or music sequence, 161
These courses involve the student in the creation of a work of
and 162.
art or an artistic performance. They teach the skills involved in
All students must complete successfully one of the following
its creation as well as a conceptual basis for making qualitative
requirements.
judgements about the work.
l.Foreign Language: students must complete successfully the
Upon completion of this perspective, through the creation of
second semester of a foreign language at The University of
original works of art or artistic performances, students will be
Montana-Missoula (Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Greek,
able to:
Japanese, Latin, Russian or Spanish 102) or demonstrate
1. apply the techniques and processes of the medium.
equivalent skill in any of these or other acceptable languages in
testing administered by the Clinical Psychology Center and the
2. incorporate the structures and forms of the artistic language
Department of Modem and Classical Languages and Literatures.
to convey meaning.
Native American language study may be presented for
3. reflect upon and critically assess the merits of their work and
fulfillment of the symbolic systems requirement through
the work of others.
certification by the Department of Modem and Classical
4. perceive and articulate the relevance of artistic expression in
Languages and Literatures. International students from
the human experience.
non-English speaking countries may satisfy this requirement by
Note that many of these courses are repeatable.
presenting a TOEFL score of 580 or greater, or by successful
Art 123A, 125A, 129A, 135A, 215A, 229A, 233A, 240A,
completion of ESL/LING 250 or 450, or by presenting a
314A
department approved application for degree.
Communication Studies 111A
OR
Communications 160A
2. Symbolic Systems: a student must complete successfully
one of the following approved sequences in a symbolic system:
Dance 100A, 104A, 107A, 200A, 201A, 202A, 204A, 207A,
307A, 327A
Any two of Computer Science 101, 131, 132, 201, (201 may
Drama 103A, 106A, 107A, 111A, 112A, 200A, 216A, 316A,
be taken twice if it deals with two different languages) or
Computer Technology 121, 270.
327A
Communication Studies 131, 132
English 210A, 211A, 311A, 312A
Environmental Studies 373A
Linguistics 270 or 470 and either 471 or 472 (and their
cross-listings)
Media Arts 111A
Mathematical Sciences 117, Forestry 201
Music lOOA, 104A, 107A, 108A, llOA, 113A, 114A, 115A,
116A, 117A, 147A, 150A, 304A, 307A, 308A, 310A, 313A,
Mathematical Sciences 117, Curriculum & Instruction/Health
and Human Performance 486
314A, 350A
Mathematical Sciences 117, Anthropology 401
Writing Studies 184A, 185A, 186A
Mathematical Sciences 117, Psychology 220
Perspedive 2 Literary and Artistic Studies:
Mathematical Sciences 117, Sociology 202
These courses bring the student into contact with significant
Mathematical Sciences 150, Anthropology 381
works, enhance critical abilities, and explore the historical,
Mathematical Sciences 150, Psychology 220
technical, emotional, philosophical or social questions the work
may raise.
Mathematical Sciences 152, Anthropology 381
Upon completion of this perspective, a student will be able to:
Mathematical Sciences 152, Psychology 220
1. analyze literary and artistic works with respect to internal
Two Mathematical Sciences courses numbered higher than 109
structure,
merit, and significance within a literary or artistic
One Mathematical Sciences course numbered 150 or above
tradition.
Music 111, 112, 137, 138
2. understand intellectual substance of a work by identifying
Music 161, 162
the author's historical, philosophical, psychological, political,
Philosophy 210, 211
and/or social concepts and concerns.
3. critically assess the intellectual traditions reflected in a
Distributional Requirements:
particular work.
Art 100L, 203L, 303L, 403L
Students must complete successfully 27 credits in the following
six perspectives. A minimum of two credits is required from
Communication Studies 250L
each perspective, except for Perspective 6 in which six credits
Drama lOlL, 166L, 210L, 220L
are required. A maximum of six credits from each perspective
English
llOL, 120L, 121L, 222L, 223L, 224L, 225L, 227L,
will count toward the General Education requirement; credit
350L
338L,
349L,
taken above this limit will count toward graduation but not
Environmental
Studies 305L
toward General Education.
Film
Studies
227L
At least one course completed from Perspectives 1 through 5
French 311L, 312L
must be non-western. That course also will count toward that
perspective. Upon completion of a non-western course, a student
German 311L, 312L, 313L, 361L
will be able to discuss some aspect of the creative works, values,
Honors College 121L
ways of life and/or history of a non-western culture.
Liberal Studies 160L,227L, 251L. 252L, 282L, 305L, 306L,

30
315
Media Arts lOlL
Modem and Classical Literatures 155L, 160L, 222L, 251L,
252L, 305L, 306L, 307L, 315L
Music 132L, 133L, 134L, 135L, 166L
Russian 305L, 306L, 307L
Spanish 311L, 312L, 450L
Non-Western:
AS 313L, 314L, 432L
Chinese 313L, 314L, 432L
Dance 434L
English 429L
Japanese 311L, 312L, 431L
Liberal Studies 311L, 313L, 314L, 432L
Modem and Classical Literatures 311L, 312L, 313L, 314L,
380L, 431L, 432L
Native American Studies 202L, 410L
Perspedive 3 Historical and Cultural Studies:
These courses present the historical or cultural context in which
ideas can be illuminated, examine cultural development or
differentiation in the human past and avoid focus on a narrow
period, topic or geographical area. Courses are either western,
emphasizing Greco-Roman, Judea-Christian, European-American
experiences; or nonwestem.
Upon completion of this perspective, a student will be able to:
1. evaluate documents within a historical and/or cultural
framework.
2. synthesize ideas and information with regard to historical
causes, the course of events, and their consequences.
3. analyze human behavior, ideas and institutions for historical
and cultural meaning and significance.
African-American Studies 278H, 378H, 379H
Anthropology lOOH, 324H
Art 336H, 380H, 381H, 384H, 389H, 450H, 451H, 480H,
486H, 487H
Dance 334H
Drama 336H
Environmental Studies 167H
German 303H, 304H, 362H
History 104H, 105H, 107H, 108H, 151H, 152H, 154H,
155H, 286H, 287H, 301H, 302H, 303H, 306H, 307H, 310H,
311H, 312H, 319H, 330H, 331H, 332H, 338H, 339H, 340H,
354H, 361H, 363H, 367H, 370H, 371H, 378H, 379H
Liberal Studies 119H, 221H, 321H, 322H, 340H, 341H,
362H, 371H
Modem and Classical Literatures lOOH, 231H, 301H, 302H,
303H, 330H, 331H, 360H, 361H, 362H
Music 324H, 325H
Philosophy 119H, 251H, 252H, 362H
Political Science 321H
Religious Studies 106H, 260H
Women's Studies 119H, 370H, 371H
Non-Western:
African-American Studies 208H, 388H, 389H
Anthropology lOlH, 252H, 323H, 330H, 340H, 351H, 354H,
357H
Art 150H, 151H, 367H, 368H, 484H, 485H
Asian Studies 102H, 201H, 210H, 211H, 212H, 340H
Geography 283H, 284H
History 201H, 208H, 283H, 284H, 380H, 381H, 386H,
388H, 389H, 465H, 466H
Japanese 210H

Liberal Studies 161H, 210H, 211H, 212H
Modem and Classical Literatures 210H, 211H
Music 136H
Native American Studies lOOH, 201H, 324H, 342H; 367H,
368H, 465H, 466H
Political Science 326H, 328H, 329H
Religious Studies 232H
Women's Studies 342H
Sociology 212H
Perspedive 4 Social Sciences:
These courses bring the systematic study of society to bear on
the analysis of social problems and structures while giving
considerable attention to the ways in which conclusions and
generalizations are developed and justified.
Upon completion of this perspective, a student will be able to:
1. describe the nature, structure and historical development of
human organizations and/or relationships.
2. comprehend the role of theory in explaining social
phenomena.
3. generate and/or interpret social science data.
4. assess and evaluate the significance of social phenomena.
Anthropology 102S, 250S, 328S, 343S, 385S, 420S, 473S
Business 103S
Business Administration 1OOS
Communication Studies llOS, 202S, 230S, 240S, 241S, 410S,
412S
Communications 150S, 260S
Economics lOOS, lllS, 112S, 302S, 345S
Forestry 380S
Geography lOIS, 103S, 201S, 315S, 333S, 412S
Journalism 1OOS
Linguistics 473S
Management340S
Military Science Leadership lOIS
Political Science lOOS, 120S
Psychology lOOS, 240S, 260S, 265S, 330S, 350S, 351S
Psychology lOOS, llOS
Recreation Management llOS, 370S
Religious Studies 130S,
Social Work lOOS, 420S, 455S
Sociology llOS, 130S, 220S, 230S, 275S, 350S
Women's Studies 263S, 275S
Non-Western:
Anthropology 220S, 251S, 326S, 329S, 341S
Asian Studies 202S, 213S, 214S
Communication Studies 451S
Economics 310S
Geography 202S, 207S, 213S, 214S, 306S
History 214S
Liberal Studies 213S, 214S
Native American Studies 341S
Political Science 463S
Sociology 370S
Perspective 5 Ethical and Human Values:
Students are required to take between 2 and 6 credits in
Perspective 5.
Upon completion of a core conrse in ethical and human values,
students should:
1. understand central ethical norms of society; understand the
foundational moral reasoning and historical origins of these
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norms; be conversant with the treatment of moral issues according
to these norms.
2. understand some of the limits of these norms and be familiar
with some alternatives to them.
3. be able to defend held ethical commitments with the ability to
identify and articulate the underlying ethical positions that inform
them.
Upon completion of a specialized course in ethical and human
values, students should:
1. be able to identify and interpret the codes, conventions, or
particular value base of the profession or discipline under
consideration;
2. be able to analyze those codes and conventions or value bases
so to up.derstand them within the context of the group and within
larger society; and
3. have considered agency requirements for practitioners or
stewards within the field;
Or
4. have explored, for at least one-half of the course time, the
ethical dimensions of particular issues of a particular subject
matter. Subject matter might include topics such as artistic
expression, environment, forgiveness, non-violence, public
policies, and terrorism, as well as issues that arise within
professional contexts.
Core:
Forestry 489E
History 335E
Liberal Studies 325E
Modem and Classical Literatures 365E
Philosophy 200E, 201E, 300E
Political Science 150E, 350E
Specialized:
Anthropology 403E
Communications 210E
Computer Science 415E
Computer Technology 122E
Curriculum and Instruction 407E
Environmental Studies 327E, 427E
Geology 304E
Health and Physical Education 475E
History 226E, 334E, 460E
Military Science Leadership 402E
Pharmacy 514E
Philosophy 223E, 325E, 327E, 421E, 422E, 427E, 429E,
441E, 443E
Political Science 130E, 353E
Social Work 410E
Writing Studies 240E
Specialized Non-Western:
Native American Studies 301E, 303E
Religious Studies 301E
Perspective 6 Natural Sciences:
These courses present scientific conclusions about the structure
and function of the natural world; demonstrate or exemplify
scientific questioning and validation of findings.
Upon completion of this perspective, a student will be able to:
1. use both creative and critical scientific questioning, and
validation of scientific findings.
2. use the methodology and activities scientists use to gather,
validate and interpret data related to natural processes.
3. detect patterns, draw conclusions, develop conjectures and
hypotheses, and test them by appropriate means and

experiments.
4. identify laws and rules related to natural processes by
quantitative measurement, scientific observation, and
logical/critical reasoning.
Conrses which inclnde laboratory experience:
Astronomy 134N, 135N, 142N
Biology lOON, 107N, 109N, llON, 120N
Chemistry 101N, 154N, 161N, 162N
Forestry 210N, 241N
Geology lOlN, 106N
Microbiology 107N
Physics 121N, 122N, 221N, 222N
Science 201N, 202N
Science 225N, 226N
Courses which do not include laboratory experience:
Anthropology 210N, 211N, 286N, 310N
Astronomy 131N, 132N
Biology 106N, 108N, 121N, 201N
Chemistry 151N, 152N
Environmental Studies lOIN
Forestry 170N, 271N
Geography 102N, 322N, 426N
Geology lOON, 103N, 105N, 320N
Health and Human Performance 236N
Pharmacy llON
Physics 141N
Psychology 270N
Science 115N, 150N
Wildlife Biology 105N
General Education for Transfer Students
Students transferring credits from other institutions must meet
all requirements by transfer, by examination, or by completing
courses at The University of Montana-Missoula.
According to Board of Regents policy, students who can
demonstrate that they have completed an approved lower-division
general education requirement at an approved Montana
institution of higher education will be deemed to have completed
general education requirements except for the upper-division
writing proficiency assessment and the upper-division writing
requirements in their majors.
Transfer students who believe they have completed an
approved lower-division general education requirement at
another Montana school should request that the registrar of the
other school send a letter to the University Registrar's Office
certifying that the requirement has been met.
If students transfer 20 or more approved Montana University
System core course credits with their initial registration at UMMissoula, they may choose to complete the MUS General
Education rather than the UM-Missoula General Education
requirement.
Students governed by the 2006-2007 catalog or later catalogs
must earn a traditional letter grade of C- or better in courses used
to satisfy General Education (except English composition and the
Mathematical Literacy course must be a Cor better). Students
enrolled in a post-secondary institution prior to autumn 2006 may
be eligible to choose an earlier governing catalog. Refer to the
Governing Catalog information in the previous section. See
index.
Students who have completed a bachelor degree at the
University or elsewhere will be presumed to have completed the
General Education Requirement.
Admissions & New Student Services will evaluate all transfer
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credits for General Education credit. Students who wish to
appeal that evaluation may petition the Graduation Appeals
Subcommittee of the Academic Standards and Curriculum
Review Committee, but such petitions must be initiated during

the first semester of the student's attendance following that
evaluation.

Major and Minor
Requirements
Maior Requirements
Declaring a Major and Changing a Major
Students indicate on the application for admission the major or
majors in which they are interested. Students undecided as to a
field of interest may elect to be Undeclared while making
program and career decisions. Students must declare a major in a
degree-granting program prior to completion of 45 credits or
after three semesters, whichever occurs first.
Students must complete a major in order to earn a degree or
certificate.
Students may change their majors or minors by obtaining the
proper approval on a change of major or minor form available
from the Registration Counter in Griz Central in the Lommasson
Center. Because of enrollment limitations, students must request
a change to a program in the College of Technology by
completing an application for admission and submitting it to the
College. Students whose initial admission was to the College of
Technology may change to a major outside the College by
submitting an application for admission to Enrollment ServicesAdmissions & New Student Services in the Lommasson Center.
Credits Required for a Major
Students in a bachelor degree program must complete a
minimum of 30 credits in their major. Most majors require
more.
Students may elect to earn a single degree with more than one
major. Students may complete a double major (two majors) or
any number of majors. All requirements for the majors must be
completed even though students will receive a single degree such
as a Bachelor of Arts with majors in Psychology and Sociology.
It is only necessary to complete the total credit requirement for a
single bachelor degree.
Courses completed to satisfy the requirements of a major also
may be applied toward the General Education Requirement if
they appear on the list of approved courses at the time they are
taken.
Students in programs in the College of Technology complete
requirements as listed in the College section of this catalog. See
index.
Credit Limitations in a Major
A maximum of 60 credits in the student's major may be
counted toward the baccalaureate degree, except some options in
Health and Human Performance and Education, majors in
Computer Science, and majors in the Schools of Business
Administration, Fine Arts, Journalism, Law, Pharmacy and
Allied Health Sciences and the College of Forestry and
Conservation are allowed more. Students with combined majors,
as opposed to two majors, are allowed to apply 75 credits in the
major.
Grade Requirement

Courses taken to satisfy the requirements of the major must be
completed with a grade of C-or better.
A minimum grade average of 2.00 in all work attempted in the
major at The University of Montana-Missoula is required for
graduation.
Options
Groups of courses have been identified which lead to a
specialization within one major or between two or more majors.
These specializations are called options. The names of approved
options will be recorded on the permanent records of those
students who have satisfactorily completed the requirements as
given in the catalog governing their graduation. A student
desiring a particular option must satisfy the requirements of the
major offering it. If one option is offered within two or more
majors, the student must satisfy the requirements of only one.
Only courses listed within the supporting major count toward
the 60-credit-limitation in the major. Courses in other fields do
not count toward the maximum of 60 credits in the major even
though they may be required or elected for the options.
If one major has two or more options, a student may satisfy the
requirements for more than one option so long as the maximum
credit limitations are observed.

Minor Requirements
Baccalaureate students may elect to complete one or more
minors in fields outside their majors. Minors may be in fields
unrelated to students' majors or they may be complementary or
supportive of majors. A student may not take a minor in the
same field of study as his or her major.
A student will not be required to satisfy the requirements of a
minor in order to graduate unless that minor is required by the
student's major department or school.
Courses completed to satisfy the requirements of a minor also
may be applied toward the General Education Requirement if
they appear on the list of approved courses at the time they are
taken.
Credits Required for a Minor
To complete a minor, students must earn at least 18 credits in
an approved minor listed in this catalog and complete a
baccalaureate degree.
Students possessing a baccalaureate degree from an accredited
college or university may earn a minor if they have been
accepted by the University as an undergraduate degree student.
In addition to meeting minor requirements, students must earn
from The University of Montana-Missoula a minimum of 9
credits in the minor field and 15 credits overall.
Grade Requirement
Courses taken to satisfy the requirements of the minor must be
completed with a grade of C- or better.
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A minimwn grade average of 2.00 in all work attempted in the
minor at The University of Montana-Missoula is required for
graduation with the minor.
Teaching Minors
Teaching minors are separate entities from degree minors as
described in this section. Teaching minors are identified and
requirements listed in the School of Education section of this
catalog.
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Davidson Honors College
James McKusick, Dean
The Davidson Honors College is a campus-wide association of
faculty and students united by a common concern for academic and
personal excellence. Its mission is to foster intellectual and civic
values, and to support the best possible teaching and learning
circumstances for participating faculty and students.
The College offers an academic and social home to talented and
motivated students as they pursue their undergraduate education;
Students from all major areas in the College of Arts and Sciences
and the professional schools are welcome, as well as students
undecided about a major. Honors is not a major in itself, but an
enhancement to Genefal Education in the liberal arts and sciences
as well as to virtually all undergraduate majors on campus.
The Honors College building, at the center of the campus,
provides a large student lounge, study rooms, classrooms and a
computer center for student use. The Honors Students' Association
plans and conducts a variety of social and academic activities as
well as community service projects throughout the year; Special
--Honors dormitory floors and living units are available. The Davidson Honors College also sponsors The University of Montana Office
for Civic Engagement, an office that coordinates student service
activities in the community and beyond, and supports the
integration of community service experience into the academic
curriculum.
Curriculum
fu accordance with our mission, the DHC is committed to
offering students the additional resources, challenges, and
encouragement to be active and collaborative learners. DHC
students are expected to:
-be intellectually curious;
-develop research and life-long learning skills and habits;
-increase their abilities to write and speak effectively;
-learn skills to succeed and engage in cooperative and
collaborative learning;
-develop skills and habits of community and public service.
Honors students are expected to pursue these student learning
outcomes inside the classroom and out, in their work and their
recreation, in volunteer service, membership in clubs and
organizations, participation in campus and civic governance, in
independent study, pursuit of their hobbies and interests, and in
formal course work
Honors courses.are limited in enrollment to 20-25 students and
usually are conducted in a discussion or seminar format,
emphasizing critical thinking, the development of written and oral
communication skills, direct contact with the faculty, and use of
original texts or "hands-on," participatory experience. These
courses are taught by outstanding faculty selected according to their
department's standards of excellence. Course offerings vary
somewhat and represent many academic departments and subject
areas. Honors courses typically fulfill Genefal Education and many
common major requirements.
Some Honors courses are offered as a part of Learning
Communities or Freshman futerest Groups. fu these groupings, a
cohort of students enrolls for the same two or three courses in a
given semester. Each class meets separately with its own
.
instructor, but the same students are m all classes. Frequently m
contact with one another and dealing with the same issues daily,
these students tend to have a more intense learning experience than
those in individual classes.
At the junior and senior level students are offered a selection of
Honors seminars. These seminars are open to students from all
disciplines. The aim of these s~miD;ars IS to assist s~den~s in
applying different methods of mqwry and research, m usmg the

insights of various disciplines, in integrating the students' _
knowledge, and in developing well-informed personal stances
toward tlie material and issues studied.
fu their last year, students complete an honors thesis or research
project, assuming responsibility, together with a faculty mentor, for
a si~cant undertakins in the civic or intellectual world. This
proJect may coincide With a departmental requirement, and is
mtended to prepare students to fulfill roles of intellectual, moral,
cultural or social leadership as they realize their places in society.
Assessment of Personal and Academic Goals
A college education invites students to formulate goals and
reflect on their progress toward attaining them. Davidson Honors
College students are responsi~le for evalilll;ting ~eir aims ~d
attainments from year to year m collabor:atiO~ ~than adVIsor.
Entering students are asked to assess their abilities and resources
and begin to formulate interests and aims in light of the student
learning outcomes mentioned previously.
.
Requirements
Davidson Honors College students are required to complete a
mininlum of seven Honors courses, including HC 121L and a
senior honors project (may be counted as one honors course). HC
120, futroduction to Honors, also is required of all first year
students. As this is a one-credit course, it does not count toward
the seven Honors courses required to graduate. Details are
available in the Davidson Honors College office or on the DHC
web site at www.umt.edu/dhc.
It also is recommended that all students include in their
curriculum at least one course or seminar or independent study
project which includes an experience of volunteer community
service, and/or study abroad.
To maintain good standing in the College, students must take at
least one Ho!lors course per year and maintain an overall.
cumUlative grade point average of3.0 or above. Academic
progress is rt:viewed each semester. Those with strong grades are
commended, and those whose grades are below the 3.0 s~dard
are given an academic wamin_g. A student whose ~ulatiye grade
point average falls below 3.0 IS placed on acadenuc probation and
remains in this status until the cumulative grade point average rises
to 3.0 or higher. Suspension from the Honors Collese ~ccurs when
the term grade point average of a student on probation IS below
3.0. A suspended student may be reinstated when the cumulative
grade point average rises to 3.0 or higher.
Graduation through the Davidson Honors College reqto/es a
cumulative grade point average of3.0 or higher, and 3.4 m the
major field. Upon successful completion orthe requireD;lents,
students will receive their bachelor degrees as "University
Scholars" in their respective majors and have this noted on their
diplomas. Graduation through the Davidson Honors College is not
connected with the distinctions "with honors" and "with high
honors" bestowed on the recommendation of major departments
according to certain grade point averages and/or on the basis of
exams or other means of assessment in the senior year.
Scholarships
The Davidson Honors College administers the Presidential
Leadership Scholarships for incoming freshmen, and several other
scholarship programs for currently enrolled students. For further
information about these scholarship programs, contact the Honors
College. Honors students and those transferring _from other
institutions are eligible for the general scholarship program. For
further information, contact the Financial Aid Office.
The Honors College also coordinates University of Montana
participation in the National Merit Scholarship program. Four-year
awards are available to finalists who have indicated UM as their

first choice for attending college, as well as to semi-fmalists.
Interested students should contact the Honors College for details as
soon as they know their status in the competition.
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graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit indicates
the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated
after the R Credits beyond this maximum do not count toward a
degree.

Honors College (HC)
U 120 Introduction to Honors 1 cr. Prereq., consent of instr.
Interdisciplinary offerings by various faculty. Orientation to
practical and theoretical issues facing students entering college.
U 121L Ways of Knowing 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring. A
critical assessment of contrasting epistemological stances
DHC Application for Admission
expressed in various views of God, nature and the self
Students applying to the Davidson Honors College should show
U 194 Seminar Variable cr. (R-6)
evidence of academic talent and motivation. Generally, a
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Experimental
minimum high school GPA of 3.5 is expected, as well as an ACT
offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new
score of27 or higher, or SAT combined score of 1800. These
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
criteria are not absolute and highly motivated students are
U 196 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Prereq., consent of
encouraged to apply.
instr.
Applications particularly are welcomed from older or nonU 198 Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Prereq., consent ofinstr.
traditlonal students and students from varied racial and ethnic
Practical application of classroom learning during placements off
backgrounds. College transfer students with a record of strong
campus. A maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398,
academic performance (GPA of3.5 or higher) also are welcome to
498) may count toward graduation.
apply. The Davidson Honors College Application {or Admission
must be postmarked by December 31. Note that alf applicants to the
U 202 Introduction to Student Leadership 3cr. Offered spring.
Davidson Honors College also must complete a separate application This service-learning course provides students with a broad
for admission to The University of Montana-Missoula.
overview of leadership development through engagement with
campus and community orgamzations. Students will examine a
Presidential Leadership Scholarships
variety of leadership models, analyze their own capacity for ethical
The Presidential Leadership Scholarships are The University of
leadership, and develop a personal leadership philosophy.
Montana's premier academic scholarshiJ?.S, recognizing outstanding
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Experimental offerings
talent, academic performance, and contnbution to the community.
of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or
These awards are renewable for four years, subject to satisfactory
one-time offerings of current topics.
performance by the student. Each scholarship mcludes a full or
U 298 Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Prereq., consent ofinstr.
partial tuition waiver, the value of which vanes according to the
Practical application of classroom learning during placements off
amount of tuition each year.
campus. A maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398,
Presidential Leadership Scholarship applicants must be recent
498) may count toward graduation.
high school graduates who have not enrolled previously as regular
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Experimental offerings
college or university students. Qualified applicants must meet both
of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or
of these criteria: (1) cumulative GPA of at least 3.8 on a 4.0 scale;
one-time offerings of current topics.
and (2) SAT combined score of 1860 or ACT composite score of
U 396 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
28.
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr.
Applicants should complete the Presidential Leadership
U 398 Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Prereq., consent ofinstr.
Scholarship Application Form found in the University of
Practical application of classroom learning during placements off
Montana's Scholarship Application Packet. If you complete an
campus. A maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398,
application for the Presidential Leadership Scholarship, you will
also be considered for admission to the Davidson Honors College.
498) may count toward graduation.
A separate application is not needed. Applications for Presidentlal
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Experimental
Leadership Scholarships must be postmarked by December 31.
offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new
Qualified applicants who are not chosen to receive Presidential
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Leadership Scholarships will automatically be placed in the UM
U 496 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-3) Prereq., consent of
Entering Scholarship Program competition. Please note that all
instr.
applicants for Presidential Leadership Scholarships also must
U 498 Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Prereq., consent ofinstr.
complete a separate application for admission to The University of
Practical application of classroom learning during placements off
Montana-Missoula.
campus. A maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398,
Contact:
498) may count toward graduation.
The Davidson Honors College
U 499 Honors Thesis/Project Variable cr. (R-9) Prereq., consent
The University of Montana
of thesis/project director and dean of Honors College.
Missoula, MT 59812
Phone: (406) 243-2541
Faculty
e-mail: dhc@mso.umt.edu
Professor
web site: www.umt.edu/dhc
James McKusick, Ph.D, Yale University, 1984 (Dean)
There are two ways to apply for admission to the Davidson
Honors College. One is by completing the DHC Application for
Admission; the second way is by application for a Presidential
Leadership Scholarship. Both optlons are discussed below.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or

College of
Arts and Sciences

Gerald A Fetz, Dean
The largest and most broadly based academic unit of the University, the College of Arts and Sciences fulfills the central
pmpose for which the University was chartered in 1893:
''To provide the best and most efficient manner ofimparting... a liberal education and thorough knowledge of the different
branches of literature, science and the arts."
A liberal education gives students the means to test ideas, beliefs and facts. It empowers them to a variety of academic
disciplines that will broaden and deepen their perspectives and enable them as educated citizens to continue the learning
process. It teaches them how to apply what they have learned. By studying the ways of thinking and expression that are
mtrinsic to the arts, humanities, and social and natural sciences, students are prepared in scientific methOds, critical thinking,
analysis, synthesis, and cogent expression, and are helped to develop intellectual skills, humanistic understanding and
aesthetic appreciation. Such an education increases the usefulness of career planning and specialization by laying a
foundation for lifelong values.
A particular strength of the College is the breadth of its disciplines and programs. This breadth makes possible a
varied and flexible curriculum that advances both general programs and specialized education on the undergraduate and
graduate levels. Another stren~ is the quality of the faculty. Its members have a distinguished record of teaching,
publication, service to professiOnal societies and national organizations, and participation in consultin~, extension and
outreach programs. Their commitment to undergraduate liberal education is demonstrated by the quality of the graduates the
College lias produced. The pre-professional education received here has enabled The University of Montana graduates to
compete successfully for admission to graduate schools across the nation. A third strength of the College is its commitment
to students as they pursue their academic studies at the University. This is reflected in close student/faculty relationships and
in the continuous attention given by the College to the effect that policies, procedures, programs, and faculty and
administrative structures have on students' educational experience.
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African-American Studies
Tunde Adeleke, Director
African-American studies at The University of MontanaMissoula offers a broad historical link of African and
African-American (including Latin America and the Caribbean)
experiences and perspectives into the 21st century. The goal of the
African-American Studies curriculum is to develop basic
knowledge of, and appreciation for, the diverse experiences of the
African diaspora, and their contributions to the nations into which
they were incorporated. The interdisciplinary curriculum of
African-American Studies includes course offerings from the
following academic disciplines: anthropology, history, fine and
performing arts, econotrucs, geography, international studies,
political science, Native American studies, Asian studies,
psychology and sociology. Some topics of study include: African
heritage and cultural continuity among African-Americans;
African-American identity issues and cultural variation; the history
of African-American protest and resistance, including the
abolitionist, anti-lynching, and civil rights movements; the Harlem
Renaissance; the social dynamics of integration and segregation;
and the various circumstances of, and prospects for, AfricanAmericans in the 21st century.

Requirements for a Minor
The African-American studies minor is an interdisciplinary
program requirin~ twenty-seven (27) credits drawn from a
combination of disciplines-history, anthropology, English,
sociology, geography, economics, and political science.
A. African-American Core Courses
12 credits required from the following:
AAS 195: Special Topics, Introduction to African American
Studies
AAS 208H Discovering Africa
AAS 378H African American History to 1865
AAS 379H African American History Since 1865
6 credits required from the following electives:
AAS 195 Special Topics
AAS 278H African American Institutions and Perspectives
AAS 295 Special Topics: Abolitionism
AAS 395 Special Topics
AAS 408 Africa and the Black Diaspora
AAS 478 Martin, Malcolm and the Civil Rights Movement
AAS 493 Omnibus
AAS 495 Special Topics
B. Electives
9 credits required from at least two of the following fields:
Geography
277SAfrica
History
283H Islamic Civilization: The Classical Age
359 Topics in 20th Century U.S. History
361H The American South: From Slavery to Civil Rights
362 African American Struggle for Equality
363H History of American Law
388H Africa to 1880
389H African since 1880
409 History of Southern Africa
470 Women and Slavery
471 Southern Women in Black and White
Sociology

200 Social Stratification
220S Race, Gender and Class
322 Sociology of Poverty
Political Science
326H Politics of Africa
Economics
350 Economic Development
English
337 African-American Literature
Anthropology
180S Race and Minorities
329S Social Change in Non-Western Societies
385S Indigenous Peoples and Global Development

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or
graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit indicates
the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated
after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not count toward a
degree.

African-American Studies (AAS)
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Experimental
offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 208H Discovering Africa 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same
as HIST 208H. Interdtsciplinary study of the history of precolonial Africa, focusing on social, economic, political and
cultural institutions and traditions including the wealth, diversity
and complexity of ancient and classical African civilizations and
cultures.
U 278H African American Institutions and Perspectives 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Study of social, political, economic and
cultural institutions that Blacks developed and utilized in their
struggles from slavery to freedom, and the ideological schools of
thoughts and perspectives that have defined, and continue to defme
and shape, the Black experience and struggle.
U 288 Abolitionism: The First Civil Rights Movement 3 cr.
Offered spring. Interdisciplinary, historical perspective on the
early 19th century movement to abolish slavery and racial
discrimination in the United States.
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offermgs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 368 Gandhi and King: Ethics of Nonviolence 3 cr. Prereq.,
lower-division course in Perspective 5 or consent of instr. An
examination of the writings of Gandhi and King in search of the
ethical basis for their struggles for justice.
U 372 Mrican American Identity 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Interdisciplinary course designed to explore and illuminate the
multifaceted nature and development of African American group
and individual identity.
U 378H African American History to 1865 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Same as HIST 378H. Survey of the African
American experience from the African background to the end of
the Civil War. Focus on Black American quest for the American
Dream, and how Blacks attempted to deal with the challenges of
enslavement and racism.
U 379H Mrican American History Since 1865 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Same as HIST 379H. Study of the African
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American experience since the Civil War. Change and continuity
in the African American experience, the fi&Jlt against Jim Crow,
the struggle for civil rights, and post-civil nghts economic,
political, social and cuftural developments and challenges.
U 388H Africa to 1880 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same as
IDST 388H. History of Africa from the earliest of times.
Evolution of African societies and states, social, economic,
political, and cultural developments; the dynamics, nature and
consequences of Africa's interaction with Europe up to 1880.
U 389H Mrica Since 1880 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same
as IDST 389H. Historical development in Africa since the
imposition of colonial rule. Analysis of colonialism and
emergence of nationalism.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Prereq., consent of
instr. Experimental offerings of visiting IJrofessors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 396 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-9) Prereq., consent
ofinstr.
UG 408 Mrica and the Black Diaspora 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. History of Blacks in the diaspora. Focus on
comparative examination of experiences in the United States, Latin
America, South America, Africa and the Caribbean.
UG 409 History of Southern Mrica 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Same as IDST 409. Historical survey of
developments in southern Africa from the earliest of times to the
present. Focus on the evolution and growth of societies and states;
economic, social and political developments; external interventions

and impacts on race relations.
UG 478 Martin, Malcolm and the Civil Rights Movement 3
cr. Offered intermittently. Same as IDST 478. Examination of
two leading and dominant leaders of the civil rights movement in
the 1960s. Backgrounds, ideological orientations, idiosyncracies,
and dynamics of change, continuity, conflict and consensus in their
respective programs; lasting impacts and legacies.
U 493 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Prereq., consent of
instr. Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 496 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-9) Prereq., consent
ofinstr.

Faculty
Professor
Tunde Adeleke, Ph.D., Western Ontario, 1985
Instructors
Jim Hogan, M.A., 1984
George Price, M.A., The University of Montana, 1996
Emeritus Professor
Ulysses S. Doss, Ph.D., The Union Institute, 1974

Department of Anthropology
John E. Douglas, Chairman
Anthropology is the study of people, both ancient and
contemporary, in their biological, archaeological, cultural, and
linguistiC COntext. Anthropolow. USeS a holistic arproach to
integrate findings from the social sciences, natura sciences, and
the humanities. The primary educational mission of the
Department of Anthropology is teaching, research, and
professional service to impart the critical importance of
understanding the human condition and its relevancy to an
increasingly diverse world. To accomplish this task, the
Department of Anthropology provides a stimulating and
challenging curriculum that will help students understand and
al'Preciate the range of human cultures as well as the significance
ofbiological evolution of the human condition. Through our
rigorous undergraduate and graduate programs students not only
achieve a broad cross-cultural education, but prepare to apply their
anthropological knowledge in their chosen career paths. Bachelor
of Arts, Master of Arts, and Doctor of Philosophy de~s are
offered in anthropology, with several options or specializations
available at each level.

Special Degree Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog.
See Index.
There are no prerequisites to the undergraduate major. The
major requires 36 credits in Anthropology or Linguistics, 12 of
which must be the core offerings. In addition to the core courses,
students are required to have a course in quantitative methods.
Students must complete the core courses and the quantitative
course with a letter grade of "C" (2.00) or better.
Of the remaining 24 credits, two upper-division courses (6
credits) must be selected from Subarea I with 3 credits from the
theory section and 3 credits from the methods section. Six
additional credits must be selected from Subareas IT, ill, or IV.
Students must complete the undergraduate anthropology degree
requirements by choosing 12 other elective credits in
anthropology or approved cognate courses.

The 36 credits must include:
Lower-Division Core Courses, 12 Credits
ANTH 210N Introduction to Physical Anthropology, 3 cr.
ANTH 220S Comparative Social Organization, 3 cr.
ANTH 250S Introduction to Archaeology, 3 cr.
LING 173 Introduction to Language, 3 cr. or
LING 270 Introduction to Linguistics, 3cr.
Subarea 1: Theory and Methods, 6 Credits
Anthropological Theory:
ANTH 359 Seminars in Archaeology
ANTH 400 History of Anthropology
ANTH 404 Anthropological Museology
ANTH 410 Human Evolution
ANTH 415 The Emergence of Modern Humans
ANTH 430 Social Anthropology
ANTH 450 Archaeological Theory
Anthropological Methods:
ANTH 314 Principles ofForensic Anthropology
ANTH 401 Anthropological Data Analysis
ANTH 402 Advanced Anthropological Statistics
ANTH 412 Osteology
ANTH 413 Forensic and Mortuary Archaeology
ANTH 414 Human Identification
ANTH 416 Dental Anthropology
ANTH 431 Ethnographic Field Methods
ANTH 451 Cultural Resource Management
ANTH 452 Architecture of the Frontier West
ANTH 453 Cultural Resource Research Methods
ANTH 454 Lithic Technology
ANTH 455 Artifact Analysis
ANTH 456 Historic Sites Archaeology
ANTH 466 Archaeological Survey

Al'HH 487 Anthropological Field Experience
LING 475 Linguistic Field Methods
S~~.d~areu

UQ

m, ~Vu 6 Credits

Subarea H: Human Adaptati@llll mnrl! Diversity
il,.NTH 10 lH Introduction to i\nthropology
i\NTH 102S Race and Minorities
A:t-HH 201 Human Sexualit'j
ANTH 211 N Human Genetics
ANTH 31 ON Human Variation
i\NTH 343S Cult1c1re and Population
/-\NTH 388 Native i\merican Health and
AJ>ITH 417 Adaptation and Nutritional Anthropology
)IJ'JTH 418 Ecology and Genetic Variation in Human
Populations
ft,NTH 420S Human Behavioral Ecology
ANTH 444 Culture, Health, and Healing
Submtea IH: Work! Societie§ and Cu!tmres
AN!H 251S Foundations of Civilization
ANTH 252H Archaeological Vionders of the World
AJ"l"TH 323H Native Peoples of Montana
iLNTH 330H Peoples and Cultures ofthe World
ANTH 351H
ofNot[h ,America
ANTH 352 Puchaeology of Montana
ANTH 354H Mesoamerican Prehistory
AJ'.JTH 357H .Archaeology of the Soutl:1west
AN1H 457
ofthe Paciflc Northwest
AJ'HH 458 Archaeology of Hunter-Gatherers
Subarea IV: Concepts and Issue:ll
Al\l'fi-12861\T Survey of Forensic Science
illifTH 311 Visual i'>Jtttn·opolclf!Y
~NTH 326 Religious
ANTH 327
of Gender
~NTH 328S Culture and Identity
ANTH 329S Social
in-Non-Western Societies
ANTH 340H
Issues of Southeast Asia
PJ\lTH 341S Contempormy Issues ofNative Peoples
A1'\fTH 385S Indigenous Peoples and Global Development
~NTH 411 Primatology
Al'UH 422 PSY!~i1olo,gJc:al "'-""ll'-'U'J'v"' v
LING 470 Introduction to Linguistic Analysis
LfNG 473S Language and Culture
LTI''ITG 474 Language History, Vatiety, m1d Change
LI!'.TG 476 Child Language
LI!'-TG 477 Bilingualism
Lll'll"G 479 Pragmatics
Lll\JG 484 North Americm1 Indian Linguistics
LING 489 Lang1.mge ofthe Vl/orld

Anthropoi@gy or ~,t»gnate electives, 12 Credits
lllpperooDavisfion t~lfu•fifhilg &pectafion
The upper-division writing expectation must be met either by
an upper-div\sion >Nriting course fro:n the approved list in
the Acadenuc Pohctes and Procedures sectwn of this catalog (see
one ofthe
courses: ANTH 314,402,
451,
or LThfG 475.
~king

A1rch~e@~ogy Op~8oir!i

For a degree ixi
with an option in archaeology, the
student must meet all the general requirements fur the major &"1d
the following courses:
ANTH450
PJ'>TTI-I 455
ANTH466

-"''""1J"'"'''" 6 credits in one of the following allied disciplines:
biology, geography, or geology
-complete 6 credits in one of the following allied disciplines:
computer
environmental studies, forestry, history, or
mathematical sciences.

Culturtd and Eitu·!i( DhJer.sDiy 0!'-l~!on
For a degree in
with an option in cultural and
ethnic diversity
must meet all the general requirements
for the major and the following courses:
ANTH 102S Rac,e and Minorities
ANTH 211N Human Genetics
AJ:-.,JTH 310N Human Variation
AJ\TTH 328S Cuiture and Identity
-complete 6
with advisor _____,________ , in one ofthe
following disciplines: anthropology,
or sociology
~complete 6 upper-division credits,
advisor approval, in one
of the following allied disciplines: African-American Studies,
Asian
Native i\.rnerican Studies or ·women's Studies,

forensh: Anth~·epo~ogy Optioifl
For a degree in .:mthropology with an
anthropology, the student must meet all
for the major and the following courses:
ANTH 2861\T
of the Forensic Sciences
ANTH 31 ON Humm1 'Variation
ANTH 312 Principles of Forensic Artttll:oJJ;oJC}QV
Al\fTH 413 Forensic and Mortuary Archaeology
SOC 230S
or 235 Criminal Justice System
-ccJmJ:ne:re 12 credits in additional courses in subjects relevant to
the forensic sciences chosen in consultation with fue advisor, such
as (but not limited to) archaeolog-;, physical anihnJpc,lo~(Y
bio!Og'J, chemistry, criminology, drawing, geology, pha_rrnacy,
photography, public speaking, or psychology.
Ungu~si·a~t

Opltloill

For a degree in anthropology with an option in linguistics, the
student must meet all the general
for the major and
complete an additional 12 credits
the following courses:
LING 471 Phonology and Morphology
Lll\lG 472 Generative
and Semantics
LI!'JG 474 Language
Varie1y, and Change
LII\TG 475 Linguistics Field Methods
LING 473S Language and Culture
AJ:\l"TH 484 North American Indian Linguistics

Suggested Course of S~udy
Anthropology is an inrercoru1ected discip~ine and
are
urged to acqmre a broad background especmlly m the natural and
social sciences and the huma11ities. Recommended areas
are biology, economics, English, geography, geology,
communication studies, linguistics, Native 1-\merican studies,
philosophy, political science, psychology, religious studies, and
sociology.
Suggested cmm-;e
flu 1ilhlldent§ £elect~ng the generaH
currrkuJum in AnthropoKogy witboiillt mn optim1:
First Year
A
s
ANTH 250S Introduction to Archaeology ,
~
3
ANTH elective . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .
3
Er·~EX 101 (Composition ....... ~
3
MATH 117 Probability and Linear Mathematics
3
General Education . , . ,
.. .,. .
6
9
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Total
f5
15
Second Yea:r
ANTH 210N Introduction to Physical
Antt\ropology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
ANTH 220S Comparative Social
3
UNU 270 Introduction to Linguistics .
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MATH 117
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ANTH elective .
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Second Yea:r
ANTH 210N Introduction to
Anthropology
ANTH 220S Comparative Social Organization .
UNG 270 Introduction to Linguistics . . . . . . .
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General Education . . . . .
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Thrrlli Year
ANTH 450 Archaeological Theory ........... 3

ANTH 455 Artifact Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Upper-Division ANTH courses .....
ANTH elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Srntistics course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AHied discipline courses (biology computer science,
emri.rornnental studies, forestry, geography, geology,
history, mathematics) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Follllrtb Y eali'

ANTH elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Total
15
Suggested cml!rse qjf study fo:r si:IDJdents completing the

15
15

linguistics option:

First Year
ANTH 250S Introduction to Archaeology . . . . . . .
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 117 Probability and Linear Mathematics . . .
ANTH elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total
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Second Year

ANTH 210N Introduction to .Physical
Anthropology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
ANTH 220S Comparative Social Organization . . . . 3
LING 270 Introduction to Linguistics . . . . . . . .
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LING 471 Phonology and Morphology . . . . . . . . . 3
LING 472 Generative Synrnx an.d Sem~mtics . . . . . Two of: ANTH 484; LING
474 or 475 . . . . 3
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3
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3
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Certlf3€:ate Mll1l for§'J!1SJB( 5fi!Jldles
The certificate in forensic :studies is
so that students
may complete the
either as resident students at UMMissoula or
UM-Missoula's online
facility.
To earn a certificate in forensic studies the student must:
complete a minimum of 18 credits to include:
6 ~~:rremts in ~v:re iim·en1sic sdel!ltce .:courcs!e§:
ANTH 286N
of the Forensic Sciences
ANTH 488 Forensic Science and
6 crre<li'lls in sciel!!lce:
Appropriate courses include any that have been designated as
University of Montana-Missoula General Education Perspective 6
(Natural Science) courses or selected courses from Ji.nthropology
(forensics, physical anthropology, archaeology meithod and
theory); Biology, Chemistry; Computer
Geology;
Mathematical Sciences (srntistics); Physics;
Sociology llOS, criminology.
3 credi.ts in ''YJitten, oJrai, or p&dorda] ~«~!lllllm.:w5ic£lliion:
Appropriate courses incl.ude selected courses in Art (dxawing,
photography); Curricuktm & lnsiTuction (comrnunicatiO!J,
multimedia); Communications (any numbered 100 or higher);
Coi.1Lmunication
Science 171 181; English
100,
·Forestry
Linguistics
271; and
Media
3 Ci'eW~S mretmcs:
An appropriate course is one that has been de1;igrmtre:d as a
University of Monrnna-Missoula General
Perspective 5
and Human
course.
Requireinrllen1~s f~~· 11:1 ll~\ill'll(Jii!"

To eam a minor in anthropology the student must complete the
core courses. Afterward, the student must complete one upperdivision course in Subarea I and one upper-division course from
Subareas U,
or IV.
Lower~Di.mi.on. Co:re Omllrses~ 12 Credi[:;;
ANTH 210N Introduction to Physical
ANTH 220S Comparative Social Orj~anizaiion
ANTH 250S Introduction to Archaeology
LING 270 Introduction to Linguistics or LING 173,
Introduction to Language
Subarea I, 3 Uprper-DhrisniJJn Cremm
§ubare2S
m, Oil' 3 Up;per-Dli~rision Credits

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate
or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit
indicates the course may be
for credit to the maximum
indicated after the R. Credits
this maximum do not count
toward a degree.
An~hropo!ogy

(ANTH)

U 100H futrrod!IDJdi.on to Latin ""'u1tlerican Stumes 3 cr,
Offered autumn or spring. Same as MCLG 100Ft Multidisciplinary survey and iniToduction to Latin ,&..merica from preColumbian times to the present
U :UilH Int!rodudillllll to Al!"ltlrropoliogy 3 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. Offered intermittently in summer. A survey of
anthropology which introduces the fundamenml concepts,
methods and perspectives of the field. The
and

---~-~----~--~-~-_.,;:C:.;;;<e..;:.;'li;.;;e~ of Arts; (~nd

analysis of human culture, its
and change. The nature and
functions of social institutions.
U lO:ZS Race and Mmo:rities 3 c:r. Offered autumn. An<>Jysis
of the development and concept of race as a social category and
the processes of cultural change withi.."'l and between ethnic
groups.
U Ul3 Food tiTIIl.~R Cllllltw.Jre 3 cr. Oftered spring. Exarrrination
of the ways culture shapes the satisfaction of a biological need;
food production, preparation, choices, customs, taste,
beverages, spices and food distribution around the globe.
U Hl4 Orientation to the l!:Ui~. 2 cr. Offered spring.
Examination of American cultural and societal trends from a
cross-cultural perspective to help nev1 and continuing foreign
students adjust to life in the United States fu'1d to offer U.S.
students an opportunity to examine their own culture from the
perspective of members of other cultures.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. {R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 198 I11ternsmp Varl11tble cr. Offered every tem1. Prereq.,
consent of department Extended classroom experience which
provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the
facuhy supervisor and the Intemship Services office. A maximum
of 6 credits of
298, 398,
may com1t toward
graduation.
U 201 Hmna~m Semlility 3 cr. Offered autumn. Same as BIOL
265N. Biological, behavioral, and cross-culiural
of
human sexuality to help students place their own sexuality and
that of others in a broader perspective. Includes sexual anatomy,
physiology, development, reproduction, diseases, sex
determination, as well as gender development and cunent issues.
U 210N Inttrodudiion to Physical Anthrr·opo!ogy 3 cr.
Offered autunm. An introduction to hum<Ln evolutionary biology
including processes of evolution, prin1ate studies, hominid
paleontology, and human variation.
U 2HN .HWI!I.llnt Genetics 3 cR·~ Offered intennitterrtly.
Genetics-related problems that confront individuals and society.
Variation and natural selection in human populations. Designed
£or
majors,
U 2.20§ Comparli!tive SocnS~i Organization 3 c:r. Offered
aul:unm. Study of social organization of non-western societies;
emphasis on variations in ecology, social structure, economic,
political and religious beliefs and practices.
U 230 Exolorations in Ameli·k::m Culture 2 cr, Offered
intermittently. US. and
students read fictional accounts of
cultLJral adaptation. Some accounts written :from fhe perspective of
foreigners to
foreign students compmisons with their own
accultlJiation process and provide a contrastive world-view for
American students. Intended to give an understanding ofthe
complexity and richness of cross-cultural
dissonance,
and convergence.
U 231 Indigenous Wodd View JPe~rspective8 3 cr. Offered
spring. San1e as NAS 231. Exmnination of indigenous belief
systems, with regard to world views, religious ceremonies,
cultural v,rays and the impact that Anglo-European culture has
had upon these systems. Focus on indigenous peoples of
Australia, New Zealand, and North }\merica from C::mada and
d1e United States.
u 251}§ Introducti.ol!l tG rud:naeology 3 Cit'. Offered spring.
What archaeologists do and how they reconstruct past human
cultures. Mett'lodological ai1d theoretical approaches to
understanding and explaini.ng
human societies.
U 25Jl.S Fom]datiorllS of Cl.vilizali:ion 3 cr, Offered spri11g.
Focus on the worldwide evolution of human society from stone
age hunter-gatherers to the beginnings of modem civilization.
Approached through the colorful and exciting world of
archaeologists and the sites
excavate.

5dences
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U 252H Archaeologic&ll~ Wonders of the VI'odd 3i cr,
Offered spring even numbered
Ivl:ajor archaeological sites
and discoveries a11d their
on our understanding of
and
U 286N Survey of the Forensic Sdences 3 cr. Offered
autmrlll. A survey of the forensic sciences and related
disciplines and their use in criminal investigations, the role of
forensic scientists in the investigative process and as expert
witnesses.
U 293 Omnibus Vadable cr, (R-10) Offered intermittently.
Independent work under 1l1e University omnibus option. See
index.
U 295 Special Ti!pks Vru-llalble cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offelings of new courses, or one-time offerings
relating to current problems or new developments in the
discipline.
U 310N Hwnan Vm:iation 3 cr. Offered every spring.
Prereq., ANTH 21 ON or consent of i.nstr. Introduction to human
biological variation, and to the methods and theories that are used
to explah1 the distribution of variable features.
U 311 Visual Antrnropoll()gy {If Primates 1 cr. Offered
intermittently. An exploration of prin1ates using videos and fllms.
U 314 Principles of Forensllc Anthmpol<llgy 3 ell", Offered
spring. Prereq., ANTH 310N or 313 or consent of instr. A
siudy of techniques for recovering skeletal. material, identifying
and interpreting human skeletal remains, keeping records,
LnteractL'tlg with the law enforcement system and documenting
humans rights abuses.
UG 323H Native Peopies of Montana 3 cr. Offered spring.
The history and culture of !he Indian tribes in Montana.
UG 324H Indians of Montana Since the Reservation Em 3
Cll'o Offered intermittently. Same :as NAS 324H .:md HIST
354H. Exarrrination of the history of Montana Indians since the
establisl:nnent of the reservations and contemporary conditions
and issues among both reservation and non-reservation Indian
communities in the state. Special attention given to social and
economic
treaty rights, tdbal sovereignty, and legal
issues.
UG 326 Religious Bel.i.eJ.' Systems 3 cr, Offered autunm oddnumbered years. Theories and practices conceming supernatural
phenomena found among mn-liternte
throughout the
world.
UG 32'7 Antmopol.ogy off Gender 3 cr. Offered spring evennumbered years. Prereq., ANTH 201. Same as WS 327.
Comparative study of the history and significance of gender in
social life.
UG 328S Culture and Identity 3 c.r. Offered spring.
Prereq., ANTH 220S or consent of instr. The comparative study
of identity fonnation
and across racial, ethnic, and etlmonational lines, Emphasis on issues of
cultural
resistance, transfonnation, domination, colonialism as well as
sharing to understand both the cultural cormnonalties and
differences in
formation.
UG 329S Social Change mNon-Westem Societies 3 cr.
Offered intemlittently, Prereq., ANTH 220S or consent of i.nstr.
Study of the processes of change, modernization lli1ld

development.
UG 330H lP'eopX~s and C!.dtm·es ofthe World 3 cr, (R-9)
Offered auttmm :md spring. Smdy of the peoples of various
geograpbic regions and! their cultures.
UG 340H Contemporary Issues of §l[))utheast Asia 3 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., ANTH 220S or AS 101H or AS 102!-I.
Same as AS 340H. An exm.nination of the major issues !hat affect
the contemporary experience of !he Southeast AsiaP..s.
UG 341§ Con.tempomry Issues of Americru1l fu(lians 3 tr.
Offered
Same as NAS 341S. An examination of
tJhe major issues
affect the contemporary experiences of

American Indians.
UG 34J3S Cll1lltlliir:e anilt lF'opullation 3 cr. Offered aurum.1rJt. The

between population processes a.nd culture to the
tJa.eories of
demographic
culture change.
UG 3\51H Archaeo~ogy of North Amelrftca 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. The origil1s, backgrounds and development of
Pre-Columbian American peoples and cultures.
The
UG 352 An:~haooiugy o!f MoiDii:ana 3 tr. Offered
of
in
origins, distributions and
Montana and surrmmdin!!:
UG 354!H Mesoamedcm!ll PJ:e!ru§iory 3 cr. Offered
The development of civilization lli"ld prehistoric
states in the
World. Prehistoric lifeways 0\J.J.d the effects of
European contact on these cultures.
UG 357H ruclhaeollogy of ttbe §@uthwestem Umtea Stl!ltes 3
cr. Offered h1.termiitently. The development of the prehistoric
communities in the soulhwestem United States ffom a_ncient
times to the dawn of
in the area.
3i cr.
Offered
UG 359 Serninars m
intermittendy.
selected areas
in archaeology.
UG 385§ !lllliligerCiloilll Peoples a!l!d. Global! Oeve~opme!lt 3 cr.
Offered autumn odd-numbered
Examination of the irnpact
of
development on
Topics
land
and
change
of how these societies
caused by
world.
are resisting or adapting their
UG 3188 Native Alll1le!rkru1 Healith amtdl Heallilg 3 ~:Jr. Offered
Same as NAS 388. Examination of traditional and
co:ntemr:1on1rv uses of medicine ill Native APnerican societies.
Issues
will be the current health status of f,\merican
the relationship between mediciiJe and culrure and
introduction to various techniques for assessh11g health ~tatus of
Punerican Indian P'-'JY"'"'"w_w,,.
U 393 Ommlblus r~ -9 cr"
Independent work under the
onnlibus option. See
index.
U 395 Specii:flll Tor(jlks Va:riaMe cr.
intermittently. Experfurnental
ex,oerimental offerings of new courses, or
offerings of
current
U 398 futernshlp VariabRe cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., 9 credits in anthropology; consent of faculty ""''"''""io .•-.~
and cooperative education officer. Practical application classroom learning through
in a number of areas such as
museology, cultural resource
and forensics. A
498) may
maxinmm of 6 credits of Intemship
count toward graduation.
UG 4{])(!1 liThtT!Jr,Y of Anthropology 3 cr, Offered autmnn oddnumbered years, Prereq., ANTH 101H and 220:S. The
development. of theory and 11~1ethod in cultural anthropology to fue
present. Vanous archaeologrcal, eilinological and
soci.o-psycholiogical theories in the light of historical
anthropology.
'"''"ulm:>.wv

coJICH:tlOll; survey

UG 401 AlrutbropoAogl.caTI Data Anallysiis 3 err", Offered

autumn. Prereq., college algebra or consent of instr. An analysis
of the foundations of anthropological
and measurement
UG 402 A«l!.vanced. Anthropological Statistks 3 cro Offered
spring, Prereq.,
course in statistics or coment of
inst Focus on techniques used for microcomputer-based data
management and multivariate analysis.
UG 403E Etlhlct> and Antrurop~logy 3 cr. Offered spring oddnumbered years. Prereq,, ANTH lOlH or 220S. or consent of
instr. Ethical and anthropological modes of inqurry il'1 relation to
each other. Focus on the sociocul~ural subfield as well as ethical
issues in physical anthropology and archaeology.
UG 404 AnthmpoRogilcai MmeoRogy 3 C!r'o Offered spring

even-numbered years. Prereq., }~_NTH 101H. Introduction to
am:.tmJPCllOi'!le::H museums, museum work aml museum
UG 410 Hummal.1l EvollliJI~!omt 3 cJr, Offered sprL'lg evennumbered years. Prereq. , AJ;JTH 2 I ON. An exploration of the
fossil and archaeological records of the evolution of human
beings, and of current meiliods and theories used in int,rou'"""''''"'"
ithese data.
UG 411 J?l·iunatGJlogy 3 ~::r. Offer,ed autunm odd-numbered
years.
ANTH 210N. Review of !the evolution, anatomy,
and behavior
apes, and other members of the order
PrinCJ.ates.
UG 412 Os~eolo!!§::v 4 tCr. Qff;ered autiJmn.
and coll§ent of instr. A detailed ex&'11ination of the
skeleton with an emphasis on identifying individual bones and
their structures. SpecificaHy extended to fragmentary skeletal
elements. Direct hands-on exnerience required.
UG 4t3 Fl[})rem;k and Mmiu&uy
,
3\ en·. Offered
Prereq., ANTI-I 412 and consent of instr. Practical
approaches to locating, documenting and recoverii'1g human
skeletal
including surface scatters and burials.
. on interpretations of evidence for recovery scene
format! on and mortuary behavior.
UG 4!Jl"ll Hulil.UfilJ\ Ide!lltllication 3 cr. Offered :spring. Prereq.,
ANTH 412 or consent of instr. An
of tedmJques for
of
elements, facial
conservation and
reconstruction, and other
for identification of
iuc1dividuals from their skelek"Ll rernains.
UG 415 Tlhe Eme~rgem:e of Mmi.em I-ItmmaillS 3 cr. Offered
spring odd-nun11Jered years. Pr.::req., ANTH 210N. An
exploration of the emergence of "modem" hmnans :md tJJ.eir
relation.sl:Jjps with Neanderlhals.
of what it means to
be "a modem human"
an examination of human
history.
UG 4Hi Den~:al
3 Clro Offered spring evennumbered years. Prefeq.,
210N. The use of
i.nfon'Tiation from teeth in lnvestigatnng evolutionary
the
relatiom;hips between human groups, subsistence ch::mge, and
culture
UG 417 Au:llapltation 1'.md! N!llil:dti{!JniJll/ .41n~llm:Jpology 3 cro
Offered autumn odd-numbered yeari't Prereq,, ANTH 210N.
A1l1 examinat;.on of the
of human
to the
environment and food
via evolutionary, physiological, and
cultural mechanisms.
UG 418 Erology allld Genetic VE~Jdartion mJB!umum
PoplJl!lations J cr. Offered autUJmn even-numbered years.
Prereq., ANTH 210N Human
variation examined from
an ecological
on the role of infectious
disease as a
factor in
evolution and e;qploration
of fue implications of these associations for human
variation.
. UG ~21\iS JPloor1mn l3\~h2j_\viona! Eculllogy 3 ICro Offered
mtenruttently. The study of the evolution of hurnan behavior in
cross-cultural pe;rsp,e:ctive
UG ~22 JP'sychologic:Bll iiiJmt!:nropoiogy 3 CR", Offered autm:r.11
even-numbered years.
ANTH 220S or consent of instr.
The
of socialization,
cognition, and mental
health
UG 430 Sod:M AnthroJ!Donogy 3i CJr, Offered aut1mm. Prereq.,
ANTH 220S. The principles and theories of social organizations
and institutions.
UG 4131l E~lhumogll·apT!lli\a:: Fielt!ll\ Methods 3) ~Cr, Offered spring.
or consent of instr. Introduction to
Prereq., ANTH 220S,
sodo-cuHural anthropological metl:IOds L"llcludin.g partic:ip:mt
observation,
and nanative techniques and
of
qualitative data.
UG 4M Cwturre, Heanth and ltieallhllg 3 cr, Offered autumn.
Cross-culrural
of theories and
and health
and illness. ExamiJ1ation of tl1e impact of !J.JI!ese concepts u.pon

College of
health practices and treatment of disease around the world.
UG 450 Archaeological Theory 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., ANTH 250S. Historical trends and current major
theories and methods in archaeology.
UG 451 Cultural Resonrce Management 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Introduction to the laws and practice of cultural
resource/heritage property management. Focus on the methods
and techniques for protecting and using cultural remains to their
fullest scientific and historic extent. Also emphasis on
responsibility to work with long range management of properties
for the greatest scientific, historic, and public benefit.
UG 452 Architectnre of the Frontier West 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Introduction to the methods and techniques of
recording and analyzing standing cultural resources. Includes a
field project and draws from buildings listed in the National
Register of Historic Places.
UG 453 Cultnral Resonrce Research Methods 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., ANTH 450, 451, or 452. Location and
use of sources of information for developing and building
contexts for the consideration of cultural resource significance.
UG 454 Lithic Technology 3 cr. Offered autumn oddnumbered years. Prereq., ANTH 250S and consent of instr.
Analysis of stone artifacts and debitage.
UG 455 Artifact Analysis 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., Anth
250S and consent of instr. Laboratory approaches and techniques
for anayzing material culture from technological, stylistic, and
chronological perspectives.
UG 456 Historic Sites Archaeology 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., ANTH 250S and consent of instr. The location and
evaluation of historic sites in the Northwest.
UG 457 Archaeology of the Pacific Northwest 3 cr. Offered
autumn even-numbered years. Introduction to the srudy of
archaeology in the Pacific Northwest region inclusive of the
Northwest Coast and Columbia/Fraser-Thompson Plateau.
Understanding hunter-gatherer adaptations, evolution of social
complexity, and ancient history of contemporary native peoples
in the region.
UG 458 Archaeology of Hunter-Gatherers 3 cr. Offered
autumn even-numbered years. Introduction to the archaeological
study of hunter-gatherer societies. Primary emphasis on
archaeological method and theory.
UG 459 Archaeology of the Arctic and Subarctic 3 cr.
Offered spring even-numbered years. Introduction to the srudy
of Arctic and Subarctic archaeology emphasizing the Pleistocene
and Holocene prehistory of North America and eastern Siberia.
Understan~g of methodological problems ~sociated ~ith .
archaeology m a northern context, the evoluuon of Inmt, E~kimo,
Aleut an~ A~apaskan cultures, ~d hunter-gatherer adaptations to
northern mtenor and coastal envrronments.
UG 466 Archaeological Survey Variable cr. (R-12) Prereq.,
ANTH 250S and consent of instr. Offered autumn. A field
course in Montana archaeology.
UG 473S Language and Cultnre 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., ANTH 470. Technical srudy of
relationships between grammatical categories and world view.
UG 482 Preceptorship in Anthropology 1-3 cr. (R-6)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., ANTH 210N, 220S, 250S,
and ~70 and c:onsen~ of.instr. Assisting a f~culty ~ember ?Y
tutonng, gradmg objective exams, conduc~~ ~~view sessiOns,
~~ carryin~ out other class-related resp~msibilit1es. Open to
Jumors, se:t;llor, and graduate srudents with consent of the faculty
member with ~hom they serve. Proposals must be approved by
departrnentNchairrth.
.
Indian L'
. • 3
Offi ed
. UG.484 o
Amencan
mguisbcs cr.
er
mtenru~ntly. Prereq. f'.~H 470. ~arne as ~ING 484. .
J\naly_siS and char~ctensucs of Amencan Indian languages m
histoncal perspective. .
.
.
.
UG 487 Anthropological Field Expenence Vanable cr. (R-
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12) Offered intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr. Organized
field experience in anthropology.
UG 488 Forensic Science and Technology 3 cr. Offered
spring odd-numbered years. Prereq., ANTH 286N or consent of
instr. _Examination ~fth~ forensic sciences wit:J;l emphases on the
n~m-c~e .lab forensic .scie:t;tces, new technologies, and new
direcuons m the forensic sciences.
UG 494 Seminars in Ethnology and L~gnistics 3 cr. (R-6)
Offered intermittently. Prereq., consent of mstr. Offered
alternate years.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings
of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or
one-time offerings of current topics.
UG 496 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
every term. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 500 Contemporary Anthropological Thought 3 cr.
Offered autumn and spring. A review of major contributions to
current anthropological theory, with an emphasis on the
application of theory to anthropological problems. Significant
advances in general theory, symbolic anthropology, critical
theory, cultural srudies, and postrnodernism.
G 501 Documentary Anthropological Research Methods 3
cr. Offered spring. The location, use, and value of written
records in anthropological research.
G 502 Cnratorial and Archival Management 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Theory and practice in the curation of
anthropological collections and the maintenance of
anthropological information and records.
G 503 Cultural Resource Interpretation 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Practice ofpres~nting. anthropologi~al kno~l~ge
of culrural resources to the pubhc, With an emphasiS on wntmg.
G 510 Seminar in Human Variation and Evolution 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Various topics related to fossil and genetic
evidence of hmnan biological evolution, morphological and
genetic diversity of modern humans, and problems of "race".
G 511 Seminar in Physical Anthropology 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Review of major concepts, theories, and recent
publications in physical anthropology. Designed to prepare
graduates to evaluate new hypotheses.
G 512 Advanced Forensic Anthropology 3 cr. (R-6) Offered
spring. Prereq., ANTH 314 and 463 or the equiv. and consent
of instr. Review of traditional methods and exploration of new
methods of skeletal analysis, as applied to cases from the forensic
collection.
G 513 Seminar in Bioarchaeology and Skeletal Biology 3 cr.
Offered spring. Theoretical and methodological approaches to
the analysis of human skeletal remains derived from
archaeological contexts. Demography, health and disease, diet
and nutrition, growth, activity patterns, and measures of
biological relatedness are interpreted within a biocultural
franlework.
G 520 Seminar in Ethnology 3 cr. (R-6) Offered autumn and
spring even-numbered years. Topic varies.
G 521 Applied Anthropology 3 cr. Offered spring evennumbered years. Srudy of ways in which anthropological skills
may be used in non-academic fields.
G 550 Seminar in Archaeology 3 cr. Offered autumn oddnumbered years. Topic varies.
G 551 Seminar in Historical Archaeology 3 cr. Offered
autumn odd-numbered years. An exploration of theories,
methods, and literature in historic archaeology.
G 552 Power, Prestige, and Things 3 cr. Offered autumn
even-numbered years. Investigation of power, prestige,
leadership, and inequality in past social systems as interpreted
through artifacts and architecture.
G 570 Seminar in Lingnistics 3 cr. (R-12) Offered aurumn
even-numbered years. Prereq., ANTH 470. Same as LING 570.
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Advanced topics in linguistic analysis.
G 593 Professional Project Variable cr. (R-10) Offered
every term.
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-9) Offered every
term. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 597 Research Variable cr. (R-10) Offered every term.
G 598 Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., graduate standing and consent of faculty supervisor.
Practical application of classroom learning through internship in a
number of areas such as museology, cultural resource
management and forensics. Written reports are required.
G 599 Thesis Variable cr. (R-10) Offered every term.
G 600 Issues in Cultural Heritage 3 cr. Offered autumn. A
review of the range of topics that fall under the umbrella of
cultural heritage and a review of theory and practice in one or
more of these topics.
G 601 Proposal Preparation and Contract Management 3
cr. Offered spring. Prereq., graduate standing. Hands-on
training in the production of proposals in response to Requests
for Proposals (RFPs). Emphasis on contract management issues
associated with project planning, employee management,
contingency management, legal issues, multiple project
management, and archaeological marketing and survival
strategies.
G 602 Cultural Heritage Policy and Practice 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., graduate standing. Exploration of critical issues
in cultural heritage policy emphasizing the regulatory basis for
federal CRM, public anthropology, and indigenous people's
issues. Hands-on training in the design and production of federal
planning documents.
G 694 Seminar in Cultural Heritage Variable cr. (R-6)
Offered intermittently. Topic varies.
G 697 Advanced Research Variable cr. (R-6) Offered every
term. Prereq., consent of instr. Independent research projects,
other than dissertation.
G 699 Dissertation Variable cr. (R-10) Offered every term.

Doctoral dissertation research activities.

Faculty
Professors
Gregory R. Campbell, Ph.D., University of Oklahoma, 1987
John E. Douglas, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1990
(Chairman)

Stephen Greymorning, Ph.D, University of Oklahoma, 1992
Randall R. Skelton, Ph.D., University of California, Davis,

1983
G.G. Weix, Ph.D., Cornell University, 1990
Associate Professors
Irene Appelbaum, Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1995
Kimber Haddix McKay, Ph.D., University of California,
Davis, 1998
Anna M. Prentiss, Ph.D., Simon Fraser University, 1993
Assistant Professors
Kelly J. Dixon, Ph.D., University of Nevado-Reno, 2002
Ashley H. McKeown, Ph.D., University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, 2000
Mizak Miyashita, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 2002
Noriko Seguchi, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 2000
Tully J. Thibeau, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1999
Lecturer
D. Garry Kerr, M.A., University of Montana, 1994
Emeritus Professors
Frank B. Bessac, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1963
Thomas A. Foor, Ph.D., University of California, Santa
Barbara, 1982
Carling I. Malouf, Ph.D., Columbia University, 1956
Anthony Mattina, Ph.D., University of Hawaii, 1973
Charline G. Smith, Ph.D., University of Utah, 1970
Katherine M. Weist, Ph.D., University of California,
Berkeley, 1970

Applied Science
Lynn Stocking, Advisor
The Bachelor of Applied Science program is available to
students completing an Associate of Applied Science degree
program at a regionally accredited institution. The College of
Technology section of The University of Montana-Missoula
catalog identifies Associate of Applied Science degree programs
offered at The University of Montana.
Students considering a B.A.S. degree program must have
completed an accredited A.A.S. degree program with a 2.50
grade point average. Because approval of a B.A.S. degree plan
is required, students considering such a degree must meet with a
designated B.A.S. advisor to identify a degree plan, to create a
Degree Program Committee, and to identify the procedure
required for degree plan approval.
Bachelor of Applied degree students must meet all the
general university requirements for graduation. Fifty credits
from an accredited A.A.S. program will count toward the total
credits required for graduation. Student earning this degree will
receive a diploma identifying the degree of Bachelor of Applied
Science without designation of an area of concentration.

Special Degree Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the
catalog. See index.
General Requirements:
A. Successful completion of an approved Associate of Applied
Science program.
B. Successful completion of 70 credits as identified under
specific requirements of which 39 credits must be in courses
numbered 300 and above.
Specific Requirements
A. Competency -General Education
1. English Writing Skills
a. Complete successfully ENEX 101 or be exempt by
receiving an acceptable score on the writing placement exam.
b. Complete successfully two writing courses, at least one
numbered 300 or above.
c. Complete successfully the Upper-Division Writing

Proficiency Assessment.
2. Mathematical Literacy
Complete successfully one mathematics course nwnbered
greater than 100, with a grade of C or better, or demonstrate
equivalent skill by competency testing.
3. Foreign Language/Symbolic Systems
a. Complete successfully the second semester of a foreign
language at The University of Montana-Missoula or demonstrate
equivalent skill in a foreign language;

OR
b. Complete successfully one of the approved sequences in
a symbolic system.
B. Perspectives - General Education
Complete successfully 27 credits in the six identified
perspectives. A minimwn of two credits is required from each
perspective, except perspective 6 in which six credits are
required. A maximwn of six credits from each perspective will
count toward the general education distribution requirement:
1. Perspective 1 - Expressive Arts
2. Perspective 2 - Literary and Artistic Studies
3. Perspective 3 - Historical and Cultural Studies
4. Perspective 4 - Social Science
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5. Perspective 5 - Ethical and Human Values
6. Perspective 6- Natural Science
C. Supportive
Complete successfully 30 credits in a field or fields related to
or supportive of special and individual needs of the student and
the student's Associate of Applied Science degree program, 21 of
which must be nwnbered 300 and above.

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate
or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit
indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximwn
indicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not count
toward a degree.

Applied Science (APS)
U 396 Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr.

Asian Studies
Alan Sponberg, Chair
The Asian Studies Program offers undergraduates at The
University of Montana-Missoula an opportunity to study Asian
lands, peoples, cultures and languages. The program encompasses
the geographic areas of East, Southeast, South, Central and
Southwest Asia, with particular emphasis on China and Japan.
The Asian Studies Program is administered by the Asian Studies
Executive Committee, an interdisciplinary group of faculty with
teaching and research interests in Asia. The Executive committee
works closely with the dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
and the Maureen and Mike Mansfield Center at The University of
Montana-Missoula. The program draws its faculty from the
College of Arts and Sciences, professional schools and the
Mansfield Center.
Students may choose from two programs. The first is a major in
Liberal Studies with an option in Asian Studies . The second is a
major in another discipline with a minor in Asian Studies.
Students admitted to either of the two programs must register
with the chair of the Asian Studies program. Students are
encouraged to plan their course sequence at least one year in
advance in consultation with their assigned Asian Studies faculty
advisor.
Additional Asian Studies Courses
DAN 435L Arts and Culture of Bali
ECON 336 US-Asian Relations
HIST 283H Islamic Civilization: Classical Era
HIST 284H Islamic Civilization: Modem Era
HIST 380H Modem China
HIST 381H Modem Japan
HIST 387 Iran Between Two Revolutions
JPNS 411 Modem Japanese Writers and Thinkers
JPNS 431L Post-War JapaneseLiterature
MCLG/JPNS 311L Classical Japanese Literature in English
MCLG/JPNS 312L Japanese Literature from Medieval to
Modem in English Translation
MCLG/JPNS 386 History of Japanese Language
MCLG/LS 380L Chinese Folktales
PSC 328H Politics of China

PSC 329H Politics of Japan
PSC 420 Comparative Legal Systems
RELS 232H Introduction to Buddhism
RELS 233 Traditions of Buddhist Meditation
RELS 360 Classics of Buddhist Literature

Special Degree Requirements
First Program: Major in Liberal Studies with an option in
Asian Studies
The following requirements must be met to complete this
program.
1. Completion of the Liberal Studies core curriculwn. (See the
Liberal Studies section of this catalog.)
2. Six credits in introductory Asian Studies courses (100-level
courses or Study Abroad in Asia) including AS 102H.
3. Twelve credits in foundational Asian Studies courses (200level courses), including Asian Studies 201H and 202S.
4. At least 30 credits in upper-level courses (300-level courses
and above), of which at least six credits must be in the humanities
and six in the social sciences.
5. Language Requirement: Two years (or equivalent
proficiency) man Asian language appropriate to the student's
academic goals and approved by the academic advisor. Students
who plan to pursue graduate work are strongly advised to complete
three years, mcluding at least one study abroad in Asia experience.

Requirements for a Minor
Second Program: Major in any discipline with a minor in
Asian Studies
1. Six credits in introductory Asian Studies courses (100-level
courses), including AS or 102H.
2. Twelve credits in foundational Asian Studies courses (200level courses).
3. Nine credits in upper-level courses (300-level courses and
above), of which at least three credits must be in humanities and
three m social sciences.
4. No language courses are required. Students are encouraged to
include at least one study abroad in Asia experience.
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Courses
U=for undergraduate credit only, UG=for undergraduate or
graduate credit, G=for graduate credit. R after the credit indicates
the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated
after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not count toward a
degree.

Asian Studies (AS)
U 102H Introduction to Asian Studies 3 cr. Offered spring.
An introduction to Asia, its geography, cultures and ways of
thinking, presented in geographical and historical context. A
cultural-geographical overview approached using different
materials and emphases.
U 106 The Silk Road 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring. Same
as AS and GEOG I 06. Introduction to the study of the human
communities, cultures, and economies in Central and Southwest
Asia along the ancient four thousand mile-long Silk Road.
U 195 Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 201H East Asian Civilizations 3 cr. Offered autumn. Same
as HIST 201H. An interdisciplinary, pluralist, and exploratory
introduction to civilizations of East Asia. Primary focus on China,
Japan, and Korea, the relations among them and their patterns of
interaction with the outside world in pre-modern and modem
periods.
U 202S South Asia 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same as
GEOG 202S. The physical setting of South Asia, its history,
culture and socio-economic organization. Examines regional
differences, changing social patterns and the relationship between
people and the environment.
U 210H Japanese Culture and Civilization 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Same as JPNS, LS and MCLG 21 OH. The historical
religious7 artistic, literary and social developments in Japan from
earliest times to the present.
U 211H Chinese Culture and Civilization 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Same as LS and MCLG 211H. A comprehensive
study of Chinese culture and civilization in the manifold aspects of
anthropology, sociology, economics, history, literature, religion,
and pliilosophy.
U 212H Southeast Asian Culture and Civilization 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Same as LS and SOC 212H. Introduction
to the history, geography, cultures, social organization, and
contemporary events of Southeast Asia.
U 213S The Middle East 3 cr. Offered autumn odd-numbered
years. Same as GEOG and LS 213S. A survey of the biophysical
and cultural geography of Southwest Asia and North Africa.
Emphasis on environmental change, pre-history, patterns of
cultural and historical change, issues of socio-economic. religious,
an~ political diversity, and the broader political significance of the
reg10n.
U 214S Central Asia: Peoples and Environments 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Same as GEOG, HIST, LS 214S. Introduction to
Central Asia's history, culture and ways of thinking. Focus on the
political and social organization of Central Asia and cultural
changes as expressed m art and interactions with China, India and
the Middle East.
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Experimental
offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 313L Classical Chinese Poetry in English Translation 3 cr.

Offered intermittently in spring. Same as CHIN, LS and MCLG
313L. The works of major Chinese poets to 1300 A.D.
U 314L Traditional Chinese Literature . in English
Translation 3 cr. Offered intermittently in spring. Same as
CHIN, LS and MCLG 314L. Highlights of Chinese literature to
1800; includes philosophy, poetry, prose, and fiction.
UG 340H Contemporary Issues of Southeast Asia 3 cr.
Offered autumn odd-numbered years. Same as ANTH 340H.
Prereq., ANTH 220S or AS 102H. An examination of the major
issues that affect the contemporary experience of Southeast Asians.
U 345 Central Asia and Its Neighbors 3 cr. Offered spring.
Same as GEOG 345 and HIST 346. Analysis of the human
communities and cultures of Central and Southwest Asia, with
particular emphasis on the imeortance of relationships with
neighboring countries and ciVIlizations since ancient times.
U 365 South Asian Traditions: Hinduism 3 cr. Offered spring
even-numbered years. Same as LS and RELS 365. Critical
exploration of selected aspects of Hindu thought, narrative and
practice, both in contemporary and historical perspective. Focus
primarily on India, but with consideration of Hinduism's
transformation and impact beyond South Asia.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Experimental
offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
UG 402 Cities and Landscapes of Central Asia 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Same as GEOG and HIST 402. Analysis of the main
centers of civilization and culture, rich sites and monuments of
Central Asia and Southwest Asia since ancient times.
UG 432L Twentieth Century Chinese Fiction in English
Translation 3 cr. Offered intermittently in spring. Same as
CHIN, LS 432L and MCLG 432L. A survey of the principal
works of Chinese fiction circa 1910-1990.
UG 457 Artistic Traditions of Central and Southwest Asia 3
cr. Offered autumn and spring. Same as GEOG and HIST 457.
Analysis of the study of human artistic creativity and scientific
innovations of various cultures in Central and Southwest Asia
since ancient times.
UG 460 Central Asia Seminar 3 cr. Offered spring. Same as
GEOG 460 and HIST 462. Advanced analysis of the historical
and contemporary issues involving the human communities,
cultures, and economies in Central and Southwest Asia.
UG 495 Problems in Asian Studies Variable cr. (R-12)
Seminar designed for students with an option in Asian Studies.
Regional ~r tempora.l focus may vary, depending on the discipline
and expertise of the mstructor.

Faculty
Professors
Timothy Bradstock, Ph.D., Harvard University, 1984 (Modem
and Classical Languages and Literatures)
Alan Sponberg, Ph.D., University of British Columbia, 1979
(Liberal Studies)
Ruth Vanita, Ph.D., Delhi University, 1992 (Liberal Studies)
Terry Weidner, Ph.D., University of California, 1980 (Mansfield
Center)
G. G. Weix, Ph.D., Cornell Univeristy, 1990 (Anthropology)
Philip West, Ph.D., Harvard University, 1971 (Mansfield Center)

Astronomy
(See Physics and Astronomy)
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Division of Biological
Sciences
Charles H. Janson, Associate Dean for the
Biological Sciences
The Division of Biological Sciences offers undergraduate and
graduate programs representing the full range of the biological
sciences. The Division offers bachelor degrees in biology (with
a broad array of formal options including botanical sciences,
cellular and molecular biology, ecology, field ecology, human
biological sciences, natural history, zoological sciences,
biological education and general sciences education), medical
technology, microbiology including microbial ecology, and
wildlife b10logy (a cooperative program administered by the
College of Forestry and Conservation). The Division also
advises students in pre-medical and other pre-health sciences,
and offers a series of courses during the summer at the
University's Flathead Lake Biological Station (see separate
listing in this section). The Division is one of the leading
research units in the University. Research programs in the
Division provide abundant opportunities for students to enhance
their educational experience by participating in research.
Several sources of funding are available to support
undergraduate student research, and the DivisiOn participates in
the University undergraduate research symposium each spring.
Graduate degrees offered by the Division of Biological
Sciences include Master of Science degrees in biochemistry,
microbiology, and organismal biology and ecology. Doctor of
Philosophy degrees in integrative biochemistry and
microbiOlogy, organismal biology and ecology, and
biomolecular structure and dynamics are offered. The Division
participates in the graduate (M.S. and Ph.D.) program in
wildlife biology, administered by the College of Forestry and
Conservation. fuformation on graduate study and program
requirements is available from the Graduate School or the
Division of Biological Sciences.
The Division of Biological Sciences is committed to
providing coursework and experiences for non-science majors.
The world faces many problems and opportunities that include
significant biological components. Courses for non-science
majors have the goal of fostering understanding of the process
of science and enhancing biological knowledge as it relates to
environmental, medical, social, and other issues. A number of
introductory courses are open both to majors and non-majors.
fu addition, the Division offers courses designed specifically for
non-majors: elementary medical microbiology, introductory
ecology, Montana wildlife, and others.
Degree requirements and courses are described below (see the
College of Forestry and Conservation for information about
wildlife biology).

Faculty
Professors
Fred W. Allendorf, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1975
Carol A. Brewer, Ph.D., University of Wyoming, 1993
Ragan M. Callaway, Ph.D. University of California at Santa
Barbara, 1990
Kenneth P. Dial, Ph.D., Northern Arizona University, 1984
Kerry R Foresman, Ph. D., University ofldaho, 1977
James E. Gannon, Ph.D., University ofHouston, 1981
Willard 0. Granath, Ph.D., Wake Forest University, 1982
Erick P. Greene, Ph.D., Princeton University, 1989
F. Richard Hauer, Ph.D., North Texas State University, 1980

William E. Holben, Ph.D., University of New York, Buffalo,
1985
Richard L. Hutto, Ph.D., University of California at Los
Angeles, 1977
Charles H. Janson, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1985
Ralph C. Judd, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 1979
Michael F. Minnick, Ph.D., Washington State University,
1987
Jack H. Nunberg, Ph.D., Stanford University, 1979 (Director
for the Montana Biotechnology Center)
Jack A. Stanford, Ph.D., University of Utah, 1975 (Bierman
Professor; Director of the Biological Station)
Associate Professors
Douglas Emlen, Ph.D., Princeton University, 1994
Mark L. Grimes, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1986
Jesse C. Hay, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1994
J. Stephen Lodmell, Ph.D., Brown University, 1996
John L. Maron, Ph.D., University of California-Davis, 1996
L. Poss, Ph.D., Colorado State Umversity, 1990
Matthias Rillig, Ph.D., San Diego State University, 1997
Frank Rosenzweig, Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania, 1991
Anna M. Sala, Ph.D., University of Barcelona, 1992
D. Scott Samuels, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1991
Assistant Professors
Creagh W. Breuner, Ph.D., University ofWashington, 1998
Vanessa 0. Ezenwa, Ph.D., Princeton University, 2002
Lila Fishman, Ph.D., Princeton University, 1998
Winsor H. Lowe, Ph.D., Dartmouth College, 2002
Michele A. McGuirl, Ph.D., Montana State University, 1999
Scott R Miller, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1999
Scott A. Wetzel, Ph.D., Oregon Health and Science
University, 2001
Arthur H. Woods, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1998
Lecturers
Kevin J. Murray, Ph.D., University ofNevada-Reno, 1994
Kathleen A. Westphal, Ph.D., University of Kentucky, 1985
Research Professors
Jerry J. Bromenshenk, Ph.D., Montana State University, 1973
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Penelope F. Kukuk, Ph.D., University of Kansas, 1980
Barbara E. Wright, Ph.D., Stanford University, 1951
Research Associate Professor
John Kimball, Ph.D., Oregon State University, 1995
Gordon Luikart, Ph.D., University of Montana, 1997
Research Assistant Professors
Robert J. Fletcher, Jr., Ph.D., lowas State University, 2003
Vijay Gadkar, Ph.D., University of Delhi, 1999
Matthew J. Kauffman, Ph.D., University of California at
Santa Cruz, 2003
Jean-Marc Lanchy, Ph.D., Universire Louis Pasteur,
Strasbourg, France, 1998
Mark Lorang, Ph.D., Oregon State University 1997
Daniel Mummey, Ph.D., University of Wyoming, 2004
Paul Spruell, Ph.D., Washington State University, 1994
Other Adiunct Faculty
Richard J. Bridges, Ph.D., Cornell University Graduate
School of Medical Sciences, 1984
Barry N. Brown, M.S., University of Alaska, Fairbanks,
1987
Elizabeth Crone, Ph.D., Duke University, 1995
Vernon R Grund, Ph.D., University of Minnesota Medical
School, 1974
Craig A. Johnston, Ph.D., Michigan State University, 1982

Charles T. Leonard, Ph.D., Medical College of Pennsylvania,
1985
Thomas E. Martin, Ph.D., University of illinois, 1982
L. Scott Mills, Ph.D., University of California, Santa Cruz,
1993
George Stanley, Ph.D., University of Kansas, 1977
Paul J. Watson, Ph.D., Cornell University, 1988
Emeritus Professors
Mark J. Behan, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1963
David E. Bilderback, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1968
George L. Card, Ph.D., University ofNebraska, 1966
H. Richard Fevold, Ph.D., University of Utah, 1961
James R Habeck, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1959
Walter E. Hill, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1967
Donald A. Jenni, Ph.D., University of Florida, 1961
Delbert L. Kilgore, Ph.D., University of Kansas, 1972
Galen P. Mell, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1961
Lee H. Metzgar, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1968
Charles N. Miller, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1965
Andrew L. Sheldon, Ph.D., Cornell University, 1966
John F. Tibbs, Ph.D., University of Southern California, 1968

Biochemistry
Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG=for undergraduate or
graduate credit, G=for graduate credit. R after the credit .indicates
the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated
after the R Credits beyond this maximum do not count toward a
degree.
Biochemistry (BlOC)
UG 380 Fundamentals of Biochemistry 4 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., Chern 222. Fundamental biochemistry; chemistry and
metabolism ofbiomolecules, energy relationships in metabolism;
storage, transmission, and expressiOn of genetic information.
UG 481 Biochemistry 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., CHEM
222, CHEM 370 or 372 or equiv. Primarily for science majors.
The chemistry and metabolism ofbiomolecules, with emphasis on
the structure and function of proteins, carbohydrates, lipids and
nucleic acids and the associated bioenergetics. Credit not allowed
for both BlOC 380 and BlOC 481-482.
UG 482 Biochemistry 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., BlOC
481 or equiv. Continuation of BlOC 481. Metabolism, especially
macromolecule biosyntheses, the chemistry and regulation of the
transfer and expression of genetic information, protein synthesis
and molecular physiology. Credit not allowed for both BlOC 380
and BlOC 481-482.
UG 486 Biochemistry Research Laboratory 3 cr. Offered
sprin~. Prereq., BlOC 380 or481. Applications ofbiochemical
principles to modem molecular biology and biochemical
techniques. Includes cloning a gene, rilaking site-directed
mutants; then will express, purity, and characterize the protein
product.
UG 495 Special Topics 1-10 cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 497 Advanced Undergraduate Research 1-10 cr. (R-10)

Offered every term. Prereq., junior or senior standing and consent
of instr. Independent research under the direction of a faculty
member. Graded pass/not pass.
U 499 Undergraduate Thesis 3-6 cr. (R-6) Offered every term.
Prereq., senior standing and consent of instr. Preparation of a
thesis or manuscript based on undergraduate research for
presentation and/or publication. Student must give an oral or
poster presentation at the Biological Sciences Undergraduate
Research Symposium or a scientific meeting. Graden pass/not
pass.
G 561 RNA Structure and Function 1 cr. (R-8) Offered every
semester. Prereq., BlOC 482, BIOL 221, and consent ofinstr.
Exploration of current scientific literature and new data that
focuses on RNA biochemistry. Emphasis on literature relevant to
research on RNA viruses and ribosomes and protein synthesis.
G 570 Introduction to Research 2 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
graduate standing. Same as MICB 570. Required course for
oiochemistry .and microbiology grad~ate students.. SW;dents .are
acquainted With faculty research proJects. Instruction m basic
research techniques, research equipment. Introduction to relevant
scientific research literature. Six hours in each research laboratory
of faculty in biochemistry/microbiology program.
G 580 Training Seminar 1 cr. (R-2) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., graduate standing or consent of instr. Same as
MICB 580. A one-semester offering required of all new students.
G 581 Physical Biochemistry 3 cr. Offered autumn evennumbered years. Prereq., CHEM 370 or 372; BlOC 482.
Techniques of physical chemistry used in studying biological
structure and function of macromolecules. Emphasis is on
spectroscopic methods, hydrodynamic methods and x-ray and
other scattering and diffraction techniques.
G 588 Biomolecular Structure and Dynamics 4 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., BlOC 482 or equiv. or consent of instr.
Fundamentals and current literature topics related to the structure,
function, and dynamics of biologically important macromolecules,
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with special emphasis on the physical properties and biochemistry
of nucleic acids, protein, and enzymes.
G 589 Cell Regulation and Genetic Mechanisms 4 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., BIOC 482 or equiv. or consent ofinstr.
Fundamentals and explomtion of scientific litemture emphasizing
molecular and cellular principles, current hypothesis, and
experimental techniques used to answer research questions.
Topics include membrane structure, membrane traffic, signal
transduction, transcription and RNA processing, regulation of gene
expression, DNA replication and dynamic processes in cells.
G 594 Professional Seminar 1 cr. (R-4) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., gmduate standing or consent of instr. Same as
MICB 594. Presentation of current research in biochemistry and
molecular biology by senior graduate students, faculty, and invited
outside speakers.
G 595 Special Topics 1-3 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., graduate standing and consent of instr. Experimental
offering of new courses by resident or visiting faculty.
G 597 Research Variable cr. (R-18) Offered intermittently.

G 599 Thesis 1-10 cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
masters student in biochemistry. Labomtory research for and
prepamtion of a masters thesis.
G 600 Advanced Cellular Biochemistry 4 cr. Offered every
spring. Prereq., BlOC 380 or 482, or consent of instr. Same as
BMED 600. Explomtion on a molecular level the regulation of
structure, function, and dynamics of eukaryotic cells. Topics
include membranes, c~oskeleton, transcription, translation, signal
transduction, cell motility, cell prolifemtion, and progmmmed cell
death.
G 685 Advanced Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Laboratory 1-3 cr. (R-9) Offered autumn and spring. Prereq.,
BlOC 482 or equiv. and consent of instr. Introduction to research
techniques in biochemistry and molecular biology.
G 699 Dissertation 1-10 cr. (R-20) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., doctoml student in biochemistry. Labomtory research for
and prepamtion of a doctoral dissertation.

Biological Station
Jack A. Stanford (Bierman Professor of
Ecology), Diredor
The University of Montana-Missoula opemtes its Flathead Lake
Biological Station as a year-round research facility and academic
center in ecological sciences. The Station is located on 80 acres at
Yellow Bay on Flathead Lake, some 85 miles north of Missoula
near Kalispell and Glacier National Park. Up to 110 students can
room in cabins and the G. W. Prescott dorm/apartment facility;
board is provided by the station's commissary. Several large
academic and office structures complement the state-of-the-art
Freshwater Research Laboratory at this field campus.
During the annual 8-week summer session, formal courses are
offered which emphasize field investigations of the rich flom and
fauna of the diverse aquatic and terrestrial habitats found at or near
the Station. Faculty from UM and other universities throughout the
United States and Canada teach the field-oriented courses of the
summer program. The formal courses each carry three to five
semester credits for either advanced undergraduate or graduate
academic progmms. Biological Station courses may substitute for
major pro~ requirements in the Division of Biological Sciences
and Wtldhfe Biology. Credits are transfemble to most universities
in the United States and Canada. Students must have completed
introductory courses in biology, ecology and chemistry before
enrolling in courses of the program.
Biology courses offered at the Biological Station are selected on
a yearly basis from the following two- and four-week courses:
340 & 341 Ecology and Ecology Lab
355 Ecology of Mammals
356 Ecology of Birds
449 Plant-Animal Intemctions
453 Lake Ecology
454 River Ecology
494 Seminar in Ecology and Resource Management
495 Field Ecology: Methods and Analysis
497 Advanced Undergraduate Research

499 Undergmduate (Senior) Thesis
597 Research in Ecology
In addition to these summer courses, the Biolo~cal Station
offers opportunities for graduate studies in aquatic biology and
ecology. After formal aO:mission to a gmduate degree-granting
program, research progmms leading to M.S. or Ph.D. degrees can
be designed by the student, academic departments at the
University and the Director of the Station. Research assistantships
are often available for students working on advanced degrees at
FLBS. Numerous scholarships are also available annually for
students enrolled at UMIFLBS.
Enrollment Procedures
Students interested in participating in the annual summer academic program must apply before May 24. ApPlication forms are
available from the Biologtcal Station or webstte or may be
obtained in the Division of Biological Sciences office at UM.
Students interested in pursuing graduate work at FLBS should
apply in writing to Gmduate Admissions, Division of Biological
Sctences, The University of Montana-Missoula, Missoula, 32
Campus Drive #4824, 59812-4824, or contact the Director.
For detailed information about academic and research
opportunities at the Flathead Lake Biological S1;ation, please visit
the station web page (www.umt.edu/flbs) or contact:
Flathead Lake Biological Station
The University of Montana
311 Bio Station Lane
Polson, MT 59860-9659
Phone: (406) 982-3301
Fax: (406) 982-3201
E-Mail: flbs@flbs.umt.edu
Web Page: www.umt.edu/biology/flbs
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Biology
The Division offers an undergraduate degree in biology that
provides a solid foundation in core areas of the biological sciences
and in supportins physical sciences and mathematics. Several
options are provided within the biology degree. Options in cellular
and molecular biology, ecology, field ecology, and organismal
biology, and human biological sciences allow specialization in
biological subdisciplines and are appropriate background for
certain employment opportunities and for continued graduate or
professional study:
Cellular and molecular biology: For students interested in the
cellular and molecular aspects of biology. This option is also
appropriate for students interested in medical school.
Ecology and organismal biology: For students interested in the
biology of organislllS (plants and animals), and populations. This
option is also appropriate for students interested in veterinary
school.
Human biological sciences: Provides a strong background in
the biological sciences for students interested in pursuing further
study in a health sciences professional program.
Natural history: Designed especially for students wishing to
combine basic natural history and biological sciences with another
field such as art, journalism, or creative writing. Option is not
suitable for students planning a traditional career in the biological
sciences.
Teacher preparation in biology, Teacher preparation in
general science: Two separate options designed for students

mterested in a career teaching biology or broad-field science at the
secondary level.
High School Preparation: In addition to general University
admission requirements, cheinistry, mathematics through
precalculus, and a modem foreign langiiage are recommended.

Special Degree Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog.
See index.
Up_per-Division Writing Expectation: To meet the UpperDivision Writing Expectations of the Bachelor of Arts in Biology,
students in the cellular and molecular biology option must
successfully complete MICB 404, 420 or three courses chosen
from MICB 410,411,412, or450. Students in all other options
must successfully complete BlOL 341 and one course chosen from
BlOL 304, 306, 316, 366,403,405,406,410,418,445,480, or a
senior thesis (BlOL 499, minimum of 3 credits.
Option in Ecology and Organismcil Biology
Forty-three credits in biology, biochelllStry, and Inicrobiology
including BlOL 108N-109N, liON, 221, 223, 340-341; one
organisrnal course chosen from BIOL 301, 345, 403, 444-445; one
course with a focus on a group of organislllS chosen from BlOL
304,306, 308, 316,350,400-401,410,418, MICB 300-301; one
ecology course chosen from BIOL 366, 430, 446, 447, 448, 495
(Wildlife Disease Ecology), MICB 422, WBlO 470; one
evolutionary biology course chosen from 405, 406, 480, 482, 484.
Other recommended courses include BlOC 380 or 481-482, MICB
423.
Also required: MATH 150 (or 152); one semester of statistics
(MATH 241) or a full year of statistics (MATH 444-447, 445448); one year ofcheinistry (CHEM 151N, 152N-154N) or two
years ofcheinistry (CHEM 161N, 162N, 221-223, 222-224);
PHYS 121N, 122N (or 221, 222).
Option in Field Ecology
One hundred and two core credits in are required including
BlOL 108N-109N, 221, 223, 342, and 343. Major courses chosen
from the Aquatic Emphasis, BIOL 451, 453, 454, 452, 492; or the
Terrestrial Emphasis, BlOL 451,458,459,452,492. Choose an

additional 8 credits of upper division BIOL or MICB, with at least
one being from each category from -Ology BIOL 304, 306, 308,
316, 350,400/401, 410, 418, MICB 300/301; or Evolutionary
Biology, BlOL 405, 406, 480, 482 or 484. One of these classes
must be an Upper Division Writing course. Other required courses
are MATH 150, MATH 241 or MATH 444/447 or MATH
445/448; CHEM 151N and 152N/154N orCHEM 161N, 162N,
2211223 and 222/224; and PHYS 121N, 122N..
Students in Track A will also spend two summers at the F
Option in Cellular and Molecular Biology
Forty-four to forty-nine credits in biocheinistry, biology and
Inicrobiology including BlOC 481-482; BIOL 108N-1 09N, 11 ON,
221, 223, 301, 340, and 464; MICB 300-301; one course chosen
from MICB 410 or 420; one course chosen from BlOL 345,440,
444-445, MICB 404, or 450; and two lab courses chosen from
BlOC486, MICB 405,411,451, or497.
MATH 150; CHEM 161N-162N, 221-222-223-224; one course
chosen from CHEM 341,370, 371; PHYS 121N-122N or
221N-222N also are required.
Option in Human Biological Sciences
Forty-two to forty-three credits in biology, biocheinistry, and
Inicrobiology including BlOL 108N-109N, liON, 221, 223, 301,
312, 313, 340-341,460 or 464. MICB 300-301 (or MICB 302)
and the remaining credits at the 300 or 400 level.
One year of cheinistry (CHEM 151N, 152N-154N) or two years
ofcheinistry (CHEM 161N, 162N, 221-223-222-224); MATH
150, 241; PHYS 121N, 122N or 221N, 222N; PSYC 100S, 240S
or 330S also are required.
Recommended Courses: Some graduate schools in the health
professions also may require course work in these areas: BIOL
400, General Parasitology; BlOC 380 or481, 482, Biocheinistry;
COMM lllA, Introduction to Public Speaking; HHP 236N,
Nutrition; HHP 377-378, Physiology of Exercise and Laboratory;
SOC 11 OS, Principles of Sociology.
Option in Natural History
Forty-two to forty-four credits in biology including BlOL 108N109N, liON, 221,223,316,340-341,350, 410; one course
chosen from 304, 306, or 356; one course chosen from 405 or 406.
CHEM 151N-152N, 154N and GEOS lOON-lOIN are required.
Students also must complete at least 20 credits in cognate areas of
anthropology, cheinistry (excluding CHEM 151N-152N, 154N),
geography, geology (excluding GEOS lOON-lOIN), forestry,
mathematics, physics/astronomy, and wildlife biology. No more
than 10 credits from any one of these areas can be applied toward
the 20-credit requirement. Students interested in combining this
option with another subject area may, with the advisor's
permission, substitute 20 credits in English-writing, journalism,
photography, art, foreign langiiage, business management, or other
appropriate field.
Teacher Preparation in Biology
Option in Biological Education Major Teaching Field of
Biology: This option is designed for students seeking an
endorsement in the major teaching field of biology.
A student must complete thirty-four credits in biology and
Inicrobiology including BIOL 108N-109N, liON, 221,223,
340-341, 444 & 445; MICB 300-301 and one course chosen from
BlOL 301 or 345.
MATH 150 or 152 and 241 are required; however, the
prerequisite courses MATH 117 and 121 may be needed. CHEM
151N-152N, 154N, 485; PHYS 121N; C&l 426; and one course
chosen from GEOS 109N or 301 also are required.
For endorsement to teach biology, a student also must gain
admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching and meet all
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the requirements for certification as a secondary teacher (see the
School of Education section of this catalog).
Biolow qualifies for a single-field endorsement. However, there
is a linnted demand in most Montana high schools for teachers
with a single endorsement in biology, and students are advised to
complete the requirements for a second teaching endorsement
(maJor or minor).
Minor Teaching Field of Biology: For an endorsement in the
minor teaching field of biology, a student must complete BIOL
108N-109N, liON, 221, 223; MICB 300-30I; C&I 426; GEOS
109N or GEOS 30I; MATH 150 or 152, 24I; and CHEM I5INI52N, 485. A student also must gain admission to Teacher
Education and Student Teaching and must meet the requirements
for certification as a secondary teacher (see the School of
Education section of this catalog).
Teacher Preparation in General Science
Extended Major Teaching Field of General Science: A student is
awarded a B.A. with a major in biology with an ecology option by
completing the following 60 credits in astronomy, biology,
chemistry, geology, mathematics and physics: ASTR 13IN, 134N;
BIOL I08N-109N, liON, 22I, 223, 340-34I; CHEM I52N,
I6IN-162N, 485; GEOS lOON-lOIN, 301; MATH 150 or I 52,
24I (the prerequisite courses MATH 117and I21 maybe needed);
and PHYS I2IN-I22N or 22IN-222N. C&I 426 also is required.
Highly recommended are BIOL 345, MICB 300-30I, and
CHEM lOIN.
For an endorsement in the extended major teaching field of
General Science, a student must gain admission to Teacher
Education and Student Teaching, complete C&l 426 and meet the
requirement for certification as a secondary teacher (see the School
of Education section of this catalog.)

Suggested Course of Study
Biological Education Option
First Year
BIOL 108N-109N Diversity of Life and Laboratory .
BIOL liON Principles of Biology ........... .
CHEM ISIN General and Inorganic Chemistry ...
CHEM IS2N Organic and Biological Chemistry .. .
CHEM 1S4N General Chemistry Laboratory . . . . .
ENEX lOI Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH ISO Applied Calculus ...............
PSYC IOOS Introduction to Psychology . . . . . . . .

S
4

3

3
4
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -

is

Second Year
BIOL 221 Cell and Molecular Biology . . . . . . . .
BIOL 223 Genetics and Evolution . . . . . . . . . . .
CHEM 485 Laboratory Safety . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 24I Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MICB 300-301 General Microbiology &
Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lower-division writing course . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education/Native American Studies course

.
.
.
.

4
I
4

. . 6

Third Year
BIOL 340-34I Ecology and Laboratory ........
~IOL.34S Principles of Physiology (or BIOL 30I
msprmg) ...........................
BIOL 444 Plant Physiology . . . . . . . . ....... .
C&l 200 Exploring Teaching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C&l 303 Educational Psychology and Measurement .
C&l 306 Instructional Media and Computer
Applications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C&I 4I 0 Exceptionality and Classroom
Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GEOS 109N Environmental Geoscience (or
GEOS 301 Environmental Geology) ...........
HHP 233 Health Issues of Children and

i5
-

3
2
4

2

15
4

s
3
3

15
s

3
4

I
3
3
3
2

Adolescents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -

is

Fourth Year
C&l 301 or 302 Field Experience . . . . . . . . . . . .
C&I 407E Ethics and Policy Issues . . . . . . . . . . .
C&I 426 Teaching Science in the Middle and
Secondary School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C&I 427 Literary Strategies in Content Areas . . . . .
C&I 482 Student Teaching: Secondary .........
C&I 494 Professional Portfolio . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS I2IN General Physics I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3
3

1s

I
3
3
3
S

f5

14
1

-

15

Cellular and Molecular Biology Option
First Year
BIOL 108N-109N Diversity of Life and Laboratory .
BIOL liON Principles of Biology . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHEM I6IN-I62N College Chemistry .........
ENEX I01 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH ISO Applied Calculus ...............
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Elective ............................
Second Year
BIOL 221 Cell and Molecular Biology .........
BIOL 223 Genetics & Evolution . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHEM 221-222, 223-224 Organic
Chemistry and Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MICB 300-301 General Microbiology and
Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lower-division writing course . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Elective ............................
Third Year
BlOC 48I-482 Biochemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MICB 404 Microbial Genetics (or BIOL 345, 440,
444, 49S; MICB 4SO) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MICB 40S Molecular Genetics Laboratory (or 40S,
411, 4SI, 497, or BlOC 486) ...............
PHYS I2IN-122N or 221N-222N General Physics .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fourth Year
BIOL 340 Ecology .................... .
BIOL 301 Developmental Biology . . . . . . . . . . . .
BIOL 49S (Cellular Biology) ...............
CHEM 341 Quantitative Analysis and
Instrumental Methods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MICB 410-411 Immunology and Laboratory .... .
Upper-division elective .................. .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

S
S
4
I

BIOL 108N-109N Diversity of Life and Laboratory .
BIOL liON Principles of Biology . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHEM 1SlN General and Inorganic Chemistry ...
CHEM 1S2N Organic and Biological Chemistry .. .
CHEM 1S4N General Chemistry Laboratory .....
ENEX 101 Composition ..................
MATH ISO Applied Calculus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education Requirement . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Second Year
BIOL 221 Cell and Molecular Biology

3

3

f5

15

4
-

4

5
3

~

-

s
s

-

f

is

IS

3

3

-

3

S
3
4

1

s
3

-

f5

15

-

3
3
3

4

s
3
3

f5

Ecology and Organismal Biology Option with
One Year of Chemistry
First Year

4

s

A
S
3

3
4
-

is

........ 4

3
3

15

s
4

3
2
3
3

15
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BIOL 223 Genetics & Evolution . . .
PHYS 121N-122N General Physics I,
Lower-division writing course . . . .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . .

..
II
..
..

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

5
3
3
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Third Year
MATH 444/447 Statistical Methods I .......... 4

MATH 445/448 Statistical Methods ll . . . . . . . .
BIOL 340-341 Ecology and Laboratory . . . . . . .
BIOL 306 Mammalogy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BIOL 406 Behavior and Evolution ...........
BIOL 446 Wildlife Physiological Ecology ......
General Education Requirement . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fourth Year
BIOL 366 Freshwater Ecology . . . . . . . .
BIOL 403 Vertebrate Design and Evolution
Upper-division elective . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education Requirement . . . . . . .
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

5
4

3

f6
5
5
3
1

i4

Second Year
ASTR 131N, 134N Elementary Astronomy and

A
5
5
4
-

f4

... 5
... 3
... 3

Ecology Option for Teacher Preparation
General Science
First Year
BIOL 108N-109N Diversity of Life and Laboratory .
BIOL liON Principles of Biology . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHEM 161N-162N College Chemistry .........
ENEX 101 Composition ..................
MATH 150 Applied Calculus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSYC lOOS Introduction to Psychology . . . . . . . .

4

14
5
3
8

16

with

... 4
... -

Fourth Year
BIOL 405 Animal Behavior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BIOL 448 Terrestrial Plant Ecology . . . . . . . . . . .
MICB 300/301 General Microbiology & Lab .....
General Education Requirement . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Upper-division elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Elective ............................

IS

3
3

.
.
.
.
.

Third Year
BlOC Fundamentals of Biochemistry . . . . . . . . . .
BIOL 301 Developmental Biology ........... .
BIOL 340-341 Ecology and Laboratory . . . . . . . .
PHYS 121N-122N General Physics I, II . . . . . . . .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Elective ............................
Upper-division electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6

Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BIOL 221 Cell and Molecular Biology .........
BIOL 223 Genetics and Evolution . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHEM 152N Organic and Biological Chemistry . . .
GEOS lOON-lOIN General Geology
and Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 241 Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education/Native American Studies course
Lower-division writing course . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4

Ecology and Organismal Biology Option
Two Years of Chemistry
First Year
BIOL 108N-109N Diversity of Life and Laboratory .
BIOL 110N Principles of Biology . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHEM 161N College Chemistry ............
CHEM 162N College Chemistry Laboratory .....
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 150 Applied Calculus ...............
MATH 241 Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Second Year
BIOL 221 Cell and Molecular Biology . . . . .
BIOL 223 Genetics & Evolution . . . . . . . . . .
CHEM 221-222-223-223 Organic Chemistry and
La~C!ratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wnting course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4

5

f5

s
4

5
3

4

16
4

5
6

15
3
5
3
4

f5

15

4
6
4
1

5

f5

5

5
1

IS

in
5
5
4
-

f4

Fourth Year
BIOL 340-341 Ecology and Laboratory ........
C&I 301 or 302 Field Experience . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C&I 407E Ethics and Policy Issues . . . . . . . . . . .
C&I 426 Teaching Science in the Middle and
Secondary School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C&I 427 Literary Strategies in Content Areas . . . . .
HHP 233 Health Issues of Children and
Adolescents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Upper-division biology writing course . . . . . . ...
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4
3
-

4

5
3
4

16

4
3
3
3
1

f5

14

-

3

-

3

3
5
6

3

f5

1

5

-

15

5
1
3
3
3
3
4

Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -

4
5
5
1
-

Third Year
CHEM 485 Laboratory Safety . . . . . . . . . . ....
C&I 200 Exploring Teaching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C&I 303 Educational Psychology and Measurement .
C&I 306 Instructional Media and Computer
Applications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C&I 410 Exceptionality and Classroom
Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GEOS 301 Environmental Geology ...........
PHYS 121N-122N General Physics I, II ........
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4
4
-

f5

3
5

15

Fifth Year
C&I 482 Student Teaching: Secondary . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
C&l 494 Professional Portfolio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
15

Field Ecology Option
First Year
BIOL 108N Diversity of Life . . . . . . . . . . . .
BIOL 109N Diversity of Life Lab . . . . . . . . .
CHEM 151N General and lnorgan. Chern . . . .
MATH 150 Applied Calculus . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education Requirement . . . . . . . . . .
BIOL 110N Principles of Biology . . . . . . . . .
CHEM 152N Organic and Biological Chern . . .
CHEM 154N Organic and Biological Chern Lab
General Education Requirement . . . . . . . . . .

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

Second Year
BIOL 221 Cell and Molecular Biology . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 121N or 221 Fundamentals of Physics I ....
MATH 444/447 Statistical Methods/Computer
Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education Requirement . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BIOL 223 Genetics and Evolution . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 122N or 221 Fundamental of Physics II . . . .
MATH 445/448 Statistical Methods/Computer
Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education Requirement . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A
3
2
3
3
3
-

rs-

S

4
3
2
6

1s

4
5
4
2
-

4
5

-

4
2

f5

Third Year (Track A)
Summer (at Biological Station)
BIOL 342 Field Ecology and Lab . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
BIOL 343 Ecological Methods and Analysis . . . . . . 5

i5
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BIOL 492 Seminars in Ecology & Resource
Human BioloSilical Sciences Option with One
Management ................. · .. · · · · · 1
Year of Chemastry
11
First Year
BIOL 403 Vertebrate Design and Evolution · · · · · · 5
BIOL 108N-109N Diversity of Life
BIOL 480 Conservation Genetics . . . .. · . · · · · · 3
and Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
General Education Requirement . · · · · · · · · · · · · 7
BIOL llON Principles of Biology ........... .
4
BIOL Upper Division Elective ... · .. · · · · · · · · 4
CHEM 151N General and Inorganic Chemistry ... 3
General Education Requirement . . · · · · · · · · · · · 7
CHEM 152N Organic and Biological Chemistry .. .
3
Upper Division Elective . · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 ~
2
1~ CHEM 154N General Chemistry Laboratory .... .
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Fourth Year Aquatic Series
MATH 150 Applied Calculus ............... 4
Summer (at Biological Station)
PSYC 100S Introduction to Psychology ....... .
4
BIOL 451 Landscape Ecology .............. 3
Elective ........................... 1
1
BIOL 453 Lake Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
f6
14
BIOL 454 Stream Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Second Year
BIOL 452 Conservation Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
BIOL 221 Cell and Molecular Biology . . . . . . . . . 4
BIOL 492 Seminars in Ecology & Resource
BIOL 223 Genetics and Evolution . . ........ .
4
Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. · · ·
PHYS 121N-122N General Physics I, II ........ 5
5
PSYC 330S Abnormal Psychology or PSYC 240S
Terrestrial Series
(if 240S, must have 3 more upper-division credits) . . 3
Summer (at Biological Station)
Lower-division writing course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
BIOL 451 Landscape Ecology .............. 3
MATH 241 Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
BIOL 458 Forest and Grassland Ecology . . . . . . . . 3
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
BIOL 459 Alpine Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
f6
15
BIOL 452 Conservation Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Third Year
BIOL 492 Seminars in Ecology & Resource
BIOL 312, 313 Anatomy and
Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Physiology I and II . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
4
i3
BIOL 301 Developmental BIOlogy ............ 3
Autumn Semester
MICB 302 Medical Microbiology . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
General Education Requirements . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
Upper-division elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
3
Third year (Track B)
Elective ............................ 2
BIOL 340 Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
[4
15
BIOL 341 Ecology Lab . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Fourth Year
.
BIOL 403 Vertebrate Design & Evolution ....... 5
BIOL 340-341 Ecology .................. 5
BIOL 480 Conservation Genetics . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
BIOL 403 Vertebrate Design and Evolution or
General Education Requirement . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
upper-division Biology or Microbiology
Upper Division Biology Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
elective that meets the UD
General Education Requirements . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
biology Writing requiretp.ent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
4
Upper Division Elective ............... · · · 6
BIOL 460 Medical Physiology . . . .......... .
3
i6 Upper-division elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
9
Fourth Year Aquatic Series
[5
15
Summer (at Biological Station)
BIOL 451 Landscape Ecology .............. 3
Human Biological Sciences Option with Two
BIOL 453 Lake Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Years of Chemistry
BIOL 454 Stream Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
First Year
BIOL 452 Conservation Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
BIOL 108N-109N Diversity of Life
BIOL 492 Seminars in Ecology & Resource
and
Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Management ...................... · · ·
BIOL llON Principles of Biology ........... .
4
CHEM 161N-162N College Chemistry ......... 5
5
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Terrestrial Series
MATH 150 Applied Calculus ............... 4
Summer (at Biological Station)
PSYC lOOS Introduction to Psychology ........ 4
BIOL 451 Landscape Ecology .............. 3
[4
16
BIOL 458 Forest and Grassland Ecology . . . . . . . . 3
Second Year
BIOL 459 Alpine Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
BIOL 221 Cell and Molecular Biology . . . . . . . . . 4
BIOL 452 Conservation Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
BIOL 223 Genetics and Evolution .......... .
4
BIOL 492 Seminars in Ecology & Resource
CHEM 221-222-223-224 Organic Chemistry and
Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
5
i3
MICB 300-301 General Microbiology and
Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Autumn Semester
Lower-division writing course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Upper Division Biology Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
MATH 241 Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
[6
General Education Requirement . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
14
Third Year
Upper Division Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · 5
BIOL 312, 313 Anatomy and
Physiology I and II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
4
BIOL 301 Developmental Biology . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
PHYS 121N-122N General Physics I, II ........ 5
5
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PSYC 330S Abnonnal ~~~'"''.lrlllmll"'
must have 3 more ~...,,,_,.~, ~,
elective
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Folli1dlbt Year

J3IOL 340-341 11"·""lncm
BJr()L. 460 ~r-1ecUcal '~'"'m'"''""'"
MKCB 410 Inunm1tOlO;g)
upper-division
elective :that meets
Writing
3
General
. ., .. ., "' .. . . .. .. ., . 6
Elective
.. .. .... .... . .
. .....
Upper-division elective . . . . . . .
........ 6
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TWrrll Yea['

~~~~~'IIJ!]"~~ ~]is~·j!)ry o~~:li'il'icn

1lear
BIOL l08N-l09N Diversity of Life and La.borat1J:ry
BIOL 1W:N
of Biology . . . .
CHEM l51N General and Inorganic Ch1erntist1ry
CHEM 152N Organic and Biological ClJ:emtistJry
CHEM 1541'>J General
Laboratory
ENEX lOll Composition ..
MATH 117 Probabi1ily and Linear ~v'!athematies ...
MATH 241 Statistics ..
Elective . . . . . . . . . .

Second. Year
BIOL 221 CeH and Moliecular
BIOL 223 Genetics & Evolution
BIOL 350
}v~ountain Flora
GEOS
General
Laboratory
Lower··division
course
General Education .
Electives

BIOL 340 '",..'""""'"
BIOL 341
BIOL 316 Plant
Cognate course . .
lnr\P>ll"'._m·m~Km cognate
uc,uo.-HCR Education ,
Upper-division elective
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Fa:»1.u1l:h Year
BIOL 306 Mammalogy or
356 . . . .
BXOL 40:5 Animal Behavior or
BXOL 410 Insect
. . .. , ..
Cognate course .
Upper-division electives ......
General Education . . .
Electives
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4 c.r. Offered spRing and summer.

To earn a minor in
minimum of 25 credits in

the student must complete a
IHI.,;!UlJui.io!,BIOL f08N-l09N,

liON, 221 md 223 and 8

AU courses must be taken for a l:ra•OlJtJ:.onar

at the 300-400 level.

grade.

u"''v'"''~·"" structure function relationships at

m1,w.u'"'"''c"' and
Consideration of
reproduction, genetics,
ecosystems, ~ wen
as' the inter-relationships
the rest of hfe.
Lab expe~enc9s H~usl::rate biologi?al pril;ciples
_
reproductiOn, aeve10pment, genetrcs ana pnys1ology
allowed for both BIOL lOON and llON.
U 11!2 !ill~l"I[)IIJli.ndion to ll!TI.!lm£1L!1l FoFrm ami lfi'll'llL!diollll l! J<ero
Offered autumn.
the fundamentals of structure and
fimction at basic
and tissue
in addition to the
anatomy and
of the
muscuJosk!eletal,
and nervous
u 113 lllllll:roldluction to Hillman Fmrm a!!lld Fumction n 3 Clro
Offered spring.
the fUndamental stru~tures and functions
of the endocrine,
resp1ratory, d1gesttve,
and
reproductive systems.
TU J!ZI!lN Genea·aN Botany J
spring. Prereq., consent
of instr. Introduction to the
"\JLI''o'"'v"' including anatomy,
nh"'""lrlml and
U li.21N Intli'(\))dl1dory
3 Cli'. Offered autumn. .1\n
introduction to ecological puu~o.o''lf'""'' stressing the shucture and
fhnction of natural communities
exanlining human's role in
these P>I'•>.Q,;CQYP•ITlO
U 195 Speda! TorGJnc!l Va.r~~blie crro (R~6) Offered intermittently.
Experirnental offerings ofv1sxtmg.professo~s,
.
offerings of new courses, or one-time offenngs
toptcs.
V i98 IlllltemshJip VadabNe C!t'o Offered inte~mittently. Pre~eqo,
consent of Division. Extended classroom expenence that prov1de~
practical
ofleaming during placement .
Pnor
must be obtamed from the facuhy superviSor
llH\OH.li:>Hl}' Services office. A maximum of 6 credits of Jinternship
may count toward graduation.
U :WliN M[]III!t2n!l.at WUdllil:fe 3! cr. Offered spring. Prereq., one
cmu."Se in
Inte~reting
patterns associated with
selected Montana wild11fe species, includmg mammals,
reptiles and ampllibians.
U 221 Cell aillldl MoRemlmr Enology 4 Cll". Offered autlliilll.
Prereq., BIOL 11 ON or
and one
chemistry.
Description and analysis
at
0

= for
or
U = for undergraduate ~~reclit
G= for
R after the
indicates
rel):lealed for credit to the maximum indicated
this rnaximum do not count to"Vvard a

1Bi0l~ogy (!E~~OL}

U !IJliiJlN The §denr.:~B ofUfe 3 cw. Offered every term.
Contemporary
.
of the
and complexity of
organisms <md the
in which
live. The central
biCIIOJzy--reJattOl!lSUip hehJ\Jf'.fm form and fimction,
COJ:ltnmr:tv between geJaeratlr)ns
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the cellular and ~ubcellular le':els inc~u~ing molecular genetics,
Coreq., BIOL 340. Methods of describing and testin~ alternative
energy, metabohsm and cell d1fferentiat10n.
explanations for patterns in nature. The use of scientific
U 223 Gen~tic~ and Evolution~ cr. Ot,fered. spring. Prereq.,
methodology in ecology.
BIOL .221. PnnCI~les and tJ.?.echanis.ms of inhentance and
U 342 Field Ecology 5 cr. Offered summers only at Flathead
evol1;1ti~n. Pop~laf!on genetics, fossil record, macrot:volution,
Lake Biological Station. Prereq., BIOL 223 and one year of
speciation, extmction, systematics, molecular evolution.
college math, including statistics. The principles and practices of
U 240 Introduction to Biostatistics (Honors) 3 cr. Offered
the study of animals and plants in their natural environments
!lutumn even-numbered years. Prereq., calculus and consent of
inclu~ing human influences, with focus on the Crown of the'
ll!Str: S~e as WBIO ~40. Introduction to statistical ecology:
Continent area of the Rock Mountains and taught entirely
distributions, hypothesis testing, and fitting models to data with
outdoors.
U 343 Ecological Methods and Analysis 5 cr. Offered summers
emphasis on problems in ecological sampling.
U 26? H~man Sexu?llity 3 cr. Offered spring. Same as ANTH
only at Flathead Lake Biological Station\. Prereq., BIOL 342 or
201. B.10logical, behav10ral, cross-cultural aspects ofhuman
BIOL 3~0/341. The methods and tools for conducting
sexuah~ to help students place their own sexuality and that of
observational and experimental research in field ecology with
othe~s m a broader perspective. Includes sexual anatomy,
emplm;sis on experimental design, hypothesis testing, data
physiology, development, reproduction, diseases, determination, as gathenng and analysis and presentation of scientific research in
well as gender development and current issues.
ecology.
U 2~5 Special Topics Variable cr. (R.-6) Offered intermittently.
UG 345 Principles ofPhysiologr. 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.
Exp~nmental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
BIO~ 221 or eqmv. Animal physiology with emphasis on
'
offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
funct10na! proces~es <?f organisms. Physiolog!cal mec~an~sm
U 298 Inte,rl!-s~ip Variable cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
11?-Volve~ m coordi?ation, movement, metabo~sm, respiration,
consent of DIVISion. Extended classroom experience that provides
~rrculation, excret10n and temperature regulatlon at the molecular,
pr~ctical application of learning during placement off campus.
tissue and organ or organ system levels.
Pnor appro':'al mus~ be obtained from. the faculty supervisor and
U 347 .Introduction to ~euroscie~ce 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., mtroductory chennstry and biology. Same as BMED 347.
the Internship Semces office. A maxJmum of 6 credits of
Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward graduation.
The molecul~ and cellular physiol?gy of the ~uman nervo~s
UG 301 Developmental Biology 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
systetJ.?.. ~op1cs range from the b!l81s. of electrical and chenncal
BIOL 221; BIOL 223 recommended. An analysis of the origin and ~1gnalins m ~eurons to. the org~atlon of the nervous system and
development of form and patterns in oq~anisms, stressing the
Its funct10ns m generatmg behav10r.
processes of growth and differentiation m plants and animals.
U 350 Rocky Mountain Flora 3 cr. Offered every term. Prereq.,
UG 304 Ornithology 4 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., BIOL
one collefle-level course in BIOL or const:~t of instr. El~ents of
108N, 109N and 223. The classification, structure, evolution,
the eyolu~on, g~ography and natln'a:l affnnties of flowenng plants.
behavior and ecology of birds.
Identification usmg a manual of native plants ofMontana.
UG 306 Mammalogy 4 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., BIOL
UG 356 Ecology of Birds 4 cr. Prereq.•. BIO~ 223 o~ equiv.
108N, 109N and 223. The evolution, systematics, anatomy,
9ffe~d s~ers only ~t Flathead Lake ~Iolog1cal Station. The
physiology and ecology of mammals.
1~entlficat10n, natural history, and behavior of western Montana
UG 308 Biology and Management of Fishes 4 cr. Offered
birds.
UG 366 Freshwater Ecology 5 cr. Offered sp~g. Prereg.,
autumn. Prereg_., BIOL 108N, 109N, 223 and one ear of college
mathe~tics. Diversity, adaptations and ecology offishes.
BIOL IO~N. 109N ~done year of college cheJ:?istry. Physical
Analysis and management offish populations and communities.
~d ~heJ:?lcal dynarmcs. oflakes and streams. :piversity,
u 312 Anatomy and Physiology I 4 Offi ed tumn
distribution and dynarmcs of :freshwater orgamsms.
Prereq. or coreq., CHEM I51N or CHE~·l61N; Bfck liON or
. U 3~5 Special Top~cs Variable. cr. (R.-19). Qffered
mteftJ.?.ittently. Expenmental offenngs ofv1s1~g profes~ors,
BIOL 112 or BIOL 113. Introduction to basic cellular structure
and function. The fundamental facts and concepts of the anatomy
expenment:aJ. offenngs of new courses, or one-time offenngs of
and physiology of the integumentary, musculoskeletal nervous and current topics.
endocrine systems.
'
U 397 Research 1-10 cr. (R.-10) Offered every term. Prereq.,
U 313 Anatomy and Physiology 11 4 cr. Offered spring.
consent of instr. Independent ~esearch upder the direction of a
Prereq., BIOL 312,. The fundamental f~cts ~d concepts of the
faculty member. ?rnded credit/no cr~d1t. .
anatomy and physiology of the endocnne, crrculatory respiratory
U 398 Internship 1-6 cr. Offered mternnttently. Prereq.,
cons~nt of the _DiVIsio~. E~tended cl~sroom .experience that
digestive, urinary and reproductive systems.
'
'
UG 315 Peer Advising 1 cr. (R.-6) Offered every term. Prereq.,
provides p~ctJCal application ofle~g durmg placement off
con~ent of instr.. Sup.ervised training and ~~ternship for peer
carnpu~. Prior approval mu~t be o~tamed from the fa?ulty
adVIsors w~o Will gam knowledge an~ abihty to communicate
supe!"1sor and the .Internship Semces office. A maxrrnum of 6
credits ?f Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward
degree ~eqmrements and relate the vanous degree offerings to
profess10nal and career goals. No more than two credits are
graduatlon.
allowed toward upper-division major requirements.
UG 400 General Parasitology 2 cr: 9ffered a~~· Prereq.,
U 316 Plant Form and Function 5 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., BIOL 223. Sam~~ MlCB 499· ParasitiStJ.?. as a biological
BIOL 108N-109N, 221. Prereq. or coreq., BIOL 223. Anatomy,
phem?menon, ongm ofparas1t1sm, adap~tions and lif~ cycles, .
morphology, ecology and physiology of photosynthetic organisms. par~1te morphology, fine structure, physiology, parasites and therr
U ~39 Listening to Ecology 2 cr. Offered autumn. Preparatory envrronment.
.
readin~ ~d attendance at seminars on a wide variety of ecological
UG 401 General Parasitology Laboratory 2 cr. Offered
and wildlife management topics followed by critiques.
autumn. Coreq., BIOL 400. Same as MlCB 401. Taxonomy,
UG 340 Ecology 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring. Prereq.,
morphology and identification of parasitic protozoa, helminths and
BIOL 223 and one year of college mathematics including MATH
arthropods.
.
241 or .equiv. Analysis. of,~e distribution. and abundance of plants
UG 403 Vertebrate Design and Evolution 5 cr. Offered
autumn. Prer~.• BIOL 108N, 109;N and 223 and PHYS 121N or
and ammals. Includes mdiv1dual, population and community-level
proces.ses (e.g., population.growth and regulation, competition,
~21N. Evolutionary patterns. of apima1 morphology and the.
predat10n, success10n, nutrient cycling, energy flow and
rrnportance ~fbody siZe on hfe history patterns. Phylogenetlc
community organization).
~tudy of maJor extant and extinct vertebrate groups. Laboratory
UG 341 Ecology Laboratory 2 cr. Offered autumn and spring
mclu~es systemati~ study of organ systems and workshops in
·
expenmental functional morphology.
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UG 405 Annlli!ll'llR BehavYor 3 er. Offered spring alternate years.
Prereq., BIOL 223, senior standing or consent of insiT. The
description and evolutionary interpretation of animal behavior
under natural conditions. Laboratory involves observation and
recording of animal behavior.
·
UG 406 Behavior and Evolution 4 cro Offered spring alternate
years. Prereq., BIOL 223. Diversity of animal behavior in an
evolutionary context including inheri.tance of behavior, diets,
avoidance responses, mating
and sexual selection, parental
and evolution of animal groups and societies. Discussion
examine both landmark and recent literature.
UG 408 Advaililced lFisheJties Sdence 2 Cit'. Offered spring.
Prereq., BIOL 308. Quantitative analysis and interpretatmn offish
population and
data for use in management Selection,
a:pplication and evaluation of management techniques.
UG 410 Illllsed Biology 4 cr, Otiered spring. Prereq., BIOL
108N, l09N and 223. The classification, inorphology, anatomy,
development, life-hist01y, behavior and ecology of msects. Labs
include identification of major insect groups, internal and external
an11tomv and student collections.
UG 415 Fi.eld Methods fin Fisheries Biology and Management
onsent ofinstr. Same
1-4 cr. Offered autumno Prereq., BIOL
as WBIO 441.
instmction by practicing biologists i.n
techniques for
and managing aqua:dc habitats and fish
populations.
UG 4H! Fl!llngaR BnoBogy 3 Cll'o Oftered autumn even-numbered
years. Prereq., BIOL W8N-109N and 221-223 or MICB 300 or
consent of instr. Same as MICB
Reviews the definition,
evolution, genetics, physiology,
ecology of :fungi (including
organisms in the Chromista), provides overview of all :fungal phyla
(Chyhidiomycota, Zygomycota, Ascomycota, Basidiomycota,
Hyphochytriomycota, Labyrinthulomycota, Oomycota), and
highlights the importance of fungi to human affairs (food
production, fimgal patho,geJrJ.S ).
UG 430 Pb~llilt B
by 3 Clr. Prereq., consent of instr.
Offered alternate years. escription of the distribution of plants
and animals at global, continental and regional scales. _Analysis of
ecological and histmical factors influencing distribution and
association.
UG 440 BioRtDlgic~:~.~ ETiectrron Micrm:iicopy 2: cro Offered spring.
Prereq., senior standing or consent of instr. Theory of electron
microscopy, recent developments in transrrussion and scruming
electron microscopy. Limited experience with the instruments.
UG 4\44 Jll'Hant PhyttJ~oli\fJgy 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., BIOL
120N or 316. The chemical and physical basis of
water relations, photosynthesis, mineral nutritiOn, respiration,
vegetative and reproductive growth
UG 44!5 Plant Pll:Ry:sioHogy Lab 1 cr. Offered spring. Prereq or
coreq., BIOL 444. Laboratory exercises designed to familiarize
students with concepts and techniques in plant physiology.
UG 446 WiHdlife Phy~>fioiogftcal Ecology 3 cr. Offered spring.
Same as WBIO 446. Prereq., BIOL 221, 223 and 340. How
physiological and biochemical nrocesses in animals influence
behavior and ecology. Application of physiological approaches to
wildlife conservation sucn as assessment of animal health,
nutritional
and physiological perfonnance.
UG 4471\erJre3>tlriaR Ecosyl!ltem Ecology 3 cro Offered autumn
odd-numbered years.
BIOL liON and any ecology-themed
course or consent ofins1:r.
as lVJlCB 447. IntroductiOn to
systems thinking and the ecosystem concept, review of water ad
energy balance, carbon cycling and production processes, nutrient
cycling, trophic dynamics, and species effects on ecosystem
ftmctioning.
UG 448 Terrestrisli P~an~ EcOIMogy 4 cr~ Offered autunm.
Prereq., an introductory college course in ecology. The
interrelationships betvveen plants and
communities and their
natural environment
UG 449 lF'!ant-Aillimafi Ill]tei·actkms 4 Cll". Offered smnmers only
at Flathead Lake Biological Station. Prereq., a college course in
ecology. Concepts and techniques for understanding the
interdependent relationships between plants and animals.

Emphasis given to ecological and behavioral studies.
UG 451 Landscape Ecoa@gy 3 ll:lr. Offered smnJ.ners only at
Flathead Lalce Biological Station. Prereq., BIOL 342 or 340/341.
Biophysical processes that determine landscape and ecosystem
structure and function using remote
tools, geographic
information systems and dynamic models demonstrate landscape
change.
UG 452 Consenaition EctThlogy 3 a:i.·, Offered su.mmers only at
Flathead Lake Biological Station. Prereq., BIOL 342 or 340/341.
Concepts and approaches for sustaining biodiversity and other
natural goods and services
by terrestrial and aquatic
systems.
UG 453 Lake Ecoli@gy 3 cr. Offered smmners only at Flathead
Lake Biological Station. Prereq.,BIOL 342 or 340/341, C!-IEM
I51N and 152N. 'The physical, chemical and biological
char~cteristics ofl'!ke eco~ystems wi.th an emphasis on nu!rient
cydmg, food web mteract10ns and water quahty.
UG 454 Stream Ecoiogy 3 cr. Offered summers only at
Flathead Lake Biological Station. Pre:req., BIOL 342 or 340/341,
CHEM 151N. The biota and biogeochemical processes of running
waters with unifying principles and contemporlli-y research
approaches.
UG 453 Ecology ofF[IIrests anrl! G~rasslamdl! 3 cr. Offered
summers only at FlatJ.'J.ead Lake Biological Station. Prereq., BIOL
342 or 340/341. Patterns and processes of the forests and
grasslands of the northern Rocky Mountains in ·rhe context of
principles
community and ecosystem ecology.
UG 4159 AlphRe Ecology 3 Ci!". Offered sum.J11ers
at
Flathead Lake Biological Station< Prereq., BIOL 342 or 340/341.
Distribution, abundance and life cycles of plants and animals and
their unique ecophysiological adaptations to life in the rigorous
environments of the high mountains above the timberline, with
emphasis on the Crovvn of the Continent area.
UG 46{1 Medical Pbyf!iology 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., C
(2.00) or better in BIOL 312, 313, one yeru· college chemistrx or
consent of instr. An. advanced
in human physiology mr
for careers in
care.
students
UG 464 Advr&nced Celh!ilar Biology 3 cr. Offered spri.ng.
Prereq., BIOL 221 and BIOL 223; BIOL 380 strongly
recommended. CeH structure snd flmction, cell cycle, cellular
signaling, molecular basis of cancer, regulated cell death,
membrane
organelle dynamics, cytoskeleton, cell
adhesion, and
molecular basis ofleaming and memory.
U 471 Teachin~ Alllatomy and ]JJlffi
I 3 Oli 4 cr. Offered
autumn Prereq., 'A" or "B" in BIOL
313 or
and
consent of instr. This select group of students preforms cadaver
prosections; assists in preparation and grading of demonstrations
and laboratory teaching materials; and provides laboratory
anatomy and physiology instruction to undergraduate students
enrolled in BIOL 312.Srudents enrolling for the 4 credit option will
also provide occasional comparable ass1stance for BIOL 112.
U 472 Teaching Anatomy and Phy5iology II 3 or 4cli·. Offered
spring. Prereq., "A" or "B" in BIOL 312 and 313 or equiv. and
consent of instr. This select group of students perfonns cadaver
prosections; assists in fue preparation and grading of
demonstrations and laboratory teaching materials; and provides
laboratory anatomy and physiology instJ:uction to undergraduate
students enrolled in BIOL 313. Srudents enrolling :for the 4 credit
option will also provide occasional comparable assistance for BIOL
113.
UG 430 Conse.rvatiollil Genetics 3 c:r. Offered auiu.mn. Prereq.,
BIOL 223. Genetic basis for solving biological problems h1
conservation including the genetics of small populations, the
application of molecular genetic ted111iques to conservation biology
and case studies of tl1e application of genetics to conservation
problems.
VG 482 Evol!Jtion and Devel1opment 3 eli. Offered spring,
alternate yearso Prereq., BIOL l08N and 223. Lecture, reading
and discussion of questions at the intersection of developmental and
evolutionary biology. Questions include but are not restricted to:
how novel traits arise; how diversity in animal fonn is generated;
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and hovv phenotypic plasticity (environment-sensitive expression
Review and discussion of recent advances in
ecology.
of traits) IS produced.
G 519 Ffi~re Ecology 3 en". Offered autumn eve1Hmmbered years.
UG 486 Fneld Te~lmiquell i!ri. Mammalo!n' 2 cr, Offered every
Prereq., graduate standing or consent of insir. Review of
with the
term. Prereq., BIOL 306 or equiv. and consent of instr. A "hands- fundamental principles and recent advances in fire
on" approach to lab and field techniques
for the study of primary focus on biological effects,
mammals. Includes mark/recapture live trapping rnethods, remote
G 522 Readings in Morphology, Phytliology a.nd Eco~ll!gy 1 cr.
cameras, and tracking plates or non-invasive censussing.
(R-8) Prereq., graduate standing and consent ofh1str. Review and
discussion of current literature in the fields
UG 492 Semfina:cs in Ecil!Rtigy .and Resmm::e J1Vlhinagement 1
physiolog;;, and ecology.
cr. Offered summers only at Flathead Lake Biological Station.
Prereq., BIOL 342 or 340/341 or taken concth'Tently with BIOL
G 524 Pbys;i.
iallilt Ec<1Rogy 3 cro Offered alternate
342. Seminar course that meets
for 2 hours in the evening. years. Prereq.,
L 340 and 444. The physiological basis of plant
Includes seminar speaker and discussion.
adaptation and response to the environment.
U 493 Omlffiillnlls 1~H~ cr, Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
G 526 Current Trel!llds in Pbud EeoH,[)Igy 2 cr"
Prereq.,
consent of instr. Independent work under the Umversity omnibus
graduate standing. Current
theory, and experiments in
option. See index.
plant ecology"
UG 494 Seminar in Bioiogy 1 er. (R-3) Offered interrniJ:tently.
G 530 Advanced Topncs in Pbys·
Prereq., consent of instr.
consent of instr. Of:tered alternate years.
aspects of comparative or environmental Dh:VSIOIO;f!:l!
UG 495 Spedai Topics Va:rya!JHe cr. (R~lO) Offered
and/or plants.
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or
G 541 Eiectwon Microscopy Laboratory Varnabie cJr. (R-6)
one-time offerings of cuuent topics.
Prereq. or coreq., BIOL 440 or equiv. Practical laboratory
experience in the preparation of various biological materials,
UG 497 Advall1r.::ed Undergnuhmte Resemrch 1~10 cw. (R-10)
hands-on operation of the transnlission electron microscope.
Offered every term. Prereq., Junior or senior standing and consent
of instr. Independent research under the direction of a faculty
G 551 Environmental Fne!d Smdy 1-3 :cr. (R-3)
or
member. Graded credit/no credit.
coreq., BIOL 550 or EVST 540 or 560, Same as EVST
Designing, executing, and interpreting environrnental studies.
U 4193 Intem:d1ap 1-6 cr. Offered interrflittently. Prereq.,
Project oriented.
consent of the Division. Extended dassromn expedence that
provides practical application of learning during placement off
G 561 Popubdi.onn Geu~tks Seminar J!-2 CR'. (R-12) Prereq.,
campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty
consent of instr. or graduate standing. Current topics in population
supervisor and the Internship Services office. A maximum of 6
genetics, evolutionary biology, molecular evolutiOn and related
credits of Intero.ship (198, 298,
may count toward
topics.
graduation.
G 575 Frontierrs in Conset"Vatfton. Resean:h 2 cr, (R-6) Same as
U 499 Undergraduate Thesis 3-6 il:r. (R-6) Offered every term.
WBIO 575. Exploration of current topics in conservation biology.
Prereq., senior standing and consent of instro Preparation of a
G 594 Seminar in Biology 1 c:r. (R-6)
standing
thesis or manuscript based on undergraduate research for
or consent of instr. A review and discussion
research in
presentation and/or publicationo Student must give oral or poster
biology" Topics vary.
presenta:don at the J?iol_ogical S~ienc~ Undergra~uate Res~arch
G 595 Spedali Toplics 1-8 cr, (R-8) Prereq., graduate standing
Symposmm or a scientific meetmg. liraded cred1t/no cred1t
and consent of instr. Experimental offering of new courses by
G 501 G~radm:de Is~ues aml! Pond.es 1 c1.·. Prereq., graduate
resident or visiting faculty.
standing in biological sciences. Discussion of issues of importance
G 596 IndepemieJlt SnuTiy 1-8 cr, (R-8)
consent of instr.
to new graduate students, including the philosophy of graduate
Credit for independent research project
thesis or
education, the mentor~student relationship, the role ofthe teaching
dissertation.
assistant, handling ethical
resources and
G 597 Re:iielll.:rch 1~8 1\:1:". (R-12)
consent of instr.
bibliographic searches,
use
and issues, proposal
work involved with preparation of a
or dissertation prc1po:saL
·writing and the publication process. Review of ongoing research
G 598 Internship 1-8 cr. (R-8) Prereq., consent ofthe Division,
by faculty in the organismal biology and
program.
graduate standing. Extended classroom
that provides
G 510 Avian Er-oR()igy 3 ~>:!!", (R-6) Ofl:ered intennittently.
practical application ofleaming during placement
Prior
Prereq., graduate standing in EVST, BIOL, WBIO; upper-division
approval must be obtained from the faculty
course in ecology; or consent of ins·tro Review of recent
Internship Services office.
developments in avian ecolog-; with
emphasis on scientific
G 599 Theslrii l-UI c1r.
Prereq,, masters student in biology.
methodology,
Field and laboratory rP<'"''"'"" on, and v;riting
a student's masters
G 513 Community Eco!ogy 3 ~~:r. Offered alternate years.
thesis.
Prereq., BIOL 340 or equiv., consent of instr. Current concepts of
G 699 Disi\lertl!ltiorr.~I-10 ~C!i, (R-20) Prereq., doctoral student in
species interactions, succession, food webs, temporal and spatial
biology. Credit for field and laboratory research on, and ·writing of,
patterns and quantitative characterization of community structure,
a student's doctoral dissertation
G 517 AidnJrnced P.lal'llt EcoEcgy 3 cr, Prereq., upper-division
course in
or consent of instr. Offered alternate years.
0
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Adv1sor
Medical Tech.nology is a combined study of chemistry,
physiology and microbiology. A medical tech_nologist is capable
of performing, under the supervision of a pathologist or other
qualified physician or laboratorf director, the various chemical,

bacteriologic ~11d ou'1er n1edicallaboratory
procedures used in the diagnosis, study a.'l.d treatment of disease.
laboratories,
Medical teclJmologists are in demand in
physicians' offices, research institutions
federal and state
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health departments. Although certification is essential for clinical
practice, persons receiving a B.S. in Medical Technology also
are qualified bacteriologists and can obtain positions in many
laboratories as technicians. The degree also is an excellent
foundation for those students planning to go on to professional
schools in the health sciences or graduate school in the molecular
biosciences.
Four years are required to earn the degree of Bachelor of
Science in Medical Technology. The first two years are devoted
to the development of a sound foundation in chemistry and
biology. The last two years are designed to develop efficiency in
the fields of microbiology and clinical methods. The student is
encouraged to obtain an understanding of social science and
cultural subjects.
To be certified by the Board of Registry a student, after
satisfying the minimum course requirements, serves a clinical
internship of at least I2 consecutive months in an approved
school of medical technology endorsed by the National
Accrediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory Sciences (NAACLS)
and American Society of Clinical Pathology (ASCP) of the
American Medical Association. Schools of medical technology
are located in every state, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico
and the Canal Zone. After completing the internship and passing
the Registry examination, the student receives a diploma from the
Board of Registry with the professional designation of Medical
Technologist M.T. SCP).
The University of Montana-Missoula has two coursework
options for the medical technology degree:
Option A is a 4 + I curriculum in which the student completes
the bachelor's degree and applies for a clinical internship only if
desired. Student who choose the 4 + I curriculum have the
option to do a clinical internship at our affiliate by applying the
fall of their senior year at UM. Details and application forms
can be obtained online at the following website address:
http://www. umt.edu/Medtech/default.htm. Internship
applications are due by October 22 for enrollment the following
May.
Option B is a 3 +I curriculum designed to fast-track students
who definitely wish to become practicing medical technologists.
The first three years of the 3 + I curriculum are completed at
UM, while the fourth year is more applied and incorporates both
classroom learning and a clinical internship at our medical school
affiliate (University of North Dakota) in cooperation with clinical
sites located in Montana and the Midwest. The degree and
certification are granted after successful completion of the fourth
year.
ffigh School Preparation: In addition to the general
University requirements for admission, it is recommended that
high school preparation include algebra, geometry,
trigonometry, chemistry, and a foreign language.

Special Degree Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the
catalog. See index.
In addition to the General Education requirements, the
following courses are required for either option leasing to a
Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology: Thirty or more
credits (300-level or above) in biology, biochemistry and
microbiology including MICB 300-301, 410-411, 412-413, 420,
BlOC 380; BIOL 22I, 223, 312, 400; CHEM 161N-162N, 22I223 and MATH I50. The 4+ 1 option also requires CHEM 222224, 34I; MICB 309, 406-407 and PHYS I2IN-I22N. The
3+ I option also requires CLS 460, 461, 462, 463, 464, 465,
467,468,470,471,472,473,474,475,476,477,480,48I,
482, 483, and 485.
To meet the Upper-Division Writing Expectations of the
Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology, students must
successfully complete one of MICB 404, 4I8, 419, 420, or 42I
or complete three courses selected from MICB 410, 411, 412, or

450.

Suggested Course of Study
!

Option A (4+ 1)
A

s

5

5

4
3
3
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . . . . . -

9

First Year
CHEM 161N-I62N College Chemistry and
Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+MATH I50 Applied Calculus .............
+ ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

i5

IS

4
-

4

5

5

3
3
Elective ............................ -

5

+Depends on placement test.
Second Year
BIOL 221 Cell and Molecular Biology . . . . . . . . .
BIOL 223 Genetics and Evolution . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHEM 221-222, 223-224 Organic
Chemistry and Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MICB 300-301 General Microbiology
and Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lower-Division Writing Course .............
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

f5

Third Year
BIOL 3I2 Anatomy and Physiology I ..........
BlOC 380 Biochemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BIOL 400 Parasitology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MICB 410-411 Immunology and Laboratory .....
MICB 4I2-413 Medical
Bacteriology and Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Upper-division elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Elective ............................
Fourth Year
CHEM 34I Quantitative Analysis and
Instrumental Methods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MICB 309 Hematology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MICB 406 Clinical Diagnosis . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MICB 407 Clinical Diagnosis Laboratory . . . . . .
MICB 420 Virology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 121N-122N or 221N-222N General Physics
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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.
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I
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4
4
2
5

-

5
1
3
6
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4
3
5
3

2
I
3
5
4

i5
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5

5

Option B (3+1)
First Year
CHEM I6IN-I62N College Chemistry and
Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+ ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . .
+MATH I50 Applied Calculus . . . . . . .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

3
4
3

Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +Depends on placement test.
Second Year
BIOL 22I Cell and Molecular Biology . . . . . . . . .
BIOL 223 Genetics and Evolution . . . . . . . . . . . .
BIOL 312 Anatomy and Physiology I ..........
CHEM 22I, 223 Organic Chemistry and
Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MICB 300-301 General Microbiology and
Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lower-division writing course . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9
I

f5

IS

4
4

4

5

2

i5

5
3
3

I5
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BIOC 380
. .... ... . .. ..
· 1ogv
· ..............
BIOI· ~ 4·oo- Paras1to
.l\IHCB 4l0-4lllmmun.ology and Laboratory
MICB 412-413 Medical Bacteriology and
Laboratmy . . . . . .

ID

DBvlsi~

4
"...,
5
5
3
3
3

MICE 420 Virology
General Education .
Elective . . . . . . .

C4
-

Su!IDllner

CLS 460 Clinical Immunohematology
CLS 461 Clinical Chemistry
CLS 462 Clinical Laboratm·y I . . . . .
CLS 463 Clinical Hemostasis . . . . .
CLS 464 Clinical Microscopy & Urinalysis
CLS 465 Clinical Body Fluids . . . . . . . .
CLS 467 Clinical Immunohematology Theory
CLS 468 Clinicat Microbiology & Laboratory

1

2
1
2

0

2
1
1
2

12

Fomilb! Year
CLS 470 Clinical Irmmmohematology U
CLS 471 Clinical ~"'~""H~U,
CLS 472 Clinical
CLS 473 ClinicaJ Laboratory
CLS 474 Clinical Microbiology I
CLS 475 Clinical Laboratory HI
CLS 476 Clinical Immunology . .
CLS 477 Medical "''''~·VLVjO
CLS 480 Clinical
Management
CLS 481 Clinical Chemistry
. ... ...
CLS 482 Clinical Immunohematology HI
CLS 483 (:::linJ.cal Hematology II .
CLS 485 Clinical Microbiology n:

2

3
2
1
2
1

1
1

f3

3
2
2
3
2

12

U =for undergraduate credit
UG=for
graduate credit, G=for gnKluate credit. Rafter the credit
indicates the course may
for credit to the maximmn
indicated after the R.
C!inl~ta~ lir.~b@!·afio~y Sdence
U •MilO Clinkali llinmnmThohemato!iJlgy I l!Cr,

Offered sumrner.
consent of medical. technology advisor. Practical
apJJlk:ation of modem transfusion techniques, component therapy,
quality assurance.
U tMIJill Clli:rlcail ChenrJst!y Tllloocy 2 rr:r. Offered summer.
consent of medkal tech.n.ology advisor. Overview of
(;n1~m1sny theory, principles, procedures, and
colTelations. Topics indude hiStrumentation, carbohydrates,
proteins, lipids, env;m~s, liver fun~tion, blood gases,
electrolytes, renal funct1on, endocrmology, Iherapeutxc dmg
monitoring :md
U 462 Clillka! Lafootoartm-y I! cr" Offered Slli!L.mer. Prereq.,
consent of medical te,chnology advisor. Theory and practice of
phlet;otonRy in the clinical setting, specimen processing, reviev1
state
federal regulations, safety and biohazard compliance,
interoersonal relationship skills.
liJ ~163 Clmic&i. Hemostasis 2 cr, Offered summer. Prereq.,
consent of medical
advisor. Physiological.
mechanisms of nonnal human hemostasis as v1ell as hereditary
a.TJ.d acquired
and thrombotic defects are discussed.
Laboratonr
for obtaining blood, screening procedures,
specific a3says
procedures to mo:r.Jtor anticoagulant therapy.
U 454 Clillicai
and Urh11.aiysis 2 cr, Offered
summer. Prereq., consent medical technology advisor.
of routilne urLnalysis.
Theory,
and
1TJ 465 Clb:u1c~u Body Fluids :!. ell". Offered sumrner.

@t

B~©lgkai Sde!IJ<tr~z

o

~~~1~dl~~:~~;ul1ted11a1loill)gr., ~ 63

consent of medical teclu1ology advisor.
fluid "'"'v"J.""-"'
measurement and case
of
'on·
. of
various laboratory
management m L'1e
clinical setting.
U 467 Cfunc21~ JLr,rllti'lOOohernatoliogy Them)' Jl err. Offered
sum1uer. Prereq., consent of medical tecbnology advisor.
Theory of modem transfusion
component tl;erapy,
and
assurance.
U 468 C!fumicali l'\IUcrolbioiogy 'lrliteory anrl Labon:ttl[)ry 2 <er.
Offered summer. Prereq., consent of medical ,...,.,._,a,,H'J'":r
advisor. Study of groups of 'm'""''"""'J Hnponam
correlated to laboratory practice in
1ndudes
antibiotic susceptibility testing, quality control, and methods of
identification; rapid, automated and traditional methods.
U 4170 CfuJ.icaJ hlrmumohematoliogy l1 2 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., consent of medi~al
advisor.. Techniq;.1es ~d
modern transfusion practiCes at the
affihate. Rev1e>N or
the basic and advanced information iln blood banking ·with
correlation between laboratory testh"1g and
care.
U 471 Cliimcall Chemistry X3 CR', Offered autun1,.'1, Prereq.,
consent of medical technology advisor. Applied
and
practic~ iln diDJcal che!l~istry at t;te ~lini~r~ affiliate.. .
. , of
the bas1c and aavancea ulfonnatmn m cluneal chemistry w1m
correlation between
and patient care.
U 472 Cllillreal. Hematoliogy J! 2 cr. Offered autun:m.
consent of medical technology advisor. Morphologic evaluation
of blood smears, interpretive correl<~.tion of hematology finds and
the pathophysiology of disorders of the hem<>topotet;lc
u 473 Clinical Labomiory n 1 CR"o Offered auturrm.
consent of medical
advisor. Focus on perforn:lli.1g
phlei:J()tOJ,ny tec:t1.1l!qu.es, hemostasis
and laboratory
safety. Comnmnication skills,
and work perfmn1ance
will be evaluated.
U 474 Cfu:llcru Mk:robiology Ji 2 rcr. Offered au111mn.
Prereq., consent of medical tecl:1nology a~v~sor. 'fe~h.niques and
practices in clinical microbiology at the cluneal affihate,
Psychomotor skins, perfommnce and
of the
or:lJCtXilm:: methodologies,
with the
of test
results to the patient disease/care.
U 47§ Cllini.ca[ Labnra[ocy ill :ll cr. Offered autumn.
consent of medical technology advisor.
or research in speeialL1:ed a.reas or settings at d1e
affiliate.
U 47rti Cllillc:lll fuMnu.mGiogy 1 cr. Offered au1t1mm.
consent of medical: technology advisor.
in clinical innnunology and serology at the
U 477 fv!l:errliik::.sl Mycolog~y 1 er. Offered autumn. Prereq. ,
consent of medical teclmology advisor.
and pathogenicity medically
Laboratory methods for identification
emphasize in1:enJretat!on and evaluation of results J.H\Auuu'"" the
recogrjtion of contaminating or:gmus.ms
U 480 Fmancfutl and
lVIIailll3gement of the CllliD.cal
Lati3(]1rlilltoJry 3 cr.
lPrereq., consent of medical
teclmology advisor. A
course designed to
senior CLS students 'With
skills to
a
laboratory. Brings together previous
witl1 a focus on
laboratorj profitability, quality management and
improvement.
VJ 481 Cfuti·tal Cbeml'ltry Jl12 CL Offered spring.
consent of medk:<JJ technology advisor.
U 482 ![].h"li\!aillh1ummt~her;l1atolog;y IIli 2 cr, Offered spring.
Prereq., consent of medical tech_nology advisor.
and
modem transfusion
at the cHrcJrcal afflli2•Je.
Psychomotor
13~1d understa.ndi11& of the
'-'"'Y""'"'""'" D1etim•dolo~;H';i3, along w1th the relatmnslnp of test

~

U 4183 Clli:r&cal HermdoRogy II 3 cr.
consent of medical reclmology advisor.
in dinical
at the clLrrical a1Ttliate.

Prereq.,

skiHs, perfon:nance
of the ll'"''"'~'uu•·"'
methodologies, along with tl1e retatumsll.lp
patient disease/care.
U 485 Cfullc:atl I'vlicmbi~alogy J!I 2 cr.·, Offered

1'1

m

r

Prereq,, consent of medical technology advisor. Techniques and
practices in clinical microbiology at the dLnical afflliate.
Psychomotor skills,
and understanding of the
procedure methodologies, along with the relationship of test
results to the patient disease/care.

I

lrI

'

of microorganisms,
the
pnJto;ooa and other trrricroscopic
mic~·obiolo~y degree
"'"'"'"vu, and mteractJ.ons and

4
and
.......
+MATH
Calculus . . . . . . . .
+ ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . ,
MATH 241 Statistics . . . . . .
0

"'"""J1e,1'"'<" sciences and
'The rernain.ir1g
to a more intense <>md broadened training in Hll'''"vv"-'~'vtsY
and allied fields, and
the student an

include independent study vvhich
to prepare J:ior graduate work.

in the

5
4

3

• • • • • • • • • • • • •

+Depends on p1a.cerne11t exam.
Second VeaJL
JBIOL 221 Cell and Molecular
', ..... ,.
BIOL 223 Genetics & Evolution
CHEJ1ll 221~222, 223-224
Chemist1y and Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MlCB 300-301 General Microbiology
and
.......... , ............ .
Writing Course . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education . . . .
.. . ... . ,.... ...
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,

f4
4
4

5

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

5

[5

•

f5

JFourth Year
BIOL 340 Ecology
CHEM 341 Quantitative Analysis a.."ld Instrumental!
JV1ethods , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
MICB 404-405 Microbial Genetics <11"1d
0

0

0

•

,

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Laboratory ....
MICB 420 Virology* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MXCB 450-451 Microbial Physiology and
Laboratory . . . . . . . . .
4
General Education . . . . . . . . . .
. ....
6
0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0

•

•

•

•

•

,

•

•

•

. .

•

•

,

•

0

•

0

•

f4

*Choose 7-9 credi!s from IVUCB
411,412-413,418,
814Ucroolbmo~ogy

Uppell"-DllvKsirrm 'Wli·itnng Jr£:!':pect~ltn(m

Division Vv1iting Expectations
lcn:.biJO\lo,r,rj, students must "u~.·~"''MLmy
404
required for degree),
courses selected from WilCB 410, 41 I,

5

3
3

Tlhlrd ¥ear
B!OC 481-482 or 380 and two UDJJCf··Ol'\i'lSl(lD.
BIOL or MICB* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
l'vHCB 410-411 JI<mnunology and Laboratory':' .... , 5
MliCB 422 Microbial Diversity and Ecology
PHYS 121N-122N or 221N-222N General Physics . 5
..... ....
Upper-division General Education
Electives
.. . ..
2
0

5

1

15
3
3
5
3
1

15
3

4
3

Q
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406-407,410-

497.
Mwc~r@/bl&a~ ~to~~gy Op~·ru~11n

with

Ffurst Yean·
BIOL 108N-109N Diversity of Life
and Laboratory ..
BIOL liON Pri.nciples of Biology ..
CHEM 16l.N-162N, College Chemistry
and Laboratory . .
+MATH 150 Applied Calculus ..
+ENEX 101 Composition
.....
MATH 241 Sl:atistics
,.............
0

. .

•

•

. .

•

•

. .

. .

A
5

4

0

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

+Depends on pla:ceJneJJt exam.

•

•

0

•

,

•

•

0

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

0

0

••

s

5
4

5

3

Coll'aflie of Arr~·o; am~ Sdel!1lc:,:ts ~ Divlsildl~'li of Bi~,~~~:ll Sidft11C•IO'f5 ~ M!£n·o~5~
vi~olo,gy, 1 irmnunology. Credit not allmved toward a m<Jor Ln
rrucroblo,ogy.
BIOL 221 Cell and Molecuiar Biology
4
BIOL 223 Genetics & Evolution
4
U 31\39lf!ematology 3 cr. OHered s,u1urnrt Prereq.,
level
CHEM 221-222, 223-224 ~'.'9V"•~v
or consent ofinstc, II.1ICB 300.
ofblood and diseases ofthe
5
circulatory system. Blood bankirtg
v''"""'""'·'-l' and Laboratory . . . .
General Microbiology
UG 400 Genemli P~urm~it
' cr. Offered autur:.lhTL Prereq.,
.......... .
and
BIOL 223. Sam~'¥' BIOL 4
amsitism. as a bio1?!$ical
Lower-Division Vvritirl£: Course
3
phenomenon, ongm
adaptat10ns and lne
General Education . "
3
morphology,
slmciure, physiology, n•o''""'""'Q
Elective ...
1
environment
fs 13
"~~''""'~·''·''"'" 2 cr. Offered
Tlnn:l! Year
Taxonomy,
BlOC 481-482 or 380 and t'#O upper-division
pro<toz.oa, helminths and
BIOL or l\4ICB* ......
3
3
BIOL 340 Ecology
3
UG 404 Mk~robia:l G!!:meifics 3 cr. Offered spring.
FOR 210I\f Introductory Soils+ . . . . . .
3
MICB 300 a_nd 30 l. The molecular genetics of prokaryotic
rvfiCB 400-401 Generzcl Parasitology and
organisms including: si:ru.cture and replication of the "''"""'"'n,·nnr
Laboratory . . . . . . . .
4
chromosome;
expression;
and
NHCB 422 MicrobiaJ Diversity and Ecology
3
plasmids and
tools of
transmission of
General Education . . .
3
3
genetic material and
regulation of
nnPr•.nH.I'I•"'C,nn elective
4
pene expression in
and
oiotechnology.
Second Year

0

0

o

•

•

•

•

•

•••

•••••••••••

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Fourth Year

GEOS 301 Enviromnental Geology
MICB 404-40.5 Molecular Genetics and
Applied a,nd Enviromnentali
1viicrobiology* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MICB 450-451 Microbial Physiology and
Laboratory
PHYS 121N General Physics I
General Education .
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

*Choose 7 credits fl·om. BIOL 341, 366,
410-411,
423, 497.
+Choose 6 credits from CHEJ.\1
382 or
lVJ:ATH 153, 251,

3

UG 405 Experrimelllllt*';H ftlilic:robu:ali Genetics
Offered sprin.g.
JV!ICB 404. Experiments

rn.icrobial

and genomes.

UG 4JO<fii Clilmdcai IDirugniDJ§RS 2 cr" Offered

3
4
5

3

6

444; IvUCB 400-

1\AJ:CB 412-413. Principles ofblood chemistry, u.uuu""'"''•
hematology and other clinical parameters of disease and
Laih·oratm-y 1 ~:.r"
UG 4{17 CiinkaJ
Prereqo, MICB
Clinical diagnostic m~:;th,od.:s.
U 4mS :Semnimur 1 ~~:rr". (R-3) Offered autumn and
senior
in naiural sciences. Recent
in m,,,,~nnh,,nJ.nrFv
and
UG t.i!lill!l ImmmnoiliJJgy 3 .er.
IvHCB
300-301. M:odem concepts
meiliods in u""""~'""~'"'S.J
UG 41U Jlmnmm{I!I[J'gy Labondory 2 cr. Of£sred autumn.
1\IITCB 410. Modern
rH:<''"""."''fnn.i:lflo.<ru

Reqcuirn~~!llru:!II'TJ\t;::;; fo~·

for

of irrn:nune re~

a1mdl Mycology 3 rcr. Offered

A study of the pathogenic
produce,
·Labormtory 2

a OliMnor
the student must complete
as wen as at least
or 400-level in

LabomtorJ

years.
UG=for undergraduate or

IS""u'"""·"' credit. R after the credit indicates
re(1eated for credit to the maximum incijcated
this maximum do not count toward a

Revie'•NS the defln:ition,
of .limgi (includin$
of all ftmgal pnyla
'""'"·'c"""N"'" P.:;cc,,mv;;;:,ma Basidiom.vcota,
·and

degree.
NIIU!i:ri':I•b!@!l:'ll\\l~:r

(MrnCB)

1U 107N memelill~:fillrj Mli<CK'ObliiJ>Iogry L:abonlltmry 1 !:1', Offered
auturm1 and
microorganisms,

Same as BIOL 107l'•t Observation oflive
chf:l.racteristics and activities. Experience

with microbiological techniques. Credit not allowed toward a
major in microbiology.
u 3UJJO G;:nem~ rvll:licinlb~ology 3 Cir, Offered autu.'TJ!J. and spring.
CHEM l61:N, 162N; Prereq. or coreq., CHEM
BIOL
stmcture and function, growth and
uuv.,J.VJL''J'"'''· ecology, genetics, envirom11ental
rmcn)oJ:gBil1J:sm:s and sterility, antimicrobial
U 3~1 Geners1li IVIi::::"'obio~ogy lLabomtory 2 er" Offered
or
MICB 300. Basic
autunm ~md
Hll~n""''-'"''S.J procedures and te!;hrnques.
UG 3rD2 Medftcali l:Vlicn;bioliogy 3 cr. ()ffered auturnn.
hi!icrobial stl"Uctt:Ire and functions, pathogenic n11cn)OJ:gaan:m-.s,

lUG 421) Vkology :3 err·. Offered
Prereq,, lVHCB 410,
The general nature of viruses, ·with ·~"'F''"0'0 on the molecular
biology of animal and human viruses.
UG 422 Mn·.r::rCilbiall
:mn~'i E<~tllcgy 3 cr. Oftl~red
BIOL
or consent of in.sa·.
pnys:tOli;}gJ!C3,l, plwlo~(en,erJc and genomic
a frD.mework of
Focuses on microbial int·~ractions
'Nith tbeir
the level ofthe individual, population
and community, including intimate associations 'With plants and
animals.
, curr·ent methods J:or
microlJial ecology
and
environ:.'11ent.
UG 423
~nun ElllvinJ:i!Rmemnl:aiT NKknlibio]o,gy 3 l:ir.
Offered spring odd~numbered yeo:m;;.
MICB 300 or
consent of instr.
and their relation to
a.'1d wastewater treatrnent,
in.rin<:·n-;<, I proc:esses. Includes fi:~ld

"!'-""'"'''""·"'~'"' laboratory exercises.

UG 447 Tencstrnal Ecosystem
3 cr. Offered autunrn
odd-numbered
Bl:OL 1
and any ecology-themed
course or
of insir.
as BIOL 447. Introduction to
systems thinking and the ecosystem concept, review of water ad
energy
carbon cyclin~ and production processes, nullient
cycling, trophic
ana species effects on ecosystem
functioning.
autunm. Prereq.,
UG 450 MicrolbialllP'Iliysiciogy J 1!r.
MICB 300-30L Microbial struci11re
function, physiological
microbial metaboHsm, role of microbiai activity i.n the
environrnent
·
UG 4151 Mi;;:n;boali JP'Illysiallllllgy
autmnn.
MICB 450. Experimental
of nrlicrobial
composition and u!"'w.,Jv'"''"·
UG 491lJJ l'1·£%Uc1al!i
ll.rilltenll:!ihi.p JI-Hi 1!Jr. Offered
every term.
consent
UG 41l)J5 Sp1:dd T!(Jlpics l~l!{JJ •C!', (R~lO) Offered into~m:ril:tt~ntily
Experimental offerings of new courses, experimental offerings
or one-time
of current
visiting
U 497 Ai!J1vanc!erl\1!.JirndeJtgrraiilllmte Retile:lilrcb l-11JJ cJr.
Offered eve1y term. Prereq., MICB
junior or senior <~.auu.•uc;
and consent of instr. Independent research
direction
member. Graded credit/no credit
li.J 4!l])g;
Jl ~·fi cr. Offered mt,~rnul:tiontlly
consent of the
Extended classroom "'"IJ"'"''"'"'"'
w. '-" y 1'"'"" practical applic<~Jion of leaming
campus. P1ior
must be obtained £mm
faculty
SeJIVices office. A maximum of 6
supervisor and
credits of Interr1ship

may count toward

Unuleq;~~rmdlllste Tllne:l!fi11 3\-6 err.
Offered every term.
senio1 standing and consent of inst:r.
ot a
thems or
based on
research for
presentation am:1Jor publication.
must
an oral or
pn;sent!hcm at the Biological Sciences
-''-'·''""'"'-"'" Synrposium or scientific meeting.
credit.
G 502 lu'lv:iUII!I:IBrl. limllllmrnolfill§J J ~en·. Offered aui.l.Lmn evennumbered years. Adva.nced topics and immunological '"'''"'-"'"'""·"'"'
used in modem imrounolog-y.

U 4'YJSI'

G 5·!JI~ AdvaiDJced Vnro[!Olgy 3 cr. Ofrered

add~m.J.inbered

years. Prereq., l\J!ICB 420-421. Students are presented with
research papers that have been
to the
of
imporlant molecular or genetic concepts in ·mrn'""""
G 520 Wl!edk:a" lP'li!H':ll!iiti]H•J)g'y 2 cr. Offered spring.
BIOL 400 or equiv. Offered alternate
Epidemiology,
pathology,
of protozoan a.11d
helrn.i.i"1.th
Stresses cunent advances in

parasitology.
G 53~ Grant Writnll!g 2 cr. Oiiered spring. Prereq., graduate
standing. Same as BIOC 530. Required course for biochemistry
~d microbiolog;y: &:aduate students. Students become acquaiJ.?.te~
w1th the grant wntmg process
il1at have rece1ved
University approval for
on student research
G 54@ Micmbnafi !P'ath~oge!lle§is 3 cr. Oiiered spring. Prereq.,
graduate standing. Current
in microbial pathogenesis.
Focus on microbial virulence
to disease and host
responses to infection.
G 545 AA:llvanced

every tenn.
Discussion
'J!fith a focus on the recent ""'"'TJ'""''~'
G 54lrfii E:ii:pedm<el!da~ Mn!\':n·ol:li~;i E~~:oiogy 1 r;:Ir. Offered every
term.. Prereq., graduate standing or consent ofinstr. Fo~us on_
expenmental design, methods,
of expenmental
results in the area of microbial ""'''"·'"'"'"''
G :570 lntN·od.u!Ctlilllllll ~Ill Re5ear~h Xcr"
Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., graduate
course for
biochemistry and microbiology
Inslmction in
basic research ted:u1iques,
equipment and
relevant scientific literature. Students conduct research
lli'lder faculty mentors of their "'u•uv'""'ts'
G 581:1 Tu·minhug Semimur ll cr,
Offered autunm and
sprin~. Prereq.,
s!anding or con~ent of insl:r. Same as
BIOC 580. A one sernester offe:nng reqmred of all new students.
1G 594! Profe§s~onai SetniTiuur 1 err.
Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., graduate standing or consent
Same as
BIOC 594. Presentation of cun·ent research in
mul
mol~cular biology by senior graduate sltL!.d.eJ::rts,
outside sp<:&lcl~rs.
G 595 §]pJc::da~ TGpnc:;; 1~3 cr. (R~6) Offered intenniitently.
Prereq., graduate standing. Experirnental
of visiting
nrofessors, experimental offermgs of new courses, or one~time
offerings of current
G 597 Rese:Blrdt Vau·nable cr. (R-18) Offured intelllTiittently.
Prereq., graduate
one semester residence.
G 599 The!Sns Jl-10 C!l'.
Offered inh>t·mith>nt
masters student in
Laboratmy reseaJrch
preparation of a masters
G 6'\119 Dnsl'lertat~mm :1.~1(]1 cr.
Offered intermittently.
Prereq., doctoral student in·--'---'-'Laboratory research for
and preparation of a, doctoral

ill!lll

Rai~\Jll'll

JlllJJd~ r~lr'ri.:JYfe!!isor

D!lr!ll!!J:!or
Health care continues to be one of the most rapidly expanding
areas of our
Careers in the health
hav·e
expanded, lhofh in numbers and in the
The
rewards of a career itn health care include

stability of employment,
to help other people. The
advising program that
prepared applicants to
chiropractic medicine,

salar-ies,

mobility, and the
sciences nrc'""""""
students become
in allopathic '"~'"'''"''"'
'
medicine, optorneltrv
podiatry and "'"'·1-,ri·mn'v

ma,jor as a field of study which must
pn:ppofe:ssion.al courses. Vlhen selecting a

consider that your undergraduate years may be your last
to
in depth a nonscience subject
rn)re:ss1ona1
are most concerned with the overall
scope and difficulty of undergraduate work and not the
Preprotessional courses are designed to
foundation in the
highly developed
skills
and a solid backgroui1d in
social s·ciences and humanities.
Cll.ITiculmn guides outlining minimal comse requirements
established by professional schools are available from the Premedical Sciences Director.
The minimal requirements should be completed by the end of the
third year of study or
to taking the admission test
by
specific subject
vmy
professional schools.
arnoncr institutions, students should discuss
academic plans
vvith the Pre~medical Sciences Director. Individuals with weak

mat.1-i and science preparation should consider a five year
undergraduate program beginning with remedial courses in math,
English, and reading skills.

professional school. It is
that students consult vvith the
Pre-medical Sciences
with an academic advisor in
their major each year to make sure that
can
the

Admission to a professional school is very competitive. Students
must maintain a B-plus grade-point average in college if fhey
expect to be admitted. All required courses must be taken for letter
grades. In addition, the applicant must place high on an admissions
test which has been designed to measure basic academic abili't'f in
the natural sciences, reading ability and problem solving skills.
These examinations are ordinarily taken during the junior year.
Besides academic accomplishments and admission exam scores,
acceptance by a professional school is also dependent upon letters
of recommendation and personal interviews conducted by the

necessary requirements .for graduation
the time available.
The D1rect~?r can also dwcuss procedures, counsel and support the
student dunng the process of applymg to a profess10nal schooL
High SchooE Pnepa:ral1:ion: High school students contemplating
a career in the health professions should have tl1ree to four years of
mathematics, courses in
and physics and considerable
background in literature and
science.

t
Jeffrey A. Gritzner (Professor @f Geography)8

Advisor

The Central and Southwest Asian Studies program offers
undergraduates an irrterdisciplina.ry perspective on the region
through course work in geology, geography, history, cultural
studies and language. The minor in Central and Southwest Asian
Studies provides students the opportunity to complement their
principal disciplinary foci with area-based knowledge a.nd to
extend their substantive studies beyond the offerings of a single
department.

Requirements for a Minor
To eama minor in Central and Southwest Asian Studies,
students must successfully complete 18 credits as follows:
a) GEOG 106 The Silk Road 3 cr.

art

t

Chemistry is the central science that involves the study of atoms
and molecules, their structures, their combinations, their
interactions, and the energy changes accompanying chemical
processes.
The Department offers the following degrees: B.S., B.A., M.S.,
and Ph.D.
A depa.rtmental honors program has been established for chemistry majors who attain a strong scholastic record. This progrmn is
based upon independent study and research with the direction of
individual faculty members. Ln many cases financial support is
available on a part-time research fellowship basis from research
grants obtained bv individual faculty members or from
departmental endowment funds"
Prospective students desiring further information on any
program of the Department of Chemistry should contact the Chair
(website: VliWWoumtedulchemistry/}
High School Preparation: In addition to the general UniversirJ
admission requirements, it is strongly recommended that a student
take four yea.rs of mathematics, four years of science, and a foreign
language"
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog.
See index.

Spedal Degree

Requ~remenis

b) 6 cr. in approved 200-level foundational Central and
Southwest Asiat1 Studies courses: GEOG/HIST/AS.
GEOGIHIST/A.S. 214SA, GEOG/H1ST/AS.
GEOG/HIST/A.S. 284H
c) 9 cr. in approved 300 400-level Central and Southwest
GEOG/HIS'T/AS.
Asian Studies courses: '-''-AJ''•-"I>HL>
386H, GEOG/HIST/A.S. 387,
402,
GEOG/HIST/A.S. 457, GEOGIHIST/i\S
GEOG/HIST/AS.
496 IS: The Middle East or Central i-',sia
In addition, it is expected that students will
following languages: Twddsh, Persian,
Chinese.
A list of approved Central and Southwest Asian courses is
available from advisors.

f

Mark S. Cracoiice, Chair

t
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All chemistry
must use the traditional leiter
option
in registe1ing for
required science and
courses.
The beginning mathematics course for a particular student depends
upon a placement examination administered by the Department of
Mathematical Sciences" Students are renlinded of the University
requirements that 39 of the 120 credits
for gra.ammc1n
must be at the 300 or
level, and
at least a
GPA
must be eamed in all
in the major. In addition,
courses tal<en to satisfy fhe
of the
or minor
must be completed with a
of C- or better.
iBa(helor of Sden~e (A111!erkan Chemk@l Sode·ly

Certified)
TI1oe courses
for the B.S.
a solid
education in chem.istry for the
ana m
preparation for graduate work most areas of chernistry. These
reqUirements meet the latest cettifica.tion stmdards of the American
Chemical
Coiu§e

Oredits

CHEM 161N-162N College Chemistry and
.
CHEM 221-222 Orga.rric Chemistry ......... , . , ..
CHEM 223
Chemistry Laboratory for Majors
CHEM 264 Organic Chemistry Laboratory for
Chemistry Majors (prefened) or 224 Organic
ChenUstry l,aboratory . ~ . . . . . .
0
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10
6
2
2

CHEM 334
Literawre and Scientific Writing
(satisfies the
Writing Expectation) ,
3
Analysis & Instrumental Methods 4
CHEM 341
CHEM 342
Analysis & Physical
4
Measurements . . , ,
Chemistry I, H ... , ....... 8
CHEM 371-372
CHEM 452-453 Inorganic Chemistry . ,
6
BIOC 481 Biochemistry or equivalent ........ , . . . . 3
Chemistxy Laboratory .
2
CHEM 455
Advanced Electives
CHEM
442, 445,
495, 3 credits maximum of
or
3 credit maximum of 499, or wHh consent
of chemistn;
from advanced courses in chemistry,
geology,
or
... , . . . 3
''-'U.~HQ'""' courses:
Computer Modeling (or similar colTIJPl!!tlrtg
experience with consent of chemistry
3
12
MATH 152-153 and 251 Calculus I, U, HI
IVlATH 311 Ordi.r!&')' Differential Equations and
Systems or MATH 221 Linear Algebra
3
P'HYS 221N-222N General Physics I and H ..
10
M:odern
language , .. ,
o
10
EI\TEX 101
3
At the time of graduation a recipient of this degree must have
completed two semest~rs of one
foreign l;;mguage 'Yhich,
as a departmental reqmrement, may taken cred1t/no cred1t
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Majors or 224 Organic Chemistry Laboratory
CHEM 334 Chemistry Literalture and Scientific Writing
o

Op~!~l:lJn

$den~~::e w~th ll:1l
Blo!~:hemilli·~v~t (i'~

Ch®misiry,

m

0

•

0

•

Ball:~1e~~lr

The
B.S. degree with the option in biochemistry
forms a solid
for advanced work in biochemisi:ry including
6 ,.uucm.•v school. These requirements meet the latest certification
of the i>Jnerican Chemical

Opiien in

OI)!Jll'"§e

Credits

CHEM l61N·-162N College Chemistry and Laboratory . 10
CHEM 221-222 Organk Chemistry . . . . . . .
6
CHEM 223 Organic Chemistry Laboratory .
2
CHEM 264 Organic Chemistry
for
Chemisuy Majors (preferred) or 224 Organic
Chemistry Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
CH:EM 334 Chemistry Literature and Scientific Writing
(satisfies the Upper-dfvision WritiiJ.g Expectation)
3
CHEM 341 Quantitative Analysis & Instrumental Methods 4
CHEM 342 Instrumen1:ai Analysis & Physical
4
Measurements . . . . . . . . . ...
CHEM 371-372 Physical ChemistPj I, H
8
CHEM 452 Inorganic Chemistry . . . .
3
BIOC 481-482 Biochemistxy .......
6
BIOC 486
Research Laboratory or equivalent
l<lh:·w>llnnr expetience . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
BIOL
Cell and Molecular Biology . .
4
Advanced electives irR chemistry or biochemistry (from CHEM
395, 442,
466,
495, 3 credits m.aximum of
3 credit maximu,-n of
499, or from suitable 300 or
BIOL,
or MICB courses) ..
3
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(satist1ed the Upper-Division Writing Expectation) ..
3
& Instnu11ental
CHEM 341 Quantitative
Methods
4
CHEM 342 Instrumental Analysis &
Measurements
4
CHEM 370
Physical
or 371
Chemist1:y l . . . .
3-4
CHEM 452 Inorganic
. . . . . . . . . ...
3
BlOC 481-482 Biochemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . , ...
6
BIOL llON
of Biology or equivalent
4
BIOL 221 CeH
JBiology . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
BXOL 223 Genetics and Evolution . . . . . . . ..
4
MICB 300 General
or
MICB 302 Medical Microbiology ...
3
Electives from CHEM 371, 372, 395, 442,
455,
466, 3 credits maximum of 497; BlOC
460, 3 credits
301, 312, 313,
maximum. of tl;-97; MICB
, 404, 410, 420,
3 credits ma'l:imum of 497 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Cognate courses;
MATH 150 Applied Calculus or MATH 152 Calculus I .. 4
MATH 158 Applied Diffi:::rential Equations or MATH
153 Calculus IT .
3-4
PHYS 121N.. 122N or 221N-222N Genera! Physics I, II . 10
0
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Sdence witllil a ma~or in Chlemistlry,
Chemnis'!'i11f
Clremts

l!ii'llv~r@~1menia!

Course
CHEM 161N-162N College Chemistry and Laboratory . 10
CHEM 221-222
Chemistry and Laboratory ...
6
CHEM 223 Organic Chem.istly Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . 2
CHEM 264 Organic Chemistry Laboratory for Chemistry
2
Majors or 224 Organic Chemistry Laboratory ..
CHEM 334 Chemistry Literature and Scientific Writing
3
(satisfies the Upper-division Writing Expectation) ..
CHEM 341 Quantitative
& Instrumental Methods 4
CHEM 342 Instmmental
& Physical
4
Measurements ..
CHEM 370 Applied Physical Chemistry or
371 Physical Chemistry I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
J4
CHEM 452 Inorganic Chemist.ry . . . . . . . . .
3
BlOC 481 Biochemistry ....
3
BIOL UON Principles of Biology or equivalent . . . . . . . 4
BIOL 221 Cell and Molecular Biology ....
4
BIOL 223 Genetics and Evolution ...
4
GEOS WON-101N General Geology and Laboratory .... 3
GEOS 327 Geochemistry .
3
Electives from CHEM 371,
445, 453,
465,
340, 453,
3 credits maxirnum of 497;
3 credits maximum of 497; GEOS 320,
3 credits maxil.m.u"ll of 497; MICB 300,
3 credits maximum of
MATH 445; Modem
Foreign Language (5
maxi.nmm) . . . . ....
8
4
MATH 150 Applied Calculus or 152 Calculus I .....
MATH 158 Applied Differential Equations or
Calculus H . . . . . . , . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . .
3-4
MATH 444, 447 Statistics ..........
4
PHYS 121N-122N or 221N-222N General Physics I, H . 10
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rviodeHng (or similar COlTIP1LltiTlg
experience
of chemistry
3
MATH 152-153
251 Calculus I, H. In . . . . . . . . . 12
PHYS 221N-222N
or 121N-122N
General
I
Uo.o······o··········· 10
Bad1ele!Jr of Sde!1fl:e ww~hll~ta m!k.!l@r
Chemistrru

Option In forensic

Coursa:;
C1redits
CHEM 161N-162N College Chemistry and Laboratory . 10
CHEM 221-222 Organic Chemistry ..
6
CHEM 223 Organic Chemistry Laboratory . . . . . .. . . . . 2
CHE}/[ 264
Chemistry Labomtory for Chemistry

The Chemistry B.S.
with the option in Forensic
Chemistry fomis a solid
for stud~nts inte~este~ in C3!eers in
forensic chemistry or advanced work m chemistry mcludmg
graduate schooL
CHEM 161N-·162N College Chemistry and Laboratory
10
CHEM 221-222 Organic Chemistry .......
6
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Chemistry
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CHEM 223 Org:u"lic Chemistry Laboratory . . . . . . . ......... 2
CHEM 264 Organic Chemistry Laboratory for Chemistry
Majors of CHEM 223 Organic Chemistrj LaboratoPJ ....... 2
CHEM 334 Chemistry Literature and Scientific Writing
(satisfies the Upper-division Writing Expectation) . . . . . . 3
CHEM 341 Quantitative Analysis & Instrumental Methods 4
CHEM 342 Instrumental k11alysis & Physical
Measurements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
CHEM 370 Applied Physical Chemistry or CHEM 371
Physical Chemistry I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-4
BlOC 481-482 Biochemistry or equivalent . . . . . . . . . . . 6
CHEM 452 Inorganic Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
CHEM 488 Forensic Research or CHEM 498 Internship . 3
CHEM 489 Forensic Science SemLrmr . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Al'ITH 286N Survey of Forensic Science . . . . . . . . . . . 3
BIOL liON Generai Biology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
BIOL 221 Cell and Molecular Biology . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
COMM 111A Public Speaking . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MATH 152-153 Calculus I, II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
MATH 444 Statistical Methods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
IviATH 447 Computer Data Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
PHYS 221N-222N Fundru:nentals of Physics I & ll . . . . 10
SOC 230S Criminology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
SOC 235 Criminal Justice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Electives from CHEM 465, 466,
ANTH
BIOL 223,
440; PI-IAR 110. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
(at least 8 of these credits must be in courses numbered 300
and above)
Ba(helor of Sdence with a mC~i'or Chel'll1l!s'irvu

Opt~on In Pharm~illl:j)~<l)gy

• ll

Conrse
Credits
CHEM 161N-162N College Chemistry ami Laboratory . 10
CHEM 221-222 Organic Chemistry and Laboratory . . . . . 6
CHEM 223 Organic Chemistry Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . 2
CHEM 264 Organic Chemistry Laboratory for Chemistry
Majors or 224 Organic Chemistry Laboratory . . . . . . . . 2
CHEM 334 Chemistry Literature and Scientific Writing
(satisfies the Upper-division Writing Expectation) . . . . . . 3
CHEM 341 Quantitative Analysis & Instmmental Methods 4
CHEM 342 Instrumental Analysis and
Measurements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
CHEM 370 Applied Physical Chemistry or 371 Physical
Chemistry I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
CHEM 452 Inorganic Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
BlOC 481-482 Biochemistry ....... , ........ , . . 6
BIOL UON Principles of Biology or equivalent .... , . , 4
BIOL 221 Cell and r,.1olecular Biology . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
MICB 302 Medical Microbiology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
PHAR 341-342 Applied Anatomy a.nd Physiology . . . . . . 8
PHAR 443-444 Pharmacology and Toxicology . . . . . . . . 8
Electives from CHEM 371, 372, 442, 445, 453,
465, 466, 3 credits maximum of 497; BIOL 3 credits
maximum of 497; PHAR 421, 422, 3 credits maximum
of 497 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Cognate courses:
MATH 150 Applied Calculus or 152 Calculus I . . . . . . . 4
MATH 158 Applied Differential Equations or MATH
153 Calculus IT . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . 3--4
PHYS 121N-122N or 221N-222N General Physics I, II . 10
Bachelo~"

of Ar!l's Degree

The courses required for the RA. degree provide a less
extensive trai..'ling in chemistry than do the courses required for
the American Chemical Society certified B.S. degree. Tbis is to
aUow the student to supplement his or her progran1 with courses
that meet his or her specific needs. Thus this degree provides the
core of traditional preparation h! chemistry together with latitude
for combination with an interdiscipliD1ll"J field or the Teacher
Preparation program. It is strongly advised that students

this degree obtain faculty advice in pla.nnlng their program.
Course
Credits
CHEM 161N-162N College Chemistry and Laboratory . 10
CHEM 221-222 Organic Chemistl"; and Laboratory . . . . . 6
CHEM 223 Organic Chemistry Laboratory .......... 2
CHEM 264 Organic Chemistry Laboratory for Chemistry
Majors or 224 Organic Chemistry Laboratory . . . . . . . . 2
CHEM 334 Chemistry Literature and Scientific Writh1g
(satisfies the Upper-division Writing Expectation) . . . . . . 3
CHEM 341 Quantitative Analysis & Instrumental Methods 4
CHEM 342 Instmmental Analysis & Physical
Measurements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
CHEM 371-372 Physical Chemisiry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
* Advanced electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Cognate courses:
CS 172 Introduction to Computer Modeling (or similar
computing experience with approval of Chemistry advisor) 3
MATH 152, 153, 251 Calculus I, II and ill . . . . . . . . . 12
PHYS 221N-222N (preferred) or 121N-122N
General Physics I and II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Modem Foreign Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
*As preparation for teaching at the secondary level, students
should elect CHEM 452, 453, and 485, B!OC 380, MATH 241,
SCI 350 and teaching certification requirements includii1g C&I
426 and SCI 350. A student should consult his or her chemistry
advisor for other options.
At the time of graduation a recipient of this
must have
completed two semesters of one foreign language. The
Department of Chemistry waives the foreign language
requirement for a student who completes the B.A. degree in
preparation for secondary teaching and who meets the
requirements for teaching certification, including the student
teaching requirement These students still must meet the foreign
language/symbolic systems competency requirement (likely via
MATH 152 and 153) for General Education as described in the
Academic Policies and Procedures section of this catalog.
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Major Teacbfug Field of Chemistry: For an endorsement in
the major teaching field of Chemistry, a student must complete
the requirements for the above B.A. degree with a major in
Chemistry with appropriate electives but without the foreign
language requirement, and with the addition of CHEM 452, 453,
and 485. Students also must complete BXOC 380, MATH 241,
Sci 350, and C&I
gain adrnission to Teacher Education and
Student Teaching and meet the requirements for certification as a
second11ry teacher
the School of Education section of this
catalog).
Minor Teachlng F>ieid of
For an endorsement in
the minor teaching field of Chemistry, 2. student must complete
CI-IE1'.1 101N, 161N-162N, 221-222-223, 341, 370 or 371, and
485; BlOC 380, CS 101 or 172, MATH 150 and 241, PHYS
121N-122N or PHYS 221N-222N, and SCI 350. Students also
must complete C&I 426, gah1 admission to Teacher Education
and Student Teachia>g and meet other requirements for
certification as a secondary teacher
the School of Education
section of this catalog).

Suggested Course of Study
For B.S" Degree {Am<!IIrilkcln Cher-rt'luca~ Society

Certified}
Fh·st Ye1.u·
CHEM 161N-162N College Chemistry ...... " .
CS 172 Computer Mocieling . . . . . . " . . . . . . . .
MATH 152-153 Calculus 1, H ........ " .....
El\JEX 101 Composition .....
Electives and Gelleral Education
c
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4
3
3
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5
3
4
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Ye21Ir
CHEM 221-222
Chemistrv . . . . . . . . . . .
CHEM 223
Laboratory . . . . . .
CHEM 264
Organic ''"'""~uu"u.Y
Laboratory . .. .. .. . .. " . . . .. . . .. . . . . .
MATH 25 J. Calculus m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 311 Ordinary Differential Equations
and
or tvl:ATH 221 Linear Algebra . . . . . .
General
,. ..... ,. ..
Electives and Gen:;ral Education . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SteC{IUd

3
2

3

4

2

5

16

Tllrilrd Year

CHEM 334 Chern Literature & Sdentific
CHEl\11 341
Analysis & uwe<ciJlH'-'""'"
l\1ethodls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
CHEM 342 Instmmental
t~nd Physical
Measurements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CHEM 371-372
H ........ 4
General Education
Foltuth Year
CHEM 452-453
CHEM 455
Chemistn;
BIOC 481Biocheinistry ~ .. " . " . "
Advanced CHEM elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General :E.ducation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Foreign
......................
G
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5
3

3

3
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5
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3

4
4
6

17
3
2
3

3
5

MATH 1.50 Applied Calculus or 152 Calculus I ...
MATH 158 Applied Differential .u'i''""'u•vu"
or MATH 153 Calculus U . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BIOL llON
of
or equivalent . . . .
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0

Secm:u:l Year
CHEM 221-222
CHEM 223
CHEM 264

16
flegree·u 0~\li·tl'n in lEJi©I~O!iii!Dil:ff.i!U Chemlst!ry

Firflt Yea:r
........
CHEM 161N-162N
MATH 150
MATH 158
orMATH
BIOL
or equivalent ... .
ENEX 101
..................
Electives and General EducOJttion
Second Ye:u
CPlEM 221-222 Organic
CHEM 223 Organic ChemimtrJ
CHEIVI 264,
224)
Chemistry
Laboratory . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHY:S 121N~ 122N or 221N-222N General
Physics Y~md H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ..
BIOL 221 CeH and! Molecular
EJ.ectives m11d General Education . . . . . . .

.. ... .

S
5

3-4
2
14-15
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Fm.lllrth Y ea1r

BlOC 481.-482
.
CHEM 452
...
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . .
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CHEM 342 Instrumental
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Fourth Year
BlOC 481 Biochemistry ...................
CHEM 452
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CHEM 494
Seminar
MATH 4·44/447
Methods .
Electives and Generai Education
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3
3
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Chemistry
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A.
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CHEM 161N-162N
........
MATH 152-153 Calculus
RKOL 110N Principles of
COMM 1I lA Public Speaking . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ENEX Wl
..............
Electives fuJ.d General Education . . . . . . . . .

5
4

5
4
4

PHYS
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Calculus K and ll
. . .. . ...
BIOL 221 Cell and Molecular Biology . .
SOC 230S Criminology . . . . . . . . . . .
of Forensic Science
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General Education . . . . . . . .
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3
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CHEM 334 Chem Literature & :Scierr!dfic Writing
CHEM 341 Qua.1t"1titative AP.calysis & lnstmmental
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and Physical
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CHEM 370 Applied Physical Chemistry
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BIOL 223 Genetics and Evolution . . . . . . . . . .
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CHEM 452 Inorganic Chemistry
F~uritll'i Year
3
0

CHEM 488/498 Forensic Research
CHEM 489 Foreru;ics Seminar
Electives and General Education . .
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0
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3
1
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•

0

9
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Phatrmac~~ogy

F'irst Year
CHEM 161N-162N College Chemistry
MATH 150 Applied Calculus or 152 Calculus I
MATH 158 Applied Differential Equations
or rviATH 153 Calculus II
BIOL llON Principles of Biology or emnv:<JeJ1I
ENEX 101 Cornposltlcm
Electives and General Education
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Thb'd. Year
CHEM 334 Chern Literature & Scientific V'Jriting
CHEM 341
& Instmment2J
Methods . .
CHEM 342 Instrumental Analysis and
Measurements . . . . . .
CHEM 370
0

•

3
4

4

or 371

3-4

MICB

3

PHAR 341-342 Applied
Electives :u1d General Education

6

4

JF'ourtlll Year
BIOC 481-482 Biochemistry .....
CHEM 452 Inorgru.'1ic Chemistry . . . .
PHAR 443-444 Phannacology and Tmdcology
Electives and General Education . . .
0

0

•••
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17-13
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Total

for B.A. D(egree
A
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Fil:-i>lt Y eaK'

CHEM 161J'\T-162i\T College Chemistry .
CS 172 Introduction to Computer Modeling
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . .
MATH 152-153 Calculus I and IT
General Education or electives

4
3

S'!!cond Year
CHEM 221-222
Chemistry . . . . .
CHEM 223 Organic ChemisUJi Laboratory
CHEM 264
224) Orgarlic Chemistry
•

•

•
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4
3

f5
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3

3
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Laboratory .
MATH 251 Calculus In . . . .
•

5
3
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lVIodem

5

5
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0

Language

elective

0

•

14

!4!ett'wU,JJh·em.ell"llt$ '!for a
To eam ::: minor in chemistry the student must complete
CHEM l61N-162N, CHEM: 221-222,223,
370 or

and

at least two comses fyom one of ilie following groups:
CHEIV1 342, 372,
452,
4·6:5
if the sl.udenll's n1.ajor does not require biochemist1-y, BIOC

3
2

•

0

•

Advanced CHEM elective .
General Education or elective

2

PHYS 121N-122N or 221N-222l.\T General
Physics I and II . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BIOL 221 Cell and Molecular Biology
Electives and General Education

0

1!

or c!-&1-482
For
mi_nor requirements, see the Teacher Preparation
in Chemistry section above.

4
}S

Secmtil. Year
CHEM 221-222 Organic ~mouu~uy
CHEM 223 Or<>anic Chem1st:y L.ab<orattmy
CHEM 264 (orZ24) Organic Ut(~mi:stry
Laboratory . . . .

m

•

•

4

PHYS 221N-222N General
General Education or electives

5

5

Total
Thlrdl Year

U = for undergraduate credit
UG = for umJer,gr::~uu,au;
or graduate credit, G tor sn•uuac"· credit. R afrer 1he credit
for credit to the maximum
indicates the course
this maximum do no1 count
indicated after the Ro
toward a degree.

Chemlsh"')J (if:HJIE/Ilil\)
U Jl.l[lJli'\f Clbtemisu.ry if.1Jr ilbe CoHs;mueE· :3 cJr·,
i\n introduction to chemistry that
the influence
on one's
life. CorrJll.mon household products:,
such as soap,
face cre::um and ferdh-oers are
prepared in the
lJ UJJ4 Prepamlliiou for CileiiDillsth"Y 3 c;:n·. Ofte:red autumn. J\11
introduction to
for t11ose who believe they have an
enrol.l in CHEM 151N or 261N. Not
apy,ropriate toward
requirement ln 2J1Y major.
U 151N Gl~!illeral rnmdl J[Klm"g&ullic Clbemll'lsil.ry 3 rr:r, Offered
autmn..n and
First semester of an introduction to
inorganic,
and biological '~H.,HJlwc,_v
U 152N Ortgm'!.!c and Biiok~~caE Cb.emistry 3 er. Offered
auturrm and spring. Prereq., "C-" or
h! CHEM 151N or
consent of instr. Second semester of an
to general,
and ow:1o~~~c~u cillermstry
inorganic,
U 153 GenemR !Uiid lrJrnorgmnftll": Ci!nen1lisb·y L~1bnn1tm:y 1 tl::lL.
Offered autu.rriJJ and
Prereq. , EI1mHed in the CoHege of
Technology ASRN program.
or eoreq., CHEM 151 or
<txj_uivalent. A
inorganic
chemfsiiy,
of inorganic and
compounds.

U 154l">T Or~an:k am:l Jllin,oH•llO!,::an IClffiemw~rv Labnnilto:ry 2 ~::~:_~,
Offered acttunm and
or coreqo", CHEM 152N.
Laboratory to accompany
U ltf)lN Coll!ege Chemistry 5 •J:i'. Offered alJ!tumn and spring.
Prereq., high school :llgebr2:o For science m;;Jjors and other
students intending to take more than one year of •vmoJuw•a
p,.,.,·""'"h'' 0 of elements,
compounds, liquid "uJcuw.un~,
chemicfll
and chemical: kinetics Includes laborz,tory.
U l62N College CI2remi<J1kry !5 cr, Offen~d
"C-" or better in CHEM I61N or
continuXdon of CHEM 161N. ~n::lu(les .wctuvJtm''"'lJ
U ll95 Special T![jpJi,t~,s VadaloNe cr.
interrr:tittently ~}lperime~1tal offerings of
expenmental onermgs cr new courses, or r-on~_,.,m,, otterJJl1gs of
current
U 2:U Orgm1lie Chenrlstiry 3 r~r. Offered auturrm. Prereq.,
properties of
CHE!v1152N or 1621'•L The chemk:2J and
0

0

CHEM 334 Chern Literature & Scientific 'Writing
CHEM 3~-1 Quantitative
and Instrmnent?J
M:etl1cds . .
CHEM 342 Instrumental .Analysis and Physical
l\ieasurements
CHENI 371-372 Physical Chemistry
Advanced electives
General. Education . . .
Total
0
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3

•

4
4

3

4
3

U 222 Oli·gvillc CJhemiJsl:ry 2 c11. Offered spring. F'rereq.,
CHEh1 221. •Continuation of 221.
U 223 Organic Ch•emistry Laboratory 2 cr, Off.::red m.1turnn.
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Coreq., CHEM 221; prereq., one semester of 100-level
laboratory. Microscale techniques are emphasized.
U 224 Organic Chemistry Laboratory 2 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., CHEM 223; prereq. or coreq., CHEM 222.
U 264 Organic Chemistry Laboratory for Chemistry
Majors 2 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., CHEM 223; coreq.,
CHEM 2.22. S~ond semester of organic chemistry laboratory
for cheiTilStry maJors only. Incorporates larger-scale techniques
and instrumental organic analysis.
U 2~5 Special T~pics 1~ ~~· (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Expe?Jllental offermgs of VISitmg professors, experimental
offermgs of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 297 Special Problems and Honors Research Variable cr.
(R-10) Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., one semester of
chem1stry and consent of instr. Laboratory investigations and
research in the laboratory of a faculty member.
U 334 C~emistry Literature and Scientific Writing 3 cr.
Offered sprmg. Prereq., CHEM 222 and chemistry major.
Presen1ll:tion and discussion of current literature in chemistry.
Use of hbrary and search tools. Workshop for developing and
improving skills in scientific writing and evaluation. Use of online data bases and the interface of these with PC-based word
processing and scientific graphics programs.
U 341 Quantitative Analysis and Instrumental Methods 4
~. Offered autumn. Prereq., one year of college chemistry,
mcluding laboratory. Classroom and laboratory work in
gravimetric, volumetric, colorimetric and electrochemical
meth?ds of analysis; theory of errors; ionic equilibria in aqueous
solutions.
UG 342 Instrumental Analysis and Physical Measurement 4
cr. Offered spring. Prereq., CHEM 341. Theory and use of
inst:riJ?lental methods in the study of analytical and physical
chemistry.
UG 370 Applied Physical Chemistry 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., CHEM 152 or 162 and MATH 150. Basic
thermodynamics and chemical kinetics with applications in the
biological and environmental sciences. Credit not allowed for
both 370 and 371.
UG 371 Physical Chemistry I 4 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
CHEM 162, MATH 251, PHYS 122 or 222. Systematic
treatment of the laws and theories relating to chemical
phenomena. Credit not allowed for both CHEM 370 and 371.
UG 372 Physical C~emistry II 4 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
CHEM 371. Systematic treatment of the laws and theories
relating to chemical phenomena.
U 380 Teaching Chemistry Using Peer-Led Team Learning
1 cr. Offered every term. Prereq., CHEM 161N-162N with B
or better and consent of instr. Methods of peer-led team
learning as applied to general chemistry instruction. Review of
concepts from general chemistry. Student leaders mentor a team
of ge~eral chemistry students in working toward constructing
chemiStry knowledge and developing problem-solving skills.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intern?ttently. E~rimental offerings of visiting professors,
expenmen~ offermgs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 398 Internship Variable cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., consent of department. Extended classroom experience
which provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the
faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A maximum
of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward
graduation.
U 441 Techniques of Glass Manipulation 1 cr. Offered
spring. Fabrication and repair of laboratory glassware. Basic
operations include cutting glass, bending, end seals, joining
(same and different diameters), T-seals, bulbs, ring or inner
seals, condensers.

UG 442 Aquatic Chemistry 3 cr. Offered autumn oddnumbered years. Prereq., CHEM 341 or consent of instr.
Appli~tion of ~hemical equil~bria theory for understanding and
modelmg chem1cal processes m natural waters with an emphasis
on spreadsheet computations. In depth examination of concepts
such as pH, alkalinity, buffering, and solubility as they apply to
natural waters.
UG 445 Industrial Chemistry and Its Impact on Society 3
cr. Offered every other autuffill semester. Prereq., Chern 162 or
Chern 152. A course based on local Montana chemical
industries involving field trips to chemical plants, visits by
company personnel and an overall evaluation of the company's
economic and environmental impact on the community.
UG 452 Inorganic Chemistry 3 cr. Offered autuffill. Prereq.,
qrn~ 222 ~d 370 .or 371 ~r consent of instr. Theory and
prmc~pl~s of morg~c cheJ?lS~ and a systematic coverage of
descnpuve morgamc chem1stry m the context of the periodic
table.
U 453 Descriptive Inorganic Chemistry 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., CHEM 221-223, 370 or 371-372. A survey of
the chemistry of the elements including transition metal reaction
mechanisms, redox chemistry, organometallic chemistry
bioinorganic chemistry.
'
~G 455 Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory 2 cr. Offered
sprmg. Prereq., CHEM 224 and 370 or 371 and consent ofinstr.
Preparation of inorganic and coordination compounds. Isolation
and characterization by ion exchange, column chromatography
IR, UV-VIS, derivatives, MP, and BP.
'
UG 465 Organic Spectroscopy 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., CHEM 370 or 371 and one year of organic chemistry or
consent of instr. Theory ~d interpretation of the NMR, IR, UV,
and mass spectra of orgamc compounds with the goal of structure
identification.
U 466 FT-NMR Operation for Undergraduate Research 1
cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq., CHEM 221-223; research
project using NMR; consent of instr. Operation of the FT-NMR
spectrometer and brief background of NMR spectroscopy.
UG 485 Laboratory Safety 1 cr. Offered autuffill. Prereq.,
one year of college chemistry. Awareness of and methods of
control of hazards encountered in laboratory work. Awareness of
legal constraints on work with chemicals. Sources of information
regarding chemical hazards.
U 488 Forensic Research 3 cr. Offered autuffill, spring and
summer. Prereq., consent of instr. Laboratory investigations
and research on forensic chemistry topics under the direction of a
faculty member.
U 489 Forensic Science Seminar 1 cr. Offered autuffill.
Prereq., CHEM 342 and ANTH 286N. Seminar speakers on
forens~c ~cience topics in the areas of ethics, law, anthropology
and crlffilllology; tours of the Montana State Crime Laboratory.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intern?ttently. E~erimental offerings of visiting professors,
expenmen~ offermgs of new courses or one-time offerings of
current topics.
UG 497 Special Problems and Honors Research Variable
cr. (R-9) Offered autuffill and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
Laboratory investigations and research in the laboratory of a
faculty member.
U 498 Internship 1-6 cr. Prereq., consent of department.
Extended non-classroom experience which provides practical
application of classroom le~g during placements off campus.
Prior approval must be obtamed from the faculty supervisor and
the Internship Services office. A maximum of 6 credits of
Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward graduation.
U 499 Senior Thesis 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., CHEM 497 or consent of instr. and senior standing.
Students complete and report on undergraduate research initiated
as CHEM 497 or equivalent research experience. Reports are
both oral and written.
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G 501 Teaching University Chemistry 1 cr. Offered
autumn. Preparation for teaching chemistry at the college level.
A survey of teaching fundamentals and educational psychology as
applied to chemistry instruction.
G 541 Environmental Chemistry 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., CHEM 370 or 371. Chemical principles
and reactions in natural systems: Fate of chemical contaminants
in the environment; partitioning of contaminants between phases
(air/water/soil); chemistry of atmospheric pollutants; computer
modeling of equilibrium and kinetic processes; degradation and
transformation of organic contaminants.
G 542 Separation Science 3 cr. Offered autumn oddnumbered years. Prereq., CHEM 342, CHEM 370 or 371.
Theory, method development, and application of analytical
separations; solvent extraction; solid phase extraction; various
forms of chromatography; electrophoresis.
G 544 Applied Spectroscopy 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., CHEM 342 or consent of instr. The function and
application of optical (ultraviolet to infrared) chemical
instrumentation. Specific topics include optics, light sources,
detectors and a wide variety of spectrochemical methods with an
emphasis on methods not typically covered in undergraduate
instrumental analysis courses.
G 553 Inorganic Chemistry and Current Literature 4 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., CHEM 452. A survey of the elements
including transition metal reaction mechanisms, redox chemistry,
organomatallic chemistry, bioinorganic chemistry. Oral and
written presentations on primary literature.
G 561 Bioorganic Chemistry of Antibiotic and Natural
Product Biosynthesis 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq., one
year of organic chemistry; preferred prereq. or coreq.,
biochemistry. Comprehensive study of the bioorganic chemistry
of antibiotic and natural product production in bacteria, plants,
and higher animals, focusing on polyketide, shikimate, alkaloid,
terpene, and nitrogen-containing/non-alkaloid compounds.
Natural product diversity, drug screening and dereplication,
combinatorial biochemistry, and pathway manipulation to
produce "non-natural" natural products.
G 562 Organic Structure and Mechanism 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., one year of organic chemistry. Topics
may include: stereochemistry, conformational analysis,
arornaticity, transition sate theory, isotope effects, solvent
effects, substitution and elimination reactions, and mechanisms
that involve carbocations, carbanions, radicals and carbenes as
reactive intermediates.
G 563 Organic Synthesis 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., CHEM 221, 222. Theoretical treatise of the common
methods used in organic synthesis including: oxidation,
reduction, organometallics, C-C bond forming reactions,
synthetic strategies and total synthesis.
G 564 Organic Reactions 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., one year of organic chemistry. Reactions such as
alkylation of nucleophilic carbons, reactions of carbon
nucleophiles with carbonyl groups, functional group
interconversions by nucleophilic substitution reactions,
electrophilic additions to carbon-carbon multiple bonds, and
select oxidations/reductions.
G 566 Ff-NMR Operation for Graduate Researchers 1 cr.
Offered intermittently. Prereq., CHEM 221-223; research
project using NMR; consent of instr. Operation of the FT-NMR
spectrometer and brief background of NMR spectroscopy.
G 568 Organometallic Chemistry 3 cr. Offered
intermittently in autumn. Prereq., CHEM 221, 222, 452, 453.
Survey of the reactivity and structure of main group and
transition metal organometallic compounds with an emphasis on
applications to organic synthesis and catalysis.
G 569 Medicinal Chemistry 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., CHEM 221, 22; BlOC 380 or equiv. Same as BMED
621. Introduction to the historical and contemporary discoveries

in medicinal chemistry.
G 573 Advanced Physical Chemistry 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., CHEM 371-372. Fundamental principles of physical
chemistry and special applications.
G 580 Advanced Graduate Student Research Seminars 1 cr.
(R-10) Offered every term. Prereq., consent of instr. Formal
oral and written presentations of research results and selected
literature topics in a designated area.
G 581 Chemical Biology 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr. Synthesis and structure of native and
modified biomolecules such as antisense phosphothioate
oligonucleotides, modified nucleosides and nucleotides designed
for antiviral activity, and PNAs (protein nucleaic acids).
Emphasis on the interaction of biomolecules and "small" organic
and inorganic molecules and their chemical impact on native
structure and function.
G 593 Professional Project 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., consent of instr.
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings
of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or
one-time offerings of current topics.
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 597 Research Variable cr. (R-open) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 598 Cooperative Education Experience Variable cr. (R-8)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of department.
Extended non-classroom experience which provides practical
application of classroom le~g during placements off ~ampus.
Prior approval must be obtamed from the faculty supervisor and
the Internship Services office.
G 599 Thesis Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., consent of instr.
G 630 Seminar 1 cr. (R-open) Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., graduate standing in chemistry or biochemistry, or consent of instr.
G 640 Introductory Graduate Seminar 1 cr. (R-open)
Offered autumn. Prereq., graduate standing in chemistry or
biochemistry or consent of instr. Seminar to acquaint new
graduate students with departmental research.
G 650 Graduate Chemistry Seminar 1 cr. (R-open) Offered
spring. Prereq., graduate standing.
G 697 Research Variable cr. (R-open) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 699 Dissertation Variable cr. (R-10) Offered autumn and
spring.

Faculty
Professors
Bruce E. Bowler, Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 1986
MarkS. Cracolice, Ph.D., University of Oklahoma, 1994
(Chair)
Michael D. DeGrandpre, Ph.D., University of Washington,
1990
Donald E. Kiely, Ph.D., University of Connecticut, 1965
Edward Rosenberg, Ph.,D, Cornell University, 1970
J.B.A. (Sandy) Ross, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1976
Garon C. Smith, Ph.D., Colorado School of Mines, 1983
Edward E. Waali, Ph.D., University of Wyoming, 1970

Associate Professors
Christopher P. Palmer, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1991
Nigel D. Priestley, Ph.D., Southhampton University, 1991
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Kent Sugden, Ph.D., Montana State University, 1992
Trina J. Valencich, Ph.D., University of California, Irvine,
1974 (Adjunct)
Assistant Professors
Klara Briknarova, Ph.D., Carnegie Mellon University, 1999
Xi Chu, Ph.D., University of Kansas, 2001
Lecturer
Holly A. Thompson, Ph.D., Kansas State University, 1982
Research Associate Professors
William R. Laws, Ph.D., The Johns Hopkins University, 1977
Robert Yokelson, Ph.D., Yale University, 1991
Research Assistant Professors

Earle R. Adams, Ph.D., Montana State University, 1994
Ted J. Christian, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 1999
Brooke D. Martin, Ph.D., Dartmouth College, 1998
Emeritus Professors
James W. Cox, Ph.D., Montana State University, 1969
Ralph J. Fessenden, Ph.D., University of California, 1958
Richard J. Field, Ph.D., University of Rhode Island, 1968
R. Keith Osterheld, Ph.D., University of illinois, 1950
Geoffrey N. Richards, Ph.D., D.Sc., University of
Birmingham, 1964
Wayne P. Van Meter, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1959
George W. Woodbury, Jr., Ph.D., University of Minnesota,
1964

Department of
Communication Studies
Alan L. Sillars, Chair
Communication studies is a growing discipline that is engaged in
both social-scientific and humanistic approaches to the analysis,
understanding and improvement of human communication. The
discipline traces its roots to ancient Greek and Roman studies of
the functions of public discourse in society, but in the twentieth
century communication came to embrace the studies of
interpersonal and small group interaction, human relations in
organizations, media and society, and intercultural interaction.
Although interdisciplinary in spirit, the discipline has a core of
knowledge, theory and concepts concentrating on such things as
symbols, messa~es, interactions, networks, and persuasive
campaigns. Uruting the field is the belief that ilie role of
communication in human experience is basic to comprehending
complex situations and problems in the modem world. The
discipline has roles in both the broad traditions ofliberal arts
education and in the development and refinement of practical
skills.
The Department of Communication Studies at The University of
Montana-Missoula focuses on three broad areas of study:
intetpersonal interaction and human relationships, organizational
communication, and rhetoric and public discourse. The knowledge
and skills the student may acquire in each of these areas are
important to functioning effectively in one's personal life, at work,
and as a citizen of the larger society in a rapidly changing world.
The program in Communication Studies helps to prepare
students for such diverse professions as: public relations officer,
marketing analyst, human resources or personnel manager,
community mediator, political speech writer, health
communication trainer, social services director, or student services
coordinator. Also, undergraduate and graduate study can assist the
student in pursuing advanced studies for law, the ministry, and
higher education.

Admission Requirements
To be admitted to the communication studies major, a student
must satisfy the following requirements:
1. Overall G.P.A. of2.5.
2. Completion of COMM lllA and two other lower-division
COMM courses.
Students who intend to major in communication studies but who
have not yet met the above requirements are admitted to the
program as pre-communication majors. Pre-communication majors
may enroll m 100- and 200-level courses only. Students must be

fully admitted as communication studies majors to enroll in 300and 400-level courses. Before a student can graduate, he or she
must meet the requirements to become a communication studies
major.

Special Degree Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog.
See index.
Core Requirements
To graduate with a degree in communication studies, the student
must complete 35 total communication credits with 18 of those
credits in courses numbered 300 or above. A maximum of 6 credits
in COMM 360 and a maximum of 6 credits in COMM 398 may
count toward a major in communication studies. In addition, the
following courses are required:
1. a course in statistics (does not count toward 35 credits in
Communication)
2. COMM 11 OS Introduction to lntetpersonal Communication
3. COMM IliA Introduction to Public Speaking
4. COMM 230S Introduction to Organizational Communication
5. COMM 250L Introduction to Rhetorical 'fheory
6. COMM 460 Research Methods
To meet the Upper-division Writing Expectation for a major in
Communication Studies, students must successfully complete one
of the following courses: COMM 377, COMM 410, COMM 421,
COMM 422, COMM 424, COMM 441, COMM 455, COMM
480, COMM 481 or another course approved for this pUtpose by
the University curriculum committee.
Allied Fields
The major is advised to take courses in other acadetnic units
throughout the University that will provide an increased
understanding of communication, such a~ anthropology, E:r~glish,
linguistics, management, political science, psychology, social
work, and sociology. Of particular interest to students interested in
helping professions and associated content areas (e.g., children,
families, aging) is the human and family development minor.
Students interested in new communication technology and its use
within organizations should consider the media arts mmor.
Students are encourage to consider double majors and Ininors in a
variety of fields that Inight complement their communication
degree.
Organizational Communication Option
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Students who elect to concentrate in organizational
Total
15
15
communication must complete:
Second Year
9
1. All the core requirements listed previously.
COMM electives . . . . . . . . . ............. 2. At least 5 courses from the following: COMM 240S
COMM 230 Organizational Communication . . . . . 3
(Communication in Small Groups), COMM 321 (Introduction to
COMM 250L Introduction to Rhetorical Theory . . 3
Public Relations), COMM 322 (Public Relations Writing),
MATH 241 or PSYC 220 or SOC 202
COMM 412S (Communication and Conflict),, COMM 421
or HHP 486 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-4
(Communication in Nonprofit Organizations), COMM 422
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
6
ommunication and Technology in Organizations), COMM 423
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~
ractical Issues in Organizational Communication), COMM 424
Total
16-17
15
sk, Crisis and Communication), and COMM 451S (Intercultural Third Year
Communication).
COMM Writing course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
3. 3 courses from the following list: ANTH 220S, BADM lOOS,
COMM 460 Communication Research Methods ... MGMT 340S; MGMT 344, 368, 440; MKTG 360, 363 495; SOC
Upper-division COMM electives . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
12
llOS, 306S, 320; PSC 361,460,466 and 467.
Upper-division electives .................. Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Students may petition to count appropriate special topics or
15
transfer courses upon recommendll.tJ.on of the student's advisor.
Total
15
All courses should be selected in consultation with a department
Fourth Year
faculty advisor.
Upper-division COMM electives . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
Communication and Human Relationships
Upper-division electives · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 9
11
Option
¥~e;ves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J.15
14
Students who elect to concentrate in communication and human
Requirements for a Minor
relationships must complete:
1. All the core requirements listed previously.
To be admitted to the communication studies minor, a student
must satisfy the following requirements:
2. At least 5 courses from the following: COMM 202S
(Nonverbal Communication), 311 (Family Communication), 380
1. overall G.P.A. of2.5.
(Gender and Communication), 41 OS (Communication in Personal
2. completion of COMM lilA and two other lower-division
Relationships), 412S (Communication and Conflict), 451S
COMM courses.
(Intercultural Communication), and
Students who intend to minor in communication studies but who
3. At least 4 courses from the following list: ANTH 201N, 327,
have not yet met the above requirements are admitted as
328S; C&I 355; HFD 412; NAS 342H; PSYC 240S, 245, 350S,
pre-communication minors. Pre-communication minors may enroll
351S 385 SOC 210S 275S 300 330S 340 421 SW 300 420
m 100- and 200-level courses only. Students must be fully
'
;
'
'
'
'
'
;
'
'
admitted as communication studies minors to enroll in 300- and
422,460.
400-level courses.
Students may petition to count appropriate special topics or
Once admitted to earn a minor, the student must complete a
transfer courses upon recommendatiOn of the student's advisor. All
courses should be selected in consultation with a faculty advisor.
minimum of 20 credits in communication studies courses, with at
Students electing this option are encouraged to minor in Human
least 9 credits in communication studies courses numbered 300 and
and Family Development.
above. A maximum of 6 credits in COMM 360 may count toward
a minor in communication studies.
Rhetoric and Public Discourse Option
Students who elect to concentrate in rhetoric and public
Courses
discourse must complete:
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or
I. All the core requirements listed previously.
graduate credit, G =for graduate credit. R after the credit indicates
2. At least 4 courses from the following: COMM 241 S
the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated
(Persuasive Communication), 242 (Argumentation), 350
after the R Credits beyond this maximum do not count toward a
(Persuasive Speaking and Criticism), 377 (Rhetoric, Nature and
degree.
Environmentalism), 379 (Consumption, Media, and the
Communication
Studies (COMM)
Environment), 380 (Gender and Communication), and 455
(Rhetorical Criticism and Theory), 480 (The Rhetorical
U llOS Introduction to Interpersonal Communication 3 cr.
Construction of"Woman"), and 481 (The Rhetoric ofU.S.
Offered yearly. An overview of the process of human
Women's Activism).
communication with special emphasis on analyzing
3. At least 4 courses from the following: ENLT 120L, EVST
communication patterns and improving interpersonal
167H, 367, 420, 427E; HIST 152H, 301H, 335E, 357, 358, 362,
communication skills.
364, 370H, 371H; PHIL 210,211, 429E, 471; PSC 150E, 341,
U 111A Introduction to Public Speaking 3 cr. Offered every
342, 352, 353, 461, 471 or 472; SOC 470.
term. Preparation, presentation, and criticism of speeches.
Students may petition to count appropriate special topics or
Emphasis on the development of public speaking techniques
transfer courses upon recommendation of the student's advisor.
through constructive criticism. Credit not allowed for both
All courses should be selected in consultation with a faculty
CO:MM 111A and COM 160A.
advisor.
U 131 American Sign Language I 3 cr. Offered autunm.
Focus on receptive and expressive discourse and the cultural
Suggested Course of Study
features that shape the language. Vital aspects of language, deaf
culture and community. Credit not allowed toward a major in
A
s
First Year
minor in Communication Studies.
COMM ~ 10~ Introduction to Interpersonal
U 132 American Sign Language IT 3 cr. Offered spring.
Commumcat:lon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 3
Prereq., COMM 131. Further study of American Sign Language,
COMM 111A Introduction to Public Speaking . . . 3
its grammar, syntax and cultural features. Development of
COMM elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 3
competence and fluency in ASL. Credit not allowed toward a
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
major or minor in Communication Studies.
MATH 117 Probability and Linear Mathematics . . 3
U 173 Language Culture and Society 3 cr. Offered yearly.
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Same as LING 173. A survey of the elements oflanguage

~
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(structure, meaning, and sound) including language use in its
social and cultural contexts.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Expenmental offerings of visiting professors,
experiment_al offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 202S Nonverbal Communication 3 cr. Offered yearly.
Nonverbal code systems and how they function in human
communication including gestures, facial expressions, personal
space, and others.
U 220 Professional Communication 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Principles and practices of effective interviewing in
a v~ety of professional situations incl~ding screening of clients
and Job candidates, performance apprmsal, and data-gathering.
Advanced public speaking in professional contexts.
U 230S Organizational Communication 3 cr. Offered yearly.
Theory and research on communication in organizations. Focus on
topics such as productivity, power, culture, socialization,
technology and globalization covering a wide range of
organizations including corporations, government, educational
institutions , non-profit agencies and media organizations.
U 240S Communication in Small Groups 3 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Theory and research related to
communication patterns, cohesion, leadership, and decision
making. Experiences provided in task oriented groups and field
analyses of group processes provided.
U 241S Persuasive Communication 3 cr. Offered yearly. The
use of communication in attitude and behavior change as experienced in personal, organizational, and public contexts.
U 242 Argumentation 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq_., sophomore standing. Development of argumentation skills
and entical judgment in decision making and debate. Includes
cri~cism, construction, presentation, and refutation of spoken and
wntten arguments.
U 250L Introduction to Rhetorical Theory 3 cr. Offered
yearly. Prereq., COMM lilA. An overview of rhetorical theory
mcluding an exploration of classical rhetoric, British and
Continental rhetorical theory, and contemporary theories of
language and persuasion.
U 260 Communication in the Workplace 3 cr. Offered yearly.
Addresses communication skills needed in business and
professional contexts. Focus on developing a working knowledge
of theory and skills for interpersonal communication, group
communication, and business writing. Concepts include
communication processes, diversity m the workplace, nonverbal
communication, technical communication, communication with
customers, and employment communication. Course objectives
are met via Blackboard, the University's online course
management system.
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
experiment;ai offermgs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 311 Family Communication 3 cr. Offered yearly. Prereq.,
COMM 11 OS. An examination of communication in
husband-wife, parent-child, and extended family relationships.
Topics include intimacy, power, decision making, problem
solving, identity formation, and interpersonal perception.
U 321 Introduction to Public Relations 3 cr. Offered yearly.
The many uses of communication in the endeavor of public
relations. Communication theories and models including
interpersonal communication, organizational communication, and
mass communication are applied to explore the internal and
external communication behaviors associated with public
relations.
U 322 Public Relations Writing 3 cr. Offered yearly. Prereq.,
COMM 321 recommended. Writing documents to create
relationships between organizations and their public such as press
releases, fact sheets, brochures, and speeches.
U 350 Persuasive Speaking and Criticism 3 cr. Offered
yearly. Prereq., COMM lilA. The persuasive process through

the criticism and creation of speeches and other rhetorical artifacts
emphasizing the role persuasion plays in creating and shaping our
culture.
U 360 Forensics/Honors 1-3 cr. (R-12) Offered every term.
Prereq., COMM IliA or COMM 242 or equiv. Preparation and
participation in competitive speech and debate, including British
Parliamentary debate and National Individual Events Tournament
(NIET) speeches. The team travels to regional competitions and
hosts on-campus and intermural debates and speaking events. Up
to 6 credits may apply toward a major or minor in communication
studies.
U 377 Rhetoric, Nature and Environmentalism 3 cr. Offered
every other year. Same as EVST 377. Survey of rhetorical texts
that shape public understanding of nature and environmental
issues. Analysis of a range of historical and contemporary
environmental texts using theoretical concepts from the rhetorical
tradition.
U 379 Consumption, Media, and Environment 3 cr. Offered
every other year. Same as EVST 379. Analyzes consumption as a
communication practice, investigates discourses that promote
consumption, and illuminates environmental impacts on
consumption.
U 380 Gender and Communication 3 cr. Offered yearly.
Same as WS 380. The meaning of gender in our culture and how
gender is displayed and perpetuated through our private and public
verbal and nonverbal interactions.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
experiment;ai offermgs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 398 Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Extended classroom experience
which provides practical aJ?plication of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the
faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A maximum
of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward
graduation.
UG 410S Communication in Personal Relationships 3 cr.
Offered yearly. Prereq., COMM I lOS. An examination of the
functions, types, and historical context of close personal
relationshiJ?S with an in-depth study of the role of communication
in friendships and romantic relations.
UG 412S Communication and Conflict 3 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. Conceptual and practical discussions of
communication and conflict m interpersonal relationships,
organizational settings and overall cultural milieu. Topics include
culture, power, styles, negotiation and bargaining, mediation,
dissent, dispute systems, and crisis communication.
UG 421 Communication in Nonprofit Organization 3 cr.
Offered yearly. Prereq., COMM 230S. Focuses on issues in
nonprofit organizational communication at macro and micro
levels. Topics include: organizational identity, change processes,
public relations, fund-raising, advocacy, socialization, stress and
burnout, board management and professionalization.
UG 422 Communication and Technology in Organizations 3
cr. Offered every other year. Prereq., COMM 230S. This course
takes a critical look at the influence of communication
technologies on organizational communication. Students will
examine how the world of work is changing due to new
technologies and explore the social and ethical implications of
technical innovation, adoption and use.
UG 423 Practical Issues in Organizational Communication 3
cr. Offered every other year. Prereq., COMM 230S. Emphasis on
the theoretical and practical issues involved in communication
training and consultation. Overview of theoretical models
followed by the "nuts and bolts" of communication training and
consultation. Students will carry out a consultation project (e.g.,
planning, execution, and evaluation) to sharpen the issues
explored.
UG 424 Risk, Crisis and Communication 3cr. Offered every
other year. This course explores the communicative dynamics that
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both prevent and cause organizational crisis. Through case studies,
Offered every other year. (R-6) Prereq., consent of instr.
the class examines how people plan, communicate and make .g~d
G 540 Seminar in Instructional Commu~cation 3 cr. (R-6)
Offered every other year. Prereq., consent of mstr.
decisions in high risk situations, as well as how to manage cnsts
public relations effectively.
G 541 Teaching the Basic Course 2 cr. (R-8) Offered autumn
UG 441 Persuasive Communication Campaigns 3 cr. <?tiered and spring. Prereq., consent ofinstr.
intermittently. Persuasive communication theories and P!11Ctices
G 555 Seminar in Rhetorical Criticism and Theory 3 cr.
Offered every other year. Introducti_on !O contempo~ary is~~e~ in
applied t? th~ developf!lent, implementation, and ~val~tion of
co~urucation. camprugns. Focus on health, soctal action, and
rhetorical criticism and theory.. T~ptcs mclu?e c!~~tcal cntict~m,
political camprugns.
dramatism, close textual analysts, toeographic C:f!ti~tsm, narrative
UG 451S Intercultural Communication 3 cr. Offered autumn
criticism, feminist criticism, and postmodem cntictsm.
G 561 Qualitative Research Methods 3 cr. Offe~d every
and spring. Coffif!1unication principles and processes in
cross-c~tural envrronm~nts. Non-Western cultures ~ .
other year. An emphasis on the philosophy and pract~ce. of
emphasiZed by contrastmg them to Western communication
qualitative inquiry, the developmen~ and us~ of descnptive
nonns.
frameworks, and gathering and testing qualitative data to develop
U 455 Rhetorical Criticism and Theory 3 cr. Offered
human communication theory.
G 572 Family Law Mediation 2 cr. Offered autun_m .. Sam~ as
intermittently. Introdu~tion to study ofrhe~oric~ criticism and
theory. Cun:ent th~oretica! ~d meJ;h?~ologiCalt~su~s an4 . .
LAw 672. Interdisciplinary course on advanced mediation skills
approa~hes mclu~mg t:ryt~~onal cn.ti'?tsm,. ~xpenential cntictsm,
with a focus on family mediation including divorce at_ld other types
~tism, narrative cntictsm, femmist cnttctsm, postrnodem
of family problems. Psychologic~ issues fo~ both children and cntictsm.
parents, _power balancing, gender Issues and mterest-based
UG 460 Co~munication Researc~ Me~h~ds 3 cr. Off~red
negotiatiOn model.
autumn and spnng. Prereq., a course m statistics. Introduct~on to
G 575 Seminar in Rhetoric and Environmental Controversy
the m!ljo~ types of communication research and the foundations of
3 cr. Offered every other year. Same as EVS~ 575. The. stu~y of
quantitative research methods.
how advocates use symbols to influence meanmg and action m .
UG 461 Research Seminar 1-3 cr. (R-9) Offered autumn and
environmental controversies. Rhetorical concepts used to examme
spring. Prereq., COMM 460 and consent of instr. AJ?p~ication of
recurring strategies and tactics in specific controversies.
quantitative and q~itati~e research ~ethods to sp~ctahzed
G 585 Communication Across the Sciences 3 cr. Offered
coi?t~~ts. EmphaSis on drrect student mvolvement m research
yearly. Focus on communication practice~ that facilitate .
activities.
mterdisciplinary interactions across the sciences and result ~ more
competent communication. Offered to graduate student trainees
G 480 The Rhetorical Construction of"Woman" 3 cr.
Offered every other year. Topics include the early women's rights
enrolled in the M-ElD program.
conventions, debates over marriage and divorce, social feminism,
G 593 Professional Paper Variable cr. (R-3) Offered every
term. Prereq., consent of mstr.
woman suffrage in Montana, and intersections between gender and
race.
.
,
. .
G 594 Topical Seminar VariaJ?Ie cr. (R-6) Offered
UG 481 The Rhetonc of U.S. Women s ActiVIsm, 1960-:
intermittently. Prereq., consent of mstr.
Present~ cr. Offered every other,year.. E~~lo~e~ th~ ~hetonc
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
surr?un~ng contempor;acy. women s s~tal. actiytsm m the U.S.
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
Toptc~ mclude ~O!Jlen s nghts, 'Yomen s liberation, . .
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
consciOusness rrusmg as a rhetoncal form, reproductive nghts,
urrent topics
sexuality, and intersections between gender, race, and class.
c
·
.
ffi d
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
G 596 Independent S~dy Vanable cr. (R-9) 0 ere every
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings of visi~g profes~ors,
term. Prereq., ~onse~t of mstr.
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offenngs of
G 599 T.hes1s Variable cr. (R-6) Offered every term. Prereq.,
current topics.
consent of mstr.
UG 496 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-9) Offered every
term. Prereq., consent ofinstr.
G 510 Seminar in Personal Relationships 3 cr. (R-6) Offered
Professors
yearly. Prereq., consent of instr. Examines theory and research on
Sara E. Hayden, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1994
the proce~s and functions of~o~unicatio~ in l?erso!lal
relationship contexts. Interdtsctplmary reading tlllllll!Ilate the
Alan L. Sillars, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1980 (Chair)
dynamics. of communic:ation iJ? fue ?evel?pmen!, mruntenan~e, and
Betsy Wackemagel Bach, Ph.D., University of Washington,
deterioration of romantic relationships, friendships, and family
1985
relationships. Discussi~n and assign.IJ?.en~ cente~ around
Associate Professors
theoretical, methodological, and practicaltssues m re~earc~ on
communicative activities and events in personal relationships.
Greg Larson, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 2000
G 511 Survey oflnterpersonal Com~u":ication 3 c~. 9ffered
Steve Schwarze, Ph.D., The University oflowa, 1999
every other year. Prereq., graduate standing m commuruca~on
Stephen M. Yoshimura, Ph.D., Arizona State University, 2002
studies or consent of instr. Survey of theones and research m
interpersonal communication including definitiot?-s of interpersonal
Assistant Professors
communication, its place in the field of ~ommuntcati~n, and .
Jennifer Considine, Ph.D., Texas A&M University, 2006
methodological issues. Overall emphasts on foundational readings
Christina Yoshimura, Ph.D., Arizona State University, 2004
and recent research developments.

Faculty

G 512 Seminal' in Interpersonal Conflict 3 cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 514 Alternative Dispute Resolution 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Same as LAW 614. A study of the varieties of dispute resolution
vehicles outside the court process. Focus on a 40-hour component
of practical skills training for the mediation practi~OJ?er. Topics
include the mediation model, interest-based negotiation and
effective communication.
G 520 Seminar in Organizational Communication 3 cr.

Adiunct Instructors
Phyllis Bo-yuen Ngai, Ed.D., The University of Montana, 2004
Art Lusse, J.D., St. Louis University School of Law, 1970
Mary Morrison, M.Ed., The University ofMichigan, 1976
Emeritus Professor
William W. Wilmot, Ph.D., University ofWashington, 1970
Emeritus Associate Professor
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James H. Polsin, Ph.D., University of Kansas, 1971

Comparative Literature
Robert Baker (Assistant Professor of English),
Chair, Comparative Literature CommiHee
Comparative literature is the study of literature beyond the
confines of one national literature. It is especially concerned with
the similarities and differences which can be observed in literary
works in different languages. It makes comparisons from various
points of view, studying, for example, movements, periods, genres
and themes in two or more national literatures. Certain types of
comparative literature studies can be highly useful to stUdents in
such fields as psychology, philosophy, anthropology and history,
as well as to majors in English and modem and classical languages
and literatures.
Students interested in working toward a degree in comparative
literature (not offered by this University) should bear in mind that a

knowledge of at least two foreign languages is indispensable for
advanced work. Courses in comparative literature topics are
offered at The University of Montana-Missoula in several
departments: English, Drama, Philosophy, Liberal Studies, Modem
and Classical Languages and Literatures, Native American Studies,
and Asian Studies. For advising see the chair.

Department of Computer
Sc1ence
Alden Wright, Chairman
The growing utility of computers in research and education, as
well as the increased impact of computers on our modem society,
strongly implies that a knowledge of computers and their
capabilities should be a part of the basic education of all students.
The courses listed below are designed to provide the student with
this knowledge and to prepare the student for a career in a field in
which there is a growing need for trained personnel. The objective
of the undergraduate curriculum in computer science is to teach
theory and to develop professionally competent, broadly educated
computer scientists who wish to pursue professional careers or
graduate studies.
The B.S. program is accredited by the Computing Accreditation
Commission (CAC) of the Accreditation Board for Engineerins
and Technology, Inc. (ABET), a specialized accrediting body; Its
curriculum, therefore, IS similar to those of other recognized
computer science programs. For more information access www
homepage: hJ:!p://www.cs.umt.edu or email the chairman at
alden.wright@umontana.edu.
High School Preparation: In addition to general University
admission requirements, pre-college preparation should include as
many computer science courses as possible, and four years of high
school mathematics, to include algebra, trigonometry and precalculus. Also recommended are physics and chemrstry.

Admission Requirements
Admission to computer science courses varies according to
course level and other departmental standards. However, students
must have completed all prerequisite courses with a grade of at
least a "C-".
Lower-Division· Courses
Most 100- and 200-level courses are open on a first-come, firstserVed basis to all students who have the prerequisites. Students
taking computer science courses to satisfy a general education
symbolic system sequence should normally take CS 101-131 or CS
131-132.
Upper-Division Courses

Admission to 300-level or above courses requires successful
completion of the prerequisites.
Major-Minor Status
Completed change of major forms along with college transcripts
must be turned in to the department when declaring computer
science as a major or minor.

Special Degree Requirements
To locate graduation requirements in addition to those of the
Computer Science Department, see "graduation requirements" in
the index of this catalog.

Bachelor of Science degree with a maior in
Computer Science
A B.S. degree in computer science requires completion of the
followins requirements with at least a "C-" in each course (2.00
grade pomt average required):
Computer Science. CS 121, CS 131-132, CS 241, CS 242, CS
281, CS 332, CS 344, CS 346, CS 365, CS 415E, CS 441, CS
442, CS 488, and nine credits ofCS electives selected from
courses numbered 300 and above.
Mathematics. MATH 152-153, 221or 325,225, and 341.
Writing/Communication. Students must take FOR 220.
Students must also take COMM lilA or COMM 242.
Science. Students must take one of the sequences BIOL 108N109N, liON; CHEM 161N, 162N; or PHYS 221N and 222N.
Students also must take two additional courses selected from the
followin~ list (two numbers separated by a I means that the second
number IS a lab for the first and the two together only count as one
course for this requirement):
ASTR 131N/134N, ASTR 132N/135N
BIOL 106N/107N, BIOL 108N/109N, BIOL liON
CHEM 161N, CHEM 162N
EVST lOIN
FOR201
GEOS lOON/lOIN, GEOS 202, GEOS 226
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PHYS 221N, PHYS 222N, PHYS 341, PHYS 441
Science sequence ...................... 5
5
PSYC lOOS, PSYC260S, PSYC 265S, PSYC 270N
Electives and General Education ............. _2
NOTE: 100-levelCScoursesotherthanCS 12l,CS 131-132
f5
16
and 200-level CS courses other than CS 241-242 and CS 281 do
Third Year**
not count toward the degree or option requirements. However, they CS 332 Algorithms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
do count in the 60 credit limit in the major.
CS 344 Operating Systems
.............. 3
3
CS 346 Software Science
. . . . .......... .
Upper-division Writing Expectation. The Upper-division
3
Writing Expectation for computer science majors ts CS415E.
CS 365 Database Design and DBMS
....... .
3
Bachelor of Science degree with a combined
CS 488 Computer Networks · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 2
• • C
S ·
M h
. I
FOR 220 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _
ma1or 1n omputer c1ence- at emaflca
MATH 341 Probability and Statistics ......... 3
Sciences
Science Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
The pmpose for the combined program is to provide a thorough
14
f5
background in both allied disciplmes and to inculcate a deeper
Fourth Year**
understanding of their goals and methods. A student must
complete 60 credits in the two disciplines: 30 of these credits in
CS 415E Computers, Ethics, and Society***
3
computer science courses and 30 of these credits in mathematical
CS 441 Theory and Practice I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
sciences courses. A minimum grade of"C-" and a 2.0 grade point
CS 442 Theory and Practice II .............. 3
average is required in all courses which follow:
CS option courses and electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
3
The computer science reguirements are: 121, 131-132,241Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . §
6
242, 281, 332, and nine credtts ofCS electives selected from
15
15
courses numbered 300 and above. A total of at most three of the
**CS core courses at the 300- and 400-level may not always be
nine credits of CS electives may be in CS 398 or 498.
offered in the sequence shown but will be offered every year.
The mathematical sciences requirements are: 152-153,221,
***Students must pass the upper-division writing proficiency
251, 305 (or 225), and twelve credits of 3- or 4-credit MATH
assessment before taking CS 415E.
electives selected from courses numbered above 305 (not
Requirements for a Minor
including courses numbered 390-399 and 490-499).
There are two minors offered by the Department of Computer
The combined nine additional credits of computer science
Science: the traditional minor in computer science emphastzes
electives and twelve additional credits of mathematical sciences
computer programming and related skills, while the minor in
electives must include at least three 3- or 4-credit courses
computer applications emphasizes use of applications such as
numbered 400 or above, with at least one chosen from each
programming languages, word processors, spreadsheets, and data
department (not including MATH 406, 444, and 445).
bases in the management and manipulation of electronic
Other requirements are: One of the sequences BIOL 108Ninformation.
109N, liON; or CHEM 161N, 162N; or PHYS 221N-222N.In
Computer Science: To earn a minor in computer science the
addition, FOR 220, and either COMM lilA or COMM 242.
student must complete (with at least a "C-" in each course and a
Each student plans a program in consultation with a computer
2.00 grade average) 25 CS credits including: CS 131-132, CS 241,
science and a mathematical sciences advisor. Students planning to
and CS 242. The remaining credits must be selected from CS 201,
attend graduate school in computer science or the mathematical
CS 207, CS 281 and courses at the 300 level or above. The student
sciences should consult with their respective advisors.
must also complete MATH 152-153, and MATH 225.
Suggested Curricula:
Computer Applications: To earn a minor in computer
Applied Math-Scientific Programming: MATH 311,412,414,
applications, a student must complete (with at least a "C-" grade in
and one course chosen from MATH 341, 351,451, 452, 471.
each course and a 2.00 grade average) 21 CS credits including: at
Three courses chosen from CS 344, 446, 471, 477 and 486.
least one and no more than three of CS 101, CS 131, CS 201, CS
Combinatorics and Optimization-Artificial Intelligence: MATH
207; at least one and no more than three of CS Ill, CS 171, CS
381, 382; two courses chosen from MATH 325, 341, 414, 485;
172, CS 173, and CS 181; with remaining courses selected from
and CS 344, 455, and 457.
CS 131-132, CS 241-242, CS 486, other CS major courses, preStatistics-Machine Learning: MATH 341,441, and two courses
approved CS 195, CS 295, CS 395, or CS 495 special topics
chosen from MATH 325, 382,442, 485; three courses chosen
courses, or up to six credits of pre-approved classes outstde the
from CS 365, 455, 457, 458 and 486.
department.
Algebra-Analysis: MATH 351,421, and two courses chosen
from MATH 326, 422,451, 452; CS 344,441, and one other
Courses
course.
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or
graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit indicates
Suggested Course of Study
the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated
after the R Credits beyond this maximum do not count toward a
First Year
A
S
degree.
CS 121 Careers in Computer Science . . . . . . . . . . 1
CS 131-132 Fundamentals of
Computer Science (CS)
3
Computer Science I, II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Students taking CS classes with co~uter programming
COMM 111A Introduction to Public Speaking . . . . 3
components
should expect to use additional computer lab time
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
outstde of class.
MATH 152-153 Calculus I, II .............. 4
4
U 101 Introduction to Programming 3 cr. Offered every
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
6
term. Elementary programming techniques using the Visual
i4 16 BASIC
programming language. A wide range of primarily
Second Year
nonmathematical programs will be written by the student and nm
CS 241 Data Structures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
on a computer. (Two hours independent lab per week.) Credit not
CS 242 Programming Languages ............ 4
allowed for both CS 101 and EET 225.
CS 281 Computer Architecture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
U 102 Introduction to Object-Oriented Programming 1 cr.
MATH 225 Discrete Math I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Offered every term. Classes are held for 2 hours/week in the first
MATH 221 Linear Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
half of the semester. Introduction to object-oriented programming

80
using a visual programming environment Students create
programs using drag-and-drop and these programs control
animated on-screen characters and objects. Course is designed as a
supplement to CS 131-132 which teaches object-oriented
programming in a more traditional manner.
U 111 Fluency with Information Technology 3 cr. Offered
every term. Introduces the skills and concepts of information
technology, both from practical and more theoretical points of
view. During lectures and intemctive computer labs, students
explore a wide range of digital and information technologies,
including common PC applications, networking, databases,
privacy, and security.
U 121 Careers in Computer Science 1 cr. Offered autumn.
Explomtion of various careers available in the geneml area of
Computer Science. Includes discussion of strategies for success in
the major. Computer Science facu1ty members also will discuss
possible undergraduate research opportunities and motivation for
gmduate education.
U 131 Fundamentals of Computer Science I 3 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., computer programming experience in
a language such as BASIC, Pascal, C, etc.; coreq., MATH 100 or
consent of instr. CS 102 highly recommended as prereq. or coreq.
Fundamental computer science concepts using the high level
structured progmmming language, Java.
U 132 Fundamentals of Computer Science II 3 cr. Offered
autumn, spring, and summer. Prereq., CS 131; coreq., MATH 121
or consent of mstr. Continuation of CS 131. Survey of computer
science topics including recursion, algorithms, basic data
structures, operating systems, artificial intelligence, gmphics, user
interfaces, and social and ethical implications of computing.
U 171 Communicating Via Computers 3 cr. Offered every
term. Prereq., previous computer experience or consent of instr.
The use of the computer for information presentation and
communication; emphasis placed on the use of electronic
resources for the access, management, and presentation of
information.
U 172 Introduction to Computer Modeling 3 cr. Offered
every term. Prereq., previous computer experience and MATH 100
or equiv. score on math placement test, or consent of instr.
Problem solving with spreadsheets and databases using the
computer to analyze a set of data; presentation of results of
analysis. Credit not allowed for CRT 172 and this course.
U 173 Computer Modeling 2 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., MATH 100 or equiv. score on the math placement test,
and considemble experience is using spreadsheets. Problem
solving with spreadSheets and databases using the computer to
analyze data. Presentation of results of the analysis. Credit not
allowed for both CS 172, CRT 280 or CRT 281 and this course.
U 181 Electronic Publishing on the World Wide Web 3 cr.
Offered every term. Prereq., CS 111 or consent of instr.
Introduction to browsers and the World Wide Web. Web site
design and construction facilitated by the use of several
multimedia progmms. HTJ\1L and SGJ\1L explained in the use of
web construction. Copyright issues and other WWW services are
discussed.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or
one-time offerings of current topics.
U 196 Independent Study Variable cr.(R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr.
U 198 Internship Variable cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
consent of department Extended classroom experience which
provides pmctical application of classroom learning during
placements on and off campus. Prior approval must be obtained
from the faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A
maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may
count toward graduation.
U 201 Special Programming Languages 3 cr. (R-open)
Offered intermittently. Prereq., depends on specific language
offered. Computer programming using a high-level progmmming

language which is not taught in a regular language-specific course.
Can be repeated by choosmg different languages.
U 207 Advanced Visual BASIC Programming 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., CS 101 or consent of instr. Advanced
applications programming in Visual BASIC. Topics include
advanced obJects and controls, web page development, and
language trends.
U 241 Data Structures 4 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., CS 132;
coreq., MATH 225 or consent ofinstr. Abstract data types,
recursion, linked lists, trees, hashing, gmphs, and applications of
data structures in algorithm development Emphasis on object
oriented programming techniques. Credit not ailowed for CS 331
and this course.
U 242 Programming Languages 4 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
CS 241 and MATH 225. Concepts and _principles of
progmmming languages with an emphasis on C, C++, and. objectoriented progmmming. Syntax and semantics of object-onented
languages. Principles and implementation of late binding, memory
allocation and de-allocation, type-checking, scope~ polymorphism,
inheritance. Credit not allowed for CS 335 and this course.
U 281 Computer Architecture and Assembly Language
Programming 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., CS 132 or consent
of instr. Functional view of computer system components--CPU,
ALU, memory, bus, cache, I/0 module. Instruction set design:
formats, addressing modes. Basic circuit design. Pipelining and
assembly language. Interrupt handling. Implementation of ALU
and control unit Detailed design of an RISC-like instruction set
Datapath and performance comparisons. Basic mu1tiprocessor
design. Credit not allowed for CS 232 and this course.
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or
one-time offerings of current topics.
U 296 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr.
U 298 Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent ofaepartment Extended classroom experience
which provides pmctical application of classroom learnmg during
placements on and off campus. Prior approval must be obtained
from the facu1ty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A
maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may
count toward graduation.
U 332 Algorithms 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., CS 241 and
MATH 225 or consent ofinstr. Algorithm design, analysis, and
correctness. Commonly used algonthms including searching and
sorting, string search, dynamic progmmming, branch and bound,
gmph algorithms, and parallel algorithms. Introduction to
NP-complete problems.
U 344 Operating Systems 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., CS
241,242, CS 281, or consent ofinstr. 0>erating system design
principles. Processes, threads, synchromzation, deadlock, memory
management, file ~gement and file syste~, protecti<?n, and
security. Companson of commonly used existing operatmg
systems. Writmg programs that make use of operating system
services.
U 346 Software Science 3 cr. Offered spring. Prere<I:, CS 132.
Software development life cycle with particular emphasis on
requirements analysis and system design. CASE tools, project
management and cost estimation techniques.
U 365 Database Design and Database Management Systems
3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., CS 241 and MATH 225, or consent
of instr. Models and representations of data, relations, and files for
fast retrieval by indexes, trees, and hashing. Introduction to
relational, hierarchical, network, distributed database systems, and
relevant query languages. Theory and techniques for design and
implementation of relational database systems.
U 394 Seminar Variable cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr. Guidance in special work.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., junior standing. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or
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experience
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MA,TH 152 and programming
or consent
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decision
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genetic
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for CS
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Ph.D., University
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Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 2002
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and concurrency.

G 576 Humall1l~Computer Int~.ractkms J cr. Offered
CS 24 I or consent of instr.
of good
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User-centered
design methodology
specificaHon, low and
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evaluation, "'"'""''t"'''""
walkthrough, predictive modeling, and usability
Ac!vvnced
HCI research
H~V'~~""""" 2l c~·o Offered

spring. Prereq., l'v1ATH
ofinstr. Matrix
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Runge-Kutta, PDE
solving; finite differences, finite elements, multi-grid techniques.
Discrete methods for solution, renormalizat!ion
critical
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mtPrc<oC'tJ"""

method,
and
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1971
Ronald E Wilson,
Re~~ar~h Pr~fessor

David W.

Ph.D.,

of Wisconsin, Madison, 1995
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Douglas Da!enberg .. ~l:~lalrlniCJill
The department considers its teaching goals to be three~ fold:
To present to students the basic theoretical tools of economic
analysis, relevant facts and institutional material, 1vhich will assist
them as civic leaders,
To introduce students majoring in
economics to the various special fields of study within economics,
This training along with extensive work in the other liberal arts and
sciences, is intended to instil! breadth of intelleclual interest,
critical habits ofthought, a problem-solving attitude and facility of
expression, (3) To help meet, through graduate
the
increasing demands for competent professional economists in
industry, commerce, goveminent
education.
Courses cover general economic
enviro:runental
economics, monetary theory, mterrlatJ.onal e'cm1or;mcs,
fmance, labor econmnics, '""'"vJaw eCiJncmJJICS, ec()llClliJJlC
development, comparative economic systems, econometrics, and
economic philosophy.
Students may major in economics
degree. Graduate work leads to a Master
degree in
economics (see Graduate School--·-·-;;;:;r

and

Special Degree Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed
in the catalog,
See index,
Thirty-six credits in economics must be earned, Vi!ithin the 36
credits the student must include ECON IllS, 1
311, 313,
487, 488, 489; and fourteen elective economics
300 or above, Three credits ofECON 100S may be counted
toward the additional fourteen credits ofupper~division econornics
status, A maximum of four
courses if taken before
credits ofECON 486 and none
ECON 398 credits may
count tovvard the 36-credit requirement The following courses
may be counted as
of the 36 economics credits required for the
undergraduate degree: GEOG
PSC
FOR 320, FOR 520,
The student should take ECON 311 and 313 before the senior
year,
Non-economics courses required for the unaeJrgraalCia!e
are: MATH 117 and IVL-\TH 150 or i\ILI\TH
and
241
equivalent), The sludent must p11ss El\lEX 101
of
or above, l'vLA.TH ll7and I\/lJ\;.TH 150 should be
the freshman year. Students planning
in econmn:ics
should take IIAATH 152-153 and
r1.1ATH
305 and ECON 511,
and 560.
The Ujper-division
successmlly completing the
ie©J~her

fP'repar(l:!lfion in

E,ii:@nO~'!"'ll,t5

Students who want to be licensed to teach econornics at fhe high
school level must
the BA degree requirements in
economics, They also must complete a teaching rninor in a second
field of their choice and the professional licensure program in the
School of Education, Students may also earn a teaching nrinor in
economics, See the
of Cuniculum & Instruction for
information about
to the Teacher EduciJtion Program
and completion of these licensure programs.

Suggested Course of Study
Fkst Yea:r
ECON lllS, U2S Introduction to Economics
ENEX 101 Composition , , .. , . , . , , ,
IV1ATH 117 Probability and Linear M11Jl1 .
MATH 150 Applied Calculus ..
Electives and General Education . . , , . ,

~Li!

3
3

3
4

6

f5

n,~

;1i

~

1;.·

Second Year
ECON 311 Intermediate Miicroeconomics
ECON 313 Interrnediate Macroeconomics
r'/IATH 241 Statistics I . , , , , . , ,
Upper-division economics elective
Electives md General Education
Third Yeac
ECOI\T 460 Econometrics
Upper-division economics electives
Electives & General Education

Fou:rtb YeaT
ECON L!·87 Senior SemLnar , . . . . . . ,
ECON 488 Research Methods & Thesis
ECON 489 Senior Thesis . , . . . ,
Upper-division economics elective
Electives & General Education , , ,

3
3
4

8

f5

3
9

15

4

3
8

f5

3
12
15
2

1
"'-

2

3
10
15

3

To earn a minor in economics the student must
ECON
lllS, 112S, 31 I,
and six additional credits of economics
classes numbered
or
three of which may be in
ECON 486.

UG = for
or
U = for undergraduate credit
G = for graduate credit R after the credit indicates
repeated for credit to the maximum Lndicated
course
beyond this maximum do not count toward a
after the R
degree.
!S~~:oncmi'l::s {IECO~~~)

U 100S Intn.1a.hn{:timn tolP'olliltk211 Economy 3 r~r. Oftered
autumn and
A critical examination of the market
the use of
mechanism as a social decision-making device to
a nation's resources. The limitations of these processes in the
of current economic problems such as the rise ofthe large
corporation, monopoly, environmental
economic
discriinination ana the increasiJ:1g role
government
U Hl§ lrRdroduc\trrmt to Mft.~rorecouom.i£:!l 3 cw.
every
term, TI1e nature of a nmrket economy, economic
of the
household and
and
value and price
of income and
microeconomic

U H2S brctJriiJdru~dllon to Ilil:acli·oeronJDlmicfl3 cr. Offered every
term. Prereq., ECON lllS. The detemrination ofthe level of
national economic activity, ir1fiation, economic instability, the role
of money and financial institutions, and selected
in
economic
U 195 Spedal Topi,~§ VaR·[ablle cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently, Experimental offerings of visiti.ng pnne:ssc,rs,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
UG 302S 'Hiw Mmm1tanr: Ecmuomy 3 err. Offered
An
state and local
introduction to various ways
economies using Montana and its
Montana economy is
sector,
UG 30<!> J?ublk Finance: Expendftture§ 3 Cll'. Offered auturrm,
ECON lllS and ll2S. Rationale for govennnental
goods;
choice, Analysis
Intergovern.111ental reJat!~on:s.
UG 3@5 P'tliltl~k Filn:mce: Tmmtir[)l1!3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., ECON lllS and 112S. Tax
economic effects
of altemative tax
::>.t the
state, and local levels.

UG 310S Cont<emporlUJT bsMes fin Politkal Ecmmilllmy 3\ !;:11".
Offered interrniitently. Prereq., ECOl'•l
lllS or 1l2S.
Analysis of altemative approaches to contemporary economic
problems to develop more informed and logically consistent
perspectives on current econmnics issues and to fom1 a.
more tolerant view of other such peJ~sp,ecttves.
lUG JH l'Ilrntermediate MficroeCililrnOmftc$ 3 cro Offered
and autumn. Prereq., ECON 111S and lVlATH 150 or
Analysis of consumer behavior, production, factor pricing,
externalities and public goods.
UG 313 Iute~rmediate Ma«:Iroeconomic:s 3 il:E"o Offered aurumn
and spring. Prereq., ECON 112S and MATH 150. Analysis of
national income detemlination,
and inflation with
emphasis on the role of fiscal and mcme:tary
UG 315 HistmJ! ofEcmmmk Thi}1!!lgbt 3l err·. Offered
I I2S. A survey of econonlic
intennittently. Prereq., ECON ll
ideas from antiquity thxough the present.
UG 317
and B~nlkfin~ J ~··Offered int1~mritt,ently
Prerea., ECON l
112.~. Dehmt1on and role of money;
and other fmancial institutions as suppliers of money; the federal
reserve system as a regulator
monetary theories, history,
and policy.
UG 320 Health Ecomomic& 3 c1r. Off.:'!red intemlittently.
Prereq., economics course. Survey of market forces that govern the
production and consmnption ofrnedical care in the US. market;
asynnnetric information, and concentrations of maJ'ket
power r,c,nltina in inefficient outcomes. Topics include cost
escalations,
of medical
a..<d problems of an
population.
UG 323 L:<~om· lE~OIThm1niciil 3 cr. Offered interrnit1ently.
Prereq., ECON I 1
ll2S. Economic
of labor markets.
Theories
and
with
implications for manpower
UG 324 Ini!lllll!strhd Rel.at~ons 3 tr'. Offered intl~nrritt,:ntly
Prereq., ECON 11
ll2S.
and practice
bargaming in contemporary
labor ma.rkets. Emphasis on
case srudies.
"
U 336 U.S. A::~hu11 E~::onom~c:s; 3 Clro Oiiered intemliUently. The
study of Asian economies and their
on the
and world
economies
a study
trade
economic
development in
UG 345S Tlhe Econ~mks o!fWild LaJmdiP'refiierva1tion J cr.
Offered autumn. An economic analysis of the costs and benefits
natural areas. The extension of
associated with
economic tools analyze
value of non-commercial resources,
goods, and services is one focus. A critique ofthe limits and
dangers associated with that extension is also rl"''""'l'"'"'"'
UG 350 Ecouomfi,c DeveRojpment 3 cr. Offered intemJjt'cently.
Prereq., ECON IllS, 112S. ~tudy ofthe processes of econonnc
world.
growth and development in the less
UG 374 Comparative Economic Sysiem!l 3 C!r. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., ECON 1I IS, 112S. Comparative analysis
of alternative ideal types of economic organization stressing the
assumptions and values used in their critique and defense.
Capitalism,
Communism, Fascism.
UG 376 Monilllp@Iy and PMlbJ~k JP'o!i.cy J CH\ Offered
intermittently.
ECON lllS. The theoretical basis for
Emphasis on case studies
public policy solutions market
in matters of antitrust, regulation
utilities, and
ownership ofbusiness enterprises.
1IJ 393 Omndbu!l Vardabie c~"o
Offered hntl::nTriittmtly.
Independent work under the lnnt<>r<mv omnibus option. See
index,
1IJ 3195 SpedaH Topi.~::s Va.wiable ~Jr,
intermittently, Experimental offerings
experimentai offerings of new couxses, or ""'~-"'"""'
current topics.
U 396 Independent Study VlllrialbRe cr. (R-9) Offered
Prereq., six credits in economics and consent of
instr.

UG 398 Xnter!msl!Jp Variiai:de eli.". (R-6) Offered
Extended classroom
which provides practical
"'~-'''""'"'m,,uu of classroom leaming during placements vvithin the
The student must complete a '"auturLH!S
ag1·eeJneJ1t vvith a
member,
the placement
to his or her field of study.
will
nlli"Tiber of credits to be
the activities outlined in the
Prior
must be obtained from the facult<;
and the
nn~;:.!Tic~m:p Services office. The department has determined that
course cannot count in the 36 credit minimum
"""~"'""''"j· for the major. A ma'Ch"Imin of 6 credits of Intemship
498) xnay counl toward gn!duatl,on.
UG 431 !rntewnatloM1l:lll Tir:lilodh: 3 cr. Offered intemlittently.
ECON 311 or consent of instr. Intemational trade;
policy,
and issues. A11alysis
advantage
negotiations, 2<~!.d agJr·eerne11ts.
and trade
lTG 440 ETinrkll}nmelll~aR E«:onlJlmks 3 ~~::;~.",Offered
intermittently, Prer""q., ECON 1118, ll2S. Same as EVST440,
Outlines a theoretical frrunework for the
of environmental
problems,
of market failure and extemalities,
property rights. The policy implications of
materials balance
this analytical model are explored for a range of topics including
and the preservation of natural environments and species.
3c:r.
UG 450 Adlv~m~ed Topk§ .in EII:onomi_c
Offered
Prereq., ECON 1I lS,
or
.Advanced treab:nent of the
of
economic
and
in the less
wodd.
lUG 4150 Econometrrics 4 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq,, an
mtrot:!uctory statistks course.
methods in economics
with
on regression
UG 486 E~;:1momic R,f:IJ<::JJJrdll Semin:anr

V2riafC'Ii~e rJ.::ro

Offered autumn and spring.
consent of instr.
UG 487 SellliKor Semimu· ~n Eo::onontir.s 2 c:r, Offered spring.
ECON 311,
six additional credits at the
economics
methodology,
1U 488 Re§e:;m~:h IVI:dfill@ds and Tluesils Design 2 en·, Offered
autumn. Prereq., senior standing, economics
Development
of senior thesis'·
presentation
and
methods
·
and seminar participants.
U 489 SeEU{Ilt' T11l\e!lis 2 t~:rr, Offered spting, Prereq., senior
standing, economics
of senior thesis;
presentation of results seminar pruticipants.
UG 1.!195
TojpliC:li V~riab~e CJr. (R~9) Offered
E:~reerimental offerings of visiting prc~fessors,
ex]Jer1m1;:ntal offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
cun·ent topics.
Offered
UG 497 Advanced Problem!!: Var~abEe cr.
12 credits in economics and consent of
instr.
G 501 GnuRuail:e llle0ean-:h V:mrftable r.r. (R-6) Offered autumn
and sp1ing.
G 5H Micrillecillmomie Tlhenry 3 cJr. Offered autuflliJ..
ECON 31 R. Advanced theoretical treatment of consumer and
producer behavior,
G 5B Ma,ITOe!l:Oinmrrnk Tbe([Jicy 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
ECON 313. Advanced theoretical treatment of national income
determination, unemployment and inflation.
G 560 Advan11::ed E~Con®metd.c!l 4 ·r.r, Offered
ECON 460. Advanced quantitative methods in ec,Jnome:mc:s
of probit-1ogit regression
simultaneous "'1 ')""''-"'vu
system, and other specialized tectm1qutes.
G 569 Empftdc:ni Resemn::lbl
V!llrlia!lJJiq; tt:~·. (R-6) Offered
every tenn. Role and scope
research. Planning and
conduct of a research project
G 595 Special! Topilcs Varr·Emi:!Ie cr.

intermittently. Experimental offerings
experimental offerings of new courses, or on1~-t1me

Ccliege of Jl;-,rrts (lll''!d Sdences ~ ~ejl!'fJID1'1'rti<EIWnt Q'~ l.':i1!illi1Sh

cummt topics.
G 596 Kw:llependent
intermittently.

Kay Unger, Ph.D., Jol:-tns
Offered

A'!l£cdc1r~e

G 59!8 Intre:rnshihcr, V!llll'i!llb[<J: cr. (R-9)0fiered intennitterltly

Prereq., consent of depantment Extended classroom expedence
vvhich provides practical
of classroom leamin~ during
placements
approval must be obtained rrom the
faculty
Servi·ces office.
G 5991 Tbesn!l Viiirnmblle cr. (R-9) Offered every term.

Fac~U~ty

as

i!l'r@f,essor

Michael H. Kupilik,

University of Colorado, 1976

J.ll~s~st~~r.~f P~·(pfe:'iis:t~"5

Ph.D,,

Berkeley,

Je:fliey T. Bookwalter, Ph.D., Universiiy of Utah, 1999

I!Em<erUtUJs

Pr11'ltfl~5;soa·s

Richard N.
Ph.D.,
1972
Ronald A. Dulaney, Ph.D., Columbia
1973
George B. Heliker, Ph.D., University ofiVIichigan, 1954
John W. Duffield, Ph.D., Yale, 1973

Professors
Douglas '-"''"''''""'
Amanda

Park, 2001
Richard Il
Ph.D., Stcmford University, 1967
ThomasM.
Ph.D.,
1971 (Chairman)
De1mis l '-""ouu·~H., Ph.D.,
State

D

University, 1974

John G.
John H.

University
1972
Ph.D., University ofiHinois, 1962

1974

~

lli,

(l!lSel'tf Charr~es:u li':hi1.1irr·

students but
one's fellow
au•.wo.vu to t·aining
especially m the
'""M.l\01,, ofl:ering them a

The ri?>m>;t·,'n'"'"''j·

experiences and

prclgr:arn is geared tovvard making all
of the criteria that
distinguish tine :from less fme writing. Wridng is understood as a
skill, one that is
insi.mcting the author in the demands
:and contingencies
such concerns as
voice,
tone and
writing
grammar, schemes,
also is related to cogent thJnldng; a.'ld the
tl1at by
nJ£;tn.!ct!tng first-year students in the
they
will prove
better students, in
careers, than
had not been so
The Film Studies
is designed to
students a solid
background in film
i.l.nd the various approaches to film
criticism. Students will
to films from other cultures
and traditions, and will acquire the theoretical
need
to acquire a solid
ofllie various approaches :film theory.
Students in Film
wiH become media !iterate
sharpening
their
to critically assess images.
The Department, in conjunction with the
of ATts and
Sciences
(he School of Fine
also sponsors a rninor in
Irish
which provides students with access to instruction in
the fields
literature, and culture. This
academic and
to the subject of Irish culture
involves an
and inter-col!egiate collaboration that
brings together leading
in the htm1anities and in the
creative arts.
Lastly, the department offers courses in English as a Second
Language and Linguistics. The first is principally designed for
those who have plans to teach English to non-native speakers; the
second in.
wi.th the Linguistics Program, is designed to
instruct the
in the gramrnatical, phonoLogical, and bistorical
dimensions of the
langu2.ge.
The department offers. both undergraduate and graduate courses;
and its programs of study lead to three degrees: B.A., l.VLA and
M.F.A. It JS a vigorous department that is as pleased to see its
graduates succeed in th~ir
careers as it is to welcome
new students.
entering

the environment,
is to
to
aesthetic
of
English but also of the

sl1.1dent at.'1
not
the literatures that have been written
r.dstorical and cultural forces that have contributed to their ---· ·----c;·-The classes are of a size th;:rt mctkes disc.ussion
much a part
the classroom experience, and the faculty is
conm1itted
both to teaching and scholarship.
The Creative Writing program, one of the cotmtry' s oldest and
more renovm, is predicated on the model of the workshop, as led
by a stellar group of prize-\vim1ing poets, novelists, short-story
writers and memoirists. The facurtt is compl·emented, each year,
with
wfio take up residencies in posts
name after
Hugo and William
Kittredge.
also are expected to fult1H ma>.1y of the
same
as those
in literature. Graduate
students, pursuing an }iLF.A., will,
contrast,
a rather
more autonomous program, Creative Writing also sponsors the
magazine CutBank, nm:v in its fourth decade of publishing
distinguished vmrlr.s of poehy, fiction and art.
The English
is
to transforn1
students c~fEnglish
gHl:ed teachers ofthe subject,
paving the way between
a student and
the

more

To be admitted to any
a student
must satisfy the following
l. Completion of24 credits overall with a minimum GPA of2.5
in the previous two terms or 24 credits.
2.
of at least nine credits in English (excluding
ENEX~composition
with a minimum GPA of2.5 and no
grade lower than a C(2.00) those courses.
Students who intend to major in English, but who have not yet
met the above requirements are admitted to the
as preEnglish majors. Pre-English majors will be
an English
department advisor. Before a student can
with a
in
English, she/he must meet the
become an English
maJor.

Speda~ Deg~·ee

Requoorernents

Refer to graduation requirements listed
in the catalog.
See index. For the Bachelor of Arts degree every
in English
will complete the
requirements:
l. At least 42 credits in En~lish.
courses under English,
cross-listed with English, or mbeled
Linguistics wiH count
toward the 42-60 credit major
ENEX 100 and 101 do
not count toward the
or
not take
course required for the
Majors in English
English
on a
credit
2. Transter students must complete a minimum of9 credits of
advisor-approved upper~division English courses at The
Universi1y of Montana to receive a RA. with a
in English.
3. English mBjors must take all of the courses required in one of
the following options within the English major:
A.!Li.te:ratu!lre: EP..JLT 222L; 223L;
225L; 301; 320; three
additional300-level ENLT courses; either
420 or 421;
ENJ~T 431, one additiona1400 level El\TLT class on ENU course
other than ELNT 431; 1:\vo years of a
language.
B. Crfative W~:"iUng: Four courses from ENLT 121L,
223L, 224L, 225L; ENLT
ENLT 320; three additional
creative
courses;
level El\TLT courses; three
two years of a
language.
Entry into 300-400 level Creative Writing classes is by consent
of instructor only. Creative Vllriting majors must submit
of their work to the instructors of individual classes the week
before advising begins in order to be considered for the next
semester's workshops. Submission guidelines are
in the
English De"partment in LA 133.
C. EngU§~ Li!mgunsttics: Students choose one of two curricula.
General Linguistics: ENLT 222L; two courses from El\TLT 223L,
224L, 225L; EI\ILT 320; either Ef.JLT 349 or 350; ENLI 465;
LING 470, 471, 472, 473, 474 and 476; LING 489; either LING
477 or 478; either LING 475 or 478; and two years of a foreign
language. Teaching ESL: ENLT 222L; two courses from El\ILT
223L, 224L, 225L; ENT 440, 442; ENLI 465; LING 466, 470,
471, 472; one course fi:om LING 473, 475, 476; either LING 477
or 478; LING 480, 481, 491; one upper-division LING elective;
and two years of a foreign language.
D. Englisll 'Ieacl!dng: For an endorsement in the extended
major field of English, a student must complete ENLT 223L,
224L, 225L, 301, 320; one course in poetry chosen from ENLT
121L, 222L or ENCR 21
two additional300~1evel El\ILT
courses, one of which concentrates in American literature; ENLI
ENT 439,440, 441,
6 credits of English electives;
secondary school teaching
courses. This program
requires a minimum of 128 credits.
E, Ffrh1Dl Studlie!l: Students must take El\JFM 180, 2271, 330,
427, ENLT 301, 320; and 27 credits from the following: MAR
101, MCLG 222/LS 361, MCLG 338/LS 338, MCLG 358/LS
358, SPAN 359, ENLT 325/LS 356, ENFMILS 381, PHIL
PHIL 444, NAS/ENFM
ENLT 380, or ENT 442.
Mhllm· Te:;u:illilll.lji FieEdl ofEngUsli:!: For an endorsement in the
minor teaching field of English, a student must complete ENLT
2231, 224L, 225L, 301, 320; two 300~level ENLT courses, one
which concentrates in American literature and one in poetn;; ENU

465; ENT 439, 440,
and secondlruy school teaching
certification courses.
A student in the English teaching
must gain admission to
Teacher Education and Student ·=~···•,~·~ and meet the
requirements for certification as a
teacher (see the
School of Education section of this
FY1nAr·J,t·onn must be met
4. The
successfully coJnpletJng '""'""''·~nlvl<,,..-.n writing course from the
approved list in
and Procedures section of
this
See index.
Mil!l!!Jiir i<n ][risln Stud!ie:'l: For an endorsement in the field ofirish
Studies, a student must complete at leasll8
including 12
from the required core courses (4
and six credits fron1 the
elective courses {2 courses). A student must
l"P~H 101,
IRSH 102, fllST!lR 249, and ENLTIJ[R
andJor Northern
Irish Literature (in English) or ENLTIIR
Special
Irish Literature and Culture. A student
to
Studies Minor must contact the Director
"v'"~--"''"""'v the requisite paperwork

Samp~e
i.!tera'llure

Course of Study
Ot\'.il'~ion

First Ye!llr
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . .
ENLT 222L-223L British Literature
ENLT 2241.~ American Literature . . ~ ..
Foreign language
Electives or General Education . . .
0

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

G

•

•

•

•

0

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

0

•

•

•

•

0

•

0

•

A
3
3
-

5
4

B

Second Y ~ar.
ENLT 225L American Literature . . . . . . . . .
3
ENLT 301 Applied
C1iticism . . . . . . . . .
English elective . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
4
Foreign language ..
Electives or General Education . . . . .
5
0

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

S

3
5
4

13
3
4

f5

T!di·tl! Ye.all·
ENLT 320

0

•

•

•

•

•

Three 300~level
courses . .
Electives and General Education .

•

•

•

•

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

o

•

•

•

•

0

0

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

o

•

3
3
9

f5

15

3
3
9
[5

3
3
9

Fo~urth

Year
One of ENLT 420 or 421 .....
OneofENLT420,421,
or470 .......
English electives . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . .
0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

0

6
9

15

Creative Wr~til1lg Option
Fint Ye:B!Jr
ENEX 101 Composition
3
ENCR 210A or 211A Introduction to Creative
Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ENLT 121L
or ENLT 222L British
Literature . . .
3
ENLT 223L British Literature ........
Foreign language . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Electives or General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•••••••••

•

•

•

&

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•••

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

-

•

0

•

•

0

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

-

0

•••••

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Second Year
ENLT 224L and 225L American Literature .....
ENLT 301 Applied Literary Criticism . . . . . . . . .
ENCR or ENLT elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Foreign language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives or General Education . . . .
0

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

Thilrd Yrear
ENCR 310A or 311A Creative Writing .....
ENLT 320 Shakespeare ...
0

•

0

•

•

•

•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

3
3
4
5
[S
(3)
3

3
3
5

3
3
4
5

15
3

Coi!ege 0~

Two 300-level ENLT courses
Electives :md General Education

3
9

rs

Fmnih Year

ENCR
311A,
411 or 412 . . . , ... , . , 3
One
ENLT course . . . . .
3
Electives and General Education . . .
9

3

2
15
3

."
..
..

3
3

...

9

ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
ENL'f 222L -British Literat11re . .
~
~
3
ENLT 223L, 224L or 225L Pu'11elican Literature ..
0

"

•••

0

•

•

•

•

"

•

• • • • • • • • •

3

Tbinl Year

f5
3

3
9

i5

One 300-level ENLT course concentratLng
in American literature . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
One 300-level ENLT course . . . . . . . . . .
3
3
ENT 439 Studies in Young Adult Literature .
ENLI 465 Structure and Historv of
English for Teachers . . . , . : . . . . . . . . . .
ENT 440 Teaching Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
English elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . General Education and certification requirements

lF«:mr!h Yeaw
ENT 441 Teaching
ENT 442 Teaching Oral '-'"'·'"' ..."'r-"
& Media Literacy
..............
General Education a.-1.d certification requirements
Certification
of C&I 489 -Student
Teaching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Certification requirement of C&I 494
Professional Portfolio . . . . . . . . . . .

3
3
9

IS

3
8

17

0

••••••••

f5

?N;.1 465 Structure and History of English
ror reachers .......
ENLT 349L Studies in IV!edieva1 Literature or
ENL'f 3:50L Chaucer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LING 471 Phonology and Morphology .........
LING 472 Syntax-Sem<mtics
LH'fG 474 Language, Histmy, Variety, and Change .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . .
••••

•

0

•••

•

•

3
12

0

14

•

•

Q

•

f5

3
5
4

15

Secmu~

3
3
4
5

3
4

5

15

IS

3
3
3
6

3
9

[5

]/i;
c.,/

3

......... , ....... 3

3
5

3
3
3
4
5

15

•

~1l'a~t:Ir.:Mn~

•

3

••••

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

• • • • • • •

0

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

"

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

3
3
3
6

f5

3
9

15

3

-

3
3

3
3

9

f5

rtSl)

First Yemr
ENEX 101 Composition ......
ENLT 223L, 224L or 225L Axnerican Literature
.......
Foreign language . . .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0

Thi1rd Year
ENFM 381 Studies in. Film ................
ENLT 301 Applied Literary Criticism . .
Nationalt Cinema Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives/General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ENLT 32:5 Studies h1 Literature and Film ...... .

•

,

Ii'omrtln YeaL·
LING 473S Language and Culture m· 4·75 Linguistic
Field Methods . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LING 475 Linguistic Field Methrn:Is or LING
484 Nm1h i\.merican Indian Linguistics . . . . . . . . .
UNG 476 Child
Acquisition
LING 477 Bilingualism or 478 Second Language
Acquisition . . . . . . . . ~ ~
~
~
LING 489 Languages of the ·world .......... .
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

lliffi"'!aJI),5!z11ilr.s O[tJJ'!l'mo!'f'!l

Yemr
ENFM 227 Film as Literature. Literature as Film
.
ENFM 327
Natior,rsl Cinema Course . . ..
Foreign Language . . . . . . ..
........
Electives/General Education ..

9

IS

Til:l.i!td Year

0

3

.... 3
... . 3
.... ~
5
.... 4

3

f5

0

3
3

5
4

Secmud Year
ENLT 223L, 224L or 225L f\merican Literat~J.re .
3
ENLT 320 Shakespe~;re . . . . . . . . . . . . ....
LING 270 Introduction to Linguistics ..
LING 471 Phonology-Morphology ..
Foreign
..
....... 4
General
............ .
8

0

fill~m ~lptlon
F!rs~ Year
ENEX 101
..............
JENFM/LS 180
to film . . . . . . .
l\IIAR lllA Fundamentals of Integrated Digital
Foreign Language . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives/General Education . . . . . . . . . . . .

3

•

3

Second Yemr
ENLT 225L A.uerican Literature . . . . . . . . . . . .
ENLT 301 Applied Literary Criticism .........
ENLT 320 Shakespeare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
English elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education and certification requirements

az

(Gene~·cdi ll..ingiJJ~s·fi·i~~)

0

101 Cornposition . ~ ...... ~ " . ~
One of ENLT 1:21L, 222L or ENCR 211A
ENLT' 223L British Literature . . . . . . . .
ENLT 224 L A.rnerican Literature . .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~

First Year

Fks~Year

Fmn"th Year
ENHA Film Theorf

D

fs

lhllijgjiiJistiDts (ll[ltlon

f5

Ef~EX

P11"'h!a ltH'lldl ~de!Y'Ices
['Je~Q;llrtmen'll @llt !!Eng!_!sh
PHIL 340 Aesthetics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
PHIL 444 Topics in Philosophy of the Arts . . . . . . ENT 442 Teaching Oral Language and
Media
.........
Electives/General Education . . . . . . .
6

••••••

0

•

•

§e,cond Y~arr
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the reading, discussion, and revision of students' short ficti?n.
writing and publishing. professional magazine essays. Students
Students will also be introduced to models of fiction techniques.
complete two substantial essays.
No prior experience in writing short fiction required.
G 514 Techniques of Modern Fiction Variable cr. (R-6)
U 211A Introduction to Creative Writing: Poetry 3 cr.
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., cons~nt ofinstr. Intensive
Offered every term. An introductory writing workshop focused on
reading of conte!'fipO~ prose wnters. Primanly for graduate
the reading, discussion, and revision of students' poems. Students
students in creative wntmg.
also will be introduced to models of poetic techniques. No prior
G 515 Traditional Prosody 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
consent of instr. Intensive pmctice and readings in prosodic and
experience in writing poetry required.
U 310A Creative Writing: Fiction 3 cr. (R-6) Offered autumn
other poetic techniques.
and spring. Prereq., consent ofinstr. An intermediate fiction
G 516 Topics in Creative Writing 3 cr. (R-9) Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., graduate s~ding. Visi~g writers explore
writing ~orksh?P· Students will be expected to finish} or 4 .
substantial stones for the course. Although some outside matenal
readings in their genres of speciality. Each wnter chooses l:he
":ill be .considered, the primary emphasis will be analysis and
focus, reading list, and assignments for the course.
discu~s!on of stu~ent work. Students are expected to have done
G 5~5 Special Topics Variabl.e cr. (R-?2 9ffered
prorrusmg work m ENCR 210A.
interrruttently. Expenmental offenngs of VIsiting professors,
U 31.1A Creative Writing: ?oetry 3 ~r. (R-6). Offered autumn
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
and spnng. Prereq., consent of mstr. An mtermediate workshop
current topics.
invo~ving cri~cal m1;alysis of stud~ts' work-in-progress as well as
G 596 Graduate Independent Study 1-9 cr. (R-9) Offered
r~ading an~ ~scuss~on of poems m .an anthology: Numerous
every term. Prereq., consent of instr. and chair. Special projects in
direct~d wntiJ:l:g assi.gnm~nts, ~xl?enments, exercises focu~ed on
creative writing. Only one 596 permitted per semester.
technical considerations hke diction, rhythm, rhyme, and Imagery.
G 599 Thesis Creative Writing Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
U 312A Introduction to Cre~~;tive Nonfi:ction ~.cr. Offered
every term.
autumn. Prereq., 3 or more credits of creative wnting and consent
ofinstr. Study of various forms of nonfiction with emphasis on
Film (ENFM)
!'llemoU:, pe!Sonal ~ssay, l~cal ess.ay, travel and nature writing and
u 180L Introduction to Film 3 cr. Offered every term. Same
mteractive Journalism. Wnting assignments.
as LS 180. The history and development of the film medium.
U 390 Supervised Internship 1-3 cr. (R-9) Offered
Emphasis on critical analysis of selected classic or significant
films.
intermittently. Prereq., consent of faculty supervisor and
departinent chair.
U 227L Film as Literature, Literature as Film 3 cr. (R-6)
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
Offered autumn and/or spring. Same as ENLT 227L and LS
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
227L. Studies of the relationship between film and literature.
Topics vary.
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
U 330 History of Film 3 cr. Offered every year. Prereq.,
current topics.
U 398 Internship Variable cr. Offered intermi~ently. :f!ereq.,
ENFM 180,227. Survey of film history.
consent of departinent. Extended classroom expenence which
U 344 Native Americans and Film 3cr. Offered once each
provides pmctical application of cl~sroom learning during .
year. Same as NAS 344. Surveys the image of Native Americans
placements on and off ~ampus. Pn?r approval mus.t be obtained .
m American film with an emphasis on "revisionist," or
"breakthrough" films. Ultimate focus will be on films featuring
from the faculty supervisor. A maximum of 6 cr~Its of Internship
(198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward graduation.
Native American writers, directors and actors.
UG 410 Advanced Creative Writing: Fiction Varia~le cr.
UG 381 Studies in the Film 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
(R-6) Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr. An
Prereq. ENFMILS 180 or consent of instr. Same as LS and
advanced writing workshop in which student manuscripts are read
MCLG 381. Studies in genres, directors, movements, problems,
and criticized. Rewriting of work already begun (in ENCR 310
etc.
classes) will be encoumged.
UG 427 Film Theory 3 cr. Offered yearly. This course
UG 411 Advanced Creatiye Writing: Poetry Va~iable cr.
examines key approaches to film theory and criticism, and tJ:e
(R-6) Offere~ .autumn and srnng. ~rereq_.•. consent of mstr. An ,
theoretical roots of each. Classic and contempomry films will be
assessed in the light of the theories covered.
advanced wnting workshop mvolvmg cntical analysis of students
work-in-prow:ess, as well as reading and discussion of poems by
•
• •
"established' poets. Discussions will focus on structure and
L1ngu1SIICS (ENLI)
stylistic refinement, with emphasis on revision. Different
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
techniques, schools and poetic voices will be encouraged. Frequent
intermittently. Expenmental offerings of visiting professors,
individual conferences.
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
UG 412 Creative Non-Fiction 3 cr. (R-6) Offered autumn
current topics.
and spring. Prereq., ENCR 31 OA and consent of instr. A creative
U 270 Introduction to Linguistics 3 cr. Offered every term.
writing workshop focused primarily on personal essay. Attention
Same as LING 270. Introduction to the field of modem linguistics
given to writing and publishing professional magazine essays.
and to the nature of language. Emphasis on the ways different
Students complete two substantial essays.
cultures develop symbol systems for representing meaning.
UG 495 Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered spring.
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn and
Expe.rimental offerings ofvisiting.professo~s, experimental .
spring. Experimental offerings ofyisiting professors, experim~ntal
offenngs of new courses, or one-time offenngs of current topics.
offerings of new courses, or one-time offenngs of current topics.
U 4961ndependent Study 1-3 cr. (R-9) Offered every term.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn and
Prereq., consent of instr. and chair, and junior or senior standing.
spring. Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
Special projects in creative writing. Only one 496 may be taken
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
per semester.
UG 465 Structure and History of English for Teachers 3 cr.
G 510 Fiction Workshop Variable cr. (R-15) Offered autumn
Offered autumn and spring. Same as LING 465. The development
o~ the English language from a hist?rical perspective COJ!trasted
and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 511 Poetry Workshop Variable cr. (R-15) Offered autumn
with the phOJ:l:Ol?gtC~ and grammatic~ structure. ofEnghsh from a
and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
modem linguistic pomt of view, specifically designed for teachers.
G 512 Non-Fiction Workshop Variable cr. (R-15) Offered
UG 470 Introduction to Linguis~c Analysis 3 cr. Offered
every t~. S~e as LING 470. An mtroduction to the fi~ld of
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent ofinstr. A creativ~ writ~g
workshop focused primarily on personal essay. AttentiOn gtven to
modem lmguistics and to the nature oflangiiage. Emphasis on
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linguistic analysis.
UG 480 Teaching English as a Foreign Language 3 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., ENLI 270 or eqmv. and LING 466 or 471
or 472. Same as LING 480. The application of principles of
modem linguistics to the problems of teaching English as a foreign
language.
UG 491 ESL Practicum 1-3 cr. Offered every term. Same as
LING 491. Students with a teaching major take the course for 3
credits; others take it for 1 credit and do one third of the work.
UG 495 Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Expenmental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-tnne offerings of
current topics.
English Teaching (ENT)
English teaching courses do not count toward majors under the
Literature, English Linguistics, and Creative Writing options.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Expenmental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 398 Internship Variable cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
consent of department. Extended classroom experience which
provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the
faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A maximum
of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward
graduation.
UG 439 Studies in Young Adult Literature 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Reading of representative texts covering the history,
genres, authors, and themes ofliterature for students in middle
school and high school.
UG 440 Teaching Writing 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., C&I 303, senior standing and consent of instr. Emphasis
on teaching writing in grades 5-12. Research about development
and maturity of writers, overview of schools ofwritinglhistory of
writing instruction, strategies for teaching writing as a process,
elements of writing craft, criteria for assessin~ and responding to
writing, peer-coaching methods, writing/reading workshops, the
role of grammar in improving writing, writinty'reading connections,
assignment characteristics, and grading practices. Required of
students pursuing secondary English major and minor teaching
certificates.
UG 441 Teaching Reading and Literature 3 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., ENT 439, admission to teacher
education and consent of mstr. Emphasis on various approaches to
teaching reading and literature in grades 5-12. Research about the
development and maturity of readers, strategies for teaching
reading comprehension and vocabulary, strategies for diagnosing
reading abilities and criteria for reading assessment, readillg
workshops/literature circles. Emphasis on various approaches to
teaching literature: generic, thematic, chronological and
interdisciplinary. Includes techniques for developing evaluative,
interpretive, perceptive, and personal responses to prose, poetry,
film and other media. Focus on the design oflesson plans and
curriculum using traditional, young adult, and multicultural
literature in grades 5-12. Required of students pursuing secondary
English major and minor teaching certificates.
UG 442 Teaching Oral Language and Media Literacy 3 cr.
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., ENLI 465, admission to
Teacher Education, and consent of instr. Emphasis on preparation,
implementation, and evaluation of teaching strategies and materials
in grades 5-12. Includes learning objectives, teacliing styles, unit
plans, print and non-print media, and creative drama. Explores
student-centered curriculum, with emphasis on developmental
abilities in reading, speaking, listening and viewing. Special
emphasis on language and language development. Teaching
maJors and minors in areas other than Enghsh should enroll in
ENT440.

UG 495 Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 496 Independent Study 1-3 cr. (R-9) Offered every term.
Prereq., consent of instr. and chair, and junior or senior standing.
Special projects in English teaching. Only one 496 may be taken
per semester.
G 542 Theories and Pedagogies of Rhetoric and
Composition 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Exploration of
contemporary theories and practical strategies for teaching rhetoric
and composition grades 5-16.
G 543 Advanced Teaching Strategies for Young Adult
Literature 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq., teaching
experience or senior standing (3.0 GPA and petition) with consent
of mstr. Selecting, reading, teaching, and evaluating young adult
literature. Design of thematic units with emphasis on students'
responses to literature. Presentation of multicultural literature,
gender equity, censorship, and media issues.
G 544 Creative Drama in English Class 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., teaching experience, or senior standing (3.0
GPA and petition) with consent of instr. Designing, teaching and
evaluating creative drama in the English language arts classroom.
Emphasis on using creative drama as a leammg skill to teach
literature and language.
G 545 Theories and Pedagogies of Literacy 3 cr. Offered
spring odd-numbered years. Exploration of contemporary theories
and practical strategies for teaching literacy grades 5-16.
G 546 Theories of Literary Criticism for Teachers 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Prereq., teaching experience or senior
standing (3.0 GPA and petition) with consent ofinstr. Emphasis
on a variety of theories which focus on reader responses.
Application of theories to prose and poetry genres.
G 547 Advanced Teaching Strategies for Writing and
Reading 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq., teaching
experience, or senior standing (3.0 GPA and petition) with consent
of rnstr. Current research and best practices in teaching writing
and reading in all content areas. Emphasis on writing and reading
processes, workshops, conferences and portfolios. National and
state standards, curriculmn, and assessments in writing and reading
are addressed.
G 548 Portfolios and Assessment in English Language Arts 3
cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq., teaching experience, or senior
standing (3.0 GPA and petition) with consent of instr. Selecting,
designing, and evaluating informal and formal assessments in
English Language Arts. Exploration of portfolios as assessment
strategies that align curriculum and instruction. Focus on content
and performance standards, evaluation criteria and rubrics, and role
of reflection in teaching and learning.
G 550 Montana Writing Project 9 cr. Offered summer.
Prereq., special application and consent of director. Intensive,
four-week program designed to increase the effectiveness of the
teaching and learning of writing in all levels of education in
Montana. For graduate students, K-12 teachers in all content
disciplines and university level educators.
G 551 Writing the Professional Paper 3 cr. Offered every
term. Guidelines and mentoring for individual research projects
that culminate in writing the professional paper for completion of
the M.A. in English Teaching.
G 552 Montana Writing Project Leadership Training 7 cr.
Offered intermittently Prereq., ENT 440, special application, and
consent of director. Intensive leadership training for Montana
Writing Project teacher-consultants in responding to peer writing,
organizing professional development institutes, honing strategies
for curricUlum development and institute design to provide
professional development statewide that increases the effectiveness
of teaching and learning of writing in all levels of education, pre20.
G 553 Niitsitapi Ways of Knowing and Teaching: An
Institute for Writing, Reading, Inquiry and Reflection 7cr.
Offered summer at Blackfeet Community College. Focus is on
writing across the curriculum in the context of participants'
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teaching assignments alongside the essential component of
(every two years, British Renaissance, Age of Johnson, Romantic,
Niitsitapi (Blackfeet) culture and ways of !mowing. Participants
Victorian, British Modem, American Puritanism to
develop a theoretical articulation of what it means to write in their
Transcendentalism, American Realism and Naturalism, American
disciplinary area(s) of endorsement and with predominantly
Romanticism; less frequently, Medieval, 17th century).
Blackfeet students. Participants design and critique writing
UG 323 Studies in Literary Forms 3 cr. (R-9) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., ENLT 301 or consent of instr. Same as
curriculum and instruction in their disciplines with attention to
theory and research on writing in the content areas and Blackfeet
LS 323. Reading of various authors from different literary periods
and cultures working in the same mode of composition (every two
ways of !mowing.
G 593 Professional Paper (Teacher) Variable cr. (R-4)
years, Literature of Place, Modem Drama, 19ili Century Fiction,
Offered autumn and spring. Pedagogical paper for the Master of
20th Century Fiction, Lyric Poetry, Science Fiction,
Arts (Teacher Option). Credit not allowed toward any other
Autobiography; less frequently, Travel Literature, Popular Fiction,
degree.
Epic, Tragedy, Satire, Romance, Comedy).
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
UG 325 Studies in Literature and Other Disciplines 3 cr.
intermittently. Prereq., teaching experience or senior standing (3.0
(R-9) Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., nine credits in ENLT or
GPA and petition) w1th consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
LS or consent of instr. Same as LS 356. Selected works of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or
literature studied in conjunction with works of art, music, religion,
philosophy, or another discipline (every two lears, Psychology and
one-time offerings of current topics.
G 596 Graduate Independent Study 1-9 cr. (R-9) Offered
Literature, Film and Literature, The Poetry o Meditation; less
every term. Prereq., consent of instr. and chair. Special projects in
frequently, British Art and Literature, Modernism, Literature and
Science, Bible as Literature, Song).
English teaching. Only one 596 permitted per semester.
G 598 Internship Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
U 326 Doctors' Stories 3 cr. Offered autumn. Selected works
Prereq., consent of department. Extended classroom experience
by physician writers, exploring literary approaches to themes of
which provides practical application of classroom learmng during
illness and healing. Authors include Anton Chekhov, William
placements off campus. Pnor approval must be obtained from the
Carlos Williams, Richard Selzer, Dannie Abse and others.
faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office.
U 327 U. S. Writers of Color 3cr. Offered autumn or S,Pring.
Literature (ENLT)
Prereq., ENLT 301 or consent of instructor. Selected readings
from African American, Asian American, Chicano/a, Latino/a, and
U 120L Introduction to Critical Interpretation 3 cr. Offered
Native American literatures.
UG 329 Native American Literature 3 cr. Offered autumn.
every term. Study ofhow readers make meaning of texts and how
texts influence readers. Emphasis on interpreting literary texts:
Prereq., three credits oflower-division ENLT courses and NAS
close reading, critical analysis and effective writing.
lOOH or 202L. Same as NAS 329. Selected readings from Native
U 121L Introduction to Poetry 3 cr. Offered every term. An
American literature with special emphasis on the literature of
introduction to the techniques of reading and writing about poetry
writers from the Rocky Mountain west.
U 331 Voices of the American Renaissance 3 cr. Offered
with emphasis on the lyric and other shorter forms.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
alternate years. Prereq., ENLT 224L or 225L and ENLT 301 or
intermittently. Expenmental offerings of visitin~ professors,
consent of instr. Perspectives on antebellum Native American,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
African American, and gender issues. Study of the poetry ofWalt
Whitman and Emily Dickinson in light of these three perspectives.
current topics.
U 222L British Literature Through the 181h Century 3 cr.
U 333 Modern Poetry 3 cr. Offered alternate years. Prereq.,
Offered every term. Representative texts from the Anglo-Saxon
ENLT 301 or consent of instr. Survey of modem poe~ in
period through the Enlightenment.
English beginning with Emily Dickinson and Walt Whitman and
U 223L British Literature in the 19th and 20th Centuries 3 cr.
moving toward the present, centering on modernist poets.
U 334 Postwar Poetry 3 cr. Offered alternate years. Prereq.,
Offered every term. Representative texts from Romanticism to the
present.
ENLT 301 or consent of instr. Study of postwar American (and,
U 224L American Literature to 1865 3 cr. Offered every
less frequently, British and Irish) poetry. A broad survey of six or
term. Representative texts from the pre-colonial period through the more poets including George Oppen, Gwendol_Y.!1 Brooks,
Elizabeth Bishop, Robert Creeley, James Memll, Adrienne Rich,
Civil War.
U 225L American Literature Since 1865 3 cr. Offered every
John Ashbery, and Geoffrey Hill, among others, or a more detailed
study of two or three major poets.
term. Representative texts from the Civil War to the present.
U 227L Film as Literature, Literature as Film 3 cr. (R-6)
U 335 The American Novel3 cr. Offered autumn or spring.
Offered autumn and/or spring. Same as ENFM 227L and LS
Prereq., ENLT 224L or 225L and prereq. or coreq., ENLT 301.
227L. Studies of the relationship between film and literature.
Exammation of a limited number of American novels in their
historical, cultural, and literary contexts. Exploration ofliterary
Topics vary.
movements such as realism, naturalism, modernism, and
U 301 Applied Literary Criticism 3 cr. Offered every term.
od ·
D'
·
f · · 1th ·
d
1· ·
Prereq. or coreq., 12 credits oflower-division ENLT courses.
postm em1sm. 1scuss1on o cntica eones an app 1cat10n to
the texts.
Study of various literary theories and their application to literary
U 336 American Women Writers 3 cr. Offered alternate
texts.
years. Prereq., ENLT 301 or consent of instr. Same as WS 336.
UG 320 Shakespeare 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring. Prereq.,
Consideration of political and aesthetic purposes in women's
ENLT 301 or consent of instr. A survey of selected Shakespeare
fiction through a progression of 19th century literary forms: a
plays emphasizing close reading of the texts and consideration of
cautionary seduction novel, sentimental and domestic novels,
therr dramatic possibilities.
realism, naturalism, and utopianism.
UG 321 Studies in a Major Author 3 cr. (R-9) Offered
U 337 African-American Literature 3 cr. Offered alternate
autumn and spring. Prereq., ENLT 301 or consent of instr.
p
ENLT 301
f·
s 1 ed ks bY
years. rereq.,
or consent 0 1nstr. e ect wor
Intensive study of the life and works of one author writing in
English (every two years, Chaucer, Milton, Faullmer, Joyce,
African-American authors. Course may define a narrowed focus
Twain; less frequently, Conrad, Hemingway, Blake, Woolf, D.H.
such as poetry, women writers, etc.
Lawrence, Welty).
U 338L Montana Writers 3 cr. Offered alternate years.
UG 322 Studies in Literary History 3 cr. (R-9) Offered
Prereq., ENLT 224L or 225L. Examination of poems, stories, and
autumn and spring. Prereq., ENLT 301 or consent of instr. Study
novels by or about Montanans and the treatment and
of influences on and innovations in the works of various authors
representation of race, place, class, gender, sexuality, and identity
in Montana. Exploration of the myths and realities of Montana and
within a particular literary historical period in England or America

the American. West
U 349L Studlie!l dn Medievall LilteR·atmre 3 Cll"o Offered alternate
years. Prereq., ENLT }0 1 or cc:nsent of in~tr. Exploration of
literature from the med1eval penod (400-1500),
on the
major cultural and intellectual influences on the emergence of
vemacula.r
will vary, but will regularly include
Pillglo~Saxon literature and Middle English literature (excluding
1U 351lL ~futa!l1lcer 3. err·" Offered alternate years. Critical reading
of Chaucer s masterpiece, the Canterbury Tales, with
to
~ha"!lcerian.
the author's place in literary history,
issues
m Cllaucer
U 35:1. DoniDJe !llnd l!Ins Fo!nowers 3 cr. Offered alternate years.
Prereq,, ENLT 301 or consent ofinstr. Close study ofJohn Donne
:ru1d other
l7t11 centmy
poets within the context of
R,()naissance
histmy
U 353 MiMtolll! 3l cr, Offered altemate
Prereq., ENLT 301
or consent of instr. Selected
and prose of Milton.
U 355 StllllQ::Iie§ n111 BJrntlish Roma~rntidll>m 3 cr, Offered alternate
years, Prereq. or coreq., ENLT 301. Introduction to the
texts, themes, and authors of British literature :fi:om
focusing on
such as Blake, Barbau!d, UT cworl<mu,.,.,l~
Coleridge,
P.B.
but attending also to prose writers
from Austen to
U 357 Vl.ctoJrliau Literaj:llllre am:l OldtlllJre 3 CJr, Offered
altemate years. Survey of British Victorian literature from a
focusing on the connections between
soc:mJ-hJ,stclnc:al contexts.
U 358 B:rlilcish. MGdlen:d§m 3 c•·· Of:fered alternate years.
Prere!J.., ENI,T 301 or consent of ins IT. Study of British literature
:from about 1885 to about 1950.
U 31691 Sihlori: JFicd<!Jillll '3 cr. Offered alternate years. Prereq.,
ENLT 30 1 or consent of instructor. Study of selected short stories
and novellas fmm mid-19th century to the present.
U 371Jl Science Fk:Um~ 3 CJr. Offered alternate years. Prereq,,
ENLT 301 or
of Perspective 6 or consent ofinstr.. ?f th~ science ,fiction genre from its pulp magazine
begm.mngs m the 1920s to the present
1fJ 317:1. lLi:i:enatr,u·e ll!ll!!d the JEmrb·omlll~tlllt 3 ~er. Offered
alternate
El'-ILT 224L or 225L and ENLT 301 or
consent
texts ood issues in Americ~m
nature vmting.
U 372 Gmy amd Lesbia111 Srudft~Es J Ct". Offered alternate years.
Prereq., ENLT 301 or consent ofinstr. Same as WS 372. Review
of the history of the gay and lesbian movement in the twentieth
as a basis for understanding the political, social, and sexual
issues
influenced homoerotic cultural representation in plays,
films, and novels.
U 373
Dn lP'm;tcolloniai Utelt'aruwes 3 CT. Offered
alternate years. Prereq,, El\JLT 224L or 225L and ENLT 301.
U 375L Geirni:lle~· and Sexill&liily bn.
Cent!.!lry Fidion 3l ;r;r.
Offered alternate years. Same as LS 375L.
20th century
and shm1 stories written in English in rl
t pmt..s of the
and how these texts
changing concepts of gender

U 395 §pedal T@pi:c§ Varnab~e crro {R-9) Offered
intern:tittently. Experimental offerings of visiting profe~s?rs,
expenmen~l offenngs of new courses, or one-tune ofienngs of
current top1cs.
U 398 Iniemslillip V:uiable c;r, Offered intermittently. Prereo.,
consent of department. Extended classroom experience which "
provides practical applica:don of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the
faculty supervisor and the Intemship Services office. A maximum
of 6 credits of Internship
298, 398,
may count toward
graduation.
UG 420 History of C!ritidsm !u.u'l Theory 3 rcr. Offered
autumn or
Prereq., ENLT 301 and six credits in literature
300 or higher or consent of instr. Same as LS
of the historical development of critical theories

which shaped ways of reading and 'INriting from Plato and Aristotle
to the present
UG 421 Topic§ in Critnc~R Tl!!.eorJ 3 ~1". (R-9) Offered autumn
or spring. Prereq., El'-ILT 301 and six credits in literature courses
numbered 300 or higher or consent ofinstr. Same as LS 461.
Study and application of one or more theoretical approaches to
interpreting texts (e.g., aesthetic poststruciural, new historicist,
classical, renaissance, mma11tic, nartative, psychoanalytic,
fonnalist, neo~Marxist, feminist, gender, cultural si11dies and
readeHesponse theory).
UG 429L S:tudiie!! ii1m Nath!ie Amerlic!lln A¥ntobiogntphv 3 cw.
Offered intermittently. Same as NAS 410L Prereq., ENiT 301
or ENLT/NAS
or consent ofinstr. Study of texts that present
a first-person
of an Ame1ican Indian individual's life within
historical and
contexts, with discussion of theories of
autobiogmphyo
430 Stud§es in ComfP~U."atftve U~eJr1Jltrmre 3 c~·.
interrnittently. Prereq., consent of instr. Sarrne as
and MCLG 440.
study of import&11t literary ideas, genres,
trends and movements. Credit not allowed for the same topic in
more than one course numbered 430, LS 455, MCLG 440, or
MCLG494.
U 431 Capstone Semimmr in1Lite~.·a~ure 3 cro Offered autumn
and spring.. Prereq., JEJ\TLT 301 and nine credits in literature
courses nu.mbered 300, Required for completing the English
literature option, this seminar will aHow students to conduct
studies in literary figures and topics chosen
to
engage Zl
range of interests. A
research paper is
required.
VG 495 Special Topics l...fi en". (R-6) Offered int<~nni1te11tly
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, expetimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 496 liiDJdepeillldent Stm:ly :1.-3 cr. 0R~9) Offered every tenn.
Prereq., consent of instr, and chair, and junior or senior standing.
Special projects in literature. Only one 496 may be taken per
semester. Consent must be obtained p1ior to enrollment.
U 4991 Honon Thesiili Va.~riab!e c!t', (R-9) Offered
intermil:tendy. Prereq., consent of ,chair,
'
G 501!1 Int~rodhto.ll'!tion to GnaHrlluatif' Studies 3 cw, Offered
autumn. Instruction in advanced literary and cultULral theory,
library and
skills, a:nd academic genres. This course
cannot be
in lieu of the
seminars im English.
G 520 Semmar in BJriiti!>h Lliter~tMre J ll!r. (R-9) Offered every
autlli"TTIl and spring. Prereq., consent of instructor, Topics wiH vary.
G 521 §emi.llllmr i~m American Litel!'atwme 3 cr. (R-9) Offered
autumn and
Prereq., consent of instr. Topics will vary.
G 522 Semiilllln·lin Comparative LiteJrature 3 Cil'o (R-9) Same
as MCLG 522. Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of
instructor. Topics will vary.
G 524 Natmre, Lailllgmllge aJrnd !P@~fttic® J cr. Offered
inte~ttently. San:'e as PHIL 506. J.nvestigation of
environmental, socxal and
thought from the perspective of
contemporary language
G 595 SpedaR Toplic:s VmrnalOYe Cl!'. (R-9) Offered
intennittently, Expemnent8J offerings of visitins professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-tune
of
current
596 G!ra!LhUlJte l!!u:'iepeml!eJmt Study Vad2b~~e c'!"·
Orfered every term. Prereq., consent of mstr. and chan.
projects in literature. Only one 596 permitted per semester.
Consent must be obtained prior to enrollment
G 598 Intell"ns'ldp Variable cr. (R-9) Offered interr.nittently.
Prereq., consent of department. Extended classroom experience
which
practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior
must be obtained from the
faculty supervisor and the
Services office.
G 599 Thesis Varia.ble Cll"o (R-6) Offered every term"
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Ulll!! E!emell\t:ary !rrftsl:! 1 3 \Cn'o Offered autunm or spdng.

~~~~~~~-:::-~-~~~~~-"'""':"~~~~-~C_c~~~~eg_.
,._e~o_f~!J,_irrll_t~s::-a~n_d--:::"S_o::_i_e~n~(,.e-:-:s~ish ~
Same as J:RSH 101. This course represents an introduction to
consent ofinstr. Same as ENLT
LS 455 EL"ld MCLG 440. The
and writk~n fo1ms: basic principles
study of important literary ideas, genres, trends a.11d movements.
modem liish in both its
of grammar and sent,:::nce stmctu.re are covered. Emphasis is
Credit not allowed for the sarne topic in more than one course
placed on the
of these principles in everj-day
numbered 430, LS 455, MCLG 440, or MCLG 494.
situations. The
Language requirement can be
U 431 Senior Seminar b1 Litemtll:re: Jame§ Joyce 3 crr·o
fulfilled successful
of 101, 102 and 103.
Offered intermii:tently. Prereq., EI'JLT 301 an·d six credits in
U102 Elemeutary Idsh n 3 cr. Offered auiumn or spring.
literature courses numbered 300 or higher or consent of instr.
Same as IRSH 102. The primary objective of this course is to
Advanced studies in literary figures and topics.
build on the foundations laid in Beginning L-ish L Students will
Profess@rs
expand their vocabulary with a special focus on
will
also
new themes that demand a con·esponding increase in
Kevin C&'1ty, M.F.A, University
1993
their
of nouns, adjectives, idiorns and expressions. The
Casey Charles, Ph.D., State University ofNe•;v
Buffalo,
GenEd Foreign Language requirement can be fulfilled by
1992 (Chair)
successful
of 101, 102 and 103
Beverly Ann Ct.rin, Ph.D., University
1973
UH])3 Eliem~mi:ary lirEsh III 3 cr. Offered autumn or
R
Ph.D., University of Hawaii, 1974
Same as IRSH 103. The primary objective oftr.tis course
J 1m ,..,! d ·
PhD T., d'
TJ · ·, 1a9"
0 • v en enmg,
build on the foundations 1aid in Begim1ing Irish I. Students will
· '., .<::<1 ;ana rnversuy, .:1 .rexpand their vocabula.)' with a special focus on verbs; they will
Brady Harrison, Ph.D., University
1994
also engage new themes that demand a corresponding increase in
Christopher J. Knight, Ph.D., New York University, 1982
their store of nouns, adjectives, idioms and expressions. The
Michael W. McClintock, Ph.D., Cornell
1970
GenEd Foreign Language requirement can be fi.dfilled by
Deirdre McNamer, M.F.A., The University ofJVIontana, 1987
successful. completion of 101, 102 and 103
Robert Pack, M.A., Columbia University, 1953
U 249! The Irish and Iriish-Am~dcaillls 3 cr. O±Iered autumn
Greg Pape, M.F.A, University
1974
odd-numbered years. Same as lUST 249. Ireland, the liish people,
and the Itish diaspora, frorn first settlement to contemporan;
Jocelyn Siler, M.F.A., The University oflVfontana, 1977
troubles.
l!,\sl!lodate Prcfe.\liso~·s
UG 321 Stlllldies in & lVJ:a]mr Allltillor:
3 cr. (f{-9) Offered
Robert Balcer, Ph.D., Cornell
1997
auturrm and
Same as EN"LT 321
the topic is Joyce.
Jill Bergman,
University ofillinois, 1999
Prereq.,
or consent of instr. Intensive study of the life
and works of one author
in English (evety two years,
Judy Blunt, M.F.A., The University of Montana, 199<1.
Chaucer, Milton,
Joyce, Twain; less frequently, Conrad,
Heather Bmce, Ph.D., University of Utah, 1997
Hemingvvay, Blake,
D.H. Lawrence, Welty).
Nancy Cook, Ph.D., State University ofl\Tew York, Buf1alo,
UG 322 Stmiie& in Litenuy History: Iirish/N'orther~ Ilrish
1991
Uteratu.Jn-e 3 cr.
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., ENLT
Debra Magpie Earling, M.F ..A., Cornell
1991
301 or consent
Study of influences on and innovations in
John Hunt, Ph.D,, Stanford
1984
the works of various authors within a pa..'iicular Iiterar1 historical
Kathleen M. Kane, Ph.D., University
period in England or Am.erica (every two
British
Renaissance, Age of Johnson, Romantic,
British
Joanna Klink,
The John Hopkins
2000
Modem, American Puritanism to Transcendentalism, American
David L. Moore, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1994
Realism and
A.merican
less frequently,
Karen Volkman, M.F.A., Syracuse
1992
Medieval, 17th
A.s~is;~·(llnf Prrof1eS$Orl!i
UG 325 S~udi<)s iHR Litenl!tur.e rmd Other Disciplines: Poetry
and P!llrtiitlion 3 cr. (R~9) Offered autl.crrm and spring. Prereg., nine
Louise Economides, Ph.D., Indiana
2003
credits in El'IT.T or LS or consent ofi.nstr. Same as ENLT 3L5 and
Lynn Itagaki,
University ofCalifmnia at Los i\ngeles,
LS 356. Selected works of literature studied in conjunction with
2004
works
prrilosophy, or another discipline
Ashby Kinch, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 2000
(every r;vo
and Literature, Film and Literature,
Eric Reimer, Ph.D.,
of Oregon, 2002
The Poetry
frequently, British foJt and
Kathleen 1 Ryan,
University ofNorr.h Carolina,
Literature, Modernism,
snd Science, Bible as Literature,
Greensboro, 2001
w

U 345 !Liten::;ture ftn ttlm<e Irislh Language 3c~r. Offered autum.n
or spring. This
aclmowledges Irish as the oldest
in
and its literature as a voice that
documented
is over 1500 years old. Examines the response of Gaelic Ireland to
"'"·'"'c''"'"'' '""'""''"'d and colonization as articulated
its literature.
U 360 Irii3h/Nort1'ilern Iris1'! Ute!l'atr,~re 3 cr. Offered autumn or
spring. Exan:Jines (in English) an exciting and provocative
selection of fiction, poeir;, drama, film, and music from the Irish
and/or Northem Irish
traditions. Studerrts wiH seek to
understand how artists respond to the burdens
identity,
and political
and how
articulate the fJV·'""JlH
afforded Irehmd's changi>'1g
in the
U 380 Toi:J'kS in Idsh Studli.es 3 cr. Offered alternate years. A
rotating variety
in liish
h'1cluding hish
and Irish-American cinema, major Irish/N.
Irish
cultural studies, and transatlantic and comparative studies.
U 395 Sp:edarr Topics lin Irish Stll!d!ies 3 cr.
Offered
inten11ittently. Expe1imental offerings of visiting professors, new
courses, or one~time
of current
UG 430 §t!l!die~ i1.1
Ultenrtm·e: MuMtkuRturall
R:rJili:ish Utera~>mre 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Prereq.,

Emeritus Professors
Richard R Adler, Ph.D., University
1971
William Bevis, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley, 1969
Jesse Bier, Ph.D., Princeton
1956
Bruce Bigley, Ph.D., Yale University, 1972
Gerry Brenner,
University of Washington, 1965
Walter L
Ph.D., University of California
Merrel D. Clubb,
Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1953
Earl Ganz, Ph.D., University ofUtah, 1977
Patricia Goedicke,
Ohio University, 1965
Robert B. Hausmann, Ph.D., University ofVVisconsin, 1972
Williain Kittredge, M.F.A., University
1969
Lois Welch, Ph.D., Occidental College, 1966

Emeritus Assoch:de

~;Jir;§.tll'~'l!s~;ll:.im'!l

Robert B. Jolh1stone, Ph.D.,
of Washington, 1970
Dexter Roberts, Ph.D. Stanford University, 1966
Veronica 1 Stewart, Ph.D., State University ofl'Tew "l(ork,
Brook, 1990
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Environmental Studies
Len Broberg, Director
The Environmental Studies Program (EVST) seeks to provide
students with the literacy, skills and commitment needed to foster a
healthy natural environment and to create a more sustainable
equitable, and peaceful world. To these ends, the EVST pro~
edu~ates and challenges students to become knowledgeafile,
motivated, and engaged in environmental affairs. We want our
students to acquire the skills and awareness that will enable them
to promote P?~itive social change and to improve the environment
and commumnes of Montana and thereby the lives of all
M~nt,anans. Our program is organized upon the following
pnnciples:
. -Environmental studies require an interdisciplinary approach that
mtegrates the natural sciences, social sciences, and humanities.
-Creating solutions to environmental problems requires
entetprise and performance as well as reflection; therefore, an
effective environmental education generates thinkers who can do
as well as doers who can thir.k.
-It is important to provide both classroom and experiential
l~!J!lling ~pportuni~es in the ~ ai_ld responsibilities of democratic
CitiZenship, mcludin~ commumcanon, collaboration, and
committeii civic part1cipation.
-Students should be co-creators of their educational experience.
High School Preparation: Students in high school who are
planning to major in environmental studies should take their
sch~ls' college preparatory curriculum. Courses in biology,
chem1stry, math thrOugh pre-calculus, and writing are
recommended.

Special Degree Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog
For the Bachelor of Arts degree, every major in
envrronmental studies will complete the following requirements:
Environmental Studies: EVST lOIN, 167H, 201,225,360,
398, one of the following two courses, 302 or 367and one of the
following two courses 305L or 420 and at least 12 credits selected
from 300 and/or 400 level courses offered by EVST.
Required courses outside Environmental Studies: BIOL
lOON or liON or 108N; CHEM 151N; MATH241.
The Upper-division Writing Expectation must be met by
successfully completing an upper-division writing course from the
approved list in the Academic Policies and Procedures section of
this catalog. See index.
Special Areas of Study
Students are encour~~ed to select a minor or double major from
another campus disciplme or to focus in on of the following areas
of study:
Environmental Management: In addition to satisfying the
general requirements for a degree in environmental studies,
students desiring environmental management must complete
ACCT 201, ACCT 202, BADM 257, IS 270, FIN 322, MGMT
340S, IS 341, MKTG 360, and MGMT 445 or MGMT 446 or IS
448.
Environmental Writing and Literature: In addition to
satisfying the general requrrements for a degree in environmental
studies, students desiring to focus in this area must complete EVST
305L and EVST 373A; at least one 3 credit course at the 200-level
or above in either ENCR or ENLT or JOUR; at least one
internship credit with either Camas magazine, the Environmental
Writing Institute, Wild Mercy reading series, or some other
environmental publication; and at least one independent study
credit (EVST 496) in either original nature writing or in nature
literature study.
(se~ mdex).

Pre-I:aw: In addition to satisfying the general requirements for a
m environmental studies, st;udents desiring to focus in
envrronmentallaw must consult With the pre-law faculty advisor
within environmental studies to design a suitable pre-law program.
The pre-law study area is a flexible program designed to prepare
students for law school and allow students to strengthen their
background within their area of interest.
Sustainable Food and Farming: In addition to satisfying the
general req~ments for a. de~ m environmental studies,
students desinng to focus m this area must complete: 6 supervised
internshi£_ credits in the Program in Ecological Agriculture and
Society (PEf\S, EVST 390); EVST 430 (2 cr.); .and EVST 450 (3
cr.). In additiOn, students must complete 9 credits of advisorapproved courses or internships. (Could include such courses as:
FOR 210N, 362, 424; HHP 236N; PHAR 324; ANTH 387;
GEOG405.)
Water Resources: In addition to satisfying the general
reql!i!ements for a ~e~ee in environmental studies, students
desinng an emphasis m water resources must complete 20 credits
of advisor-approved courses or internships. These could include
such courses as BIOL 308, 366, 408, 415,453, 454; CHEM 442;
GEOS 260,301,320,327,460, 480; FOR210, 385,386,415,
455, 485. Note: Some of these courses require prerequisites not in
the environmental studies core requirements. Students can also
work with the UM Watershed health Clinic.
de~e

Suggested Course of Study
First Year
BIOL lOON The Science of Life ................
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EVST lOIN Environmental Science ..............
EVST 167H Nature and Society . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 117 Probability and Linear Mathematics . . . . .
UNC 180 Environmental Studies Freshman Interest
Group Seminar .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Elecnve and General Education .................
Total .....................................

Second Year
CHEM 151N General and Inorganic Chemistry .....
EVST 20 I Environmental Information Resources . . . .
EVST 225 Community and Environment . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 241 Statistics .........................
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Thtal

A
3
(3)
3
-

(3)
3
3

1
6-9 7-10
I6 16
A
3

S

3
3
4
6

12

A

S

3
3
3
3
3

3

~

Third Year
EVST 302 Introduction to Environmental
Regulation .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
EVST 360 Applied Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EVST 367 Environmental Politics and Policies . . . . . .
EVST 420 U.S. Environmental Movement . . . . . . . . .
EVST upper-division courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total

i5

Fourth Year
EVST upper-division course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EVST 398 Cooperative Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A
3
3
8

~

S

~

Requirements for a Minor
To earn a minor the student must complete 25 credits. The
following courses must be completed: EVST lOIN, 167H, 225

~

3
9
15
S
14

M

U = for
credi[
UG = for tmden:rraduate or
graduate credit,
for graduate
R after the c1:edit indicates
the course
be ~·epeated for credit to fhe ma'<imu.m indicated
after the R
beyond this m:o1xirmrrn do not count tmvard a
degree.
il:i'1!V!rr<~rlil11llEirr'ali&lil

(!EVSi)

U HHN EnYiilrmml!<ent~!l §dem:te 3 1:n-. Offered autumn. An
il"ltroduction to the scientific
that ,.,,.J=·~.;,
environment:"ll science and
these infmm
and
indiyidual action. Features local approaches to
erN!ronmental
<~flvJromnental science.
U Hi7JE! N&huwe lill!Hi §odety 3 en·. Offered
l<O.mcl'U!.!Mil!J bel70reen ideas about nature and ihe ile:ve:loonleJii
poliii.cal
and '"w'"',.,~·~o --'-·~··''"'
'Nestem
in philosophy aimed at environmental
1U 195 SpedaN Topks Vmrftable cr.
intermittentlv. Expefimental offerin~s
experimental offeringE: of nc'N eom:s~s, or O!J:e--tmrte ot!e1.1ngs
emrent
U 201 EnviJromrnemtaTI Infm·m2i~!m1 Re§ol1l!C'te§ 3i !l:L OfJ:ered
spring. Students learn to conduct
literature
sources
a research
orl'a
current e~w·i~omnental issue. Focus on critical thirJ::ing
commumcatmn.
1U 2@4 SU[!ilta1:raru!iJJl~e: Ec!)nUmlliiiii: DeveM{IIIJII1ltent 3 ~~r. Offered
in1terrnittentlv autumn or
:EVST 167H. Review of
ihe concept
in
of the current A_melican
ec~mc:rnic system and the e~tarrt applications of sustainability·
pnnc1ples to
enterpnse.
1fJ 225
:al!lld JEnwiroament 3 11:T. Offered autumn.
Same as SOC 225.
of the
that ·~ommunities
address their environmental concerns.
of relev;;mt
social science eonc:erJ,ts.

crnrent topies.
U 31111 bdri[J;dm::tion to EJmvnn>nmenliaTI R1~~111!~iill[IfLiifl
OtTered
k.li:roduction to the
law
of
en'vlr(}nfner<tal ""r.'u"""''JH in the United
public and
land
n1cechanisms as case studies. Basic
of constitutional Rnd administrative lasv relevant to
envixonment:'11
substantive
and private land use
lm;v and the
of environmental problems arid their
U 305L ThE, Ellllvin:~i!lmcntmrr Vfsiion 3 o:r. Offered autumn.
Prereq., EVST 167H, environrnental stJtdies
or consent of
i:nslT. Provides ,.,~,nlrmo·~'
l11t~;mre·tatiOil1S. and
~me! fomas in
American
enviromnental
as -;veH as that
literai:ure's response to and influence on environmentzJ events,
figures, and movemo:n'ts.
U 311 Ffiel1n Slrm:Ues E:rn HumardE~~oYogicall Celinnm~mities !l.m.ll
Publi.c Land I5sr1u:s Z-3 cr.
()ffered evePt term. Via
extended
examination of cultural
and public lands
and how those aftecl
ecosvs;rern integrity.
roles in and
''~.mtr~'l''~'llifJ" •with human
conurnunities. Offered
x•-'c"•''-""" Field Institute.
U 327E JErrvkcJinm<?ntal E1thk~: B ea·, Offered auturrm. Same as
PHIL 327E. Critical
of selected philosophical and
ttce ethics of human
,,;vith the
literary texts

UG 36if! Ap;panedt E1)lll'l:Dgy 3 cr. Offered .auimrrm: Frere0., BIOL
CI-'IEM 151N, EVST
MATH 2:41. Understancfmg the
ormc:mle~ and
and hovJ they inf:m1o real life
u~oc;I:>K•m; about hum£111 interactions with th~, environment
Eraphasis on case
t1e!d
and ~conservation
vvatersheds ;;rnd
UG 3(i'1 Envlinnuneutmll Prrditic§ lllilU~ ! 0 olkies 3 cr, O!Iered
autumn. Prereq., EVST 167H or consent ofinstr.
Envi.rom11entalism as social movement,
and elec~oral
issue. Focus is domestic illustrated by case siudies.
UG 3"11 WfMente!l§ lssures L<eCI~tm~ Sred<£"1!: 1 cr,
Same as RECIV! 371.
curn~nt issues in
'~,vildemes.s
and. rese6Jrch.
U 373A Nature; Worlk10 3 l,:r,
305L and/or consent of instr. Wrieing
critique, and revision
about th~;; eD.vironmcm tc, ir;clude
natural history, personal
science '~···•-~"~",,,.~.;-,..,.;,~~
advocacy/editorial, place~based essay, and others. bx:anmrlation of
concepts, limns, and
to
about environmental
~"'-'<1!-'lll.l.:c. and reE:pon.dJlng

U 377 RJu:todc, :Na~ure arr(f]! Envan:mmemaU:mJ .J a::rr·.
Offered
Same as CONILVI 377.
of
rhetorical texts .that
understanding
and
envlron_mental;ssues,
of a range of historical andi
conten1porary
theoretical conc,eplts from
the rhetorical tradition.
_ U 3~,1] :S:1il![Jenrised ][Jmtenn!lllni.KJ :PEAS ·v~wir~~JRr. <CJr.
Uffured
term
consent of instr.

current
U 398 Inntr;m~ldp Vl!~n21bll<e e;r. Offerer.~autmnn etnd
s1x cred1ts m EV~T and consent ot msir.
of classroom
internship with govem.A.. nmximum of 6 crecl.ils of
may count toward grad1mtion.
lJG 4Ul !LlliVin"lil!lln!lerm<::!I1 JIJis~ke in Latilrrl1 Am:erircll. Jew, Offered
sunnner, 1 ~vo ~reek -cravel sertm1sr to one
count1ies to examine Latin A.merican
on
and efforts tmva.rd sustainable
within the
of t1.e
cmd ::J. S. fhreign
Requured one-cred1t
semester to
backgmund re<J,din2::s.
UG 42;1\]) The ES. Enw~romJl1lei!11taR lVI<liV(<:men~ 3 cr, Offer,c:d
aui:mr!ll.
of th~ environmental movement as a soda!
movement
of different approaches to environmental
protection and restoration in view of the mcOV<~menf s historical
roots and ccnterr:pora.ry debates.
lJG 42/'E EJJvi.rcmm:ental Ethfic5 H 3 r:Jr" ()tiered autumn <:nd
Frereq., PI-llL 200,
or ::oo. Same as PHIL 427E.
exploration of selec:t,;-;d philosophic;al and
np·rhoo,pv,·> to the et!"UCS
1Vith the
environment Issues
to those in
327E. but
considered from a more plrilosophicaJly sophisticated p~:::rSi!Jf:'Ctive
Credit noi allowed for both EVSTfPHIL 327E and
427E.
1U 430 Culture and 1-lq;g~rk:ulttme 2 cr, Otiered spring, from
start of semester to rrud-i·tpnL
tTealrnent of fanners and
in the humanities. ():urse covers
crops and their eil:ect on social and environmental
commentary on
life c\nd fanner u,~LlYJ,:;uuu
range fi:om the tea and Dpium wm·s, to
David Orr's
L

9t'll
.. .. .. ...
lJG 4!32 Tl:!e HmnaFn Jlloi~ in lEllll.vhronmelllllmi .......~u"n'"~''"·
Offered autumn even-numbered years. Prereq., uu'"'"''-'"
:s~auu1ug or
Same as GEOG
A systematic
the major physical systems and

~~~
... ~~~~~-~.~~~~-··~~~~~~-

of t~e
been modified by hmnan
approaches to the rehabilitation of these systems.

resource <tnd other
conflicts in the /'mCJerican Vvest
Focus on natural resource and environmental
resolution.
G 520 EE~virGiillm!:mt;~~R

3

CK"o

Offered

1Js

and

UG 4l4CI EnvirfimiU~lll:ta! Eteill,rnomic!l3 CR'. Offered auturnn.
ECON illS" ll2S or consent of instr. Sa.1.'11e as ECON
a theoretkal framework for the
of
enviromnental
failme and
externalities, materials balance
The policy
In1tp'!uc;:ttu)ns of this
for a rrunge of
nrP<.I'l".i'.<'liil n,n of natural
G 525

T!B~d!l.ng Enviw~JfiDD1tmtr.!1 §den~•:

Identificz:tion

examination

environ.rnental

emphasis on

site "''''~'"''"'"tir.n

~~R'.

Offered
525.

soluti.ons to

and their

methods as

science.
nnr.Environm.ent:nR D~i:d!lit1Yi1l
G 53] Citia:en
MakhJlg 3 cr. Offered
R:c:vie'N ofthe modes and methods
of citizen
in govemrnenl:a! and COllJ,Or<ite
of the National and J\IIontana ErlvirOJlmLentc\l
Policy
adminislrativ~ rule malting and cnue:m:·;. Q'h""',.,
planning,
a.nd corporate gov.ernm1c.e.
a
group.
"
with an
0""'"

in N&.tillm! Re5~llli'"C:e1i Dedsi@U§ 3 CJI'.
Offered
Same as FOR 473. Political and social
process·es affecting natural resource decisions, Examination of
cases of multi~party collaboration in
range, and Vv'atershed
lu.au"""'"'"'"''u issues.
UG LI.7J

1:-3

Prereq., consent of ins1x. Same as

aui1.UTJ:fl and

CiJJUabon~tn~:m

Jwo•m•m'~

Efier.rtlive

~,I1lVTiniDWJtllelll!i;ll\!l

the

media. '-'t'""d·,~.,,,,~ a))TOm:~ci1es
context, and
G 5.!,!1[! Waif•:m;;Rl!:ed' OnaserYati©uF'

3

Offered

GOTJ.rse or ccnsent of ins~T.

and social

G5t/!2
in~ermittently

Offered
in autu.mJJ.1.

envirom1:1ental studies nr,ogJrarn.
and administrative

spling.
G 5011'k:i.o:;ntiiflc Lun!Tc''""""'''"'"o"

1:r. Off:ered aut11mn.
consent ofinstr. The

n~"'d"'"''"'

standing in EVST or
limitations of the scientific
selected environmental

G 548 SupervR1limn amll
lEcltmcation 3i Clro Offered inil!~mlltt<~ntly
521.
selection and evaluation
of environmental education.

Offered
;~,·=······"·~·•;·"~

R.estfPhAtft.[fln 3 cr.. Offered
5 13. Provides a •;'u•u~:•~JJ'tlr:ttJ
.tm:ieJ·stm,jirl!J! the history of ideas that have
stl~at<e;2;1•"s used to resolve natural
""''~··· .. '·~

L'!'<"'"'"'"·""'

SalTJ.e as
environmental

ce. Offered
in EVST or

~+o<ccl;m,

environmental impacts of

fec!eral and state
as environcnental

,.,..,,hrn"no

toi!G~t ,e
G: 561 Lanf~~ u-se
GEO(] 561 and L!-\Ji\1 687.
overview ·of the law oflaild liSe
·:·'""uuuJ", ""''·'-''L'H'"' b21ckground in the traditional govetTunent<il
and fiscal land use tools.
of
use
consideration of
&liLtnornv of state anci 1ocal govemraents.
and applying stale

G 5·62 L::md U1<e F'li;;;lming CHnk 2 cr-. O:i:Iered
Q.f eoreq.~ E.\lS'l' 561. Sarne CiS (G-E(ihG 562"
·
eorra:ntu1lties in
eftCnts and
as required
and land
use issuetL
(~ 563 Envinanm~!~t~~ La:l•i l! 3 cr. qf[~ns£1 autumn. Prereq.,
~Y-CIU.Uul•i.'- '''ccldooUU..C: m .D v~ T. Same as Lh.'W 6)0.
and
vaJues
enviromnenta] regulation~ bEtsic
to
adminisimtive
in-deptb
of air <md \Vater !Juauc"'"'
the enviromnentg;, pclicy Rcts.
G 564 EJllv1r·mnm.:nir4ll L2nN H 3 cr. Offered autunm. Prereq.,
graduate
in EVST. Same as LA'W 649.
of
the laws
coxic substances and solid and hazardous
we;ste, <md the
Act
of interaction
betv.reen land use
and
G 565 Puib>Nk L~li!lcdl a:nd Resourc1~1J Ltwv 3 cr. Ofi\~red
st<;mtm1g in E1lf:T <md com;ent of instr. Same as
Historical development of United States
land
st2.te-J:edaml
and the roles
the lav<r
·.1o specific
range, and ,.w,~~ ..,.,.,.,,"';'
'G 56fi Al..o.1vaElC<:d ProhKems n11 P~Nlli!~l~; Lam!. af;ld Resomrces
iLmw 2 :Ci\ Offered:
Prereq,, graduo1te standing in EVST and
consent ofinstr. Same as
619. Collaborative vvork on
in public land <liid resolJirces law and
projects.
G 567 Vi/r,ter :t,aw 2 er. O:ilered
lnt.::rsta:i:~ ·water ~'"''·"Y!'Al.w,
rv:l.ontana

fil['

Air!·s ~J:;~!IIId £dl"~1il:®:!l ~ De~:!ltn1in,er1l·~ E1~~
Offered autumn. Same as FOR 579 and LA'W 679. Prereo.,
513 or cons·ent of instr. Current
in theory and
P"•D""'"'·'"· Development and discussion of research topics. Topics
vary.
G 593 Supervised Intennship PJti:AS Vllldab!;;; C[".
Offered
ten:n.
consent of instr. Program in
G 593 }"k·olfesslkmallPaper V:mri2;Me ICJr.
Offered auturm1
and spring. Pre:req., graduate
ir1
G 594 Gri"H:I!ua\te Seminar 3 rcr. (R-15) Offered autlliT"J11 and
spring. Prereq,, graduate
in EVST or consent of instr.
1.'1-depth analysis of a current
Different
offEcred each semester.
.fJflered am':l.mm and
G 59:5 §pedal Topk0 V::n·itinble cr.
·
standing in
tJlr c~Ol1S·ent of insiTo
Elcperi.mental
of visiting professors, ,avnPri7nPnto" l
,.,,.".~''"''.nc of nevv courses, or one-time ofl:elt11'!gS
G 59':5
Study Va1dable ct·. (R·I2) Offered
C'N"Orhm,•fo'< C"IU''"""b in EVST. work on
direct
G 597 Researdlr V:;u·n~blle Clro
Prereq., graduate s:~~~~!~!~~~,~.;~1 :
graduate res,r;arch and ,,r
objectivef. offhe student
'G 598
VE':l"ira!bJM~ r.:r". 0R~8) SJ,ff~ed ll:ulwnn ~~d .
ts"acctc.<erccc; standmg m E VS l. l:'ractlcal apphcatmn

G :59:\'! Thesis VarlimUJle cJt. (R-6) Offered autumn and
graduate
in EVST.

~f"©l'~€:1.:\lSi:lol•s

Leonard Broberg, Ph.D., Univ,r::rsity of Oregon, 1995
Thomas Ivt
1966
1981
Vicki
IJlS:S@~:k~'l!'tB) P~'t"llfi:N5Sr0i'$

ac'lvc·,c;:~.~·i.r/EITr!Jf!Je:nt :;cr,.t&;.;e~D:a:>:~n

essays.
of
perspective of technique and craft
G 575 Scml!u1T !n. Uhetoric and Emr~n1ml!HBnltSli
er. Ofl:f.:red
Srm1e as COl',ff.Vr 575. cfllce study
how ad•ir;calf;::: u:;e
to influence
and action in
environn1enlal controversies. FJ1etorical
used to exmrrine
strategiea and tactics in
G :'579' Aodva!lrCell Nlilt!n·,,JR H~,eSGil!lrcf;S i[{mflict lRe::toh!!tll!Hl 3 <l::li"o

Fletcher Brown, Ph.D., !viiam& u'.\"''"''''n
Phil Condon,
The
2000
New> Hass21J1ein, Ph.D.,

1997
2002
Uni:on Theologi;;al

.IVJc11Ail,fo"'''

The Department of Geogmphy maintains particular

m
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Students who pursue a geography degree without option
each _of the following major branches within the discipline: I)
physical geography geomorphology, palaeo-environments climate (gel?-~ geogr~phy) elect a mimmum of 10 (maximum of34)
and global change; 2 human-environment interaction
'
addif!.onal credits m geography. Students who pursue an optiOn in
physical geography, m community and environmental planning in
(envrronmental rehabilitation, water policy, and environmental
hazards); 3) geograp~y and society (geography of towns and
Central and Southwest Asian Studies, or in cartography and GIS
also must meet the course requirements of the option (see below).
settlements, ec'?nomic geography, and migration and population
change); 4) regiOnal geography (with particular strengths in the
General Geography
geogr~phy of_ Central Asm _and the Caspian Basin, but also North
The ~eneral geography degree (without option) is very flexible.
Amet:tca, Africa, South Asm, and Europe); 5) geographical
In ~dd1tion to meeting the core requirements for all geography
teclm~ques (remote sensmg, cartography and GIS, transport
maJors, students m~y take a wide :ange of electives m geography
plannmg and GIS-T,field methods, quantitative and qualitative
(m1mmum 10, maximum 34 elective credits). Electives may be
method).
chosen fr<?m the fields of re~onal geography, geographic methods
The Department of Geography offers the Bachelor of Arts and
and techniques, or sy~temati~ geography (physical geography,
Ma:;ter <;>f Arts ~egrees in geography. For a B.A. in geography,
human-envrronment mteraction or geograpny and society).
optiol}S m physical geography, community and environmental
planrung, Cen~ and Southwest Asian studies; and cartography
Physical Geography Option
and GI~ are ayrulable. Also. offered are a minor in geography, and
In addition to satisfying the general requirements for a degree in
a teaching maJOr and nunor m geography. The bachelor de~ee
geography,
a studeJ?.t pursuing the op~~n in phy~ical geography
program_prov1des a broad liberal education; it qualifies graduates
must complete a mmimum of 24 adilitional credits as follows: six
for a V!ITlety of professional jobs; and it prepares students who
''additional credits of upper-division coursework in physical
excel for graduate studies in geography, planning, cartography, or
geography, geology, hydrology, and/or ecology, and three credits
relat~d fields. The Master of Arts program prepares the
of
undergraduate the~is de~oted to a theme in physi_cal geography.
cand1~at~s for a som~what grell;ter range of employment, including
Coursework and thesis topic should be determiOed m consUltation
teac~ng m commumty and Jumor colleges, and for doctoral
studies !l1 geography ~d allied ~sciplines. In addition to a general with th~ stude!lt's advisor. In addition, a student must complete a
c~U!~e m apphe~ calc~l~s (MATH 150 or equivalent) or an upperd~~e m geography Without option, students may pursue an option
diVISion course m statistics (MATH 444 or equivalent) and two
Wlfull?. the Master of Arts program--community and environmental two-course
sequences in science (such as CHEM 15I:N-152N,
plannmg, Central and Southwest Asian studies, and cartography
PHYS 121N-122N, BIOL 120N, 121N, or their equivalents).
and GIS. See the graduate catalog for more information
concerning the M.A. program.
Community and Environmental Planning
A certificate in GIS Sciences and Technologies, jointly offered
Option
by the Department of Geograi?hy, the Department of Geosciences
In addition to satisfying the general requirements for a degree in
(College of Arts and Sciences), and the Department of Forest
geograp~y, the student desiring to achieve an option in community
M~agement (College o~ForestrY and Conservation) is also
and envrronmental planning must complete a minimum of 13
avll;llable. This GIS Certificate 1s a complement to an existing
additi~nal credits as follows: GEOG 465, at least one of the
maJor or to a bachelor's degree already obtained. For details,
followmg two courses: GEOG 468 or GEOG 483 (with corequisite
please see the College of Arts and Science and the College of
laboratones GEOG 469 or GEOG 489), plus four of the following
Forestry and Conservation sections of the catalog.
five courses: GEOG 315S, GEOG 335, GEOG 412S, GEOG 432,
GEOG 435. (These courses can be used to satisfy the 300- or 400Special Degree Requirements
leve:l core requirement in geography and society, and humanenvrronment mteraction.) An internship is strongly recommended.
R~fer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog.
Seemdex.
Central and Southwest Asian Studies Option
IJ?. addition to completing the requirements for the geography
General Education Requirements for
maJor, students electing the Central and Southwest Asian studies
Geography Maiors
qJtion must complete a minimum of 15 credits. The courses
~graphy majo~ must meet the mathematical literacy
mclude: GEOG 106, 402 and 460, plus two courses from the
requrrement by taking MATH 117. Students obtaining a
following seven: GEOG 213S, GEOG 214S, GEOGIHIST 283H
geography degree wi~out llll:d option, or with the Central and
GEOG/HIST ~84H, GEOG 345, GEOG 457, or FOR 495.
'
Southw_est Asian Stu<J:ies optiot?-, may mee~ the university-wide
Students pursumg the ~en~l and Sou!}lwest Asian Studies option
s.ymbohc system requrrement either by taking one year of foreign
must meet the umversity-Wide symbolic systems requirement by
language instruction (100-level or higher) or by taking MATH 117
taki.J:tg one year ~f one of the foll<;>wing fiye languages (1 00-level
and MATH 241. Studen~ obtaining a degree in geography with
or ~~er): T~kish, Persian, Arabic, Russian, or Chinese.
an option other than that m Central and Southwest Asian Studies
Participation m a study abroad program is strongly recommended.
mu~t meet the university-wide symbolic system requirement by
The University of Montana also offers a minor in Central and
!alOOg MATH ~ 17 an~ MATH 241. Students obtaining a degree
Southwest Asian Studies. Please see the Asian Studies page in the
m geography w1~ op~on ~ Centralm1:d Southwest Asian Studies
catalog
must meet the university-Wide symbohc systems requirements by
taki.J:tg one year ~f one. of the foll~wing fi':e language~: (100-level
Cartography and GIS Option
or higher): Arabic, Chinese, Persian, Russian, or Turkish. The
In addition to satisfying the general requirements for a degree in
upper-~vision writing .e~ectati~~ must be met by successfully
geography, the student desirin~ to achieve an option in cartography
~ompleting an ~pper~~lVlsiOn wntmg course from the approved list
and GIS must complete a minimum of 18-20 additional credits as
m the Academic Pohc1es and Procedures section of this catalog
follows: CS 101, GEOG 487 and 489, GEOG 488 and 489 plus
(see index), or by writing a senior thesis in geography.
two courses from the following four: GEOG 468 and 469,GEOG
483 and 489, GEOG 484, GEOG 485 and 489.
Requirements for a Maior in Geography
A maj~r in geography requires a minimum of36 (maximum of
Certificate in GIS Sciences and Technologies
60) credits. All geography majors take a 26-credit core consisting
The Certificate in GIS Sciences and Technologies, jointly
of the following courses: GEOG lOIS, GEOG 102N, GEOG 105,
offered by the Deparf!.ne~ts of Geography, Geosciences, and
GEOG 385, GEOG 387 and 389, GEOG 103S or other regional
F~res~Managemen~ IS ~e~ at future or present professionals or
course, three 300- or 400-level courses, one each from the
sc~ent1sts wh'? requrre ~kills m GIS technologies. The p~ose of
systematic emphases of physical geography, human-environment
th1s pro~ IS to provide undergraduate students or indiVIduals
interaction, and geography and society.
possessmg undergraduate degrees the training, knowledge, and

understanding necessary to acquire, process, analyze, and nroperly
'
display geographic data.

leather

Prepam~ion ~n

Geography

Students who want to be licensed to teach geography at the
middle and high school level must complete the BA degree
requirements in geography (general geography, no option
required). TI1ey also must complete a teaching minor in a second
field of their choice and the professional licensure program in the
School of Education. Students ma1 also earn a teaching minor in
geography. See the Department m Curriculum & Instruction for
information about admission to the Teacher Education Program
and completion ofthese licensure programs.

ENEX 101 Composition .. " .. , . " " .. , ..
GEOG lOlS Introduction to Human Geography .
GEOG 102N Introduction to Physical Geography ..
GEOG 105 Geography Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 117 Probability and Linear Math ........
MATH 121 Precalculus
General Education and electives . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0

0

0

9nf©~rmation

•

•

•

•

•

Suggested Course of Study
Geography m~jcr~ General Geography
op~iom

First YeaR"
GEOG 101S Introduction to Human Geography
GEOG 102N Introduction to Physical Geography . .
GEOG 105 Geography Laboratory . . . . .
MATH 100 Intermediate Algebra
MATH 117 Probability and LLnear Math .
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0

•

0

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

0

•

,

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

T~

Second Yea:r
GEOG 103S Geography of World Regions or
other regional geography course . . .
MATH 241 or 100-Ievel foreign language . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . ,
Tornl
Thlni Year
GEOG 385 Field Techniques . . . . . . .....
GEOG 387 and 389 Principles of Digital
Cartography and Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . .
Upper-division courses in Geography & Society,
Physical Geography and Human-Environment
Interaction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
*Upper-division writil1g course ........
Electives including study abroad/i.TJternship . . .
Total
0

•

•

0

•

0

Fourth Year
Electives including
abroad/intemship/
senior thesis . . . . . .
Total
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

S
3
1

-

3
3

-

3
6

8

G

~

•

•

•

•

0

•

3-5

~

•

•

•

3

... 4
. . . 3-6
•

•

•

. . . 2-5

3-6
3
6-9

f5 15

•

•

•

15
15

15
15

Geography wiU1 opi·iorll wn Physi!l:td Geography
First Year

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

v

"

•

0

••••

0

•••••

0

•••

•

"

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

,

•

•

•••

0

0

•

0

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

-

6

~

B

~

cp·~Mon in (@mmuni~y
P!~CJnnmng~

Geography wsth

Envirorlmental

•

o

•

0

•

0

••••••

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

,

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

3
3
6
3

~

3
3

15
15

3
-

•

Fourth Year
GEOG 465 Plaming Principles and Processes
3
GEOG 468 and 469 Community &
nal
Analysis and Laboratory or GEOG
Tnmsport, Planning, and GIS and La1b01~at(Jry
4
Upper-division courses in Geography &
and Human-Environ_ment Interaction . . . . . . . . . . 3
Electives including study abroad, intemship/
senior thesis . . . ..
5
•

3
8

and

First Year: Sooate as General Goography
Se.co:ml Year
GEOG 103S Geography of World Regions, or
other regional geography course . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 241 Statistics . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education and electives
Total
TIW:-d Year: Same as Gel11l!.erall Geography
•

3
1

3

•

Th~
~
Third Year
GEOG 385 Field Techniques . . . . . . . . . .
3
GEOG 387 and 389 Principles of
Cartography and Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Upper-division courses in Geography & Socie1:';
and Human-Environment Interaction ........
3
Upper-division courses in Physical Geography . . . . 3
2
Electives including study abroad/internship . .
i5
Total
F'mn:ih Year
GEOG 487 and 489 Raster GIS and
4
Upper-division course in Physical Geography
3
Electives including study abroad/intermhip . . . . . . 8

0

0

0

A
3
-

3
. . . 0-5
V

•

0

•

•

Second Year
GEOG 103S Geography of World Regions or
other regional geography course . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
MATH 150 Applied Calculus
MA 1""lH 241 Statistics .
~
~
6
Two 100-level science sequences ......
General Education and electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

0

0

•

0

Advisor
Every geography major will be assigned a geography faculty
member to act as advisor. The advisor offers assistance in
desiwring a program and in monitoring progress. In addition to
guidmg students toward meeting degree requirements, advisors
also can direct students toward specml opportunities, such as study
abroad and field experiences, as well as scholarship and intemship
opportunities. All comse substitutions must be approved the
advisor. The advisor also reviews and initials a student's
application for graduation before the application is signed by the
chairperson.
International all1!d Field Experience for Geographers
Students obtaining a degree in geography are strongly
encouraged strongly to explore study-abroad options and field
experiences. Geography credits obtained through approved
studies abroad will be applied toward the geography degree. With
approval of the student's advisor, additional credits obtained
through studies abroad and field experiences may count toward
geography electives.

without

,

•

Th~

0

Additional

0

3
3
-

•••

•

•

To~

f5

3
12
15

3
12
15

in Cen1·ral an<cl
First Yeicu:: Same as Genelfal Geography, with the following
exceptions:
GEOG 106 The Silk Road . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Second Year
GEOG 213S The Middle East or 214S Central
Asia: Peoples and Environments or 283H Islamic
Civilization: The Classical
or 284H Islamic
Civilization The J\1:odem Era . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
General Education and electives . . . . . . .
Total
Thl,rd Year: Same ru; Generrn Gei\J!!l;I'aplhy, wif!JI ~he k'oJ!Jiowm!!
exceptions:
GEOG 345 Central Asia and Its Neighbors or
GEOG 457 Artistic Tradition~ of Central and
South~;;est Asia . . . . . . . .
3
GEOG 402 Cities and Landscapes of Central Asia . . 3
General Education and electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
0

•

•

0

•

0

•

•

0

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

"

"

0

•

•

Totar~·~--~---""':J.-5~~1-5---~~~---·Lab

Fourr"iiJJ1 Yearc
GEOG 460 Central Asia Seminar . . . . . . . . . . .
~1duding study abroad/Lntemship/
.
semor thes1s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Total
f5

3
12
15

(artograpi'1rlf and
Flii.·st Y emt: §ame as Geill!eJr:;~Ji Goowaplt1y

Second YeaJr
GEOG l93S Geography ofVIodd Regions, or
other regmnal geography course . . . . . . . . . .
3
MATH 241 Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
CS 101 Introduction to PnJJJ;nurunlrlg
General Education and ,yp.".;""o
9
Total
i5
Thfurd Y e!U": Same as

Gem~l!'!llR

Analysis and Laboratory or
Allnalysis in GIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
GEOG 483 and 486 Transport, Plarming and GIS
and
or GEOG 485 and 489
Internet GIS and LaboJrat!JIV
Electives uR.mt.lJLHJ§
senior thesis , , , . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

i5

Th~

~®t;JY!IT'emell'its

all'!ld iee:i'll:rn@~@9JD<e.!\l

Reqlllirements •ifo~K a f~ir~or
3
12
15

Geogpraphy

Fomth Year
GEOG 487 and 489 Remote Sex1sing a..>d
Raster GIS & linage Analysis and Laboratory .
3
GEOG 488 and 489 Thematic Cartography and
GXS
GEOG 468
46~j . . . . . ... ~~ . . . . . . . . . . .

1·~ae f~f!nit~(Cl'~e ~n

Methods
GIS ApJ.Jlications
GEOG 385 Field 'lf'~·-'--·'-~~
GEOS 495 GIS in Geology
GEOG 495
Decision Support
GEOG 564 Planning Design
FOR 503 GIS: methods and Applications I
FOR 504 GIS: Mett'lods and Applications U
r •.,e~!uu~:IJ. elective courses are
topical
'l";;"'"'u.'uuJu is necessary)
-

no

Geogra~hy

To earn a minor in
the sllldent must co.mp.lete a
minimum of 19-20
GEOG WlS and l02N;
GEOG 103S or other regional
GEOG 105, GEOG 385 or
GEOG 387 and 389; two
systematic courses :l:i'mn
the fields of geography
geography, and
human~environrnent interaction.

Courses
4

U = for undergraduate credit
UG = for undergraduate or
graduate
G = for graduate
R after the credit indicates
the course
repeated for credit to the maximum indicated
after the R
beyond this maximum do not count toward a
degcee.
Geog~'QJ[phy (GEOG)
U UHS
.
il) JHfum:1m G;eog~·:E!phy 3

7

~

GBS Sdenc:es

To earn a Certi~cate in GIS Sciences and Technologies, srudrents
must eRther compi~i:~ or have completed r:~~n lmderl?taduate degree
and
a rnmanum of twenty semester credit hours of course
.
10 12 required credits and g to 10 elective
credits
below. Students must achieve at least an
of3.0 for courses within the program
.
m order earn a . .
The certificat~? wiH be awarded upon
the successful completmn of an of the reqmrements of the
ceitificate and the
degree.
It is r~commended that students complete the University
symbolic systems
before beginning this program as
these Emuses
basic qualitative reasoning (MATH 117
MATH
SOC 202). CS 101, Introduction to '
PrcJgr:amnring., is also
recommended.
R•l!quiired Coaurs~s (:Hll~Jl2 cil."):
FOR 303 Introduction to Geographic Infom'l.ation Systems, or
GEOG 387 Principles of Digital Cartography and GEOG
389 Digiit?.!l
Lab
FOR 351
.
;md Remote Sensing or GEOG 487
Remote Sensmg and
GIS and GEOG 489
Cartography/GIS Lab
GEOG 488 Thematic Cartography and GIS and GEOG 489
Cartography/GIS Lab
Elective Cou:rt:les
cr):
I
e Sensin and Imaue ~
8
Image Analysis and Modeling and GEOG
589
Lab
FOR 551
Vector GIS :mel Networks
GEOG 483 Transport Plaxnring and GIS and GEOG 489
Cartography/GAS Lab
GEOG 580 SemL;1.ar in GIS and Cmtography
GEOG 588 VECTOR GIS and GEOG 589 Cartography/GIS
Lab
K
tion
egionaR Analysis and GEOG

cr.

autumn
spnng. Introduction to human geography lroc:usJng on
the lmkages betvveen geography ?Tid society: reg~ons,.ethnic
groups, .urban
ml!gratmn and prrpulabon change,
rntematmnal
and cultw·al cliJ:Ierences.
U 1@2N IE~tJr:IPdlUtcti!(!J111 Ito lF'by~cal Ge@gn·aphy 3 1:!'. Offered
autumn and spnng. Prereq., lV1AH-I 100 or above, or ,,.,,~.~c.~,.,
score on math
exam. Introduction to the
maior
~atural eJ?ViroJ:?mental
their spatial distribution and "
mterrelatmnsrups,
weather and climate,
m'ld
ecosystems, smls, landforms and earth surface processes.
U Hil3§ Geography ©fW111dd Regiio:r.u'l .3 Cl!'o
autumn
and
f!\n overa)l view of how the l:mds
peoples of the
m.to coherent geographical regions, how
region to region, and how the people differ
beliefs, ways ofliiJ::, and economic liveli0

LabQJJnlltory 1 ell". Offered autumn and

lOO~level
te~hniques needed to
~nfonnat10n contame~I m vanous

spnng.
~o concepts

or coreq., a

GEOG course. Lntroduction
underst:md and! analyze the
of maps, aerial photos and
data sets. Tt..is is

1magery, other graphics and
prerequisite to GEOG 385
1U 195 Special Ti~pi.cii! Variable Cli".
Oiiered
intermittently. Experimental vu·co'u'"'"'
professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or om~-ume offerings of
current topics.
U 295 SpedmR Topilc!l Vadab~e rer, (R-61 Offered
intenJ:?ittentlyo ExP,erimental offerings of visitin~ professors,
expenmental offenngs of new courses, or one~t1me offerings of
cum:;nt
1U 37g Pwerr:ep1l:l!ll:r::.hip in Geograjlhy 1-3 cJr.
autunm and spring.
tvvo OI the nn.iV\'fWl!O
GEOG 102N,
GEOG
and consent of
insJJ:. As~isti~g a
me.f\"lber tutori~g,
review
sessions, nelpmg
yv~t~1 research proJec~s, and carrying out
other cla~s-related respons1bli!tles. Open to Juniors and seniors who
to mstructor for consent.
U 395 Sped:aB TC~pks Vaa·~aloine cr.
Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings
pnJtessrlrs,
experimental offerings of new courses, or omH1me
current topics.
Offered
lUG 495 S!J.leda~ T©pncs Variable cro

intern:Uttently. Exp:erimental offerings of visiti~~ professi?rs,
experunental offenngs of new courses, or one-tlme offenngs of
cur1ent top1cs.
UG 496 Independent Study Variahlie cr. (R-9) Offered every
term. Prereq., consent of mstr. L.1dependent study in any subfield
of geography.
U 498 JLntenm!lllip Vari:J~IJHe cw. Offered every
Prereq.,
provides
consent ofinstr. Extended classroom e?Cperience
.. .
.of classroom lean1mg
placements
w1th~n governmental agencies or the business corn.rnunity. A
maxlffium of 6 credits of Internship
498) may
count toward graduation.
U 499 Undergraduate Thests 3 u, (R-6) Offered autumn and
spring. Prer~q., ~enior standing ?r co~sent of if!str. Independent
research proJect m any geographic top1c supervised by faculty
member, a.nd
to completion of baccalaureate degree.
Physica~

Ge10lgraphy

UG 322N Weatile:r and Climate 3 cr. Offered auturn_n oddnumbered years. Prereq., GEOG l02N or consent ofinstr. Origin,
comp?sition, structure, and dynamics ofthe atmosphere, gas and
radiation
energy budget and balance, weather elements and
North American weather systems.
UG 324 Geomorph
3 cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
qEOG ~ 02N or equiv rrpo~t iand~orrns and landscapes, their
b1ophys1cal processes, and the1r formative elements.
UG 423 SoU Geomlilq:l
3 cr. Offered intetrn.ittently.
Prereq., GEOG l02N or FOR ON or consent of instr.
Mmphology and classification of soils and their relationships to
landforms ar1d geomorphic processes.
UG 426l"•I mogeog:raphy 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
GEOG 102N or eqmv. Changing patterns of plant and animal
distributions in space and time. Combination ofhist01ical and
ecological
to biological species and communities.
causes of plant and animal distributions,
Study
especially climatic change m1d human impacts.
G 525 Advanced
Geography 3 cr. (R-9) Offered
intenni.ttently. Prereq., consent of instr. Advanced topics in
climate and global change, paleo-environments and biogeography,
landf01m analysis and soils, etc. Topic titles will appear in the
Class Schedule.
·
·
Human~Environmen~· h1terll.l<tU,~:»n

. UG 333§ Oultuml Ecology 3 C!\ Offered spring. Examines
Issues related to culture and the naturai environment Tonics
include cultural 01igins and diversity, geography of religion,
$eolinguistics, plant and animal domestication, livelihood syste:r{l..s,
rollc and popular
etlll.!ic geography, political patterns,
demography, industries, urban genesis, and the transformation of
environmental systems.
U 335 Wate1• Po!ky 3 ;cr. Offered spring even-numbered
years. Prereq., upper-division
Exploration of water
resources issues facing the public, resoun::e'managers, aild \.Vater
users in the western United States today. Examines concepts,
terrns, a..1d regulatory environ.ment whkh provide the foU!'1dation
for modem water m<magement and
UG 336 Expllomtion and mscovery 3 .:r. Offered auturfl.n
inte~ttently. Emp]1asis on the_ evidence of lartguage, genetic~,
matenal culture, and transoceanic
and an1mal exchanges m
assessing mobility and population
in prehistmy;
factors that motivate exploration; the history of navigation; the
upon science, society,
and
impacts
govemment
U 338 Mm.!l!Ml:a&ns 3 cr. Offered auturrm. Physical and cultural
asp~cts of the .mounta!ns of!'·Jorth and ~out~ Arne1~ca, Europ~,.
Africa, The Ring ofFm; and South Asm. Emphasis on co:mhnmg
the physical landscape with an overview of the indigenous people
who inhabit the worlds'

UG 432 The Hummm R:;l.e in Environmellll!al ClillaliJI.<OYe 3 cJr.
Offered autumn even-numbered years. Prereq., upper-division or
graduate standing . Same as EVST 432. A systematic examination

o~ the way.s in wrrich the ~?jor phy~ical system'! and eco. systems
or the earth have been momfied by human actlVlty, and approaches
to the rehabilitation ofthese systems.
UG 434Food and F!i!mline 3 cr. Offered autumn
intermittently. Exploration of the production, distribution, and
consumption of food; the causes and consequences of hunger; and
measures that rflight be tll.ken to relieve hunger.
UG 435 Envfrromnentan Hazards and P!mmnng 3 cr. Offered
spring odd-numbered years. Prereq., upper-division or gracduate
standing. Surveys the characteristics and impacts
natural and tecl:mological hazards. Emphasizes risk and
Vlllnerability assessment procedures, mitigating measures to reduce
da.mage, and strategies for planning corrmmnity response.

Geography i!lnd Sodetly
UG 315S Economic Geogr!llphy ofR\i.l.rall Areas 3 cr. Offered
spling odd-numbered years. Prereq., upper-division or graduate
standing. Study ofthe location of economic activities: agriculture,
industry and services. Focus on the changing nature of rural areas.
··········································
UG 412§ Towvns and Rm:·al Sett~emem!: 3 cr, Of:tered spring
even-numbered years. Prereq., upper-division or graduate
standing. The spatial, functional, and locational attributes of
regional centers and towns in the context of the pattems ofnu,al
settlement.
UG 415 Migration and Populiation Chang!['; 3 1::1:. Offered
auturnn odd-numbered years. Prereq., senior standing or graduate
standing or consent of instr. Focus on internal n:tigmtion and
population change in the U.S., in particular in the Mountain West
Review of migration theories and empirical
development
of practical slrills for conducting empirical research related
migration and population change.

to

UG 417 CuRrural and Giobal Om:npeteHlice-Key Compmtents

for Success in GRobai .F,cmM:nny am~ Sodei:y 3 ~£:!. Offered
autun:m. Prereq., upper-division: or
standing. Designed to
increase awm"eness of student's own culture and increase crosscultural sensitivit'i;. Understanding the perspectives of other
cultures and resolving possible conflicts. Examination of the role
of perception, belief systems, social structures and culture
practices.
G 515 Advalllced Human Geography 3 cr.
intennittently. Prereq., consent of instr. Advanced
in
cultural and historical
gender issues,
and
population chan~e, . . ,
g~ography, urban
settler:.nent
geography, etc. fop1c t1tles w1H appear m the Class Schedule.

Region(d Geogm•tli)hy
U 106 The SiRk Ro2d 3 Cl!', Offered auturnn and spring. Same
as AS and HIST 106. Introduction to the
of the human
connnunities, cultures, a.nd economies in
and Soutlrwest
Asia along the ancient four thousand mile-long Silk Road.
U 201§ Montana 3 c1·. Offered autumn, The physical, cultural,
economic a.1d historical geography of the state including
Montana's mountains, the praine, Indian Reservations, cultural
newspapers and politics.
U 202S South Asna 3 cr.
intennittently" Same as AS
202S. The physical setting
its history,
and
socio-economic organization" Examines regional differences,
changing social pattems, and the relationship between people and
the environment
U 207S Africa 3 c:r. Offered autunm even numbered yem"S. A
survey of the biophysical and cultural geography of Sub-Saharan
Afiica. Emphasis is on the region's cultural-t.dstorical develomnent
and cunent
demographic, and economic pattems."
U ZBS The Midcl~e Ea1>t 3 cr. Offered autunm odd-numbered
years. Same as AS and LS 213S. A sur,rey of the biophvsical and
cultural geography of Southwest Asia a.11d North Ani ca. "Emphasis
on environmental change, pre-history,
of cultural and
historical change, issues of socio-economic. religious, and political
diversity, and the broader political significance of the region.
U 214§ Centra~ Asia: Pe@plle§ 2Jmd Eifl.v~nm!lrnents 3 cr.

Introduction to
Focus on the
cultural
India and

3 cr. Offered
Islamic
fall ofthe Abbasid
in the
on the
ofislam and the
causes for

of the Islmnic

1U 284H IsD:mmnr Civfilizau:ioll'!: Tine lVIIodern Ent 3 cr. Offr;;red
Ssm1e as lUST 284H.
ofthe Islamic world and
the p,xsian,
speaking lands
and 19520

UG 30\lS Chima 3 ~Jr. OJEfered mterrmtterttly
and
of the
ofChin::L

uuv6 1 "'"u"

[] 3l45 Cei~Jtrai l~.sna a~md U!i
3 ,zr. Offered
Same as AS 345 and HlST 346.
of the human
communities ancl. cultures of Centra.l and Southwest
particular
on the "''''
4 ·"'"'".'""'"'

liJG 4@2 Cideiii and
Gf C:l:rfrtn:d A~Bim J c~·. Of&red
autun1..n. Same as AS and
of the main centers
of civilization and
1ich sites and monuments of Central
Asia ::md Southwest ,llusia since ancient times.
UG 4011 Advailllced
3 :cr. (R-9) Offered
intennittentlv.
treatment of a
ge!)gt'ap.hic •
or the
var;.
UG 4/57 Ji:urti§tic Tradlf~ion§ ·af Cenl!:ral a.ndl Solilltirnvlrest Asbn 3
~.r. Of:fi~red au1urm1 and
Same as AS and HIST 457.
""'... ,«,.v.,.w of the
mllsuc
and scientific
innovations of various cuitlJ.res in Central and
Asia
siiJ.ce andent times.
UG 46!1! Central A!lfia Semniutr
AS 460 and I-llST 462.

UG 4i/l:7 Re~]llJOte ~e:m;!n.:r:
autumn.
GEOG
or consent
remote
Infommtion
current data sources.
lUG 483 Thematilc Cartognaphy ami GIS 3 Cll", Offered
spring. Prereq., GEOG 387 or consent of instr.; coreq., GEOG
489. Commllnicatiing and
topical infonnal:ion with
maps, propor1ional figur•e
Includes
GIS
exerc1ses.

Offered
Lab to

and 'V>~<JH<YHJ"Cii)
Geograp,h!r.·t111'h@~Jgh~8 O!Jl~efh(N:bff
G~S
3 c~·. Offered aut1.ID1fJ.

and GEOG 105 or consent
ge1JgJ'api1ers and plam:ters in making field

One hour of !eci:ure and £our
•., •.,t.n,fiV'•B<T'oinr

2J et, Offered
· coreq., GEOG

geography and
continued in spring in GEOG

u 2 cr. Offered splingo Prereq., g:m\Ciuate
. Preparation of thesis
::md
pre1;entation. RecoJ'nm,end,~d to
second
semester of graduate studies .
G 52(1 Srm!mur in ~·"'''"""~"'·'tn''"'"'' Tfu.mnght 3 1\:N'o Offered

--··~--~-~·~~~-~~~~~~!til~· @f Ge·tJ~sdt111Jt\l!lS ~ ~3
conceTJ'ts., approaches, and techniques
autumn and
Laboratory to accomp811} GE'JG 587 or 588.
modem times. llecommended to be taken during
r:;; "95
V3daMe •er. {R~9) Of5o:red
studies.
·~ consent cf ins.tr. Exrnerimental oherings of
3 icJr, (F~..-9) ()ffered
Dfne\v eotrrses~ or
intemrii:tently. Prereq.,
Sem.im,r

geography and soc;ety, humarH:envirorrmental '"'""'"''''"~"''
geography, regional geography, or 5vu·;;SJ'"'J:'H"'~""
G 5ili1rn Semilr1at· ftiJ1J
3 'cr. Offered
years. J.llL -critical
approachee. and

England.

Ofr,;red every
maeJ,:;c.:m::eJ1I res.:.arch in geography
Of

Same as

overview of the law ofland m;e
pl:lmung ""~'""'""""' background in the iTaditional governmental
rmd fiscal land use tools. Exarillnation of
constitutional

lllllilfl,'.·rrn:,:.r.<rrlll'l

Prereq., consent
provides pmctical apcpJ!Gc!U,,on
placements ofi crrrnpus.

·

G 561 Land Use
EVST 561 and LAVv' 687.

[J"'UU.W.<f<,o

G 598

V ariicil)£,e
advisor.

G 59§!
consent

cr~

F'''"''m'"'" ~consideration of

of state and local gO'Ie!:nr:iJceiTts.

Focus on sl:ills in inten:Jre.ting, u''''"'''uis, m1d ,,nnnnn·" state
legislation and local onJlflciTLCe:s.
G 562 Lanll(R Use J?lamming Ciini.'~ ]~,Iii ct·,
tenrn.
Students
and
Montana

Offered every V;~rm.

or coreq., GEOG
. Same as
bcal cmrm1unities in long~range l'""'u""'D
of
rnan;;~gement
as
dev•,;)lopment nn'r,·YJ,o.,k

·•~<m,•C<f'.,u,

1986
1986

1Si;OJ'1Sllfl-·1VJCI.Cll3,DH,

PauiR
Jl~Ssr:JDrda·l·e f~·,o~~~~!IISOi'"

land

Christiane von Kt~Icn;;;~rt,

of

ondaho, 1992

L&ssi1llli,Jrf'~l ~~~~·of•~!'sso~·:!il

G 573 Pn:c::eptillrship iu.i
autunm and spring.
coursevtrork'! aritd consea11t
tutoring, helping students: 'Nith research
other dass-related activities.
G ::;go SLBmht!lln· in Gli:'~ :tmD\
Prereq., consent of im;tr. c:P'C•1HIU<H
geograplhic inlim11ation systems.
inhuman and
if; 537 nngita!

Ulrich KllJ11p, Doktor der
ofBer.lin, 1999

rw.issr~m:chaft,~n,

Technical

'·'· •·n,,,...,,.,.,r KJ::i,

1995

ThonilaS Sullivan,
1\::rn('l'rrn·~~.JJs IJI~r~,,f~::;:'il<llltm;

Ph.D.,

and de··velopment for rninerals and
of :\lelds related to
site

work in the fields

envirorm1ent.aJ renEdiation and P"''ww.m.cr-;.
j\.1.S., and
level.
IJ"·'a•··vu, l:he liirsl1er 1 1~vel ;:~f
. ~ad~vl~~~bl~- fbr~ ·"'l.--~'L "·'~

L

'd'o(

"''""".'0

Hfgh

§(J:1Jl1{1

§d11liO~ Prepar~ikion:

requiren1ents fOr TJniversity
prc;;paniWJn indnde:s as much

II:. addition to thr;:
reconrrnendeC.
s,chool
and science as possible.

Science coursss "-'·'"''"'ucAI

counted taward Vt3o:>cJer1tc~:s

t)"''"'''"''',·"'

courses and allied science courst';s 1nust be
traditional
The

Uir)IJeJ'~OJVlS>IOn

Ffumt Yem:·

l•,

CHEIVI I51N General and
162]\J

or

inr•trn<n'''r

s
3-5

ENEX 101 Co!mp<cJSltlml

3
3

GEOS
and

3
4
5

General Education .

i5

advisor '\~i~Jo c.an offer
alterr:a.ti';les h:1
seienc:e cou1ses.
"

"

'

•

0

0

0

'

"

0

•

3

4

GEOS
Additional science course
E]ect]ves and Gen~ral ~EJducation

The
students
three prc:lgran:ls
students
gn:Ktuate
modem
Pr<JR:I'3J1!1S, as
be chosen in consultation with a

3

Tbbcrii Yem·
GEOS any 300 and abov.r~
Science':' . .
Electives and General Education

4

Fom·t.h Year
GEOS: any 3()0 and 2cbove
Science* , . , . . , ,
Electives and General Education

4
6

0

cf
as elective courses, shou:ld
advisor in
Geosciences

4

•

•

•

•

•

0

0

,

•

•

A
3

5
and 153
El~~rE;:I[

4

10 1

Electives and General Education

3

f5

S£tom1 Year
,~,J,c;l.I'"-'·"'

science courses nmst include: JVL'\.TH

150 and

CHEi:VI l61N-1621··X

152~ 153

PHYS I2IN-1221"i or Pl:PfS

t•;;n additional

s:elected in

cr

GEOS 20:2
i.JEOS 226
CS J. 72 Introduction to

4

6

••

4
or

4
3

S

3
5
4
3

PHYS 221N-222N General
or PHYS 12ll\J-122N
Electives and ~General Education
Thlrd:

5
6

Department of Ci.miculum and IP.st:mction. Deadlines: March 1
and October 1.

5

l5

Yet~Jr

Third Year
CHEl\1 485 Laboratory

GEOS 330 Structural Geology

3

Tvm courses from Category 1, 3, or 4
Electives and Generai Education

3

C&I 200 Exploring Teachling

2

Summer Ses:siiilJiiL
GEOS 429 Field
Fomrtlb: Year

as needed . . . . . .
and

.......

HCil1~P.'e~:llO

3

12
15

JFir:\lt Ye~1t
GEOS lOON-lOHI! General Geology and Lab
GEOS 130 Introduction to !Field Methods . .
and Lab
CHElv! 161N, l62N College
MATH 152, 153 Calculus I, IT or 150 and 158
CS 172 Introduction to
IVJ:.ndeling or

eoui valent. .
ENEX 101 Composition
•

•

•

0

12

15

o

A
3
5

4

3
5
4

PHYS 221N-2.22N College
Other science electives . . ,
General :Education and electives

5
3
3

r;:f

G~:ochemistry
•

GEOS 499 Undergraduate Thesis

f7

First Y rear
CS 172 Introduction to Computer
•

•

0

•

2

12

A

or
3
3

2
3
4
4
6

14

Secronrl Year
ASTR 13ll\T-132I·I
Astronmr1.y K, H ,
tCI-IEiv1 151i'T Generai and Inorganic

3

GEOS 226 Eartb Materials
GEOS 301 Environmental
GEOS 2ll1Y 100 .

3

•

•

•

6
3

•

9

iS

around basic
processes and
FamHiarizadon
vvith comJnon
land fon'Ds, and stmctures.
Inter£.l.ed to provide
e::perience wi:th any geology
course below GEOS DO.
lJ 11[]:3l1T V:IlkanoEs, Earthljwkes ~mld othel!' I'•~!llbmd
U:azand!s 3 cr, OtTered
Examination of volcanism.
1Cll'-!,ua1""''' landslides,
coastal
· and
and
Emphasis on
m1'1irnize their
consequences of catastmphic events, and

societal
U lfr5N O:creoall1<I}gll'S!j]hy 3 <:r. Offered spring.
sea-water an..d ocefuJ. basit.'1S; cum:nts, tides, and
processes; use and misuse of the oceans

3

•••

6

f5

adnrlission to the Teacher Education
in the School of Education,

of

htm18JJs.

of L:if:;; 3 cr·" Offered an1umn. The evolution
of
and vertebrate run.imals, highlighting major
events in tlt1e evolution of life on Earth. Includes laboratory
'filv-i1h fossils.
U 11~81'\T Clin11ate Change-Past :El!!J1d Fl!Itm:e 3 er. Of:fr~red
autumn. The
on tbte earth's climate
s'.'Stem.
processes
climate history from
U JHD6iN

3

·'

':'Electives and General Education
re~~u]1re;m~~nt

s
3

•

General ·~·-~"'aJ and Laboratory

•

,

3

.

lT llOlN Gem;ral;
LaibfJlratonr Ji tr. Offered aultunn
and
Prereq. or coreq.,
" courses belov.r GEOS
BO.
series of laboratory and
designed

3

15

GEOS 105 Oceanography .
and Maps
GEOS BO Introductorv Field
Ivl:ATH 121 Precalcultis ..
PSYC IOOS Introduction to Pc.,vf'l1nln.rf"
*Electives and Generali '-"V''"''""'uuu

0

f7

.........

•

.J

tmvard a
Geologry ~GE!OS)

~c~o·":th Sd<ell1l·~>:e fid~JI•i:;J;fl'lill111·!'1l Ov~':'l~'n!Qim~

0

•

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for L!ill::leJ·gr.adlJate
or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit R after the credit
be
for credit to the mB.ximum
indicates the course
indicated after th.;; R.
this maximuin do not count

3
5

3
4

General Education and electives .

•

•

f6

Y 'l:!Sllt'

0

•

6

rco~n"'ses

4,,

.)

3
6
7

oooo•••ooo

science electives . . . . . .
General Education and electives

equivalent

•

4

.,

tlh.e st11dent must co:rn]:,let:e
plus at least 12 credim in
courses numbered 300 or above, All courses m~1.st be
traditional letter

Credits from 300-level or ab~ve

ENEX 101
GEOS

0

••

To earn a minor in
Wli'··T, 130,

Thfurd Year

0

•

0

~~e~II.Jrirem~rn·i·s

3

·u·c..w''"-''

GEOS 320 Global Water or 327

•

0
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*C&I r:ecomrnends a minor teaching field. A fifth year may be
,.,,,,i,,.,.r~ to obtain a mLnor field endorsement

G

GEOS 480 Hydrogerology . .

•

~'Electives and Genemi Education

~

3

GEOS 226 Earth Materials

JF'ouiriil1l

•

0

,r\

3

0

Second. Yreti!lr
GEOS 301 Envirom:aental

courses

•

Fomr[h. Year
C&I 426 Teaching Science in Iviiddle and
Schools
C&IOther ...
GEOS any 300 or above .

electives and

lin ~~1v!rGl~unen~(!JI Geclo~JY

0

3
3
3

•

GEOS 330 Stmctural Geology
GEOS a.'l.y 300 or above

4

Education
Or»t~(J~n

GEOS 310 Invertt;brate Paleontology

•

o

Two courses from Category 1, 2 or
~~v,·~·",

.;.,

0

15

~.

Field Experience .
C&I 303 Educational Psychology & Measurements
C&I Other . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GEOG 330 Meteorology

3
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earth to the nee ages, present and fnture
due to
natural processes and human activities.
U Jlilll'9 Envkm11mental Geoi'Jden.rre Z c:r. Offered aPturm:t A11

conditions; metamorphic envzronme:nts met.1lJic minemRs and
mineral
UG :::109 Plarmeli~?J.I'Y Sdence 3 .Ci:'. Offered autunm evennumbered years.
PHYS Ull'J or 221N and MATH 150
or 152. :Same as
characteristics of
meteor•oids with m1 en1pt1asis
UG 311/JI inver~ebra~e Jt'aJ!e•DJ:nl/IJi~o~gy
Prereq., GEOS
202 or
indudirJtg ____ _,. ,_ ,. __ '"'"'
groups of
biostratigraphy.

UG 3H
310 or equiv.
""J'WC.·HJ,~ in pal.eo:rno,lo~;y
UG 313 CurJJlltJion
2 er. Oilered
basic course 1'1. n.'l.tural sciences. Instruction in
m:m;J.grng na!ural
coHection'l. Focus on praclt~c:3I

conela1:ion
environments fn:m1
of
U 2illi7 Gool.ogic8i Hazlll['tt\s and: Ivis!llstcrs 2 tJ.". Oftered
Prereq., minimum.
of C irHmy 100-level
course ex,:ept 106.
major ~·"'"'""'"''..£"'
causes and effects.
'~"""'""'"'''•

volcanic

a.,,.,~,.,-.•. .c.

1!J 2:26 :Earth Materi~1i'£ 4 cr, Otiered autumn ;mrl
Prereq., any
00-levelleeture course, GEOS
CHEivH51 or
!l. 16 L
of minerals and roeks
an Earth
mill.eral identificai:ion and
cJ;,,t-<.;;J.'"'';,,,n of minerals fmm the

and
nvd.n:JsrJhi::re. 1Vlethods of

radiometric
U 331() §ttnJ.dnmi

3 err, Offer·cdl aullnru1,
GEOS 130 and 226, S:truc1.11res of defonm;d
gr;aplii.cal iJ1terp~·ettttic~n of stn.1ctura! onJbtems.

1J:J

their fonna·don.

u 260 ruveri' §y;ste!IJ!]§

Prereq.,

Hyclrologk and r'fc'•Ononcr·f\hi,c
problems N>n'"'''"";,,,.,
floodinf'?
flood pf~ins,
use an;:l engineering.
U 295 Special Tctlp~cs Vmrialblle <r:L
intermittenHy. Experimental
of
experimental offerings of nevv courses, or

ozone

uceTH'::n•~•n,

de:se.rtliac:atl1Cll1,

U 3'95 §](lJedall
of

current topics.
lU 301 EnvftnJJIJlilli!ltf;JlW! ,~~··v"''"'~·'

Prereq., GEOS
equiv .· ex~Jerienc:e

Human

of

intermittently. 11:\)lpe:rmt1ei11:al ofleriltlgs
expertmental nti;·,.,.jnc:~·
current
w.,Ill•eJ[.iieltl!tl<em Stud.y V fii['i!:ahlc •r.rr·.
~JJI!~eli·n~;IJr~iP

gelJlogic

'""u"'o'"'"m,uc of surface and
qualily, resource use,
enviromnentaJ
UG 311JJ2 Seamnenda.ry Geology l'lielid
Prereq., GEOS lOON;
and ancient se!1mlertrruy '-'"!f''J"u'u"m
field through a 9-day
focus include then:;'''"''"'"
CaHfomia co,nve:r:~eJii
of the Basin and
and OklaJmma .ruumvvJ~'"'l'·
U 31Ji<i!E Sdel!Jl>:e and
3 c:r, Offered auiilmrrn. Rol'e of
scientific
iJa hurnm1 societies from the
to
the present Discussion of tools for .;,,;,",""'""·,,·inc,
ethical,
and social decisions, lil\Ac<~cw,.c>; a:nalvs,;s
modem case
fmm
scienoes.
U 306 :D:!!:liU~CJJJ:\1 alni!! Metrunm
spril1g. "'
GEOS
CI
associations,
minerals and
and

of parlicuiar interest to
V3Jtliablle cr. Offered
. Extended dassroom a,·,~~··ian,,~

ofGEOS: 393

minor. A maxinn.1m of 6
may count to,Nard graduation.
UG 402
Fllelrl Ttip 2 cr. Examination

of
tlhrough z mrre-:Iav
break fieid
campus.
U 4:25
oil' tEl•E lPadflic l'tlortl'l.we;;;t 3 1\:11', Offered
intermittently.
GEOS lOON. Narrative discussion ofthe
evolutions of the
:Northwest from Archean time tto
'~'~'"'""·""'·' © «:Y:. rOffered surrrrner.

ue~m•:;,gJc nrlaJJDll11J~ on aerial
acid
Field
a
of rock
every summer near DiUon, ~v'1onta·
na. Extra f~:;es. Pn:·r,egJtstr·ation in early
UG 4210 GRohaJI T~::c:tomcs 3 cr, Offered
GEOS
MATH
and 2.25 or better
courses. Exami.It:'l.tion of
scale structJJ.rai features of
surf21ce and their relatin::m to
processes as well as
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active tectonic p~enomena including siesmicity, volcanism, and
G 5~8 Sedimentary Basin Analysis 4 cr. Offered autumn.
crustal deformat10n.
Prereq., GEOS 202. Influence of allocyclic processes (tectonism,
UG 43~ Architecture of Sedimentary Deposits 4 cr. Offered
climate, eustacy, etc.,) in shaping the evolution of sedimentary
spring. Prereq., GEOS 202. Study of the architectural elements
basins. Emphasis on integration and synthesis of tools of
and composition of sedimentary deposits in the context of their
sedimentary basins analysis, including the study of depositional
tectonic environments and their influence on petroleum and
systems, provenance, paleocurrents, subsidence, sequence
hydrogeologic systems.
stratigraphy, and well logs.
UG 433 Sedimentary Petrology 4 cr. Offered spring.
G 531 Environmental Geochemistry of Metal
Prereq., graduate standing or GEOS 432. Field, hand specimen
Contamination 4 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., GEOS 570,
and thin section petrology of siliciclastic and carbonate rocks,
579; CHEM 442; FOR 511 or consent of instr. Integration of
emphasis on tectonic and diagenetic interpretation of siliciclastic
major processes and cycles transporting, fixing, and
rock and environments of deposition and diagenesis of carbonate
transforming inorganic contaminants in aquatic systems, soils,
rocks.
sediments and subsurface environments. Concentration on
UG 437 Seismology and Magnetics 4 cr. Offered autumn.
multicisciplinary research to solve complex environmental
Prereq. or coreq., MATH 153, GEOS 100N-101N, PHYS
problems.
121N. Theory and global aspects of seismology and magnetics
G 560 Fluvial Geomorphology 4 cr. Offered intermittently.
as well as their practical application to environmental problems.
Prereq., one year college calculus and physics. Application of
UG 438 Gravity and Electromagnetics 4 cr.
fluid mechanics to sediment transpof! and development of riv~r
Offered Spring. Prereq. or coreq., MATH 153, GEOS lOONmorphology. Fof11?- and process m nver meanders, the pool-riffle
lOIN, PHYS 121N. GPS, gravity, and electromagnetic methods
sequence, aggradation, grade, and baselevel.
with acquisition, processing, and interpretation of locallyG 570 Advanced Geochemistry 4 cr. Offered autumn evencollected data. Applications include environmental and crustal
numbered years. Prereq., one year college chemistry. Chemistry
scale imaging, tectonic processes, and whole-earth models.
of aqueous systems including aqueous kinetics, aqueous
UG 460 Process Geomorphology 4 cr. Offered autumn,
th~nn<?rlynantics! a.cidlb~e che~stry, carb?~te systematics,
alte~te years. C_oreg., one year college calculus and physics.
oxidatlOn/~eduction reactio~, mmer~ solubility, and
Quantitative exammation of landfonus, nmoff generation,
complex~tion. Includes an mtroduc!J.on to the use of
weathering, mechanics of soil erosion by water and wind, mass
geochemical models. Concepts applied to natural systems.
wasting, glacial and periglacial processes and hillslope evolution.
G 572 Advanced Hydrogeology 3 cr. Offered spring.
UG 465 Computer Modeling in the Physical Sciences with
~rereq ·, GEOS ~80
c~nsent. of ins~. Advanced concepts ~ed
Matlab 3 cr. Offered spring alternate years. Coreq., one year
m groundwa!er mv~sti~ations, mclud~g flow systems ana).ysis,
college calculus and physics. Introduction to Matlab and writing
hydroge?logic morutonng and sampl~g, resource eval~tton,
and using computer models to address typical problems faced by
exploration, deyelopment and m~rutonng, and cont:am~na?t
physical scientists. Topics include heat diffusion, carbon storage,
transport. Special problem areas m groundwater exploration and
and landscape evolution. No previous computer experience
management.
required.
G 573 Applied Groundwater Modeling 3 cr. Offered
UG 480 Hydrogeology 4 cr Offered autumn Prereq GEOS
autumn. Prereq., GEOS 480 and consent ofinstr. Development
lOON-lOiN; PHYS 121N or 2l1N; MATH 150. or 152 ~trongly
of numerical ~odeling techniques, finite difference~ f~te
recmrunended. Occurrence, movement, quality, and methods of
element modelmg of groundwater flow systems. Application of
quantification of groundwater. Geological framework and physics
standard 2D and 3D models to field problems.
of groundwater flow. Supply, contamination, and management
G 575 Clays and Clay Petrology 3 cr. Offered spring.
problems.
Prereq., consent of instr. Clay mineralogy including fundamental
U 493 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently.
particle theory; x-ray identification methods. Orig~ of clays;
petrology of shales through low-grade metamorphism.
Independent work under the University omnibus option. See
index.
G 579 Geochemistry of Hydrothermal Systems 3 cr.
UG 494 Senior Seminar 1-10 cr. (R-10) Offered
Offered autumn! even-numbered Y~· Prereq:, one year of
intennittently. Prereq., upper-division standing in geology or
college of chemistry of C<?nsent.of mstr. Chellllstry and geology
consent of instr. Independent study of various topics under the
of.hydrothe~ syste~ rr;tcludmg s<;>lute/gas.geothe~ometry,
direction of a faculty member.
acid/base reactions, oxidation/reduction reactions, mmeral
UG 495 Special Topics 1-8 cr. (R-8) Offered intermittently.
equilibr?-um, and microbial ecology as applied t? terrestr!al and
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
submarme hydr?thermal systems. Includes an mtroduction to the
offerings of new courses or one-time offerings of current topics
use of geochellllcal models.
UG 496 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered eve~
G 580 Topics in Mineralogy and Petrology Varyable cr.
term. Specific topics of particular interest to individual students.
(R-6 for M.S., R-12 for Ph.D.) Prereq., consent of mstr. .
.
Offenngs on request of graduate srudents by arrangement with
U 499 Undergrad~te. ThesiS 3-10 cr. (R-10) Offered every
appropriate faculty. Recent topics: tectonics and petrology;
te~. ~ereq., 18 cr~Its ~geology: Independent research
alkaline igneous rocks.
project many geologic topic supervised by faculty member, and
· .
.
.
leading to completion of baccalaureate degree.
G 58~ Topics m Structure and GeophySics V~ble cr.
.
·" Th · m·
. Pr
(R-6 for M.S., R-12 for Ph.D.) Prereq., consent of mstr.
1
G 50:...
es~ ISSertation oposal cr•.Offered sp~mg.
Offerings on request of graduate srudents by arrangement with
appropriate faculty. Recent topics: structural analysis,
Work With advisors to choose a research project and wnte a
proposal.
Precambrian crustal evolution, field trips on Rocky Mountain
structure.
G 5~~ Metamorphic Terrain Analysis 3 cr. Offered autumn.
fi?.tr~uction to techniq~es use~ to anal~ze ~urial and uplift
G 583 Topics in Stratigraphy, Paleontology and
histones of meffi!norp~c terrams. Topics mclude:
Sedimentation Variable cr. (R-6 for M.S., R-12 for Ph.D.)
geochronology, ~cludmg closure temperature theory and the use
Prereq., consent of instr. Offerings on request of graduate
.
srudents by arrangement with appropriate faculty. Recent topics:
of geochronologic systems as thennochro~o~eters;
geoth~nnometry and g~obarometry; quantitative thennodyTiallllc
evolution of life; Proterozoic stratigraphy; reefs through time.
modelmg
of P-T paths, heat flow and the thermal structure of
G 585 T op1cs
· m
· Hydrogeo1ogy and Low-Temperat ure Goooro
enic belts
·
chemistry Variable cr. (R-6 for M.S., R-12 for Ph.D.) Prereq.,
g

or
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consent of instr. Offerings on request of graduate students by
arrangement with appropriate faculty. Recent topics: field methods, well design, contaminant transport, geochemical modeling.
G 587 Topics in Geomorphology Variable cr. (R-6 for
M.S., R-12 for Ph.D.) Offered spring. Prereq., consent of
instr. Reading and discussion of relevant papers. Offerings on
request of graduate students by arrangement with appropriate
faculty. Recent topics: landscape evolution; weathering
processes; tectonic geomorphology.
G 590 Supervised Internship 1-12 cr. Offered intermittently.
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-8) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings
of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or
one-time offerings of current topics.
G 597 Advanced Problems Variable cr. (R-10) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr. Investigations of
geological problems exclusive of thesis or dissertation research.
G 599 Thesis Research Variable cr. (R-6) Offered every
term. Prereq., thesis proposal approval. Directed research to
serve as thesis for the master degree. Credit assigned upon
submittal of final copy of approved and bound thesis.
G 699 Dissertation Research Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
every term. Prereq., dissertation proposal approval. Directed
research to serve as dissertation for the Ph.D. degree. Credit
assigned upon submittal of final copy of approved and bound
dissertation.

Faculty
Professors
Marc S. Hendrix, Ph.D., Stanford University, 1992
Johnnie N. Moore, Ph.D., University of California (Los Angeles), 1976

"
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James W. Sears, Ph.D, Queen's University, 1979
Steven D. Sheriff, Ph.D., University of Wyoming, 1981
(Chair) ............................ .
George D. Stanley, Ph.D., University of Kansas, 1977
William W. Woessner, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin
(Madison), 1978
Associate Professor
Nancy W. Hinman, Ph.D., University of California (San
Diego), 1987
Assistant Professors
Julia A. Baldwin, Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 2003
Rebecca 0. Bendick, Ph.D., University of Colorado, Boulder,
2000
Joel T. Harper, Ph.D., University of Wyoming, 1997
Emeritus Professors
David Alt, Ph.D., University of Texas, 1961
Donald W. Hyndman, Ph.D., University of California
(Berkeley), 1964
Ian M. Lange, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1968
Raymond C. Murray, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1955
_Graham R. Thompson, Ph.D., Case Western Reserve, 1971
John P. Wehrenberg, Ph.D., University oflllinois, 1956
Robert M. Weidman, Ph.D., University of California
(Berkeley), 1959
Donald Winston, Ph.D., University of Texas, 1963

Department of History
Richard Drake, Chair
For the student in search of a broad education rather than in
training for a particular occupation, the History Department offers
an exc1ting program of instruction. It is designed to provide a
knowledge and understanding of the background and ramifications
of present local, national, and world affairs. The I?rowam
emphasizes understanding rather than the memonzation of names
and dates. Students are taught how to read critically, analyze
thoughtfully, conduct research carefully, and write intelligently.
Toward this end, the department offers a wide variety of courses
ranging in time, location, and subject. For those students interested
in local history there are courses on Montana, the West and unique
aspects of the frontier. Other classes stress the nature of early
American society, the American Revolution, family and gender in
America, the Civil War, and diplomacy in the Cold War. Still
others emphasize European social, cultural, and intellectual history,
European exploration, the French Revolution, Islamic civilization,
Asian history, Russian history, and African history. Topical courses concentrate upon the European peasantry, documentary
analysis, diplomacy, war and peace, terrorism, and environmental
history.
The History Department helps to prepare men and women for
many different kinds of occupations. Graduates are employed in
federal, state or local government positions ranging from domestic
to foreign service, from senators to research analysts. Many teach
history m Montana or in other states while others pursue their
educations at advanced graduate schools earning master or doctoral
degrees. Several have been awarded Rhodes or Marshall scholarshi_ps. Lawyers, journalists and businessmen also are trained by
the department; many combine history with political science, jour-

nalism, or business. History provides not only a basis for the
pursuit of their chosen profession but also furnishes knowledge
and perspective for intelligent leadership of citizens in community
affairs.
The department offers the Bachelor of Arts, Master of Arts, and
the Doctor of Philosophy degrees.

Special Degree Requirements
R~fer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog.
Seemdex.
Requirements for a History Major
Students selecting a major in history must complete the
following requirements:
I. Courses and credits
A. A minimum of 40 credits in history, maximum of 60. Of the
40-credit total, 13 credits must be in European history, 13 in
American history, and 6 in world history (Asian, Islamic, African,
or Latin American) History majors must complete at least 20 upper-division credits.
B. History majors must complete Hist 300, The Historian's Craft
or a 400-level approved history writing course.
II. Languages
The Department requires competency in English and a
proficiency in one foreign language. These requirements include:
A. ENEX I0 I or its equivalent.
B. Foreign language requirements may be satisfied by
completing anyone of the following options:
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1. The 101-102 active skills sequence in any foreign language.
Courses
2. Any single course at or above the 102 or 112level in any
foreign language.
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or
3. An equivalency test for (3) offered by the Department of
graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit indicates
Modem and Classical Languages and Literatures.
the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated
The Department of History does not allow credit for foreign lanafter the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not count toward a
guages taken in high school but students with high school
degree.
backgrounds in a foreign language may wish to pursue options (2)
History (HIST)
or (3) above.
U 104H European Civilization: The Birth of Modern Europe
III. Upper-Division Writing Expectation
4 cr. Offered autumn. A comprehensive, introductory history of
The Upper-division Writing Expectation must be met by
western civilization from classical antiquity to 1715. Lecsuccessfully completin~ an upper-division history writing course
ture-discussion.
Credit not allowed for both 104H and 107H.
from the approved list m the Academic Policies and Procedures
U 105H European Civilization: Modern Europe 4 cr. Offered
section of this catalog. See index.
spring. A comprehensive, introductory history of western
Teacher Preparation in History
Civilization from 1715 to the present. Lecture-discussion. Credit
not allowed for both 105H and 108H.
Students who want to be licensed to teach history at the middle
and high school level must complete the BA degree reguirements
U 106 The Silk Road 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring. Same
in history. They also must complete a teaching minor m a second
as AS and GEOG 106. Introduction to the study of the human
field of their choice and the professional licensure program in the
communities, cultures, and economies in Central and Southwest
School of Education. Students may also earn a teaching minor in
Asia along the ancient four thousand mile-long Silk Road.
history. See the Department of Curriculum & Instruction for
U 107H Honors Course in European Civilization: The Birth
information about aOmission to the Teacher Education Program
of Modern Europe 4 cr. Offered autumn. Limited enrollment by
and completion of these licensure programs.
consent of instr. only. A comprehensive, introductory history of
western civilization from classical antiquity to 1715.
Teacher Preparation in History and
Lecture-honors discussion. Credit not allowed for both 107H and
Government
104H.
Students who want to be licensed to teach history, government,
U 108H Honors Course in European Civilization: Modern
and one additional social science a the middle and high school
Europe 4 cr. Offered spring. Limited enrollment by consent of
level must complete the BA degree requirements for the combined
instr. only. A comprehensive introductory history of western
academic major in history and political science. In completing this
civilization
from 1715 to the present. Lecture-honors discussion.
combined degree, students simultaneously satisfy the
Credit not allowed for both 108H and 105H.
Comprehensive Social Science teaching major and the professional
U 151H The Americans: Conquest through Reconstruction 4
licensure program in the School of Education. See the Department
cr. Offered autumn. A comprehensive introductory history of
of Curriculum & Instruction for information about admissiOn to the
Colonial, Revolutionary and 19th century America, to 1877.
Teacher Education Program and completion of this licensure
Lecture-discussion. Credit not allowed for both 15IH and 154H.
pi"'.)gram.
U 152H The Americans: 1877 to the Present 4 cr. Offered
spring. A comprehensive introductory history of the U.S. since
Suggested Course of Study
1877. Lecture-discussion. Credit not allowed for both 152H and
A
First Year
s 155H.
History 104H-105H European
U 154H Honors The Americans: Conquest through
4
Civilization or 151H-152H The Americans ...... 4
Reconstruction 4 cr. Offered autumn. Enrollment by consent of
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
instructor. A comprehensive introductory history of Colonial,
Foreign language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
5
Revolutionary, and 19th century America, to 1877. Lecture-honors
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
6
discussion. Credit not allowed for both 154H and 151H.
f5
15
U 155H Honors The Americans: 1877 to the Present 4 cr.
Second Year
Offered spring. Enrollment by consent of instructor. A
HIST 201H, East Asia, 208H, Africa,
comprehensive introductory history of the U.S. since 1877. LecHIST 269 Montana, or HIST 283H, 284H Islamic
ture-honors discussion. Credit not allowed for both 155H and
152H.
or HIST 286H, 287H Latin America . . . . . . . . . . 6
6
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
9
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
f5
15 intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
Third Year
experimental offermgs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
HIST 300 The Historian's Craft ............ . (3) (3)
HIST 300-level history courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-6 3-6
U 198 Internship Variable cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
consent of department. Extended classroom experience which
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
9
f5
15 provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the
Fourth Year
faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A maximum
HIST 300- and 400-level history . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
3
of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward
Electives, General Education, Broadfield Social
graduation.
Sciences and C&I courses (if applicable) . . . . . . . . 9
12
U 201H East Asian Civilizations 3 cr. Offered autumn. Same
f5
15
as AS 20IH. An interdisciplinary, pluralist, and exploratory
Requirements for a Minor
introduction to civilizations of East Asia. Priniary focus on China,
To earn a minor in history the student must complete the
Japan, and Korea, the relations among them and their patterns of
following: (1) a minimum of20 credits in history of which 6
interaction with the outside world in pre-modem and modem
credits must be in American history and 6 must be in European
periods.
history, and 3 in world history (Asian, Islamic or Latin American);
U 208H Discovering Africa 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same
(2) of the 20 credits at least 9 must be upper-division credits; and
as AAS 208H. Interdisciplinary study of the history of pre(3) ENEX 101 or its equivalent.
colonial Africa, focusing on social, economic, polittcal and
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cultural institutions and traditions including the wealth, diversity
and complexity of ancient and classical African civilizations and
cultures.
U 214S Central Asia: Peoples and Environments 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Same as AS, GEOG, LS 214S. Introduction to
Central Asia's history, culture and ways of thinking. Focus on the
political and social organization of Central Asia and cultural
changes as expressed m art and intemctions with China, India and
the Middle East.
U 226E Terrorism: Political Violence in the Modern World 3
cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective
5 or consent of instr. The rise and spread of terrorism in the
modem world, from the French Revolution to the present.
U 240H History and Philosophy of Science 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Same as PHIL 240H. The epistemological and
metaphysical developments of natural philosophy or science. The
origins of science in ancient Greece and it's subsequent
development during the scientific revolution. Developments in
biology, especially Darwinism and genetics, as well as
developments in physics.
U 249 The Irish and Irish-Americans 3 cr. Offered autumn
odd-numbered years. Ireland, the Irish people, and the Irish
diaspora, from first settlement to contemporary troubles.
U 252 The American Revolution, 1763-18013 cr. Offered
spring. Dissent within the revolutionary movement; the different
revolutionary traditions.
U 269 Montana 3 cr. Offered autumn. An introductory and
interpretive history from Lewis and Clark to 2000.
U 283H Islamic Civilization: The Classical Age 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Same as GEOG 283H. A concise history of the Islamic
world from the 6th century to the fall of the Abbasid Empire in the
13th century, focusing primarily on the teachings oflslam and the
causes for the rapid expansion of the Islamic empire.
U 284H Islamic Civilization: The Modern Era 3 cr. Offered
spring. Same as GEOG 284H. History of the Islamic world and
particularly the Persian, Ambic, and Turkish speaking lands
between 1453 and 1952.
U 286H Colonial Latin America 3 cr. Offered autumn. Latin
America from the conquest to wars for independence. Focus on
social relations, imperial and local politics, hegemony, resistance,
and change.
U 287H Modern Latin America 3 cr. Offered spring. Latin
American history from wars of independence to the present.
Focus on social relations, development models, politics, and
popular movements.
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. Exi?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
Although the department has no official prerequisites for
300-level courses, they generally rest on a modicum of survey
knowledge or ability.

UG 300 The Historians' Craft 3 cr. Offered autumn and
SJ?.ring. The location and use of historical sources; footnotes,
bibliography, and style; previous historical interpretations; an
explicit writing component.
UG 301H Classical Greece 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same
as MCLG 30 lH. Greek history from the earliest times through the
Macedonian ascendancy, based on the writings of the Greek
historians.
UG 302H Classical Greece II: Individual, Family, and Civic
Life in Ancient Greece 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same as
MCLG 302H. Various aspects of personal, social, and political life
of classical times in Greece. Primary readings in various ancient
authors supplemented by some audio-visual or other informational
presentations.
UG 303H Classical Rome 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same as
MCLG 303H. Roman history from the time of the Kings through
the early Empire. Based on the writings of the Roman historians.

UG 306H The Medieval World: The Barbarian West,
400-1200 3 cr. Offered autumn. The collapse of Roman
authority, the establishment of the Germanic kingdoms,
Christianity and the Roman church.
UG 307H The Medieval World: The High Middle Ages,
1150-1450 3 cr. Offered spring. The Christian world in the West
to the decline of the papacy, a hundred years of war, the Black
Death.
UG 310H The Reformation 3 cr. Offered intermittently. The
Reformation and its impact on European society, politics, economic theory and religiOus thought from 1500 to 1600; the Counter-Reformation.
UG 311H Europe in Renaissance and Reform, 1348-1648 3
cr. Offered intermittently. The political, economic, intellectual and
social development of Europe :fi:om 1348 to 1648.
UG 312H The Age of Absolutism, 1648-1789 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. The political, economic, intellectual, and social
development of Europe 1648-1789.
UG 314 France in Revolution, 1789-1848 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Political, economic, and social upheaval and
development.
UG 315 Modern France, 1848-Present 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. The political, economic and social development.
UG 319H Contemporary Europe 3 cr. Offered autumn oddnumbered years. European politics, culture, and society since
1945.
UG 321 Germany: Augsburg to Bismarck, 1555-1866 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Political, economic and social
development of the states of the Holy Roman Empire from
1555-1866.
UG 324 Italy: 1300-1800 3 cr. Offered autumn odd-numbered
years. The emergence of the Italian states with an emphasis on
cultural achievements in the late Medieval, Renaissance, Baroque,
and Neoclassical periods.
UG 325 Italy: 1800-Present 3 cr. Offered spring evennumbered years. The emergence of a united Italy, the triumph of
fascism and contempomry Italian society.
UG 330H European International Relations: Origins of the
State System to 1870 3 cr. Offered intermittently. The nature,
evolution, and functions of the European diplomatic system from
the Ancient World to 1870.
UG 331H Foreign Relations of the Great Powers,
1870-Present 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Begins with a
discussion of the classical system of diplomacy and then moves
into the causes and results of the First World War, the rise of
Hitler and the Second World War, America's emergence as a
superpower, the Cold War, the influence of Asia, the implications
of the 9/11 attack and terrorism, and the continuing search for
peace and stability in a world of conflict.
UG 332H The Global Diplomacy of the Cold War 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Deals with the emergence of the Cold War,
confrontations like the Cuban Missile Crisis, wars like those in
Korea and Vietnam, strategies of deterrence, the rise ofGorbachev,
the collapse of the Iron Curtain and the Cold War itself, and the
long term implications of the Cold War on contempomry
international relations.
UG 334E War, Peace, and Society 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. A thematic and interdisciplinary apP.roach to
warfare and peace, sociopolitical structures and m1litary
organization, power among states, technological change, the role of
the individual in organized violence, and moral views of war and
peace.
UG 335E Human Rights 3 cr. Offered intermittently. A
treatment of the powerful global influence of visions ofhunian
rights upon the historical and contemporary world in which
movements such as abolitionism, women's rights, humanitarian
law, mcial equality, decolonization and democmtization, and the
impact of the Universal Declaration ofHun1an Rights.
UG 338H European Social and Intellectual History:
1450-1789 3 cr. Offered autumn. The influence of the
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Renaissance, Baroque and Classical Ages, and the Enlightenment
social, political, and cultuml struggles that shaped the emergence
on early modem history.
of Modem America.
UG 339H European Social and InteUectual History: The
UG 357 America in Crisis, 1920 to 1952 3 cr. Offered autumn.
19th Century 3 cr. Offered autumn. Romanticism, Realism, and
This era in U.S. history was marked by a series of crises: the
the Avant-Garde against the historical background of the
contested transition to modernity during the 1920s, the Great
Industrial Revolution and urbanization.
Depression, and World War II and its aftermath. This course will
explore how Americans responded to these crises, why they
UG 340H European Social and Intellectual History: The
responded to them the way they did, and how their responses
20th Century 3 cr. Offered spring. The triumph of the Avant-Oaraltered the society in which they lived.
de and the decline of traditional culture: 1914-1945.
UG 358 America in Our Time: The United States, 1952 to
UG 341 Britain from Reformation to Revolution, 1485-1688
the Present 3 cr. Offered spring. The Cold War and its
3 cr. Offered autumn. Social, political, religious, and intellectual
consequences, the civil rights revolution, affluence and anxiety,
history of the British peoples during the tumultuous period of
counter-culture, political radicalism, feminism, the Nixon years,
reformation, explomt10n, constitutional crisis, and civil war.
Watergate and after.
UG342 Britain from Revolution to Reform, 1688-1832 3 cr.
U 359 Topics in 20th Century U.S. History 3 cr. (R-9) Offered
Offered spring. The social, political, cultuml, and intellectual
intermittently. Selected topics in 20th century American history.
consequences of British expansion, financial and industrial
revolutions, and revolutionary movements.
UG 360 Origins of Rural Radicalism in America, 1750-1900
3 cr. Offered autumn even-numbered years. Addresses the
UG 343 Britain from 1832 to Present: Reform, Rise, Retreat
origins of mml radicalism in America from the colonial em to the
3 cr. Offered autumn odd-numbered years. Social, political,
early twentieth century.
intellectual and cultuml history of the United Kingdom from an
UG 36tH The American South: From Slavery to Civil
age of industry, emJ?ire, and political reform to one of economic
decline and international retreat.
Rights 3 cr. Offered autumn odd-numbered years. Social history
of the American South with particular attention to race, class, and
UG 344 Russia to 18813 cr. Offered autumn. Emphasis on the
gender.
autocmtic political tradition, Westernization, and territorial
expansion.
UG 362 Afro-American Struggle for Equality 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. A survey of the various efforts by African
UG 345 Russia Since 1881: War, Revolution and Reform 3
Americans to achieve racial equality in the United States from the
cr. Offered spring. Emphasis on modernization and the
late 19th century through the 1960s.
revolutionary movement; the Bolshevik Revolution and Stalinist
era; the declme of Soviet system.
UG 363H History of American Law 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Issues in the social history oflaw from the colonial
U 346 Central Asia and Its Neighbors 3 cr. Offered spring.
period to the present.
Same as AS 345 and GEOG 345. Analysis of the human
UG 364 Environmental History 3 cr. Offered spring oddcommunities and cultures of Central and Southwest Asia, with
particular emphasis on the if?Eortance of relationships with
numbered years. Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective 5 or
neighboring countries and ciVIlizations since ancient times.
consent of instr. A history of the human-nature interaction in the
United States.
UG 348 Eastern Europe 3 cr. Offered spring. Main currents in
UG 365 19th Century American West 3 cr. Offered autumn.
the history of Eastern Europe from earliest times to the present.
Focus on the lands of Poland, Bohemia, Hungary, and the Balkan
Euro-American movement and conflict in the nineteenth century
region.
trans-Mississippi west.
UG 366 20th Century American West 3 cr. Offered spring.
UG 350 Historical Backgrounds to Current Crises 3 cr. (R-6)
The contemporary trans-Mississippi West
Offered intermittently. Social, intellectual, I?Olitical, and
constitutional backgrounds of unresolved cnses in Europe, Asia,
U 367H Families and Children in America 3 cr. Offered
Middle East, and America.
intermittently. Historical overview of families and children in the
United States from the colonial em to the present. Topics include
UG 351 Colonial America 3 cr. Offered even-numbered years.
changing patterns of family life, the evolution of attitudes toward
Emphasis changes from year to year. Can touch upon the political
children and youth, the relationship between the American family
economy of Puritanism, through gender and family to the
and the nation-state, and debates over "family values" from the
preconditions for the American revolution.
nation's founding to the present.
UG 353 Jefferson and Jackson: The United States,
UG 368 American Military History 3 cr. (R-6) Offered spring.
1801-1848 3 cr. Offered spring odd-numbered years. Democmcy,
The French and Indian Wars to Vietnam and beyond; chronationalism and sectionalism, the War of 1812, the second party
nological and topical accounts.
system, social order and disorder, the capitalist revolution.
UG 369 Images of the American West 3 cr. Offered evenUG 354H Indians of Montana Since the Reservation Era 3
numbered years. The roles that artists, artistic works and
cr. Offered autumn odd-numbered years. Same as ANTH 324H
illustrations, and symbolic images have played in the history of the
and NAS 324H. Examination of the history of Montana Indians
American West.
since the establishment of the reservations, contemporary
conditions, and issues among both reservation and non-reservation
UG 370H Women in America: to the Civil War 3 cr.
Indian communities in the state. Special attention given to social
Offered autumn. Same as WS 370H. Interpretive overview of
and economic conditions, treaty rights, tribal sovereignty, and legal
women's experiences in America before the Civil War.
issues.
Exploration of new definitions of womanhood and "women's
sphere" emerging from women's varied experiences in the
UG 355 The Age of the Civil War 3 cr. Offered autumn oddAmerican colonies and the American Revolution; how immigrant,
numbered years. Civil War and Reconstruction; the triumph of the
poor, slave, and western women transgressed the boundaries of
industrialist and capitalist ethic.
their sphere; and how women--from both inside and outside their
UG 356 The Birth of Modern America, 1877-1919 3 cr.
assigned sphere--reshaped their roles in American society.
Offered autumn odd-numbered years. The history of the U.S.
UG 37tH Women in America: from the Civil War to the
from 1877 to 1920 is largely the story of Americans responding to
Present 3 cr. Offered spring. Same as LS and WS 371H,
profound social, cultuml and economic change. In an effort to
Interpretive overview of women's experiences in America after the
bring order to their changing world, Americans created new
Civil War. Exploration of such topics as women's associations, the
institutions, retooled their ideologies, and improved the nation's
battle for suffrage, organized feminism and its opponents, the
infrastructure. The order they created is, in modified form, still
industrialization of housework, women in the workforce,
with us today. Students will explore the myriad changes that
reproductive rights, and welfare. Particular attention to women's
transformed the United States during this period and study the
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experiences shaped by class and race as well as by gender.
U 375 U. S. Immigration and Ethnicity 3 cr. Discussion~ASED ~ourse on immigration, assimilation, and social diversity
m U.S. history. Students will study the waves of immigration that
hayt: pe9pled America frOJl?. colomal times to the present, the
sJ:U~g mtell~ctual ~d P?licy responses to immigration, the social
h1stones of different nnnngrant and ethnic/racial groups, and
contemporary debates about multicultiuralism.
UG 3~6 Am~rican Constitutional History to 1864 3 cr.
Offeft?d ~temutte~tly. Th~ development of the American
Constitution from Its English and colonial background through the
Taney Court.
UG 3~7 Am~rican Constitutional History Since 1864 3 cr.
Offered mtemuttently. The development of the American
Constitution from the Civil War to the present.
. U 3~8H African American History to 1865 3 cr. Offered
mtemuttently. Same as AAS 378H. Survey of the African
American experience from the African background to the end of
the Civil War. Focus on Black American quest for the American
Dream, and how Blacks attempted to deal with the challenges of
enslavement and racism.
. U 3~9H African American History Since 1865 3 cr. Offered
mtemuttently. Same as AAS 379H. Study of the African
American. experienc~ since the. Civil War. Change and continuity
m the African ~~nc.an expenence, ~e. fi~t against Jim Crow,
the struggle for civil nghts, and post-ciVIl nghts economic
political, social and cuftural developments and challenges.'
UG 380H Modern China 3 cr. Offered autumn. China since
180, emp~asiz~g internal weaknesses of the Manchu ~ynasty,
confrontation with the west, and the emergence of Nationalist and
Communist regimes.
UG 381~ ~odern Japan .3 cr_. Offered spring. Japanese
culture, J?Olitics, and economics smce 1800: the Tokugawa period
the MeiJI Restoration, militarization and the Great Pacific War th~
American occupation, Japan as a model of modernization.
'
UG 384 Work, Workers, and the Working Classes in
America 3 cr. Offered intermittently. A history of unskilled,
semi-skilled, and skilled labor and the men and women slaves and
free who performed it.
U 385 Latin America: Reform and Revolution 3cr. Offered
spring. Different ideologies and projects in Latin America aimed
at g_radual or ~dical ~ansformation <?fpolitical syste1ns and/or
socio-economic relations. Case studies range from the Haitian
Revolution to the Bolivarian vision of Hugo Chavez.
UG 386H Nationalism in Modern Middle East 3 cr. Offered
autumn. The several intellectual traditions and philosophies some
epheme~al.and visionary, most ecl~tic and confused, and virtually
all conflicting that are usually believed to underlie the varying
concept of Iranian and Arab nationalism in the 20th century.
UG 3~7 Iran B~twee!\_Two Revolutions 3 cr. Offered spring.
The sociOecon<?miC, political,_ and c~ltural causes wJ:ll.ch resUlted in
the.transformation of the Iranian society from a traditional Islamic
entity to a modem secular state and the factors which led o the
downfall of the secular state and the establishment of an Islamic
republic.
U 388H Africa to 1880 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same as
AAS 388H. History of Africa from the earliest of times.
Ev9l~tion of African societies and states, social, economic,
political, and cultural developments; the dynamics, nature and
consequences of Africa's interaction with Europe up to 1880.
U 389H Africa Since 1880 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same
as AAS 389H. Historical development in Africa since the
imposition of colonial rule. Analysis of colonialism and
emergence of nationalism.
U 393 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
University omnibus option for independent work. See index.
UG 394 Seminar Variable cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
intern:rittently. Exp_erimental offerings of visitin~ professors,
expenmental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of

current topics.
. U 3~6 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
·
mtemuttently.
U 398 Internship Variable cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
consent of department. Extended classroom experience which
provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the
faculty supervisor and the Internship SerVices office. A maximum
of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward
graduation.
Although the department has no official prerequisites for
400-level courses, they may require appropriate prior study.
Interested students should inquire of the History Department
before registering.
. UG ~00 Historiog~aphy: HistorY and Historians 3 cr. Offered
mtemuttently. The history and philosophy of history.
UG 401 Regionalism and the Rocky Mountain West 3 cr.
Offered spring odd-numbered years. Same as GEOG 401.
Investigation of regionalism as a concept and its future in the
Roc~ Mountain West. Regionalism as a geographical, economic
political and cultural entity. An intensive writing class.
'
UG 402 Cities and Landscapes of Central Asia 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Same as AS and GEOG 402. Analysis of the main
centers of civilization and culture, rich sites and monuments of
Central Asia and Southwest Asia since ancient times.
UG 409 History of Southern Africa 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Same as AAS 409. Historical survey of
developments in southern Africa from the earliest of times to the
present. Focus on the evolution and growth of societies and states·
economic, social and political developments; external intervention~
and impacts on race relations.
. UG ~10 Personaliti~s i~ ~i~tory 3. cr. (R-6) Offered
mtemuttently. Influential mdiv1duals m European, American and
Asian history.
'
U~ 43~ ~YD:amics of Diplomacy 3 c_r. Offered intermi.ttently.
An m~rdiscip!mary, global, and thematic approach to maJor issues
m fore1~ affrurs brought about by world wars, diplomatic
expansiOn, the collapse of cultural homogeneity, technological
developments, and the rise of public opinion.
UG 445 The World of Anna Karenina 3 cr. Offered fall.
Tolstoy's classic novel as a point of entry into a multifaceted
exploration of imperial Russian culture and society. Topics
include family life, social relations, modernization, politics,
religion and spirituality, gender and sexuality.
UG 446 The Russian Revolution, 1900-1930 3 cr. Offered
spring. The causes, course, character, and consequences of the
Bolslievik Revolution.
UG 455 An Introduction to Public History 3 cr. Offered
spring. Review of selected areas in which public historians work.
Ex~tio? of_how the public his.torian's role may differ from the
academic histonan. Focus on specific approaches, issues, and
problems in a variety of areas of public liistory.
UG 457 Artistic Traditions of Central and Southwest Asia 3
cr. O~ered autumn and spring. Same as AS and GEOG 457.
Anaiysi.s of the s~dy ofhuman.artistic creativity and scientific
lilllovations ofvanous cultures m Central and Southwest Asia
since ancient times.
UG 460E Problems of Peace and National Security 3 cr.
Offered ~ntermittently. Prereq., lower-division course in
Perspective 5 or consent of instr. Contemporary and historical
proble1ns of civilian policy and military strategy, power and
technology, intelligence operations in democratic societies, human
rights and security issues, conscription, and ethics in statecraft.
UG 462 Central Asia Seminar 3 cr. Offered spring. Same as
AS and GEOG 460. Advanced analysis of the historical and
contemporary issues involving the human communities, cultures
and economies in Central and Southwest Asia.
'
UG 464H History of Indian Affairs to 1776 3 cr. Offered
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annually. Same as NAS 464H. A study of American Indian
relations with Europeans and the United States from first contact to
1776.
UG 465H History oflndian Affairs in the Nineteenth
Century 3 cr. Offered autumn. Same as NAS 465H. A study of
tribal encounters and adjustments to the American nations in the
nineteenth century..
UG 466H ffistory oflndian Affairs from 1890 3 cr. Offered
spring. Same as NAS 466H. A study of tribal encounters and
adjustments to the American nation from 1890.
UG 467 Indian, Bison and Horse 3 cr. Offered autumn oddnumbered years. Historical interaction between Native American
societies, horses and bison in North America. A writing intensive
course.
UG 470 Women and Slavery 3 cr. Offered autumn oddnumbered years. Prereq., upper-division standing. Study of the
connection between women's status and slavery m antebellum
America, looking at slave women, slaveholding women, and
antislavery women.
UG 471 Southern Women in Black and White 3 cr. Offered
spring, even-numbered years. Examination of the connections
between race, class, and gender in the South. Conflict and
cooperation among black and white women in politics, reform, and
work.
UG 478 Martin, Malcolm and the Civil Rights Movement 3
cr. Offered intermittently. Same as AAS 478. Examination of
two leading and dominant leaders of the civil rights movement in
the 1960s. Backgrounds, ideological orientations, idiosyncracies,
and dynamics of change, continuity, conflict and consensus in their
respective programs; lasting impacts and legacies.
UG 485 Latin America: Memories of Politics and Politics of
Memory 3cr. Offered spring alternate years. Individual and
collective memories of social and political conflict, activism, and
repression in Latin America. Battles over memory (and its relation
to truth) in forums ranging from academic .P.anels to human rights
tribunals. Relations between memory, pohtics and history in select
case studies.
UG 486 Latin America: Workers and Labor History 3 cr.
offered spring alternate years. Structures, experiences, and agency
of working people in Latin America, with emphasis on the modem
period. Influence or race, etlmicity, gender, religion, and
generation on working class identity and movements. Labor
organizations and pohtics in historic context.
U 493 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
University omnibus option for independent work. See index.
UG 494 Seminar Variable cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. EXJ?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offermgs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
UG 496 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 500 Teaching Discussion Sections in ffistory 1 cr. (R-4)
Supervised teaching and reading keyed to survey courses m
American history and western civilization.
G 511 Early Modem Europe 3 cr. Offered alternate years.
Intensive reading in 16th, 17th, and 18th century European history.
G 512 Age of Absolutism and Revolution, 1648-1789 3 cr.
Offered autumn even numbered years. Intensive reading in 1Jh
and 18th century European history.
G 514 Modern France 3 cr. Offered alternate years. Intensive
reading, from the French Revolution to the present.
G 516 Modern Europe 3 cr. Offered alternate years. Intensive
reading in 19th and 20tli century European history.

G 531 International Relations 3 cr. Offered alternate years.
Intensive reading in the history of international relations and
diplomacy during the late 19th and 20th centuries.
G 540 Euro_pean Cultural and Intellectual ffistory 3 cr.
Intensive reading.
G 541 Early Modern Britain 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Intensive reading in British history from 1500 to 1800.
G 544 Modem Russia 3 cr. Offered alternate years. Intensive
reading in 19th and 20th century Russia.
G 550 Early America 3 cr. Intensive reading.
G 551 Early National America 3 cr. Intensive reading.
G 552 Industrial America, 1863-1932 3 cr. Intensive reading.
G 553 Modem America 3 cr. Intensive reading.
G 564 U.S. Environmental ffistory 3 cr. Intensive reading.
G 566 The American West 3 cr. Intensive reading.
G 567 Native Americans 3 cr. Intensive reading.
G 58 5 Latin America 3 cr. Offered alternate years. Intensive
reading.
G 586 Modem Islamic Politics 3 cr. Offered alternate years.
Intensive reading.
G 594 Seminar Variable cr. (R-12) Prereq., 27 credits in
history. Directed research.
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Experimental
offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-12)
G 597 Research in History Variable cr. (R-9)
G 598 Internship Variable cr. (R-8) Prereq., consent of
department and Internship Services office. Practical application of
classroom learning in off-campus placements.
G 599 Professional Paper Variable cr. (R-6)
G 699 Thesis/Dissertation Variable cr. (R-6)

Faculty
Professors
George M. Dennison, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1968
(President)
Richard R Drake, Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles,
1976 (Chair)
John A. Eglin, Ph.D., Yale University, 1996
William E. Farr, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1971
Dan Flores, Ph.D., Texas A & M University, 1978 (A.B.
Hammond Professor of Western History)
Linda S. Frey, Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1971
Anya Jabour, Ph.D., Rice University, 1995
Paul Gordon Lauren, Ph.D., Stanford University, 1973 (Regents
Professor)
Kenneth A. Lockridge, Ph.D., Princeton University, 1965
MichaelS. Mayer, Ph.D., Princeton University, 1984

Assistant Professor
Robert H. Greene, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 2004
Jody Pavilack, Ph.D., Duke University, 2003
Kyle G. Valk, Ph.D., University of Chicago, 2007 (expected)
Jeff Wiltse, Ph.D., Brandeis University, 2002

Emeritus Professor
David M. Emmons, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1969
Harry W. Fritz, Ph.D., Washington University at St. Louis, 1971
Frederick W. Skinner, Ph.D., Princeton University, 1973
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Human and Family
Development
Paul Silverman ( Professor of Psychology),
Chair, Human and Family Deveropment
Minor
The Human and Family Development minor is an
interdisciplinary minor concerned with the study of life-span
human development and family relations, and the impact of
biological, environmental and socio-cultural factors on both.
The HFD minor encompasses a broad range of areas: Early
Intervention, Gerontology, Early Childhood, Normal
Development, Family Development, and Exceptional
Development. The minor is designed to supplement the
knowledge base of students by providing a human and family
development specialty orientation to their fields of major
interest. Students with career goals that include
communications, psychology, education, social work,
sociology, anthropology, pre-medical sciences, nursing, and
physical therapy will benefit from the specialty orientation in
human and family development. Students witll other career
~oals also will find the program rewarding; a business major
mterested in family service administration or consumer economics; a radio-television major interested in children's
programming; a forestry major interested in recreational
management appropriate for a particular population.
Human and family development encompasses a broad range
of topics, all of which share the view that human growth is a
valid subject of scientific study. Knowledge of the processes
and contents of psychological, social and biological growth of
the individual separately and within the family context will
benefit the quality of life of both the student/investigator and the
public. The purpose of this program is to equip students with a
general knowledge of issues relevant to normal and atypical
patterns of human and family development and to provtde them
with some practical skills and insights which will enhance their
abilities in a variety of professions which deal with
developmental and family issues. The minor has general, early
intervention, and gerontology tracks.
The interdisciplinary curriculum reflects four specific goals:
(1) to provide students with an extensive knowleoge base of
theory and research concerning lifespan development and the
role of the family in development; (2) to train students to be
critical consumers of research and evaluation results in the
human and family develoJ?ment areas; (3) to provide students
with practical experience mat least one applied service
discipline in the human development areas; and (4) to provide
students with the opportunity to take topical courses in normal
and atypical development of the individual and family.
All students seeking a minor must formally enroll in the
minor and select a faculty advisor from the Human and Family
Development Committee.
Requirements for a Minor
To earn a minor the student must complete 24 credits, with 11
at the 300 level or above. All students are required to take a
12-credit core curriculum and, with the help of a faculty
advisor, to develop a written statement of goals and interests
along with a planned curriculum that includes 12 additional
credits of electives consistent with the stated goals and
interests. At least 6 credits of electives must be outside of the
student's major.
Core Curriculum:

PSYC 240S or 245 (3 cr.)
HFD 494 Seminar in Human Development (at least 1 cr.)
HFD 498 Internship (Variable cr.; 2 required)

One of the following:
HFD 412 Family Development (3 cr.)
COMM 411 Family Communication (3 cr.)
SOC 300S The Family (3 cr.)
Plus one of the following research courses:
PSYC 120 or 320 Research Methods (3 cr.)
SOC 201 Social Science Methods (4 cr.)
COMM 460 Communication Research Methods (3 cr.)
SW 400 Social Work Research (3 cr.)
C&I 520 Educational Research (3 cr.)
Eledives:
The following list of electives is categorized to assist the
student wishing to focus on one of these areas. Students may
plan curricula which do not correspond to these categories, but
should choose among courses from this list. Occasionally
"special topics" courses are offered. Students may use these as
electives with the consent of their advisors.
Early Intervention
HFD 41llnfant and Toddler Development and Variability
HFD 412 Family Development/Families ofYoung Children
with Disabilities
HFD 413 Assessment and Program Planning
HFD 414 Community Service Delivery
HFD 415 Implementation and Program Evaluation
HFD 416 Data-Based Decision Making
HFD 498 Internship
Early Childhood
C&I 330 Early Childhood Education/Curriculum
C&I 355 Child in the Family
C&I 357 Introduction to Special Education Law and Policy
C&I 367 Preschool Practicurn
C&l 410 Exceptionality and Classroom Management
C&I 420 Curriculum in Early Childhood Special Education
C&I 421 Issues in Early Childhood Special Education
C&I 494 Practicum in Special Education Preschool
C&l 495 Special Topics in Special Education
HFD 498 Internship (must complete all course work prior to
taking course)
HFD 413 Assessment & Program Planning
PHAR liON Use and Abuse of Drugs
PSYC 397 Research Experience
PSYC 335 Fundamentals of Clinical Psychology
School-Age
C&I 303 Educational Psychology/Measurements
C&I 357 Introduction to Exceptionality
C&I 410 Exceptionality/Classroom Management
PHAR liON Use and Abuse of Drugs
PSYC 335 Fundamentals of Clinical Psychology

li:!l:l!iege ®f ,~r~i'lld Sdelr!l~tr~s !~ OC.:~m~~~r ~®v~~©ii\JDnent ~ 11 S
PSYC 336S Child and Adolescent Psychological Disorders
Paul Silvennan,
of Georgia, 1977
PSYC 337
of Cognitive Behavior Iviodification
John
University ofl\llichigan, 1976
PSYC 340 Current
Q

Sccial

SOC 321 Issues in :Socmlo~:v
SOC 330 Juvenile Delinquency
SW 300 Human Behavior ;;md Soci::rJ Environment

Nieg Traci, PhD., The
2000 (Project
Director, Rural Institute: Center fix Excellenc:e Disability
Education, Research and
J'lichard van den Pol, Ph.n, Western l\1ichigan University,
1981 (Professor, Hc!!ucatHJn)
I<Jmberly A.
TnivPl'"'"ilv ofNotre Dame, 1999
(Associate Professor, t>srvc11olo!'!v
Celia
Ph.D., TJnivemity of Oregon, 1996 (Professor,

SVv 420S Child Abuse and
Adcies~ten~e

C&I 303 Educational Psychology/l'v!easurernents
C&I 357 Intmduction to Exceptionality
C&I 410
.!Management

undeJ·gn:tdu,ate credit

PSYC 340 Current

in Developmental

Ps·vcihn!io~rv

SOC 321 Issues in Sociology of the
SOC 330S Juvenile • 'c'""1.mr:•

SVV 300 Human Behavior and Social Environment

t~r1d r.:~mnUy

Humtm
l[J Z9:R

SW 450 Children and Youth at Itisk

UG =for

or

credit, = for graduate credit. R after rhe
imiicate:s the comse
be
for rxedit to the maximum
indicated after the It
trile maximum do not
count to·v-rard a

D®'t.fe!op!rirll,eni (B·~!FD}

chair. bxterKlea

1fJ 398 Knt,ernahip VarimbTie <eL
chair, Extended classroom experience

SW 455S Social Oii':roJnto,lo~~-y

fl:1lmily

COMIVli 410 Cornrnunic:ation in Personal .u,.mo.'v'w""V'
COJVJlvi 411 Family Cmnmunication
C&I 355 Child in the Family
C&I 452E Ethics and Consumer Economics
PSYC 385 Family Violence

may count toward
UG 411l!nifamt amJl Toddierr- Deve1opmerit and Vmrft~rbmiy
foundation of
knowledP-:e and
infant and toddler
develor)r"'nel11
its
De·'lelopment of the child within

3 err. Offered autumn even-numbered

SOC 300 The
0Uvl~nV)<,_)

of classroom lean1ing
must be ni-1\>'<Jl:nF•n
campus, Prior
~
and
Services office. A. maximum of 6

"IJ'IJlJ: ... auu'!'

Deve~~!:lmei1iii

ofthe

SW 422 Services to
Families
SW/PSYC/SOC 432 Addiction Studies

al!d social conl:ext.
UG 412 Family J!)F.;vehiflpmenli~ 3 rC]'. Oftered autumn evennumbered years. Foundation of knowledge and nrac1tic:2l

SW 450 Domestic Violence

<;OAf:J'A

l'-!.1VCO~

in

Dan Doyle,
University ofVIlashingtoi1, 1984
(Professor, Sociology)
Clnistine Fiore, Ph.D.,
1990
v~'''"~~MW Psychology)
Ann Garfin!de, Ph.D., University

fi.,Ofl)

an '-'Vo,HVJ'.'·''"''•

on f::mnlies v,rho have""'""'""

Hum~n11 li:U'lld lfar.,~ly Drt<~lJe~opn~~~r1t (fl)lrmtl'1lil~·tee

UG 413 A:!lsessme1!llt am] Pmg:ram Plam~fing "~ cr. Offered
sprinf! odd-numbered
Prereq., consent cJf mstr.
Foundation
and practical
in child
assessments and
F'rimaiy fi:Jcus on
birth

l-'l.~;:;u'"""";;

'"''"''beN•·•· Education)
Shannon
l'vi.Ed., Tlne
(COTEACH Pre1;cho,ol
Susan Harper-¥lhalen,
(Research Faculty, Education)

S.

Ph.D., University

1984
coon:ilrlatlion models
co!lalb01~ation,

and cum:nt
and models,
I!Jievreii[J)]pment, lmlpll,Bm!3Elt~Cticn,
Evalluation
4 en·, Oftered autumn oddnumbered yeors. Prereq., consent of instr, foundation oflmo1Nledge and practicc:d experiences in pn)gT.am fJlcnu''"'l~,
implemeriiation and evaluation.
two
IIJlrrc,,,,.,~,nn

years
UG 4116 Da:ta-lfi,.!E!';ed Drecisi.'illL'll Maklnf[; 2 ~~~·.Offered

auturm1 odd-numbered
Foundation

corllien2 of instr_
and

intervention and pr,ograrnnJ.atic

in
o.ec:tSHl\!5

behavioral analysis; (3) facilitating acquisition
skill generalization for individuals across the life-span.
UG 490 JPradicum illl Humsm Dev"'lOJilimeK!lft V:uiabHe Clro
(R-6) Offered intermittently. Prereq., 12 credits in HFD.
Supervised fieldwork in settings relevant to developmental
topics, induding school classrooms;
welfare
agencies; various institutions and programs for """'wc"u'
niles, or the
UG 494 Semb1~r nn Hum2n Developme1mt 1 t~:IL
Offered autumn. Discussion of selected
in
development
on
and f'U''"'""·

UG 4915 Special Topics VarnabRe cr. (R~9) Offered
intemlittently'. Experimental offerings of visiting urofessors,
new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
lUG 498 InteJrllil:Shi.p V2il"iabfie Cll"o (R-4) Prereq., consent of
chair. Extended classroom expelience which provides practical
application ?f classroom learning dm~ng placements off
can1pus. Pnor approval must be obtamed fi"om the faculty
supervisor and the futemship Services office. A maximum of 6
credits of Intermhip (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward

ti

s
Peter K@ehn (Pr!l:l!fess@il"
Advfil!lor

International Development Studies is an uw~H.'"'"'~-'""""':t
study
on the interconnected processes of social, pvJam""''
economic,
and environmental
taking
in poor
countries and poorer
Coursework in
the minor emphasizes a global
of
change and development,
of internal
and extema! influences on the
and
applications to local (including
and
challenges. The IDS minor takes
of existing
expertise and courses to offer m1
expe1ience
tt'1ose students interested in either
or domestic
development work. Students
in IDS will develop
knowledge and skills
for graduate study and for
working in
organizations, international and
bilateral government development organizations, the U.S. Peace
Corps and other nationai/Lntemational equivalents, and /or
community~development groups,
Re<r~Y2remell'llfs: fo~" a Mb11or

To earn g IPinor in International Development Studies the
student must successfully
a mimmtm1 of21 credits (at
least 7 upper~division). Ofthe
12
be core courses
and 9 must be content courses chosen from the
lists.
and internship credits
Specialized
cou.1ted as core or content as applicable and ""'r"r"''i<>rl
advisor.
Core Course&:
ANTH 329S Social
in Non-Western Societies
ECON 350 Economic Development
FOR 170N International Environmental Change
FOR 474
of Environment and Development
FOR 424 Communir; Forestry and Conservation
PSC 463S Development Adrninistration
SOC 270 Introduction to Rural and Environmental Change
SOC 370S Social Change and Global Deveiopment
SW 323 Women and Social Action in the Americas
SW 465 Social Work in a Global Context
O:mtent Cmnrfles:

ANTH 330H Peoples and Cultures of Afiica
ANTH 343S Culture and Population
ANTH 385S
Peoples and Global Development
COMM 420 Communication and
Organizations
COMI'vi 451S Intercultural Communication
EVST 410 Environmental Justice and Sustainable Development
ECON lOOS Introduction to Political Economy
GEOG lOIS futroduction to Human Geography

GEOG 103S Geography ofWodd Regions
GEOG 202S South Asia/Land and People
GEOG 207S Africa
GEOG 213S The Middle East
GEOG 214S Central Asian Culture and Civilization
GEOG 333S Culture and Environment
GEOG/EVST 432 Human Role in Environmental Change
GEOG/EVST 440 Environmental Economics
1800~1990s
HlST 287H Latin
PSC 120S Introduction to Comparative Government
PSC 130E L1temational Relations
PSC 325 Politics of Latin America
PSC 326H Politics of Africa
PSC 327 Politics ofMexico
PSC 343 Politics of Social Movements
PSC 430 Inter~American Relations
PSC 431 Politics of Global l\,1igrai:ion
SOC 212S Southeast Asian Culture and Civilization
SOC 322
ofPoverty
SOC 340 The Community
SOC 346 Rural SociolO!S'J
SW 324 Gender and the Politics of Welfare

Faculty
Jill Belsky, Ph.D., Cornell University, 1991 (Professor, Society
and
Jeff Bookwalter, Ph.D., University ofUtah, 2000 (Assistant
JP'ro>ies:sor, Economics)
Janet Finn, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1995 (Associate
Professor, Social Work)
Paul Haber, Ph.D., Columbia University, 1992 (Professor,
Political Science)
Sarah Halvorson, Ph.D., University of Colorado, Boulder, 2000
(Associate Professor, Geography)
Peter Koehn, Ph,D., University
1973
(Professor, Political Science)
Kimber Haddix McKay, Ph.D., University ofCalifomia, Davis,
1998
Anthropology)
JP~yllis B. l':Tgai, Ed.D., The University ofiviontan~, 2004
(Adjunct Assistant Professor, Comrnurucat10n Stud1es)
Rebecca Richa.rds, Ph.D., Utah State University 1990 (Professor,
Sociology)
Steve Siebert, Ph.D., Cornell University, 1990 (Professor, Forest
Management)
Cornell University, 2000 (Assistant
Teresa So!Jle~;zc;~li:
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Professor, Sociology)
Daniel Spencer, Ph.D., Union Theological Seminary, 1994
(Assistant Professor, Environmental Studies)

Latin American Studies
Maria Jose Bustos Fernandez (Associate
Professor of Modern and Classical Languages
and Literatures) Diredor/Advisor
The Latin American Studies program at The University of
Montana-Missoula provides students an opportunity to study and
research the history, culture, lands, art, geography and institutions
of Spanish and Portuguese speaking nations of American through
an interdisciplinary perspecttve. The growing importance of the
United States economic, political and cultural relations with the
Latin American region makes knowledge of Latin America and its
people an essential part of a liberal arts education.
The Latin American Studies program is administered by the
Latin American Studies steering committee. The interdisciplinary
faculty who teach and direct research in the program, drawn
mainly from the College of Arts and Sciences, are internationally
known for their research and experience abroad. The program
encourages and promotes travel and exchange with institutions of
higher education in Latin America. Several study abroad options
in Latin America are available both for a short period of time or for
longer stays (one semester or two semester programs). Inquire at
the Departments of Modem and Classical Languages and
Literatures, Political Sciences and Art for details on these
programs as well as at the Office of International Programs.
The Latin American studies program offers a minor in Latin
American Studies in conjunction with a major in another
discipline. Students admitted to the program must register with the
academic advisor of the Latin Amencan Studies program who will
review their course of study and advise on plannmg their course
seq_uence. Students are encouraged to plan this option early in
therr studies to be able to participate in a study aborad program, if
possible.
Students minoring in Latin American Studies will be prepared
for graduate study or for employment in fields such as government,
non-governmental organizattons, business, industry, health and
education.

Requirements for a Minor
To earn a minor in Latin American studies a student must:
1. Complete a minimum of 18 semester credits in approved
Latin American studies courses (all courses listed below in
addition to special offerings) in at least three different disciplines.
One of these courses must be MCLG/ANTH 1OOH, Introduction to
Latin American Studies.
2. Complete SPAN 101 through 201, or equivalent.
Note: Participation in a study abroad program is highly
recommended.
Latin American Studies Core Curriculum:
MCLG/ANTH 1OOH Introduction to Latin American Studies 3
cr.
MCLG/LS 358 Latin American Civilization through Literature
and Film 3 cr. or SPAN 359 Spanish American Civilization
through Literature and Film 3 cr.
SPAN 312L Introduction to Latin American Literature 3 cr.
SPAN 450L Latin American Literature 3 cr. (R-6)
SPAN 494 Seminar Variable cr. (R-12) (when topic is related to

Latin American literature such as Latin American drama, poetry,
novel, short story, Argentinian literature, 19th Century Latin
American Literature)
HIST 286H Colonial Latin America 3 cr.
HIST 287H Modem Latin America 3 cr.
GEOG 351 Geography of a Selected Region (when the selected
region is Middle American, South America or any other Latin
American region)
PSC 325 Politics of Latin America 3 cr.
PSC 327 Politics of Mexico 3 cr.
PSC 430 Inter-American Relations 3 cr.
PSC 463S Development Administration (when offered during
summer session in Mexico)
ART/NAS 367H Art of the Ancient Americas 3 cr.
ART/NAS 368H Latin American Art 3 cr.
ART 451 Seminar in Art History and Criticism 3 cr.
SW 323 Women and Social Action in the Americas 3 cr.
ANTH 354H Mesoamerican Prehistory 3 cr.

Faculty
Professors
David Aronofsky, J.D., University of Texas, 1982 (Law)
Maria Jose Bustos Fernandez, Ph.D., University of Colorado,
Boulder, 1990 (Modem and Classical Languages and Literatures)
John E. Douglas, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1990
(Anthropology)
Paul Haber, Ph.D., Columbia University, 1992 (Political
Science)
Stan Rose, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1969 (Modem and
Classical Languages and Literatures)

Associate Professors
Carlos A Baied, Ph.D. University of Colorado, Boulder, 1991
(Geography), Visiting
Hipolito Rafael Chacon, Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1995
(Art)

Janet Finn, Ph.D., University ofMichigan, 1995 (Social Work)
Clary Loisel, Ph.D., University ofFlorida, 1996 (Modem and
Classical Languages and Literatures)

Assistant Professors
Eduardo Chirinos, Ph.D., Rutgers University, 1997 (Modem and
Classical Languages and Literatures)
Patricia 0. Covarrubias, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1999
(Communication Studies)
Jannine Montauban, Ph.D., Rutgers University, 2000 (Modem
and Classical Languages and Literatures)
Jody Pavilack, Ph.D., Duke University, 2003 (History)
Daniel Spencer, Ph.D., Union Theological Seminary, 1994
(Environmental Studies)
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See index.
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degree with a major in
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European literature (including
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European history (including British) , . . . . , , . , . . . . . 3-4
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A. Asl,:Em StiJ.M]nes (Alan
Professor of Liberal
Students who choose the
Studies
must
with the Asian studies
advisor who ·will
prc>gnlm. The following
nmst be met to
cornpl.ete
Asian studies option within the liberal studies major.
mw•PM,TWP

2. Six credits in intwductory Asian Studies courses
courses or study abroad in Asm) including AS W2H.
3. Twelve credits in foundational Asian Studies couuses (200level courses),
;\sian Studies 201H and 202R
4. At least 30 credits in up~):::Ji'-leveJ
and
of which at
and six in
social scienc•es.
5, Language
Two years
proficiency) in an
academic
m1d <mlwn'""'n
who plan
at least one
three years,

Bo Women"s §ftlillrllfies
Sarah Hayden, Professor

Professor

Studies, CoDirectors): Studen.ts vvho choose the; 'Nornen's Studies
must register with the Women's Studies
who
supervise their program. The foilowing
to complete the wornen's studies option
''-"''!HJ."'"'~'vu
'"·""'''"l'""•'v···'·

must be met
the liberal studies

of1iberal studies core curriculum.
ofLS l19R

3, At least 21 credits of course wm'k in relevant, advi ~
courses numbered above 299. At least 12 of these
must be designated as "l:ocus"
and 9 more may be
"content" courses. Each semester a Jist
courses is
puuu>u<;u at pre-registration by the Women's Studies
LA
0 "''~'""~''""","

(406) 243-2584,

Suggested Course of St~UJdy
for Liberal Studies
vades greatly
interest and course
The core
cooiculum
takes more than two
to
while
requirements typically
less than tvvo years.
is one possible course of study for the first two years:

must be met by

course fi:om the
sectwn of

3
3
6
3

. . . '' ..... ' .... 3

studies

seminar

Senior

on the humwities and

social sciences. It is not intended
the si1xdent who is undecided
H i11cludes courses in
philosophy, mt,
~md the
sciences, This program
a
of the above areas rather
one of them and afl'ords 21 varied selection of
which to choose. AH
must complete the
core curriculum.
their last tvvo
stu(see
Studies
dents may choose om~ of the area
Liberal
Iviore i:nfommtion is available at
Program office in LA 101, (406)
or online at

<www.cas.umt.edu/libeml>.
in Liberal Studies may not take
basis.
have at

political

liberal

science,

tiJr the student who

A
ENEX 101 Composition .. , , .....
' ' ... ' . 3
ENLT 221L British Literature through
or 223L British Literature 19th
and
Centuries .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . ..

Fh·iilt Yetii!r

s

Foreign language 101-102 Elementary , . . . . . . . ,
HIST I04H or l05H
Civilization , , . . . . (4)
LS 151L-l52L Introduction to Hmnanities , ... , , . 4

Lower-division Native American Studies course .
Second Year
Foreign language
202 Intermediate . . . .
ENLT 224L American Literature to 1865 or
225L American Literature since 1865 . , . , . .
H!ST 151H The Americans or 152H . " ....
PHIL 200E Ethics or lovver-division Political

3

15-f6

15-f6

A
4

s
4

(3)

(4)

Science course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lower-division course in Asian Studies . . .
Lower-division course in Religious Studies
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.. 3
.. 3
.. 3
.. 3
3
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Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or
credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit
mdicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum
indicated after the R Credits beyond this maximum do not count
toward a degree.
Liberal Studies (LS)
U 119H Philosophical Perspectives on Women in the
Western Hemisphere 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same as PHIL
and WS 119H. Introduction to the discipline and scope of Western
philosophy focusing on women as the subject rather than men. A
chronological study following the ideological development in the
West of social attitudes and scientific theses.
U 151L Introduction to the Humanities 4 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., eligibility for ENEX 101 based on writing placement
examination. General survey of the field ofHumaruties in Western
civilization with reference to non-Western analogs, contrasting the
Greco-Roman with the Jewish and Christian traditions.
U 152L Introduction to the Humanities 4 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., eligibility for ENEX 10 I based on writing placement
examination. General survey of the field ofHumaruties in Western
civilization, with reference to non-Western analogs, since antiquity.
U 160L Classical Mythology 3 cr. Offered every spring;
offered intermittently in summer. Same as MCLG 160L. Deities
and myths of the Greeks and Romans, with emphasis on those of
most importance to Western literature and art.
U161H Introduction to Asian Humanities 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Coreq., LS 151L or consent ofinstr. Selective survey of
classical South and East Asian perspectives on the humanities as
introduced in LS 151L. Hinduism, Confucianism, Taoism and
Buddhism are the primary traditions considered.
U 170 Myth Seminar: Honors 1 cr. Offered every spring,
offered intermittently in summer. Same as MCLG 170. Coreq.,
MCLG/LS 160L. Research, writing, and discussion about the
mythologies of the Greeks and Romans in a small group setting.
U 180L Introduction to Film 3 cr. Offered every term. Same
as ENFM 180. The history and development of the film medium.
Emphasis on critical analysis of selected classic or significant
films.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Expenmental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 210H Japanese Culture and Civilization 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Same as AS, MCLG and JPNS 210H. The
historical, religious, artistic, literary and social developments in
Japan from earliest times to the present.
U 211H Chinese Culture and Civilization 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Same as AS and MCLG 211H. A comprehensive
study of Chinese culture and civilization in the manifold aspects of
anthropology, sociology, economics, history, literature, religion,
and philosophy.
U 212H Southeast Asian Culture and Civilization 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Same as AS and SOC 212H. Introduction
to the history, geography, cultures, social organization, and
contemporary events of Southeast Asia.
U 213S The Middle East 3 cr. Offered autumn odd-numbered
years. Same as AS and GEOG 213S. A survey of the biophysical
and cultural geography of Southwest Asia and North Africa.
Emphasis on environmental change, pre-history, patterns of
cultural and historical change, issues of socio-economic. religious,
and political diversity, and the broader political significance of the
~duate
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U 214S Central Asia: Peoples and Environments 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Same as AS, GEOG, HIST, 214S. Introduction
to Central Asia's history, culture and ways of thinking. Focus on
the political and social organization of Central Asia and cultural
changes as expressed in art and interactions with China, India and
the Middle East.
U 221H Germanic Mythology and Culture 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Same as MCLG 231H. Offered alternate years.
Germanic culture and mythology from 200 B.C. to 1200 A.D.
Topics include the Germanic pantheon, Germanic religious
practices, Germanic migrations and major literary masterpieces.
Credit not allowed for LS 221H, MCLG 231H and GERM 362H.
U 227L Film as Literature, Literature as Film 3 cr. (R-6)
Offered intermittently. Same as ENTL 227L. Studies of the
relationship between film and literature. Topics vary.
U 251L The Epic 3 cr. (R-6) Offered odd-numbered years.
Same as MCLG 251L. Reading, study, and discussion of epic
poems. Selections will vary from Western and non-Western
traditions.
U 252L Tragedy 3 cr. (R-6) Offered even-numbered years.
Same as MCLG 252L. Study of the literary, artistic and
philosophical dimensions of tragedy. Selections will vary.
U 282L The German Cinema 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Same as MCLG 222L. Development of the German film from its
beginnings in 1895 through the contemporary New German
Cinema. Topics include Expressionism, New Objectivity, the
Nazi film, the German contribution to Hollywood, and the
post-war film in East and West Germany. Credit not allowed for
LS 282L, MCLG 222L and GERM 361L.
U 293 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr. Independent work under the University
omnibus option. See index.
U 294 Seminar Variable cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Expenmental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 296 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently.
U 301 Earth's Mind: Ecology and Native Peoples 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Non-western attitudes toward nature, based
on the work of anthropologists, philosophers, novelists, poets, and
on native oral traditions.
UG 305L Introduction to Russian Literature I 3 cr. Offered
autumn alternate years. Same as MCLG and RUSS 305L. A
survey of Russian poetry and prose from their beginnings
(medieval period) to mid-nineteenth century. Included are the
works ofKararnzin, Pushkin, and Lennontov.
UG 306L Introduction to Russian Literature II 3 cr. Offered
spring. Same as MCLG and RUSS 306L. A survey of Russian
poetry and prose from the mid-nineteenth century through the
Symbolist period of the early 20th century. Included are the works
ofGogol, Turgenev, Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, and the Symbolists.
U 307L Introduction to Russian Literature III 3 cr. Offered
autumn alternate years. Same as MCLG 307L and RUSS 307L.
Survey of Russian literature through the 201h century and into the
21st.
U 309 Reading the City: Rome 3 cr. Offered autumn. Same
as MCLG 309. Prereq., previous acceptance in subsequent
intersession Italyerograrn. Overview of the history ofRome from
its beginnings until modem times, with lectures on various periods
and artists across the spectrum ofltalian art history. Orientation to
the city of Rome, practicalities oflife and study in the city.
U 311L Chinese Folktales 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same
as MCLG 380L. The study of the aspirations, desires, loves, fears,
moral and aesthetic values of the Chinese people as expressed in
their folk literature.
U 313L Classical Chinese Poetry in English Translation 3 cr.
Offered intermittently in spring. Same as AS, CHIN, and MCLG

12{11
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3l3L The worl<.s
Chinese poets to 1300 A.D.
lU 314lL Tn:tditlimii.2lfi ClmiiM~se Utenilt~G1Jre in Engliiilln
Tnm.§Emtnoilll 3 cr. Offered intermittently in spring. Same as
~fHN, a11d MCLG 314L Fiighlights of Chinese literariJfe to

Film 3 tr. Offered autumn
The
development ofthe
socieiy
American
civilization through the interaction of European, Indian at"'1d
African elements. Credit not aHowed for both LS/1v1CLG 358 and

poe11ry, prose, and fiction.
mcludes
1U 315Iu l\,1ajm·
Al!ltllon and 'fheftlr Tnme§ 3 cr.
Ofl:ered autmnn. Same as MCLG 315L The intensive
of
tl1e life,
and. works of a
author.
'U 3\10 'Wt!.!mel.~ li11 A~nti()luilcy 3 cr. Offered
as MCLG at!d VIS 320. E)camination of varied sources
ancient
the Hellenistic
and republican !llndl imperial
Rome to
the
various communities.
W~men's
..
to
and 1l1e mechanisms by
wh1ch commumtres a~tempted to
female
U J2HI Genmm CuiTtlllln~ to ll90ili 3 ,cr. Offered spring. Same
as UICLG 330l:-I. Overview
events and cumrmtsin
Genman culture to 1900 with an emph31Sis on the arts,

SPAN 359.
U 362H And<~nt G~reeR~; :i'Jllllldl Rc:man Pl'ni:iogcp~ny 3 0::r. Offered
Same as MCLG 362H and PI-ITL 3621-L
Examination ofthe
ofthe
of Greece and
Ron~e as
English ttanslation.
Anc1ent
linguistic 1:n1.d

and intellectual movements. Credit not allowed for LS 321H
GEPJ'I/i: 303.
U 322H G~:rnmn OidtiDJre Snlllce 1900 3 cr,
Sa-rne as lJCLG 331H. Overview
events

in
the Gem1an culture ficom 1900 to fhe
with an emphasis on
the arts, literature, and intellectual movements. Credil: not allowed

for LS 322H and GERJ\1 304.
UG 323 §twtrrliiel!l iEn LiieranJ JFmrm:11 3 cr.
OiTerecl.
autunm and
EJ'ITLT 30 l or
of instr. Same as
ENLT 323.
authors fi·om ditierent
and cultures
in the same mode
two years, Literature
lVIodem
Fiction, 20th Century Fiction,
Fiction,
less frequently,
Fiction, Epic,
Romance, Comedy).
1U 325E The R{lolts ofWe:JitewrrA Et!hlit§ 3 cr. Offered
Prereq.,
course in Perspective 5 or
Sa.me as MCLG
Stu.dies of the 01igins of
uuui'-''"'~ in the
writings of Greek "\miters
"'-'11-"'J"'cautuu to cum~nt situations"

. UG 33:8 The JFu-,em:d~ CinemmJ er. {R~6) Offered
mtermitlently. Same as MCLG and FRE}J 338. A.n u"mJJ."'"'n,
ae:sweuc" and critical
of the French cinema, Jfi·om its
be~;im1in1~E in 1895
cinema
etc. 'v
an introduction to
contemporary fil:rn criticism. ~ll.!Oents taldng the course for French
credits are
to do research,
and writing in fhe
French language.
lTG 340H And!Dilll1 Greek CiiviJluallakm wnd (:[IJ~m·e 3 c:Jr.
Offered
Prereq., AKf 150H or 151H or consent of
instr. Same as
360Hand .ART
Slide lectutre
related to and
course. Ancient Greek works of art
COJl1tenrc1or:arv ideas and valu.es
Rllli!nau allild lE2dy Ci!J!Jd:s~i~nll i\r'~ nllll Ccntex~ 3 cr.
interrnittently.
ART 150Pl or 151 H or consent of
instr. Same as ART 38H-1
MCLG 36m. A survey of the
various media used in Roman ar1; the social
and
economic. contexts in which the media were
iconographic, and contextual)
transition

and the
art of the

Early '~""'~"''"'

U 35JlL E::q:~~m·lng t~»e lHil!rnl.mlitme§ in
Intensive study
its sem.inal J;i·~·~,,.,~,
emphasis on the intellectual and
an
essential component of the foundations
tradition.
lUG 356 S1u!l1ies in JLitera1t!il.l'f :and\ OtRu~r msciii)URJRes 3 C!r.
Offered autumn and
nine credits in ENLT or
or consent of instr. Same as
Selected works of
literature studied in conjunction with works of ali:,
religion,
philosophy, or another discipline (every two
and

Offered autunm and
in Westem

Literature, Film and Literature, The Poetry
less
British Art and Literature, Modernisrn, Literat11re ru'1d
Bible as Literature, Song)o
U 353 Latin~ Amell'kar~ Ovilllz121tion tHlJrmngh l!.Jteral:~Dxe :!lli!nill

cul1ural
U 365 South A!iii.mrn l'rmrllil~fions: HhullnJJism 3 Clt. OHered spring
even~numbered
Same as /!.,Sand f<ELS 365. Critical
aspects of Hindu
nmrative and
.
and historical
Focus
primarily on
with consideration
transformation
South Asia.
UG J7UJ! Women ftrr~ Ame~rltca: fn·IIim the Civil! W~r 1ttl the
Present 3 cr. Offered
Same as HIST and 'iJlJS
371R
overview of women's
in i'crnerica
after the
War,
of such
as women's
the battle
feminism and its
opponents,
industrialization
women in the
workforce, reproductive
and wel.fare.
at!ention to
women's expe1iences
class and race as '•Nell as by

U 37§lL tGenillleTI· :aurnd §e1!mallnll:y in 2iJl1to
Same as ENLT 375L
vmtten in English in different
rund
these texts explore changing co,rtcE:nts
sexuality.
lUG .3l81 Stm:lliles i.n tbe JFiNm 3 11:ll\ Offered autunrm and
Prereq ., LS 180 or consent of instr. Sarne as ENLT and
381. Studies in genres,
movements,
etc.
U 391 Agd~:11d1tmre il!ll ~l!ne Hl.liml2ll:ritik~!l and JFine Ari(§ 1 rcr.
Offered autumn. Same as EVST and PHIL 391. Lecture series

Offered
novels

that
P.E.A.S.

education credit for students in
and
Offered

1U 395

U 397 Research Varfiabk ll::r.

Offered intermittently.
Offered

Prereq.,

classroc1m

graduation.
UG 432L 'lfwenftie!h Ceu]tury O"ftmt:§e Fk,aon in
Tnvrlsnl!ltR'[]I[JJ 3 cr. Offered
in
Same as
CHIN, and MCLG 432L. A swvey
works of
Chinese fiction circa

1910~ 1990

Liften·a~:!.!!TI'e J c&·, (R-9)
Offered intecm:iirtently. Same as ENLT 430 and MCLG 440.
Study of im.Rmiant literary .
genres, trend'> and movements.
Credit not allowed for more than one course on the same
numbered ENLT
MCLG 440, ·~-94 or LS 455.
VG 460 Histfjjry of Oritndi!lm 2\IDld Tbemry 3 rr.
autum"l or spring. Prereq., El\JLT 301 and six credits in
cou~s.es numbered 300 or l>tighe~. _Same as ~}.JLT
A survey of
the tnstoncal
of cnt1cal theones
ways
and 'Writing from Plato and Aristotle to the

UG 455 Stwdie:!> in

UG 46] ToiOJic§ lllll OritkaH The©cy 3
or
u"''"U"V"''v

{R-6) Offered autumn

ENLT 301 and six
in literature courses
300 or
Same as ENLT 421.

"'IJIJ""'·'mRm

of one or more theoretical aprorclaches

texts (e.g., aesthetic poststructural, new historicist, classical,
renaissance, romantic, narrative, psychoanalytic, formalist, neomarxist, feminist, gender, cultural studies and reader-response
theory.)
U 493 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr. Independent work under University
omnibus option. See index.
UG 494 Seminar in Humanities: Genres and Periods 3 cr.
(R-9) Offered intermittently. Concentrated studies in specific
genres and periods.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 496 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently.
U 497 Research Variable cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
U 498 Internship Variable cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
consent of director. Extended classroom experience which
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provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the
faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A maximum
of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward
graduation.

Faculty
Professors
Paul A. Dietrich, Ph.D, University of Chicago, 1984
Stewart Justman, Ph.D., Collumbia University, 1976
Alan Sponberg, Ph.D., University of British Columbia, 1980
Ruth Vanita, Ph.D., Delhi University, 1992
Assistant Professor
Megan Williams, Ph.D., Princeton, 2002
Adiunct Associate Professor
Dan Spencer, Ph.D., Union Theological Seminary, 1994

Linguistics Program
Tully J. Thibeau, Director
Mission
Linguistics and Applied Linguistics. Linguistics studies all
aspects of Language and languages and aims to discover the
general princif,les that govern Language-principles presumed to be
common to al languages. It also aims to study, understand, and
describe the details of individual languages: the sounds used by
individual languages; the make-up of words, phrases and sentences
and the range of phenomena covered by such grammatical
categories as verbs and nouns, gender, tense, aspect, transitivity
and a host of others. Linguistics studies how languages are learned
and how they function in their social contexts. The understanding
oflinguistic principles is applied to a variety of fields, including
language teaching, language therapy, communication, speech
synthesis, and language preservation.
Objectives. The objectives of the Linguistics Program are to
train students in the scientific analysis of languages. Students are
prepared for further graduate study in the field: to study other
languages; to apply their understanding of language to other fields;
and to teach English and other languages to non-native students of
those languages.
Endangered Languages. About six thousand langua~es are
currently spoken in the world, but only 300 (five percent) are
projected to survive into the 22"d century. The predicted imminent
extmction of nearly six thousand lan~ges is cause for great
concern, much as the extinction ofbwlogical species, and we wish
for biological, linguistic, and ethnic diversity. The preservation of
languages and linguistic diversity, therefore, is the most pressing
goal of Linguistics.
Montana and Regional Languages. Montana is the aboriginal
home of speakers of languages that belong to four distinct
language families: 1. Kutenai; 2. Flathead (Salish); 3. Cree,
Blackfeet, Northern Cheyenne, and Gros Ventre (Algonquian); 4.
Assiniboine, Sioux and Crow (Siouan). We are committed to
preserving the linguistic diversity of the state and of the region, and
our students are expected to gain a multi -cultural perspective that
will engender a spirit of cooperation and mutual respect between
people of different cultures and backgrounds.
Collaboration. The Linguistics Program is situated within the
Department of Anthropology. In offenng its curriculum the
Linguistics Program collaborates with Native American Studies,
English, Modem and Classical Languages and Literatures,
Communication Studies, Philosophy, and the McNair and other
progr:ams to provide a cooperative environment conducive to
learrung.

Degrees Offered. The University offers an M.A. with a major
in Linguistics with options in General and Applied Linguistics.
Linguistics options also are available to students pursuing a
master's degree in anthropology. The University does not offer an
undergraduate degree in linguistics, but students can earn
baccafaureate degrees in anthropology, English and French with
options in linguistics.
For specific course requirements in the Departments of
Anthropology, English, and Modem and Classical Languages and
Literatures, students should refer to the relevant department's
section in this catalog and confer both with the advisors in the
individual departments and the undergraduate advisors in the
Linguistics Program.
Certificate of Accomplishment in English as a Second
Language. The University offers a sequence of courses (24
credits) that will lead to a Certificate of Accomplishment in
English as a Second Language. The certificate will be issued by
the University upon the recommendation of the Linguistics
Program and the Faculty Senate.
In order to earn this certificate, a student must hold (or
simultaneously earn) a baccalaureate or higher degree and
complete the following courses: LING 470; LING 471; LING
472; LING 477 or 478; two upper-division electives (6 credits)
from among LING 466, 473, 475, 476, and 489; LING 480; and
LING 491. Courses required for the Certificate may not be taken
on a pass-not pass basis.
It is recommended that a student have the equivalent of two
years of a foreign language. Non-native speakers of English must
take an English competency examination to be administered by the
Linguistics Program.
English as a Second Language/Academic English. Outside of
its curriculum, the Linguistics Program directs several EASL
courses for international students whose TOEFL scores range
between 500 and 580.
EASL courses enhance learning second language English as the
language of classroom instruction at an English-speaking
university or college. These courses facilitate the transition from
learning academic English to actually using English in academic
settings. Course content concentrates on academic uses of
lansuage skills (reading, writing, speaking and listening, with a
limited degree of periodic intensive activities involving grammar
and/or pronunciatwn).
Trained, supervised teaching assistants who are pursuing
advanced degrees in linguistics instruct academically-oriented
EASL courses, and professional staff teach the culturally-oriented
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EASL courses. Each EASL course lasts one semester and grants
international students three credit hours that count toward
graduation. The needs of individuals who must raise their English
proficiency to gain admission to a university or college are
addressed by the English Language Institute.
Teacher Preparation in English as a Second Language.
Minor Teaching Field: For an endorsement in the minor
teaching field ofEnglish as a Second Language, a student must
complete LING 470, 471, 472, 477 or 478, 480 and 491; at least
two courses from the following: LING 466, 473S, 475, 476, and
489. Students also must gain admission to Teacher Education and
Student Teaching and meet the requirements for certification as a
secondary teacher (see School of Education section of this
catalog.) Courses in the teaching minor may not be taken on a
pass-not pass basis.

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate
~duate credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit

or

mdicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum
indicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not count
toward a degree.
English as a Second Language (EASL)
U 250 Intermediate English for Academic Purposes: I 3 cr.
(R-6) Offered autumn and spring. Extensive training in reading,
writing, and speaking grammatical English. This course is required
of all foreign students with TOEFL scores between 500 and 525.
Grading A, B, C, D, or F.
U 251 Intermediate English for Academic Purposes: II 3 cr.
(R-6) Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., 500 to 525 on the
TOEFL or consent of instr. English grammar, reading, writing, and
conversation skills for students who are not native speaker of
English; designed for students who have scored between 500 and
525 on the TOEFL. Grading A, B, C, D, or F.
U 450 Advanced English for Academic Purposes: I 3 cr.
Offered autumn and spnng. Prereq., TOEFL score of 526 or
greater and consent of instr. Extensive training in reading, writing,
and speaking grammatical English. Grading A, B, C, D, or F.
U 451 Advanced English for Academic Purposes: II 3 cr.
Offered autumn and s_pnng. Prereq., 526 to 580 on the TOEFL or
consent of instr. English grammar, reading, writing, and
conversation skills tor students who are not native speakers of
English; designed for students who have scored between 525 an
580 on the TOEFL. Grading A, B, C, D, or F.
Linguistics (LING)
U 173 Introduction to Language 3 cr. Offered every term.
Same as COMM 173. A survey of the elements oflanguage
(structure, meaning, and sound) including language use in its
social and cultural context.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn and
spring. Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 198 Internship Variable cr. Offered autumn and S:(>ring.
Prereq., consent of department. Extended classroom eXJ?enence
which provides practical a:(>plication of classroom learnmg during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the
faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A maximum
of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward
graduation.
U 270 Introduction to Linguistics 3 cr. Offered every term.
Same as ENLI 270. An introduction to the field of modem
linguistics and to the nature of language. Emphasis on the ways
different cultures develop symbol systems for representing
meaning.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn and
sprin~. Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 398 Internship Variable cr. Offered autumn and S:(>ring.
Prereq., consent of department. Extended classroom e~penence

which provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the
faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A maximum
of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward
graduation.
UG 403 Applied German Linguistics 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Same as GERM 403. Contrastive analysis of German phonology,
morphology, and syntax.
UG 405 Applied Spanish Linguistics 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., SPAN 302 and LING 270 or consent of instr. Same as
SPAN 405. Topics and issues from various linguistic approaches,
selected for their applicability to the teaching of Spanish.
UG 465 Structure and History of English for Teachers 3 cr.
Offered autumn and spring. Same as ENLI 465. The development
of the English lansua:ge from a historical perspective contrasted
with the phonological and grammatical structure of English from a
modem linguistic point of view; specifically designed for teachers.
UG 466 Pedagogical Grammar 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
LING 470. Discussion of English grammar from a non-native
speaker perspective focusing on items and structures that are
difficult for non-native speakers.
UG 470 Introduction to Linguistic Analysis 3 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Same as ENLI 470. An mtroduction to the
field of modem linguistics and to the nature of language.
Emphasis on linguistic analysis.
UG 471 Phonology and Morphology 3 cr. Offered sprins.
Prereq., LING 470. A study of phonological and morphological
systems from as many as 20 languages, most of them
non-Indo-Euro:{>ean; training in how to do linguistic analysis as
well as linguistic theory.
UG 472 Generative Syntax and Semantics 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., LING 470. A systematic study of the nature of
syntactic and semantic systems in natural language. Emphasis on
abstract argument.
UG 473S Language and Culture 3 cr. Offered autumn oddnumbered years. Prereq., LING 470. Technical study of the
relationships between grammatical categories and world view.
UG 474 Language History, Variety, and Change 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., LING 470. The principles of historical
reconstruction and comparative method in the analysis of linguistic
variation and change.
UG 475 Linguistic Field Methods 3 cr. Offered autumn evennumbered years. Prereq., LING 470. Writing up linguistic data;
developing techniques for eliciting linguistic data by working with
a native speaker of a non-Indo-European language.
UG 476 Child Language Acquisition 3 cr. Offered spring
even-numbered years. Prereq., LING 470. The development of
speech and language: phonologic, prosodic, semantic, pragmatic,
and morphosyntactic systems.
UG 477 Bilingualism 3 cr. Offered autumn even-numbered
years. Prereq., LING 270 or equiv. Societal and individual
bilingualism: topics include language policy, maintenance,
interference, code switching and mixture, and bilingual education.
UG 478 Second Language Acquisition 3 cr. Offered autumn
odd-numbered years. Prereq., LING 470. Discussion of theories of
SLA, analysis of the development of Interlanguage and study and
use of the research methods in SLA.
UG 479 Pragmatics 3 cr. Offered spring odd-numbered years.
Prereq., LING 270 or equiv. Relations between language and its
interpreters focusing on :{>resupposition, speech acts, discourse
analysis, and the applicatiOn of pragmatics to second and foreign
language acquisition.
UG 480 Teaching English as a Foreign Language 3 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., LING 270 or equiv. Same as ENLI 480.
The application of principles of modem linguistics to the problems
of teaching English as a foreign language.
UG 481 The ESL Professional3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq. or
coreq., LING 491; prereq., LING 480 or consent ofinstr.
Professional development techniques for the independent language
teacher: language test construction, self-critique of teaching
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universities with English instruction.
strategies, materials development, curriculum evaluation and
design, and electronic and print media resources for the language
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered every term.
teaching professional.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
UG 482 Topics in the Philosophy of Language 3 cr. (R-6)
Offered Intermittently. Prereq., upper-division standing. Same as
G 596 S Independent Study 1-3 cr. (R-6) Offered every term.
PHIL 471. Discussion of one or more of the following topics:
G 598 Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn and
theories of meaning, theories of reference, pragmatics, the origin of spring.
language, psycholinguistics, and foundations of linguistic theory.
G 599 Professional Paper Variable cr. (R-6) Offered every
UG 484 North American Indian Linguistics 3 cr. Offered
term.
spring odd-numbered years. Prereq., LING 470. Same as ANTH
G 699 Thesis Variable cr. (R-6) Offered every term.
484. Analysis and characteristics of American Indian languages in
historical perspective.
Faculty
UG 489 Languages of the World 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
LING 470. A survey of the grammatical features of several
Irene Appelbaum, Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1995,
unrelated languages to provide the student with a broad overview
Associate Professor (Linguistics)
of how world languages compare and contrast.
Anthony Beltramo, Ph.D., Stanford University, 1972, Professor
UG 491 ESL Practicum 1-3 cr. Prereq., or coreq_., LING 480.
Emeritus (Modem and Classical Languages and Literatures)
Offered every term. Same as ENLI 491. Students w1th a teaching
Bary Bevington, Ph.D., University of Massachusetts at Amherst,
major take the course for 3 credits; others take it for 1 credit and do
1970, Adjunct Professor (Linguistics)
one third of the work.
Albert Borgmann, Ph.D., University of Munich, 1963, Professor
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn and
(Philosophy)
spring. Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
Merrel D. Clubb, Jr., Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1953,
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Professor Emeritus (English)
UG 496 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-9) Offered every
Stephen Greymoming, Ph.D., University of Oklahoma, 1997,
term. Prereq., consent of instr. Special projects in linguistic
Associate Professor (Anthropology)
analysis.
Anthony Mattina, Ph.D., University of Hawaii, 1973, Professor,
U 498 Internship Variable cr. Offered autumn and SJ?ring.
(Director of Linguistics)
Prereq., consent of department. Extended classroom exl?enence
Nancy Mattina, Ph.D., Simon Fraser University, 1996, Writing
which provides practical aJ?plication of classroom leammg during
Center
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the
Donna Mendelson, Ph.D., State University of new York at
faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A maximum
Binghamton, 1997, Adjunct Professor
of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward
graduation.
Miyashita Mizuki, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 2002, Assistant
Professor (Linguistics)
G 570 Seminar in Linguistics 3 cr. (R-12) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., LING 470. Same as ANTH 570. Advanced topics
O.W. Rolfe, Ph.D., Stanford University, 1967, Professor
in linguistic analysis.
Emeritus (Modem and Classical Languages and Literatures)
Tully J. Thibeau, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1999, Assistant
G 575 Preceptorship 1 cr. (R-4) Offered autumn and spring.
Professor (Linguistics)
Prereq., consent of instr. Materials development, assessment and
evaluation ofleamers' needs and interests in teaching English as
an academic second Language to international students attending

Department of Mathematical
Sc1ences
David PaHerson, Chair

trigonometry, and analytic geometry.

Mathematics is studied both as a tool and for its own sake. Its
usefulness in the sciences--physical, biological, social, behavioral,
and environmental--and in decision-making processes is so
established as to make it an indispensable part of many curricula.
Mathematics is chosen as a major area of study by individuals who
find it challenging, fascinating, and beautiful. It is also arpreciated
by many who seek primarily to use mathematics as a too .
A career in mathematics, except for teaching at the secondary
level, generally requires a graduate degree as preparation. Careers
include teaching, research, and the application of mathematics to
diverse problems in institutions of higher learning, business,
industry, and government.
The Bachelor of Arts, Master of Arts, and Doctor of Philosophy
degrees are offered as well as a Bachelor of Science in
Mathematical Sciences-Computer Science.
High School Preparation: For study of mathematics at the
University, it is recommended that high school preparation include
the equivalent of three years of algebra, plane geometry,

Special Degree Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog.
See index.

Mathematics Requirements for B.A. Degree with
a Maior in Mathematical Sciences
To obtain a B.A. degree with a major in Mathematical Sciences,
the required courses are MATH 152, 153,221,251 (except for
students in the Mathematics Education option), MATH 300
(except for students in the Mathematics Education option), 305 and
six additional 3- or 4-credit mathematics courses numbered 300 or
above (at least three of the six must be numbered 400 or above).
The following courses do not count toward the six additional 3- or
4-credit courses: MATH 444 and 445, and courses numbered 390399 and 490-499. All mathematics courses counted toward the
major must be passed with a grade of C- or better and a 2.00 grade
pomt average is required. In addition, if a special option is desired,
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the minimum requirements listed below for that option must be
met Additional courses should be chosen in consultation with a
mathematics advisor.

Requirements for the Special Options
Pure Mathematics Option
Four courses chosen from MATH 351,421, 422,451,452.
Mathematics Education Option
MATH 301,326,341,406,421, 431; one mathematics course
chosen from 251,311, 325,381,382 or any additional3-4 credit
400-level mathematics course; and the completion of certification
requirements for teaching in secondary schools to include C&I
430.
Statistics Option
MATH 341, 441,442. (Additional mathematics and statistics
courses chosen with advisor.)
Combinatorics and Optimization Option
MATH 381, 382, 485; and one course chosen from 341,414,
471, orCS 332.
Applied Mathematics Option
MATH 311,412,414 and one of452 or471. (MATH 351 and
485 are recommended.)
Maior Requirements in Courses Outside
Mathematics
1. Except for the Mathematics Education option, students must
complete the foreign language requirement as specified in 1. within
the Foreign Language/Symbolic Systems section under the General
Education requirements or two courses chosen from CS 101, 131,
132, 201, 207.
2. All mathematics majors, except those selecting the
mathematics education option, must complete 18 credits in at most
three sciences selected from astronomy, biology, chemistry, computer science, economics, forestry, geology, management,
microbiology, and physics. Students selecting the mathematics
education option must cotpplete 12 credits in at most two sciences
selected from astronomy, biOlogy, chemistry, computer science,
geology, microbiology and phystcs. An alternative to the science
requirement is for the student to present a minor or second trutior
within the University, or for the student with a mathematics
education option to complete an additional teaching minor or
major.
3. The upper-division writing requirement for Mathematical
Sciences majors consists of:
a. An approved General Education upper-division Writing
course
OR
b. A senior thesis, research paper or final project approved in
advance by the Undergraduate Committee in the Department of
Mathematical Sciences.
Requirements for a B.S. Degree with a
Combined Maior in Mathematical SciencesComputer Science
The purpose for the combined program is to provide a thorough
background in both allied disciplines and to inculcate a deeper
understanding of their goals and methods. A student must
complete 60 credits in the two disciplines: 30 of these credits in
matfiematical sciences courses and 30 of these credits in computer
science courses. A minimum grade of"C-" and a 2.0 grade point
average is required in all courses which follow.
The mathematical sciences requirements are: 152-153, 221,
251, 305 (or 225), and twelve credits of3- or 4-credit MATH
electives selected from courses numbered above 305 (not including
courses numbered 390-399 and 490-499).
The computer science requirements are: 121, 131-132, 241242,281, 332 and nine credits ofCS electives selected from
courses numbered 300 and above. A total of at most three of the
nine credits of CS electives may be in CS 398 or 498.
The combined nine additional credits of computer science

electives and twelve additional credits of mathematical sciences
electives must include at least three 3- or 4-credit courses
numbered 400 or above, with at least one chosen from each
department (not including MATH 406, 444, and 445).
Other requirements are: One of the sequences BIOL 108N,
109N, liON; CHEM 161N, 162N; orPHYS 221N-222N. In
addition, FOR 220, and either COMM lilA or COMM 242.
Each student plans a program in consultation with a
mathematical sciences and a computer science advisor. Students
planning to attend graduate school in the mathematical sciences or
computer science should consult with their respective advisors.
Suggested Curricula:
Applied Math-Scientific Programming: MATH 311,412, 414,
and one course chosen from MATH 341, 351,451,452,471.
Three courses chosen from CS 344, 446, 471, 477, 486.
Combinatorics and Optimization-Artificial Intelligence: MATH
381, 382, and two courses chosen from MATH 325, 341,414,
485; and CS 344, 455, and 457.
Statistics-Machine Learning: MATH 341, 441, and two courses
chosen from MATH 325, 382, 442, 485. Three courses chosen
from CS 365, 455, 457, 458, and 486
Algebra-Analysis: MATH 351,421, and two courses chosen
from MATH 326, 422, 451, 452; CS 344, 441, and one other
course.

Suggested Course of Study
First Year
MATH 152-153 Calculus I, II ..............
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Computer programming
language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Second Year
MATH 221-Linear Algebra ...............
MATH 251 Calculus ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 305 Introduction to
Abstract Math . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A
4
3

S
4

3-4
9
9
[6 16-17
4
4
9

i7

3
13
16

Requirements for a Minor
To earn a minor in mathematics the student must earn 23 credits
in mathematics including at least three 3- or 4-credit courses at the
300-level or above. All courses counted toward the minor must be
passed with a grade of C- or better and a 2.00 grade average is
required.
Mathematics Education Minor: For a teaching minor
endorsement in the field of mathematics, a student must complete
MATH 152-153,221,301,305,326,341, and431. Students also
must complete C&I 430, gain admission to Teacher Education and
Student Teaching and meet the requirements for certification as a
secondary teacher (see the School of Education section of this
catalog). All courses counted toward the minor must be passed
with a letter grade of C- or better and a 2.00 grade average is
required..

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or
credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit
mdicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum
indicated after the R Credits beyond this maximum do not count
toward a degree.
~uate

Mathematical Sciences (MATH)
Unless the student has prior written approval by the
Mathematical Sciences Department, credit is not allowed for
MATH 100 if credit has been or is being earned in any
mathematics course numbered above 100. Unless the student has
prior written approval of the Mathematical Sciences Department,
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credit is not allowed for any mathematics course that is a
methods and computer software.
prerequisite for a mathematics course for which credit has already
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn and
been earned. Students receiving transfer or Advanced Placement
spring. Prereq., consent ofinstr. Experimental offerings ofvisiting
credit for MATH 241 may take MATH 117 for credit.
professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time
See the College of Technology section for Introductory Algebra,
offerings of current topics.
MAT005.
U 221 Linear Algebra 4 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
U 100 Intermediate Algebra 5 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., MATH 153. Vectors in the plane and space, systems of
Prereq., MAT 005 or appropriate placement score. Topics include
linear equations and Gauss-Jordan ehmination, matrices,
linear equations and systems of linear equations, inequalities,
determinants, eigenvalues and eigenvectors, vector spaces, linear
applicat:J.ons and graphing; polynomials; rational expressions and
transformations. Calculators and/or computers used where
equations; radicals, rational exponents and complex numbers;
appropriate.
quadratic equations; introduction to exponential and logarithmic
U 225 Discrete Mathematics 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
functions. Credit not allowed for both MAT 100 and MATH 100.
MATH 152 or consent of instr. Mathematical concepts used in
U 107 Contemporary Mathematics 3 cr. Offered every term.
computer science with an emphasis on mathematical reasoning and
Prereq., MATH 100 or appropriate placement score. An
proof techniques. Elementary logic, sets, functions and relations,
introduction to mathematicaltdeas and their impact on society. Incombinatorics, mathematical induction, recursion and algorithtns.
tended for students wishing to satisfy the general education mathMathematics majors should take 305 instead of225.
ematics requirement.
U 231 Topics in Geometry 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
U 109 Numbers as News 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., MATH
Prereq., MATH 131 or consent of instr. Geometry topics for
100 or apJ?ropriate placement score. An exploration of
teaching grades 6-12 mathematics. Intended primarily for students
mathemat:J.cs and statistics as used in the popular media. For
in elementary education who plan to teach m1ddle school
students in the School of Journalism only.
mathematics.
U 117 Probability and Linear Mathematics 3 cr. Offered
U 241 Statistics 4 cr. Offered autumn and spring. Prereq.,
every term. Prereq., MATH 100 or appropriate placement score.
MATH 117 or consent of instr. Introduction to major ideas of
Systems oflinear equations and matnx algebra. Introduction to
statistical inference. Emphasis is on statistical reasoning and uses
probability with emphasis on models and probabilistic reasoning.
of statistics.
Examples of applications of the material in many fields. Credit not
U 251 Calculus ill 4 cr. Offered autumn and spring. Prereq.,
allowed for both MAT 117 and MATH 117.
MATH 153. Calculus offunctions of several variables;
U 121 Precalculus 4 cr. Offered autumn and spring. Prereq.,
differentiation and elementary integration. Vectors in the plane and
MATH 100 or appropriate placement score or three years of
space.
college preparatory mathematics. Preparation for calculus by the
U 291 Practicum 1-3 cr. (R-3) Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
study of fuil.ctions of one variable over the real numbers. These
consent of instr.
are introduced in general and then applied to the usual elementary
U 294 Seminar Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn and spring.
functions, namely pol,Yilomial and rat:J.onal functions, exponential
Prereq., consent of instr. Guidance in special work for advanced
and logarithmic funct:J.ons, trigonometric functions, and
students.
miscellaneous others. Inverse functions, polar coordinates and
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn and
trigonometric identities are included. Credit not allowed for both
spring. Prereq., consent ofinstr. Experimental offerings of visiting
MATH 121 and MAT 120.
professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time
U 130 Mathematics for Elementary Teachers 5 cr. Offered
offerings of current topics.
autumn and spring. Prereq., MATH 100 or ap_propriate placement
U 296 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn
score. Open only to elementary education maJors. Topics include
and spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Guidance or an individual
problem-solving, sets and logic, functions, whole numbers,
student in doing independent study on material not offered in a
mtegers, rational numbers, real numbers, number theory,
regular course.
probability and statistics.
U 300 Undergraduate Math Seminar 1 cr. (R-6) Offered
U 131 Mathematics for Elementary Teachers 4 cr. Offered
every semester. Prereq., MATH 152. Discussion seminar focused
autumn and spring. Prereq., 130. Topics include introductory
on topics and issues of interest to students in the mathematical
geometry, geometric constructions, congruence, similarity, measciences.
surement, coordinate geometry and an introduction to computer UG 301 Mathematics with Technology for Teachers 3 cr.
geometry.
Offered autumn. Prereq., MATH 221. Discrete and continuous
U 150 Applied Calculus 4 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
mathematical models from a variety of disciplines using
Prereq., MATH 121 or appropriate placement score. Introductory
appropriate technology.
course surveying the principal ideas of differential and integral
U 305 Introduction to Abstract Mathematics 3 cr. Offered
calculus with emphasts on applications and computer softWare.
autumn and spring. Prereq., MATH 153. Designed to prepare
Mathematical modeling in discrete and continuous settings. Instudents for upper-division proof-based mathematics courses.
tended primarily for students who do not plan to take higher
Topics include proof techniques, logic, sets, relations, functions
calculus.
and axiomatic methods.
U 152 Calculus I 4 cr. Offered autumn and spring. Prereq.,
UG 311 Ordinary Differential Equations and Systems 3 cr.
MATH 121 or equiv. or appropriate placement score. Differential
calculus, including limits, cont:J.nuous functions, Intermediate Value Offered autumn. Prereg,., MATH 251. Ordinary differential
equations. Systems of hnear differential equations from a matrix
Theorem, tangents, linear approximation, inverse functions,
viewpoint. Series solutions. Existence and uniqueness for initial
implicit differentiation, extreme values and the Mean Value
value problems. Numerical methods. Stability and selected topics.
Theorem. Integral Calculus including antiderivatives, definite
MATH 317 computer lab recommended.
integrals, and the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus.
UG 317 Ordinary Differential Equations Computer Lab 1
U 153 Calculus II 4 cr. Offered autumn and spring. Prereq.,
cr. Offered autumn. Coreq., MATH 311 or consent of instr.
MATH 152. Techniques of Integration. Area computations.
Intended primarily for student in MATH 311.
Improper integrals. Infinite series and various convergence tests.
Power series. Taylor's Formula. Polar coordinates. Parametric
UG 325 Discrete Mathematics 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
curves.
MATH 152 and 225 or 305. Continuation of225 and topics from
graph theory, Boolean algebras, automata theory, coding theory,
U 158 Applied Differential Equations 3 cr. Offered spring.
computabihty and formal languages.
Prereq., MATH 150 or 152. Solut:J.on of ordinary different:J.al
equations and systems with emphasis on applications, numerical
UG 326 Elementary Number Theory 3 cr. Offered spring.
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Prereq., MATH 225or 305. Congruences, Diophantine equations,
properties of primes, quadratic residues, continued fractions,
algebraic numbers.
UG 341 Introduction to Probability and Statistics 3 cr.
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., MATH 153. Probability,
probability models and simulation, random variables, density
functions, special distributions, and a brief survey of estimation
and hypothesis testing. Computer use integrated throughout.
UG 351 Advanced Calculus 4 cr. Offered autumn evennumbered years. Prereq., MATH 251,305. Rigorous development
of the theory of functions of several variables. Differentiability,
Taylor's theorem, inverse and implicit function theorems, multiple
integration, differential forms and Stokes' theorem.
UG 381 Discrete Optimization 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
MATH 153 (221or 225 recommended). Intended for
non-mathematics majors as well as mathematics majors.
Introduction to discrete optimization and modeling techniques with
applications. Topics from combinatorics and graph theory,
including enumeration, graph algorithms, matching problems and
networks.
UG 382 Linear Optimization 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
MATH 153 (221 recommended). Coreq., MATH 388
recommended. Intended for non-mathematics majors as well as
majors. Introduction to linear programming and modeling
techniques with applications. Topics include the simplex method,
duality, sensitivity analysis and network models.
UG 388 Linear Optimization Laboratory 1 cr. Offered
autumn. Coreq., MATH 382. Introduction to linear optimization
software.
U 390 Supervised Internship 1-9 cr. (R-9) Prereq., consent of
dept.
U 394 Seminar Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., consent of instr. Guidance in special work for advanced
students.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of visiting
professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time
offerings of current topics.
U 396 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Guidance of an individual
student in doing independent study on material not offered in a
regular course.
U 398 Internship Variable cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., consent of mstructor. Extended classroom experience
which provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the
faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A maximum
of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward
graduation.
UG 406 History of Mathematics 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
MATH 305. Historical study of the development of mathematics
from the Egyptian and Babylonian eras to the 20th century.
UG 412 Partial Differential Equations 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., MATH 311. Fourier series, Sturm~Liouville and boundary
value problems. Partial differential equations: Cauchy problems
and the method of characteristics, separation of variables and
Laplace transform methods. Numerical methods and selected
topics. MATH 418 computer lab recommended.
UG 414 Deterministic Models 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
MATH 158 or 311 or consent ofinstr. Linear and nonlinear
difference and differential equations: stability, phase-plane
analysis, oscillatory behavior, limit cycles, and chaos. Eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions. Emphasis on models in biology.
UG 418 Partial Differential Equations Computer Lab 1 cr.
Offered spring. Coreq., MATH 412 or consent ofinstr. Intended
primarily for students m MATH 412.
UG 421 Abstract Algebra I 4 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
MATH 221 and 305 or consent ofinstr. An introduction to
modem ideas of algebra through the study of groups, rings, and
fields.

UG 422 Abstract Algebra II 4 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
MATH 421. Continues the investigation of groups, rings, and
fields begun in MATH 421. Further topics mclude vector spaces
and field extensions.
UG 431 Euclidean and Non-Euclidean Geometry 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., MATH 305; MATH 231 recommended.
Euclidean geometry from a rigorous, axiomatic vie~oint and
Non-Euclidean geometries chosen from Lobachevskian, projective,
fmite and Riemannian.
UG 441 Mathematical Statistics 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
MATH 251 and 341 or consent ofinstr. An introduction to
probability, random variables and their probability distributions,
estimation and hypothesis testing. This course is the foundation on
which more advanced statistics courses build.
UG 442 Mathematical Statistics 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
MATH 441. Continuation of 441.
UG 444 Statistical Methods 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., one
year of college mathematics including MATH 117 or equiv. course
m probability or consent of instr. May not be counted toward a
major in mathematics. Intended primarily for non-mathematics
majors who will be analyzing data. Graphical and numerical
summaries of data, elementary sampling, designing experiments,
probability as a model for random phenomena and as a tool for
making statistical inferences, random variables, basic ideas of
inference and hypothesis testing.
UG 445 Statistical Methods 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
MATH 444. Continuation of MATH 444. May not be counted
toward a major in mathematics. Multiple regression, experimental
design, analysis of variance, other statistical models ..
UG 447 Computer Data Analysis 1 cr. Offered autumn.
Coreq., MATH 444 or consent of mstr. An introduction to
software for doing statistical analyses. Intended primarily for
students in MATH 444.
UG 448 Computer Data Analysis 1 cr. Offered spring. Coreq.,
MATH 445 or consent ofinstr. Continuation of Math 447.
Intended primarily for students in MATH 445.
UG 451 Introduction to Real Analysis 4 cr. Offered autumn
odd-numbered years. Prereq., MATH 251, 305. Theory of metric
spaces and point set topology, Riemann-Stieltjes integral,
sequences and series of functions. Stone-Weierstrass theorem,
theorem of Arzela-Ascoli, introduction to Lebesgue integration.
UG 452 Complex Variables 4 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
MATH 251, 305. Analytic functions, complex mtegration,
singularities and application to contour integration, harmonic
functions, spaces of analytic functions.
UG 471 Numerical Analysis 4 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., MATH 305, 311, one computer language. Error analysis;
approximation and interpolation, numerical solution of linear and
non-linear equations, numerical integration of ordinary and partial
differential equations.
UG 485 Graph Theory 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., MATH
325, or MATH 305 and 381, or consent ofinstr. Theory and
applications of graphs. Topics chosen from trees, matchings,
connectivity, coloring, planarity, Ramsey theory, random graphs,
combinatorial designs and matroid theory.
U 494 Seminar Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., consent of instr. Guidance in special work for advanced
students.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or
one-time offerings of current topics.
U 496 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Guidance of an individual
student in doing independent study on material not offered in a
regular course
U 498 Internship Variable cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., consent of mstr. Extended classroom experience which
provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the
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G 584 Topics in Combinatorics and Optimization 3 cr.
(R-12) Offered spring odd-numbered years. Prereq., consent of
instr. Topics chosen from the areas of combinatorics and
optimization. May include classical problems, current trends,
research interests or other topics chosen by the instructor.
G 593 Professional Project Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of advisor.
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of visiting
professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time
offerings of current topics.
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 597 Research Variable cr. (R-12) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 598 Internship Variable cr. (R-12) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent of department. Extended classroom
experience which provides practical application of classroom
learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be
obtained from the facu1ty supervisor and the Internship Services
office.
G 599 Thesis Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., consent of instr.
G 600 Mathematics Colloquium 1 cr. (R-3) Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., consent of advisor.
G 602 Teaching College Mathematics 3 cr. Prereq., second
year standing in graduate school. Topics include publislling, grant
writing, writmg in mathematics classes, media use in mathematics,
evaluation and assessment of curricular materials and programs,
instructional methods in university mathematics courses, and other
selected topics.
G 605 Learning Theories in Mathematics 3 cr. Prereq.,
graduate status. How children learn mathematical content and
processes. Models of mental development, concept formation,
problem solving, reasoning, and creative thinking.
G 606 Current Topics in the History of Mathematics 3 cr.
Examination of mathematical history topics from the latter part of
the 20th century. Discussions may focus on the impact of Hilbert's
Problems. Research on current mathematics.
G 610 Graduate Seminar in Applied Mathematics Variable
cr. (R-12) Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 620 Graduate Seminar in Algebra Variable cr. (R-12)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 630 Graduate Seminar in Geometryffopology Variable
cr. (R-12) Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 640 Graduate Seminar in Probability and Statistics
Variable cr. (R-12) Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent
ofinstr.
G 650 Graduate Seminar in Analysis Variable cr. (R-12)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 670 Graduate Seminar in Numerical Analysis Variable
cr. (R-12) Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 680 Graduate Seminar in Combinatorics and
Optimization Variable cr. (R-12) Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., consent of instr.
G 690 Supervised Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of department. Supervised
Teaching Internship.
G 691 Research Methods in Mathematics Education 3 cr.
Prereq., consent of instr. Resources for learning of reported
research, critical reviews of research, quantitative and qualitative
processes.

G 694 Seminar Variable cr. (R-12) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 699 Dissertation Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn and
spring.

Faculty
Professors
Richard W. Billstein, Ed.D., The University of Montana, 1972
James J. Hirstein, Ed.D., University of Georgia, 1976
Leonid Kalachev, Ph.D., Moscow State University, 1987
P. Mark Kayll, Ph.D., Rutgers University, 1994 (Associate
Chair)
Jennifer McNulty, Ph.D., University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, 1993
D. George McRae, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1967
David A. Patterson, Ph.D., University oflowa, 1984 (Chair)
Karel M. Stroethoff, Ph.D., Michigan State University, 1987
Thomas Tonev, Ph.D., Moscow State University, 1973
Nikolaus Vonessen, Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 1988
Associate Professors
Jonathan Graham, Ph.D., North Carolina State University, 1995
Libby Knott, Ph.D., Oregon State University, 1994
Greg St. George, Ph.D., The University ofMontana, 1989
Adam Nyman, Ph.D., University of Washington, 2001
Bharath Sriraman, Ph.D., Northern Illinois University, 2002
Brian Steele, Ph.D., The University ofMontana, 1995
Emily Stone, Ph.D., Cornell University, 1989
Assistant Professors
John Bardsley, Ph.D., Montana State University, 2002
Jennifer Halfpap, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 2005
Jakayla Robbins, Ph.D., University of Kentucky, 2005
Solomon Harrar, Ph.D., Bowling Green State University, 2004
Ledurers
Lauren Fern, M.S., Northern Illinois University, 1994
Matt Roscoe, M.Ed., The University of Montana, 2000
Regina Souza, Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
1990
Emeritus Professors
William R Ballard, Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1957
Charles A. Bryan, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1963
William R Derrick, Ph.D., Indiana University, 1966
Rudy A. Gideon, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1970
Stanley I. Grossman, Ph.D., Brown University, 1969
Gloria C. Hewitt, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1962
Don 0. Loftsgaarden, Ph.D., Montana State University, 1964
Johnny W. Lott, Ph.D., Georgia State University, 1973
Merle E. Manis, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1964
Robert W. McKelvey, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin 1954
William M. Myers, Jr., Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1952
Howard E. Reinhardt, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1959
George F. Votruba, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1964
I. Keith Yale, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley, 1966
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Introductory course covering the ground school material required
for an FAA Private Pilot Certificate. Topics include fundamentals
of flight, flight operations, aviation weather, performance and
navigation, and integration of pilot knowledge and skills.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 201 Team Leadership 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Demonstration and practice of individual military leadership skills
with emphasis on communication and observation through
experiential learnine; exercises. Establishes framework for
unaerstanding of"hfe skills" such as physical fitness and time
management. Examination and practical application of tasks
training and military style briefings.
U 202 Foundations of Tactical Leadership 3 cr. Offered
spring. Building successful teams through influencing actions and
effective communication in setting and achieving goals. Use of
creativity in the problem solving process. Introduction of
individual and team aspects of military tactics in small unit
operations. Practical exercises in techniques for training others as
an aspect of continued leadership development.
U 203 Ranger Challenge 2 cr. (R-4) Offered autumn. Practical
hands-on trairung in rope bridge, land navigation, military weapons
assembly/disassembly, and physical conditioning. A team selected
from this class will represent the University in competition against
four other colleges ana universities within the Bigsky Task Force.
Students may include up to but not more than four credits earned
in the HHP 100-179 and DRAM 385 activity courses and MSL
203 and 315 in the total number of credits required for graduation.
Students must be physically qualified and enrolled in an additional
MSL academic class.
U 204 Leadership Practicum 1-4 cr. (R-4) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Intensive supervised study in
applied leadership and management development in an
organizational setting.
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered spring.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 301 Tactical Leadership 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
consent ofinstr. Coreq., MSL 303. Developing a personal
leadership philosophy; through the learning and application of
various small unit leadership techniques. Fundamentals of
leadership development, land navigation, troop leading, small units
tactics, rappelling, rifle marksmanship and physical fitness. Study
of the organization and operation of the U.S. Army as a profession.
Students are required to attend one weekend field exercise during
the semester.
U 302 Leadership in Changing Environments 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., consent ofinstr. Coreq., MSL 303. Continuation
of the study and application of small unit leadership tasks.
Advanced leadership skills taught including medical evacuation
procedures, radio procedures, and increased involvement in
planning and executing military operations in preparation for
attendarice at the Leader Development and Assessment Course at
Fort Lewis, Washington. Students participate in rifle

marksmanship instruction including qualification with the M16A2
rifle, rappel, and attend one weekend exercise with students from
other Ulllversities in the area and the Montana Army National
Guard.
U 303 Leadership Laboratory 1 cr. (R-4) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent ofinstr. Coreq., MSL 301, 302,401, or
402E. Practical application of skills learned in the classroom.
U 315 Drill and Conditioning 1 cr. (R-4) Offered autumn and
spring. The study and application of military drill and ceremony:
formation, ceremonies, and marching; the study of the
fundamentals of the military physical conditioning program, and
the practical application of skills learned. Physical education
activity course; a maximum of four credits of activity courses may
be counted toward graduation.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn and
sprin~. Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 401 Developmental Leadership 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., consent of instr.; coreq_., MSL 303. The application of
leadership principles and techniques involved in leading young men
and women in today's Army. Students explore training
management. methods of effective staff collaboration and
development counseling techniques. Develops student _proficiency
in planning and executing complex operations, functiorung as a
member of a staff and mentoring subordinates. Restricted to
contracted Military Science students.
U 402E Officership and Ethics 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
consent of instr.; coreg., MSL 303. Study includes case study of
military law and practical exercises on establishing an ethical
command climate. Examines the role communications, values and
ethics play in effective leadership. Students complete a semester
long Senior Leadership Project that requires them to plan, organize,
collaborate, analyze and demonstrate their leadership skills.
Restricted to contracted Military Science students.
U 404 Advanced Leadership Practicum Variable cr. (R-4)
Offered every term. Prereq., consent of instr. Required study and
internship in military tactics, leadership and orgamzational
behavior. Supervised by active duty military officers.

Faculty
Professor
Michael L. Hedegaard, M.M.A.S., Leavenworth 2001 (Chair)
Assistant Professors
Zachary Allen, B.A., Political Science, Gonzaga, 1995
Alvie Benskin
Eric Rydbom, B.S., Pennsylvania State University, 1983
Dean Roberts, B.S., United States Military Academy (West
Point), 1996

Department of Modern and
Classical Languages and
Literatures
Robert W. Acker, Chair
Instruction is offered in the following languages and literatures:
Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Greek, Italian, Japanese, Latin,

Persian (Farsi), Turkish, Russian and Spanish, as well as in
linguistics, foreign literatures in English translation, film, and the
study of foreign cultures. Undergraduate courses have been

CC'.:~i!ege of ,J!l;,rlt!'> (i!il!d Sdel'lt::E!S ~ Deparh'li"ilel'!lf of Modern tmll:! Ci!:lSSUCCJi !L~nraiJI!;Il');J!<a!$ rzmd llii~f~ltur~s~
planned to meet the needs of students who
a IanFrance, as well as work/study internships abroad for students in
guage in high school as •Nell as those who
sl.11dy for
Japanese.
the ±lrst time at fhe
The courses are intended to serve several purposes: (n
Contribute to the general education of students by giving them an
Refer to graduation
in the
opportunity to gain insight into patterns of living and thinking
See index.
vvhich are different from their own:
Enable students to gain
Total credits
:for a major in modern or classical
pro)tJrcienc·v in the
Prepare candidates for careers in
language
the student's high
or
providing a solid basis for
language
trans:terred from another college or university,
graduate studies i11
various
(4) Prepare future
Rc~Qttinlrnents for academic
are set forth below under the
teachers of foreign langua~es;. (5)
language training requisite
languages.
for teaching
and minors
to careers m govemment, rore1gn commerce and
work; (6)
also are listed under
School ofEducatiort Three semesters or
Enable students to read foreign publications <md to
graduate
are required for all students
equivalent of a second
foreign
requirements in their field.
rnajoring in French, Gemmn, or Russian
double
A 28 position multi-media computer tatloratclrV
40
teaching majors, and students comt)letmg
language
with facilities for
English lO 1must be
aca.derrilc
and grouP. interaction, computerized "''I'!Sl''"gc
maJors or mmors.
pr(lgr:ams . and satellite TV are used to
Courses submitted in fi.llfilLment of major or minor requirements
are available to give the irM:liv·ich.ml
must be taken for a traditional letter grade,
to develop active use of the language.
Students are
to maintain a minimum overall GPA of25
v .The
of Mode,m and Class~cal Langua~es and .
in all
courses within their major
presented
LJteratures offers undergraduate
m Classics tGreek and
,;,.,.me•n1·<, for the Jan1gu:age
Latin), French,
Japanese,
and
Within
in the
and
the French major it is possible to elect an option in ""·"'""'"'"'"·
A
Within Classics, it
to elect options in "'""''""'m
Languages (Latin
Creek), ClassicafCivilization, and Latin.
There is an undergraduate minor in Chinese. The Master of }'tits
degree is offered in French, German and
A master
with a concentration in classics or
may be obtained
Classical
011Jt!ma:
means of the IVJ:aster of Interdisciplinary Studies program
la, Er.nphasis in Latin: twelve credits in Latin beyond Latin 102,
Higlh! S~lhl<:loi Prepan·rution: Credit is autom.atically granted for
plus six credits in Greek
Greek 102.
"
Advanced Placement scores of 3, 4, or 5. At each UM
Olientation, the department offers a computerized
1b, Emphasis in Greek: 0ivelve credits in Greek
Greek
pl:lc<~n1enUass<:ssmimt examination in French, Spanish and
102,
six credits in Latil'l
Latin 102.
uculJI<<a(the
SCA.cP:E and GCi\PE). Students also can
2, MCLG
MCLG 160L and either MCLG 251L or
arrange individually take the CLEF exam, administered by the
IVfCLG 252L
Clinical Psychology Center in French, Ge1man or Spa.nish.
3, Twelve credits from MCLG
302H,
360H,
These exams are not
but serve one or more of three
361H, 362H, or PHJL 251R
purposes:
4, Students are
to maintain a :minirnum overall GPA of
i.
ifn1m the Ge!!llera~ lEdlJlcation Competl!:!ll.cy
2,5 in all
in fulfillment of
Req!111irenmem1~ ~!!1. Foreftgllll Langu~ge: if the student achieves a
''-'"":>"J'""N'vlia"''l!;ltR languages
score that indicates a
equivalent to the
of
5. The upper,·division Writing Expectation will be fulfilled
French, Geiman, or
102
semester). (See the
vw,H~m"''"'J.uofMCLG 301H, 302H, 362H or 365E.
General Education Requirements section of this catalog.)
2, PRa~emel1lt fGr further
in the Ea.l.llgm~og~B: the score
or Latin
1. Latin 2) 1 or equivalent or Greek 211 or
achieved on this test is an
indicator of the course level at
101-102
and
Greek
101-102
or
which language study should be resumed at the Universiiy (e.g.
2. MCLG155L, MCLG
and IVICLG 251L or 252L.
102, 201, 202).
3. Twelve credits from lVICLG
302H.,
3, Cre!i!Qt
,znmi.llllllll:ia:~n: A student with extens.ive language
361H, 362H, or PHIL 251H. Students are ·~u·~··J'""·"·"'·'"'-'
study n1ay score high
on the
exam to quality for
these
amen~ courses
University credits if she
places
202 or 30 l.
taking
art ana literature.
the course into which she or he
or
receiving a
B
or better, the student may i:hen receive four
credits
4. Nine additional credits fi·om recommended or speciaHy
grade only) fbr the preceding course (20lor
approved courses. Recomm,ended courses are MCLG 365E; LAT
212,
GRX212,
PHIL461,
RELS31L312.
Students who elect not to take this exara may:
5, Students are
to maintain a mi!!imum overall GPA of
L Satisfy the General Education
Requirement in
2.5 iil all
courses
in, fhlfillment of
Foreign Language by
a Universi1y
eq1mrre11Jlents for the Classics/Classical Civilization
language 102 (second serne:ster)
Exnecta,tion must be met
6. The upper-division
the
2. Estimate their ""'"'-'H"''"
303H, 320,
or
successfully completing
to one
approximate
of one year of high school
365E with the consent of instructor.
with the
semester
study. Students should
department in maldng this estimate.
Latin Optfion:
l, Fifteen credits in Latin beyond Latin
Greek 101-102 may
Foreign Shrrdy
The Department of Modern and
Classical Languages and Literatures offers programs of accredited
account t:or 4 credits.
study in Austria, Germany, Italy, Spain, Mexico, and Russia. Each
2, Latin 402, i'~dvanced Prose Cc•m:IJm;itiort
program is supervised a University of Montana depan'lnent
3, MCLG
MCLG l6GHandeitheri\1CLG251Lor252L
facult'J member, and is open to any student who meets the
4.
J\1CLG
303H
<Jnd
361H.
resoective foreign language prerequisites, Details ,,v,,~vA.l.HH~
5. Nine additionaJ credits from reeormnended or specially
individual
are available fiom the Department
approved courses, JRecommended com·ses are MCLiJ 30LH,
and Classical
and Literatures. The deparlment also
302H,
360H, or
PHIL 251H,
llELS 311,
sponsors graduate
exchanges vvith the universities in
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312. Students are encouraged to spread these credits among
courses focusing on classical history, philosophy, art and literature.
6. Students are r~uired to maintain a minimum overall GPA of
2.5 in all upper-division courses presented in fulfillment of
requirements for the Classics/Latin major.
7. The upper-division Writing Expectation must be met by
successfully completing MCLG 301H, 302H, 303H, 320, 362H, or
365E with the consent of the instructor..
French
1. French 101 to 202 or equivalent.
2. At least 30 credits of upper-division courses in French,
including 301, 302, 311L, 312L, 313L, 408, one 3-credit 400-level
literature course and one 3-credit 400-level culture course or a
second 3-credit 400-levelliterature course. Of these specifically
required courses, at least 6 credits must be completed m courses
with UM French faculty.
3. A second modem or classical language is encouraged as a
sequence of complementary electives to a major in French, but is
not a requirement.
4. One semester of French history (HIST 314 or 315) is
encouraged as a complementary elective to a major in French, but
is not a requirement.
5. Students are required to maintain a minimum overall GPA of
2.5 in all upper-division French courses presented in fulfillment of
requirements for the French major.
6. The Upper-division Writing Expectation must be met by
successfully completing an upper-division writing course from the
approved hst in the Academic Policies and Procedures section of
this catalog. See index.
Linguistics Option:

For a complete listing of Linguistics offerings see Linguistics.
1. FREN 101 to 202 or equivalent.
2. FREN 401or approved equivalent.
3. Eighteen credits of Linguistics, including: LING 270 or 470,
471, 473S.
4. Stron~ly recommended for the French major are: nine
upper-divtsion credits in literature and/or culture, and at least one
course in the history of Europe.
German
1. German 101 to 202 or equivalent.
2. At least 30 credits of upper-division work in German,
including 301, 302, 311 L, 312L or 313L, 403 and at least two
3-credit courses in literature at the 400 level and at least two of the
following culture courses: 303H, 304H, 355, 361L and 362H.
3. Students are ~uired to maintain a minimum overall GPA of
2.5 in all upper-division GERM courses presented in fulfillment of
requirements for the German major.
4. The Upper-division Writing Expectation must be met by
successfully completing an upper-division writing course from the
approved list in the Academic Policies and Procedures section of
this catalog. See index.
Japanese
1. Japanese 101 to 202 or equivalent.
2. At least 26 credits of upper-division work in Japanese
language courses and electives, including 301, 302, 411
(repeatable once), 415, and at least 12 credits from JPNS 306,
311L, 312L, 386, 390 (up to 3 credits only), 393 (up to 3 credits
only), 412, 431L, and495. Japanese 395 also may be counted as
an elective when the course is a Japanese literature, Japanese
pedagogy~inguis~cs, or cultural course not part of basic Japanese
language mstruction.
3. Japanese 210H and at least two Asian studies or history
courses on Japan or Asia at any level not in the Modem and
Classical Languages and Literatures Department: for example,
HIST 201H, 381H; AS 101H, 201H.
4. Students are required to maintain a minimum overall GPA of
2.5 in all upper-division JPNS courses presented in fulfillment of

requirements for the Japanese major.
5. The Upper-division Writing E~ectation must be met by
successfully completing an upper-division writing course from the
approved list in the Academic Policies and Procedures section of
this catalog. See index.
Russian
1. Russian 101 to 202 or equivalent.
2. At least 27 credits of upper-division work in Russian, 18 of
which must be in the target language and must include 301 and
302. The remainder must include 305L, 306L and 307L.
3. One semester of Russian history.
4. Students are required to maintain a minimum overall GPA of
2.5 in all upper-divisiOn RUSS courses presented in fulfillment of
requirements for the Russian major.
5. The Upper-division Writing Expectation must be met by
successfully completing an upper-division writing course from the
approved hst in the Academic Policies and Procedures section of
this catalog. See index.
Spanish
1. Spanish I01 through 202 or equivalent.
2. At least 30 credits of upper-division courses in Spanish,
including 301, 311L, 312L and three 3-credit literature courses at
.the 400 level (not Span 408).
3. All Spanish majors must complete MCLG 315L, Major
Hispanic Authors, in addition to the 30 hours in upper-division
Spanish courses.
4. The sequential order of the following required courses must
be followed: 311L and 312L before any 400-levelliterature course;
301 before 408.
5. Students are ~uired to maintain a minimum overall GPA of
2.5 in all upper-divisiOn courses presented in fulfillment of
requirements for the Spanish major.
6. The Upper-division Writing Ex~ctation must be met by
successfully completing an upper-division writing course in the
Spanish major: SPAN 301, SPAN 311L, SPAN 312L, SPAN 408,
andMCLG 315L.
7. Spanish majors interested in Spanish-American literatures and
cultures are encouraged to take MCLG 100H, 3 cr., Introduction to
Latin American Studies, a requirement for students wishing to
obtain the Latin American Studies minor. Students majoring in
Spanish are also encouraged to check listings in anthropology, art,
history, political science, sociology and other disciplines for
additional courses that will fulfill the Latin American Studies
minor. Students wishing to improve their facility in Spanish and
earn credit toward their Spanish major or tninor may wish to
consider the Spanish section's study abroad programs offered each
spring semester in Mexico or Spain. (Contact the Department of
Modem and Classical Languages and Literatures for further
information on either the Latin American Studies tninor or study
abroad programs.)

Minor Degree Requirements
Minors are offered in Chinese, French, Business French,
German, Japanese, Russian, Spanish, Classical Civilization, Latin
and Greek.
Total credits required for a minor in a foreign language vary with
a student's high school preparation or language transferred from
another college or university. A student with foreign language
experience equivalent to 101-102, 201-202 may obtain the tninor
in French, German, or Russian by earning 12 credits at the
upper-division level (see additional requirements for Spanish
following). A student with no previous language experience, in
order to earn a tninor in one of the following languages, French,
German, or Russian must complete a minimum of 30 credits in that
language, 12 of which must be at the uppt?r-division level. In
Spanish the required number of upper-division credits is 18. In
German, the required number of upper-division credits is 15.
In Business French, upper-division courses must include 301,
302, and 306.

In Chinese, students must co1nplete 101-102, 201-202,MCLG
280H and six credits in upper-division Chinese literature cou:tses.
With prior approval, three of these credits may be in China-focused courses offered by other departments.
In German, upper-division courses must include 301, 302, 311,
and 312, and one ofthe follmving culture courses: 303H, 304H,
355, 361L or 362H. Students must maintain a minimum overall
GPA of 2.5 in these courses. Native or ne<~r-native speakers of
German must substitute two 400-level courses for 301 and 302.
In Japanese, the student must complete 101-102, 201-202 (or
equivalent) and JfJtNS 210H, as well as 9 credits in Japanese
literature or other courses from among the following: JPNS 306,
311L, 312L, 386, 390 (up to 3 credits only), 393 (up to 3 credits
only), 412, 431L, and 495. Minoring students may substitute either
Japanese 195 (3 credits) or Japanese 295 credits) for m:w of the
be one course from
above. Also permitted in substitution
outside the department, if it has a substantial Japan-related element:
Asian studies, Japanese history, etc.
Ln Spanish, upper-division courses must include 301, 311 or
312, and a 400-levelliterature course..
To earn a minor in Classical CivilizRtion the student must complete either Latin 102 or Greek 102; LS 151L, MCLG l60L, and
PHIL 251H; three (3) credits fi·om MCLG 301H, 302H, 303H; and
nine (9) additional credits from: MCLG l55L, 251L, 252L, 301H,
302H, 303H, 360H,
362H, 365E; LAT 211, 212, 300; GRK
211, 212, 300................ " .......
To earn a minor in Latin the student must complete LAT 211212 and 9 credits in courses numbered 300 and above.
To earn a minor in Greek the student must complete GRK 211212 and 9 credits in Greek numbered 300 and above.
0
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Teacher Pr oration in IJ\odern
and Classic Languages
Gene:ra! Requiremel!llts; for ::m Endo:rsemerat in the E::dende(R
Majow, M~oljor, and Minmr Temching Fields: For an endorsement
in the extended major,
and minor teaching fields of French,
German, Latin, Russim1 or Spanish, three semesters or equivalent
of another foreign lanJ;ruage are not required. Students must gain
admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching(see the
School of Education section ofthis catalog). A departmental
recommendation on the student's proficiency is required for student
teaching. An over-an minimum grade point average of3.0 is
required for
work Students must meet the
requirements
certification as a teacher (see the School of
Education section of this ~--~- -o·,
Extended Major Teaching FieNd ofJFrencl:il: For an
endorsement in the extended major teaching field of French, a
student must complete the requirements for the B.A. with a rnajor
in French including FREN 401 and MCLG 410. Study in a
French-language country, provided either through the University's
Study Abroad Program or an experience considered to be
equivalent, also is required"
French qualifies for a single-field endorsement. However, there
is a limited demand in the majority of Montana hjgh schools for
teachers with a single endorsement in Frencho Students should
complete the requirements for a second teach1ng endorsement
(major or minor) in another field in more demand in high schools.
~!!!or ~~achin~.Fieid ofFrem.:!Jl: For an endorsement in the
mmor teacrung field of French, a student must con
FREN
101-102, FREN
FREN
302,401
MCLG
Study in a French-language country, provided either u"rrougl:t
University's Study Abroad Program or an
consKlered to
be equivalent, also is required.
Extended
Teachh!g Ffteld of Germ~m: For an endorsement in the extended major teachins; field of German, a
student must complete the requirements for the B.A. with a major
in German plus Lil'JG 270 and MCLG 410. Study in a
Gem1an-language country, provided either through the
University's Study Abroad Program or an experience considered to
be equivalent, also is ,.,nniw"-1
German quaiifies for a single-field endorsement. However, there

is a lh>'lited dern:md h1 the majority ofiVIontana high schools for
teachers with a single endorsement in Germ&"'l. Students are
encouraged to complete the requirements for a second teaching
endorsement (major or minor) in another field in more demand in
high schools.
~ino:;y Te.aching F[e!d of Ger:rnan: For an endorsement in !fle
rumor teaching field of Gem1an, a student must complete GERM:
GERM: 201-202, GER11l:30l,
one of the followi.-1g
German culture courses: 303H, 304H, 355,
or
GERM
403, LThTG 270, and MCLG 410. Study in a Gennan-l~L'1guage
country, provided either th_rough the University's Study Abroad
Program or an experience considered to be equivalent, also is
required.
Major Teaching Field ofLaltftn: For an endorsement in the
major teaching field of Latin, a student must complete the
requirements for the B.A. with a major in Classics, Latin option,
and in addition, MCLG 410.
Minor Teaching Fi<eld of Latin: For an endorsement in the
minor teaching field of Latin, a student must complete LAT 101102, LAT 211-212, 6 credits ofLAT 300, LAT 402, and MCLG
410.
Major Teaching Field ofRussna~rn: For an endorsement in the
major teaching field of Russian, a student must complete therequirements for the B.A. with a major in Russian including RUSS
301-302 and MCLG 410.
Mil11or Teacbilll1g Field of Rllilssian: Fo:r an endorsement in the
minor teaching field of Russian, a student must complete RUSS
101-102, RUSS 201-202, RUSS 301-302, 306L, and MCLG 410.
Extended Major Teaching Fie~fl of Spanish: For an
endorsement in the extended major teaching field of Spanish, a
student must complete the requirements for the B.A. with a major
in Spanish including SPMT 301,302,405,408 and MCLG 415.
Study in a Spanish-language country, provided either th_rough the
University's Study Abroad Program or an experience considered to
be equivalent, also is required.
Spanish qualifies for a single-field endorsement. However, there
is a limited demand in the majority of Montana high schools for
teachers with a single endorsement ir1 Spm1ish. Students are
encouraged to complete the requirements for a second teaching
endorsement (major or minor) m another field in more demand in
high schools.
~ino.r Te.acning_Field of ~panis.li.: For an endorsement in the
1mnor teaching field of Span1sh, a student must complete SPAN
101-102, SPA1\f 201-202, SPAl'.;f 301-302, SPA.N 3HL or312L,
SPAl\T 405 and MCLG 410. Study in a Spanish-lcmguage country,
'"'"0 """1,, either through the University's Study Abroad Program or
an experience considered to be equivalent, also is L-'~1'-H!"'-'··
Suggezsoted (@Ur$e
S~udy
The following is a sample first year
to aid students in
plan:.r:ling their trrst
before they
on campus and have the
opportunity to
out a full four-year course plan with their
academic advisor. Each student
to major or minor in a
foreign language must consult with sn
before registering.
For any further information contact the
Departrnent of
Modem and Classical Languages and Literatures.
For fi·esh.."nen without previous training in the
language
(French, German, Russian, SparJ.sh):
First Y eair
A
S
Specific Recommendations:
Major language 101-102 Elementary . . . . . . . . . . 5
5
LS 151L-152L I«aoduction to the Hmna.,'1ities . . . . 4
4
HIST 104H-105H European Civilization ........ 4
4
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Suggested electives:
ENLT 120L-121L The Contemporary li:magination/
Introduction to Poetry . . . . . . .
MCLG 160L Classical Mythology . . . . . . . . . . . "
General Education courses ii"1
Perspectives 1, 4, or 5 ................
0-3 3-6

or

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•
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Courses
U = for und~rgraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or
graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit indicates
the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated
after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not count toward a
degree.

General (MCLG)
These courses are given in English for the general student body
and do not require knowledge of a foreign Language. They do not
count as language credit toward a B.A. degree m any given foreign
language. For clarity, they are arranged below according to the
section in which they are offered.
Classical Civilization
U 155L Survey of Greek and Roman Literature 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. An introduction to the literature of classical
Greece and Rome. Readings in English translations of ancient
works by Homer, Sophocles, Herodotus, Plato, Cicero, Vergil,
Livy, and Ovid (and/or similar authors).
U 160L Classical Mythology 3 cr. Offered every spring;
offered intermittently in summer. Same as LS 160L. Deities and
myths of the Greeks and Romans, with emphasis on those of most
importance to Western literature and art.
.
U 170 Myth Seminar: Honors 1 cr. Offered every spring.
Same_ as L~ 170. Coreq., MCLG!I;-S 160L. Research, writing,
and discussiOn about the mythologtes of the Greeks and Romans in
a small group setting.
U 251L The Epic 3 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently. Same as LS
251L. Reading, study and discussion of epic poems. Selections
will vary from Western and non-Western traditions.
U 252L Tragedy 3 cr. (R-6) Same as LS 252L. Offered
intermittently. A study of the literarr., artistic and philosophical
dimensions of tragedy. Selections wtll vary.
UG 301H Classical Greece 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same
as HIST 301H. Greek history from the earliest times through the
Macedonian ascendancy, based on the writings of Greek
historians.
UG 302H Classical Greece II: Ancient Greek Social History
3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same as HIST 302H. Various aspects
of_personal, social, and political life of classical times in Greece.
Primary readings in vanous ancient authors supplemented by
audio-visual or other informational presentations.
UG 303H Classical Rome 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same as
HIST 303H. Roman history from the time of the Kings through the
early Empire, based on the writings of the Roman historians.
U 309 Reading the City: Rome 3 cr. Offered autumn. Same
as LS 309. Prereq., previOus acceptance in subsequent
intersession Italy :erogram. Overview of the history of Rome from
its beginnings until modem times, with lectures on various periods
and artists across the spectrum ofltalian art history. Orientation to
the city of Rome, practicalities oflife and study in the city.
U 319 UM Students in Rome 1 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., MCLG 309. Approximately three-week experience in
Rome. Study of the classical, medieval, and modem city.
Presentation of research on site.
U 320 Women in Antiquity 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same
as LS and WS 320. Exanunat10n of varied sources from Ancient
Greece, the Hellenistic World, and republican and imperial Rome
to clarify the place of women in communities. Women's
contribution to community and the mechanisms by which
communities attempted to socialize female populations.
UG 360H Ancient Greek Civilization and Culture 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Prereq., ART 150H or 151H or consent of
instr. Same as ART 380H and LS 340H. Slide-lecture course.
Ancient Greek works of art and architecture, related to and
explained by contemporary ideas and values of Greek society.
UG 361H Roman and Early Christian Art in Context 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Prereq., ART 150H or 151H or consent of
instr. Same as ART 381H and LS 341H. A survey of the various

media used in Roman art; the social political, and economic
contexts in which the media were developed; and the transition
(technical, iconographic, and contextual) to the art of the Early
Christian period.
U 362H Ancient Greek and Roman Philosophy 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Same as LS 362H and PHIL 362H. Examination
of the thought of the philosophers of Greece and Rome as
expressed in original works read in English translation. Ancient
phi~osophy studied within its historical, linguistic and cultural
settmg.
U 365E The Roots of Western Ethics 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective 5 or
consent ofinstr. Same as LS 325E. Studies of the origins of
Western ethical thinking in the original writings of Greek writers
and their application to current situations.

Chinese Literature/Culture
U 211H Chinese Culture and Civilization 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Same as AS and LS 211H. A comprehensive study
of Chinese culture and civilization in the manifold aspects of
anthropology, sociology, economics, history, literature, religion,
and pliilosophy. . ........................... .
U 313L Classical Chinese Poetry in English Translation 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Same as AS, CHIN, and LS 313L. The
works of major Chinese poets to 1300 A.D.
U 314L Traditional Chinese Literature in English
Translation 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same as AS, CHIN,
and LS 314L. Highlights of Chinese literature to 1800; includes
philosophy, poetry, prose, and fiction.
U 380L Chinese Folktales 3 cr. Same as LS 311L. Offered
intermittently. The study of the aspirations, desires, loves, fears,
moral and aesthetic values of the Chinese people as expressed in
their folk literature.
UG 432L Twentieth Century Chinese Fiction in English
Translation 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same as AS, CHIN,
and LS 432L. A survey of the principal works of Chinese fiction
circa 1910-1990.
French Culture
U 338 The French Cinema 3 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Same as FREN and LS 338. An historical, aesthetic, and critical
survey of the French cinema, from its beginnings in 1895 through
the contemporary cinema (Muet, classical, Realism, Nouvelle
Vogue, etc.) with an introduction to contemporary film criticism.
Students taking the course for French credits are required to do
research, readfug, and writing in the French language.
German Literature/Culture
U 222L The German Cinema 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Same as LS 282L. The development of the German film from its
beginnings in 1895 down through the contemporary New German
Cinema. Topics include Expressionism, New Objectivity, the Nazi
film, the German contribution to Hollywood, and the post-war film
in East and West Germany. Credit not allowed for LS 282L,
MCLG 222L and GERM 361L.
U 231H Germanic Mythology and Culture 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Same as LS 221H. Germanic culture and
mythology from 200 B.C. to 1200 A.D. Topics include the
Germanic pantheon, Germanic religious practices, Germanic
migrations, and major literary mastetpieces. Credit not allowed for
LS 221H, MCLG 231H and GERM 362H.
U 330H German Culture to 1900 3 cr. Offered spring. Same as
LS 321H. Overview of major events and currents in German
culture to 1900 with emphasis on the arts, literature, and
intellectual movements. Credit not allowed for both MCLG 330H
and GERM 303.
U 331H German Culture from 1900 to Present 3 cr. Offered
spring. Same as LS 322H. Overview of major events and currents
in German culture from 1900 to the present with emphasis on the
arts, literature, and intellectual movements. Credit not allowed for
MCLG 331H and GERM 304.
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Japanese Literature/Culture
U 210H Japanese Culture and Civilization 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Same as AS, JPNS and LS 210H. The historical
religious, artistic, literary and social developments in Japan from
earliest times to the present.
UG 311L Classical Japanese Literature in English
Translation 3 cr. Offered autunm. Same as JPNS 311L.
Introduction to the classical literature of the Japanese court, ca. 7th
to 14th century. Kojiki, Man'yoshu, Kokinshu, Genji Monogatari,
and other major classics of the period.
UG 312L Japanese Literature from Medieval to Modern
Times in English Translation 3 cr. Offered spring. Same as
JPNS 312L. Introduction to the literature of Japan from the 15th to
the 20th century.
UG 431L Post-War Japanese Literature 3 cr. Offered spring
odd-numbered years. Same as JPNS 431L. Introduction to issues,
literature, and criticism of Japanese literature from the postwar
(1945) through the contemporary period, using texts in English
translation.

Russian Literature
UG 305L Introduction to Russian Literature I 3 cr. Offered
autunm alternate years. Same as LS and RUSS 305L. A survey of
Russian poetry and prose from their beginnings (medieval period)
to rnid-nmeteenth century. Included are the works ofKaramzin,
Pushkin, and Lermontov.
UG 306L Introduction to Russian Literature II 3 cr.
Offered spring. Same as LS and RUSS 306L. A survey of
Russian poetry and prose from the mid-nineteenth century through
the Symbolist period of the early 20th century. Included are he
works ofGogol, Turgenev, Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, and the
Symbolists.
U 307L Introduction to Russian Literature III 3 cr. Offered
autunm alternate years. Same as RUSS 307L and LS 307L.
Survey of Russian literature through the 20th century and into the

21"1.

UG 413 Soviet Russian Literature 3 cr. Offered autunm.
Same as RUSS 413. A chronological survey of Soviet Russian
literature since 1917.

Spanish Literature/Culture
U 100H Introduction to Latin American Studies 3 cr. Offered
autunm or spring. Same as ANTH 1OOH. Multi-disciplinary
survey and mtroduction to Latin America from pre-Columbian
times to the present.
U 315L Major Hispanic Authors and Their Times 3 cr.
Offered autunm. Same as LS 315L. The intensive study of the
life times, and works of a major Hispanic author.
U 345 Introduction to Spanish Section Study Abroad
Program 3 cr. Offered autunm semester. Introduction to spring
semester study abroad program in Spain or Latin America
U 358 Latin American Civilization through Literature and
Film 3 cr. Offered in autunm odd-numbered years. The
development of the traditional society of Latin American
civilization through the interaction of European, Indian and
African elements. Credit not allowed for both LS/MCLG 358 and
SPAN359.

Other (for any language section)
U 193 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently.
University omnibus option for independent work. See index.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 198 Internship Variable cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
consent of department. Extended classroom experience which
provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the
faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A maximum
of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward

graduation.
l! 293. Omni~?us Var~able ct.:. (R-10) Offered int~ttently.
Umversity o~bus o?tlon fo_r mdependent work. See mdex.
. U 2~5 Spectal Toe•cs Vanabl~ cr. (R-~) .Qffered
mtern:nttently. Exp.enmental offenngs of VISiting profess(_)rs,
expenmen~l offenngs of new courses, or one-tlme offenngs of
current topics.
.
U 29~ Independent Study Vanable cr. (R-6) Offered autunm
and spnng.
UG 381 Studies in the Film 3 cr. Offered autunm and spring.
Prer~q., _LS 180 or ~onsent ofinstr. Same as ENLT and LS 381.
Studies m genres, directors, movements, problems, etc.
U 393 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently.
University omnibus option for independent work. See index.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offering of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 396 Independent Study 1-9 cr. (R-9) Offered autunm and
spring.
U 398 Internship Variable cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
consent of department. Extended classroom experience which
provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the
faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A maximum
of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward
graduation.
UG 410 Methods of Teaching Foreign Languages 3 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., Ling 270; one ofFREN 401, GERM 403,
LAT 300, RUSS 302, or SPAN 405. Coreq. C&I 301 or 302.
Fundamental concepts, objectives and techniques in the teaching of
foreign languages.
UG 440 Studies in Comparative Literature 3 cr. (R-9)
Offered intermittently. Prereq., consent ofinstr. Same as ENLT
430 and LS 455. The study of important literary ideas, genres,
trends and movements. Credit not allowed for the same topic in
more than one course numbered 440, 494, ENLT 430 or LS 455.
U 493 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently.
University omnibus option for independent work. See index.
UG 494 Seminar in Foreign Literatures 1-3 cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr. Specialized topics in
various foreign literatures. Topics announced in class schedules.
Credit not allowed for the same topic in more than one course
numbered 440, 494 or LS 455.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 496 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autunm
and spring..
G 501 Research Methods 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
graduate standing in an M.A. program. Study of technical terms
and overview of literary theory. Intensive analysis of research
tools, materials and methods in literature, linguistics and pedagogy.
Guided work in writing components of a research paper or thesis.
Required of both thesis and non-thesis candidates for an advanced
degree in French, German, Spanish, or Interdisciplinary Studies
which includes Classics.
G 522 Seminar in Comparative Literature 3 cr. (R-9)
Offered intermittently. Prereq., graduate standing. Same as ENLT
522. Topics will vary.
G 594 Graduate Seminar Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently.
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently.
G 598 Internship Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of department. Extended classroom exJ?erience
which provides practical aJ?plication of classroom leammg during
placements off campus. Pnor approval must be obtained from the
faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office.
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Linguistics (MCLX)
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
Arabic (ARAB)
U 101 Elementary Modern Standard Arabic 5 cr. Offered
autumn. Active skills in elementary modem standard Arabic:
listening, speaking, reading, and writing, plus basic cultural study.
U 102 Elementary Modern Standard Arabic 5 cr. Offered
spring. Continuation of ARAB 101. Active skills in elementary
modem standard Arabic: listening, speaking, reading, and writing,
plus basic cultural study.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-8) Offered
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 296 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn
and spring.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings of vistting professors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 396 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn
and spring.
Chinese (CHIN)
U 101 Elementary Chinese I 6 cr. Offered autumn. Emphasis
on speaking, reading and writing elementary Mandarin.
U 102 Elementary Chinese II 6 cr. Prereq., CHIN 101.
Offered spring. Continuation of 101.
U 193 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently.
University omnibus option for independent work. See index.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 201 Intermediate Chinese I 6 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
CHIN 102 or equiv. Continuing study of Chinese characters,
pronunciation, vocabulary and syntax.
U 202 Intermediate Chinese II 6 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
CHIN 201 or equiv. Continuation of 201.
U 293 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently.
University omnibus option for independent work. See index.
U 296 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn
and spring.
U 301 Advanced Chinese I 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
CHIN 202 or consent of instr. Advanced Chinese, with emphasis
on literary style, advanced grammar, and literary oral expression.
U 302 Advanced Chinese II 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
CHIN 301 or consent of instr. Advanced Chinese, with emphasis
on literary style, advanced grammar, and literary oral expression.
U 313L Classical Chinese Poetry in English Translation 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Same as AS, MCLG, and LS 313L. The
works of major Chinese poets to 1300 A.D.
U 314L Traditional Chinese Literature in English
Translation 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same as AS, MCLG,
and LS 314L. Highlights of Chinese literature to 1800; includes
philosophy, poetry, prose, and fiction.
U 393 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently.

University omnibus option for independent work. See index.
U 395 Special Topics 1-12 cr. (R-12) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 396 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn
and spring.
UG 432L Twentieth Century Chinese Fiction in English
Translation 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same as AS, MCLG,
and LS 432L. A survey ofthe principal works of Chinese fiction
circa 1910-1990
U 493 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently.
University omnibus option for independent work. See index.
UG 496 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently.
French (FREN)
U 101 Elementary French I 5 cr. Offered autumn. Active
skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing plus basic cultural
analysis.
U 102 Elementary French 115 cr. Prereq., FREN 101. Offered
spring. Continuation of 101.
U 193 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently.
University omnibus option for independent work. See index;
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 201 Intermediate French I 4 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
FREN 102 or equiv. Expansion of active skills: listening,
speaking, reading, writing plus further cultural analysis.
U 202 Intermediate French II 4 cr. Offered spring.
Continuation of 201.
U 293 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently.
University omnibus option for independent work. See index.
U 295 Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 296 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn
and spring.
U 301 Oral and Written expression 3 cr. (R-6) Offered
autumn. Prereq., FREN 202. Development of oral and written skills in French.
U 302 French Civilization and Culture 3 cr. (R-6) Offered
spring. Prereg., FREN 301 or consent ofinstr. Chronological/topical study of French culture.
U 306 French for Business and Translation 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., FREN 202 or equiv. Development of skills
for the mastery of vocabulary and style specific to French for
business. General overview of the economy of France. Practical
exercises in techniques of translation.
U 307 French Study Abroad Preparation 2 cr. Offered
autumn or spring. Prereq., FREN 202 or equiv. Cultural survey of
regions and cities involved in the study abroad.
U 311L Survey of French Literature 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., FREN 202 or equiv. French literature of the Middle Ages,
Renaissance and 17th century.
U 312L Survey of French Literature of the 18th and 19th
Centuries 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., FREN 301 or consent of
instr. French literature of the 18th and 19th centuries.
U 313L Survey of 20th Century French and Francophone
Literature 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., FREN 202 or equiv.
French and Francophone literature fo the 20th century.
UG 338 The French Cinema 3 cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Same as MCLG and LS 338. An historical,
aesthetic, and critical survey of the French cinema, from its
beginnings in 1895 through the contempo~ cinema (Muet,
classical, Realism, Nouvelle Vogue, etc.) Wtth an introduction to
contemporary film criticism. Students taking the course for
French credits are required to do research, reading, and writing in

the French la.11guage.
U 355 Sped~1i Topki!i In Frenc!i Ltrumguage, Uterahm~, :al.1ld
O.dture 1~3 Cl."o (R-9) Offered intermittently. To be taken in
conjunction with the French
Abroad Program.
1U 393 Omnnlbus V!!dabne cr. (R-10) Offered intem1itterrtly.
University omnibus
for independent work. See i11dex.
U 395 Special Toplirl::s V:u:iall:!fie {~r. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting
experimental offerings of new courses, or one~time offerings of
current topics.
U 396 I!lldepe!llident Study 1-3 cr
Offered autumn and
·
UG 401 Aif!p~lied Lingulisti~s 3 CR~" Offered m~~~:;!:tt~~~~;."·~f;,,,.
Prereq., FREN 301 and Lil'JG 270 or consent ofinstr.
phonolog>; (including
morphology and sy11tax.
UG 408 Advan,cedl CI!Jimposation and Comren•antion 3 cr. (R-6)
Offered spring, Prereq., FREN 301 and 311L or 312L or consent
of instr. lntensive practice in
and speaking French; close
examination of different levels of usage and style.
UG 42!/J! Stl.1dftes in French P~rose 3 c.r. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., FREN 311L and 312L. Evolution oftextuality from the
Renaissance to the 20th century: the novel.
UG 4Jilli Studies !n Freillich Dn~ma 3 ~if. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., FREN 311L and 3 I2L. Evolution of theatre :fi:om the
Renaissance !o the 20th century or
of a French play in
French.
UG 440 Sbullies in French
Prereq., FHEN 3 IlL and 312L. uvvlLlUU'H
Renaissance to the 20th century: poetry and essays.
UG 485
in tlhle Lilllguni'ltk §trlllicture of French 3 cro
(R-6)
Prereq., FllEN 401 or LrNG 270 and
consent of instr.
and diiichronic
in French
phonology,
syntax and lexicon.
U 493 OmnRbus Van·i:aMe cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
Independent work lmder the University omnibus
See
index.
UG 494 Semim~r Variahlle cro (R~12) Offered autumn and
spring.
FREN
311L and 312L. Studies in major
authors,
or genres or
and/or pedagogical areas.
UG 495 §pedal To]pli!!::s Val!iable Ci~, (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting pn)J:e:sS!)rs
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
ctrrrent topics.
U 496Jine:lieJN:~·uient Sta11dy Vad:iilbte cr. (R-9) Offered autumn
and
G 540 Ad!.v:anced Tcpfic§ iJfl. the
of:F:nmdu Var~able
rcr.
Offered autumn.
graduate standing. Study of
nr,,-.hiiP111'1C encountered by the French teacher: lesson planning,
SU]Jplen1errtrn:y "'"~"'-'"~""' contribution of linguistics
"n''"~'Y'-'" and techniques of
G 594 Gradmde Seminar 3 Ct", (R-6) Ofl:ered autumn <md
graduate "''"'u'"""L'>·
G 595 Specia~
Vadable cr, (R-6) Offered
intermittently.
graduate standing. Experimental offerings
of visiting professors,
offerings of new courses, or
one-time offerings of current
Vad2blle Clf. (R-6) Offered
G 596 Im1ceptimdelllir
intermirrently. Prereq., graduate standing.
Offered intermittently.
G 59~ Prl!lJfes1>iorrmfi Pape~· J! -3 cr.
Prereq., graduate standLng.
G 69!9 Tne~.1s Varuabie cr.
Ofiered intermittently. Prereq.,
graduate '"".ll'-'"''''

Gerat1arn: i[GM::fl!M)
U 101 ERemen1tmy Gerrnailli I 5 ~::rr, Offered autumn. Emphasis
on oral communication, with
in all
skilf an;as:
listening,
reading, Emd
U 1@2 Ek~mentary Gemnan II 5 r.:Jr. Offered spring.

on

GEIDvilOL Emphasis
oral
with continuing
develoJ?l!lent in major skill areas: listening, spealdng, reading,
and wntmg.
U 193 Orrmibm; Variablie rcro
Offered interrrut~ently
University omnibus option for
work. See index.
U 195 Spedal Topics Vanrftal:l~e C!r. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. ~xp.erirneiJ;tal offerings ofvisitil~~ professors,
expenmemal otfenngs OI new courses, or one-nme
of
current
U 2illl1 Intermed.liate Gennan li 4 c1r. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
GERM 102 or
Continuation of active skills approach to
Gennan listening, speaking, reading, and
U 202 Kntermednate Germa:ru JI][ 4 en·. Offered
Prereq.,
GERM 201 or equiv. Continuation of20l.
U 296 Independe:lllt St~Jdly Variabie cir. (R-6) Offered autumn
and spring ..
U 301 Oml and Wr.iti:en Exprreii§ROIDI l! 3 cr. Offered autumn.
GERM 202 or equiv. N~ative or nectr~native speakers of
Gem1an
not apply credit for this course tov.rard a Gennan
major or
u 302 Ond am! YVI'itten Expre!l!lion n 3 CJr. Offered spring.
Prereq., GERM 301 or
Nativ,e or near-native speakers of
Gennan
not
credit for this course toward a German
major or
U 303H Germmn OdttlJr:B tD 190@ 3 cr. Offered int(~mritt(;ntly
in spring. Prereq., GEP..M 202 or consent ofinstr. Overview of
major events and cmmnts in German culture to 1900 with
emphasis on the arts, literature, and intellectual movernents.
Lectures in English. Credit not allowed for both MCLG 330H and
GERM303.
U 31li4H Germ!lllffi O.dturre from 1900 to the Preserxt 3 cr.
Offered intermittently in spring. Prereq., GERM
or consent of
instrf. Overview of m;;~jor events and currents in
of
Genn.an-speaking world from 1900 to the present with emphasis
on the arts, literature, a.'1d intellectual movements. Lectures in
English. Credit not albvved for both MCLG 331H and GEHM
304.
U 3{!5 PI"ll!dic.WJm ilm Germ:rm Langlllage 4 cr,.
spring.
consent of instr. Offered as oart of the
Abroad
program in Heidelberg,
anCJ/or Vienna,
Concentration on grammar topics and advanced language usage.
U 3UL Introduction to German Ll.terllhm;: PrGse 3 Cir,
Offered autunm. Prereq., GERJVi:202 or equiv.
U .312L Intro,,rtm:tii!lln to Geli·m21n Uterat!!re: Dr~ma aiD.d
Poetl!-y 3 ell:". Offered spring.
GERJ\1 202.
U 313L Intmdlm::tiollll ta
~md Am1tr~an Tbeate~· 3 ~Cr.
Offered
Prereq., consent
Offered as part ofthe
Study
in Heidelberg, Gennany and/or
Austria.
to the basics of German-speaking theater.
Students
and analyze plays before
them
performed on stage.
U 355 il!trodudir.:m tn1 Germ!lm al!lld Au:~ltrian CMitwre. cr.
Offered spling. Prereq., consent of instr. Offered as part
Abroad prowarn in Heidelbeqs,
::md/or Vienna,
Intmductmn to cultural top1cs,
events, and
historical topics of Gennany and Austria. Course content
supplemented with on-site visits.
U 360 Advsmced
fin German 3 crr\ Offered
Offered in
study program in Heidelberg,
Austria. Development of conversational
Germany
skills.
1U361L The Ge:rman Cinema 3 cr, Offered inte1mitterrtly. The
development of the German :filn:~from its ~eghl..~l'1ings i~ 1~95 dmvn
through the
New Uem1an Cmema. Top1cs mclude
Expressionism, New
fhe Nazi
the Gemmn
contribution to Hollyvvood, the post-"lvar film in East and 'Nest
Germany, and film in unified Germany, Credit not allmved for LS
282L or MCLG 2221 ar1d GERlV[ 361L
U 362H Germanftc M::y1bo~og<j mm:Jl Olilltmre 3 cr. Ofl:ered
intennittentlyo Germanic culture and mythology from 200 B.C. to

all
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1200 A.D. Topics include the Germanic pantheon, Germanic
religious practices, Germanic
and major literary
masterpieces. Credit not
JLS 221H, MCJLG 231H and
GERM362H.
U 393 Omnab\lls VaJri8lbie ~r. (R-10) Offered inter:mittently.
Prereq., consent of instr. JJ:ndependent work under the university
omnibus option. See index.
U 395 Sped:d
VargaiJie t~:r,
Offered
intetmittendy.
GERM 202 or equiv. Exjoerilno:ntill
offerings of visiting professors, experimental
of new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Offered intermittently.
U 396 Jindepel!llil1l~Kait Siludly 1-9 c;:r.
consent of mstr.
U 398 Inlne:nm§hip Va!rliabie
Offered
Prereq.,
consent of department.
classroom experience which
provides practical application of classroom learning
placements
Prior approval m.ust be obtained
the
faculjy supervisor
the Internship Services office. A maximum
298,
498) may count toward
of 6 credits of
graduation.
UG 403 Allplied Ungui!lli:ttcs 3 cr. Offered ::mtunm odd~
numbered years. Same as LThTG 403. Specific problems in
contrastive analysis of German phonoiogy, morphology and
sy·ntax.
UG 431 Ge~rmal1\ Uteratur'B il.·m1l1l ll76G tl:o llS3Z 3 rt:lr. Offered
autumn. JPrereq., GERM 3l1L and 312L or consent of instr.
Readings, study, and discussion of\vriters,
and contexts in
German literature from 1760 to
including bnllgt1term11~nt,
Storm and Stress, Romanticism, and ""'"""'"'·''"''"""·
UG 44:ll 19th O~lllltm·y Gel"mlim LHen·atame 3 ell'. Offered
autumn.
GERM 311JL and 312L or consent of instr. Readings,
of writers, texts, and contexts in
Gem1ru1
from 1832 to 1900.
UG 451 2iJJth Cen~llllrY Geirnum Ut<Erm11:UJ:re tl:l 11\1!45 3 cr.
Offered spring.
GERM 311 JL and 312L or consent of instr.
UG 452 21!JJ1tll l Celllltwty Gerrm~m Utenutture §fiUJ~ce 1945 3 <elL.
Offered spring. Prereq., GERJIA 311L and 312L or consent of instr.
U 493\ Omni.ll:mso V!flld:li.ib~e ~:r.
Ofl:ered n~~~~rV~~;~~~~~;,,
consent of ins'lT.
work under i:he
vu.nmJW> option. See index.
UG 494 Semlin:lllr ht GenttillliDl S~~ThiiUeg Variablie c~·.
Ol:Iered autunm.
GERM 311L and 312L.
srudies in major
German literature and culture.
U 495 Speclial Topics 1-9 c:Jr. (R-9) 01Tered inten:nittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time
of current
U 4'96 llndep~mllent Stilldy Va.wialblle cr.
Offered aulurniJ.
and spring..
G 500 D!rected Readlingg ll-3 ell".
Offered inb:::mlitt!~ntlly
Prereq., undergraduate major in German.
G 5<\\0 Adval!ll.ced
HID! the Teaclhlllrlg illlif Ge:rm!!l!l 3 cr.
Offered autumn.
gmduate standing. Study of problems
encountered by teachers of German: lesson plm'1ling, testing, use
of supplementary materials, methods of teaching culture. Includes
application of linguistics.
G 594 GnJ1duate Semnnar 3 u.(R-6)0ffered intermittently.
Prereq., graduate standing.
G 595 SpedaR l'i!Jipi~~:s VadabRe cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittentlyo
graduate standing. Experimental offelings
of visiting professors,
offerings of new courses, or
one-time offerings of current
G 596 Ilru:llepem:llellllt Study
intermittently. Prereq., graduate standing.
independent work of a research nature
involves intensive
use of the University or
also, research carried on in
another country under the
University professor.
G 599 Prof~ssional Paper 1-3
Offered intermittently.
Prereq., graduate standing.
G 699 Thesis V2d:illbNe Cit, (R~9) Offered intermittently.

graduate standlng.

Greek tGrf!kL!(~.

"
P
U HH Eftemeattmry Gree~{ JI 5 cr. Offered autumn. Introduction
to Classical Greek, designed to enable the student to read Greek
authors in the original Greek as rapidly as
Based upon
selected texts from Plato, Xenophon, Menander, New Testament,
Tragedians, and other major authors.
u 102 Elemei!llt:mry GJreek n Ci\"o Offered
HH. Continuation of 10 L
vocatml1l!Y , ...acunz)',"
ancient Greek writings with the
of a lexicon.
U 211 Gree~' Re:;ulliiDJgs 3 c:i". Offered aurumn. JPrereq., GRK
102 or
Attic prose and
Plato, T1mcydides,
Euripides.
U 112 Green{ Reardirtugs 3 cr. Offered
GRK 211
or
Readings l'i:om Homer's Iliad.
U 296 li!lldlepel1lli!ll~P:nt Steady VarMabie tr, (R-6) Offered autmn.n
and
UG 301[]1 Major G1reek WrMers 3l cr.
and spring. Prereq., GRK 212 or
Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, flu'istoph;:~ne:s, HIPrr.rln-1-n
Thucydides, Xenophon, Plato, 1\ristotle,
•~~---'"·~--~
New Testament, etc. Selection to fit stude~;n~tts;:.;;t~~~;sr;
grams.
U 395 Speda~ l'@pkr> V:adaiJllle c:r. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Expelimental offerings of visiting professors,
expedmental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 396 lindepemH!llent StMdy ll-9 cr.
Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr.
1~9 cr. (R-9) Offered
UG 4% Independent
intennittendy. Prereq.,
ofinstr.
~rish (~~SH)

UUvl EnemeKllt11lry ][rfislu 1 .3 cro Offered autumn or spring. Same
as ENIR l 0 l. Tills course represents an introduction to modem
Irish in both its spoken and Wlitten forms: basic principles of
grammar and sentence structure are covered. Emphasis is
on the
of these principles in every-day situations. This
in the English Deparlnrient The GenEd
,_,,u5 ,.."'~"'" requirement can be fulfilled
successful completion of
and 1030
U1!l2 Elemerdary Iri:'ln )J] 3 rclt'. Oriered autumn or spring.
Sa!lle as ENLR 102.. The pri~rJ.aay objective,of tl:lis course is to.
budd on the foundations lcud m Elementamy .!nsh t Students wdl
expand their
with a special focus on verbs; they wiH
also engage new themes that demand a corresponding increase in
their store of nouns, adjectives, idioms and expressions. This
course is housed in the English Department. The GenEd Foreign
Language requirement can be fulfiHed successful completion of
101, 102 and 103.
UHB lEliem.entary Irrn:!lllil IU 3 ell. Ofiered autumn or spring.
San1e as ENIR W3.The primary objective of this course is to
continue to build on the fooodations laid in Elementary Irish I.
Students wiH expand their vocabulary with a special focus on
verbs; they will also engage new themes that demand a
corresponding increase in their store of nouns, adjectives, idioms
and expressions. The General Education Foreign Language
requirement can be fi.llfilled successful completion ofENIR
101, 102 and 103.

Japanese (JPfl'<JJS)
U HH Elementa~1'
! 5 c1r. Offered autumn,
Understanding of grammar
basic sentence structures are
taught as a foundation for oral comprehension. The students will
leam Hiragana and Katakana, two
writing systems, and
approximately 400 Kru]i Ide,ogr.aptts.
u Ull2 JEnementmry J:aJlM~Se n 5 cr. Oftered spring.
JPNS lO l. Continuation of 10 L
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr.
Offered spring.
Experimental offerings of visiting
experimental
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offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Japanese court, ca. 7th to 14th century. Essential features of gramI! 193_ Omni~us Var~able c~. (R-10) Offered intennittently.
mar, sentence structure, vocabulary, and orthography.
Umversity omnibus option for mdependent work. See index.
UG 415 Advanced Japanese for Professionals 3 cr. Offered
U 201 Intermt;diate J~panese I ~ ~r. Offe:~d a)-1~· Prereq.,
spring even-t:tumbered ye!lfS. A hi~-level p~ofessional language
JPNS 102 or eqwv. Reading and wnting kanji; bwlding oral/aural
CO)lffie covenng all coo!dinated. reading, wnting, and speakfug
fluency.
skills. Intended for maJ,ors hoplt:'g t? enter the Japanese job market
U 202 Intermt;diate J~pan~se II 5 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
and prepare for professional testing .m Japan.
JPNS 201 or eqwv. Continuation of JPNS 201.
UG 431L Post-War Japanese Literature 3 cr. Offered spring
U 210H Japanese Culture and Civilization 3 cr Offered
odd-numbered years. Same as MCLG 431L. Introduction to Issues
intennittently. Same as AS, MCLG and LS 21 OH. The historical
literature, and criticism of Japanese literature from the postwar '
religious, artistic, literary and social developments in Japan from'
(1945) ~ough the contemporary period, using texts in English
translation.
earliest times to the present.
I! 293. Omni~us Var~able c~. (R-IO) Offered intennittently.
UG_495 Special ~opics 1.-~ ~r. (R-9) Offered int~nnittently. ·
Umversity ommbus option for mdependent work. See index.
Expe:nmental offenngs ofvisiting_professo~, expenmental .
. U 2~5 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
offenngs of new courses, or one-time offermgs of current topics.
mt~ttently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
U 49~ Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autilmn
expenmen~ offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
and spnng..
current topics.
G 500 Directed Readings in Japanese Text 1-3 cr. (R-3)
U 296 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn
Offered intennittently. Prereq., undergraduate major in Japanese or
equiv. Guided readings in a selected research field.
and spring.
U 301 A~vanced Japanese 4 cr. Offered autilmn. Prereq., JPNS
Latin (LAT)
202 or eqwv. Development of greater reading and speaking
.
U 101 Elementary Latin I 5 cr. O~ered au~. The first
proficiency. Vocabulary enhancement and kanji (Chinese
characters) are emphasiZed.
course of a ~o semest~ s~quence 4esigned to Impart to the
U3
.
student a sohd foundation m the Latin language. Successful
02 A~vance~ Jap_anese 4 cr. Offered spnng. Prereq., JPNS
completion of the sequence will enable the student to read any
301 or eqwv. Continuation of 30 I.
Latin author.
UG 306 Japanese for ~~siness and Tour~m 3 cr. Offe:red.
U 102 Elementary Latin II 5 cr. Offered spring. Prereq. LAT
~u~. Voclibul~ and Idiom ?f oral an~ wntten _commumcati?n
I 01. Continuation of 101. Latin grammar, vocabulary, readings.
m. busmess and tounsm. Professional, ethical practices and special
u 195 Specm
• 1T op1cs
· v ana
· ble cr. (R-6) Offiered
etiquette
UG 3i1L c
·
.
.
.
intennittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors
.
lassical Japanese Literature m English
experimental offerings of new courses or one-time offerings of
Translation. 3 cr. Offered autilmn. Same as MCLG 311L.
current topics
'
.·
.
.
Introduction to the classical literature of the Japanese court, ca. 7th
to 14th century. Kojiki, Man'yoshu, Kokinshu, Genji Monogatari,
U 211 Latin Readmg and Gr~mmar ~ev1ew 4 cr: Offered
and other major classics of the period.
autilmn. ?rereq.! LAT _1 02 or eqwv. Selections _ofl:atin prose from
the classical penod, With complementary exercises m elementary
UG 312L J apanese L1'terature tirom M ed'1eva1t o M odern
composition
Times in English Translation 3 cr. Offered spring. Same as
·.
.
•
.
MCLG 312L. Introduction to the literature ofJapan from the 15th
U 212 Latin ~eadmgs: ~ergil 3 cr. Off~red sp~g. Prereq.,
to the 20th century.
LAT 211 or eqwv. Latin epic poetry: Verg~l's Aeneid.
UG 386 History of the Japanese Language 3 cr. Offered
U 29~ Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autilmn
~tennittently. ~·: JPNS 202. Overview of Japanese language
and spnng. •
•
history from earhest times to the modem day. Topics include the
I!G 300 MaJor Latin Autho~ 3 cr. (R-18) Offered autilmn and
develop~ent of writing systems, changes in phonology, and issues
SP.nng. ~ereq., LA_T 212 or equry. Pla~tus, Terence, Lucretius,
Ltvy! Cicero, Vergtl, Horace, OVId, Tacitus, ~uvenal, Pliny,
concenung orthography and lexicon.
U 390 Supervised Internship 1-12 cr. Offered intennittently.
M~al, etc.; als'?, Early <:;hurch f~thers, M~Ieval and .
Renrussance Latin. Selection to swt students needs and mterests.
Paid work experience in Japan, combined with language/culture
course work by correspondence directed by UM department staff.
U 393 Omnibus Variable cr•. (R-~) Offer~d intefr!rittently.
I! 393. Omni~us Var~able c~. (R-IO) Offered intennittently.
~dependent work under the Umversity ommbus optton. See
Umversity ommbus option for mdependent work. See index.
mdex.
.
.
.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
. U 3~5 Special Topics Vanablt: cr. (R-~) .<?ffered
inte~ttently. Exp~rimental offerings of visiting professors,
mte~ttently. Exp~ental offenngs ofVIstting profess'?rs,
expenmental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
expenmen~l offenngs of new courses, or one-time offermgs of
current topics.
current topics.
U 396 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn
U 39~ Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autilmn
and spring..
and spnng.
U 398 Internship Variable cr. Offered intennittently. Prereq.,
. UG ~02 Advanced Prose Composi~on 3 c_r. Offered
cons~nt of d~artment._Ex!ended classroom experience which
mtemnt!e:ntly. Prereq., LAT 212 or ~qwv. Latin prose
proVIdes practical application of classroom learning during
composition, based on the best classical models.
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the
. UG ~96 Independent Study 1-12 cr. (R-12) Offered
mtemnttently.
faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A maximum
G 596 Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
of 6 cn:<llts of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) ~nay count toward
graduation.
Russian (RUSS)
UG 411 Modern Ja.Panese Writers and Thinkers 3 cr. (R-6)
.
9ffered autw:nn or ~nng. Prereq., JPNS 302. Introduction to the
U 101 Elementary Russ~an I 5 cr. Offered aun:mn.
Important wnters, thinkers, and poets of the 20th century. Readings
U 102 Elementary Russian II 5 cr. Offered spnng. Prereq.,
in~lude a wid~ range of_topics in the humanities, including
RUSS I01 or equiv. Continuation of 101.
philosophy, history, sociOlogy, and the arts.
~ 193_ Omni~us Var~ble c~. (R-10) Offered in.tennittently.
l.!G 412 Introduction to Classical Japanese 3 cr. Offered
Umverstty ommbus option for mdependent work. See index.
spnng. Prereq., JPNS 302. Introduction to the language of the
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
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intennittently. Experimental offe_rings of visiting profess9rs,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offenngs of
current topics.
U 196 Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
U 201 Intermediate Russian I 4 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
RUSS 102 or equiv.
U 202 Intermediate Russian II 4 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
RUSS 201. Continuation of201.
U 293 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered inte~ttently.
University omnibus option for independent work. See mdex.
U 296 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn
and spring.
U 301 Oral and Written Expression 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq RUSS 202 or consent of instr. Emphasis on active use of
Russi~. Intensive practice in conversation and practice in writing
on different levels of usage and style.
U 302 Russian Culture and Civilization 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., RUSS 301 or consent ofinstr. An introduction to various
aspects of Russian cultural life.
U 305L Introduction to Russian Literature I 3 cr. Offered
autumn alternate years. Same as ~CLG.an~ LS 305~. A surv~y of
Russian poetry and prose from therr begmmngs (medieval penod)
to the nineteenth century.
U 306L Introduction to Russian Literature II 3 cr. 9ffered
spring. Same as MCLG and LS 306L. A survey of Russian ~try
and prose from the mid-nineteenth century through the Symoohst
period of the early 20th century. Included are the works ofGogol,
Turgenev, Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, and the Symbolists.
U 307L Introduction to Russian Literature III 3 cr. Offered
autumn alternate years. Same as MCLG 307L and LS 307L.
Survey of Russian literature through the 20th century and into the
21st.
U 393 Omnibus Variable cr. Offered intermittently. University
omnibus option for independent work. See index.
U 395 Special ToP.ics Variabl«: cr. (R-~).Qffered
intermittently. Expenmental offenngs of VISiting profess9rs,
experimen~ offerings of new courses, or one-time offenngs of
current topics.
U 396 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn
and spring.
U 398 Internship Variable cr. Offered intennittently. Prereq.,
consent of department. Extended classroom exp~ence ~hich
provides practical application of classroom learnmg dunng
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the
faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A maximum
of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward
graduation.
U 41119th Century Major Russian Authors 3 cr. _Offe:r:ed
intermittently in autumn. Prereq., RUSS 202. A study of vanous
authors; may include Dostoevsky, Pushkin, Tolstoy, etc.
U 412 20th Century Major Russian Authors 3 cr. Offered
intermittently in spring. Prereq., RUSS 202. A study of one
author in depth; may be Solzhenitsyn, Sholokhov and others.
U 424 Russian Short Story 3 cr. Offered intermittently in
autumn. Prereq., RUSS 202. A chronol?gical survey of the
Russian short story, 19th to 20th centuries.
U 430 20th Century Russian Literature Between the Wars
(1914-1941) 3 cr. Offered intennittently ~ sp~g. Prereq., RUSS
202 or consent of instr. Important trends m fiction and theory later
suppressed by the Social Realism.
U 431 20th Century Russian Literature: Contemporary
Period 3 cr. Offered intermittently in .SP.ring. ~e~., RUSS 202
or consent ofinstr. Focus on post-Stalimst Russian ~Iterature and
culture including the contemporary post-modem fiction and theory.
U 440 Russian Poetry 3 cr. Offered intermitten~y in auturl¥J-.
Prereq., RUSS 202 or consent ofinstr. The evolution of Russian
poetry from the end of the 18th century to the e~ly 20~ century.
U 493 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered m~ttently.
University omnibus option for independent work. See mdex.

--------------------

U 495 Special Topics Variabl«: cr. (R-~~ 9ffered
intermittently. Experimental offenngs of VISiting profess9rs,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offenngs of
current topics.
U 496 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn
and spring.

Spanish (SPAN)
U 101 Elementary Spa~h I 5 cr. Offe:ed aunu:nn. E~phasis
on oral communication, With devel~ment m all maJor skill areas:
listening, speaking, reading and wntJ.ng.
U 102 Elementary Spanish II 5 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
SPAN 101. Continuation of 101.
U 195 Special ToP.ics Variabl«: cr. (R-~) .Qffered
intermittently. Experrrnental offenngs of visiting profess9rs,
experimenJ;al offerings of new courses, or one-time offermgs of
current topics.
U 201 Intermediate Spa~ish. I 4 cr. Offe~ au!IDJID. Prereq.,
SPAN 102. Continued practice m the oral skills With added
emphasis on grammar and reading proficiency.
U 202 Intermediate Spanish II 4 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
SPAN 201. Continuation of201.
U 293 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered int~ttently.
University omnibus option for independent work. See mdex.
U 296 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn
and spring.
U 301 Oral and Written Expression in Cultural Con~exts 3
cr. Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., SPAN 202 or ~wv.
Development of oral and written skills with an emphasis on
Hispanic cultural context.
.
U 302 Spanish Phonetics 3 cr. Offered autumn and spnng.
Prereq., SPAN 202 or C!lnseJ?-t ofinstr. API?li~ phonetic :fueory:practice in feature identification and transcnption of SpaniSh from
an articulatory point of view.
U 306 Commercial Spanish 3 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., SPAN 301. The ~e of?usines~ concepts. an~ terminology
in Spanish. Conducted en~ly m. Spamsh. Inves~gati<?n of cultural
attitudes resources of the Hispamc world, ways m which
_
Hispani~s conduct business, practice in business letter writing.
U 308 Intensive Spanish Abroad 1-9 cr. (R-9) Offered spring.
Prereq., SPAN 202 or equiv. Intensive SP.anish lan~~e course to
coincii:le with intensive language course giVen at an Insti~te or
college during the Spanish ~tuoy.Abroad Prow:am Credits vary
according to the hours and mtensity of the foreign language course
and are determined by the director of the program.
U 311L Introduction to Contemporary Spanish Literature 3
cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., SPAN 202 or e_quiv. The study of
contemporary works by peninsular authors, mcluding an
introduction to literary genres.
U 312L Introduction to the Literature of Contemporary
Latin America 3 cr. Offered spring. ~., SP~ 202 or equi_v.
The study of representative works oy Lat~-Amenci!D auth~rs With
emphasis on the 20th century. Includes an mtroduction to literary
genres.
U 328 Advanced Practice in Conversational SJ.>anish 3.cr•.
Offered intermittently. Prereq., SPAN 202. Intensive practice m
oral Spanish through individual presentations, vocabulary and
grammar work, and film discussiOn and analysis.
U 355 Special Topics in Hispa~ic Lite~atur~ and Culture
Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently m spnng. Prereq., SPAN
311L or 312L or consent ofinstr.
U 359 Spanish-American Civilization through Lite~a~re and
Film 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., at least one upper-division
class in Spanish and SPAN 301. Sam~ as MCLG ~d LS 3?8.
The development of the. traditi~nal society of Spam~h Amencan
civilization through the mteraction of European, Indian, and
African elements. Credit not allowed for ooth LS/MCLG 358 and
SPAN359.
U 393 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently.
University omnibus option for independent work. See index.
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U 396 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn
Judith N. Rabinovitch, Ph.D., Harvard University, 1981
and spring.
Stanley L. Rose, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1969
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
James M. Scott, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1986
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
Associate Professors
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-1:J.me offerings of
current topics.
Hiltrudis Arens, Ph.D., University ofMaryland, 1997
UG 405 Applied Linguistics 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereg.,
Eduardo Chirinos, Ph.D., Rutgers University, 1997
SPAN 302 and LING 270. Same as LING 405. Topics and issues
M. lone Crummy, Ph.D., Stanford University, 1992
from various linguistic approaches, selected for therr applicability
Clary
Loisel, Ph.D., University of Florida, 1996
to the teaching of Spanish.
Jannine Montauban, Ph.D., Rutgers University, 2000
UG 408 Advanced Composition and Conversation 3 cr.
Yuka Tachibana, Ph.D., Tohoku University, 1999
Offered spring. Prereq., SPAN 301 or consent of instr. Intensive
Michel Valentin, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1980
practice in wnting on different levels of usage and style, combined
with guided oral practice.
Assistant Professors
UG 420 Spanish Literature: Renaissance and Golden Age 3
Benedicte Boisseron, Ph.D. University of Michigan, 2006
cr. (R-6) Offered autumn even-numbered years. Prereq., 311L or
Charles Exley, Ph.D., Yale University, 2005
312L or consent of instr.
Mladen Kozul, Ph.D., Universite de Paris X-Nanterre, 1996
UG 430 Spanish Literature: Modern and Contemporary 3
Marton Marko, Ph.D., Washington University, 2005
cr. (R-6) Offered spring even-numbered years. Prereq., 311L or
312L or consent of instr.
Ona Renner-Fahey, Ph.D., Ohio State University, 2003
UG 450L Latin American Literature 3 cr. (R-6) Offered
Matthew S. Semanoff, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 2002
spring odd-numbered years. Prereq. 311L or 312L or consent of
Naomi Shin, Ph.D., City University of New York, 2006
instr. Emphasis on major works of the 20th centuty.
Senior Ledurer
U 493 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently.
University omnibus option for independent work. See index.
Zhen Cao, Ed.D., The University of Montana, 1997
UG 494 Seminar Variable cr. (R-12) Offered intermittently.
Ledurer
Prereq., SPAN 311L or 312L. Studies in major authors, periods, or
Kelly Noe, M.A., Miami University, 2004
genres.
UG 495 Special Topics 1-9 cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
Adiund lnstrudors
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
Evelina Badery, M.A., Universita di Torino, 1981
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
Linda Bailey, M.A., University of Montana, 2001
U 4961ndependent Study 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered autumn and
Samir Bitar, Advanced Level Arabic G.C.E., 1974
spring.
Manolita
Connor, M.A., University of Montana, 1992
G 500 Directed Readin~ 1-3 cr. (R;-6) Offered intermittently.
Alicia Gignoux, M.A., The University of Montana, 1994
Prereq., undergraduate maJor in Spamsh.
Susanne Gruber, M.A., University ofVienna, 2007
G 594 Graduate Seminar 3 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Melissa MacKenzie, M.S., Eastern Michigan University, 1989
Prereq., graduate standing.
Julia Ploeckinger, University of Salzburg
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., graduate standing. Experimental offerings
Emeritus Professors
of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or
Anthony F. Beltramo, Ph.D., Stanford University, 1972
one-time offerings of current topics.
Kenneth
C. Srett, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1972
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., graduate standing. Out-of-class
Raymond L. Corro, Ph.D. University of Utah, 1971
independent work of a research nature which involves intensive
Maureen Cheney Curnow, Ph.D., Vanderbilt University, 1975
use of University or other libraries; also research work carried on
James
A. Flightner, Ph.D., State University ofNew York at
in another country under the direction of a University professor.
Buffalo, 1971
G 599 Professional Paper 1-3 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
John G. Hay, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1973
Prereq., graduate standing.
Horst Jarka, Ph.D., University of Vienna, 1955
G 699 Thesis Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
Gertrud Lackschewitz; Ph.D., Goettingen University, 1954
graduate standing. ·
David K. Loughran, Ph,D., Johns Hopkins University, 1969
Philip H. Lutes, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1969
Faculty
Dennis R McCormick, Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin,
Professors
1972
Sigyn Minier, Ph.D., University of Connecticut, 1977
Robert W. Acker, Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin, 1974
(Chair)
Ward H. Powell, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1956
Elizabeth Graff Ametsbichler, Ph.D., University of Maryland at
Ludmila Prednewa, Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania, 1982
CollegePark, 1992
0. W. Rolfe, Ph.D., Stanford University, 1967 .
Christopher Anderson, Ph.D., University oflowa, 1990
John B. Wang, Ph.D., University of Maryland, 1967
Hayden Ausland, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley,
Emeritus Associate Professor
1987
Robert R Brock, M.A., University of Washington, 1961
Timothy Bradstock, Ph.D., Harvard University, 1984
Maria Jose Bustos Fernandez, Ph.D., University of Colorado,
1990
Gerald A. Fetz, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1972 (Dean,
College of Arts and Sciences)
Linda Rutland Gillison, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1975
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Department of Native
American Studies
Kathryn W. Shanley, Chair
Native American studies is an academic discipline committed to
examining the contemporary and past experiences and life ways of
the first Americans frOm their perspective. The curriculum is
designed to provide a study of American Indians from a holistic
and humanistic viewpoint by focusing upon their cultural,
historical, and contemporary life. Courses are designed for both
Native American and non-Native American students so they can
better understand human similarities and differences, thereby
leading to the development of better communications and crosscultural relationships.
The Native American studies major supports the objectives of a
liberal arts education. The curriculum helps students develop
cultural breadth through the study of Native American
perspectives and world view. At the same time, the tribal
perspective of the major offers students a broader view of history
and cultural change than is ordinarily found in the traditional
liberal arts courses and is appropriate to the pluralistic society of
our time. As a result, the Native American studies major is
interdisciplinary, offering courses from literature to history, and
provides a perspective that critically analyzes and evaluates the
strengths and limitations of each contributing discipline.

Special Degree Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog.
See index.
For the Bachelor of Arts degree with a major in Native
American Studies, students must complete a minimum of39
credits, 30 credits in Native American studies plus nine elective
credits which can be met within the department or
out-of-department. The required NAS courses are: 1OOH, 200,
201H, 202L, 301E, 303E, 341S, or 400, two of three from 464H,
465H and 466H, and 494.
Beyond these 30 credits in NAS, students have the option to take
an additiona117 credits from NAS as electives for a maximum of
47 credits in NAS courses. These electives include NAS 195,
210H,231,295,300,324H,329,341H,344,388,394,395,400,
410L, one of the three 464H, 465H and 466H, 496, and 499.
The nine required elective credits may be chosen from the
elective in-department courses, or from the following out-ofdepartment courses: ANTH 102S, 323H, 330H; HIST 365, 366,
and467.
The Upper-division Writing Expectation must be met by
successfully completing an upper-division writing course from the
approved list in the Academic Policies and Proceaures section of
this catalog. See index.
As part of the major's liberal arts and interdisciplinary focus, all
students completing the major must complete a minor m another
field. The department recommends cognate areas of study for the
minor includfug anthropology, history, sociology, and political
science. Students also are encouraged to pursue a double major.
The department recommends a compatible major in one of the
followmg disciplines: anthropology, English, modem or classical
lan~ages and literatures, history, linguistics, political science,
sociOlogy, or social work. Students who l?ursue a second major are
not reqwred to complete a minor in addition to the second major.

Suggested Course of Study
First Year
A
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MATH 107 Contemporary Mathematics . . . . . . . . 3

S

NAS 100H Introduction to Native American
Studies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NAS 201H Indian Culture as Expressed Through
Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total
Second Year
NAS 200 Native American Studies Research and
Writing Methods ......................
NAS 202L Oral and Written Traditions of the
Native American . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T~

3
6
f5

3
6
6
15

3
3
6
3

3

3
12
15

ff

~

Third Year
NAS 301E American Indian Religion and
Philosophy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
NAS 303E Ecological Perspectives in Native
American Traditions .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3
NAS 341S Contemporary Issues of American
Indians or 400 Tribal Sovereignty . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Upper-division writing course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
9
Total
3
15
Fourth Year
NAS 465H History of Indian Affairs in the 19th Century or 464H
History of Indian Affairs to 1776 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
NAS 466H History of Indian Affairs from 1890 . . . 3
NAS 494 Readings in Native American Studies . . . . 3
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
9
~

Requirements for a Minor
To earn a minor in Native American studies the student must
complete the following requirements:
1. Complete NAS lOOH, 202L, 301E and 303E.
2. Complete at least 9 credits of electives from the following approved cognate courses: ANTH 180S, 323H, 330H; HIST 365,
366; NAS 195, 210H, 231, 201H, 295,300, 324H, 329,3418,
342H, 388, 394, 395, 400, 410L, 465H, 466H, 496, and 499.

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or
graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit indicates
the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated
after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not count toward a
degree.

Native American Studies (NAS)
U 100H Introduction to Native American Studies 3 cr.
Survey course to acquaint the student with Native American
studies by a general overview of Indian history, culture,
philosophy and religious beliefs.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Experimental
offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 198 Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Prereq., consent of
department. Extended classroom experience which provides
practical application of classroom learning during placements off
campus. Pnor approval must be obtained from the faculty
supervisor and the Internship Services office. A maximum of 6
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pG 367H Art of the Ancient Americas 3 cr. Prereq., consent

credits ?f Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward
graduation.
U 200 Native American Studies Research and Writing
Methods 3 cr. Prereq., NAS major or minor. Introduction to the
Research materials pertaining ~o the study of American Indian
pe?ples and cultures. Emphasis on current research trends and·
wnting.
U 201H I~dian Culture as Expressed through Language 3
cr. Introduc_tiOn to the language of American Indian peoples.
Understanding, through ilie language, the history traditions and
modem life of Indian peoples.
'
'
U 202L_Oral and Written Traditions of Native America 3
cr. Analysis of the oral traditions ofNative Americans including a
study of the literary works of early leading American Indian
writers.
·
s
. U 210H
. Na.tive A_mencan ports and Games 3 cr. Offered
mtermittently m sprmg. Explores Native American sports and
games, both traditional and modem. Through classroom learning
and ac~l play, students .gain an understanding of how play and
competition have been VItal to Native communities.
U 231 Indigenous World View Perspectives 3 cr Offered
sprin~ even-numbered years Same as ANTH 231 ·E
. .
. .
.
· .
. xarnma1Ion
of m ge!lous behef systems, with regard to world views, religious
ceremomes, cultural ways and the impact that Anglo-European
culture has had upon these systems. Focus on indigenous peoples
of Australia, New Zealand, and North America from Canada and
the United States.
U .295 Spe~i!l~ Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Experimental
offermgs of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
lJG 300 American Indian Education 3 cr. A study of modem
lndi~ educatio!l to the p~sent; examination of Johnson O'Malley
funding for Indian education; and a look at the unique needs of the
Indian child.

UG 301E A~e!'~can India~ Religion !ind Philosophy 3 cr.
Prereq., lower-division course m Perspective 5 or consent of instr.
Same as RELS 30 lE. A study of selected ethical systems· origins
world views; religious beliefs and the way they have bee~ affected
by western civilization.
UG 303E Ecological Perspectives in Native American
Traditions 3 cr. An examination o£Native American
environmental ethics and tribal and historical and contemporary
use of physical environmental resources.
UG 324H Indians. of Montana Since the Reservation Era 3
cr. Offered autumn odd-numbered years. Same as ANTH 324H
3!1d HIST 354f~. Examination of the history of Montana Indians
smce. t;he estabh~hment of the reservations, contemporary
conditiOns, and Issues among both reservation and non-reservation
Indian co~unities. i? the state. ~pecial _attention given to social
~d economic conditions, treaty nghts, tribal sovereignty, and legal
ISSUes.
UG 329 Native American Literature 3 cr. Prereq., three
credits oflower-division ENLT courses and NAS IOOH or 202L.
S~e as E~T 329: Selected ~adings fi:om Native American
Literature with special emphasis on the literature of writers from
the Rocky Mountain West.
UG 341S Contemporary Jssues of American Indians 3 cr.
Same as ANTH 341S. An examination of the major issues that
affect the contemporary experiences of American Indians.
UG 342H Gender Studies in Native American Studies 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Same as WS 342H. Focus on American
Indian_ gender relati?ns and the.ir cultural continuity and historical
evolution. NatiOnal m scope w1th concentration on certain tribes.
Group analysis of contemporary gender issues relevant to Native
American peoples.
U 344 Native Americans and Film 3cr. Offered once each
year..Same. as ENFM 344. Surveys the image ofNative
Amencans m American film with an emphasis on "revisionist " or
''breakthrough" films. Ultimate focus wrll be on films fea~g
Native American writers, directors and actors.

of mstr. Same as ART 367H. Development of major ceremonial
and urban centers fo/oughout the Americas before the coming of
Europeans: Analysis ofhow the visual arts articulate ancient
world yiews or c~smologies in relation to nature. Focus on various
strateg~es C!f.reading the structure and meaning encoded in the
layout of Cities; .stone sculpture, wall murals, ceramics, precious
metals, and textiles.
UG 368H Latin American Art 3 cr. Prereq., consent ofinstr.
Same as ART 368H. Offered alternate years. Exploration of
themes in the development of Latin American art from the
~olonial peri9,<l to the present, including Re~]-aissance ~de~ls in the
New World, syncretism of European, African, and mdigenous
roots, th~ Black Legend, and the advent of such movements as
Academism, ~odernism, Social Realism, Magic Realism, and
Post-Modermsm.
.
.
.
.
UG 388 Native Amencan Health and ~e~ng 3 cr. ~~e as
ANTH 388. Offered alternate y~ars: Exa.J?ll.DatiOn ?ftraditi~n!ll
and con~emporary "!JSes of medicme m Native Amencan s~Ieties.
lss~es discussed _will ~e the current h~~ status of Amencan
~dians, t;he relatiO!lShiP be~een medicme 3!ld culture, and
mtrod~ction 1? vanous te~hniques for assessmg health status of
Amencan Indian populatiOns
.
.
·
I! 394 Se1_11mar
Var~able c~. (R-6) O~ered alternate years.
V:3!1!ible topics addressmg Indian law, pohcy and culture by
VISiting scholars.
U ~95 Spe~i!l~ Topics Variable cr:. (R-6) Expe~ental
offermgs ofvisit!n.g profe~sors, expenmenta! offermgs of new
courses, or one-time offermgs of current topics.
U 398 Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Prereq., consent of
depru:tment. ~xte!lded class.room experi~nce w?ich provides
practical application of classroom l~g durmg placements off
camp~. Pnor approval m~t be o~tamed from the faculty
super"lsm: and the Internship SerVIces office. A maximum of 6
credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward
graduation.
UG 400 Tribal Sovereignty 3 cr. Offered alternate years.
Same as PSC 475. An examination of the evolution of tribal
gove~~ts from a histo~cal and political perspective. Particular
attention IS devoted to the Issues of tribal soverergnty and
tribal-state conflicts.
UG 410L Studies in Native American Autobiography 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Same as ENLT 429L. Prereq.,tNLT 301
or ENLT/NAS 329, or consent ofinstr. Study of texts that present
a first-person story of an American Indian individual's life within
historical and cultural contexts, with discussion of theories of
autobiography.
UG 464H History of Indian Affairs to 1776 3cr. offered
annually. Same as HIST 464H. A study of American Indian
relations with Europeans and the United States from first contact to
1776.
UG 465H History oflndian Affairs in the 19th Century 3 cr.
Same as HIST 465H. A study of tribal encounters and adjustments
to the American nations in the nineteenth century.
UG 466H History oflndian Affairs from 1890 3 cr. Same as
HlST 466H. A study of tribal encounters and adjustments to the
American nation from 1890.
U 494 Read!ngSeminar in Native American Studies 3 cr. (R6) Offered spnng. Prereq., NAS major or minor, 18 credits in
NAS, and junior standing or higher. Senior reading capstone
course for the review of past and current literature on and by
American Indians.
U~ 495 SP.e~~al Topics Variable ~r. (R-6) Experimental
offermgs of VISiting professors, expenmental offerings of new
courses or one-time offerings of current topics.
U ~~6. lndepen.dent Study Varia~le cr. (R-6) Prereq., upper-divlSlon standing and consent ofmstr. Selected topics on
American Indians under the direct supervision of a faculty
member.
U 499 Senior Thesis in Native American Studies 3-9 cr.
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(R-9) Offered every tenn. Prereq., NAS major or minor, 18
credits in NAS, junior standing, and consent of instr. Independent
research project in Native American Studies, supervised by a
faculty member, and leading to completion of baccalaureate
degree.
G 560 Methods and Sources in Native American Studies 3
cr. Prereq., consent of instr. Methods, sources for, and actual
experience in the use of field observations, interviews, special
collections, federal records, and library materials in Nanve
American studies research and writing. Required of all Native
American studies affiliated graduate students.
G 594 Seminar in Native American Studies 1-3 cr. (R-6)
Prereq., consent of instr.
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Experimental
offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Prereq.,
graduate standmg and consent of instr. Study of selected topics or
problems on American Indians under the direct supervision of a
faculty member.
G 598 Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Prereq., consent of
department. Extended classroom experience which provides

practical application of classroom learning during placements off
campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty
supervisor and the Internship Services office.

Faculty
Professor
Richmond L. Clow, Ph.D., University of New Mexico, 1977
David R. M. Beck, Ph.D., University of Illinois at Chicago, 1994
Stephen Greymoming, Ph.D., University of Oklahoma, 1992
Associate Professors
Wade M. Davies, Ph.D., Arizona State University, 1998
Kathryn W. Shanley, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1987
(Chair)
Assistant Professor
Angelica Lawson, Ph.D.,University of Arizona, 2006
Adiunct Professors
George Price, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 2006
Robert Stahl, Ph.D., The University of Oklahoma, 1978

Nonprofit Administration
Jonathan R. Tompkins, (Professor of Political
Science), Advisor
The interdisciplinary minor in nonprofit administration
concentrates on nonprofit board and committee development, fund
raising principles ana practices, nonprofit fmancial management,
human resource development, nonprofit management and program
planning, grant writing, and nonprofit marketing. It is designed to
complement srudents' major areas of study and prepare them to
enter careers in the nonprofit sector. Interested students must meet
with the program director at the Office for Civic Engagement prior
to declarmg the minor.
Srudents pursuing the nonprofit administration minor will have
the option to obtain certification from the national American
Hurnanics organization if they complete additional requirements
that include participation in the campus-based srudent association,
extra-curricular traming sessions and events, and attendance at a
national American Humanics Management Instirute. The director
of the Office for Civic Engagement serves as the director for the
national certification program. Students should contact that office
for information regarding certification.
Requirements for a Minor
Students must complete successfully 21 credits in the following
courses:
1. PSC 466 Nonprofit Administration and Public Service, 3 cr.
2. PSC 467 Advanced Nonprofit Administration, 3 cr.
3. PSC 498 Nonprofit Internship, 3 cr.
4. Twelve credits from at least four of the following six areas:
a. Communication Skills
-COMM llOS, Introduction to Interpersonal Communication
-COMM 240S Communication in Small Groups
-COMM 421 Comm in Nonprofit Organizations

-COMM 422 Comm & Technology
-COMM 423 Practical Issues in Organizational Communication
-COMM 424 Risk, Crisis, and Communication
-COMM 451 Interculrural Communication-MGMT 420
Leadership & Motivation (for business majors only, MGMT 340
prereq.)

b. Youth and Adult Development
-PSYC 240S Child and Adolescent Development
-PSYC 245 Adult Development and Aging
-SOC 330S Juvenile Delinquency
-SOC 335 Juvenile Justice System
c. Human Resources Development and Supervision
-PSC 460 Human Resource Management
-RECM 380 Recreation Administration and Leadership
-COMM 230 Intro to organizational Communication
d. Nonprofit Program Planning
-RECM 230 Programming in Recreation
-RECM 485 Recreation Planning (for RECM majors only)
-MKTG 411 Services/Relationship Marketing (for business
majors only, MKTG 360 prereq.)
e. Nonprofit Marketing
-MKTG 363 Marketing Communications (for business majors
only, MKTG 360 prereq.)
-MKTG 412 Nonprofit Marketing (for business majors only,
MKTG 360 prereq.)
f. Nonprofit Accounting/Financial Management
ACCT 201 Financial Accounting
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Department of Philosophy
Richard E. Walton, Chair
Philosophy is the search for an understanding of how the world
as a whole hangs together and of how we are to assume our place
in the world. Philosophy pursues its goal first of all historically. It
is the trustee of the heritage of great philosophical texts, and it engages those texts in a conversation with contemporary problems.
Second, philosophy turns to the contemporary world directly and
tries to illuminate and advance its concerns with ethics and art,
with science and technology, with ecology and feminism, with law
and medicine. Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts degrees are
offered. More information is available online: www.umt.edu/phil.

Special Degree Requirements
R~fer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog.
Seemdex.
The following requirements must be completed for the Bachelor
of Arts degree with a major in philosophy: a minimum of 33 credits including PHIL 210,215, 251H and 252H; atleast 21 credits in
courses numbered 300 and above, including PHIL 300E, 480 and
one course from each of the following groups: History ( PHIL 450,
453, 461, 463); Value Theory (PHIL 323E, 325E, 340L, 421E,
422E, 427E, 429E, 441E, 444, 477); Continental (PHIL 465, 467);
Logic and Analytic Philosophy (PHIL 410, 411,469, 471). A
PHIL 395 or 495 Special Topics course may be used to count as a
course from any of the above four groups as its topic makes
appropriate (consult the Department advisor).
Majors are expected to complete lower-division requirements
before beginning upper-division work. No credit toward the major
will be awarded for any course (including required language
courses) in which the student receives a grade less than a C-.
The Upper-division Writing Expectation must be met by
successfully completing PHIL 300E and 480.
All philosophy majors must complete at least three semesters of
a foreign language (though four semesters are recommended) or
certify equivalent competency. Recommended languages for
philosophy are Greek, Latin, French, and German.

Suggested Course of Study
First Year
PHIL 100 Introduction to Philosophy . . . . . . . . . .
PHIL 210 Introduction to Logic . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Foreign language .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
HIST 104H, 105H or 107H,l08H
European Civilization . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
College mathematics course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total
Second Year
PHIL 215 Philosophical Reasoning . . . . . . . . . . .
PHIL 251H History of Ancient and
Medieval Philosophy .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
PHIL 252H History of Modem Philosophy . . . . . .
PHIL 300E Systematic Ethics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Foreign language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LS 151L and 152L Introduction to the Humanities . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T~
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Students should not neglect mathematics and the :ehysical and
biological sciences in choosing elective courses. Philosophy
majors are encouraged to pursue a minor in another discipline.

Requirements for a Minor

To earn a minor in philosophy the student must complete: PHIL
210, 215, 251H, 252H, 300E,and an additional course numbered
above 300.

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or
graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit indicates
the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated
after the R. Credits fieyond this maximum do not count toward a
degree.

Philosophy (PHIL)
U 100 Introduction to PhilosophY. 3 cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. An introduction to philosophy through
examination of the thought of selected great philosophers or of
traditional positions on classical philosophical problems.
U 105 Topical Introduction to Philosophy 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. An introduction to philosopliy through examination
of a selected theme. Themes will vary; existentialism, technology
an~ the good life, justice, environmental value, and science and
society are examples.
U 119H Philosophical Perspectives on Women in the Western Hemisphere 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same as LS and WS
119H. Introduction to the discipline and scope ofWestem
philosophy focusing on women as the subject rather than men. A
chronological study following the ideological development in the
West of social attitudes and scientific theses.
U 190 Supervised Internship 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of faculty supervisor and
department chair.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Exper1mental offerings of visitin~ professors,
experimen~ offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 198 Internship 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
consent of instr. Extended classroom experience which provides
practical apJ?lication of classroom learning during placements off
campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty
supervisor and the Internship Services office. A maximum of 6
credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward
graduation.
U 200E Ethics: The Great Traditions 3 cr. Offered every
term. An examination of the Western vision of morality through
the careful study of selected writings from Aristotle, Kant and
Mill: Additional works in ethics may supplement primary
readings.
U 201E Political Ethics 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring. An
examination of the issues of political ethics through the careful
study of selected writings from the three great Western political
traditions: classical natural law theory, modem individualism, and
contemporary distributive justice.
U 202E Ethics and the Environment 3 cr. Offered yearly. An
introductory-level ethics course for students with a special interest
n the natural environment. The course will (a) introduce students
to the three classical traditions in ethics-virtue, Kantianism, and
utilitarianism, (b) ground these theories in questions about the
moral status of non-humans and our moral duties to non-humans
(c) include an applied section of the course that will cover animal
welfare, biotecliriology, and other current topics.
U 210 Introduction to Logic: Deduction 3 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. Understanding general principles of reasoning and the
habits of clear and correct thinking. Emphasis on the analysis of
the logical structure of claims in natural language and the skills of
elementary deductive inference.
U 211 Introduction to Logic: Applied Logic 3 cr. Offered
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spring. Elementary principles of reasoning from evidence.
Emphasis on effective evaluation of information and argument in
public discourse.
U 215 Philosophical Reasoning 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
philosophy major or minor or consent of instr. Focus on basic
skills essential to success in philosophy; careful reading, critical
analysis, and well-structured writing. Emphasis on repeated
practice in recognizing, reading, analyzing, and writing
philosophical arguments. Intended pnmanly for philosophy majors
and minors.
U 223E Business and Ethics 3 cr. Offered intermittently. An
analysis of ethical conflicts that may arise in business.
U 240H History and Philosophy of Science 3cr. Offered
intermittently. Same as HIST 240H. The epistemological and
metaphysical developments of natural philosophy or science. The
origins of science in ancient Greece, and its subsequent
developments during the scientific revolution. Developments in
biology, especially Darwinism and genetics. Development in
physics.
U 251H History of Ancient Philosophy 3 cr. Offered autumn.
The origin of philosophy in ancient Greece and its development in
the Roman Empire.
U 252H History of Modern Philosophy 3 cr. Offered spring.
A survey of the history of philosophy from Descartes to Hegel,
which includes other Continental Rationalists, the British
Empiricists, and Kant.
U 290 Supervised Internship Variable cr. (R-9}0ffered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of faculty supervisor and
department chair.
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Expenmental offerings ofvisitin~ professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 296 Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
U 298 Internship Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of faculty supervisor and the Internship Servtces
office.. Extended classroom experience which provides practical
application of classroom learning during placements off campus.
A maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may
count toward graduation.
U 300E Systematic Ethics 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., PHIL
215. Development of the fundamental principles grounding moral
reasoning in the Western tradition. A more thorough treatment of
the material offered in PHIL 200E intended for the philosophy
major or prepared student interested in a rigorous introduction to
the foundations of ethics.
U 325E Morality and the Law 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective 5 or consent of instr.
Analysis of moral reasoning in Anglo-American law, emphasizing
certam ethical and legal concepts and the role of the Supreme
Court.
UG 340L Aesthetics 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
upper-division standing. The nature of aesthetic experience, of the
standards of art criticism, and of the kinds of knowledge
communicated by art. Readings from philosophers, artists, and art
critics.
U 362H Ancient Greek and Roman Philosophy 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Same as MCLG 362H and LS 362H. Examination
of the thought of the philosophers of Greece and Rome as
ex.eressed in original works read in English translation. Ancient
philosophy studied within its historical, linguistic and cultural
setting.
U 390 Supervised Internship 1-12 cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of faculty supervtsor and
department chair.
U 393 Omnibus Variable cr. ( R-9) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr. Independent work under the University
omnibus option. See index.
U 394 Seminar Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr.

U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Expenmental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 396 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-9} Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr.
U 397 Research Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr.
U 398 Internship 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
consent of faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical
application of classroom learning during placements off campus.
A maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may
count toward graduation.
UG 410 Formal Logic: Scope and Limits 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., PHIL 210 or equiv. A systematic study of
first-order logic, including development of standard metatheory
and the significance of modem formal methods.
.
UG 411 Philoso{lhY of Science 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., upper-divisiOn standing. A consideration of philosophical
issues relating to the nature of modem physical science: method,
explanation, theory, progress, space/time, causality, relation of
science to philosophy.
UG 421E Medical Ethics3 cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
upper-division standing and lower-division course in Perspective 5,
or consent of instr. An examination of ethical problems raised by
the practice of medicine and by recent developments in
medically-related biological sciences.
UG 422E Contemporary Moral and Political Theory 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Prereq., upper-division standing and PHIL
200E or 201E. Recent theones in ethics and their implications;
recent work in political theory, emphasizing contemporary
liberalism and Its critics..
UG 427E Ethics and the Environment II 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., PHIL 202E or PHIL300E. Same as EVST 427E.
Critical exploration of selected philosophical and literary texts
pertinent to the ethics of human relationships with the natural
environment.
UG 429E Feminist Ethics 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
lower-division persJlective 5 course or consent of instr., PHIL 200
strongly recommended. Examination ofl:he implications for
philosophic ethics of the claim that Western men and women have
different moral perspectives.
UG 430 Topics in the Philosophy of Religion 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. An examination of one or more of the classic
problems of Western philosophy of religion, such as the
traditional arguments for and against the existence of God, the
relationship of faith and reason, the status of religious experience,
the problem of evil, and the problem of reconcilfug divine
omniscience with human freedom.
UG 441E Philosophy in Literature 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., upper-division' standing or consent of instr.
Philosophical thought in selected works of literature.
UG 443E Ethics and Public Affairs 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., lower-division perspective 5 course or
consent of instr. Examination of morally relevant issues in
government, journalism, education and other social institutions.
Issues considered include deception, confidentiality, conflict of
interest, privacy , paternalism responsibilities irt' conflict with other
institutions, and responsibilities across national boundaries, among
others.
UG 444 To{lics in the Philosophy of the Arts 3 cr. (R-9)
Offered intenmttently. Prereq., upper-division standing.
Examination of philosophical problems related to the particular arts
and discussion of the nature of the arts. Topics include music,
visual arts, literature, and film.
UG 450 Classical Modern Philosophy 3 cr. (R-6) Offered
autumn even-numbered years. Prereq., PHIL 252H or consent of
instr. Intensive reading of one major philosopher from the
rationalist tradition (Descartes, Spmoza or Leibniz) and one from
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the empiricist tradition (Locke, Berkeley or Hume).
G 505 Topics in Contemporary Philosophy 3 cr. (R-6)
Offered intermittently.
UG 453 Kant 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq., PHIL 252H
or PHIL 450 or consent of instr. Reading and interpretation of
G 506 Nature, Language and Politics 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Same as ENLT 524. Investigation of
selected works.
environmental, social and political thought from the perspective of
UG 461 Plato 3 cr. Offered every other spring. Prereq., PHIL
contemporary language theory.
251H. General introduction to the philosophy of Plato
emphasizing dialogues of the Early and Middle periods.
G 510 Philosophy Forum Colloquium 1 cr. (R-3) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., graduate standing. Discussion and further
UG 463 Aristotle 3 cr. Offered every other spring. Prereq.,
exploration of issues presented at the weekly Philosophy Forum.
PHIL 251H. General introduction to Aristotle. Early biological
writings, Categories, De Interpretatione, Nicomachean Ethics,
G 520 Seminar in Foundations of Ethics 4 cr. Offered
selections from Physics, De Anima and Metaphysics.
summer. Major traditions in Western moral philosophy along with
feminist and non-Western critiques.
UG 465 Major Philosophers of the 19th Century 3 cr. (R-6)
Offered intemnttently. Prereq., PHIL 252H or consent of instr.
G 521 Theory and Skills for Teaching Ethics 3 cr. Offered
every summer. Exploration and critical reflection of concepts and
Selection to be announced in the class schedule.
sigruficant issues in the teaching of practical ethics in classroom
UG 467 20th Century Continental Philosophy 3 cr. (R-9)
and corporate settings.
Offered intermittently. Prereq., upper-division standing. Intensive
study of the work of one philosopher (Heidegger, Husserl, Sartre,
G 523 Practicum in Teaching Ethics 4 cr. Prereq., M.A.
teaching ethics emphasis candidates. Field experience in a postMerleau-Ponty, Ricoeur, Derrida., etc.) or several texts representing
secondary classroom or off campus learning environment Field
a major movement in 20th century continental thought
(Phenomenology, Existentialism, Hermeneutics, Post-structuralism, work includes lesson planning, teaching, and evaluation.
etc.)
G 530 Research Ethics Online 1 cr. Offered every term.
Online asynchronous instruction in ethical issues in research;
UG 469 20th Century Anglo-American Philosophy 3 cr. (Rinterpersonal, institutional, and professional responsibility;
9) Offered intermittently. Prereq., upper-division standing.
Readings in analytic philosophy, contemporary empiricism, and
research with animals and human participants. Interactive case
contemporary pragmatism.
studies in biomedical, behavioral, and social sciences.
G 581 Thesis Proposal Preparation Variable cr. (R-2)
UG 471 To~;»ics in the Philosophy of Language 3 cr. (R-6)
Offered intenruttently. Prereq., upper-division standing. Same as
Offered intermittently.
LING 482. Discussion of one or more of the following topics:
G 590 Supervised Internship 1-12 cr. (R-12) Offered
theories of meaning, theories of reference, pragmatics, the origin of intermittently. Prereq., consent of faculty supervisor and
language, psycholinguistics, and foundations oflinguistic theory.
department chair.
UG 477 Philosophy of Society and Culture 3 cr. Offered
G 593 Professional Paper Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., upper-division standing. A philosophical
intermittently. Fro students in the M.A. in Teaching Ethics and
examination of cultural forces shaping modem society, forces such
AGS options.
as science, technology, or domesticity.
G 594 Seminar Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
UG 480 Senior Seminar 3 cr. (R-9) Offered spring. Prereq.,
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
senior standing. Research in problems in philosophy.
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
U 490 Supervised Internship Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
intermittently. Prereq., consent of faculty supeiVisor and
current topics.
department chair.
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
U 493 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr.
Prereq., consent of instr. Independent work under the University
G 597 Research Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
omnibus option. See index.
Directed individual research and study appropriate to the
UG 494 Seminar Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
background and objectives of the student
Prereq., consent ofinstr.
G 598 Internship 1-12 cr. (R-12) Offered intermittently.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
Prereq., consent of faculty supervisor and the Internship Services
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
office. Extended classroom experience which providespractical
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or
application of classroom learmng during placements off campus.
one-time offerings of current topics.
G 599 Thesis Variable cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
U 496 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
Prereq., approval of a thesis proposal by the student's thesis
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr.
committee.
U 497 Research Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr.
U 498 Internship 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
consent of faculty supeiVisor and the Internship Services office.
Professors
Extended classroom experience which provides practical
Albert Borgmann, Ph.D., University of Munich, 1963
application of classroom learning during placements off campus.
Deborah Slicer, Ph.D., University of Virginia, 1989
A maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may
Richard E. Walton, M.A., Claremont Graduate School, 1970
count toward graduation.
(Chair)
G 501 Topics in Epistemology, Philosophy of Technology
Associate Professor
and Philosophy of Science 3 cr. (R-6) Offered every year.
G 502 Topics in Value Theory 3 cr. (R-6) Offered every year.
David Shennan, Ph.D., University of Texas, Austin, 1999
G 503 Topics in the History of Philosophy 3 cr. (R-6)
Assistant Professors
Offered every year.
Bridget Clarke, Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 2003
G 504 Colloquium in the Philosophy of Ecology 3 cr. (R-6)
Armond Duwell, Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 2004
Offered autumn and spring. Same as EVST 504. Critical
Stephen Grimm, Ph.D., University ofNotre Dame, 2005
study/discussion of current (as well as benchmark) texts and issues
in environmental ethics, environmental politics, and the
Paul Muench, Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 2006
philosophy of ecology. InterdisciplinarY; open to concerned
Christopher Preston, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1999
students from all disciplines.
Adjunct Associate Professor
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Mark Hanson, Ph.D., University of Virginia, 1993

Thomas P. Huff, Ph.D., Rice University, 1968
Ray Lanfear, Ph.D., Rice University, 1968.
Fred McGlynn, M.A., Northwestern University, 1965
Burke A. Townsend, Ph.D., University ofHawaii, 1976

Adjund Assistant Professors
Sean O'Brien, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1989

Emeritus Professors;
Thomas Birch, Ph.D., University ofTexas, 1969
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David B. Friendu Chah·
Physics is considered to be !the most fundamental of all the
disciplines in the natural sciences. In physics we try to describe
and und~rstand a myriad of physical phenomena ranging from
subatonu_c to cosmol~gical seal~~ by quantifv:ing the relationships
!'mong d1ffeFent physrcal quantities. Not onfy does physics have
1ts o~ ment as .a challenging but exciting scientific endeavor, it
provides the ?aSJs for understandh<g tmderlying processes in
astr~mo~y, bwlogy, chemistry, geology, computer science,
eng~eenng, ~nd even i~ b~havioral sciences. Applications of
physrcs are vlltrlaHy u..nluru.ted: computers, communications,
~nergy production, medical technology, and space flight, to name
JUSt a few.
The Department of Physics and Astronomy offers a range of
physics cours_es from introductory to advanced undergraduate level
m both el_(penp1ental and .t~eoretical physics with computational
methods m mmd. In addition, we offer introductory to advanced
astr~norp.y and astrophysics course~ in which astronomical
apphcatmns of physics are emphas1zed. These courses deal with
the Universe, from the solar system to clusters of galaxies both
theoretically and observationally.
'
The Department of Physics and Astronomy offers the Bachelor
of Arts degree with a major in physics. Graduates with this degree
are prepared tor futther study in physics or related fields at the
mat'!t~rs o~ P~.D. level, as w~l~ as a wide variety of technical
positions m mdustry. In add1twn, the department otTers two other
degr~e paJ;hs y.rhich combin<: a solid background in the study of
physics w1th m-depth study m other fields. These options aHow
for specialization in related fields and provide appropriate
bac~ground for certain employment opportunities and for
contmued graduate or professional study:
Astronomy: The astronomy option provides a thorough study of
astro!lomy and astrop~ysics as well as a solid backgrmmd in
phystcs and mathematics. Graduates from this program have gone
on to graduate programs in astronomy and astrophysics while
olthers have found career opportunities at national astronomical
observatories.
C~mputational Physics: The computational physics option
prov~des a thorough stu_dy of compute~ scienc~ and computational
phys1cs as well as .a sohd background m phys1cs and mathematics.
Graduates from this program have gone on to graduate programs in
physics and computer science while others have found career
opportunities in technical fields.

Arts degree with a major in physics. Required courses in physics
are: 221N-222N or 121N-122N (221N-222N strongly
recommended), 301, 321, 325, 341, 371 (372 strongly
recommended), 414 (415 strongly recommended), 444,461 and
480. Mathematics 152, 153,25l,and311 alsomustbetal<~n.
Physics majors must satisfY successfully the general education
requirements i~duding the follow~g requirement in Foreign Language/Symbohc Systems: Completion of a semester of a foreign
!angu~ge or d~~onstration of equivale!1t skill in a foreign language
m testmg admimstered by the Counselmg Center and Department
of Modem and Classical Languages and Literatures, and
completion of at least one computer science language course:
PHYS 331 (strongly recommended), orCS 101, 131, or 201.
Recommended courses in other departments include
Mathematics 31.7, 412,418.

Bachelor Arts w~th a malor in Physi.r:s:
Astronomy Option
During their fust two years, students in the astronomy option
should take ASTR 131N, 132N, l34N, 135N, PI-IYS 221N~222N
(nonnaHy during the sophomore year), and MATH 152 153 and
251 (MATH 121, ifnecessary).
'
'
Forty-five credits in astronomy and physics courses are required
for ta'1e B.A. degree in physics with astronomy option. Requrred
courses in physics are: 221N-222N, 301, 480 plus at least four
courses from the following: 325, 341, 371, 372, 414, 41.5, and
461. Required astronomy courses are: 131N, B2N, l34N, 135N,
353,363, and 364 (351 and 362 recommended). At least one lab
course must be taken fi·om ASTR 362, PHYS 321, or PHYS 444.
MATH 152, 153, 251, and 311 also must be taken. The Foreign
Language/Symbolic Systems requirements must be met as set forth
above under Bac~elor of Arts with a major in Physics (one
semester of a fore1gn language and one computer language course
chosenfromPHYS33l,CS 101, 13l,or20l).,
Bache~or of Arts
a
Compuiatioi!lla~ Physics

In

Physl~s:

R~fer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog.
See mdex.
All majors must meet the Upper-division Writing Expectation
by.s~ccessfully completing PHYS 330 or another upper-division
wntmg course :from the approved list.

The purpose of the computational physics
is to provide a
thorough background in both physics and computer science and to
inculcate a deeper understandmg of their goals and methods. A
student earn~ th~ computati1~m~l P,hysics option COrJ?.pl~ting at
least 50 cred1ts m the two disc1plmes, 30 of these cred1ts m physics
courses and 20 of these in computer science courses. The
following courses are required: Physics 221N~222N, 301, 331,
341, 371, 414, and 480 (PHYS 321, 372,444, and 415 are highly
recommended); Computer Science 131-132,241,332, and seven
credits of CS electives selected from courses numbered 200 and
above (CS 242, 281, 415E, 471, and 477 recommended);
Mathematics 152-153,225, 2?1, 311 and 325 (MATH 305,341,
and 471 recommended). Fore1gn language requirements mu.st be
met as set forth above under Bachelor of Arts with a major in
Physics.

Bachelor of Aris wmth a malor in Physics

ieacher Prepairafion

Spedal Degree Requirements

Forty-one credits in physics must be earned for the Bachelor of

Physics

Major Teaching FieRd of Physics: For an endorsement in the

major teaching field of Physics, a student must complete the
following course requirements: 35 credits in Physics including
Physics 121N-122N or 221N-222N, 301, 325, 330, 341, 371, 414,
461, and 480. Also required are Astronomy 131N-132N;
Mathematics 152, 153, 241 or 341,251 and 311; Computer
Science 101 or 131 or 201; Curriculum & Instruction 426;
Chemistry 151N and 485; Biolo!9' 108N or llON or 120N or
121N; Geology lOON-lOlN; ana EVST 101 or Science 350 or
Geology 301. Students also must gain admission to Teacher
Education and Student Teaching and meet the requirements f?r
certification as a secondary teacher (see the School of Education
section of this catalog).
Minor Teaching Field of Physics: For an endorsement in tf:e
minor teaching field of Physics, a student must complete Phys1cs
121N-122N or 221N-222N, 325, 330, 341 and 371. Also required
are Astronomy I31N or 132N; Biology 108N or llON or 120N or
121N; Chemistry 151N, 485; Mathematics 152-153,241 or 341,
251, and 311; and Computer Science 131 or 201 or 204. Students
also must gain admission to Teacher Education and Student
Teaching and meet the requirements for certification as a
secondary teacher (see the School of Education section of this
catalog).

Suggested Course

Study

For phy~ics majors with four years of college prepru:atory
mathematics or exemptiOn from MATH 121 by exammat10n:

First Year
CS 101 or 131 Fundamentals of Computer Science .
*ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 152-153 Calculus I, ll . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 221N-222N Fundamentals of Physics . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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*Can be waived with two years of foreign language in high
school.
Thi:rd Year
MATH 311, 412 Differential Equations . . . . . . . . 3
PHYS 321 Electronics for Scientists . . . . . . . . . . . 3
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Tbi:rd Year·
MATH 311, 412-Differential Equations ........
PHYS 321 Electronics for Scientists . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 325 Optics . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 330 Communicating Physics . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 341-Fundamentals of Modern Physics .....
PHYS 371-372 Classical Mechanics I, ll . . . . . . .
PHYS 446 Thenno & Stat Mech . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 301 Mathematical Methods for Physical
Scientists . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . .
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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3
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3

3
1
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For physics majors with fewer than four years of college
preparatory mathematics (studen_ts who begin MATH 152 in the
second semester use this suggested course of study for physics

IS

Fourth Year
PHYS 414-415 Electromagnetism . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 444 Advanced Physics Laboratory . . . . . . .
PHYS 446-Thermodynamics
and Statistical Mechanics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 461-Quantum Mechanics I . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 463-Selected Topics or
462 Quantum Mechanics II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 480 Senior Seminar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Bachelor of Aris with a Maior in Physiao
Option in Astr(momy

* ENEX 101 is required unless exempted by testing.
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student's last name.
+Can be waived with two years of foreign language in high
school.
Second Year
MATH 153-Calculus ll .
4
MATH 251-Calculus lli ...
PHYS 221N-222N-Fundamentals of Physics . . . . . 5
Electives or General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
0

3
3

3
4

•

First Year
ASTR 131N-132N Elementary Astronomy . . . . . .
ASTR 134N-135N Elementary Astronomy
Laboratory .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. ..
CS lOlor 131 Introduction to Programming .... .
ENEX 101 Composition* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH121 Precalculus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 152 Calculus I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Foreign language+ or General Education . . . .

15
Follirth Year

PHYS 444 Advanced Physics Laboratory . . . . . . .
PHYS 446 Thermodynamics
and Statistical Mechanics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 461 Quantum Mechanics I . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 463 Selected Topics or
462 Quantum Mechanics ll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 480 Senior Seminar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . .

15

3

f5
* Semester of enrollment depends on begin11ing letter of

0

*Semester of emollment depends on beginning letter of student's
last name.
Second Year
MATH 251 Calculus III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
PHYS 301 Mathematical Methods for Physical
Scientists . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . 3
PHYS 325 Optics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
PHYS 341 Fundamentals of Modem Physics . . . . . 3
Foreign Language* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Electives a11.d General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
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.
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Bachelor of Arts with a Maier in Physics

PHYS 330 Communicating Physics . . .
PHYS 371-372 Classical Mechanics I, II
PHYS 414-415 Electromagnetism . . . .
PHYS 446 Thermo & Stat Mech . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . .

courses):
First Year
ASTR 131N-132N Elementary Astronomy . . . . . .
CS 101 or 131Fundamentals of Computer Science
*ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 121 Precalculus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 152 Calculus I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Foreign language+ or General Education . . . . .
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16
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Semester
of enrollment depends on beginning letter of student's last name.
+Can be waived with two years of foreign language in high
schooL
Second Year
MATH 153, 251 Calculus II, III . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
4
PHYS 221N-222N Fundatnentals of Physics
with Calculus* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 5
5
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Q
6
15
15
*Student who are ready :for calculus in their first year could take
PHYS 221 N~222N in their first year instead of a foreign language.
Third Year
ASTR 351 Planetary Science or ASTR 362
Observational Astronomy* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-3

ASTR 353 Galactic Astrophysics and Cosmology*
MATH 311 Ordinary Differential Equations . . . .
PHYS 301 Mathematical Methods for Physical
Scientists . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 325 Optics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 330 Communicating Physics . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 341 Funda..mentals of Modern Physics . . .
General Education or electives . . . . . . . . . . . .

.. .. 3

3

.. .. ..
.. 3
. . Q
14-15

3
3
3

3

15

Fmuth Year
ASTR 363-364 Stellar Astronomy and
Astr
ics* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
PHY 371-372 Classical Mechanics I, ll or
PHYS 414-415 Electromagnetism I, II . . . . . . . . . 3
PHYS 480 Senior Seminar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
General Education or electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

First Yeru:CS 131-132 Fundamentals of Computer Science . . .
ENEX 101 Composition* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 152-153 Calculus I, H . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 221N-222N Fundamentals of Physics
with Calculus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3
9

student's last name.
Second Yea:r
CS 241 Data Structure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 225 Discrete Math . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 251 Calculus Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 301 Mathematical Methods for Physical
Scientists . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 331 Introduction to Computational Physics
PHYS 341 Fundamentals of Modem Physics . . .
Foreign language+ or General Education . . . . .
General Education or electives . . . . . . . . . . . .
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3
3
4

S
3
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-

5
3
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* Semester of enrollment depends on beginning letter of
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.
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+Can be waived with two years of foreign language in high
school.
'Third Year

CS 242 Programming Languages . . . . . . . . . . . .
CS 281 Computer Architecture and Assembly
Language Programming
MATH 311 Ordinary Differential Equations . . . . . .
MATH 325 Discrete Math II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 321 Electronics for Scientists* . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 331 Introduction to Computational Physics ..
PHYS 371-372 Classical Mechanics I, U* . . . . . . .
General Education or electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Fomih Year
CS 332 Algorithms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CS 415E Computers, Ethics, and Society* . . . . . ..
PHYS 414-415 Electromagnetism* . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 480 Senior Seminar . .
General Education or electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•••••

3
3
3
3
3

B

4

3
(3)

3
3-6

"16

3

3

3
3

1

8
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Requirements for a Minor in Physuc$
To earn a minor in physics the student must complete PHYS
121N-l22N or 221N-222N; PI-IYS 371-372; and SIX credits from
PHYS 301,325,341,414,415,446, or46l-462. (M:athematics
prerequisites for the physics minor are MATH 152, 153, 251, and
311.)

Courses
3

*Upper-division astronomy courses can be taken in a different
order, a<;
are offered only in alternate years.

Bachelor of Allis with a Major in Physl(s with
Option Computat~oncd Physics

353, 362, or 363-364. (Mathematics prerequisites for the
astronomy minor are MATH 152, 153, and 251.)

9

15

* CS and PHYS courses marked with * are recommended.
Other courses in physics and computer science can be substituted
for them.
Requirements for a Minor in .A$tronomy

To earn a minor in astronomy the student must complete PHYS
121N-122N or 221N-222N; ASTR l31N-132N (ASTR 134N135N strongly recommended); and eight credits from ASTR 351,

U=for u11dergraduate credit only, l.J"G=for und7rgrad~at~ o~·
graduate credit, G=for graduate cre~1t R after tl?-e cre~rt 1~1d1cates
the course may be repeated for credit to the iTill.XlmUin md1cated
after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not count toward a
degree.

Asitronomy (ASTR)
U 1311\~ Euementary Astronomy I 3 cr.

9ff~red au~.

Prereq., high school algebra and geometf'ij. An mtroductlon to
historical and solar system astronomy.
U B2N Elementary Astronomy H 31 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., high school algebra and geometry. Al1 introduction to
stars, stellar evolution, galaxies, and the universe.
U B4N ElementaJty A§l!:JrOI!lomy Laboratory I 1 Cll"o 9ffeFed
autumn. Prereq. or coreq., ASTR 131N Laboratory exercises m
observational and solar system astronomy.
lU 135N Elementary AstrG~mmy l.~all:loratoR)' II 1 <~:~",. Of~ered
spring. Prere~. or
ASTR l32N. Laboratory exercises m
stellar and ga,actic ""trrmom1v
U :i.42N The Evolving Un~vene: Theories and! Observations
nn Ml))denm
4 cr, Offered spring. Prereq., M..ATH
121 or equiv. Overview of recent developments in planetary
system fo.rrnation, st~rs, gal3.?'ies, an~ cosmology. Some
astronorru.cal obsernng reqmred outs1de of normal class hours.
U 195 §pedaH Top~ci'i VarrbdJle_<err. (R-~) .<?ffered
intermittently. Expenmental offenngs ofv1S1tmg profes~ors,
experimental offerings of new courses or one-time offenngs of
current
U Jl~3 Intemship VadalbJie cr, (R-6) Offered intermitte!ldy.
P:rereq., consent of department Extended classroom e~penen<:e
which provides practical application of classroom leapnn&, dunng
placements off campus. ~or appr:oval m~st be ~btamed ll'OJ? the
faculty superv1sor and the internship Servxces ofnce. A maxnnwn
of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398,
may count toward
graduation.
UG 35lt Pi:ametary Sdentee 3 cr. Offered autumn evennumbered years. Prereq., PHYS 221N or 121N.and MATH ~59 or
152. Same as GEOS 309. Physical and geological charactenstics
of planets, satellites, asteroids, comets, ar1d meteoroids, with an
emphasis on comparative planetology.
UG 353 Galactic A!lt:rophysncs ami Cosmology 3 c:r. Offered
spring odd-numbered years. Prereg., ASTR B2N, PHYS 222N,
MATH 251. The nature of the Mil10; Way galaxy and other
galaxies, galactic evolution, the large scale structure o~the .
universe, active galaxies and quasars, and cosmology, mcludmg
the early universe.
UG 362 Obil!ervat!o!lllaH Astrollllomy 2 cr. Offered autumn evennumbered years. Prereq., ASTR 1~2~, PHYS 222~ .. Telescopes
and instrumentation for the determmat10n of the positions,
brightness, colors and other properties of stars; particular attention
to photoelectric photometry. Includes observat10nal and
computational problems.
UG 363 SteUar Astronomy and Astrophysics JJ: 3 cr" Offered
autumn odd-numbered years. Prereq., ASTR 132N, MATH 251,
and PHYS 222N· PHYS 341 recommended. Detailed application
of physical laws determine the nature of the stars; analysis of
stellar spectra and atmospheres; solar astrophysics; structure of
stars and their evolution.
UG 364 Steibur Astronomy am! Astr~physics II 3 ell". Offered

to

-~~-~---·
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spring even-numbered years. Prereq., ASTR 363. Continuation of L'1cluding
optics, v,rave optics, optical instruments,
ASTR 363.
coherence,
and special topics.
U 395 §pedal Topk1:1 Variahll«: cr.
UG 33•1) Metlhods ofC!J]mm1.mkating Physi~:. 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Experimental
spring even-numbered years. Prereq., PI-IYS 222N or l22N. Oral
experimental offerings of new courses, or
and written communication skins in physics, to include teaching
hig;h ~chool and
. preiief!.ting seminars, and writing
current topics.
U 398 Intenusfiip Var~ablle cr. (R-6) Otiered intermittently.
techmca! and
phys1cs articles.
Phys~c5 3 cr. Offered
Prereq., cm~sent of d~partmm~t. -?xten~e~ classroom experien~e
wh<ch prov1des practical application ot classroom learmng dunn!>
PI-f'{S 222N; coreq., any
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained fi:-om tt~e
upper~division PHYS comse
or higher). Solution of
faculty supervisor and the Intemship Services oftlce. A maximum
aavanced
in physics using co~utational methods.
of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298,
498) may count toward
Students
leam a variety ofnumeticai methods, including
graduation.
·
FORTRPJ\f
techniques.
Physi(:; (PIHJYS)
UG 341 Ftmdamentr~ns ()fModenn Pby§ic§ 3 a. Offered
~ui:!Jrnn. P~e;ell, one
ofco;~ege phys1cs; coreq., l\1ATH25~.
U 121N FlllliU:Iame1!]1J:all> ofPl:!yE!ic!'lll: 5 err-. Offered auturnn a.'1d
.tncludes hiswncal
tor development of modem phys1cs
SJ?ri<<g. Prereq., working lr.nowledge of high school algebra and
atid an introduction to quanturn mechanics, atomic and nucfear
trigonometry. Mechanics, sound, and heat. For non~physical
physics. Credit not allowed for graduate degree in physics.
science m<Jjors. Satisfies medical school requirements. Credit not
UG 371! Classical! l~:il!ech:B~nftc~> K 3 cr, Offered autun:m. Prereq.,
allowed for both PHYS l2LN~ 122N and 221N~222N.
Pli'fS 30 l; ~oreq., IVlATH 31 L Topics in classical mechanics at
U 122N FunJdamenta!§ of Physics Ill 5 cr. Oftered autumn and
the mtermed!ate level.
spring. Prereq,, PI-IYS 121]\L Electricity, magnetism, light, and
UG 372 CHag§ic:ml Med&l'mk!l U 3 cr. Offered spring, Prereq.,
modem physics. Credit not aliowed for both PriYS 12ll\l-122N
PHYS 371. Continuation ofPI-IYS 371. Topics in classical
and 221N-222l't
mechanics at d1e intermediate level.
U 141N ReRativity: From Galliie<D ti!JJ Einstei[ll mnd Beymui 3
U 395 Spedal! Top,k!i V!llriable clr,
Offered
school
cr. qffered spring. Prereq., working lrnm¥ledge
interrnittently. Expedmental offelings
professors,
phys1cs and hiah school calculus, or consent ofinstr.
experimental offerings of new courses, or
offerings of
~h.eo~eti~al study of space, tilne, the plinciple of relativity, and its
current topics.
unphcat10ns. Analys1s of apparent paradoxes, and applications to
U 39&5 Ho!lllows Physics VmrnabNe en·. (R-6) Offered
particle physics.
intermittently.
consent of instr. Independent research in
U 195 Specia! Topi.c11 Varialh!e cr. (R~6) Offered
topics of current interest in physics.
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting nrc•tessor'S.
UG 414 JEI.edn!!magneJ:asm I 3 cit. Offered autumn. Prereq,
expelimental offerings of nevv courses, or one-time offerings of
PHYS 301. ElectriciPJ and rrmgnetism at the intermediate level.
current topics.
UG 415 Enectmmagueti:.m U 3 cr, Offered spring. Prereq.,
U 11.98 Inten1shlip Vari~1hlle cr. (R-6) Offered intemnttently.
PHYS 414. Continuation ofPHYS 414. Eleetrici~J and
Prereq., consent of department Extended classroom experience
magnetism at the intennediate level.
which provides practical application of classroom learrung during
U 444 Ardvlllnce(n Pny!lks L:i!Jmratory 3 cr. Offered spring.
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained fi·om the
Prereq., PHYS 341 or equiv., PHYS 325 or
· PI-IYS 321
faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A maximum
suggested but not required, Advanced
in classical and
of 6 credits of Internship
298, 398, 498) mav count toward
modem physics, including optics, spectroscopy, laser science,
graduation.
"
atomic, nuclear, and particle physics, Data analysis techniques for
U 221N Ftmdamentans of lf'hy:!iics lvitb CalcM~[¥S JI cr.
experimental
scientists. Recommended for students entering
This
Oftered autumn, Prereq. or coreq., MATH 152 or
graduate school in any
science.
course satisfies medical and technical school
in
DIG 4415 T!:Jlerml(]jdymumics alllr1 SU:atisJ:kml Mechanics 3 c:r.
~eneral physics. Mechanics, sound, and heat
not allowed
Offered autu.mn odd-numbered years. Prereq., PHYS
coreq.,
tor both PH1S 221N-222N &'1d 121N~122N.
MATH 311,
in therrnody11an:rics and statistical mech.:mics.
U 222N Frumdamellltal5
wnth CaHculimJ KI 5 c~·.
UG 461
Mechmmlics ][ 3 cr. Offered autUlnn. Prereq.,
Offered spring. Prereq., PHYS
and
I\!L\TH 153,
PEfrS 341; coreq., MATH 311. Introduction to quantum
Heat, electricity, magnetism, and light.
not allowed for both
mechanics. Topics include Schroedinger equation, piecewise
PHYS 221N~222N and 121N-122N.
constant potential, hannonic oscillator, hydrogen atom,
U 25Jl Lal::o~ndory A~is ll CJr. (R~2) Offered intennittently,
momentum theory, electron spin.
Prereq., PHYS 222N and upper~division standine in physics.
UG 462 Q;.uumtmn Mecl!umkfll II! 3 cr, Offered spring even~
Elements of glass blowing, macl>Jne
practice and electronic
numbered
Prereq., PI-IYS 461 or consent ofinstr.
construction tecb11iques.
Advanced
in quantum mechanics including linear vector
U 295 Speda~ Topks Vadable ~.r. (R~6) Offered
spaces and
notation, quantum
time-dependent
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting nrc>IP'"'"N
perturbation theory, and scattering theory.
experimental offerings of new cov.rses, or one-time offerings of
UG 463 SeReel!ed
in Modern Phy§ks 3 cr. (R~6)
current
Offered
years. Prereq.,
461 or
UG 301 Mathemll!tkal Met~od§ for Plil.ysicall Sciei1ltist~ 3 cr.
consent
Studies of a topic in
modern physics
Offered spring. Prereq., ~1/IATH 251; coreq., PHYS 222N.
including nuclear physics, solid state
tmd quac>tum
Selected topics fi~om applied linear algebra, ordinary and
The topic chosen will vary ac(:onjmg
variables, and
differential equations, vector
UG 480 Seni.l[}r :Semina:r 1 1:1\ Offered autumn. Prereq,, junior
Fourier series. Applications to
mechanics,
or
senior standing in physics. Each student ·will present a semLnar
electromagnetism, and quantum mechanics.
on research perfmmed prior to 01 during their senior year.
U 321 Eiectrm1ics !:or Scientists 3 Cl!". Offered autumn. Prereq.,
V 493 Omniln11s Varfiahle cr. (I<'--9) Offered interrnittently,
PHYS 222N or PHYS l22N. Laboratory exercises in the
Inn,,,.,,,_,, omnibus
for L'1dependent work. See index.
techniques of analog and digital electromcs, including circuit
UG 495 Speda~ Topic~ VarialMe eli~. (R-9) Offered
design, construction, and measurement Recommended for student
intermittently. E~perimental
of visiting profess~m;, ~
who perform laboratory work in any experimental science.
expenmental ofl:enngs of new courses, or one~t1me offermgs ot
U 325
3 cr. Offered spring.
PI-I':{S 222l'·J; coreq.,
current toprcs.
IVIATH
Intermediate level study
and optics,

152
. G 5~5 SpedaR T~p_fics Varr·i:mlb~e cr. (R-9) Offered

mtem:nttently. Ex:!_)enmental offerings of visiting pnJie.ssclrs,
expenmen~l offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current top1cs.
G 597 1!-~sea:rclln 1!-!Dl ell. (
Offered iJ?.termittently. Prereq.,
consent ot mstr. Research m
phys1cs
G 598 !nte&'lfl!§h!p Vmrial!:ll.e en·. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
P\ereq., consent of d~partmefl:L !?xtended classroom e:~pexien~e
wmch
practical apphcanon of classroom leammg dunn a
placernents
Prior
must be obtained from tl:~e
faculty
the
Services office.
G 5991 The§is VariiabHe ~.r.
Offered
Thesis
preparation and execution.
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From the time of Plato and iuistotle, the
has
been; conc~f!1e4 with ho;:y human communities use
to shape
the hves OI md1v1dua!s. ;students
observe
workl's
political institutions, fioom local govenmaents to international
organiza~ioJ~s. They are li?terested in the q~mli~J.::: of political
leadership, ~1e values wl:nch underhe pub1Jc affairs, _!l~e political
and legal processes used to make govemmental dec!s!ons, and the
wisdom of policies. P?~itics is the cm}tinuin~ dialogue about the
best way for commumtws to govern themse!Ves.
The department offers a varied undergraduate curriculur:!l
cove_ring domestic,

and international politics.
meeting
a stud_ent may eam a .
. degree
m J20lmcal.scwnce or m
sc1ence-history; a rrunor m
pol~t1cal sc1ence; or a
degree in political science with an
option in American politics, international relations and comparative
politics, public administration, or public law. A Master of Arts
degree in
science ood a Master of Public Administration
degree are also offered.
The score C!f t~e facul!y's interest and research is wide. They
bnng specml_ms1ghts gamed through
and residence in
Canada, England, Western Europe, the fonner Soviet Union
Africa, India, the Far East and Latin America, as well as in i1onta~a an~ Washington, D.C. All members ofthe department teach
mn:oductory and advanced courses.
Courses offered in the department are designed to:
assist
students to secure a broad liberal education and to
them with
the foundations for American "w'"""·u"'u",
undergraduate preparation for those
oropose to
continue study at fhe graduate level with t!he ultim~te goal of
coVe_ge teaching and
offer a broad program of
trru~g for th«?se _students.
careers in government or
poht1cs; 4) assist m prepa,rmg
for careers in teaching at
both the elementary and secondary levels;
provide a sound
background for those siudents who intend emoll in law and
other professional schools.
American
The
fields
science are
~eqmr~~ents ~utlmed .

with national,
lavv as
(2)
comparative govel1111i::lerlt;
relations, or1~omnz<1tic1n and law.
~ajors ar~ ~li$ibi~~ for membership in Pi
Alpha, the
natiOnal pohtlcal science
and are
in student
political activities. The
of Political Science secures a
number of legislative and
internships L'1 state and
local gove~1~ent ead~, year.
and oth~r leaming
opportumtles m ~Nash,mgton,
are also available.

Speda~

Degree Requ~remenfs

R~fe~ to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog.
See mdex.
AU
must meet t11e
Writing Expectation
successfully completing
P~Riticali Sd_f'lr:\Ce
Students m<~Joring in political science
must take a mn1lll1UITJ.
credits of political science, il1cluding
1OOS, l20S, 130E,
and one 300--400 level course in four of
the five !pajor field_§. . above. Twenty-one of the 36 credits
must be m upper-divtslOn courses. No more than 7 credits of
independent study (PSC
and internship
combined
may count toward the 36
credits. In addition, no more
th&"1 15 total credits in
_topics c~urses
PSC 381, 395)
may count toward the reqmred credits"
l?oUtka! Sdence M!lljmr with an
ull1l Amedcan Poiitks:
A stu~ent
earn a major in
science with :m option in
~en~an
by
39 credits in political scRence,
mcludmg:
120S,
one 300-400 level course in
four of the five rnajor fields
science listed previously;
and five ofthe following courses: 34 L
352 364 366
370, 383, 387,
483. Courses useCJ to
the upper- '
division requirement ofthis option also
300-400 level
requirement in the respective major fields of political science.

Po!titkal Sdelll.ce Major wWh 2!ill Optio!lt ftllil InterllM:t1tftoll!all

Re!ationz; and ComJ!llara11:~ve PoEnt!cs: A student may earn a major

College of Arts and Sciences - Department of Political Science - 153
in political science with an option in international relations and
Four PSC 300-400-level courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
6
comparative politics by completing 39 credits in political science,
Six electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
9
including: IOOS, 120S, 130E, 150E; one 300-400 level course in
f5
15
four of the five ma~or fields oVtolitical science listed previously;
Fourth Year

~~~32fmlt 329J,3~1~ 3tf, ~i~4Wf; ~d~h~5:~1~: j~i:
382, 430, 431, 433, 463S, 482. Strongly recommended are: a)
minimum of two years of foreign language study; b)
internship/study-abroad program. Courses used to complete the
upper-division req_uirement of this option also fulfill the 300-400
level requirement m the respective major fields of political science.
Political Science Major with an Option in Public
Administration: A student may earn a major in political science
with an option in public administration by completing a minimum
of39 credits in political science, including: lOOS, 120S, 130E,
150E; one 300-400 level course in four of the five major fields of
political science listed previously; 361, and three of the following
courses: 364, 385, 460, 461, 463S, 466, 467, 468, 485. A
legislative oedr administr1ativtheinternshiP. i~ ~trongly _recommefnthid~d.
C
ourses us to comp ete e upper-division reqmrement o s
option also fulfill the 300-400 level requirement in the respective
major fields of political science.
Political Science Major with an Option in Public Law: A
student may earn a major in political science with an option in
public law by completing a minimum of 39 credits in political
science, including lOOS, 120S, 130E, 150E; one 300-400 level
course in four of the five major fields of political science listed
previously; 370, and four of the following courses: 352,420, 433,
460, 461, 471, 472. Courses used to complete the upper-division
requirement of this option also fulfill the 300-400 level
requirement in the respective major fields of political science.
Teacher Preparation in Government
Students who want to be licensed to teach civics and
government at the middle and high school level must complete the
BA degree requirements in political science (no option required).
They also must complete a teaching minor in a second field of
their choice and the professional licensure program in the School
of Education. Students may also earn a teaching minor in
~overnment. See the Department of Curriculum & Instruction for
mformation about admission to the Teacher Education Program
and completion of these licensure requirements.
Teacher Preparation in Government and
History
Students who want to be licensed to teach government, history,
and one additional social science at the middle and high school
level must complete the BA degree requirements for the combined
academic major in political science and history. In completing this
combined degree, students simultaneously satlsfy the
Comprehensive Social Science teaching major and the professional
licensure program in the School of Education. See the Department
of Curriculum & Instruction for information about admission to the
Teacher Education Program and completion of this licensure
program.
Suggested Course of Study
Political Science Major:
First Year
PSC 100S Introduction to American Government
PSC 120S Comparative Government . . . . . . . . . .
Seven General Education courses . . . . . . . . . . . .
One elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Second Year
PSC 130E International Relations
PSC 150E Political Theory . . . .
Seven General Education courses
One elective . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Third Year
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Political Science with American Politics Option:
First /Second Year: same for all options
Third year
A
s
Three 300-400-level American Politics courses . . . . 6
3
Two other 300-400-level PSC courses . . . . . . . . . 3
3
Five electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
9
f5
15
Fonrth Year
Two 300-400-level American Politics courses .... . 3
3
Two other 300-400-level PSC courses ........ . 3
3
Six electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
9
15
f5
Political Science with International Relations
and Comparative Politics Option:
First/Second Year: same for all options
Recommend beginning foreign language study as part of General
Education courses.
s
A
Third Year
Three 300-400-level International and
Comparative courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
3
Two other 300-400-level PSC courses . . . . . . . . . 3
3
9
Five electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
15
f5
Fourth Year
Three 300-400-level International and
Comparative courses ................... . 6
3
One other 300-400-level PSC course . . . . . . . . . . 3
12
Six electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
15
f5
Political Science with Public Administration
Option:
First/Second Year: same for all options
Third Year
PSC 361 Public Administration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
One 300-400-level public administration course . . . . 3
Two other 300-400-level PSC courses . . . . . . . . . 3
3
Six electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
9
f5
15
Fourth Year
One 300-400-level public administration course . . . . 3
PSC 460 Human Resource Management . . . . . . . . 3
Three other 300-400-level PSC courses . . . . . . . . . 6
3
Five electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
9
f5
15
Political Science with Public Law Option:
First/Second Year: same for all options
Third Year
A
s
PSC 370 Courts and Judicial Politics . . . . . . . . . . 3
Two 300-400-level Public Law courses . . . . . . . . . 3
3
Two other 300-400-level PSC courses . . . . . . . . . 3
3
Five electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
6
f5
15
Fourth Year
Two 300-400-level Public Law courses . . . . . . . . . 3
3
Two other 300-400-level PSC courses . . . . . . . . . 3
3
Six electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
9
15
f5
Requirements for a Minor
To earn a minor in political science the student must complete a
minimum of21 credits of political science, including lOOS, 120S,
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130E, 150E; and three additional 300-400-level courses in three of
the five tru!ior fields of political science listed previously. Nine of
the 21 credits must be in 300-400-level courses.

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or
credit, G = for graduate credit. R af!er the credit
mdicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum
indicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not count
toward a degree.
~~uate

Political Science (PSC)
U 100S Introduction to American Government 3 cr.
Offered every term. Not open to senior level political science
majors except with consent of instructor. Constitutional principles,
structures, and the political processes of the national government.
U 120S Introduction to Comparative Government 3 cr.
Offered every term. Not open to senior level political science
majors except with consent of instr. Introduction to the basic
political concepts, themes, values and dilemmas as they apply to
the world's diverse societies and cultures.
U 130E International Relations 3 cr. Offered every term. Not
open to senior level political science majors except with consent of
instr. Review of the evolution of the nation-state system and survey
of contemporary international actors, issues and forces for stability
and change.
U 150E Political Theory 3 cr. Offered spring. Analysis of the
various attempts (from Plato to Marx) to explain, instruct, and
justify the distribution of political power in society. Emphasis is
placed upon those theories whose primary concern is to define the
nature of the "good" society.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intern_rittenfly. ExJ?erimental offerings of vis~g profes~rs,
expenment:aJ offenngs of new courses, or one-time offermgs of
current toptcs.
U 196 Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
U 300 Writing in Political Science 1 cr. (R-3) Offered every
term. Coreq., any upper-division political science course.
Desi.~ned for students seeking an approved writing course or
desirmg additional experience in wnting.
UG 321H Politics of Western Europe 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., PSC lOOS and junior standing or consent ofinstr.
Com.Parative analysis of parliamen~ forms of government and
politics with emphasis on Great Britam, France and Germany.
UG 325 Politics of Latin America 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Latin ~erican politics from both historical and contemporary
perspectives.
UG 326H Politics of Africa 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
junior standing or consent of instr. Development of the .Political
systems of sub-Saharan Africa Analysis of the interaction
between African and Western social, political, and economic
forces. Consideration of African political thought.
UG 327 Politics of Mexico 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
junior standing or consent of instr. A review of contemporary
politics of Mexico from the Revolution to the present.
UG 328H Politics of China 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
junior standing or consent of instr. Institutions and political
development in China.
UG 329H Politics of Japan 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
junior standins or consent of instr. Institutions and political
development m Japan.
U 333 International Security 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
junior standing or consent of instr. Theories about the causes,
conduct, and consequences of war. The historical record of war
from World War I to the present. Contemporary security issues,
including terrorism, proliferation, disarmament, and the rise and
fall of great powers. . ........................ .
UG 335 American Foreign Policy 3 cr. Offered ~ring.
Prereq., PSC 130E and junior standing or consent of mstr. Amer-

ican diplomatic, economic and defense policies since World War II
and their significance in international politics.
UG 336 The Causes of War 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
junior standing or consent of instr. A colloquium to clarify ilie
definitional and philosophical problems besetting the search for the
causes (and the prevention) of war.
U 337 Model United Nations 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
junior standing or consent ofinstr. History and structure of the
UN. Contemporary global problems, and the UN's role in
addressing them Class has both active learning and service
learning dimensions. Students plan, organize and run the annual
Montana Model UN high school conference.
UG 341 Political Parties and Elections 3 cr. Offered spring
even-numbered years. Prereq., PSC IOOS. Political .Party
organization, nominations, campaigns and elections m the United
States.
UG 342 Media and Public Opinion 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., PSC IOOS. Study of the role played by
mass media in sha.Ping public opinion, policy agendas, and
governmental institutions.
UG 343 Politics of Social Movements 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. The
role of social movements in shaping the politics of power, reflected
in public policy, electoral politics, relations of class, race, and
gender, and people's understanding of the world and their place in
lt.

UG 352 American Political Thought 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., PSC 150E or consent ofinstr. The study of representative
political thinkers is used to illustrate the theme of American
oemocracy as a multifaceted experiment with self-government.
UG 354 Contemporary Issues in Political Theory 3 cr. (R-6)
Offered intermittently in autumn. Prereq., PSC 150E or consent of
instr. Topics variable. Research and assessment of current political
and social issues through the study of a representative text and
related literature.
UG 355 Theories of Civil Violence 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. Survey of the
theoretical literature on civil violence, its causes and
consequences. Analysis of violence as a political technique and of
counter measures designed to prevent or control it.
U 361 Public Administration 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
PSC 1OOS. Legal and institutional setting of the administrative
system; dynamics of organization and processes of public
management.
UG 364 State and Local Government 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., PSC IOOS and junior standing. Analysis of
American state and local government with emphasis on
governmental organization, intergovernmental relations, local government powers, and self-government charters. Special attention to
Montana.
UG 366 The American Presidency 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., PSC 1OOS. The constitutional foundation and evolution of
the executive branch, the structure of the office and executive
functions and powers.
U 370 Courts and Judicial Politics 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., PSC lOOS and junior standing. Introduction to American
courts with emphasis on judicial policy making.
U 381 Special Topics: Comparative Politics Variable cr. (R6) Offered intermittently. Experimental or one-time offerings in
the subfield of comparative politics.
U 382 Special Topics: International Relations Variable cr.
(R-6) Offered intermittently. Experimental or one-time offerings in
the subfield of international relations.
U 383 Special Topics: American Government Variable cr.
(R-6) Offered intermittently. Experimental or one-time offerings in
the subfield of American government.
U 384 Special Topics: Political Theory Variable cr. (R-6)
Offered intermittently. Experimental or one-time offerings in the
subfield of political theory.
U 385 Special Topics: Public Administration or Policy
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Variable cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently. Experimental or oneon alleviating poverty and underdevelopment. Includes project
time offerings in the subfield of public administration or policy.
design and development planning activities.
UG 387 Legislative Politics 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., PSC
UG 466 Nonprofit Administration and Public Service 3 cr.
IOOS. Structure, processes, and politics of U.S. Congress and state
Offered autumn. Investigation of the aspects involved in nonprofit
legislatures. During legislative years, special emphasis will be
management and public service and the complexity of the role of
devoted to the Montana Legislature.
nonprofit organizations in society.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
UG 467 Advanced Nonprofit Administration 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
spring. Prereq., PSC 466. In-depth exploration of the special
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
issues related to nonprofit management including fund raising,
current topics.
budgeting, and program planning.
U 400 Advanced Writing in Political Science 1 cr. (R-3)
UG 468 Public Policy Cycle 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Offered every term. Cor_t:q., any upper-division political science
Follows specific policy problem through each stage of the public
course. Designed for political science students to satisfy their
policy cycle, including how policy is formulated m the legislative
upper-division writing expectation for the major or for students
branch, Implemented by the executive branch and reviewed by the
desiring additional experience in writing.
judicial branch.
UG 420 Comparative Legal Systems 3 cr. Offered spring.
UG 471 American Constitutional Law 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., junior standing. Emphasis on non-western approaches to
Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. Survey of U.S.
law, specifically Islamic law and the legal systems of East Asia.
Supreme Court's interpretation of the U.S. Constitution's
provisions on separation of powers, federalism, civil rights, and
Focus on constitutional law, judicial process, civil liberties, and
law enforcement and correctiOns.
civil liberties.
UG 430 Inter-American Relations 3 cr. Offered
UG 472 Civil Rights Seminar 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
intermittently. Prereq., PSC 325 or consent of instr. Examination
PSC 471 or consent of instr. Intensive analysis, discussion, and
of J?roblems, issues and concepts in the international relations of
writing about key U.S. Supreme Court constitutional cases on
nations of the western hemisphere.
expression, religion, privacy, criminal justice, and discrimination.
UG 431 Politics of Global Migration 3 cr. Offered spring.
UG 475 Tribal Sovereignty 3 cr. Offered alternate years. An
Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. Exploration of the
examination of the evolution of tribal governments from a
historical and political perspective. Particular attention is devoted
elective and forced migration of peoples within countries and
across national boundaries. Geographical coverage includes Asia,
to the issues of tribal sovereignty and tribal state conflicts.
North and Central America, Africa, and Europe. Attention to
UG 481 Special Topics: Comparative Politics Variable cr.
policy and gender issues surrounding economic and political
(R-9) Offered intermittently. Experimental or one-time offerings in
migration.
the subfield of comparative politics.
UG 433 International Law and Organizations 3 cr. Offered
UG 482 Special Topics: International Relations Variable cr.
spring. Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. Introduction to
(R-9) Offered intermittently. Experimental or one-time offerings in
classiCal principles and contemporary issues of the law of nations
the subfield of international relations.
and the organizations created to facilitate international
UG 483 Special Topics: American Government Variable cr.
cooperation..
(R-9) Offered intermittently. Experimental or one-time offerings in
UG 444 American Political Participation 3 cr. Offered
the subfield of American government.
intermittently. Prereq., PSC IOOS. Examination of the individual
UG 484 Special Topics: Political Theory Variable cr. (R-9)
and institutional factors affecting voter turnout, the influences on
Offered intermittently. Experimental or one-time offerings in the
voter decision making, and non-electoral forms of participation in
subfield of political theory.
the United States. . .......................... .
UG 485 Special Topics: Public Administration or Policy
UG 450 Utopianism and Its Critics 3 cr. Offered
Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently. Experimental or oneintermittently. Examination of classic and contemporary utopias,
time offerings m the subfield of public administration or policy.
from Plato's Republic to Barbara Goodwin's Justice by Lottery as
U 493 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-15) Offered every term.
well as their critics.
Prereq., consent of instr. Independent work under the University
UG 451E Ancient and Medieval Political Philosophy 3 cr.
omnious option. See index.
Offered autumn. Prereq., PSC 150E or consent ofinstr. The
UG 495 Special Topics in Political Science 1-3 cr. (R-9)
classical western tradition, beginning with the ancient Greeks,
Offered intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental
spanning the Christian era, and ending with the high Renaissance
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
period. Examination of the J?Olitical ideas/values of these ·different
UG 496 Independent Study in Political Science 1-3 cr. (R-6)
times, exploring broad questiOns concerning human nature, the
Offered every term. Prereq., nme credits in political science
origins of the state, and the meaning of"legitimate" authority.
courses numbered at the 300- or 400-level and consent of instr.
UG 453E Modern Political Theory 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Research in fields appropriate to the needs and objectives of the
Prereq., PSC 150E or consent ofinstr. Analysis ofHobbes,
individual student.
Locke, Rousseau, Burke, James and John Stuart Mill, Marx and
U 498 Internship 1-6 cr. Offered every term. Prereq.,
Lenin with regard to their "modem" views of the purpose(s) of
sophomore standing and consent of instr. Extended classroom
political inquiry, the nature of citizenship and popular sovereignty.
experience which provides practical application of classroom learnParticular attention to contemporary impiications of ideas.
UG 460 Human Resource Management 3 cr. Offered spring. . ing during placements off cam.Pus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Internship Services
Study of the essential elements ofhuman resource management,
office. Offered credit/no credit only. A maximum of 6 credits of
including analysis and evaluation of work, and the selection,
Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward graduation.
management, and evaluation of public employees.
G 501 Public Administration 3 cr. Offered autumn.
UG 461 Administrative Law 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
Advanced analysis of processes of public management;
PSC 1OOS and junior standing. The legal foundations of public
examination of public administrators' involvement in policy
administration with emphasis on legislative delegation,
making.
administrative rulemaking and adjudication, judicial review, and
G 502 MPA Research Methods 3 cr. Offered autumn. A
public participation.
survey of methods employed in social science and applied
UG 463S Development Administration 3 cr. Offered autumn.
research with emphasis on preparing research designs. Intended
Prereq., junior standmg or consent of instr. Study of the functions
specifically for MPA students.
and processes of public administration in the Third World. Focus
G 503 Policy Analysis 3 cr. Offered spring. The role of public
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administrators in the policymaking process with emphasis on
methods of policy analysis and program evaluation.
G 504 Organization Theory 3 cr. Offered spring. Concepts
and theories relevant to the adn:rinistration of complex organizations, including administrative structure, behavior, process and
functions.
G 505 Budgeting and Finance 3 cr. Offered spring. Seminar
focusing on pnnciples of public fmance and analysis ofbudgeting
as a primary tool of public sector management.
G 520 Comparative Government 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., consent of instr. Concentrated readin~ and examination of
selected subject areas in the field of comparative government.
G 521 Globalization 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., senior or
graduate standing or consent of instr. Critical examination of the
politics of capitalism and democracy in Latin America from a
variety of perspectives. Reading and discussion ofkey texts.
Students present research that engages theoretical themes in
contexts relative to their graduate work.
G 522 Human Resource Management 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Study of the essential elements of human resource mana~ement,
including analysis and evaluation of work, and the selection,
management, and evaluation of public employees.
G 523 Administrative Law 3 cr. Offered autumn. The legal
foundations of public administration with emphasis on legislative
delegation, administrative rulemaking and adjudication, judicial
review, and public participation.
G 524 Management Skills 3 cr. Offered spring. Focus on
developing the skills required of managers in nonprofit and
government organizations, such as competency in self-assessment,
oral and written presentations, managing stress, communicating
supportively, motivatin~, managing conflict, empowering and
delegating, succeeding m multicultural contexts, and participating
in interviews.
G 525 Strategic Planning and Leadership 3 cr. Focus on the
means by whicli public and nonprofit agencies can carry out their
missions effectively.
G 526 Issues in State Government 3 cr. Examination of the
evolu~on an~ developme!lt of state gov~~ts s~ct: th~
founding penod by focusmg on the baste political tnstitutions and a
broad range of public policy issues that affect governing in the
states.
G 527 Performance Measurement 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Focus on the process by which organizations
routinely and systematically gather data to assess progress in
achieving their goals.
G 530 International Relations 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
consent of instr. Concentrated reading and examination of selected
subject areas in the field of international relations.
G 540 American Government 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,

consent of instr. Concentrated reading and examination of selected
subject areas in the field of American government.
G 550 Political Theory 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., consent
of instr. Concentrated reading and examination of selected subject
areas in the field of political theory.
G 580 MA Research Design 1 cr. Selection of topic and
development of research design for MA thesis.
G 594 Seminar Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
Topic varies.
G 595 Special TotJics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. EX{lenrnental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offermgs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered every
term. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 597 Applied Research Project 1-4 cr. (R-4) Offered every
term. Prereq., consent ofinstr. Offered creditlno credit only.
G 598 Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Offered every term.
Prereq., consent ofinstr. Offered credit/no credit only.
G 599 Thesis Variable cr. (R-6) Offered every term.

Faculty
Professors
Jeffery D. Greene, Ph.D., University of South Carolina, 1992
PaulL. Haber, Ph.D., Columbia University, 1992 ''
Louis D. Hayes, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1966
Peter Koehn, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1973
James J. Lopach, Ph.D., University of Notre Dame, 1973 (Chair
Jonathan R. Tompkins, Ph.D., University ofWashington, 1981

Associate Professor
Ramona Grey, Ph.D., University of California, Riverside, 1991

Assistant Professors
Karen Adams, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley, 2000
Gregory Koger, Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles,
2002
Christopher P. Muste, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley,
2001

Emeritus Professor
Forest L. Grieves, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1967

Pre-Engineering
Eiiiro Uchimoto (Professor of Physics), Advisor
The pre-engineering curriculum is for students planning to
transfer to technical engineering schools. Since engineering
curricula differ for the different divisions of engineering, the
general curriculum listed below serves only as a guide. A student
planning to transfer into a particular type of engineerin~ or into a
particular school should work out a special program wtth his or her
advisor.
First Year
A
.S
COMM lllA Intro to Public Speaking . . . . . . . .
3
ECON IllS or H2S Micro/Macroeconomics . . . . . 3
ENEX 101 Composition .................. 3
4
MATH 152-153 Calculus I, II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

PHYS 221N-222N Fundamentals of Physics
5
PHYS 195 Intro to Engineering . . . . . . . . . . . . . Second Year
CHEM 161N-162N College
Chemistry and Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 251 Calculus III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 311 Ordinary Differential Equations . . . . . .
PHYS 295 Engineering Statics . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 321 Electronics for Scientists . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 301 Vector Analysis ................
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5

3
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Pre-Law
David Sherman (Associate Professor of
Philosophy), Coordinator
Pre-law students are required to choose a degree major in which
they will specialize. No one major best prepares students for law
school and no particular course of study is a prerequisite for
admission to law school. The Pre-Law Advising Committee
suggests that the best preparation for law school is a broad
education which ensures exposure to the varieties of thought about
the social, political, economic, philosophical, and cultural forces
which have shaped law and the societies it governs. Pre-law
students must develop substantial skills in writing and be able to
think critically and logically.
The Pre-Law Advising Committee urges students to see one of
its members as soon as they consider going to law school.
Advice on the specific character of each student's pre-law
program, help in preparation for the LSAT examination, and
support in admission to law school are the aims of each member of
the committee.

Pre-Law Advising CommiHee
Michael R Brown (Professor, Accounting)
James W. Burfeind (Associate Professor, Sociology)
Daniel P. Doyle (Professor, Sociology)
Harry W. Fritz (Professor, History)
Jerry L. Furniss (Professor, Management)
Forest L. Grieves (Professor, Political Science)
David H. Jackson (Professor, Forestry)
James J. Lopach (Professor, Political Science)
Michael Mayer (Professor, History)
Jack K. Morton (Professor, Management)
Dennis O'Donnell (Professor, Economics)
David Shennan (Associate Professor, Philosophy, Coordinator)
Jon Tompkins (Professor, Political Science)

Pre-Nursing
Pre-Nursing Advising Program, Lommasson
Center, Room 269
The pre-nursing curriculum is a two-year program which is
designed to proVIde the basic undergraduate edUcation needed for
entry into the professional portion of a baccalaureate nursing
program.
Through an arrangement with the College of Nursing at
Montana State University-Bozeman, The University of MontanaMissoula offers approved prerequisite courses for pre-nursing
students. Students who intend to pursue the Bachelor of Science in
Nursing degree offered through Montana State University can
complete the 15 credits of sophomore level nursing courses in
Bozeman. In addition, these 15 credits of sophomore level nursing
courses are currently offered through a limited ~tion on one of
MSU's "Upper Division" campuses located at Btllings, Great
Falls, Kalispell, and Missoula. Students rna¥ apply for acceptance
into clinical nursing (junior and senior years), to one ofMSU's
"Upper Division" campuses, up to a year pnor to placement
regardless of whether or not they have been admitted to MSU.
Depending upon the specific placement, students can complete the
entire nursing program in Missoula. It is highly competitive to be
placed into the entire program available on MSU's Upper Division
campus in Missoula
A gfllde of "C" (2.00) or better is required in the following
specrfic courses for admission to cliniCal nursing. MSU's College
ofNursing does not accept C- as a passing w.rufu in required
courses. Though a grade of"C" (2.00) is mmimally acceptable,
students are advisoo to attain the highest grade average possible in
these classes for placement considerations at the upper-division
level. Acceptance to clinical nursing is based on the average of the
grades recetved in required prereqwsite courses at the time of
application. Admission is based strictly on grade prioritization.
There is a competitive component to a successful application. At a
minimum, a 2.50 cumulative GPA is required. MSU general
education requirements need to be satisfied prior to graduation.
Due to occastonal changes in the curriculum and degree
requirements, it is essential to contact the pre-nursing advisor
before course selection and enrollment. The following courses
may not be repeated more than once regardless of where taken.

Suggested Course of Study
First Year
BIOL llON Principles of Biology (prereq.
for BIOL 312), BIOL 112 Human Form and
Function I or BIOL 113 Human Form and Function .
BIOL 106N Elementary Medical Microbiology ....
CHEM 151N-152N General and Inorganic
Chemistry/Organic and Biochemistry .........
CHEM 154N Organic and Biochemistry
Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMM 111A Introduction to Public Speaking . . . .
ENEX 101 English Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 117 Linear Algebra and Probability (Prereq.
to MATH 241) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSYC lOOS Introduction to Psychology ........
SOC llOS Principles of Sociology . . . . . . . . . . . .
Second Year
BIOL 312-313 Anatomy and Physiology I & II ....
HHP 236 Basic Nutrition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 241 Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSYC 240S Child and Adolescent Development . . .
PSYC 245 Adult Development and Aging . . . . . .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Individual programs may differ from the suggested course of
study to better fill the needs of the particular student.
Students desiring admission to other schools of nursing are
encouraged to obtain a catalog from the college and, in
consultation with the pre-nursing advisor, develop a plan of study
tailored to meet the specific course requirements of the college of
their choice. In Montana the associate of science degree in
nursing (ASN) can be obtained at MSU Northern, Havre; Miles
Community College, Miles City; Montana Tech of The
University of Montana, Butte, and Salish Kootenai College,
Pablo. A BSN completion program can be obtained at MSUNorthem, Havre; Montana Tech of The University of Montana,
Butte, and Salish Kootenai College, Pablo. A baccalaureate
degree in nursing (BSN) can be obtained at Carroll College,
Helena and Montana State University, Bozeman.
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NabU Haddadu Chair
Psychology is the science of the behavior of humans and other
animals. The psychologist, using scientific methods, seeks to
understand the causes and purposes of behavior. Psychologists
pursue their research and its application in academia, business,
government, health, military and social service. The department
offers the Bachelor of Arts, Master of Arts and Doctor of
Philosophy degrees.

Admission

Requ~rements

To be admitted to either option ofthe psychology major, a
student must satisfy the following requirements:
1) completion of 30 credits overall
2) completion of 6 credits in psychology courses, including
PSYC IOOS.
In addition, to be admitted to the research option of the
psychology major, students also should have:
3) a minimum overall GPA of3.0
Students who intend to major in psychology but who have not
yet met the credit hour requirements are adtmtted to the program as
pre-psychology majors. Prior to meeting the above requirements
for admission ore- psychology students shouid go to University
College in the Lommasson Center for advising.

Special Degree .Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog.
See index.
To eam a Bachelor of Arts degree in psychology, the student
must complete one of the options. Students are not restricted to the
courses listed under either option, although one option must be
completed by majors.
All majors are required to eam a "C" (2.00) or better in an
psycholog-; classes taken to fulfill requirements, including the
Math course.
The Upper-division Writing Expectation must be met by
successfully completing an upper-division writing course from the
approved list in the Academic Policies and Procedures section of
this catalog. See index.
Majors are required to remain in periodic contact with
departmental advisors to facilitate advanced and individual
program planning, to deal with impending difficulties, and as a
communication channel between student and department.
Students who are particularly interested in child, adult or family
development should investigate the human and family
development minor. See index.

General Option
The general option is intended for students who have a major
interest in psychology, but do not intend to pursue graduate
training in psychology.
1) PSYC 1OOS Introduction to Psychology
2) PSYC 120 Introduction to Psychological Research Methods
3) PSYC 220 Psychological Statistics
4) At least two of the following:
-PSYC 260S Fundamentals ofLeaming
-PSYC 265S Cognition
-PSYC 270N Fundamentals of Biological Psychology
5) At least four of the following:
-PSYC 240S Child and Adolescent Development
-PSYC 245 Adult Development and Aging
-PSYC 330S Abnormal Psychology
-PSYC 350S Social Psychology

-PSYC 351S Psychology of Personality
6) At least one of the following:
-MATH 117 Probability, Linear Mathematics
-MATH 150 Applied Calculus
-MATH 152 Calculus I
7) At least four other three-credit psychology courses, not to
include 296, 298, 396, 398, 493, or 499.

Research Option
The research option provides the student with an adequate
foundation for graduate studies in psychology.
l) PSYC lOOS Introduction to Psychology
2) PSYC 120 Introduction to Psychological Research Methods
3) PSYC 220 Psychological Statistics
4) PSYC 320 Advanced Psychological Research Methods
5) PSYC 297 Supervised Research (minimum of2 credits)
6) At least two of the following:
-PSYC 260S Fundamentals of Learning
-PSYC 265S Cognition
-PSYC 270N Fundamentals of Biological Psychology
7) At least four of the foHovling:
-PSYC 240S Child and Adolescent Development
-PSYC 245 Adult Development and Aging
-PSYC 330S Abnormal Psychology
-PSYC 350S Social Psychology
-PSYC 351S Psychology ofPersonality
8) At least one of the following:
-PSYC 335S Fundamentals of Clinical Psychology
-PSYC 336 Child and Adolescent Psychological Disorders
-PSYC 337 P1inciples of Cognitive Behavior Modification
- PSYC 340 Current Topics in Developmental Psychology
-PSYC 385 Family Violence
9) At least two of the foHowing:
-PSYC 301 Personalized Student Instruction
-PSYC 371 Fundan1entals of Human Neuropsychology
-PSYC 372 Intermediate Behavioral Biology
-PSYC 400 History and Systems of Psychology
10) At least one ofthe following:
-MATH 117 Probability, Linear Mathematics
-MATH 152 Calculus I

Teacher Preparation in Psychology
Students who want to be licensed to teach psychology at the
high school level must complete the BA degree requirements in
psychology (general option). They also must complete a teaching
minor in a second field of their choice and the professional
licensure program in the School of Education. Students may also
earn a teaching minor in psychology. See the Department of
Curriculum and Instruction for information about admission to the
Teacher Education Program and completion ofthese licensure
programs.

Suggested Course of Study
First Yea:r
PSYC lOOS Introduction to Psychology ........
PSYC 110 Careers in Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSYC 120 Introduction to Psychological
Research Methods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 117 Probability and Linear MATH or 150
or 152 Calculus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A
4
-

S

-

3

3

3-4

1

Four General Education courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
6
3
Two elective courses . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
- 16-17
Total
Second Year
PSYC 220 Psychological Statistics . . . . .
Three other 200-level psychology courses
Four General Education courses . . . . . .
Two elective courses . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total

.. ..
....
.. . .
.. . .

Third Year
PSYC courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSYC 297 Supervised Research . . . . . . . .
PSYC 320 Advanced Psychological Research
Methods (upper-division writing) . . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . .
Total

.
,
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

3
3
6

3

6
6
3

~

15

..... 3
. .. .. -

6
2

... .. 3
.. ... 9

~

7

15

Fmuih Year
PSYC courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 15-16
f2 15-16
Total
Requirements for a Minor
To earn a minor in psychology the student must complete a
mirllimum of 21 cred\ts of psychology including:
1) PSYC 1OOS Introduction to Psychology
2) PSYC 120 Introduction to Psychological Research Methods
3) One of:
-PSYC 240S Child and Adolescent Development
-PSYC 350S Social Psychology
-PSYC 351S Psychology of Personality
4)0ne of:
-PSYC 335S Fundamentals of Clinical Psychology
-PSYC 330S Abnormal Psychology
-PSYC 336 Child and Adolescent Psychological Disorders
-PSYC 337 Principles of Cognitive Behavior Modification
5)Twoof:
-PSYC 260S Fundamentals of Learning
-PSYC 265S Cognition
-PSYC 270N Fundamentals of Biological Psychology
-PSYC 371 Fundamentals of Human Neuropsycholog-;
-PSYC 372 Intermediate Behavioral Biology
At least six of the 21 credits must be at the 300-level or above.
All minors are required to earn a "C" (2.00) or better in all
psychology classes taken to fulfill requirements.

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or
graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit indicates
the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated
after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not count toward a
degree.
Psy~hoiogy

(PSYC)

U HlOS Introduction to P!lycho!ogy 4 cr. Offered every term.
Introduction to the scientific study of behavior h• humans and other
animals. Credit not allowed for both PSY lOOS and PSYC lOOS.
U UO Careers in Psychology 1 cr. Offered spring.
Exploration of the various careers available in the general area of
mental health research and practice.
U 113 Inte:rgnmp Dialogue 1 cr. Offered autumn. Reflective
dialogue about issues ofidentity, diversity, and social justice.
U 120 Intrroductim:~ to Psychological Research Methods 3 cr.
Offered every tenn. Prereq., PSYC lOOS. Experimental and
quantitative methods employed in the scientific study of behavior.

U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 220 Psychological Statistics 3 cr. Offered every term.
Prereq., PSYC lOOS, 120; MATH 117, 150 or 152. Application of
statistical techniques to psychological dat. Credit not allowed for
both PSYC 220 and Soc 202.
U 240§ Child and Adolescent Development 3 c.r, Offered
every term. Prereq., PSYC lOOS. An overview of research
findings on development from infancy through adolescence, with
emphasis on application.
U 245 Adult Development and Aging 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., PSYC IOOS. An overview oftheories and
research findings in the psychology of adulthood and aging.
U 260S Fundamentals of Learning 3 c:r. Offered auiumn.
Prereq., PSYC IOOS. Basic theory and research on the nature of
animal learning and behavior. .
U 265§ Cognition 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq., PSYC
lOOS. The acquisition and uses of knowledge. An examination of
research and theories of human learning, memory, andthinking.
U 270N Fundamentals of Biological Psychology 3 c.r. Offered
every term. Prereq., PSYC lOOS. Introduction to the relationships
between biological structures and mechanisms, and their
corresponding psychological processes and events. Origins and
adaptations of structures and behaviors as well as the methods used
to study these relationships.
U 294 SeminarHonors 1 cr. (R-3) Offered intemrittently.
Prereq., consent of instr.; coreq., another psychology course.
Taken in co11iunction with another psychology course to provide
additional content and discussion for honors students; Consent of
the corequisite course instructor is required for this course.
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., PSYC lOOS. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or · ·
one-time offerings of current topics.
U 296 Independent Study V1uiable cr. (R-6) Offered every
tem1.
U 297 Supervised Research Variable cr. (R-6) Offered eveiy
term.
U 298 Internship 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered every term. Prereq.,
consent of department. Extended classroom experience which
provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off-campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the
faculty supervisor &id the Internship Services office. A maximum
of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward
graduation.
U 301 Personalized Student Instruction 3 cr. Offered every
term. Prereq., PSYC lOOS, consent ofinstr., and 3.0 GPA.
Experience with the personalized student instruction method of
teaching, gained through participating as a proctor in the
introductory psychology course.
U 320 Advanced Psycludogical Research Methods 3 c:r.
Offered every term. Prereq., PSYC lOOS, 120, and 220 and
research option. An apprecmtion of the experimental approach to
the scientific study of behavior through student-conducted
experiments.
U 3308 Abnormal Psychology 3 cr. Offered every term.
Prereq., PSYC lOOS. Description and classification of abnormal
behavror.
U 335S Fundamentals of Cl.inlical Psychology 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., PSYC lOOS and 330S. Clinical
psychology as a science and a profession. Theoretical models and
techniques of assessment and intervention. Case illustrations.
U 336 Child and Adolescent Psych
Disorders 3 err.
Offered intermittently. Prereq., PSYC 1
240S. Study of
causes, characteristics, assessment and treatment of emotional,
social and h'1tellectual disorders. The age span studied will range
from infancy through adolescence.
U 337 Principle§ of Cognitive Behavior Modification 3 cr.
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Offered intermittently. Prereq., PSYC lOOS, 260S. Study of basic
principles, assumptions, methodology and applications of behavior
modification. Discussion of current literature relevant to behavioral
assessment and treatment of major psychological disorders.
U 340 Current Topics in Developmental Psychology 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Prereq., PSYC 240S or 245. Topical
reviews of theories, research and applications in developmental
psychology.
U 350S Social Psychology 3 cr. Offered every term. Prereq.,
PSYC I OOS. Individual behavior as a function of interpersonal
interaction.
U 351S Psychology of Personality 3 cr. Offered
intermittently.. Prereq., PSYC 100S. Introduction to theories and
research in personality. Intensive survey of theoretical concepts
and a detailed examination of experimental methods and
experiments in the field of personality.
U 352 Multicultural Psychology 3 cr. Offered autumn evennumbered years. Current theories and research on culture, race,
and ethnicity, and how the sociocultural context influences
psychological processes.
U 371 Fundamentals of Human Neuropsychology 3 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., PSYC 270. Study of the organization of
the nervous system, functional neuroanatomy, neuropathology,
neurological disorders, behavioral neurology, and clmical
neuropsychology.
U 372 Intermediate Behavioral Biology 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., PSYC 270N. Advanced evaluation and analysis of animal
behavior through the synthesis of theory, research, and methods
found in comparative psychology, behavioral biology, ethology,
and sociobiology.
U 385 Psychology of Family Violence 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., PSYC lOOS; recommended prereq., PSYC 220 and 330S.
Exploration of theoretical explanations for the presence of violence
in American families; research and interventions in such areas as
child physical and sexual abuse, battering of women, marital rape,
spousal homicide, etc.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., nine credits in psychology and consent of
instr. Experimental offerings of visiting :Professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 396 Independent Study 1-3 cr. (R-3) Offered every term.
Prereq., junior or senior standing and consent of instr.
U 397 Advanced Supervised Research 1-3 cr. (R-3) Offered
every term. Prereq., 12 credits in psychology including PSYC 297
and consent of instr.
U 398 Internship 1-3 cr. (R-3) Offered every term. Prereq.,
consent of department chair.. Extended classroom experience
which provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Pnor approval must be obtained from the
faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A maximum
of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward
graduation.
UG 400 History and Systems of Psychology 3 cr. Offered
every term. Prereq., 15 credits in psychology. Origin and
development of basic concepts and methods in scientific
psychology.
UG 423 Addiction Studies 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same
as SOC and SW 423. Examination of chemical dependency and
behavioral compulsion, including alcohol and other drugs,
gambling, eating disorders, sexual addictions. Ecosystems
perspective on etiology, treatment, prevention, family dynamics,
community response, and societal contributors.
U 485 Counseling Theories in Context 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., PSYC 100. Same as COUN 485 and SW 485. This
course introduces students to the primary theories that constitute
the intellectual foundation for common counseling and
psychotherapy techniques, with a special focus on gender,
interpersonal influence strategies and diversity issues.
. U 493 Omnibus Variable cr. (R.-6) Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., consent of instr. Academic credit for non-traditional

educational experiences. Prior approval of a Psychology
Department faculty member is required. Independent work under
the University omnibus option. See index.
UG 494 Senior Seminar Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., nine credits in psychology and consent of
instr. Topics of current interest with cntical examination of the
literature.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., 12 credits in ,PSychology and consent of
instr. Experimental offerings of visiting IJrofessors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 499 Baccalaureate Thesis Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., junior or senior standing and consent
ofinstr.
G 501 Teaching of Psychology 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
graduate standing m psychology and consent of instr. Exploration
and practice of effective teaching techniques.
G 510 Trends in Psychological Research 1 cr. Offered
autumn. Brief survey of the departmental faculty's ongoing research interests.
G 511 Professional Development and Basic Skills in Clinical
Psychology 1 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., graduate standing in
clinical psychology. Introduction to the professional role and skills
in the climcal psychology field.
G 512 Field Placement in Clinical Psychology 1-12 cr. (R-12)
Offered every term. Prereq., graduate standing in psychology and
consent of instr. Supervised assessment and intervention
experience in applied clinical settings.
G 515 Psychological Evaluation for Counseling 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., introduction to measurement and
undergraduate statistics. Individual intelligence theory and
measurement.
G 520 Advanced Psychological Statistics I 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., under~uate statistics and consent of instr.
Introduction to oescriptive and inferential statistics, probability
distributions, null hypothesis significance testing, one and two
sample techniques, ailalysis of variance and the general linear
model.
G 521 Advanced Psychological Statistics II 4 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., PSYC 520 or consent ofinstr. Multiple
comparisons among means, factorial ANOVA, random effects and
mixed models, correlation, simple and multiple regression,
analysis of covariance.
G 522 Applied Multivariate Statistics 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., PSYC 520 and 521. Introduction to matrix
algebra, multivariate analysis of variance, multivariate analysis of
covariance, simple slopes in multiple regression, discriminant
analysis, canomcal correlation, principal components analysis,
factor analysis, cluster analysis.
G 523 Research Design 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., graduate
standing in psychology. The examination and application of the
principles and methods of experimental and quasi-experimental
research design in psychology.
G 524 Tests and Measurements 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., graduate standing in psychology or education.
Introduction to measurement emphasizing correspondence
between research and practice. Provides a theoretical and practical
basis for evaluating and using measurement data.
G 525 Psychological Evaluation I 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., undergraduate statistics and consent ofinstr. Individual
tests of aptitudes and intellectual abilities; psychometric considerations in clinical assessment; objective personality assessment.
G 526 Psychological Evaluation II: Applications and
Objective Methods 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., enrollment in
doctoral program in psychology and consent of instr. Objective
methods in psycholo~cal assessment; psychological evaluation
techniques m the climcal context.
G 530 Clinical and Diagnostic Interviewing and 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., graduate standing in clinical
psychology, school psychology, or counseling. Microcounseling
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skills development through interactive practice and feedback.
G 583 Educational Assessment and Intervention 4 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., graduate standing in psychology or
G 531 Principles of Psychological Intervention 3 cr. Offered
education. Develops educational assessment and intervention
autumn. Prereq., enrollment in doctoral program in clinical or
experimental psychology. The philosophical and scientific bases of skills using problem-solving strategies to make educational
decisions. Students develop assessment and intervention
major systems of psychotherapy are reviewed. Psychotherapy
design/implementation through supervised experience in applied
research methods, issues, and findings are introduced.
settings.
G 532 Advanced Psychopathology 3 cr. Offered autumn.
G 584 Group and Crisis Intervention 3 cr. Offered spring
Prereq., graduate standing in psychology or consent of instr.
even-numbered years. Prereq., graduate standing in psychology.
Symptoms, etiology, diagnostic criteria and treatment of the major
The fundamental principles and evidence-based best practice in
psychological disorders, with an emphasis on current research
addressing child/adolescent mental health issues with
findings.
implementation of group and/or crisis intervention.
G 534 Applied Clinical Methodology 1-4 cr. (R-24) Offered
G 587 School Psychology Methods 3 cr. (R-9) Offered every
every term. Prereq., graduate standing in the clinical program and
term. Prereq., graduate standing in school psychology and consent
consent of instr. Theoretical and applied work in a supervised
of instr. Applied school psychology work m a supervised setting.
clinical setting.
G 588 School Psychology Internship Variable cr. (R-12)
G 536 Advanced Child and Adolescent Exceptionalities 3
Offered autunm and spring. Prereg., enrollment in school
cr. Offered spring. Prereq., graduate standing in psychology or
psychology program or consent of mstr. Supervised work
consent of instr. Advanced study of the charactensttcs, etiology,
experience in the role and functions of school psychologists.
assessment, and treatment of the emotional, social, and intellectual
problems coverin~ the span from infancy through adolescence.
G 594 Seminar Variable cr. (R-12) Offered intermittently.
DSM and Educatton Code criteria will be compared.
G 595 Special To~;~ics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
G 540 Advanced Developmental Psychology 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Expenmental offerings of visiting professors,
intermittently. Prereq., undergraduate course in developmental
experimental offermgs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
psychology or consent of instr. Psychological and behavioral
current topics.
development through the life span.
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autunm
G 545 Field Placement in Human Development 1-6 cr.
and spring.. Prereq., consent of instr. Assigned readings and other
(R-9) Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., PSYC 540 or equiv.
special study projects.
Individualized, applied experience working with and/or observing
G 597 Research Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autunm and
a particular population of mterest, including children, adolescents,
spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Independent supervised research
or older adults. Involves the completion of an independent project,
projects, other than thesis or dissertation.
which may comprise program assessment, research proposal
G 599 Thesis/Research Project Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
development, etc.
autunm and spring. Prereq., consent of instr. M.A. thesis or M.A.
G 546 History and Theories of Developmental Psychology
Research proJect..
3 cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq., PSYC 540 or equiv.
G 625 Psychological Evaluation ill: Projectives and
History, theories, and research in developmental psychology.
Integration
3 cr. Offered spring even-numbered years. Prereq.,
Consideration of selected topics.
graduate standing in clinical program and consent of instr.
G 550 Advanced Social Psychology 3 cr. Offered spring evenProjective methods, emphasizing the Rorshach and TAT;
numbered years. Prereq., undergraduate course in social
integration and reporting of test findings.
psychology or consent of instr. Theory and experiment in the
G 629 Seminar in Measurement and Quantitative 1-3 cr.
analysis of individual behavior in relation to social stimuli.
(R-12) Offered intermittently. Prereg., consent of instr. Advanced
G 551 Advanced Personality 3 cr. Offered spring oddtreatment of specialized research top1cs in measurement and
numbered years. Prereq., undergraduate course m personality or
quantitative psychology.
consent of instr. Theory and research on human personality and
G 630 Ethics, Professional and Cultural Issues 3 cr. Offered
behavior. Emphasis on issues and topics of contemporary
autunm. Prereq., enrollment in doctoral program in clinical or
importance.
experimental psychology. Review of ethical principles and
G 560 Advanced Learning 3 cr. Offered autunm evenprofessional standards of psychologists. Analysis of the influence
numbered years. Prereq., undergraduate course in learning or
of cultural factors upon professional conduct.
consent of instr. Principles and methods pertaining to the
G 631 Interventions 3 cr. (R-12) Offered every term. Prereq.,
acquisition and retention of new behavior.
graduate standing in the clinical psychology program and consent
G 565 Advanced Cognition 3 cr. Offered autunm oddof instr. Review of clinical research and methodology. Specific
numbered years. Prereq., undergraduate course in perception,
treatment interventions are explored for the practitioner and also
cognition, or learning, or consent of instr. Examination of the
may serve as a valuable base for engaging in psychological
acquisition of knowledge through perception and learning, the
consultation. Each offering will have a unique tttle.
retention ofknowledge, and the use of knowledge through thinking
G 632 Current Clinical Topics 3 cr. (R-12) Offered
and reasoning.
intermittently. Prereq., graduate standing in psychology and
G 571 Advanced Physiological Psychology 3 cr. Offered
consent of instr. Current topics in clinical psychology with reviews
autunm even-numbered years. Prereq., consent of instr. Brain
of theory, research, and methodology. Each offering will have a
mechanisms and behavior; electrophysiological correlates of
unique title.
behavior.
G 634 Advanced Applied Clinical Methodology 1-4 cr. (R-6)
G 580 Principles and Practices of Professional School
Offered every term. Prereq., PSYC 534 and consent of instr.
Psychology 3 cr. Offered autunm. Prereq., graduate standing in
Advanced chnical work in a supervised setting.
school psychology. The theory, role, and function of school
G 638 Clinical Psychology Internship 1-3 cr. (R-6) Offered
psychology as a profession; includes historical precursors and fit
every term. Prereq., proficiency in clinical techniques. Clinical
with current systems of psychology.
internship offered by the psychology staff of a hospital, clinic or
G 582 Behavioral Assessment and Intervention 4 cr.
other approved agency in coordina:tion with The University of
Offered autumn even-numbered years. Prereq., graduate standing
Montana Clinical Psychology Program.
in psychology or consent of instr. Introduces theoretical and
G 649 Seminar in Developmental Psychology 1-3 cr. (R-12)
practical applications of behavioral assessment and intervention.
Offered intermittently. Prereq., cqnsent ofinstr. Advanced
Students develop skills using behavioral observation, sampling and
treatment of specialized research topics in developmental
intervention design/implementation through supervised experience
psychology.
in applied settings.
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G 678 Seminar in Physiological Psychology 1-3 cr. (R-12)
Offered spring even-numbered years. Prereq., consent of instr.
Advanced treatment of specialized research topics in
physiological psychology.
G 679 Seminar in Comparative Psychology 1-3 cr. (R-12)
Offered intennittently. Prereq., consent ofinstr. Advanced
treatment of specialized research topics in comparative
psy«:hology.
.
G 680 Consultation 3-4 cr. Offered spring even-numbered
years. Prereq., graduate standing in school psychology.
Theoretical background and case conceptualization in academic
and behavioral consultation. Doctoral level also includes a
supervised direct experience in applied settings.
G 681 Positive Behavior Supports and Ecological Bases of
Behavior 3 cr. Offered spring odd-numbered years. Prereq.,
graduate standing in psychology or education. Examines
ecological influences on indivtdual behavior as part of assessment
and intervention within this context; describes the features of
·.positive ~havior support.
G 683 Current Topics in School Psychology 1-3 cr. Offered
intennittently. Prereq., graduate standiilg and consent of instructor.
Current topics in school psychology. Each offering will have a
unique title.
G 694 Seminar Variable cr. (R-12) Offered intennittently.
G 697 Advanced Research Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Independent research
projects, other thari thesis or dissertation.
G 699 Dissertation Variable cr. (R-18) Offered every term.
Prereq., consent of instr. Doctoral dissertation research activities.

Faculty
Professors
Nabil F. Haddad, Ph.D., University of Oklahoma, 1976 (Chair)
Lynne S. Koester, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, Madison,

1m

·

·

David Schuldberg, Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley,
1981
Thomas Seekins, Ph.D., University of Kansas, 1983
PaulS. Silverman, Ph.D., University of Georgia, 1977
· Riclu!rd Van den Pol, Ph.D., Western Michigan University, 1981
Arlene Walker-Andrews, Ph.D., Cornell University, 1980
(Associate Provost)

Associate Professors
Ann Cook, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 2001 (Research)
Christine Fiore, Ph.D., University of Rhode Island, 1990
Stuart Hall, Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin, 1989
Helena Hoas, Ph.D., Umea University, Sweden, 1987
(Research)
Wendy E. Shields, Ph.D., State University of New York at
Buffalo, 1999
Allen Szalda-Petree, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 1990
Kimberly A. Wallace, Ph.D., University of Notre Dame, 1999
Jennifer Waltz, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1993
Assistant Professors
Margaret E. Beebe-Frankenberger, Ph.D., University of
California, Riverside, 2000
··
Duncan G. Campbell, Ph.D., Washington State University, 2003
Bryan Cochran, Ph.D., University of Washington, ~003
Lucian G. Conway ill, Ph.D., University of British Columbia,
2001
Daniell Denis, Ph.D., York University, 2004
Kari Harris, Ph.D., University ofKansas, 1998 (Research)
Greg R Machek, Ph.D., Indiana University, 2004
Susan Morrison, Ed.S., University of Montana 1995 (Research)
Jason M. Nelson, Ph.D., Indiana University, 2005
Gyda I. Swaney, Ph.D., University of Montana, 1997
Adiund Faculty
Cheryl VanDenburg, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 1993
Emeritus Professors
Charles K. Allen, Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1963
Laurence H. Berger, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1969
George C. Camp, Ph.D., University.oflllinois, 1971
Frances A. Hill, Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1965
John R Means, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1965
David A. Strobel, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 1972
James A. Walsh, Ph.D., UniverSity of Washington, 1963
Herman A. Walters, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, 1962
John Watkins, Ph.D., Colutp.bia University, 1941
Janet P. Wollersheim, Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1968

Religious . Studies
Paul A. Dietrich (Professor of Liberal Studies),
Diredor
The academic study of religions is coextensive with the broad
field of humane learning in which questions pertaining to the
meaning of human existence are most prominent. The study of
religions in the University is therefore taken up in close
conJunction with the humanities, arts, letters, and the several
sciences.
In course offerings, two emphases prevail: first, the scholarly
analysis and transmission of the literature and forms of the world's
religions; second, the sensitization of the student to the value of
religious studies for appreciating his/her cultural and social
existence. Thus, courses are destgned to illuminate religious
traditions in historical depth as they inform modem cultures
generally, and the individual within American cultural situations in
particular.
The offerings in Religious Studies do not constitute a
pre-professional program. They are intended to extend and deepen
the student's education in the liberal arts.

Courses

U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or.
graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit indicates
the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated
after the R Credits oeyond this maximum do not count toward a
degree.
Religious Studies (RELS)
U 100 Introduction to the Study of Religion 3 cr. Offert!d
intermittently. An inquiry into the literary and historical
phenomena of religion in relation to the symbolic, cultural and ·
social expressions of selected major world religions.
U 106H Introduction to Old Testament Studies 3 cr.
Introduction to the literature and history of ancient Israel and to
modem methods employed in studying Israel's religion as an
academic discipline.
U 107 Introduction to New Testament Studies 3 cr. An
introduction to the literature and history of early Christianity and to
the scholarly methods used in studying the New Testament.
U 130S Sociology of Religious Cults 3 cr. Same as SOC 130S.
Offered spring. Unconventional religious groups in American
·

society. Topics include recruitment, conversion, commitment,
defection, leadership, belief systems, organizational structure and
change.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Experimental
offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 198 Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Prereq., consent offaculty
supervisor and the Internship Services office. Extended classroom
experience which provides practical application of classroom
learning during placements off campus. A maximum of 6 credits
of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward graduation.
U 232H Buddhism 3 cr. Offered autumn. A historical
introduction to the development of Buddhist thought and practice
in the cultures of Asia and the West.
U 233 Traditions of Buddhist Meditation 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq. or coreq., RELS 232H. A critical and
phenomenological introduction to meditation as the Buddhist
method of systematic inquiry into the nature of the mind and its
role in the construction of experience.
U 252L Medieval AUegory 3 cr. Offered alternate years. Study
of creative allegories of the spiritual quest or journey and critical
interpretive allegories of sacred texts. Typical authors include
Gregory of Nyssa, Dante, the Pearl poet, Farid ud-Din Attar.
U 276 Contemporary Religious Thought 3 cr. (R-6) Offered
alternate years. Study of selected ~or cntical and constructive
proposals in modem religious thought in various traditions.
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Experimental
offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
UG 301E American Indian Religion and Philosophy 3 cr.
Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective 5 or consent of instr.
Same as NAS 301E. A study of selected ethical belief systems;
origins, world views; religious ceremonies and the way they have
been affected by Western civilization.
UG 312 The Legacy ofPaul3 cr. Offered alternate years. The
life and letters of Paul; the structure of the Pauline understanding
of the Christian faith; the legacy of Paul in later Christian thought.
UG 335 Western Religious Thought I 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Selected studies in the intellectual history of western religions,
alternating between studies of periods and seminal thinkers.
Emphasis will be on the ancient and medieval periods.
UG 336 Western Religious Thought II 3 cr. Offered spring.
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Selected studies in the intellectual history of western religions,
alternating between studies of periods and seminal thinkers.
Emphasis will be on the late medieval and early modem periods.
UG 360 Classics of Buddhist Literature 3 cr. (R-6) Offered
s_pring. Close reading of a selection of core Buddhist texts drawn
from various Asian cultures and spanning the three main phases of
the tradition.
U 365 South Asian Religious Traditions: Hinduism 3 cr.
Offered spring even-numbered years. Same as AS and LS 365.
Critical exploration of selected aspects of Hindu thought, narrative
and practice, both in contemporary and historical perspective.
Focus primarily on India, but with consideration ofHmduism's
transformation and impact beyond South Asia.
UG 370 Mysticism 3 cr. (R-6) An inquiry into the literature
and interpretation of mysticism in the maJor religious traditions.
Each offering will focus on a specific tradition or period.
UG 381E Comparative Ethics 3 cr. Prereq., lower-division
course in Perspective 5 or consent of instr. An examination of
models for cross-cultural study, concentrating on the formation and
exercise of values in eastern cultures as approached from the standpoint of western students.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Experimental
offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 396 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6)
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Experimental
offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
UG 496 Independent Studies 3 cr. (R-9) Prereq., consent of
instr. Work on selected problems by individual students under
direct faculty supervision.

Faculty
Professors
Paul A. Dietrich, Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1981 (Director)
Alan Sponberg, Ph.D., University of British Columbia, 1980
Adiund Faculty
Thomas R Lee, Ph.D., University ofCalifomia, 1979

Russian Studies
Ona Renner-Fahey (Assistant Professor of
Modem and Classacal Languages and
Literatures), and Robert H. Greene (Assistant
Professor of History), Advisors
Students interested in Russian studies maY. choose a minor in
Russian studies as listed below. Students Will receive formal
guidance for their interest in Russian studies and recognition for
completing a defined program.
·
Requirements for a Minor
The followin~ requirements must be successfully completed to
obtain a minor m Russian studies:
1. Twelve credits of upper-division course work concerning the
former Russian area and 1ts successor states. The Russian Studies
Faculty Committee will designate the courses which may be used
for the minor. These twelve credits will include at least one course
concerning Russian area studies in at least three of the following
disciplines: anthropology, business administration, economics,
modem and classical languages and literatures (not including the
language requirement), geography, history, political science.
2. Second year proficiency in the Russian language.

Related Courses
Following is a list of possible course selections for the minor in
Russian Studies. Students are required to consult with their
advisors for course suggestions appropriate to the minor.
Anthropology
385S Indigenous Peoples and Global Development 3 cr.
Business Administration-Management
348 Entrepreneurship 3cr.
368 International Business 3cr.
465 World Trade and Commerce 3 cr.
Economics
374 Comparative Economic Systems 3 cr.
Geography
351 Geography of a Selected Region 3 cr.
History
319H Contemporary Europe 3 cr.
331H Foreign Relations of the Great Powers, 1870-Present 3 cr.
332H The Global Diplomacy of the Cold War 3 cr.
344 Russia to 1881 3 cr.
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345 Russia Since 1881 3 cr.
348 Eastern Europe: Past and Present 3 cr.
445 The World of Anna Karenina 3 cr.
446 The Russian Revolution, 1900-1930 3 cr.
460E Problems of Peace and National Security 3 cr.
Political Science
322H Soviet and Post Soviet Politics 3 cr.
323 Theories of Civil Violence 3 cr.
331 Post-Soviet Politics 3 cr.
Russian
301 Oral and Written Expression 3 cr.
302 Russian Culture and Civilization 3 cr.
305L-306L-307L Introduction to Russian Literature 9 cr.
395 Special Topics Variable cr.

401 Advanced Conversation and Composition 3 cr.
411 19th Century Major Russian Authors 3 cr.
412 20th Century Major Russian Authors 3 cr.
413 Soviet/Russian Literature 3 cr.
424 Russian Short Story 3 cr.
430 20th Century Literature between the Wars (1914-1941) 3 cr.
431 20th Century Russian Literature: Contemporary Period 3 cr.
440 Russian PoetrY 3 cr.
495 Special Topics Variable cr.
455 Classical Social Theory
Study in Russia
Primarily a language-based program taught by native Russian
instructors for beginning through advanced language students.

Science
David B. Friend, (Associate Professor and
Chair, Department of Physics and Astronomy)
Science courses are designed for students desiring scientific
knowledge and insi&}lt but are either majoring in non-scientific
subjects or have Iimtted science backgrounds. Enrollment in
Science courses may serve as an introduction to further study in
the sciences, to fulfill general requirements, or to fill specific
requirements of the elementary education major.

Courses
U =Undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or
G = for graduate credit. R after tlie credit
mdicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum
indicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not count
toward a degree.
Science (SCI)
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. E~mental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offermgs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 198 Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr. Extended classroom experience which
provides practical application of classroom leammg during
placements off-campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the
faculty supervisor and the Center for Work-Based Learning. A
maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may
count toward graduation.
U 225N General Science: Physical and Chemical Science 5
cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., MATH 100 or equiv. Intesrated
lectures, discussions, laboratory exercises, and demonstratiOns on
topics in chemical and physical science for prospective elementary
school teachers and the non-scientist. A two-hour laboratory
session is required each week.
U 226N General Science: Earth and Life Science 5 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., SCI 225N and MATH 130 or equiv.
Integrated lectures, laboratory exercises, and field trips on topics in
earth and biological science for prospective elementary school
~duate credit,

teachers and the non-scientist. ·A two-hour laboratory session is
required each week and one or two Saturday field trips.
U 296 Independent Study 1-9 cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
U 350 Environmental Perspectives 2 cr. Offered autumn.and
spring. Critical analysis of the assumptions and effeets of past and
present patterns of land use, based on readings drawn from both
the sciences and humanities.
·
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered .
intermittently. EXJ?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offermgs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 396 Independent Study 1-12 cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently.
U 493 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-8) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr. Independent work under the University
omnibus option. See index.
U 494 Seminar Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent ofinstr. Seminars and conferences designed to
update teachers on developments in science and technology or to
introduce interdisciplinary concepts.
U 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Ex:{lerimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offermgs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 496 Independent Study 1-12 cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently.
U 497 Research 1-10 cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently.
U 498 Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
See SCI 198. A maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298,
398, 498) may count toward graduation.
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. Ex:{lerimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offermgs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-12)0ffered
intermittently.

Department of Sociology
James W. Burfeind, Chair
"Sociology is the study of social life, social change, and the
social causes and consequences of human behavior. Sociologists

investigate the structure of groups, organizations, and societies, and
how people interact within these contexts. Since human behavior
is shaped by social factors, the subject matter of sociology ranges
from the intimate family to the hostile mob; from organized cnme

to religious cults; from the divisions of race, gender and social
class to the shared beliefs of a common culture (American
Sociological Association 2002:1 ), The Sociology faculty at lJM
bring diverse theoretical perspectives to their courses and use a
wide array of methodological strategies in their research and
teaching. Their interests range from social issues facing our local
community and the Northern Rocky Mountain region, to national
and global concerns. Faculty research addressed both theoretical
issues, such as the causes or criminal behavior, and practical
matters, such as the effectiveness of prison rehabilitation programs
or the impact of legislation on family policy and poverty programs.
In addition to a general sociology major, students may choose
one of three options for structuring their course work The general
Sociology maJor provides a broad foundation in sociological
theory and research, together with exposure to a variety of courses
in the main substantive areas of the discipline. Students interested
in crime and criminal justice can choose an option in Criminology,
while students interested in rural and environmental issues can
pursue an option in Rural and Environmental Change. These
options allow students to concentrate their studies in a particular
area of interest while still acquiring a solid foundation m the
discipline of Sociology.

Special Degree Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the catalog.
See index.
The general s:ociology major requires a minimum of33
sociology credits. Students may choose an option in criminology,
or in rural and environmental change. These options require 39
sociology credits. All sociology majors must complete a 3-credit
extra-departmental requirement in computer science (does not
count toward 33/39 credit minimum), a required core and four
courses from the major content list, in order to insure broad
exposure to the field of sociology. No more than 60 sociology
credits may count for graduation. In addition to meeting these
departmental requirements, students must meet all University-wide
requirements, as specified in the catalog. These include:
completing 120 credits, meeting the General Education
reqmrements io.1duding the Upper-division Writing Proficiency
Assessment, and taking 39 credits of upper-division course work
See the Academic Policies and Procedures section of this catalog
for other requirements.
Upper-Division Writing Expectation: To meet the UpperDiviSion Writing Expectation of the Bachelor of Arts w1th a major
in sociology, student must successfully complete one course
selected from SOC 438, 441, 460 or 488; or any other upperdivision writing course approved for general education (see
Academic Policies and Procedures section of the catalog).

Required Course Work:
1) Extra-departmental requirement (3 credits):
-CS 171--Communicating Via Computers or
-CS 172--Introduction to Computer Modeling, or
a higher-level CS course.
2) Core Courses (12 credits):
-!lOS--Principles of Sociology
-201--Social Science Methods
-202--Social Statistics
-455--Classical Social Theory
3) Major Content-four courses, two of which must be
numbered 300 or above, (12 c~redits):
-220S--Race, Gender and Class
-2308--Crlminology OR 330-Juvenile Delinquency
-270--Introduction to Rural and Environmental Change
-275S--Gender and Society
-300--Sociology of the Family
-306--Sociology of Work
-308-Sociology of Education
-320--Complex Organizations

~325--Social Stratification

~340--The Communit;
-342--Urban/l\Aetropolitan Sociology

-346--Rural Sociology
-350S--Social Psychology
-355--Population Problems
-485--Political Sociology
Sociology 11 OS is a prerequisite for most courses numbered 200
and above. Additional prerequisites are listed in course descriptions. Students who have not completed specified
prerequisites may enroll only with the mstructor's consent All
courses to be applied toward the
must be taken for a
traditional letter grade. Majors are expected to eam a "C-" or better
in all sociology courses.
To earn 120 credits in four yea_rs, students must average 30
credits per year, or 15 credits per semester. Requirements for
general sociology majors allow considerable flexibility in
choosing courses. However, requirements for the criminology and
rural and environmental sociology options are more stringent
General Sociology Major:
Students whose primary interest is in a general sociology major
are urged to develop a plan of study with their advisor; they must
take three electives in addition to the core courses and major
content requirements listed above. Any sociology course,
including courses from any of the three options may be included in
your study plan. The general sociology major prepares students for
positions w1th require a bachelor's degree in one of the social
science disciplines, including employment in a variety of
goverrunent and private-sector agencies, or for a graduate program
in sociology. It also provides valuable preparation for related
fields such as law, social work, education, counseling, politics, and
public administration.
Criminology Option:
Criminology has been an area of study within sociology since
the inception of the discipline at t_he tum. of the twentieth century"
Contemporary criminology examines the making of laws, the
nature and extent of crime, the causes of crime, and society's
efforts to control crime th.rough 1he juvenile and criminal justice
systems. The option builds upon the required course ·work in
sociology and allows students to pursue extended study of crime
and the criminal justice system. In addition, the option provides
opportunity for practical experience in juvenile and criminal justice
systems throug_h internship placement The criminology option
prepares students for employment in public and private criminal
JUstice agencies, as well as graduate study in sociology, crirni.nal
justice, and law.
In addition to courses required of aU sociology majors in the core
and content areas, students concentrating iil criminology must
complete the following:
230S--Criminology OR" 330--Juvenile Delinquency
235--Criminal Justice System
and any three of the following cou1·ses:
-332--Sociology of Law Enforcement
-333--Criminal Adjudication
-334--Sociology of CotTections
-335--Juvenile Justice System
-423-Addiction Studies
-435--Sociology of Law
-438--Seminar in Crime and Devia_nce
-490-Intemship
Rural and EnviJronmentai: Change Option:
Rural environments, residents and agencies aTe facing rapid
social, economic, demographic and political change, This option
develops analyticai and practical skills for understanding rural and
environmental change globally and in the American West, and its
policy implications in such areas as rural health, welfare and work;
community development and assessment; native peoples and
in rural and
natural resource management .P.n
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change J?repares students for employment with
either a government, pnvate or non-profit agency concerned with
the above topics or for pursuing an advanced degree in sociology.
Requirements, in addition to courses in the core and content
areas, include:
-270-Introduction to Rural and Environmental Change
-460--Capstone: Rural and Environmental Change
and any three of the following courses:
-322--Sociology of Poverty
-340--The Community
-346--Rural Sociology
-355-Population Problems
-370S--Social Change and Global Development
-470--Society and Environment
-490--Intemship
Teacher Preparation in Sociology
.Students who want to be licensed to teach sociology at the high
school level must complete the BA degree requirements in
sociology (general soctology, no option required). They also must
complete a teaching minor m a second field of their choice and the
professional licensure program in the School ofEducation.
Students may also earn a teaching minor in sociology. See the
Department of Curriculum & Instruction for information about
admission to the Teacher Education Program and completion of
these licensure programs.
,

Suggested Course of Study
General Sociology Maiors:
First Year
SOC llOS Principles of Sociology . . .
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 117 Probability and Linear Math
Lower-division Writing course . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . .

........
........
........
........
........

A
3
3
9

i5

S
3
3
9

15

Second Year
CS 171 Communicating Via Computers or 172
Introduction to Computer Modeling . . . . . . . . . . .
3
SOC 202 Social Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
SOC 230 Criminology, SOC 270 Introduction
to Rural and Environmental Change, or SOC 220 Race, Gender
&Class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
SOC 235 Criminal Justice System or elective . . . . . 3
Sociology major content courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
6
3
General Education .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 6

i5

15

f5

15

All sociology majors are expected to have their general
education work completed by the end of their sophomore year.
The b~ of the work in sociology should occur auring the junior
and seruor years.
Third Year
SOC 201 Social Science Methods ............ 3
SOC 455 Classical Social Theory . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Sociology major content course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Upper-division writing course .............. 3
Option courses (Crim or Rural) or electives . . . . . . 9
9
Fourth Year
SOC 460 Capstone in Rural and Environmental
Change (Rural option) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3
Option courses (Crim or Rural) or electives . . . . . . 15
12
15
15
Students choosing an option in criminology are required to
complete the core in their option prior to taking the criminology
option elective courses. Students choosing the rural and
environmental change option should take SOC 270 first and
complete at least two option electives prior to taking SOC 460.

Requirements for a Minor
To earn a minor in sociology the student must complete a
minimum of21 credits in sociology with at least 9 of these credits
at the upper-division level. Students must take SOC llOS, 201,
455 and two (2) major content courses.

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or
graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit indicates
the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated
after the R Credits beyond this maximum do not count toward a
degree.
Sociology (SOC)
U llOS Principles of Sociology 3 cr. Offered every term.
Overview of the principles and concepts used in the study of
human social interaction, groups, communities and societies.
Required of all majors .
U 130S Sociology of Alternative Religions 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Same as RELS 130S. Unconventional religious groups in
American society. Topics 4lclude recruitment, conversion,
commitment, defection, leadership, belief systems, organizational
structure and change.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experiment;al offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 201 Social Science Methods 3 cr. Offered every term.
Prereq., SOC 11 OS. Methods of research in the social sciences
including naturalistic observation, interviewing, measurement,
experiments, surveys, content analysis, and basic data analysis.
Required of all majors.
U 202 Social Statistics 3 cr. Offered every term. Prereq.,
MATH II7 or consent of instr. Application of descriptive and
inferential statistical techniques to sociological data. Required of
all majors.
U 212H Southeast Asian Culture and Civilization 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Same as AS and LS 212H. Introduction to
the history, geography, cultures, social organization, and
contemporary events of Southeast Asia
U 220S Race, Gender and Class 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., SOC 11 OS. Analysis of the intersecting structure and
dynamics of race, gender and class. Focus on power relationships,
intergroup conflict and minority-group status.
U 225 Community and Environment 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Same as EVST 225. Exploration of the various ways that
communities address their environmental concerns. Introduction to
relevant social science concepts.
U 230S Criminology 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., SOC
IIOS. A critical exarrunation of crime in society: how crime is
defined, the extent and distribution of crime, theoretical
explanations of criminal behavior, and crime control efforts.
U 235 Criminal Justice System 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
SOC II OS. A systematic survey of crime and the aihninistration of
justice in the United States, including the organizational structures,
processes, and dynamics of law enforcement, criminal
adjudication, and corrections.
U 270 Introduction to Rural and Environmental Change 3
cr. Offered autumn. Introduction to the study of relationships and
interactions between people in rural societies and the environment.
U 275S Gender and Society 3 cr. Offered autumn. Same as
WS 275S. Exploration of the social construction of gender,
especially in western, post-industrial societies such as the U.S.
How gender ideologies affect the social definition and position of
men and women in work, family, sexual relationships, sexual
divisions of labor, and social movements.
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
experiment;al offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.

College
UG 300 Sociology of The Family 3 cr. Offered sprins.
Prereq., S<;>C 11 OS. H~stori~al, cross-cul~l, and analytical study
of the. fanuly .. Emphasis ~!J.ideology, social structures, and agency
affecting family composition and roles.
UG 306 Sociology of Work 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., SOC 11 OS. An introduction to contemporary soCiological
debate.s OJ?. work inclu~in~ overw<?r~ ~orking p~r, housework,
gl<?balization,. mechanization, routimzation•. surveillance, an~ .
umons. Special focus on gender and class impacts on working hfe.
UG 308 Sociology of Education 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., SOC 110S.The structure and oferation of the educational
system in the United States, with specia attention to the
organization and effectiveness of schools.
UG 310 Extraordinary Group Behavior 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., SOC 11 OS. The study of emergent social
behavior including rumors, crowds, crazes, nots, panics, terrorism,
revolutions and social movements.
UG 320 Complex Organizations 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., ~OC 110S. The structure and operation of complex
orgaruzat10ns and bureaucracies such as schools, government
agencies, small businesses and multi-national corporations.
UG 322 Sociology of Poverty 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
SOC 11 OS. An examination of the roots prevalence and social
characteristics of the poor. Analysis of p~licies intended to end
poverty.
U 325 Social Stratification 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
SOC llOS. The origins, institutionalization and change of class,
status, prestige, power and other forms of social inequality. Special
attention to the effects of stratification on individuals.
UG 330 Juvenile Delinquency 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
SOC llOS. The study of juvenile delinquency as a social
phenomenon, including the emergence of 'juvenile delinquency"
as a s<>?ial and lega! concept, the nature of delinquency, and
theoretical explanations of delinquent behavior.
UG 332 Sociology of Law Enforcement 3 cr. Offered autumn
even-numbered years. Pre~., SOC 110S, 235, and either 230S or
330. An examination ofpolicmg in society, with emphasis on the
cultural context in which it occurs, its structural characteristics, and
social psychological processes.
UG 333 Criminal Adjudication 3 cr. Offered spring oddnumbered years. Prereq., SOC llOS, 235 and either 230S or 330.
An examination of adjudicatory processes applied to the
criminally accused. Includes pretrial, trial, and sentencing practices
and J?rocedures. Special attention to the sociological dimensions of
criminal adjudicat10n: its cultural underpinnings, structural
characteristics and interactional dynamics.
UG 334 Sociology of Corrections 3 cr. Offered spring evennumbered years. Prereq., SOC 110S, 235 and either 230S or 330.
An examination of the purposes, structures, and processes ofjails,
prisons, and col!ltrlunio/ corrections, including probation and
parole.. Emphasi~ on historical development and current trends and
iSsues m corrections.
UG 335 Juvenile Justice System 3 cr. Offered autumn oddnumbered years. Prereq., SOC 110S and 230S or 330. An
~ys~s of the juve!J.ile JUstice system in the United States,
mcluding the histoncal development of policies and practices. The
role of':arious s~ial agencies in defining, preventing, and
responding to delinquency.
UG 340 The Community 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., SOC
11 OS. The stud:¥ o.f families, peer groups, neighborhoods,
voluntary assocmt10ns, power structures, social classes and large
scale organizations as they come together in local communities.
U 342 Urban/Metropolitan Sociology 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., SOC 110S. Classical social theories of
urban growth. Contemporary urbanization in local, regional,
national and global contexts. Internal urban/metropolitan social
organization m terms of race, ethnicity, social class and gender. u
346 Rural Sociology 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., SOC 110S;
SOC 201 recommended. Demographic, economic and
sociocultural change in rural communities with an emphasis on
global economy, political structure, urbanization, and economic
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and social infrastructure. Special attention given to the rural west
and Montana.
U 350S Social Psychology 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., SOC 11 OS. The study of the behavior of individuals in
social contexts ranging from small groups to societies. Topics inelude attitude change, conformity, aggression, helping beliavior,
self-concept formation, and group cohesion and decis10n-making.
U 355 Population Problems 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
SOC 11 OS. An introduction to contemporary world P<>P.ulation
problems including population growth; trafficking, fertility,
mortality, population policy, and the relationship between
population and environment.
UG 370S Social Change and Global Development 3 cr.
Offered autumn even-numbered years. Prereq., SOC 110S.
Introduction to the global roots and dimensions of social change.
Broad perspective on the forces that have transformed how
"development" has shifted from a process of economic growth and
welf~e assistance ?rg~z~d natioi:lally to a process of globally
orgaruzed econom1c, pohtical and cultural change.
U 386 Preceptorship in Sociology 2-3 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., SOC 11 OS and consent of instr. Assisting a
faculty me~ber by tutoring, conducting r~view sessions, helping
students With research proJects, and carrymg out other
~lass-related responsibilities. Open to juniors and seniors with
ms~ctor's consent. Proposals must be approved by department
chair.
.
. U 3?5 Spec1al ToP.ics Variabl~ cr. (R-6) Offered
.. .
mte~ttently. Expenrt?ental offenngs of new courses or one time
offenngs of current topics.
~ 398 Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn and
spnng. Prereq:, conse~t of dep~ent. ~xte!J.ded classroom
expel!ence \Ymch proVides practical applic~tion of classroom
le~g dunng placements off c~us. Prior approv~ must.be
obtamed from ~e faculty supe~isor and the Internship SerVices
office. A maxmum of 6 credi~ of Internship (198, 298, 398,
498) may count toward graduatiOn.
UG 423 Addiction Studies 3 cr. Offered spring even-numbered
years. Same as PSYC and SW 423. Examination of chemical
dependency and behavioral compulsion, including alcohol and
other drugs, gambling, eating.disorders, sexual addictiO!J.S.
.
Ecosys~ms perspe~tive on etiology, trea)ment, preyention, family
dynanucs, commuruty response, and societal contributors.
UG 424 ~ommunity Forestry and Conservation 3 cr.
Offered spnng even-numbered years. Same as FOR 424. A
review of agroforestry, community forestry and opportunities and
constraints to the use of trees in rural development and protected
areas management.
UG 435 Sociology of Law 3 cr. Offered spring even-numbered
years. Prereq., SOC 11 OS and either 230S or 330 recommended.
!h~ s~dy ofth~ law an~ society, including the origin,
lnstitutionalization, and nnpact of law and legal systems.
UG 438 Seminar in Crime and Deviance 3 cr. Offered every
term. Prereg., SOC 110S, 235 and either 2308 or 330. Advanced
studies in cnminology/deviance theory and research. Emphasis on
p~~li~ poli~i~s related t~ crime. Tl?ls course ~11 meet the upperdiViSion wnting expectation for sociology maJors only.
UG 441 Capstone in Inequality & Social Justice 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., SOC 11 OS, 220~, one other inequality and social
justice elective, and consent of instr. Research and writing on
Ineq~ty and ~ocial Justice. Students b~g together re~gs from
other mequahty content courses and/or mdependent readings,
res~arch methods training, and data ~d/or iJ?.terns~p e~p~rience to
wnte a final research: ~al?er on .a. topic of the~ chmce ~thin the ISJ
are!!. Meets upper-diViSion wnting expectation for soc10logy
maJors only.
UG 444 Issues in Inequality 3 cr. Offered alternate years.
rrereq..soc 11 os. an~ 2~0S. AnB;lysis 0~ sel~cted topic~ in
meq~hty an~ s~i~Justice. Possible. topic~ mclude Native
Amencans, disabihties, age, sexual onentation, and gender.
UG 455 Classical Social Theory 3 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., SOC 110S. Focus on the historical development of
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the field of sociology from 1850 to World War I. The classical
writings ofComte, Tonnies, Weber, Durkheim, Marx, LePlay and
Simniel emphasized. Required of all sociology majors.
UG 460 Capstone in Rural and Environmental Change 3 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., SOC 11 OS, 270 and at least 2 other rural
and environmental change electives and consent of instr.
Advanced study of theoretical and substantive issues related to
rural, environmental, community, and development sociology;
includes a substantial student research project. Meets upperdivision writing expectation for sociology majors only.
UG 470 Society and Environment 3 cr. Offered spring evennumbered years. Prereq., SOC 11 OS. Introduction to the field of
environmental sociology and influential sociological perspectives
on global environmental change. Case examples from agrarian
and industrialized regions around the world.
UG 485 Political Sociology 3 cr. Offered spring odd-numbered
years. Prereq., junior or semor standing. Analysis of political
theory and behavior; social bases of power and policy
determination; institutional interrelationships; intellectuals and
ideologies; political trends and change; political participation and
membership.
UG 488 Writing for Sociology 3 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., SOC 110S, 9 additional credits in sociology and
satisfactory peiformance on the Upper-Division Writing
Proficiency Assessment. Advanced study of variable topics or
issues in sociology , with emphasis on writing for the discipline.
This course satisfies the upper-division writing expectation for
sociology majors only.
U 490 Sociology Internship Variable cr. (R-12) Offered every
term. Prereq., SOC llOS, 201 and 202; 2.75 GPA;junior
standing and consent of instr. Supervised placement in an agency
or business which involves work experience related to
criminology, sociology, rural and environmental change and/or
inequality and social justice.
U 493 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-12) Offered every term.
Prereq., SOC 11 OS and consent of instr. Independent work under
the University omnibus option. See index.
UG 494 Seminar 2-3 cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq., SOC
11 OS and at least junior standing. Selected sociological topics.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., SOC 110S. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or
one-time offerings of current topics.
UG 496 Independent Study 1-3 cr. (R-9) Offered every term.
Prereq., SOC 110S and consent of instr. Individual work with a
faculty supervisor in an area of special interest. Proposals must be
approved by department chair.
G 520 Contemporary Social Theory 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., SOC 455. The major sociologtcal theories developed
since World War I, including an examination of the critical issues
under debate.
G 530 Criminological Theory 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
SOC 235 and either 230S or 330. Advanced study of the major
theories of crime and criminality; includes the themes and
theoretical perspectives of crimmology together with relevant
research fmdings.
G 538 Seminar in Crime and Deviance 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Advanced study of a specific criminological topic
or issue with special emphasis on research and public policy.
Possible topics include women and crime, cross-cultural criminal
justice, sentencing, the social location of crime, drugs and crime,
causal analysis of crime and criminality.
G 545 Seminar in Inequality and Social Justice 3 cr. Offered
spring. Advanced study of variable topics in inequality and social
justice held in a small group setting thiit maximizes opportunities
for graduate student research, discussion, and writing.
G 561 Qualitative Methods 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
SOC 110S and 201. Introduction to the basic methods used to

conduct qualitative studies for advanced undergraduate and
graduate students including ethnography, case study, focus group,
mterview and field observation. Includes hands-on research
experience through fieldwork projects, data coding and analysis,
and research ethics.
G 562 Quantitative Methods 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
SOC 110S, 201 and 202. Introduction to the basic methods used to
conduct quantitative sociological research and program evaluation
including proposal development, survey design, sampling
.
techniques, data analysis, and dissemination of findiiigs.
G 563 Social Data Analysis 3 cr. Offered spring. PrereCJ:,
SOC 110S, 201, and 202. A hands-on introduction to prepanng
sociological reports and documents, performing research and
statistical tasks common to the field. Presumes no previous
knowledge of microcomputers.
G 571 Seminar: Rural and Environmental Change 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Utilizing a critical perspective, students examine
rural and environmental transitions and their implications for
policies and debates on managing growth, development and natural
resources in rural areas.
G 590 Sociology Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Offered every
term. Prereq., consent of instr. Supervised placement for graduate
students in an agency or business which involves work experience
related to criminology, sociology, rural and environmental change
and/or inequality and social justice..
G 594 Graduate Seminar 3 cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
Selected sociological topics.
G 595 Special ToJ?ics Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. Expenmental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6)0ffered every
term. Prereq., consent of instr. Work with a faculty supervisor in
an area of special interest.
G 597 Graduate Research 2-3 cr. (R-9) Offered every term.
Directed research. Student must develop a specific research or
evaluation proposal which is approved by tlie instructor prior to
registration. Those students electing the professional paper option
may apply three credits of 597 toward graduation.
G 598 Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent of department. Extended classroom
expenence which provides practical application of classroom
learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must be
obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Internship Services
office.
G 599 Thesis/Professional Paper Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
every term. Students may apply six credits of 599 toward
graduation.

Faculty
Professors
Robert W. Balch, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1972
James W. Burfeind, Ph.D., Portland State University, 1984
Daniel P. Doyle, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1984
Rebecca T. Richards, Ph.D., Utah State University, 1990
Associate Professor
Celia C. Winkler, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1996
Assistant Professors
Kathy J. Kuipers, Ph.D., Stanford University, 1999
Dusten R. Hollist, Ph.D., Washington State University, 2003
Lyn C. Macgregor, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Madison,
2005
Sergio Romero, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 2004
Teresa R. Sobieszczyk, Ph.D., Cornell University, 2000
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Women's and Gender Studies
Program
lone Crummy and Anya Jabour, Co-Directors
Women's and Gender Studies, an interdisciplinary program
founded in 1990, encourages the production, discussion, and
dissemination of knowledge about women's experiences,
oppressions, and achievements, in Montana, the U.S., and the
world. In the last decade this focus has broadened to include study
of the social and cultural construction of gender, sex, and
sexualities. By fostering awareness of cultural and international
diversity, as well as of the circulations of power mediated by race,
class, age, and sexual orientation, Women's and Gender Studies
encolirages students to think critically and to envision justice for all
peoples.
The Women's and Gender Studies program is administered by
the director, with assistance from the program coordinator, in
consultation with the Women's and Gender Studies Steering
Committee, an interdisciplinary group of faculty and professional
associates with teaching, research, and scholarly interests in
women and gender.
Students may include Women's and Gender Studies in their
studies in two ways. They can major in Liberal Studies with an
option in Women's and Gender Studies, or they can complete the
Women's and Gender Studies minor. Students may select
coursework from a wide variety of courses offered in the
humanities, social sciences, natural sciences, law, education and
other disciplines. Women's and Gender Studies offers
scholarships, and sponsors or co-sponsors a variety of events
including lectures, discussions, and performances that make a
vibrant contribution to both the campus and the Missoula
community life.
To be admitted, students must register with the Women's and
Gender Studies directors, who will explain option or minor
requirements and supervise their program.

Special Degree Requirements
For the Women's and Gender Studies option under the Liberal
Studies major, the following requirements must be met (not
necessarily in sequence):
1) Completion of Liberal Studies core curriculum. (See the
Liberal Studies section of this catalog.)
2) Completion ofWS 119H or approved alternative.
3) At least 21 credits of course work in relevant, advisor-approved courses numbered above 299. At least 12 of these
credits must be designated as "focus" courses, and 9 more may be
either focus or content courses. Each semester a list of these
courses is published at pre-registration by the Women's and
Gender Studies office, LA 138A, (406) 243-2584. Typical choices
are listed below, but may vary from year to year. WS 398
(internships) may be applied toward these credits.
Group 1: Examples of Focus Courses
ANTH 201 Human Sexuality
ANTH 327 Anthropology of Gender
ART 480H Women Artists and Art History
COMM 380 Gender and Communication
COMM 480 The Rhetorical Construction of"Woman"
COMM 481 The Rhetoric of US Women's Activism, 1960Present
ENLT 321-324* Women's Literature
ENLT 336 American Women Writers
ENLT 337 African-American Literature: Women Writers
ENLT 336 American Women Writers

ENLT 421 Feminist Theory
HIST/WS 370H Women in America: to the Civil War
HIST/WS 371H Women in America: Civil War to the Present
HIST 470 Women and Slavery
HIST 471 Southern Women in Black and White
HIST 420L* History through Women's Literature
LS/MCLG 320 Women in Antiquity
LS 381 *Women and Film
NAS 342H Gender Studies in Native American Studies
PHIL 429E Feminist Ethics
PSYC 355 Psychology of Sex Roles
RELS 370* Mysticism: Women Mystics
SW 323 Women and Social Action in the Americas
SW 324 Gender and the Politics of Welfare
SOC 300 Sociology of the Family
SOC 421 Issues in Sociology ofFamily
Group II: Examples of Content Courses
ANTH 329 Social Change in Non-Western Societies
ENLT 301 *Applied Literary Criticism
ENLT 372 Gay and Lesbian Studies
ENLT/NAS 329 Native American Literature
FREN 311L French Literature: Medieval, Renaissance, and 17th
Century
GERM 441 19th Century German Literature
HIST 300* The Historian's Craft
HIST 350* Human Rights
HIST 351 * Colonial America
HIST 384 Work, Workers, and the Working Classes in America
HIST 387 Iran Between Two Revolutions
HIST 485 Piety and Power in Latin America and Imperial Spain
HHP 371 Introduction to Peer Health Education
MCLG 302HIHIST 302H Classical Greece IT: Individual,
Family and Civic Life in Ancient Greece
PSC 343 Politics of Social Movements
PSC 431 Politics of Global Migration
PSC 450 Utopia and Critics
PSC 463S Development Administration
PSC 472 Constitutional Law IT: Civil Rights and Liberties
PSYC 385 Psychology of Family Violence
RELS 336* Medieval Christian Thought
SW 41 OE Ethics and the Helping Professions
SW 420S Child Abuse and Child Welfare
SOC 322 Sociology of Poverty
SOC 355 Population and Human Ecology
SOC 370S Social Change and Global Development
SOC/FOR 424 Social Forestry
*These are generic courses. The specific course focus must be on
women, as listed here. Check with the Women's and Gender
Studies directors before enrolling.
Other courses not listed here may be applied toward the option or
the minor if approved by the Women's and Gender Studies
directors.
Requirements for a Minor
The Women's and Gender Studies minor is available to students
in all majors. It consists of 19 credits. Students must complete
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four required courses or approved alternatives: (1) WS 119H,
Philosophical Perspectives on Women in the Western HemisEhere,
or WS 263S, Introduction to Women's and Gender Studies, (2)
WS 275, Gender and Society, (3) WS 363, Feminist Theories and
Methods, and (4) WS 494, Women's Studies Capstone (1 credit).
In addition, students must complete three upper-division (300- or
400-level) elective courses (nine credits) from the list of Women's
and Gender Studies "content" and ''focus" courses. Students m:y
apply WS 398, Cooperative Education (internships), toward thetr
elective credits. All requests for substitutions or equivalency must
be approved by the director(s) of the Women's and Gender StUdies
Program.

Courses
U=for undergraduate credit only, UG=for undergraduate or
graduate credit, G=for graduate credit. R after the credit indicates
the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated
after the R Credits beyond this maximum do not counttoward a
degree.
Women's and Gender Studies (WS)
U 119H Philosophical Perspectives on Women in the
Western Hemisphere 3 cr. Offered spring. Same as LS and
PlllL 119H. Introduction to the discipline and scope of Western
philosophy focusing on women as the subject rather than men. A
chronological study following the ideologtcal development in the
West of social attitudes and scientific theses.
U 263S Introduction to Women's and Gender Studies 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Broad overview of gender and women's issues
from a social science perspective. Relevant topics related to the
sociological and psychological aspects of gender across culture are
explored, includfug masculinity, femininity, violence, reproductive
health, cultural diversity in the expression of gender, issues in
sexual orientation, and media contributions to these issues.
U 275S Gender .and Society 3 cr. Offered annually. Same as
SOC 275S. Exploration of the social construction of gender,
especially in western, post-industrial societies such as the U.S.
How gender ideologies affect the social definition and position of
men and women in work, family, sexual relationship, sexual
divisions oflabor, and social movements.
U 294 Seminar 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
U 295 Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 320 Women in Antiquity 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Same
as MCLG and LS 320. Examination of varied sources from
Ancient Greece, the Hellenistic World, and republican and
imperial Rome to clarify the place of women m communities.
Women's contribution to community and the mechanisms by
which communities attempted to socialize female populations.
U 323 Women and Social Action in the Americas 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Prereq., one ofSW lOOS, SOC 110S, or
ANTH 10 lH or consent of instr. Same as SW 323. Focus on
women's experiences of and contributions to social change in
North, Soutli and Central America in the mid- to late-20th century.
Through case studies, testimonials, discussions with activists and
Internet connections examine social constructions of gender,
compare forms of social action in diverse cultural, political and
historical contexts, link practice to theories of social participation,
and reflect on lessons learned from women's experiences.
U 324 Gender and the Politics of Welfare 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., SW IOOS or consent ofinstr. Same as SW
324. Exploration of the relationship between gender ideologies and
the development of social welfare policies. Examination of
historic ano contemporary social welfare policies, practices and
debates in the United States through a gender lens.
UG 327 Anthropology of Gender 3 cr. Offered spring evennumbered years. Same as ANTH 327. Prereq., ANTH 201 or
consent of instructor. Comparative study of the history and
significance of gender in social life.

U 336 American Women Writers 3 cr. Offered spring oddnumbered years. Prereq., ENLT 30 I or consent of instr. Same as
ENLT 336. Consideration of political and aesthetic purposes in
women's fiction through a progression of 19th century literary
forms: a cautionary seauction novel, sentimental and domestic
novels, realism, naturalism, and utopianism.
UG 342H Gender Studies in Native American Studies 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Same as NAS 342H. Focus on American
Indian gender relations and their cultural continUity and historical
evolution. National in scope with concentration on certain tribes.
Group analysis of contemporary gender issues relevant to Native
American peoples.
U 363 Theories and Methods of Feminist Inquiry 3 cr.
Offered spring. In-depth exposure to feminist views and critique
of the ethics and methods of scientific, social, and literary inqUiry.
Includes exposure to primary sources and current societal and
global issues and movements, research finding, and literature
exemplifying these methods of inqUiry and the gendered
dimensions of such inqUiry.
UG 370H Women in America: to the Civil War 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Same as HIST 370H. Intetpretive overview of
women's experiences in America before the Civil War.
Exploration of new definitions of womanhood and ''women's
spliere" emerging from women's varied experiences in the
American colonies and the American Revolution; how immigrant,
poor, slave, and western women transgressed the boundaries of
their sphere; and how women-from both inside and outside their
assigned sphere-reshaped their roles in American society.
UG 371H Women in America: from the Civil War 3 cr.
Offered spring. Same as HIST and LS 371H. Intetpretive
overview of women's experiences in America after i:he Civil War.
ExJ>loration of such topics as women's associations, the battle for
suffrage, organized feminism and its opponents, the
industrialization ofhousework, women m the workforce,
reproductive rights, and welfare. Particular attention to women's
experiences shaped by class and race as well as by gender.
U 372 Gay and Lesbian Studies 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., ENLT 301 or consent ofinstr. Same as ENLT 372.
Review of the history of the gay and lesbian movement in the
twentieth century as a basis for understanding the political, social,
and sexual issues that influenced homoerotic cultural
representation in plays, films, and novels.
U 380 Gender and Communication 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Same as COMM 380. The meaning of gender in our culture and
how gender is displayed and petpetuated through our private and
public verbal and nonverbal interactions.
U 396 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently.
U 397 Research Variable cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
U 395 Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 398 Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of director. Extended classroom experience
which provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the
faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A maximum
of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward
graduation.
U 493 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr. Independent work under University
omnious option. See index.
U 494 Women's and Gender Studies Capstone 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., WS 119H, WS 263S,WS 275S. Capstone course
for the Women's and Gender Studies minor.
U 495 Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 496 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
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intermittently.
Christine Fiore, Ph.D., University of Rhode Island, 1990
(Psychology)
U 497 Research Variable cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Ramona Grey, Ph.D., University of California, Riverside, 1991
G 595 Special ToJ.liCs Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
(Political Science)
intermittently. ExJ?enmental offerings of visiting professors,
Sarah Halvorson, Ph.D., University of Colorado-Boulder, 2000
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
(Geography)
current topics.
Karl Harris, Ph.D., University of Kansas, 1998 (Research,
G 596 Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Psychology and Pharmacy)
Prereq., consent of instr.
Maxine Jacobson, Ph.D., University of Utah, 1997 (Social
Women•s and Gender Studies
Work)
Kathleen Kane, Ph.D., University of Texas, 1997 (English)
Steering Committee/Faculty
Kimber Haddix McKay, Ph.D., University of California-Davis,
1997 (Anthropology)
Professors
Jennifer Waltz, University of Washington, 1993 (Psychology)
Betsy Bach, Ph.D., University of Washington (Communication
Celia Winkler, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1996 (Sociology)
Studies)
Stephen Yoshimura, Ph.D., Arizona State University, 2001
Casey Charles, J.D., Hastings College fo the Law, 1978; Ph.D.
(Communication Studies)
SUNY Buffalo, 1992 (English)
Assistant Professors
Janet L. Finn, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1995 (Social Work
and Anthropology)
Heather Bruce, Ph.D., University ofUtah, 1997 (English)
Linda Rutland Gillison, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1975
Bryan Cochran, Ph.D., University of Washington, 2003
(Classics and Liberal Studies)
(Psychology)
Sara Hayden, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1994
Jennifer Considine, Ph.D., Texas A&M, 2006 (Communication
(Communication Studies)
Studies)
Anya Jabour, Ph.D., Rice University, 1995 (History)
Kelli Cummings, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 2004
Rita Sommers-Flanagan, Ph.D., The University of Montana,
(Psychology)
1989 (Psychology)
Lynn ltagaki, Ph.D., UCLA, 2005 (English)
Ruth Vanita, Ph.D., Delhi University, 1992 (Liberal Studies)
Kathy Kuipers, Ph.D., Stanford University, 1999 (Sociology)
G. G. Weix, Ph.D., Cornell University, 1990 (Anthropology)
Jody Pavilack, Ph.D., Duke Univeristy, 2003 (History)
Kathleen Ryan, Ph.D., University of North Carolina-Greensboro,
Associate Professors
2001, (English)
Karen Ruth Adams, Ph.D., University of California-Berkeley,
Teresa Sobieszczyk, Ph.D., Cornell University, 2000
2000 (Political Science)
(Sociology)
Hiltrudis Arens, Ph.D., University of Maryland, 1997 (German)
Christina Yoshimura, Ph.D., Arizona State University, 2004
Jill Bergman, Ph.D., University of Illinois, Urbana, 1999
(Communication Studies)
(English)
lone Crummy, Ph.D., Stanford University, 1992 (French)
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College of Forestry and
Conservation
Perry J. Brown, Dean
James Burchfield, Associate Dean
Natural resources education began at The University of
Montana in 1913 with the founding of the School of Forestry.
In the intervening 91 years, the School's educational programs
expanded and evolved into the most interdisciplinary, actiononented conservation training in the world. In 2003 the name
of the School of Forestry changed to the College of Forestry
and Conservation to demonstrate this evolution and to identify
the faculty's commitment to the integration of multiple natural
reso~ces disciplines into an extraordinary undergraduate
expenence.
The College provides four undergraduate degrees in the
following majors: Forestry, Recreation Management, Resource
Conservation, and Wildlife Biology. These programs are
housed in three new departments: Ecosystem Sciences and
Conservation, Society and Conservation, and Forest
Management. These departments share responsibilities for the
fulfillment of educational requirements of the aforementioned
underSEaduate degree programs, with the exception of the
Wildlife Biology program, which is designed as a joint program
with the Division of Biological Sciences.
Present day land management challenges range from intensive
resource utilization to organism and ecosystem preservation.
Resource professionals need a broad range of talents and
perspectives to solve present day problems and quickly adapt to
address an even more complex future. Our instructional
program.s produce both specialists and broadly trained
generalists, all of whom understand the complex
mte!'felationships between resource use and quality of human
environment.
All instructional programs emphasize interaction with
practicing professionals and opportunities to observe and
participate in current field resource management situations.
Field trips are offered in many courses. In addition, students in
several options may obtain intensive field experience through
on-site course offerings in a camp setting at the Lubrecht
Experimental Forest.
High School Preparation: Students planning to enter the
College of Forestry and Conservation should attain a sound
high school background in English, social studies, mathematics,
biology, and other sciences.
Entering freshmen and non-resident transfer students will be
admitted to the College of Forestry and Conservation in
accordance with seneral university admissions requirements
listed previously m the catalog. See index.
Resident transfer students must have a grade point average of
2.0 or aboye to be admitted to the College of Forestry and
ConservatiOn.
University students wanting to change their major to the
College of Forestry and Conservation must have a grade point
average of 2.0 or above.
Students are required to consult with their advisors before each
registration penod. New students needins an advisor and
current students who wish to change advisors should contact
the Dean's Office. Students may change their advisor at any
time, and often do as their specific interests develop or change.
Students are responsible for fulfilling the published
requirements. Students are urged to solicit the advisor's help at
all times.

Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the
catalog. See index.
Degree candidates must complete successfully a curriculum
that includes:
1. A minimum of three courses primarily designed to develop
communication skills with at least one each in the areas of oral
communications and written communications including an
upper-division writing course.
2. A minimum of three quantitative courses CS 172, BADM
201, FOR 201, PSYC 220, SOC 202, WBIO 240, ANTH 381,
and MATH 117 or higher, but not to include MAT 005, MATH
100, 107, 109, 130 or 132.
3. Except for the B.S. in Wildlife Biology, a course of study
contaimng not less than 36 traditional letter-graded semester
credits in the College of Forestry and Conservation, of which a
minimum of 20 credits must be taken while an approved major
within the College of Forestry and Conservation.
4. Except for the B.S. in Wildlife Biology, a minimum of 400
hours of work experience appropriate to the degree being
sought and to the student's career objectives, as determined by
the torestry faculty.
5. An overall course of study approved by the forestry faculty
selected from one of the following academic program areas:
-Forest Resources Management Option in Forestry (BSF)
-Range Resources Management Option in Forestry (BSF)
-Conservation Option in Resource Conservation (BSRC)
-Land and People Option in Resource Conservation (BSRC)
-Terrestrial Sciences Option in Resource Conservation (BSRC)
-Recreation Management (BSRM)
-Terrestrial O,Ption in Wildlife Biologx (BSWB)
-Aquatic Opt10n in Wildlife Biology (BSWB)
-Honors Emphasis in Wildlife Biology (BSWB)
Each student will select an academic option, preferably durin~
the first or early in the second year. A coursework program will
be worked out for each student with an advisor, according to
the guidelines and any additional requirements set forth in the
current University Catalog,
6. All students in any of the academic program areas in the
College of Forestry and Conservation will complete, and pass
with aD or better, a core curriculum that includes:
a) Natural Resources Measurements Summer Camp (except
Wildlife Biology students--see Wildlife Biology section of this
catalog) (if a student enters the University with 60 or more
transfer credits, he/she will be exempt)
b) A course in ecology (FOR 330, FOR 462, BIOL 340/341 or
transferred equivalent)
c) A course in natural resources policy (FOR 422, RECM 370,
WBIO 410, WBIO 475, or transferred equivalent)
d) A course in multidisciplinary natural resources management
planning (FOR 480 or transferred equivalent)
7. The Upper-division Writing Expectation must be met by
successfUlly completing an upper-division writing course from
the approved list m the Academic Policies and Procedures
section of this catalog. See index.
To continue coursework in the College of Forestry and
Conservation beyond the freshman year, the student must
maintain a cumulative grade average of2.00 (C) or above. To
graduate, the student must have a cumulative grade point
average of2.00 (C) for all forestry courses taken as well as a
cumulative 2.00 overall average (2.5 for wildlife biology), and
pass all required classes.

Special Degree Requirements

This degree focuses on producing graduates who manage

Bachelor of Science in Forestry
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forests and grasslands and the multiple products and services
coming from them. The degree offers options in Forest
Operations and Applied Restoration, Forest Resources
Management and Range Resources Management. The
Forest Resources Management option is accredited by the
Society of American Foresters. Each option is focused on
blending natural and management science with issues of policy
and social science. Graduates are employed by a variety of
public agencies and private companies and non-governmental
organizations and many graduates pursue graduate studies.

Bachelor of Science in Recreation Management
This degree prepares graduates for professional positions
planning, develoP.ing, and managing recreation and park
resources primanly outside of urban areas. The degree offers
options in Recreation Resource Management and NatureBased Tourism. The Recreation Resources Management
degree is accredited by the National Recreation and Parks
Association and the American Association for Leisure and
Recreation. Given the highly social nature of recreation, parks,
and tourism, this degree blends substantive work in both the
social and natural sciences to compliment a focus on natural
resource and tourism management. Most graduates find
employment with public agencies or private businesses and
many graduates pursue graduate studies.

Bachelor of Science in. Resource Conservation
This degree provides a.broad liberal education with an
emphasis on natural resources and environment. The degree
offers three options in Conservation, Terrestrial Sciences,
and Land and People. The Conservation option allows the
student to design a program with guidance by an advisor while
the other two options are somewhat more prescribed. This
degree allows students with educational or career objectives not
fittmg within the professional curricula of the College to
develop a program focused on natural resources and
environment. Graduates often seek career and graduate school
opportunities that combine the environment with another field
such as environmental law, business, or education.

Bachelor of Science in Wild Land Restoration
This degree provides students with the knowledge and skills

needed to apply a broad spectrum of biological, physical, and
social sciences to ecological restoration., which is the fastest
growing area of focus and employment in natural resource
management Students completing the major in Wild Land
Restoration will be qualified to work in a number of fields
concentrating on rest?ra~on or eco.logi_cally-based m~agement
of forest, grassland, nvenne, and hpanan ecosystems m both
the private and public sector. Students will be able to choose
either the Aquatic or Terrestrial Restoration Ecology options.
A minor in Wild Land Restoration is also offered.

Bachelor of Science in Wildlife Biology
The College of Forestry and Conservation cooperates with the
Division of Biological Sciences in offering a degree program in
wildlife biology.
Wildlife biology is the study of wild vertebrate animals, their
habitats and their environment. The undergraduate curriculum
constitutes pre-J?rofessional training for employment in fish and
game conservatiOn, ad provides an excellent background in
general ecology.
Since few employment opportunities exist in wildlife
management or research for students with the bachelor's degree,
wildlife biology students should plan to continue their
education, at least throu~h the master's degree, to qualify for
most state and federal wildlife management or research
positions.
Three curricula are offered in the wildlife biology program:
Terrestrial, Aquatic, and Honors. Curriculum reqUirements are
found under the Wildlife Biology section in this catalog.

Minor in Wilderness Studies
Descriptions of this minor and of the Wilderness and
Civilization program are found under the Wilderness Studies
section of this catalog.

Graduate Programs
The College of Forestry and Conservation offers these graduate
degrees: Master of Science in Resource Conservation, Master
of Science in Forestry, Master of Ecosystem Management,
Master of Science in Wildlife Biology, Master of Science in
Recreation Management, and Doctor of Philosophy.
For further information on these programs contact the Graduate
School.

Forestry
Bachelor of Science in Forestry
Forest Operations and Applied Restoration Option
In addition to special degree requirements listed previously, the
students selecting the Forest Operations and Applied
Restoration option must complete the following required
courses or their equivalent, if transferred from another college
or university. Transference and equivalency will be determined
by the University and College of Forestry and Conservation.
Electives may be taken at 1,my time, keeping in mind these
requirements as well as the University's General Education
requirements for graduation.
First Year
Credits
CHEM 151N General Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MATH 121 Precalculus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
BIOL 120N General Botany (including lab) . . . . . . . . . . 3
MATH 150 Applied Calculus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
PHYS 121 Fundamentals of Physics I . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
ECON IllS Introduction to Microeconomics . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 180 Careers in Natural Resources . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
FOR 200 Natural Resources Measurements Camp ..... 2
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Second Year
FOR 235 Problem Solving for Forest Operations . . . . . .
FOR 201 Forest Biometrics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 210N Introductory Soils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 202 Forest Mensuration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 220 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 241 Dendrology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nature and Society Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Third and Fourth Years
For 320 Forest Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 330 Forest Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 385 Watershed Hydrology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 340 harvesting and Products . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 347 Silviculture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 351 Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing .......
FOR 422 Natural Resources Policy & Administration . . .
FOR 435 Advanced Timber Harvesting and Forest
Roads . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 436 Forest Operations Evaluation and Project
Planning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 437 Forest Operations and Applied Restoration
Capstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4
3
3
4
2
3
3
8
3
3
3
4
3
3
3

5
3
3

FOR 455 Riparian Ecology and Management
3
Electives and General Education . . . . .
24
The following courses satisfy the nature and society elective
requirement:
EVST 167H Nature and Society
3
EVST 225 Community and Environment . . .
3
EVST 327E Environmental Ethics I ...
3
0

0

•

•••••

0

0

FOR 478 Montana CommJJnity Analysis

0

0

••

0

•

0

0

•

•

0

•

•

0

•

•

•

0

••

~ ~

e

0

0

•

•

0

••

0

•••

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

0

•

0

•

•••

~

••

~

•••

~

"

3

Forestt Resol!llir<ees Managemel!lt Option
In addition to special degree
listed previously, the
students selecting the Forest
Management option
must complete the following required courses or their
or university.
equivalent, if transferred from
Transference and equivalency
be
by the
University and College of Forestry and Conservation.
in mind these
Electives may be taken at any time,
requirements as weH as the University's
Education
requirements for graduation.

First Year

FOR 347 Multiple Resource Silviculture . . . . . . .
3
FOR 351 Photograrnmetry and Remote
....... 3
0

~

FOR 360 Range Management

..

~

..

a

•

a

•

•••••••

•

•

•

a

•

•

3

FOR 385 Watershed Hydrology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 422 Natural Resource Policy ...
3
FOR 441 Timber Management ..
3
FOR 480 Project Design and Analysis ...
3
FOR 481 Forest Plam1ing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Electives and General Education . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
o

0

••

0

• • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • •

0

0

••

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Range Resolllr~es Managememt Optio!ll!
In addition to special degree requirements listed previously,
students electin~ the range resources management option must
complete the following required courses, or their equivalent if
transferred from aiiother
or university. Transference
and equivalency will be determined by the University and
of Forestry and Conservation. Electives may be taken
at arpropriate times, keeping in mind these
as
wel as the University's General Education requirements for
graduation.

Credits

BIOL 120N General Botany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
CHEM 151N General Chernistry ..
~
~
~ 3
0

•••

••••

COMM 111A Introduction to Public Speaking . .
ECON U lS Introduction to Microeconomics . .
ENEX 101 Composition
MATH 121 Pre-Calculus . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 150 AppHed Cakulus . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . .
Sumnmew
FOR 200 Natural Resources Measurements Camp
Second Year
0

•••••

0

0

Q

"

•

•

•

"

•

. . . . . . 3
. . . . . . 3
3
4
4
. . .
8

•••••••••••••••

o

FOR 201 Forest Biometrics

•

•

•

•

•••

0

••••

0

••

•••••••••••

•

•

•

•

•

o

o

o

•

..... 2

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

FOR 202 Forest Mensuration . . . . . ..
FOR 220 Technical Writing . . . . . . . .
FOR 210N Introductory Soils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 230 Forest Fire Management ..
FOR 232 Forest Insects and Diseases .
FOR 240 Tree Biology ....
FOR 241N Dendrology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 275 Wildlife Conservation . . . . . . . .
RECM 217 Wildland Recreation Management ....
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0

•

0

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

0

••••••

o

•

•

•••

0

•

0

•••

o

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

0

••••

•

•

•

•

o

•

o

•

•

•

••

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

••••

0

•

•

•

• • • • • • • •

o

•

o

•

o

•

•

•

3
4
2
3
2
2

2
3
2
3

Fiwst Yea:r
Credits
B!OL 120N General Botany .......
3
CHEM 151N General Chemistry . . . . . . . . . .
3
COMM lllA Introduction to Public Speaking . . . . . . . . 3
ECON IllS Introduction to Microeconomics .
3
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
GEOG 102N Introduction to Physical
. . . . . . 3
MATH 121 Pre-Calculus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
MATH 150 Applied Calculus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Electives and General Educaidon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-12
Siillmmer
FOR 200 Natural Resources Measurements Camp . . . . . 2
Second Ye~.l:'
o

. ~ ... "

G

o

••••

•

•

•

o

•

•

0

•••••

•

•

•

•

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

••••

BIOL 350 Rocky Mountain Flora . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 201 Forest Biometrics .
3
FOR 210N Introductory Soils ....
3
FOR 220 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 230 Forest Fire Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
FOR 275 Wildlife Conservation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Electives and General Education ....
10~16
0

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

0

0

0

••

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

o

Tbirrd ami

~

•

••

0

o

••

•

•

•

2

Third ~r~nd lF'ourth Years
FOR 320 Forest and Environmental Economics . . . . . . . 3
FOR 330 Forest Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

FOR 340 Harvesting and Products ...

•

Ft~nnrth

385,410,455,460,

Yeillnl: FOR 320,
462,463,480.

362,

351,360,

4-

t r ti
Bache~@r

of Sderu:e

~n

WUd Land

Resioraf~€lln

In addition to special degree requirements listed previously, the
students selecting the Bachelor of Science in Wild Land
Restoration must complete the following required courses or
their equivalent, if transferred from another college or
university. Transference and equivalency will be determined
·
and CoHege of Forestry and Conservation.
the
taken at any tirne, keeping in mind these
Electives may
,,..,~m,·rno as well as the University's General Education
requirements for graduation.
WiNd Land Re!'ltmrat!on (Aqmlltlic Optim1)
First YeaR'

COMM lllA Intro to Public Speaking ... , . . . . . .
CHEM 151N General and Inorganic Chemistry . . . . . . .
CHEM 152N Organic and Biological Chemistry
MATH 152 Calculus I
FOR/RECM/WBIO 180 Careers in Natural Resources ..
FOR 200 Natural Resources Measurements Camp
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Second Year
MATH 153 Calculus H ...
FOR 201 Forest Biometrics or WBIO 240 Intro to
Biostatistics or MATH 241 Statistics . . . . . .
FOR 295 Elements of Ecological Restoration . . . . . .
FOR 220 Technical Writing or WBIO 245 Science Writing
or ENEX 195 Critical Reading/Critical WritingNatural Sciences . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 121N Fundamentals of Physics with Calculus
0

0

• • • • • • • • • • •

0

••

o

•

•

••••••••••

o

••

o

•

•

•

•

•

•••••••

0

o

•

0

0

••••

•••••

•••••••
o

Credits
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
BKOL 108N/W9N Diversity of Life/Lab . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
GEOS lOON/lOIN General Geology/Lab ...
3
0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

3
3

3
4
2
2
3
4
3
3
3

or PHYS 221N Fundamentals of Physics . . . . . . . . . . .
BIOL 221 Cell and Molecular Biology .
BIOL 223 Genetics and Evolution . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0

•••

0

0

•

•••

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

5
4
4
5

Management . . .
3
WBIO 470 Conservation of \Vildlife Populations . . . . . . 3
MCB 423 Microbial Ecology: Applications
3
26
Electives and General Education . .

3
5
3
3
3
3

Wild Land Restoration Minor

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

••••

0

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Third! and Fou:rH11 Year
FOR 385 Watershed Hydrology . . . . . . . . .
BIOL 366 Freshw:1ter Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 489E Ethics and Management of Public Lands . . . .
FOR 465 Restoration Ecology ...
FOR 422 Natural Resource Policy & Administration ....
FOR 495 Integrative Restoration Ecology Capstone . . . .
GEOG/EVST 432 The Human Role in Environmental
Change . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nine credits chosen from:
BIOL 308 Biology and Management of Fishes . . . . . . . .
FOR 455 Riparian Ecology and Management . . . . . . . . .
0

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • • • • • •

•

•

0

~

FOR 485 Watershed Management ...

.

0

0

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

• • • • • • •

•••••

0

•••

3

0

4
3

3

GEOS 460 Process Geomorphology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
GEOS 431 Environmental Geochemistry . . . . . . . . . . . 3

ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BIOL l08N/l09N Diversity of Life/Lab . . . . . . . . . . . .
COMM lllA Intro to Public Speaking . . . . . . . . . . . .
CHEM l51N General and Inorganic Chemistry . . . . . . .
CHEM 152N Organic and Biological Chemistry ....
MATH 150 Calculus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR/RECM/WBIO 180 Careers in Natural Resources ..
FOR 200 Natural Resources Measurements Camp . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Second Year
FOR 201 Forest Biometrics or WBIO 240 Intro to
Biostatistics or MATH 241 Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 295 Elements of Ecological Restoration . . . . . . . . .
FOR 220 Technical Writing or WBIO 245 Science Writing
or ENEX 195 Critical Reading/Critical "1/VritingNatural Sciences . . . .
FOR 210N Introductory Soils
FOR 230 Forest Fire Management .
PHYS 121N Fundamentals of Physics with Calculus
or PHYS 221N Fundamentals of Physics
0

•••

o

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

••••••••••••••••••

•

•

•

0

o

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

o

•••••

•

~

BIOI.. 221 Cell and Iviolecular Biology ......

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

3

5
3
3
3
4
2
2

6
3
3

3
3
3
5

...... 4

BIOL 223 Genetics and Evolution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
4-5
Electives and General Education ...
0

••••••••••••

Third and Fourth Year
FOR 330 Forest Ecology or BIOL 340 Ecology . . . . . . .
FOR 385 Watershed Hydrology . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 489E Ethics and Management of Public Lands . . . .
FOR 465 Restoration Ecology ..
FOR t~,22 Natural Resource Policy & Administration . . . .
FOR 495 Integrative Restoration Ecology Capstone . . . .
GEOG/EVST 432 The Human Role in Environmental
Change . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ECON 440 Environmental Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nine credits chosen from:
BIOL 350 Rocky Mountain Flora ...
FOR 395 Environmental Entomology ...
FOR 303 Intro to GIS . . . . .
FOR 331 Fuels Ivianagement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 415 Environmental Soil Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 485 Watershed Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 360 Range Management . . . . . .
FOR 462
Ecology .... 0 •••• , •••• 0 ••• 0 • • •
0

• • • • • • •

0

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

••••••••••••••••••••••

0

FOR 335 Environmental Entomology ...

First Ye:aw

0

o

•

•

3
3
3
3
3
4
3

BIOL 350 Rocky Mountain Flora ........... " . . . . 3

(Terrre0tn-ia~

Wild Land Restoratim1

To earn a minor in Wild Land Restoration, students must
fulfill the course requirements listed below (minimum of 18
credits).
FOR 295 Elements of Ecological Restoration . . . . . . . . .
FOR 330 Forest Ecology or BIOL 340 Ecology . . . . . . .
FOR 201 forest Biometrics or WBIO 240 Introduction
to Biostatistics or MATH 241 Statistics
GEOG/EVST 432 The Human Role in Environmental
Change . . . . . . . . . .
And at least six credits chosen from:
FOR 210N Introductory Soils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BIOL 308 Biology and Management of Fishes . . . . . . . .
FOR 485 Watershed Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

0

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

o

0

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

FOR 448 Terrestrial Plant Ecology ....... , ... * • • • 3
BIOL 448 Terrestrial Plant Ecology .........
3
FOF. . 460 Range Inventory and Analysis . ~ . . . . . . . . . . 3
0

•

•

•

•

•

FOR 361 Range Forage Plants . . . . . . . . . .
3
FOR 415 Envirolh'llental Soil Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
WBIO 370 Wildlife Habitat Conservation and
0

• • • • • • •

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

3

FOR 230 Forest F'ire Nianage1t1ent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
FOR 360 Range Manage1nent .............. ~ .... 3
BIOL 448 Terrestrial Plant Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 460 Range Inventory and Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
WBIO 470 Conservation of Wildlife .Population or
WBIO 370 Wildlife Habitat Conservation . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for
undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R
after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit
to the maximum indicated after the R. Credits beyond this
maximum do not count toward a degree.

Forestry (FOR)
U 140 Introduction to Urban Forestry 2 cr. Offered spring.
An introduction to urban forestry principles and practices.
Benefits of the urban forest. Topics covered include plant
species selection, site design, site assessment, planting,
watering, fertilization, insects and diseases, pruning and tree
care, inventory of property values, and community forestry
development.
U 170N l!ntemationai Environmental Change 2 cr, Offered
spring. An introduction to natural and anthropogenic
environmental change from ancient to contemporary times.
Exploration of the historical role and importance of ecological
disturbance on the development and maintenance of terrestrial
ecosystems around the world. Introduction to fields of study
available in ihe College of Forestry and Conservation.
U 180 Ca:reers in Natural Resomrces 2 c:r. Offered autumn
and spring. Same as WBIO 180 and RECM 1800 Subject
matter and fields of study within natural resources
management. Topics include forestry, wildlife biology, range,
water, recreation management, forest products production,
and other opportunities for careers in natural resources.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. ExperLmental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
U 196 Independent Study Variable cJr.
Offered every
term. Prereq., consent of instr Problems course designed to
allow individual research at the undergraduate leveL
U 200 Natural Re§mirces Measi\lrement§ Cmnp 2 c:r,
Offered summer. Intensive two-week resident camp at the
Lubrecht Experimental Forest. Introduction to the common
measurements and skills used in identifying, quantifying, and
understanding natural resources.
0

U 201 Forest Biometrics 3 cr. Offered autumn" Prereq.,
MATH 117 or MATH 121 or equivalent. Applying statistics,
hypothesis-testing and modeling to biological problems"
U 202 Fo:rest Mensuration 4 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
FOR 201. The theory and
of timber inventory and
growth projection, including sampling procedures, statistical
methods, field procedures, and use of microcomputers to
compile inventories and simulate stand growth under specified
management prescriptions.
U 210N Inl:rod!u!Cto:ry Soils 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., CHEM 151N. An introduction to the chemical,
physical, biological and morphological properties of soils,
U 221} Tec:in:akal Wri!:ing 2 cr. Offered every term"
Emphasis on strategy, style and tone in effective technical
and how to adopt a
prose" Traditions of technical
wide range of tones and styles in
various technical
documents to diverse audiences, Focus on more effective
technical sentences, paragraphs and larger writing
components. Assignments include analyses, summaries,
employment documents, research reports, case studies and
editing/revision exercises"
~
U 230 Forest Fi.Jre Management 2 cr. Offered spring.
Presuppression and suppression of fire and the uses of fire in
management practices" Fire weather, the measurement of fire
weather, the factors that influence fire behavior, and fire
management decisions.
U 232 Forest Insecl:§ muJJ Disease§ 2 cr. Offered spring.
Identification, significance of and remedies for insect
infestations and infectious and non-infectious diseases of
forests and forest products"
U23S Problem Solving fo1r Feuest Operati.ons 4 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq,, MATH 150, PHYS 121, GEOS lOON
strongly recommended" Introduction to problem solving
including the fundamentals of statics and mechanics of
materials presented in the context of forest operations"
U 240 Tree :mology 2 cr. Offered autumn. Suggested coreq",
FOR 241N. The physical and biological requirements for the
growth and development of trees. Discussions of:
identification, classification, range, and economic importance
of the major tree species of North America"
U 241N Dendrology 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring,
Prereq., BIOL 120N; suggested coreq., FOR 240" Methods
and techniques for identifying the major families of North
American trees, based on gross morphological and
anatomical features. Building and use of identification keys.
U 271N .i!lsues in Wilderness Ecology 3 cr. Offered spring.
A study of forestry and wildlife issues which affect the
maintenance of wilderness integrity, Topics include: global
climate changes; management of wildfires, cattle grazing and
noxious weeds; game management; threatened and
endangered species, including grizzly bears, wolves, bird and
fish species.
U 273 Wi:ldemess and Civmzatiolll Fiel!d Stillldies 2 cr.
Offered every term. Field instruction in wilderness issues.
Includes natural history, ecology, protected area management,
field research, sustainabiHty, and land ethics. One-day trips
as weH as extended backcountry trips, Part of the Wilderness
and Civilization program.
U 274 Yeilowstollle Studii.es 1 cr. Offered spring. Ecological
and
perspectives on the greater Yellowstone
ecosystem. Topics include winter ecology, biodiversity
conservation, national park planning and management, winter
recreation, fire, and wildlife" Field course in the Yellowstone
area.
U 275 Wi!dlife Conservation2 C!l'" Offered spring. Prereq",
sophomore standing or consent of instr. Principles of animal
ecology and framework of wildlife administration as a basis
for the conservation of wild birds and animals, and
biodiversity. For non-wildlife biology majors,
U 295 Specia! Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered

intermittently" Experimental offerings of visiting professors;
new courses or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 2% Independent
Variable cr. (R-3) Offered every
term" Prereq. consent
Individual research at the
undergraduate
U 303 Introduu::tilon to Geographlic InforriWidion Systems 3
cr. Offered autumn. Introduction to the basic concepts and
techniques of computerized
data management and
analysis systems and
l:o natural resource
assessment.
UG 3@7 Forest Vegetation Management Models 3 cr,
Offered autumn. Prereq", FOR 202 or consent of instr"
Hands-on experience in applying the common simulation
models used by forest managers in forecasting the
ue·v~::IopJnt::rn of forest vegetation. Indudes elements of model
building and evaluation,
U 311 Fi.eRd Studlies ft.n Ecethogftcalland Human
Communities 2~3 c:ro (R-12) Offered every term. Prereq.,
consent of instr. Via extended backcoilllltry travel,
experiential examination of the structure and function of the
ecosystems occurring within the course area. Also
investigates the relationship of those ecosystems with the
people that manage, live, and work in the area. Offered by
the Wild Rockies Field Institute.
UG 320 Forest a:nd En:viro:nmental Economics 3 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., MATH
ECON HIS. Economic tedn1iques to support decision
about the
allocation of scarce resources, and management of forests for
timber and other ecosystem serviceEL
UG 33@ Forrest Eco~ogy 3 err. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq", BIOL 120N or BXOL
109N; prereq. or coreq.,
FOR 210N. Examination of
and bio!ogi.cal factors
affecting forest structure, composition, and function,
including biodiversity, disturbance, and nutrient cycling.
Field !abs throughout Northern Rockies including developing
skills in field observation, data interpretation and problem
solving.
UG 3Ji Wildland Fueli Managemell],t 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., JFOR 230 or equiv. Fire ecology, western veJ~etlltKm
types; planning for prescribed use of fire; fuel management
objectives and techniques: mechanical, chemical, prescribed
fire; smoke management considerations.
UG 332 Foll'est Entomology 3 ell. Offered
Prereq., FOR 232" Classification, identification, life
and control of insects which injure forests and forest products.
U 335 Environmental Entomology 3 ~r. Offered autumn.
Prereq., BIOL 108 or equivalent. An introduction to the
importance of insects in ecosystem function and process, and
their use in ecological monitoring as indicators of ecological
change, degradation, and the efficacy of ecological restoration
efforts. wm also cover effects of climate
and
biological invasions in the context of both pest and beneficial
insect species,
UG 340 Timber Harvesting and Forest !P'r@duds
Manufacturing 4 CJr. Offered autumn" Prereq", junior
standing or consent of instr. Survey of ground, cable and
aerial timber harvesting techniques and the subsequent
manufacture of wood-based products from this harvest
Laboratory field trips to timber harvesting operations and
several local manufacturing w.'-·'"'·'""
UG 342 Wood Anatomy 9 Properties and Identification 3
c;r. Offered spring. Prereq", BIOL 120N or FOR
24-lN,
Lecture and laboratory investigation of the structure,
identification and physical and mechanical
of the
commercial tree species of North America.
UG 347 MuUi.ple Resource Siilvicuiture 3 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., FOR 330 or BIOL 340 or equiv.
An introduction to the concepts and application of silvicultural
techniques to forest ecosystems to meet multiple resource
objectives.
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UG 351 Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing 3 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., MATH 121. The theory and
application of photo- and electro-optical remote sensing for
mapping resources and developing information systems.
UG 360 Range Management 3 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. An
introduction to rangelands and their management, grazing
influences, class of animal, grazing capacity, control of
livestock distribution, improvements, competition and
interrelationships with wildlife. Laboratory exercises to gain
on-site experience on topics and concepts presented in
lectures.
U 361 Range Forage Plants 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
FOR 360 and BIOL 165N. Description, identification, forage
value and ecology of forage plants of the western United
States; important weed species, management of grazing lands,
and the relationship of ecophysiology and morphology to
grazing response.
U 362 Range Livestock Production 3 cr. Offered spring
odd-numbered years. Prereq., FOR 360 or consent of instr.
An introduction to livestock production in natural systems and
the role of livestock production in the world food situation;
emphasizes selection, production and management principles
of beef cattle systems.
U 373 Wilderness and Civilization 3 cr. (R-6) Offered
autumn and spring. Social and cultural perspectives on the
wilderness idea and wildland practices. Course topics include
history of wilderness and the wilderness movement, various
philosophical viewpoints on wilderness, protected area
management issues, and how wilderness fits into larger
landscapes and societies.
UG 380S Environmental Conservation 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., junior standing. The interrelationships of
resource conservation problems and programs; management
and conservation in the context of an expanding economy.
U 385 Watershed Hydrology 3 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. An introduction to physical and biological controls
over water movement and storage in the environment, and
how those controls are affected by land management
practices.
U 386 Watershed Hydrology Laboratory 1 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Coreq., FOR 385 or consent of instr. An
introduction to basic watershed measurement and analysis
techniques. Lab exercises designed around the use of
spreadsheets and computer graphics.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
U 396 Independent Study 1-3 cr. (R-10) Offered every term.
Prereq., consent of instr. Individual study or research
problems.
U 398 Internship Variable cr. Offered every term.
Prereq., consent of department. Extended classroom
experience that provides practical application of classroom
learning during placements off campus. Prior approval must
be obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Internship
Services office. A maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198,
298, 398, 498) may count toward graduation.
UG 410 Soil Morphology, Genesis and Classification 3 cr.
Offered spring odd-numbered years. Prereq., FOR 210N.
The morphological characteristics of soils, how the horizons
formed and an introduction to the Soil Taxonomy
classification system used in this country. Field trips will be
included.
UG 415 Environmental Soil Science 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., FOR 210N. A detailed analysis of
how natural and anthropogenic disturbances influence soil
processes and how those processes in turn influence our
environment. Specific topic areas include nutrient cycling,

water quality, xenobiotic compounds, metal contamination,
and the remediation of contaminated soils.
UG 422 Natural Resources Policy and Administration 3 cr.
Offered autumn and spring. Policy formation in the United
States and a survey of the major resource policies interpreted
in their historical and political contexts.
U 423 Montana Wilderness Policy and Politics 2 cr.
Examination of congressional legislative processes and
congressional efforts concerning wilderness and roadless
public lands management, particularly in Montana.
Consideration of economic, social and political factors
affecting how congress and the executive branch determine
the fate of roadless lands.
UG 424 Community Forestry and Conservation 3 cr.
Offered spring. Same as SOC 424. A review of
agroforestry, community forestry, and opportunities and
constraints to the use of trees in rural development and
protected areas management.
UG 435 Advanced Timber Harvesting and Forest Road 5
cr. Offered autumn. Prereqs., FOR 235, 347, 340, 351;
Coreq., FOR 436. This course covers the fundamentals of
logging feasibility and cost analyses of various timber
harvesting systems including the characteristics and
performance of ground vehicles, cable and aerial systems;
cost factors and cost analysis procedures; safety issues; and
environmental impacts of harvesting systems as well as forest
road location, surveying, design, construction and
maintenance, and management of existing road systems.
UG 436 Forest Operations Evaluation and Project
Planning 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., FOR 320. Coreq.,
FOR 436. This course introduces sensitivity analysis; breakeven analysis; risk analysis; multistage sequential analysis;
multiattribute analysis; project planning; and contracting.
UG 437 Forest Operations and Applied Restoration
Capstone 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., FOR 385, 435,
EVST 167. FOR 230 and 360 strongly recommended.
Principles of ecological restoration and techniques for
implementing restoration strategies for terrestrial and aquatic
systems.
UG 441 Timber Management 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., FOR 320, 347. Management of forest stands for
timber production, including review of factors influencing
physical and value growth; use of growth and yield
projections; economic evaluation of alternative stand
management strategies; classical forest regulation;
fundamentals of timber harvest scheduling; stumpage
appraisal and timber sales.
UG 442 Technical Processing of Wood Products 5 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., FOR 340 and 342. Lecture,
discussion, laboratory manufacture, and evaluation of solid
and composite wood products. Exercises include lumber
manufacture and drying at College's sawmill; plywood,
laminated beam manufacture and strength testing; particle
board and flakeboard manufacture and testing.
UG 447 Advanced Silviculture 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., FOR 347. Examination of silvicultural topics such
as regeneration practices, thinning/stand density concepts, and
silvicultural systems at an advanced level.
UG 455 Riparian Ecology and Management 3 cr. Offered
spring. Coreq. or prereq., FOR 385 and one introductory
ecology course or consent of instr .. Importance of
riparian/wetland areas and the complexities associated with
their management for short and long term benefits.
UG 460 Range Inventory and Analysis 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., FOR 360 and one course in statistics.
Methods of measuring range and shrub-land vegetation at
individual and community level for determining plant
composition, changes following treatments, and carrying
capacity of range livestock and native ungulates.
UG 461 Animal Nutrition 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
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FOR 360 or consent of instr. Elements of animal nutrition,
physiology of ruminant nutrition, nutritional characteristics of
forage plants related to nutrition requirements of livestock and
wildlife, and nutritional strategies of free-roaming animals.
UG 462 Range Ecology 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., FOR
360 and one course in plant ecology. Applied ecology of
rangeland uses by various biota, synecological response to
grazing, fire, herbicides, fertilizers and mechanical
treatments, structural and functional responses of grassland
systems to disturbance.
UG 463 Range Improvement 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., FOR 360. Methods of improving rangelands,
including grazing systems, control of weeds, controlled
burning, seeding, fertilization and mechanical soil treatments.
UG 465 Restoration Ecology 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
senior standing and a course in ecology. Same as EVST 465.
Philosophy and practice of restoring damaged ecosystems.
Restoration planning including improvement of degraded
soils, site preparation for revegetation, and case studies.
UG 473 Collaboration in Natural Resources Decisions 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Same as EVST 473. Political and
social processes affecting natural resource decisions.
Examination of cases of multi-party collaboration in forestry,
range, and watershed management issues.
UG 475 Sociology of Environment and Development 3 cr.
Offered annually. Examines key social forces that influence
how individuals, groups and nation-states understand and live
within their bio-physical environments, especially policies and
processes relating to development, corporate capitalism,
globalization, culture, class and other forms of power and
social relations. Pays close attention to ways both indigenous
and introduced resource use and management practices
(including conservation) variably impact people of different
races, classes, genders, cultures and livelihood practices.
U 476 Managing Recreation Resources in Wilderness 3 cr.
Same as RECM 476. Examination of strategies to
management recreation in a wilderness setting. Addresses
management ofvisitor use and experiences, measuring and
monitoring biophysical and social impacts, effective education
and interpretation, and law enforcement.
UG 480 Forest and Rangeland Area Planning and Design 3
cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., senior standing, WBIO 370,
RECM 310, FOR 347 or FOR 360; senior or graduate
standing; or consent of instr. A multidisciplinary planning
team approach to developing detailed, site-specific resource
management planning for units of forest and rangeland at the
area or watershed level. Includes use of geographic
information systems, computer modeling, and linear programming.
UG 481 Forest Planning 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., FOR
422 or consent of instr. Integrated multiple use planning at the
forest-wide level: defining multi-resource management goals,
generating management alternatives, projecting outcomes,
assessing environmental impacts, and implementing preferred
option.
UG 485 Watershed Management 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., FOR 385 or consent of instr. Effects of land
management practices on water and sediment yields from
wildland watersheds. Introduction to statistical methods in
hydrology. Introduction to water yield and sediment
modeling techniques.
UG 489E Ethics and the Management of Public Lands 3
cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq., lower-division course in
Perspective 5 or consent of instr.; senior standing.
Theoretical and practical ethical issues affecting the
management of natural resources in national forests and on
other public lands.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings

of current topics.
U 496 Independent Study 1-3 cr. (R-10) Offered every term.
Prereq. , consent of instr. Individual study or research
problems.
U 497 Senior Thesis 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq. , senior standing and consent of instr. Preparation of a
major paper based on study or research in a field selected
according to the needs and objectives of the student.
UG 498 Internship Variable cr. Offered every term.
Prereq. , consent of instr. Extended classroom experience
which provides practical application of classroom learning
during placements off-campus. Prior approval must be
obtained from faculty advisor and Internship Services office.
A maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498)
may count toward graduation.
G 500 Forest Growth and Yield 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
FOR 202 or consent ofinstr. Offered alternate years. Theory
and methods for projecting quantitative measures of tree and
stand growth over time; includes analysis of computer growth
and yield models used in the region.
G 501 Research Methods 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., a
course in statistics or consent of instr. The nature of scientific
research, planning research projects, organization and
presentation of research resUlts. Emphasis on the development
of study plans for specific research projects.
G 503 GIS: Methods and Applications I 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., consent of mstr. General principles of
geographic information systems. Instruction and lab use of
specific software packages used for management
decision-making m natural resources management. Students
have hands-on experience in digitizing, mapping, spatial
analysis and data-base creation.
G 504 GIS: Methods and Applications II 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., FOR 503. Continuation of 503.
UG 505 Sampling Methods 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
FOR 201 or equiv.; consent ofinstr. Definitwns, sampling with
and without replacement, equal and uneq_ual probability
sampling, sample size and allocation, estimates and their
variances, simple random sampling, stratification, double
sampling, two-stage sampling, PPS and 3P sampling uses and
precision.
G 508 Modeling Forest Dynamics 3 cr. Offered autumn oddnumbered years. Prereq., FOR 500 and some experience with
statistical methods and a programming language. Introduction
to the construction of simulation models for forecasting change
in forest vegetation. Survey of alternative modeling approaches
followed by construction of a simulator. Includes specification
of conceptual model, statistical analysis of data, and
programming a working simulator.
G 511 Soil Chemistry 3 cr. Offered spring odd-numbered
years. Prereq., FOR 210N, 330. A senes oflectures on soil
chemistry in the beginning of the semester, emphasizing water
and nutrient movement, followed by a series of laboratory and
lecture classes on soil chetnistry, emphasizing data
interpretation and problem solving.
G 513 Natural Resource Dispute Resolution 3 cr. Offered
spring. Same as LAW 613 ana EVST 513. Provides a
conceptual framework for understanding the history of ideas
that have shaped the policies, institutions, and strategies used to
resolve natural resource and other public policy conflicts in the
American West. Focus on natural resource and environmental
dispute resolution.
G 520 Forest Resource Economics 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., FOR 320 or equiv., an upper-division or graduate level
course in microeconomics, and consent ofinstr. The demand
for, and supply of, commodity products from the forest,
including characteristics of demand for stumpage, logs and
processed products, forest management and harvesting
decisions, and the supply of stumpage, intermediate and
processed products.
G 530 Forest Meteorology 3 cr. Offered autumn oddnumbered years. Prereq., graduate standing or consent ofinstr.

A brief introduction to synoptic and mesoscale meteorology,
followed by more intense study of physics in the forest
environment: transfers of heat, light and momentum and their
influences on plant stmcture, function, productivity and
survivaL
G 532 Forest lEco!'lystem Aillialy:ds 3 cr, Offered autumn.
Prereq., FOR 330 or equiv. Current research on important
processes in forest ecosystems, including carbon, water and
nutrient cycles, with emphasis on recent computer simulation
models.
G 533 Use of Fire !n Wildbmd Management 3 cr, Offered
autum"''1 even-numbered years. Prereq., consent of instr.
\Vestern fire ecology and the plan.11ed use of fire. Wildlife,
range and forestry applications of prescribed fire. Seminars and
discussions; research applications.
G 545 Silvicullture ReseaJrcll1 c:r, (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., graduate standing and consent of instr.;
prereq. or coreq., FOR 347 or equiv. Reading and discussion
of scientific literature related to silvicultural practice and
science. Different topic each semester. Students become
familiar with silviculture literai:ure, develop skills for
scmtinizing scientific literature, and examme siivicultural
topics in detaiL
G-547 Fon::§t Vegetation Dy~rnamks 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., consent of instr. Role of disturbances, plant
interactions, tree architecture, and stmcture on forest stand
development Laboratory provides experience with vegetation
development reconstmction. Discusses even-aged,
uneven-aged, single- and mixed-species stand development as
well as landscape linkages.
G 548 F"rest Stand Dynamic§ and Culture 1 cr, Offered
intermittently. Prereq., FOR 347 or equiv. One-week
continuints education co~rse designed to present eme~g~ng
concepts m stand dynam1cs and stand culture to practlcmg
silviculturists. Topics include even- and uneven-aged stand
dynamics and density
fire management, fertilization,
and stand health.
G §51 Digital Image Proces§ing 4 c:r. Offered autumn evennumbered years. Prereq., FOR 351 or equiv. and consent of
instr. Fundamentals of electro-optical digital remote sensors,
data compilation, preprocessing, and pattern recognition.
G 570 PoUtkai Ecology 3c:r, Graduate seminar on key
theories, issues and literature in the subfield of Political
Ecology, an interdisciplinary environmental social science
approach which integrates how political, economic, cultural and
ecological processes interact and shape society-nature relations.
Case examples are drawn from both the l'Jorth and South.

G 571 Internatnonai Conservation and Development 1 cr.
(R-2) Year-long course. Students register for one credit
autuiTL.'1 semester and one credit spring semester. Final grade
assigned at end ofthe year. Prereq., graduate standing and
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The B.S. in Recreation Management degree is designed to
prepare students for professional positions developing and
managing recreatiof!. and park resources ~ocate? primarily
beyond the urban fnnge. Students pursumg th1s degree must
chose between an option in Recreation Resources Management
or Nature-Based Tourism. The Recreation Resources
Management option provides educational background
necessary for evaluating and managing lands for their aesthetic
and recreational values. The Nature-Based Tourism option is
designed to combine an understanding of social, cultural,
political, environmental, and economxc contexts surrounding
tourism in a natural resource setting. All students learn the
processes and
skills needed to detenuine alternative
make management decisions and carry
lnanagement
out management programs. Included are courses leading to an

consent of instr. Critical review of selected international
natural resource development, conservation and management
approaches and experiences.
G 579 Advr;u;cedl Natural Resom·ces Conflict Re2>ohdion 3
cr, (R-4) Offered autumn. Same as EVST 579 and LAW 679.
Prereq., FOR 513 or consent of instr. Current topics in theory
and practice. Development and discussion of research topics.
Top1cs vary.
G 582 Tropical Ecosystems and Management 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., graduate standing or consent of instr.
Introduction to tropical forests and agroecosystems, and a
critical examination of their management and conservation
within the context of ecological, socioeconomic and political
change.
G 586 Snow HydroBogy 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
graduate standing or consent of instr. The physics of snow
formation, distribution and ablation. Snow and forest
management in the subalpine zone.
G 594 Graduate Semi.n1n· in Forestry :l. cr. (R-3) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., graduate standing. Presentation by
students, staff and visitors of issues and topics in their fields.
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of nevv courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
G 596 h:ul.ependent Study 1-3 c~:. (R-10) Offered every term.
Prereq., consent of instr. Individual study or research problems.
G 598Internship Variab.ie err, (R-15) Offered every term.
Prereq., consent of instr. Extended classroom experience which
provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from
the faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office.
G 599 Professional Paper Variab!e cr. (Rol5) Offered
autumn and spring. Preparation of Master of Ecosystem
Management professional paper.
G 622 Adv:u.aced Problems in Envinnllmental Policy 3 cr.
Offered Spring even-number years. Examines environmental
policy problems and contemporary issues in environmental
policy, law, and administration. Policy tools, concepts and
research resources introduced. Numerous problems, themes,
and issues in environmental policy analyzed. Readings-based
seminar; students lead most reviews and discussions.
G 697 Graduate Research Va:riab!e cr. (R-15) Offered every
tem1. Independent graduate research in forest management,
wood science, soils, wildlife management, silviculture,
recreation and other topic areas,
G 699 Thesis VarnabRe Cli". (R-15) Offered every term.
Preparation of thesis/dissertation.

t
understanding of the basic ecological characteristics of
recreational lands. Students also take courses dealing with
human behavior and management Emphasis is placed on
presenting problems that would be encountered while managing
national parks and fore~ts, state and regi.onal pa~ks, wilderness
areas, and other recreatiOn resources of mternat10nal and
national significance. The degree and Recreation Resources
Management option are accredited by the National Recreation
and Parks Association and the American Association for
Leisure and Recreation.

Spedal Degree Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the
catalog including College of Forestry and Conservation
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curriculum requirements. See Index.
Students pursuing the B.S. in Recreation Management degree
complete the following courses or their equivalent if
transferred from another college or university. Transferences
and equivalency will be determined by the University and the
College of Forestry and Conservation. In addition, students are
required to take a practicum in recreation management, RECM
. 460. This work-learning experience involves at least 10 weeks
full-time equivalent oflearnmg in a professional work
environment. RECM 460 has a prerequisite of 400 previous
hours of relevant work experience. Electives may be taken at
any time, keeping in mind these courses as well as the
University's General Education requirements for graduation.
First Year
Credits
CHEM 151N General Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
ECON 111S lntro to Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 200 Natural Resources Measurements Camp . . . . . 2
MATH 117 Probability and Linear Mathematics . . . . . . 3
RECM llOS Introduction to Recreation Management . . . 3
RECM 180 Introduction to Natural Resource Issues .... 2
SOC llOS Principles of Sociology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4-8
Summer
FOR 200 Natural Resources Measurements Camp ..... 2
Second Year
BIOL 108N Diversity of Life . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
BIOL 109N Diversity of Life Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . 2
COMM 111A Public Speaking . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 210N Introduction to Soils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MATH 241 Statistics, FOR 201 Forest Biometrics
or SOC 202 Social Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-4
RECM 217 Wildland Recreation Management . . . . . . . . 3
RECM 230 Programming in Recreation . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
One additional communication course (e.g. FOR 220
Technical Writing) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-3
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-6
Third and Fourth Years
FOR 330 Forest Ecology or 462 Range Ecology . . . . . . . 3
FOR 480 Project Design and Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
RECM 370 Conservation of Wilderness, Wild Rivers
and Parks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
RECM 380 Recreation Administration and Leadership . . 3
RECM 450 Preparation for Professional Practice . . . . . . 1
RECM 460 Practicum in Recreation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
RECM 486 Recreation Research and Program Evaluation 3
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17-19
Recreation Resources Management Option
In addition to special degree requirements listed previously,
students electing the recreation resources management option
must successfullY. complete the following required courses, or
their equivalent If transferred from another college or
university. Transference and equivalency will be determined
l:>Y the Un~versity and the College of Forestry and
Conservation.
CS 172 Introduction to Computer Modeling . . . . . . . . . 3
PSYC lOOS Introduction to Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
RECM 481 Managing Recreation Resources and Visitors . 4
RECM 482 Wilderness and Protected Area Managements 3
RECM 483 Commercial Recreation, Marketing and Tourisn:B
RECM 484 Recreation Management Field Techniques . . . 3
RECM 485 Recreation Planning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Nature-Based Tourism Option
BADM 201 Financial Accounting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 473 Collaboration in Natural Resource Decisions . . 3
MKTG 360 Marketing Principles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

MKTG 362 Consumer Behavior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RECM 210 Nature-Based Tourism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RECM 483 Commercial Recreation, Marketing & Tourism
RECM 451 Tourism and Sustainability . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3
3
3
3

Courses
U=for undergraduate credit only, UG= for undergraduate or
graduate credit, G=for graduate credit. R after the credit
mdicates the course m_ay be repeated for credit to maximum
indicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not
count toward a degree.

Recreation Management (RECM)
U llOS Introduction to Recreation Management 3 cr.
Offered autumn and spring. The basic motivations and socioeconomic determinants of recreation needs and preferences.
History of the development of the resources base, trends in user
participation, classification of recreation lands, recreation
opportunities and needs, mana~ement objectives, economics of
outdoor recreation, and definitiOns of leisure and recreation.
U 180 Careers in Natural Resources 2 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. Same as FOR 180, WBIO 180. Subject matter and
fields of study within natural resources management. Topics
include forestry, wildlife biology, range, water, recreation
management, forest products .Production and other areas of
opportunity for students seekmg careers in natural resources.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 210 Nature-Based Tourism 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Introduction to the tourism and commercial recreation
industries. Provides initial link between the natural
environment and business operations. Combination of
introductory business philosophies, economics, and natural
resource management into a framework for future reference and
course work.
U 217 Wildland Recreation Management 3 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., RECM llOS or option in forest
resources management. The management of land as an
environment for outdoor recreation. Understanding the
relationship between the visitor, resource base and management
policies. Recreation planning on multiple use forest lands,
parks, wilderness areas and private lands.
U 230 Programming in Recreation 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., RECM llOS. Principles of program planning for
organized offerings in recreation. Selection, adaptation and
evaluation of activities.
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offermgs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
UG 370S Conservation of Wilderness, Wild Rivers, and
National Parks 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Examination of the historical, philosophical, and legislative
background for development and management of our national
system of wilderness areas, wild and scenic rivers, trails, and
national parks; their place in our social structure.
UG 371 Wilderness Issues Lecture Series 1 cr. (R-3)
Offered spring. Same as EVST 371. Explores current issues in
wilderness preservation, management ana research.
UG 380 Recreation Administration and Leadership 4 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., RECM 11 OS, 217 and 230 or consent
of instr. Personnel, leadership, fmance, facilities, programs and
public relations. Coordination with youth serving institutions,
government agencies, and private or commercial organizations.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting ,Professors,
new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 396 Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered every term.
U 398 Internship Variable cr. Offered every term. Prereq.,
consent of instr. Extended classroom experience which
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provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from
the faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A
maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may
count toward graduation.
UG 420 Principles and Techniques of Interpretation in
Recreation Area 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., one biology
course; one public speaking course. Principles, concepts,
techniques essential to providing high quahty interpretive
programs in natural or cultural history.
U 450 Pre-Practicum Professional Preparation 1 cr. Offered
autumn. A pre-practicum class to provide orientation for the
practicum, RECM 460, in recreation managment
U 451 To~rism and Sustainability 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., RECM 210 and 217. Theories and conceptual models
are applied to analyzing relationships between the integration
of planning theories to sustainability concepts.
UG 460 Practicum in Recreation 1-15 cr. (R-15) Offered
every term. Prereq., RECM 380, senior standing, and consent
of instr. Supervised pre-professional practice in approved
recreation management agencies.
UG 471 Wilderness in the American Context 4 cr. An
expansive treatment of the history of the wilderness
preservation movement in the United States. Introduction to
the successive influences of philosophy, science, art, and
politics on society's relationship with wilderness. Discussion
of the Wilderness Act of 1964.
. ·
UG 472 Management of the Wilderness Resource 4 cr. An
ecolo~-based treatment of wi.lderness management. Brief
overview of fundamental ecological principles followed by an
examination of their specific and often unique apylication to
wilderness ecosystems. Presentation of basic wilderness
management pnnciples and guidelines. Discussion of nonconforming wilderness uses.
UG 474 Wilderness Management Planning 3 cr. Exploration
of basic planning theory, concepts, effective plan writing, and
the characteristics of successful planning and implementation.
In-depth treatment of the Limits of Acceptable Change
planning framework. Comparison and evaluation of the
different planning approaches used by the four wilderness
managing agencies.
U 476 Managing Recreation Resources in Wilderness 3 cr.
Same as FOR 476. Examination of strategies to management
recreation in a wilderness setting. Addresses management of
visitor use and experiences, measuring and monitonng
biophysical and social impacts, effective education and
interpretation, and law enforcement.
UG 481 Managing Wildland Resources and Visitors 4 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., RECM 217. Balancing the needs of
people for recreation with the impact of recreational use.
UG 482 Wilderness and Protected Area Management 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., RECM 217, 370. Examination of the
origin, evolution, and apflication of the park concept on state,
federal, and internationa .levels. Evaluation of legislation,
philosophy, and policy leading to consideration of goals,
objectives, and strategies for park management.
UG 483 Commercial Recreation, Marketing and Tourism 3
cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., RECM 217. Interactions between
wildland recreation areas and the private sector are reviewed.
Linkages between natural resources and the tourism industry
are discussed. Principles of marketing for the private sector

within this context are presented.
U 484 Recreation Management Field Techniques 3 cr.
Offered aummn. Prereq., FOR 210,330. Field measurement
and management techniques critical in recreation management.
Includes measurement of recreation impacts on biophysical and
social attributes of recreational settings.
UG 485 Recreation Planning 4 cr. Prereq., RECM 217.
Offered aummn. Needs of recreation opportunities and
response to those needs through planning, demand assessment
and resource analysis.
U 486 Recreation Research and Program Evaluation 3 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., RECM 217. Research and program
evaluation methodologies appropriate to understandmg
effectiveness of recreation management programs. Includes
philosophy of science, experimental design, and measurement
methods.
U 493 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently.
Independent work under the University omnibus option. See
index.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
new courses or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 496 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered every
term. Prereq., consent of mstr. Individual smdy of research
problems.
U 497 Senior Thesis 1-3 cr. (R-3) Offered aummn and spring.
UG 498 Internship Variable cr. Offered aummn and spring.
Prereq., consent ofinstr. Extended classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from
faculty advisor and Internship Services office.. A maximum of
6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count toward
graduation.
G 500 Recreation Research Methods 3 cr. Offered spring
odd-numbered years. Prereq., one course in statistics. Methods
used in recreation research.
G 594 Graduate Seminar in Recreation 1 cr. (R-3) Offered
aummn and spring. Prereq., graduate standing. Presentations
by smdents, staff and guest speakers of issues and topics in
their fields.
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-10) Offered every
term. Prereq., consent of mstr. Individual smdy or research
problems.
G 597 Research Variable cr. (R-12) Offered every term.
Prereq., graduate standing. Independent graduate research in
recreation management.
G 598 Internship Variable cr. (R-12) Offered every term.
Prereq., consent ofinstr. Extended classroom experience that
provides practical application of classroom learnmg during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from
faculty advisor and Internship Services office.
G 599 Professional Paper Variable cr. (R-15) Offered every
term. Preparation of professional paper.
G 697 Research 1-15 cr. (R-15) Offered every term.
G 699 Thesis Variable cr. (R-15) Offered every term.
Prereq., graduate standing. Preparation of thesis.

Resource Conservation
Bachelor of Science in Resource Conservation
In addition to special degree requirements listed previously,
smdents selecting the Bachelor of Science in Resource
Conservation should contact their advisors to approve

curriculum. In addition, the student, with advice and consent of
his or her advisor from the College of Forestry and
Conservation, should design a curriculum addressing their
specific needs. Any deviations from the program can be made
only with the advice and consent of the smdent's faculty
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advisor.
Conservation Option
This program provides students with a foundation in natural
resource courses along with courses in the social sciences and
liberal arts. It prepares students for specializing in
environmental law, business or professional organizations
dealing with natural resources.
Example of possible program in the conservation option:
First Year
Credits
BIOL 120N General Botany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
CHEM 151N General Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
COMM lilA Introduction to Public Speaking . . . . . . . . 2
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MATH 121 Pre-Calculus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15-18
Summer
FOR 200 Natural Resources Measurements Camp ..... 2
Second Year
ECON IllS Introduction to Microeconomics . . . . . . . . 3
ECON 112S Introduction to Macroeconomics . . . . . . . . 3
PSC lOOS Introduction to American Government ...... 3
FOR 210N Introductory Soils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 220 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16-20
Third and Fourth Years: (minimum of 30 credits at the
300-level or above; and at least two 400-level or above to
include For 422).
Terrestrial Sciences Option
The terrestrial sciences option is designed to provide students
with a solid scientific foundation in the biological and physical
science aspects of terrestrial conservation. The curriculum
consists of a required core of science classes and an
individualized curriculum of upper-division science courses
chosen by the student in consultation with a faculty advisor.
The curriculum must include at least 12 credits in forestry or
wildlife biology at the upper-division level in addition to those
specified below. This is an ideal option for those students who
want to specialize their undergraduate education in areas such
as forest ecology, hydrology, forest soils, biometrics, fire, or
remote sensing.
First Year
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
COMM lilA Introduction to Public Speaking . . . . . . . . 2
CHEM 151N General Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
CHEM 152N-154N Organic Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
BIOL 108N-109N Diversity of Life . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
GEOS lOON General Geology or 109N
Environmental Geoscience . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
GEOS lOIN Geology Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
MATH 121 Precalculus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
MATH 152 Calculus I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Summer
FOR 200 Natural Resources Measurements Camp . . . . . 2
Second Year
FOR 201 Forest Biometrics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 210N Forest Soils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 220 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
FOR 240 Tree Biology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
FOR 241 Dendrology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
PHYS 221N General Physics I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
PHYS 222N General Physics II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
MATH 153 Calculus II or MATH
158 Differential Equations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-2
Third and Fourth Year
FOR 330 Forest Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 385 Watershed Hydrology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 480 Project Design and Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 422 Natural Resource Policy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
Land and People Option
The purpose of this curriculum is to provide a broad program of
study, which focuses on the evolving relationship between
people and their natural environment. The curriculum is
oesigned to prepare people with career interests in the
management of natural resources with a particular human focus
involving conservation, law, business or public affairs. The
core program of required courses is designed to be
su_p_plemented by electives chosen by the student in consultation
with a faculty advisor. These electives must include at least
two other upper-division courses in forestry, recreation, or
wildlife biology.
First Year
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
COMM 111A Introduction to Public Speaking . . . . . . . . 2
MATH 121 Precalculus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
CHEM 151N General Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
CS 101 Introduction to Programming orCS 172
Introduction to Computer Modeling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
GEOS 109N Environmental Geoscience . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
BIOL 121N Introductory Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
ECON 111S-112S Micro- and Macro-economics ...... 6
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Summer
FOR 200 Natural Resources Measurements Camp
2
Second Year
FOR 201 or MATH 241 or SOC 202
or PSYC 220 Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 210N Introductory Soils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 220 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
FOR 230 Forest Fire Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
WBIO 275 Wildlife Conservation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
RECM 217 Wildland Recreation Management . . . . . . . . 3
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
Third and Fourth Years
FOR 320 Forest Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 330 Forest Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 347 Multiple Resource Silviculture . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 360 Range Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 385 Watershed Hydrology
or FOR 455 Riparian Ecology and Management . . . . . . . 3
FOR 422 Natural Resource Policy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 424 Community Forestry and Conservation . . . . . . 3
FOR 480 Project Design and Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 489 Ethics and Management of Public Lands . . . . . 3
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33

ENEX 101 Composition
3
WBIO 180 Careers in Natural Resources . . . . . . . . . . . 2
MATH 150 Applied Calculus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8-14
Summer
Experiential Learning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
(For a list of options, see the Wildlife Biology Office.)
Second Year
BIOL 221 CeH and Molecular Biology . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
BIOL 223 Genetics and Evolution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
BIOL 350* Rocky Mountain Flora . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
COMM lilA Introduction to Public Speaking . . . . . . . . 2
MATH 241 Statistics or WBIO 240 Introduction to
Biostatistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-4
FOR 220 Technical Writing or WBIO 245 Science
Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-3
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11-15
*BIOL 350 is not required for the Aquatic option
0
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ierresfriai Option
Third Year
Two of the following:
BIOL 304 Ornithology . . . . . . . .
4
BIOL 306 Mammalogy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
BIOL 308 Biology and Management of Fishes ....
4
And one of the following:
FOR 347 Multiple Resource Silviculture . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 360 Range Management . . . . . . .
3
And
BIOL 340 Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
BIOL 341 Ecology Lab . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
WBIO 370 Wildlife Habitat Conservation .
3
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8-14
Fourth Year
WBIO 446 Wildlife Physiological Ecology . . . . . . . . . . 3
WBIO 470 Conservation of Wildlife Populations . . . . . . 3
WBIO 494 Senior Seminar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
FOR 480 Forest/Range Plan and Design . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
And one of the following:
WBIO 410 Wildlife Policy and Biopolitics . . . . . . . . . . 3
WBIO 475 Case Histories in Conservation Policy . . . . . . 3
FOR 422 Natural Resources Policy and Administration . 3
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16-22
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Aquatic Option
Third Year
BIOL 308 Biology and Management of Fishes .
4
BIOL 340 Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
BIOL 341 Ecology Lab . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
BIOL 366 Freshwater Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
BIOL 400-401 General Parasitology and Laboratory OR
BIOL 406 Insect Behavior and Evolution OR
BIOL 410 Insect Biology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
WBIO 446 Wildlife Physiological Ecology . . . . . . . . . . 3
Electives and General Education . . . . . . .
5-11
Fourth Year
WBIO 494 Senior Seminar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
BIOL 316 Plant Form and Function . . . . . . . . .
5
BIOL 408 Advanced Fisheries Science .
2
FOR 385 Watershed Hydrology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 480 Forest/Range Plani1ing and Design . . . . . . . . . 3
And one of the following:
WBIO 410 Wildlife Policy and BiopoHtics . . . . . . . . . . 3
FOR 422 Natural Resource Policy and Administration . . 3
WBIO 475 Case Histories in Conservation Policy . . . . . . 3
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . .
12-18
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Honer$ !Emphasis

The honors curriculum is designed particularly for students
with strong academic records who intend to do graduate

work. Entrance into this emphasis is open only to students
who, at the beginning of the junior year of the wildlife
biology program, have a grade-point average of 3.5 or above
and who petition the faculty for entrance.
Honors students must complete either WBIO 370, 470 and
494 (terrestrial option) or BIOL
366 and WBIO 494
(aquatic option). Honors students are encouraged to enroll
also in WBIO 497 Senior Thesis. The balance of the
coursework for the junior and senior years will be developed
in consultation with the honors student's faculty advisor and
committee appointed by the director of the wildlife biology
program.
All students in the honors emphasis are required to meet with
their faculty advisors prior to autumn semester registration of
their junior and senior years to work out tl1eir course
schedules.

Requirements for a Minor
To earn a minor in wildlife biology, the student must
successfully complete the following coursework: BIOL
108N, l09N, 201N, 350; FOR 275; FOR 330 or 360; WBIO
180, 270.

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for
undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R
after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit
to the maximum indicated after the R. Credits beyond this
maximum do not count toward a degree.

WUdUfe Biclogy

(WB~O)

U l05N Wildl.ife and People 3 cr, Offered autumn.
Intended for non-wildlife majors. Interactions of wildlife and
people in today's society.
U UIO Careers in Natnral Resources 2 Cl'. Offered autumn
and spring. Same as FOR 180, RECM 180. Subject matter
and fields of study within natural resources management.
Topics include forestry, wildlife biology, range, water,
recreation management, forest products production and other
areas of opportunity for students seeking careers in natural
resources.
U 195 Special Topics Va:riable c:r. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
U 240 Int:roduction to Biostati!ltics (Honor§) 3 cr. Offered
autumn even-numbered years. Prereq., calculus and consent
of instr. Same as BIOL 240. Introduction to statistical
ecology: distributions, hypothesis testing, and fitting models
to data with emphasis on problems in ecological sampling.
U 245 Science Writing 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
ENEX 101 or equiv. Discussion of different types of science
writing and focus on methods to achieve more fluent prose.
Includes material on logic, inference, and developing
arguments that rely on data.
U 270 Wildlife Management Issues 2 c.r. Offered autumn.
An exploration of wildlife conservation issues and problems
facing wildlife managers; suggestions for solutions. For
wildlife biology majors.
U 295 Special Topics Variable c.r. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
UG 370 Wildlife Hablitat Conservatlion and M21nagement 3
cr. Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., junior standing in
wildlife biology, an ecology class, or consent of instr.
Application of principles of wildlife biology to conservation
and management of wild bird and mammal habitats including
field applications.
UG 373 Wildlife Techniques 2 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
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Wilderness Studies
Laurie Yung (Assistant Professor) Director of
Wilderness Institute
The Wilderness Institute in the College of Forestry and
Conservation offers educational opportunities and SP.ecial
presentations, and coordinates research related to wilderness
and wildlands management. In addition to the Wilderness
Issues Lecture Series and a summer educational program, the
Wilderness Institute offers the interdisciplinary undergraduate
program Wilderness and Civilization.
The Wilderness and Civilization program is designed to
provide students, at or beyond the sophomore level, with a
broad interdisciplinary introduction to the subject of
wilderness, focusing on the multi-faceted values that wild lands
hold for civilized society. The intent is to produce informed
citizens, better able to participate in processes for public
involvement concerning wilderness 1ssues; the program is not
intended as a professional land management qualification,
although many students supplement their professional
educatwn through this program. A special feature is that
students develop a sense of community by participating as a
group in the intensive package of courses and field experiences
reqmred. Students who complete the Wilderness and
C~vilization program become eligible for the wilderness studies
mmor.
Admission to Wilderness and Civilization is based on academic
ability and promise, commitment to wilderness studies, and
over quality of application. Applicants must have a cumulative
GPA of3.0 or higher for all college and university work.
Applications are due by April 1st and are available at the
Wilderness Institute, University Hall 303.

To earn a minor in wilderness studies the student must
participate in the Wilderness and Civilization two-semester
program and fulfill the course requirements shown below (a
minimum of 18 credits). The P.rogram's course offerings may
vary from year to year, but will include sufficient courses from
the A and B lists:
Credits
Two semesters of:
FOR 273 Wilderness and Civilization Field Studies . . . . .
FOR 373 Wilderness and Civilization.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
and at least two courses from
Section A: Arts and Humanities
DRAM 214A Wilderness and Expression . . . . . . . . . . .
ENLT 324 Montana Writers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EVST 301E Ethics, Beauty and the Environment ......
HIST 364E Environmental History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LS 302L American Indian Literature . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NAS 303E Ecological Perspectives
in Native American Traditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHIL 327E Environmental Ethics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
and at least two courses from
Section B: Biophysical and Social Sciences
ECON 345S Economics of Wildland Preservation . . . . .
EVST 101N Environmental Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 271N Wilderness Ecology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR 304 Conservation of Natural and Human Resources
in Montana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RECM 370S Conservation of Wilderness, Wild Rivers and
National Parks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Requirements for a Minor

Wildlife Biology
Daniel H. Pletscher, Professor, Wildlife
Biology Director
Wildlife Biology is the study of wild animals, their habitats,
and their conservation. The Bachelor of Science in Wildlife
Biology degree constitutes the preprofessional training for
future employment in wildlife biology and management, and
provides an excellent background in general ecology. The
educational requirements for certification by The Wildlife
Society can be met within the framework of the undergraduate
prog:l
· · do ex1st
· m
· Wl'ldl'fi
Wh1 eam.
emp Ioyment opportunities
1e
conservatwn for students with the baccalaureate degree, many
students plan to continue their education through the master's
degree to qualify for wildlife management or research
positions.
Three optional curricula are offered in the Wildlife Biology
Program: terrestrial, aquatic, and honors. All three options
follow the same schedule of courses for the freshman and most
of the sophomore year, then pursue different curricula for the
last two years. Each leads to a B.S. in Wildlife Biology.
The University is well-suited for instruction in wildlife biology
because of the excellent opportunities for field instruction ana
research, and the presence of such facilities as the Lubrecht
Experimental Forest, Yellow Bay Biological Station at Flathead
Lake, the Montana Forest and Conservation Experiment
Station, the Montana Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, and
the Theodore Roosevelt Memorial and Bandy ranches.

High School Preparation: In addition to general University
admission requirements, the student should elect four years of
mathematics and three years of science, including biology,
chemistry and physics.

Special Degree Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the
catalog. See index.
The Upper-division Writing Expectation must be met by
successfully completing BIOL 341 and two courses selected
from BIOL 304,306,316, 366, WBIO 470,497 (senior thesis).
The student must complete the requirements for one of the
options indicated below. A reading knowledge of a modem
foreign language is suggested for students electing preparation
for graduate work leading to a doctorate.
To obtain the B.S. in Wildlife Biology, the student must have a
2.5 grade point average or higher in all courses taken at The
University of Montana.
Suggested sequence subject to frequent change. Some courses
are offered more than one semester/year.

Terrestrial and Aquatic Options
First Year
BIOL 108N Diversity of Life . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BIOL 109N Diversity of Life Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . .
CHEM 151N General and Inorganic Chemistry . . . . . . .
CHEM 152N Organic and Biological Chemistry . . . . . . .
CHEM 154N Organic & Biological Chemistry Laboratory

3
2
3
3
2

any statistics course; one 300-level ecology or wildlife
course. Lab and field oriented class in commonly-used
techniques.
wildlife research and
U 374 Hunte~r Check
]_cr. (R-2) Offered autumn.
St-udents leam techniques for determining species, age and sex
of game animals, then work 3-5
as volunteers at hunter
check stations operated by management agencies.
U 395 Spedal Topftcs Valriab!e cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
U 396 Independent Study 1-6 c!l". (R-6) Offered every term.
U 398 Internship Variable ~Cr. Offered every term. Prereq.,
consent of department. Extended classroom
that
provides practical application of classroom
during
placements off campus. Prior a;pproval must be
from
the faculty
and the Internship Services office. A
maximum of credits of Internship (198,
may
count toward graduation.
UG <'U.O Wil.dm'e Policy and BftopoUtics 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Overview of the laws affecting wildlife and how
those laws are initiated, implemented, and enforced; impact of
politics, interest groups, and agency jurisdictions.
UG 441 Field Methods in Fishery Biolo!§ry 8ll11dl
Management 1 ~4 cr. Offered autumn and spring. Prereq.,
BIOL 308 or
consent of instr, Same as BIOL 415. Field
instruction by practicing biologists in techniques for
evaluating and managing aquatic habitats and fish populations.
UG 446 Wildlife Pbysio~o;gk:ll! E.coiogy 3 cr, Offered
spring. Same as BIOL 446. Prereq., BIOL 221, 223 and
340. How physiological and biochemical
in animals
influence behavior and ecology.
of physiological
approaches to wildlife conservation such as assessment of
animal health, nutritional
and
performance.
UG 460 J!nten1ationail Wild!ife Conservatio11 I:s:srwe§ 2 cr"
Offered spring. Prereq., a course in wildlife biology and/or
conservation biology. Review of
international wildlife
conservation issues with emphasis on the social context of the
issues and applied solutions.
UG 470 Cm1senati\on of Wl]d!nl'e Populatiollls J ~li'. Offered
autumn and spring.
300-level animal
class,
WBIO 370, and senior
of l-f'J 1.,uu<uvu
ecology principles and theory
the conservation
management of wildlife populations.
UG 472 Wildlife Handling anrl!
cr. Offered spring. Field techniques as~;oc:m1:ed
capture and handling Ethical and
organization, animal care and handling, ..,u,,.,w,,,..,,u
immobilization, veterinary emergencies and human safety.
UG 47§ Case Histories in ConservaHoiTJt Policy 3 cr,
Offered spring. Prereq., senior or graduate ·
in
conservation major or consent of instr.
development and primary aspects of conservation
Exercises in policy analysis as individuals and in
UG 494 Senior WiJdUfe Sem:ina:r 1 r.:r, Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., senior standing in wildlife
or consent
of instr. Analysis and discussion led
students
current
topics in wildlife biology.
UG 495 Spedan Topi.cs 'Vmrftali:Jle c:r. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 4!96 [ndependent Study Vadable cr, (R-10) Offered every
term. :Prereq., consent Df instr.
investigations or
problems not related to student's
Offered autumn and
U 497 Seni~J~r Thc~SlS 1-3 cr,.
spring. Prereq., consent of instr.; senior standing.
Preparation of major paper based on
or research of a
0

topic selected vvith an advisor according to needs and
objectives of student.
U 498 Internship JH5 cr, Offered every term. Prereq,
consent of department. Extended classroom "'"'""'-,.,,""'"'
m·,ovid~~s practical
of classroom "'"·iUllllJ§
placements off campus. Prior approval must lbe
from
the faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A
maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198,
398,
may
count toward
G 540
odd-nmnbered
Prereq., ,,;-,·ndn.,J-,cw'"
for e;qper·im.ents
. Exarnination of
experiments,
and
an emphasis on application.
Offered
G 542 Cuu<mt Issues in JfUmnetrics 1 c::rf,
nh·,rv1nP-tnt·u statistics course or consent
of current
in biometrics •uruu,,_H
discussions,
presentations, and analysis.
G 560 Wildii.fe Lmmdscape Eco!ogy J Cl.", Offered
Examination of how various spatial and temporal
influence wildlife and their habitats.
G 562 WiRd.Rife Habitat, Stiiucture and Fun~tiio!ll 3 c:r,
Offered spring. Prereq. For 330,
WBIO
or
consent of instr. Study
selected
in habitat
interac:tions.
classification and analysis, and
G 570 Applied PopuRaHon EcoNogy 3 CI', om:red
even-numbered years. Prereq., courses in ecology, stai:isiticl>,
and calculus. Application of advanced popuiation ,,.,,,,,,,"",[
tools and concepts to the evaluation of human n,w,rl-<1\"h,,d,"-.~ on
wHdUfe populations. Topics includ-e methods
declining trends, the interacting components of
and identification of strategies
declines.
G 572 Modell Selecdon anmd lilid~ereiM~-~ 3 cr. Offered aui:umn
odd-numbered years.
, one semester of 400-level
of instr.
and
statistics/biometry or
overview of statistical approaches
used in
ecology,
frequentist/ ANOVA HHY'-"''"''
theoretic and Bayesian rnethods.
G 5'75 Frontiers in Co!lJlse:rvatl!olll Rrc:sean:la 1, er. (R-6)
Offered autumn. Prereq., upper-level course in conservaHon
genetics. Same as BIOL 575.
genetics or
Exploration
current topics in conservation biology '•Nith
e
, on genetic issues in conservation.
G 6 Ecoiogic3lll Mode Icing 2uull Ana!ysll!ll 2<1 cE:, Offered
every term. Prereq., consent of instr. Invesdgation of
mathematical andl statistical probiems in
and wildlife
biology. Specific material each semester is ""~"''~E"''"'''"'
student interest.
Cl&U.Hp'H"lll',

G 581Jl

Reading~>

iu P'o]piuRatkm JDymamalc:s 1 fl:li'.

autumn and spring.
consent of instr.
recent papers on interface
population
interactions, and wildlife management.

G 594 Gnu:llmaie §emirmar i:n WiRdUfe Bliolo~y 1 -cr, (R-3)
graduate
in
Offered autumn and
wildlife
of ""~'~''·"'"""
problems in
biology and
G 595 Special Topiics Variable c1rc (R-12) Offered
professors,
intermittently. ExperinJ.ental offerings of
experimental offerings of new courses, or
offerings
of current
G §~!15 Independent
Offered every
term. Prereq.,
and consen:c •Df instr.
Original investigations or
not rehted to srudent' s
thesis.
G 597 Resean::h V adablie c1· Offered every term. Prereq.,
graduate
in wildlife biology or consent of instr.
Graded
pass
o
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G 599 Professional Paper Variable cr. (R-6) Offered every
term. Prereq., graduate standing in wildlife biology and
consent of instr. Professional paper written in the area of the
student's major interest based on either primary or secondary
research. Subject matter must be approved by graduate
committee. Graded pass/not pass only.
G 697 Research 1-15 cr. (R-15) Offered every term.
G 699 Thesis Variable cr. (R-10) Offered every term.
Prereq., graduate standing in wildlife biology. Preparation of
thesis.

Faculty
Professors
Donald J. Bedunah, Ph.D., Texas Tech University, 1982
Jill M. Belsky, Ph.D., Cornell University, 1991
Perry J. Brown, Ph.D., Utah State University, 1971 (Dean)
James A. Burchfield, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1991
(Associate Dean)
Edwin J. Burke, Ph.D., Colorado State University, 1978
Thomas H. DeLuca, Ph.D., Iowa State University, 1993
Carl Fiedler, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1990
(Research)
Wayne A. Freimund, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1993
(Chair of Society and Conservation)
L. Scott Mills, Ph.D., University of California, Santa Cruz,
1993
Norma Nickerson, Ph.D., University of Utah, 1989
(Research)
Daniel H. Pletscher, Ph.D., Yale University, 1982 (Director,
Wildlife Biology Program)
Donald F. Potts, Ph.D., State University of New York, 1979
LLoyd Queen, Ph.D., University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 1988
Steven W. Running, Ph.D., Colorado State University, 1979
Stephen F. Siebert, Ph.D., Cornell University, 1990
Ronald H. Wakimoto, Ph.D., University of California, 1978
(Chair of Ecosystem Conservation and Sciences)

Associate Professors

Paul B. Alaback, Ph.D., Oregon State University, 1980
William T. Borrie, Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University, 1995
Elizabeth Crone, Ph.D., Duke University, 1995
R. Neil Moisey, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 1997
David Naugle, Ph.D., South Dakota State University, 1998
Martin Nie, Ph.D., Northern Arizona, 1998
Mike Patterson, Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University, 1993
Diana Six, Ph.D., University of California, Riverside, 1997

Assistant Professors
David Affleck, Ph.D., Yale university, 2006
Keith Bosak, Ph.D., University of Georgia (Athe~). 2006
Woodam Chung, Ph.D., Oregon State University, 2002
Elizabeth D. Coulter, Ph.D., Oregon State University, 2004
SolomonDobrowski, Ph.D., University of California (Davis),
2005
Lisa A. Eby, Ph.D., Duke University, 2001
John M. Goodburn, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Madison,
2004
Mark Hebblewhite, Ph.D., University of Alberta, 2006
Cara Nelson, Ph.D., University of Washington, 2004
Tyron Venn, Ph.D., University of Queensland, 2004
Scott Woods, Ph.D., Colorado State University, 2001

Emeritus Professors
David H. Jackson, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1975
Alan McQuillan, Ph.D., University of Montana, 1981
Stephen F. McCool, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1970
Thomas J. Nimlos, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1959
Robert D. Pfister, Ph.D., Washington State University, 1972
Robert R. Ream, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1963
Robert W. Steele, Ph.D., Colorado State University, 1975
Jack Ward Thomas, Ph.D., University of Massachusetts,
1972
Hans R. Zuuring, Ph.D., Iowa State University, 1975 (Chair
of Forest Management)
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Colle~e

of Health Professions
and Biomedical Sciences
David S. Forbes, Dean
Lori J. Morin, Assistant Dean for Student
Affairs
The College of Health Professions and Biomedical Sciences
offers the Bachelor of Arts in Social Work, the Doctor of
Pharmacy (Pharm.D.) degree; the Master of Science degrees in
Neuroscience, Pharmaceutical Sciences, and Toxicology; the

Master of Public Health degree, the..Master of Social Work
degree, the Doctor of Physical Therapy degree, and the Doctor
of Philosophy (Ph.D.) degrees in Biomedical Sciences,
Neuroscience, and Toxicology.
The focus of these programs is to provide a composite of
educational experiences that will produce a well-educa:ted
person and a highly trained, professional social worker, health
care practitioner or scientist.

Skaggs School of Pharmacy
Pharmacy is the study of the biological, chemical, and _physical
characteristics of medicinal substances and the utilizatiOn of
these substances in the prevention, treatment, and control of
illness and disease. It also encompasses a study of the systems
of delivering health care and the function of the professiOnal
pharmacist within these systems.
The Skaggs School of Pharmacy was established in 1907 at
Montana State College and was transferred to the University in
1913. The pharmacy program consists of two departments,
Pharmacy Practice and Biomedical and Pharmaceutical
Sciences.
The Skaggs School ofPharmacy is a member of the American
AssociatiOn of Colleges of Pharmacy. The entry-level doctor of
pharmacy program is fully accredited by the Accreditation
Council for Pharmacy Education, 20 North Clark Street, Suite
2500, Chicago IL 60602-5109, telephone (312) 664-3575,
(800) 533-3606; FAX (312) 664-4652.
The curriculum offered by the Skaggs School of Pharmacy
consists of a six year program leading to the entry-level
Pharm.D. degree. The first two years, or pre-professional
portion of the curriculum, are spent in studies of the basic
biological and physical sciences, and in course work necessary
to satisfy the University general education requirements.
During the first three years of the professional program,
students devote their time to the study of the biomedical and
pharmaceutical sciences and J?harmacy practice. Areas of study
mclude biochemistry, microbiOlogy, medicinal chemistry,
pharmaceutics, pharmacology, soctal administrative pharmacy,
and therapeutics. The final professional year is entirely
experientiaL
A program of selected electives allows the student to obtain
further educational experience in specialized areas of
pharmaceutical knowledge. Students in the professional
program may choose elective courses in specific areas of
mterest which include community pharmacy practice,
management, research and teachmg, or hospital and
institutionalJ?harmacy practice. All students must confer with
assigned advisors prior to each registration period and receive
approval of proposed courses.
In addition to tlieir formal educational program, students, to
become registered pharmacists, must complete practical
experience or internship under the direction of a registered
pharmacist and pass an examination given by the State Board
of Pharmacy.
Career opportunities exist in the fields of community pharmacy,
institutional pharmacy, federal or state government service,
public health agencies, and with the pharmaceutical industry in
sales positions or in manufacturing. Those with advanced
degrees are in demand for research positions and in

pharmaceutical education.
High School Preparation: In addition to the general University
admission requirements, algebra, trigonometry, biology,
chemistry, physics and a course in computers are recommended.

Admission
The general requirements for admission to the University are
listed separately in this catalog.

Pre-Pharmacy Program
The pre-pharmacy curriculum, which requires a minimum of
two years of full-time study, may be taken at any accredited
college or university.
Students at The Umversity of Montana-Missoula may enter the
pre-pharmacy program during any semester. It is recommended
that students considering pharmacy as a major declare a
pre-ph~acy TI?-ajor as early as_poss!ble in order to receive
appropnate advismg. Upon designatmg pre-pharmacy as a
major, students will be assigned an advisor within the pharmacy
program.

Professional Pharmacy Program
Students must apply for admission to the professional program.
Class size in the professional pharmacy program is restricted
and admission to the program is competitive. The admission
process is designed to admit the best overall class into
professional study. Completed ap_plications are evaluated by the
Skaggs School of Pharmacy Adriiissions Committee.
Acceptances are made by the pharmacy faculty and the dean
based on the recommendations of the committee.
Since very few elective credits are available in the professional
pharmacy curriculum, students will be expected to have
completed all General Education requirements except for the
upper-division writing and ethics requirements prior to entering
the professional curriculum. Students must complete all
General Education requirements before entering pharmacy
practice experience rotations during the final year of the
program.
Applicants will be screened based on academic record (both
overall and in the required _pre-pharmacy course work) and
Pharmacy College Admission Test scores (refer to
www.pcatweb.irifo for test dates). To be eligible for admission,
students must have a minimum grade point average of2.5 on a 4
point scale, both overall and in required pre-professional
courses. Students must earn grades of at least a C (not C-) in
all required pre-pharmacy courses. For the past several years
there have been more than four applicants for each opening, and
the grade point average of the entering class has been about 3.5.
In addition, applicants must present proof of having completed
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at least 60 hours of volunteer or paid service in a pharmacy,
other health care, or social field, and an evaluation form filled
out by someone involved with the applicant in such an
experience.
As a state sup_ported institution, the Skaggs School of Pharmacy
gives all applicants from the Montana University System equal
consideratiOn for admission into the professional pharmacy
program. There is no restriction on admission of out-of-state
students; however, Montana residents are given priority among
students with equal qualifications. Students will be notified of
their admission status in writing. In the past, student with only
international coursework have not been admitted to the
professional pharmacy program.
The curriculum of the professional pharmacy program is
sequential. Therefore, students may enter the program in the ,
autumn semester only. Application forms for admission to the
professional curriculum may be obtained from the website of
the College of Health Professions and Biomedical Sciences
(www.health.umt.edu). Applications must be post marked by
February 15 preceding the autumn semester of the year for
which admisswn is requested.
An application fee must be submitted with the application.
Admission for one academic year cannot be deferred to another
academic year. Official transcripts of all academic courses
taken must be forwarded directly to the Skaggs School of
Pharmacy.
The professional pharmacy curriculum must be taken in
residence at the University. Students transferring from other
accredited schools of pharmacy may be admitted with advanced
standing, determined on the basis of credits accepted, provided
they are in good academic standing. Transfer credit for required
professional courses taken at other institutions is accepted only
for those courses which are deemed equivalent and in which a
letter grade of C (2.00) or better is obtained.

Academic Progression
The general University academic standing requirements are
listed separately in this catalog. See index.
Students in the professional pharmacy curriculum must
maintain cumulative, professional, and pharmacy grade point
averages of2.0 or higher. The professional grade point average
consists of all required course work in the professional
curriculum. The pharmacy grade point average consists of all
courses with a pharmacy (BMED or PHAR) prefix.
Students enrolled in the professional pharmacy program must
maintain satisfactory academic progress. Students must earn
grades of at least C- in all required courses in the
professional pharmacy curriculum. Students in the
professional program who have a pharmacy or professional
grade point average ofless than 2.0 or who receive a grade ofD
or F in any required course in the professional curriculum will
be placed on academic probation. A student must petition to
continue in the professional pharmacy program if lie or she is
on probation for two consecutive terms. A student will be
dismissed from the professional pharmacy program if he or she
is on probation for a total of three terms, not necessarily
consecutive, subject to review by the dean. A student will be
removed from probation when a grade point average of2.0 has
been achieved and all grades in required professional pharmacy
courses are C- or better.
Students who have failed ten or more credits of required
professional course work or who fail to progress in the
expected manner for two consecutive years may be dismissed
from the professional pharmacy program, subject to review by
the Academic Standards Committee and the dean.
Students dismissed from the program for substandard
performance will not be readmitted, except in cases where
substantiation is made to the faculty, by written _petition, that
the substandard performance was the result of circumstances
that no longer exist, or that the student has demonstrated the
capability and desire to perform satisfactory work since his or
her dismissal from the program.
Students leaving the program on their own volition are

guaranteed readmission if they are in good academic standing
and exit by interview with the assistant dean for student affairs.
Those students leaving the program on their own volition and
not in good standing must reapply for admission.
The professional pharmacy curriculum consists of an integrated
sequence of reqmred courses which is designed to be completed
in four consecutive years. With appropriate justification,
part-time study in the professional pharmacy program may be
allowed. Students desrrin~ to be enrolled in part-time study must
make their request by petition to the Academic Standards
Committee. Because the curriculum is revised periodically,
students who take longer than the normal numoer of years to
complete the professional program will be required to complete
cumcular changes applicable to the class in which they
waduate. Because the Pharmacy program is academically
mtense, employment beyond the minimal, part-time work is not
recommended.

Special Degree Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the
catalog. See index.
·
Degree candidates must:
1. Meet the general University requirements for graduation.
2. Earn a grade point average of2.0 or higher in each of the
following areas:
a. all courses attempted at The University of Montana-Missoula
(cumulative GPA).
b. all courses which carry a pharmacy (BMED or PHAR)
prefix (pharmacy GPA).
c. all required courses m the professional pharmacy curriculum
(professiOnal GPA).
3. Required pharmacy course work (PHAR and BMED prefix)
must be completed with a grade of C- or better.
4. Complete at least six full academic years, including prepharmacy instruction, and a minimum of eight semesters of
professional instruction as a full-time student registered for a
minimum of twelve credits per semester.
5. Complete not less than 200 credits of course work.

Licensure in Montana
An applicant for licensure as a registered pharmacist in Montana
must pass national examinations as required by the Montana
State Board of Pharmacy. To qualify for the examinations, the
applicant must be of good moral character and a waduate of an
accredited school of pharmacy; however, an apphcant will not
receive a license until an internship is completed.

Internship Regulations
1. The internship requirement for licensure as a registered
pharmacist in Montana is regulated by the Montana State Board
of Pharmacy. Students must be registered with the Board of
Pharmacy as a pharmacy intern in order to accrue internship
hours.
2. Only those students who have completed the first year of the
professional pharmacy curriculum may begin their internship.
3. The internship requirement consists of 1,500 hours of
experience in an approved pharmacy setting. The student also
may acquire hours concurrently with school attendance in
courses, clinical pharmacy programs, or demonstration projects
which have been approved by the Board of Pharmacy. ,
4. Many courses and programs currently offered by the School
of Pharmacy are approved and applicable toward fulfilling the.
internship requirement.
5. Students will receive credit for internship time and/or
courses taken if such experience is certified by the preceptor
and/or instructor and approved by the Board of Pharmacy.

Pre-Pharmacy Curriculum
The courses shown here must be completed before entering the
P.rofessional pharmacy program. The sequence of courses is
Illustrative and, if proper prerequisites are satisfied, the student
may alter the order in which the courses are taken.
In addition, applicants to the professional pharmacy program
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must present proof of having completed at least 60 hours of
volunteer or paid service in a pharmacy, other health care, or
social field, and one letter of evaluation from someone involved
with the applicant in such an experience. The Pharmacy
College Admission Test (PCAT) must be taken during the
second pre-pharmacy year.

PHAR 309 Pharmacy Practice I . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
PHAR 310 Pharmacy Practice II . . . . . . . . . . . . PHAR 371-372 Integrated Studies . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Pre-Pharmacy First Year

PHAR 480 Community Pharmacy Introductory
Experience . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -

CHEM 161N, 162N College
Chemistry with Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 150 Applied Calculus (prereq. MATH 121
or appropriate placement score) . . . . . . . . . . . .
ECON IllS Introduction to Microeconomics or
ECON 112S Introduction to Macroeconomics . . .
ENEX 101 English Composition . . . . . . . . . . . .
Social science elective chosen from:
PSYC 100S Introduction to Psychology or
SOC llOS Principles of Sociology or
COMM 110S Interpersonal Communication+
*Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . .

A
5

5

3

3

3

3
5

i5

16

3
2

3

i6

+ COMM llOS may not be used to fulfill both the social

4

5

4

16

science and the communications electives.
*Students must complete the University's General Education
requirements. Due to the limitation of elective credits in the
professional pharmacy curriculum, students are advised to
complete the lower-division General Education requirement
during the pre-pharmacy curriculum.

Professional Pharmacy Curriculum

BlOC 380 Elementary Biochemistry . . . . . . . . .
BMED 328 Antimicrobial Agents . . . . . . . . . . .
BMED 331 Pharmaceutics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BMED 341, 342 Physiological Systems I, II ....
BMED 361-362 Pharmaceutical Sciences Lab ...
MICB 302 Medical Microbiology . . . . . . . . . . .

s

3
3
4
3
1
2

i6

3

4
3
3
1
2

16

Third Professional Year
Autumn/Spring Intersession:

PHAR 505 Pharmacy Practice IV--Pharmaceutical
Care . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHAR 506 Pharmacy Practice V-Advanced
Pharmaceutical Care . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHAR 513 Pharmacoeconomics
and Outcomes Research . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHAR 514E Pharmacy Ethics . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHAR 550 Drug Literature Evaluation . . . . . . . .
PHAR 553, 554 Therapeutics III and IV . . . . . . .
PHAR 557 Public Health in Pharmacy . . . . . . . .
PHAR 571, 572 Integrated Studies . . . . . . . . . .
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fourth Professional Year

Students must apply for admission to the professional program.
For requirements see the section on Admission. Students
enrolled in the professional pharmacy curriculum are assessed a
supplemental fee. This fee does not apply to pre-pharmacy
students. Refer to the fees section of this catalog for details.
Students must demonstrate proficiency in pharmaceutical
calculation by successfully completing a competency
assessment prior to entering the second professional year.
Students, except those exempt, must complete the University
Upper-Division Writing Proficiency Assessment prior to
entering the second professional year.
The Upper-division Writing Requirement must be met by
successfully completing PHAR 550 or an upper-division
writing course from the approved list in the Academic Policies
and Procedures section of this catalog. See index.

First Professional Year

BMED 421, 422 Medicinal Chemistry I, II . . . . .
BMED 432 Biopharmaceutics/Pharmacokinetics . .
BMED 443, 444 Pharmacology and Toxicology ..
PHAR 412 Pharmacy Practice III-Social and
Behavioral Pharmacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHAR 451, 452 Therapeutics I, II . . . . . . . . . . .
PHAR 471, 472 Integrated Studies . . . . . . . . . .
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A

3
4

3

PHAR 481 Hospital Pharmacy Introductory
Experience . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -

4
-

1

16

A

4

Pre-Pharmacy Second Year
CHEM 221, 222 Organic Chemistry . . . . . . . . .
CHEM 223 Organic Chemistry Laboratory . . . . .
BIOL 221 Cell and Molecular Biology
(prereq., BIOL llON or equiv.) . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 241 Statistics or PSYC 220 Psychological
Statistics or SOC 202 Social Statistics (prereq.,
MATH 150 or 117) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 121N General Physics . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Communications elective chosen from:
COMM llOS Interpersonal Communication+ or
COMM lllA Introduction to Public Speaking or
DRAM lllA Acting for Nomnajors . . . . . . . . .
*Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . .

S

Second Professional Year
Autumn/Spring Intersession:

1

3

A

S

4
4
1
3

3
4
4
1

PHAR 579 Community Pharmacy Advanced
Pharmacy Practice Experience . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHAR 580 Hospital Pharmacy advanced Pharmacy
Practice Experience . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHAR 581 Inpatient Advanced Pharmacy
Practice Experience . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHAR 582 Ambulatory Care Advanced
Pharmacy Practice Experience . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHAR Elective Pharmacy Practice Experience . . .
Required pre-pharmacy credits: 200

3

s

4
-

4

-

3
3

3
4
2
1
1

4

1
1
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P. Riveyu Chair

The Department of Pharmacy Practice provides academic
course work for the Doctor of Pharmacy and Masters degrees,
conducts research in the. broad area of health care, and
provides service to the profession of pharmacy and other
health care disciplines.

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate
or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit
indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the
maximum indicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum
do not count toward a degree.

Phant-macy (PHAR)

Pharmacotherapeutics of common disease states emphasizing
pathophysiology and the selection, monitoring, and
individualization of drug
Applies the basic
care.
pharmaceutical sciences to
UG 452 Tbe.rapeuti,.r:s U cr. Offered
Prereq.,
PI-IAR 451; coreq., PHAR 472; prereq. or coreq., BMED
422, 432 and 444. Pharmacotherapeutics of common disease
states emphasizing pathophysiology and the selection,
monitoring, and individualization of drug therapy. Applies the
basic pharr.aaceutical sciences to
care.
U 471 Integ:mted Studies HI 1 cr Offered autumno
,
second professional year standing in pharmacy. Small group
conferences designed to develop professional skills while
integrating material from first and second year nn)fession:ll
pharmacy courses.
U 472 Integt·ated §tndnes IV 1 •cr. Offered
PHAR 471 Continuation of 471.
U 480 Commmnlty JP'hannacy Int:rodludol"y Phamtacy
Practirce Experience 3 cir. (R-6) Offered
term. Prereq.,
completion of first professional year.
professional
experience in community pharmacy.
U 481 HospitaK Pharmacy Iutroih.!ldl{])ry Pbannacy Pradice
Experience 3 cr. (R-6) Offered every term. Prereq.,
completion of first professional year. Supervised professional
experience in a hospital pharmacy.
UG 495 Special Topics V~uriable cr. (R-9) Offered
intennittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
U 497 Research. 1-3 cr. (R-6) Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., consent of instr. Individual participation in library or
laboratory research.
o

0

U HON Use and Al:ru§e of Drugs 3 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Drug dependence and abuse.
U ll95 Speciiai Topics Variable cr. (R-16) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
·
U 309 Pharmacy Practice I: Introduction to Plull!rmacy J
c~r. Offered autumn. Prereq., MATH 150 and admission to
the professional pharmacy program. An introduction to the
prescription and pharmaceutical calculations and to the role of
the pharmacist in systems involved in health care delivery.
U 310 Pharmacy Practice U: Law and Dispensing 3 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., PHAR 309. Federal and state laws
and regulations pertaining to pharmacy practke. Introductory
dispensing laboratory.
U 320 American Indian Health Issues 2 cr. Offered spring.
Same as HS 320. An overview of the health issues, health
care delivery and payment that affect American Indians.
UG 324 Medicinal Plants 2~3 cr. Offered autumn. Same as
BMED 324 and HS 324. Plants and other natural substances
which nourish, heal, injure, or alter the conscious mind.
U 3n Integrated Stndi.es .'[ 1 c:r. Prereq., first professional
year standing in pharmacy. Small group conferences designed
to develop professional skills while integrating material from
other pharmacy courses.
U 372 Integrated Studies II :1. CN.', Prereq., PHAR 371.
Continuation of 371.
U 380 Pharmacy Practicmn 1-2 cr. (R-3) Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., PHAR 309. Supervised professional
experience in the Student Health Service Pharmacy.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current
U 397 Re§ean:h 1-3 c1·. (R -6) Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., consent of instr. Individual participation in library or
laboratory research.
U 412 Pharmacy Practice UI-Socia! and Behavion.d
Pharmacy 3 c:r. Offered spring. Prereq. , second professional
year standing and a course in communication. The social,
economic, legal, ethical, and psychological factors involved in
professional and patient relationships of phaiTnacists.
UG 451 Therapeutics I 3 er. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
second professional year standing; coreq., PHAR 471;
prereq. or coreq., BMED
421 and 443.

U 505 Pharmacy Practice iV-Ph:u·n1iiacell!tica! Care 4 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., third professional
standing in
Pharm.D. program. Aspects of dispensing, management,
communications, disease state monitoring, and legal issues
related to the provision of pharmaceutical care.
U 506 Pharmacy Practice V~Arh.ralll.cedl Ph21Jtmaceutka~
Care 4 ell". Offered spring.
PH:AR 505.
Applications of advanced drug therapy
and disease
state management.

UG 513 Pha!'maA::oeconomiics alll.d Outcomes Research 3 cr,
Offered spring. Prereq. , third professional year standing or
consent of instr. Introduction to assessing the economic,
clinical and humanistic outcomes of pharmacotherapy.
U 514E Case Studie§ ill Pharmacy Efhic!l 3 elf. Offered
spring. Prereq. , third professional year standing or consent of
instr. A practical discussion of pharmacy ethics, as it relates to
pharmacy practice.
UG 5Jl6 Advanced Pharmacy Adlmini.stration 2 c:r. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr. Analysis of the
pharmaceutical industry.
UG 550 Drug Ute:ratmre EY2liuatll.m1 3 cr. Offered autun1n.
third professional year standing in 1Ju<"'"'·"''"".Y
._, ___ ,_,_o,_ and statistical evaluation of the
research literature to formulate solutions for nstlejrJ.t-:sn;::cllJc
pharmacotherapy problems.
~
UG 553 Thet·apeuties UJI 4 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
PHAR 452, 472: prereq. or coreq., PHAR 571.
Pharmacotherapeutics of common disease states emphasizing
pathophysiology and the
monitoring, and

individualization of drug therapy. Applies the basic
pharmaceutical sciences. to patient care.
UG 554 Therapeutics IV 4 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
PHAR 553, 571; prereq. or coreq., PHAR 572. Intended for
Pharm.D. students. Pharmacotherapeutics of common disease
states emphasizing pathophysiology and the selection,
monitoring, and individualization of drug therapy. Applies the
basic pharmaceutical sciences to patient care.
UG 556 Psychopharmacotb.erapentics 2 cr. Offered aurumn.
, PHAR 452 or consent of instr. A discussion of the
more common childhood and adult psychiatric disorders with
emphasis on a pharmacologic approach to their treatment.
UG 557 Prutblic .Health in Pharmacy 2 a:r. Offered autumn.
Prereq;, PHAR 452, 472. Discussion of the roles and
responsibilities of pharmacists in
health and the role of
drugs in public health programs.
U 558 Pb.ysic!lll Assessment 2 cr. Offered spring. Coreq.,
PHAR .554. Basic physical assessment skills for the
pharmacist's proper interpretation of patient response to dmg
therapy ..
UG 571 integrated Studies V 1 cr, Offered autumn.
Prereq., third professional year standing in Pharm.D.
program. Small group conferences designed to develop the
professional skills needed to practice pharmaceutical care
while integrating material from the professional pharmacy
curriculum.
U 572 Integrated Stud.iles VI 1 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
third professional year standing in Pharm.D. program. Small
group conferences designed to develop professional skins
while integrating material from other pharmacy courses.
U 573 Insti.tutional Pharmacy 3 cr, Offered autumno
Prereq., PHAR 309 and BMED 331. The pharmacist's role
and activi'i:ies in drug distribution and control in hospitals and
related institutions with an emphasis on the preparation and
administration of sterile products.
U 579 Community Pb.a:rmacy Advanced Pba:rmacy Practice
Experience Variable cr. (R-12) Offered every term.
Prereq., completion of didactic courses in the Pharm. D.
program. Supervised professional experience in the patient
car~ functions fo the pharmacist :in the coinJ."llunity pharmacy
settmg.
U 580 Hospital Flila:rmacy Advanced Fhannacy Practice
Experience Variable cr. (R-12) Offered every term. Prereq.
Completion of didactic courses in the Pharrn.D. program.
Supervised professional experience in the patient care
functions of the pharmacist in the hospital pharmacy setting.
U 531 Inpatient Advanced Pharmacy Practice Experience
Vall"iable cr. (R-12) Offered every term. Prereq.,
completion of didactic courses in the Pharm.D. program,
Supervised professional experience in the clinical functions of
the pharmacist in the inpatient hospital setting.
U 582 Ambuliatory Care Advanced Pharmacy Pradi.ce
Expe:ri.e:nce Variable c:r, (R-16) Offered every term.
Prereq., completion of didactic courses in the Pharm.D.
program. Supervised professional experience in the clinical
functions of the pharmacist in the ambulatory care setting.
U 583 Drug Information Advanced Pharmacy Practice
Experience 4 cr. (R-8) Offered every term. Prereq.,
completion of didactic courses in the Pharm.D. program.
Supervised professional experience in the provision of drug
information by the pharmacist
U 584 Speci.ali.zed Services Advanced Pharmacy Practice
Expe:rience 4 c:r. (R-8) Offered every term. Prereq.,
completion of didactic courses in the Pharm.D. program.
Supervised professional experience in specialized practice
settings, such as home infusion, compounding, and nuclear
pharmacies ..
U 585 Geriatric Advanced Pharmacy P:ractice Experience
4 cr. (R-8) Offered every term. Prereq., completion of
didactic courses in the Pharm.D. program. Supervised

professional experience with geriatric patients in the long term
care and/or other pharmacy setting.
U 586 C!iinical! Speciality Advanced Phaur:macy P:radice
Experience 4 cr. (R-16) Offered every term. Prereq.,
completion of didactic courses in the Pharm.D. program.
Supervised professional experience in the clinical functions of
the pharmacist in specialty settings or with specialized groups
of patients.
U 587 Admb:al:stratiwe Advanced Pharmacy Practice
Experience 4 c:r.
Offered every term. Prereq.,
completion of didactic courses in the Pharm.D. program.
Supervised professional
in the administrative
aspects of providing pharmaceutical care,
U 588 R.esea<ch Advanced Pharn~.acy Practice Experience
4 cr. (R-8) Offered every tem1o Prereq., cmnpletion of
didactic courses in the Pharm.D. program.
professional experience in a research setting.
U 589 Education Advanced Ph:mrmacy Pradlilce Expeiriem:e
4 cr" Offered every term. Prereq., completion of didactic
courses in the Pharm.D. program. Supervised professional
experience in teaching in a pharmacy curriculumo
UG 593 Cn~:orent Research Literature 1 cr.
Offered
autumn and spring. Readings and discussion
current
research literature.
UG 594 Seminar 1 cr, (R-6) Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq senior or gra.duat1e '""m.uu5 .
0

,

UG 595 Special

Topi~~::s

Vadablle cr,

(R~9)

Offered

intermittently. Prereq., senior or graduate standing.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current

topics.
UG 596 Independent Stnd.y Vadable cr.
Offered every
term.
UG 597 Research Varliable cr"
for undergraduates; R-10
for graduates) Offered every tem1.
senior or graduate
standing. Individual participation in
or laboratory

researcho
G 599 Thesis V1u·iable cr. (R-10) Offered every term.

G 603 Pm:ifel'lsional1P'ractice JIV~Pharma<e:eutl\can Cmre 4 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., third
year standing in
Pharm.D. program and acceptance into M.B.A. program.
Aspects of dispensing, management, con1municaiions, disease
state monitoring, and legal issues related to the provision of
pharmaceutical care.
G 604 Professional Practice V-Advanced Professional.
Practice 4 c.r. Offered spring. Prereq., PI-lAR 603.
Applications of advanced drug therapy monitoring and disease
state.

Facu~ty

Professors
Gayle A. Cochran, Pharm.D., Duquesne University, 1976
WiHiam J. Docktor, Pharm.D., University of Michigan, 1977
DavidS. Forbes, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1973
(Dean)
Sarah Johnston Miller, Pharm.D., Mercer University, 1985
Lori J. Morin, M.B.A., The University of Montana, 1981
(Assistant Dean for Student Affairs)
Michael P. Rivey, M.S., University oflowa, 1982 (Chair)

Assodate Professors
Douglas R. Allington, Pharm.D.,
of South
Carolina, 1988
Donna G. Beall, Phann.D., University of Florida, 1984
Jean T, Carter, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1997

Assis-tant

Professo~rs

Sherrill Brown, Pharm.D., University of Missouri, Kansas
City, 2003
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Vincent J. Colucci, Pharm.D., Idaho State University, 1995
Lawrence A. Dent, Pharm.D., Idaho State University, 1993
Kendra Keeley, Pharm.D., University of Wyoming, 2004

Instructor

Lisa Wrobel, Pharm.D., The Unviersity of Montana, 2003

Adiunct Assistant Professors
Lisa C. Barnes, M.B.A., The University of Montana, 1994

Genine Thormahlen, Pharm.D., The University of Montana,
2004

Department of Biomedical
and Pharmaceutical Sciences
Vernon R. Grund, Chair
The Department of Biomedical and Pharmaceutical Sciences
offers a curriculum in support of the Doctor of Pharmacy
(Pharm.D.) degree and graduate programs in the biomedical
and pharmaceutical sciences. Degree programs include the
M.S. in Neuroscience, Pharmaceutical Sciences, and
Toxicology; and the Ph.D. in Neuroscience, Biomedical
Sciences, and Toxicology. These programs provide education
and training in pharmacology, toxicology, neurobiology,
neurochemistry, medicinal chemistry, and molecular genetics.
Program graduates are well prepared for careers in academia,
government and industry.

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG =

for undergraduate
or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit
indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the
maximum indicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum
do not count toward a degree.

Biomedical and Pharmaceutical Sciences

(BMED)
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-16) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
UG 324 Medicinal Plants 2-3 cr. Offered autumn. Plants
and other natural substances which nourish, heal, injure, or
alter the conscious mind.
U 328 Antimicrobial Agents 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
BlOC 380, MICB 302. Chemical characteristics, biochemical
mechanisms, and pharmacological properties of drugs used in
treating infections caused by microorganisms.
U 331 Pharmaceutics 4 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., CHEM
222, first professional year standing. Physical pharmacy and
dosage forms.
U 341 Physiological Systems I 4 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., CHEM 222, PHYS 121N, BIOL 221. Principles of
anatomy, normal and abnormal physiology.
U 342 Physiological Systems II 4 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., BMED 341. Continuation of 341.
U 347 Introduction to Neuroscience 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., introductory chemistry and biology. Same as BIOL
347. The molecular and cellular physiology of the human
nervous system. Topics range from the basis of electrical and
chemical signaling in neurons to the organization of the
nervous system and its functions in generating behavior.
U 361 Pharmaceutical Sciences Laboratory 1 cr. Offered
autumn. Coreq., PHAR 309, BMED 341. Laboratory
experience in the pharmaceutical sciences.
U 362 Pharmaceutical Sciences Laboratory 1 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., BMED 361; coreq., BMED 331 and 342.
Continuation of 361.

U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
U 397 Research 1-3 cr. (R-6) Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., consent of instr. Individual participation in library or
laboratory research.
UG 421 Medicinal Chemistry I 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., BlOC 380. The chemistry of organic compounds used
medicinally and their biochemical mechanisms of action.
UG 422 Medicinal Chemistry II 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., BMED 421. Continuation of 421.
U 430 Pharmacogenetics 2 cr. Offered alternate years.
Prereq., BlOC 380, BMED 421, 432. The genetic basis of
differential drug activity.
UG 432 Biopharmaceutics and Pharmacokinetics 3 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., BMED 331 and pharmaceutical
calculation proficiency requirement, or consent of instr. Drug
absorption, distribution and elimination.
UG 443 Pharmacology and Toxicology 4 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., second professional year standing. Basic
principles of pharmacology, toxicology and therapeutics.
UG 444 Pharmacology and Toxicology 4 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., BMED 443. Continuation of 443.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
U 497 Research 1-3 cr. (R-6) Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., consent of instr. Individual participation in library or
laboratory research.
G 545 Research Laboratory Rotations 2-3 cr. (R-6) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., BMED 443 or graduate standing.
Experience in research methods in departmental research
laboratories.
G 581 Research Seminar in Biomedical Science 1 cr. (R-9)
Offered autumn and spring. Oral and written presentations of
experimental research results and selected literature topics in
biomedical science.
G 582 Research Seminar in Neuroscience 1 cr. (R-9)
Offered autumn and spring. Oral and written presentations of
experimental research results and selected literature topics in
neuroscience.
G 583 Research Seminar in Toxicology 1 cr. (R-9) Offered
autumn and spring. Oral and written presentations of
experimental research results and selected literature topics in
toxicology.
G 593 Current Research Literature 1 cr. (R-6) Offered
autumn and spring. Readings and discussion of current
research literature.
G 594 Seminar 1 cr. (R-6) Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., senior or graduate standing.
UG 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., senior or graduate standing.
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Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-9) Offered every
term.
G 597 Research Variable cr. (R-10) Offered every term.
G 599 Thesis Variable cr. (R-10) Offered every term.
G 600 Advanced Cellular Biochemistry 4 cr. Offered every
spring. Prereq., BlOC 380 or 481, or consent of instr. Same
as BlOC 600. Exploration on a molecular level the regulation
of structure, function, and dynamics of eukaryotic cells.
Topics include membranes, cytoskeleton, transcription,
translation, signal transduction, cell motility, cell
proliferation, and programmed cell death.
G 605 Biomedical Research Ethics 1 cr. Offered spring.
Overview of biomedical research ethics and regulations.
Topics include ethics and morality in science, scientific
integrity, conflicts of interest, human and animal
experimentation, intellectual property, plagiarism.
G 607 Topics in Epidemiology 1-3 cr. (R-9) Offered autumn
or spring. Prereq., BMED 609 or equiv. Current topics in
epidemiology.
G 609 Biomedical Statistics 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Experimental design and statistical analysis relevant to the
biomedical sciences.
G 610 Neuropharmacology 3 cr. Offered alternate years.
Prereq., BMED 613 or 661 or consent of instr. Focus on
current areas of research and research technologies in
neuropharmacology. Development of presentations and
research grant proposals.
G 613 Pharmacology I 4 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
BlOC 380 or equiv. Fundamentals of pharmacology and drug
action.
G 614 Pharmacology II 4 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
BMED 613. Fundamentals of pharmacology and drug action.
Continuation of BMED 613.
G 615 Molecular Pharmacology 3 cr. Offered alternate
years. Prereq., BMED 600, 613 or consent of instr. Focus
on the molecular world of receptors and their interactions with
related cellular components and ultimately with binding
ligands, both physiological and pharmaceutical. Major
emphasis in pharmacodynamics with some time devoted to
related pharmacokinetic parameters.
G 620 Cardiovascular Pharmacology and Toxicology 3 cr.
Offered alternate years. Prereq., BMED 613 or 641, or
consent of instr. Recent advances in pharmacology and
toxicology of the cardiovascular system. In-depth study of
regulatory mechanisms and the effect of immune response and
xenobiotics on cardiovascular function.
G 621 Medicinal Chemistry 3 cr. Offered alternate years.
Prereq., CHEM 222; BlOC 380 or equiv. Same as CHEM
569. Introduction to the historical and contemporary
discoveries in medicinal chemistry.
G 626 Research Methods in Biochemical Pharmacology 13 cr. (R-6) Offered every term. Prereq., consent of instr.
Laboratory course intended to familiarize students with the
instruments, and expertise of current research techniques in
the biomedical sciences.
G 630 Pharmacogenetics 3 cr. Offered alternate years.
Prereq., BlOC 380 or 481. The genetic basis of differential
drug activity.
G 632 Advanced Pharmaceutics 1-3 cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Advanced studies of dosage formulations,
biopharmaceutics, and pharmacokinetics.
G 635 Academic Development Seminar 2 cr. Offered
alternate years. Prereq., admission to graduate program.
Designed to improve skills in teaching, design and
implementation of hypothesis testing, and grant writing with
emphasis on the biological and chemical sciences.
G 637 Topics in Biomedical Science 1-3 cr. (R-9) Offered

autumn or spring. Prereq., BMED 613, or 641, or 661.
Current topics in the biomedical sciences.
G 641 Toxicology !-Principles of Toxicology 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., BlOC 481 or equiv. Introduction to
toxicology. Topics include general principles, risk
assessment, organ system toxicology, introduction to
carcinogenesis, and genetic toxicology.
G 642 Toxicology II-Toxic Agents 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., BMED 641. Toxic agents and the diseases caused by
those agents. Includes common toxicants in the environment
and occupational settings as well as drug induced toxicity.
G 643 Cellular and Molecular Toxicology 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., BMED 641. Cellular and molecular
mechanisms of toxicity. Includes apoptosis, regulation of cell
cycle, genetic toxicology, and signal transduction pathways in
toxicity.
G 644 Immunotoxicology 3 cr. Offered alternate years.
Prereq., MICB 410 or equiv. The impacts of xenobiotic
agents on the immune system.
G 645 Respiratory Toxicology 3 cr. Offered alternate years.
Prereq., BMED 641. The lung and associated immune
systems and their response to inhaled immunogenic and
toxicological agents.
G 646 Neurotoxicology 3 cr. Offered alternate years.
Prereq., BMED 641 or 661. Mechanisms of major
neurotoxins and neurological disease.
G 647 Topics in Toxicology 1-3 cr. (R-9) Offered autumn or
spring. Prereq., BMED 613, or 641, or 661. Current topics
in toxicology.
G 657 Topics in Immunology 1-3 cr. (R-9) Offered autumn
or spring. Prereq., MICB 410 or equiv. Current topics in
immunology.
G 661 Neuroscience I 4 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., BlOC
380 or equiv. Overview of the structure and function of the
nervous system.
G 662 Neuroscience II 4 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
BMED 661. Fundamentals of developmental neuroscience,
behavioral and cognitive neuroscience, and computational
neuroscience.
G 667 Topics in Neurobiology 1-3 cr. (R-9) Offered every
year. Prereq., BMED 661. Current topics in neuroscience.
G 697 Research 1-9 cr. (R-20) Offered every term.
G 699 Dissertation 1-9 cr. (R-20) Offered every term.

Faculty
Professors
Richard J. Bridges, Ph.D., U Diversity of California, Davis,
1977 (Director, Center for Structural and Functional
Neuroscience)
Carlos Duran, Ph.D., Oxford University, 1966
Vernon R. Grund, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1974
(Chair)
Andrij Holian, Ph.D., Montana State University, 1975
(Director, Center for Environmental Health Sciences)
Michael Kavanaugh, Ph.D., Oregon Health Sciences
University-Portland, 1987
Nicholas Natale, Ph.D., Drexal University, 1978
Charles M. Thompson, Ph.D., University of California,
Riverside, 1982

Associate Professors
Howard D. Beall, Ph.D., University of Florida, 1991
Todd G. Cochran, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1970
J. Douglas Coffin, Ph.D., State University of New York
Health Sciences Center at Syracuse, 1989
John Gerdes, Ph.D., University of California, Riverside, 1982
Darrell Jackson, Ph.D., Washington State University, 1990
Diana I. Lurie, Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania, 1989
Keith K. Parker, Ph.D., University of California, San

Francisco, 1977
Kevan Roberts, Ph.D., Christie Hospital in Manchester,
U.K. 1984
Jerry
Smith, Ph.D., University of l'vHssissippi, 1977

Assi5tani

Profe$:;;;1l:m~

Lilian Calderon-Garciduenas, M.D., Ph.D., University of
North Carolina, 2001
Fernando Cardozo-Pelaez, Ph.D., University of Southern
Florida, 1996
Curtis W. Noonan, Ph.D., Colorado State University, :2000
Mark A. Pershouse, Ph.D., University of Texas-Houston,
1993
Jean C. Pfau, Ph.D., University of Montana, 1995
Elizabeth A. Putnam, Ph.D., University of Texas-Houston,
1989
David M. Shepherd, Ph.D., Oregon State University, 1999

Reed Humphrey.. Chair
The professional program in physical therapy grants the Doctor
or Phxsical TheraJ?y (D.P.T.) degree. The following section
descnbes the proression and the pre-professional requirements
and application
This information also is available
on the program website at www.health.umt.edu/pt.

lhe Professiora
Physical Therapy is a health care profession concerned with the
habilitation and rehabilitation of individuals having limitations
resulting from pathological, surgical, or traumatic conditions.
!he profession is also conc~rned with prw~en~i~1~ of disability
m an effort to promote maximal use of an mdwH1ual's
capacities. Physical therapists are trained to evaluate
neurological, musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, respiratory, and
integumentary disorders. Exercise and physical agents, such as
heat, cold, light, electricity, and massage are used to promote
healing, relieve
maintain or restore strength, and imfrove
joint range
and functional capabilities. Physica
roles in: l) the physical therapy diagnosis
therapists play
~~d treatment ?f musculos~~let:;tl injuyies, 2) wellness and
m]ury preventwn, 3) rehabll1tatmg mJured workers to retum to
their jobs, 4) rehabilitating senior citizens after debilitating
disease to enable them to remain independent 5) helping
handicapped children to live within the least restrictrve
environment, 6) preventing and treating sports related injuries,
and 7) conducting research in the basic and clinical sciences.
Knowledge of the psychological and social ramifications of
disability affecting the individual and his or her family is an
integral pmi of physical therapy intervention.
Physical therapy is practiced m diversified settings, including
hospitals, climes, slrilled nursing facilities, sports medicine
programs, public schools, and private practices. Legislation in
Niontana
direct public access to physical therapists for
evaluation and treatment without a phys[cian referraL Even so,
physical therapists remain committed to functioning as an
mtegral member of the health care team.
The physical
educational nrogram at The University of
Montana seeks to prepare physical therapists who have a broad
base of skills upon graduation, and who will be able to
implement physical therapy services in many settings,
especially rural environments, Rural settings require a physical
therapist to serve not only as a provider of direct patient care,
but to fulfill the roles of administrator, supervisor, teacher,
consultant, and researcher. Sl.11dents successfully completing

Erica L Woodahl, Ph.D., University onVashington, 2004

Ledurer
DavidS. Freeman, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1974

Research Assoda~e t~rcfe$sors
C. Sean Esslinger, Ph.D., Colorado State University, 1992
Dianne L. DeCamp, Ph.D., University of Delaware, 1988

Researth Assistant Profes1l£crs
Kathleen M. George, Ph.D., Nm1hwestern University, 1994
David J. Poulsen, Ph.D., University of Delaware, 1995
Anthony Ward, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 2001

Emerntus

Professc~·s

Charles L. Eyer, Ph.D., Washington State University, 1976
Rustem S. Medora, Ph.D.,
of Rhode Island, 1965

the professional program ~eet ,the c'?mpetencies for P,hy~ica~
therapy as detennmed by the Cmmmssmn on Accred1tatwn m
Physical Therapy Education of the American Physical Therapy
Association, a Doctor of Physical Therapy
and are
prepared for state licensure.
The Physical Therapy Program is accredited by the Con:h"Uission
on Accreditation in Physical Therapy Education of the
American Physical Therapy Association.

High

Sd~@O~ Prepa§·at~om

Specific high school courses are not required but a background
is recommended in mathematics, chemistry,
English, and other communication skills.
Pre~Prcfes~dcna~

and AppU(aiion Pro(ess

Therapy Currfficuhn11

Students wishing to apply to the professional physical therapy
program at The University of Montana-Missoula may select any
major as their tmdergraduate
While pre-physical
is not a degree-granting major the University, prospective
applicants should list pre-professional physical therapy (PPPT)
as their second major. This will allow them also to receive
advising from the School of Physical Therapy and
Rehabilitation Science in order to assure adequate preparation
for the professional program. In addition completing a
baccalaureate degree, applicants must take
follovving
prerequisite courses and meet the additional application
requirements listed. AH prerequisite courses must be taken for a
traditional letter grade and must be
with a grade of
"C"
or better.

Prerequisite

Course~

and Credits

Biological Sciences: Students should note that these courses
may require prerequisites, also. Four semesters to include:
-one semester of microbiology
-.one semester of human anatomy
-one semester of human physiology
year of sequential
courses combining human
and physiology are
acceptgble. Comparative
anatomy may be substituted
for human anatomy.)
-one semester of advanced biology (Course must be offered by a
biology, zoolo~y, or physiol_ogy depD:rtment.) Cours.es in
advanced physwlogy, cell b10logy, h1stology, genet1cs, or
developmental biology are recomrnendecl.
Chemistry: two semesters of general chemistry with laboratory
Physics: two seme.sters of general physics with labor~<tOJy

one semester of statistics
one semester of exercise physiology.
recommended. This course is usually avaiiable on
ofiVIontana-Missoula campus during the
uov 1.;u1un,16 of the professional "'"J"' u"'·
Social
two sernester courses in the
sciences.
Must include abnormal
or deveJ.opn11;ntal
Courses In sociology, noc·•wnn"-""J anltbropolc>R\1
are recommendecL
Adult,
a:11d infant CPR certification is assumed.
is assumed.

Sugge$h';!d ~rere!b~~JJ!sffi~~
lllnive~·si~J ~:~~ U::~llicmlh:t~1J«:N-fiil!s::50I,~Ia
BIOL l06N Elem.entary Medical
BIOL 312-313
BIOL 460 Medical.
CHEi\115lN-l52N.
ChemJstry and Lab.onrtoJr·y
PHYS 121N-122N '"''"'-'""'"'''"'

g
3

8
• ". 0.

10
4

3
4
Computer

The professional nP.T, program is 33 months in length.
Enrollment is limited to 32 students in each class.
Refer to the tuition and fee schedules for additional tuition and
fees charged to students in the Professional Physical Therapy

Spedtd Degree, Requiren1Jem1ts
Once adn-litted into the Professional Physical Therapy Program,
all
must achieve a 2.00 (C) grade or higher (or a CR, in
credit) in aH required courses in the physical therapy
curriculurn. Because courses in the curriculum are sequential, a
student who fails to achieve a 2,00
(or a CR, in
credit/noncredh courses) in
course may not be aliowed to
continue in the
semester
professional program. The
student must
the course at the next
Students
must maintain a minimum 2.50 grade average
in the
u~~'"'"uu'"'' D.P.T. program. Si.11dents who do not maintain this
average will be on academic probation and must achieve the
2.50 grade average in order to graduate. Students who fail to
nnwn"-~" in the
malli"1er for two consecutive years will
'"<•HH"'""·' from
Physical Therapy
subject to
review by the Academic Req:uirements Committee and the Dean
of the College of Health Proressions and Biomedical Sciences.
Students also must comply with all
academic and
professional conduct po]icies as
in the
Therapy Program Student
All students enrolled in
are
to maintain a fhH~time academic
the
course
(minimum of 12 semester credits) during each
semester of the program.

Because the professional program is

Pwoff~llls;ionc~ L~hysl~ttl::fi~ Ther~apy

enter the progmm in the autmnn sernes:rer
pn)tess1onai year.

First Professional Year
PT 503
Therapy and Health Care System
PT 510 Applied
and
PT 516 Musculoskeletal
1..
PT 519lltiusculoskeletal Evaluation H . . . . . . . .
PT 520 Development
the Life
PT 526 Physical
I. . . . . . .
PT 527
Testing . . . . . . . . .
PT 528
Interventions H
PT 529 Biomechanics
Exercise Interventions .
PT 536 Neurosciences . . . . . . . , . . . . . . , . . .
PT 560 Introduction to Research . . . . . . , . . . . .
PT 582 Clinical
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

-"'PII-"""m.,vu and information about admissions policies
pn)fessi,OH<ll nrn<"""'m are available from the School of
Science website
fee is

Currlg:tiJliYr-11

o

Some preference will
to l\1ontana resident students.
To be considered for
an applicant must have
obtained a cumulative
average of at least 2.75
scale) in all college courses for which the "'P.I:'H'-'a'"
has registered, as well as a minimum of3.00 in the
pre~professional courses, To qualify as a resident '"''""'"m"o
student must be a Montana resident on the
for
submission of the application for admission,
In addition to these requirements, applicants must demonstrate
an
and
of the practical duties and

ofthe

therapist

direct

exposure in a

settings
of 80
hours of 'Vvork or observation under the
of a
therapist before
compleied applications have been ""'''P"'"'I
Corn.1Jaittee vviH screen the
based on
in
courses, overall grade average, GRE scores,
purpose, evidence of leadership, honors, community
and letters of recommendation. Based upon the results
those
who appear best
be
for a
Althou'-"h an
to appear for intervievv does not assure
the applicant a
in the class, the final selection '•Nill be
made from those interviewed. All applicants will. be notified in
writing of their status.
All applicants to the program must submit GRE scores.
~ro~essEfc~nt!il Phys~t::Cil~

iherQipy Progll'am

•

•

•

•

,

S

A
4
5
5

5
3
4
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2

-

4

2
5
1
1

-
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Summeir Sessimlil

..... "" 4

PT 587 Clinicallntemshi.p I

s

Secmul Prl()lfessionan Year
A
PT 525 Clinical Iviedicine and
3
PT 561 Research in
Therapy ...
2
PT 562 Scholarly
I , , . . . , . . . . . . . . . . 1
PT 563 Cardiopulmonary PT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
PT 565 Physical Therapy for Children . , . . . . , . 2
(1)
PT 566 Advanced Anatomy
. . . . ...
PT 567 NeurorehabHitation I . . . . . . . .
PT 568 Neurorehabilitation H .. , ........... 2
PT 569 Orthopedic Physical Therapy I . . . . . . , 2
PT 570 Psychology of Hlness and Disability
2
PT 572 Practice and Administration . . . . . . , . . . 2
PT 573
Therapy H . . . , . . . 1
PT 575 Physical
Interventions m .. , . . 4
PT 576 Synthesis of vuu,;,ou
Evaluation and Intervention . . . . . . , . . . . ...
1
PT 578 Physical Therapy Interventions 1V . . . . . 4
PT 588 Clinical Internship H
. . .....
4
PT 671 Scholarly Project H
2
18~f9 20-21
Total
0

0

,

••••

••••

0

0

• • • • • • • • • •

Summer §essi.o!lll
P'T 589 Clinical Internship IH . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

0

•

•

•

5
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Third Professional Year
PT 626 Primary Care in Physical Therapy . . . . . 3
PT 627 Prevention, Wellness, and Education .... 2
PT 672 Research in Physical Therapy II . . . . . . . 2
PT 673 Practice & Administration II . . . . . . . . . 2
PT 676 Clinical Mastery in Physical Therapy ... 4
PT 679 Trend in Clinical Practice (may be repeated)4
PT 690 Clinical Internship IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
12
Total
17
12
Four credits of professional elective course work are required
for the D.P.T. These may be satisfied by PT 679 s~ctions or
courses outside the school. Only 2 credtts may be mdependent

T~!l"credits required for graduation.

.. ... .. . .. .

ns

Courses
U = for underj?;raduate credit only, UG =for undergraduate or
graduate credtt, G= for graduate credit. R aft~r the credit .
mdicates the course may b~ repeated for. credtt.to the maxtmum
indicated after the R. Credtts beyond thts maxtmum do not
count toward a degree.

Physical Therapy (P T)
U 496 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently.
UG 497 Research 1-10 cr. (R-10) Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., consent of instr.
G 503 Physical Therapy and _the Healt~ Care System 4. cr.
Offered autumn. An introductiOn to phystcal therapy and 1ts
relationship to the health care system: Topics _include
.
introduction to the PT literature, medtcal termmology, medtcal
records, communication, ethics, and professional issues in
physical therapy.
G 510 Applied Clinical Anatomy and Kinesiology 5 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., course m human anatomy and
consent ofinstr. Anatomy of the neuromusculos~eletal sys~e~
and body cavities in relation to movement, functiOn and chmcal
correlates.
G 516 Musculoskeletal Evaluation I 5 cr. Offered autumn.
Coreq., PT 510, 529. Principles ofphysical therapy
musculoskeletal examination and evaluation including
pathology, patient interviews, measurement of ROM, strength,
special tests.
G 519 Musculoskeletal Evaluation II 5 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., PT 510,516. Continuation ofPT 516. Physical .
therapy musculoskeletal examination and evaluation includmg
screening and functional evaluation.
G 520 Development Through the Life Span 3 cr: Offered
sprin&. Prereq., PT 510, 511. Process-based leammg course
covenng human development with emphasis on motor
dev:elopment including pediatrics and geriatrics and a review of
genatrtc care programs.
G 525 Clinical Medicine and Pharmacology 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Pathology, evaluation, differential aiagnosis,
pharmacology, managem~nt of oncol?gical, endocrine,
metabolic, GI, renal, and 1mmunologtcal pathology.
G 526 Physical Therapy Interventions I 4 cr. Offered
autumn. Coreq., PT 516,529. Basic skills oftransfer~.. .
bedmobility, gait assistive device use, soft tissue mobthzat10n,
and application of physical agents.
G 527 Electrophysiological :re~ting and Ther~p~uti~s 2 cr.
Offered spring. Physiology, mdicat10ns, contrat~dt<;:atiOns, and
application of phystcal agents. Theory and apphcat10n of
electrodiagnosts and electrotherapy procedures.
G 528 Physical Therapy Interventions II 4 cr. Offere~
spring. Prereq., PT 526, 529. Coreq., P! 5~9. Contmuatt~n.of
PT 526. Basic principles ofPNF. Application and prescnption
of therapeutic exercise to various P.atient p~o~lems and
.
environments, in<;:luding gait fu?ctional ~ammg, an~ aquattcs.
Emphasis on eqmpment analysts and patient education.

G 529 Biomechanics and Exercise Interventions 2 cr.
Offered autumn. Coreq., PT 5~6, 526. ~ri~ciples ofupp~r
extremity biomechanics, exerctse prescnpt10n, and ~xerCise and
other therapeutic interventions for the upper extremity and
cervical spme.
G 536 Neurosciences for the Health Professions 5 cr. Offered
spring. Anatomy of the head and neck, and neuroanatom)' of
the human nervous system with emphasis on evaluation of
central nervous system lesions and pathological conditions,
clinical applications to physical therapy.
.
G 560 Introduction to Research 1 cr. Offered spnng.
Introduction to the research process in physical therapy
including evidence based P.ra~tice,_ faculty res~arch tracks, and
laboratories. Includes begmnmg hterature revtew for
special/research project.
,
G 561 Research Methods in Physical Therapy 2 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., MATH 241. Research d~sign and statistical
analyses in physical therapy and related sctences.
.
G 562 Scholarly Project I 1 cr. Offered autumn. Dtrected
research with individual faculty advisor to develop proposal for
research/special project.
G 563 Cardiopulmonary Physical Therapy 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., PT 528, PT529. Cardiovascular and puhnonary
pathology, pharmacology, and differential di_agn?sis .. Physical
therapy assessment and interventiOns for patient s wtth
cardiovascular and/or pulmonary disease.
G 565 Physical Therapy for Children 2 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., PT 520, PT 536. Evaluation and intervention of
neuromotor and Jl!.Usculoskeletal physical *erapy rehabilitation
of children. Phystcal therapy for children m school syste1ns.
G 566 Advanced Anatomy Laboratory 1 cr: OffeFed autumn
and spring. Prereq., PT 510, 511. Regtonal d1ssect10n and
study of the back, neck, upper extremity and lower extremity,
including clinical correlates.
G 567 Neurorehabilitation I 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
.
PT 536. Neurologic physical therapy assessme~t and
intervention of adults with cerebrovascular acctdents, Parkinson
disease, or multiple scl~rosis. Motor control ~~ m~tor learning
and application to phystcal therapy neurorehabthtation. Includes
wheelchair and home assessment.
G 568 Neurorehabilitation II 2 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
PT 536. Neurologic ph:ysical therapy as~e~s~ent and .
intervention of adults wtth traumatic bram mJury or spmal cord
injury.
G 569 Orthopedic Physical Therapy I 2 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., PT 510,516, 519,528, 529. Patient/Client management
of ortliopedic condition of the extremities.
G 570 Psychology of Illness and ~isability 2 c.r. qtfered
autumn. Psycholog~cal .respon~e to tllness !illd d!sabdto/ to
include patient motivation, patient/professiOnal mteract10n, and
treatment of persons with chronic pain.
.
G 572 Practice and Administration 2 cr. Offered spnng.
Organization and management of the physical therapy
department with emphasis on the therapist's role as
administrator, supervisor and consultant.
.
G 573 Orthopedic Physical Therapy II 1 cr. Offered spnng.
Prereq., PT 516, 519, 569. Patient/Client management of
orthopedic conditions of the spine.
G 575 Physical Therapy Interventions III 4 cr. Offered .
spring. Prereq., PT 528, PT 529. C:oreq., PT 578. In~ludes umts
in burns and wound care, prosthetics, plus the .~enc~
Disabilities Act and the management of chrome disabthty.
G 576 Synthesis of Clinica~ Evaluation. and lnterventi~n 1
cr. Offered spring. Synthests and analysts ofPT evaluatton and
intervention through case reports.
G 577 Applied Clinical Anatomy and Kinesiology Teaching
1-2 cr. Offered autumn. Teaching experience in practical
application of clinical anatomy and kinesiology.
G 578 Physical Therapy Interventions IV 4 cr. Offer_ed
spring. Prereq., PT 528, PT 529. Coreq., PT 575. Phystcal
therapy assessment and inte~entions are adqressed in ~e m:eas
of occupational health, pelvtc floor dysfunction, obstetnc chent
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care, advanced orthotics and activities of daily living.
G 582 Clinical Experience I 1 cr. Offered spring. Clinical
experience in physical therapy departments.
G 587 Clinical Internship I 4 cr. Offered summer. Prereq.,
PT 582. Seven weeks of full-time clinical exP.erience with
emphasis on developing patient treatment skills.
G 588 Clinical Internship 114 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., PT
587. Five weeks of full-time clinical experience with emphasis
on patient evaluation and continuation of developing patient
treatment skills.
G 589 Clinical Internship 1115 cr. Offered summer. Prereq.,
PT 588. Eight weeks of full-time clinical experience with
emphasis on learning about administrative issues,
problem-solving, time management, and communication skills.
Continuation of development of patient treatment and
evaluation skills.
G 594 Seminar Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn and spring.
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-4) Offered autumn and
spring. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn
and spring.
G 597 Research 1-10 cr. (R-10) Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., consent of instr.
G 626 Primary Care 3 cr. Offered autumn. Differential
diagnosis of system patholo~y including basic verbal and
physical screening, diagnostic imaging, laboratory tests and
pharmacological intervention. Infectious diseases and cancer
as related to physical therapy.
G 627 Prevention, Wellness, and Education 2 cr. Offered
autumn. Nutrition, health promotion, patient and support
network education, exercise/fitness, disease and injury
prevention, life span emphasis.
G 671 Research in Physical Therapy I 2 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., D.P.T. student. Data collection for research/special
project.
G 672 Research in Physical Therapy 112 cr. Offered autumn.
Data analysis, writing of research manuscript, presentation of
project.
G 673 Advanced Practice and Administration 112 cr.
Offered spring. Topics build on content presented in PT 503,
and PT 572. Emphasis on identifying key niches in health care
and development of a business plan.
G 676 Clinical Mastery in Physical Therapy 4 cr. Offered
autumn. Learner-centered course synthesizing PT examination,
evaluation, diagnosis, prognosis, intervention, outcomes,
reimbursement, education, delegation, and wellness.
G 679 Trends in Clinical Practice 1-2 cr. (R-4) Offered
autumn. Focus on advanced clinical topics in physical therapy.
G 690 Clinical InternshiJ? IV 12 cr. Prereq., PT 589.
Custom-designed clinical mtemship of 15 weeks. Includes
writing and presentation of case study or special project.

G 696 Independent Study 1-4 cr. (R-4) Offered intermittently.
G 697 Research 1-10 cr. (R-10) Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., consent of instr.

Faculty
Professors
Richard Gajdosik, Ph.D., University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, 1989; P.T., University ofKentucky, 1971
Reed Humphrey, Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 1986; P.T.,
Virginia Commonwealth University, 1994 (Chair)
Charles Leonard, Ph.D., Medical College of Pennsylvania,
1985; P.T. , Duke University, 1978

Associate Professors
Carrie Gajdosik, M.S., University ofNorth Carolina at Chapel
Hill, 1986; P.T., University of Kentucky, 1971
Beth Ikeda, M.S., D.P.T., Massachusetts General Hospital
Institute of Health Professions, 1989, 2004, P.T., Mayo School
of Health Related Science, 1981
James J. Laskin, Ph.D., University of Alberta, 2001; P.T.,
University of Saskatchewan, 1987

Assistant Professors
Steve Fehrer, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1984; P.T.,
Beaver College, 1995
David L. Levison, M.H.S., Indianapolis Krannert School of
Physical Therapy, 1996; P.T., University of Montana, 1986
Sheng Li, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, 2002
Kimberly J. Mize, D.P.T., Rocky Mountain University of Health
Professions, 2006., P.T., University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse,
1996

School of Physical Therapy & Rehabilitation
Science Clinics
Nora Staael Evert Physical Therapy Clinic
Brenda Mahlum, D.P.T., Rocky Mountain University of Health
Professions, 2006; P.T., University ofNorth Carolina, 1984
Mary Coar, B.S., P.T., University of Montana, 1993

New Directions Wellness Center
Susan Ostertag, B.S., P.T., University of Montana, 1993
Molly Blair, B.S., University of Montana, 2002

School of Social Work
Cynthia Garthwait, Chair
Social work is a human service profession concerned with the
prevention of social problems, the maintenance of satisfying
social relationships and the enhancement of human
development. It focuses on people and their social environment.
Social workers employ a range of knowledge and skills as the
basis for constructive intervention on behalf of various client
populations. The Bachelor of Arts and Master of Social Work
degrees are offered. The Bachelor of Arts degree prepares
graduates for generalist social work practice. The Master of
Social Work degree prepares graduates for advanced integrated

practice.
The undergraduate major in social work is available for those
who wish to prepare for: (1) professional employment in the
social services; (2) entry into a graduate school of social work;
(3) graduate education mother helping service professions.
The graduate degree in social work prepares graduates for
advanced social work practice. Students can enroll in a two
year full-time program or in a part-time option. See The
University of Montana Graduate Catalog for a description of
the Master of Social Work program. Both the Bachelor of Arts
degree and the Master of Social Work degree are fully
accredited by the Council on Social Work: Education.
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Special Degree Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the
catalog. See index.
Thirty-seven credits in social work courses are required for the
B.A. degree. The following courses must be successfully completed: SW lOOS, 200,300,310,350, 360,400,488, and 10
credits in SW 489 over two semesters.
Requirements for the B.A. degree include course work outside
the School of Social Work providing content in the social and
behavioral sciences, human biology, and human diversity. Required course work includes ECON lOOS; PSC lOOS; SOC
llOS; PSYC lOOS; 240S, 245; BIOL lOON; ANTH 102 or SOC
220S. No fewer than six of these eight course requirements
must be completed before enrollment will be permitted in
required 300-level social work courses.
To enroll in required 300- and 400-level social work courses,
social work majors are required to have earned and to
maintain a 2.5 grade average for all college course work. In
order to insure that they have complied with all course
prerequisites, grade point average requirements and
compliance with professional social work ethics, students
must complete a formal Application to the Social Work
Major for school approval prior to admission to required
social work courses at the 300-level or above.
Social work majors are required to complete a two-semester
practicum placement (SW 489, Field Work Practicum, 10
credits). Refer to the SW 489 course description for admission
and completion requirements regarding this specific course.
The Upper-division Writing Expectation rnust be met by
successfully completing an upper-division writing course from
the approved list m the Academic Policies and Procedures
section of this catalog. SW 310 will satisfY this requirement.
Social work majors who wish to explore more specialized study
in such areas as children, exceptional persons or the family
should consider the Human and Family Development minor
program, which is described elsewhere in the catalog. The
School of Social Work offers a Title IV-e Child Welfare
Training Program for eligible B.A. and M.S.W. students
interested in a career in child protective services. The
Gerontology Fellows Program is available to undergraduate
students pursuing a career in gerontological or intergenerational
social work. The Hartford Scholars Practicum Partnership
Program is available to masters students wishing to pursue a
career in gerontological or intergenerational social work.
Social work majors are expected to conduct themselves
according to the ethical standards of the National Association
of Social Workers as well as those applicable to students of the
University. Other professional expectations are described in the
BSLO Student Handbook, available from the school or on web
page [www.health.umt.edu/sw/bsw_pa.htrnl].
Majors in social work are assigned a faculty advisor with whom
they are required to meet at least once per semester as soon as
the social work major is declared. A school advising guide is
available to all students at the School of Social Work office or
on web page [www.health.umt.edu/sw/default.htm]. The
Master of Social Work requirements are detailed in The
University of Montana Graduate online Catalog
[www.umt.edu/grad/].

Suggested Course of Study
First Year
MATH 107 (or higher) Contemporary Mathematics
PSC lOOS Introduction to American Government .
PSYC lOOS Introduction to Psychology . . . . . . .
SOC 110S Principles of Sociology . . . . . . . . . . .
SW lOOS Introduction to Social Welfare . . . . . .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A
3
3
3
7

S
3
3
9

i6

15

Second Year
SW 200 Introduction to Social Work Practice
4
BIOL lOON The Science of Life . . . . . . . . . . . . -

3

ECON lOOS Introduction to Political Economics .
PSYC 240S Child and Adolescent Development ..
PSYC 245 Adult Development and Aging . . . . . .
ANTH 102 Race and Minorities
or SOC 220S Race and Ethnic Relations . . . . . .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Third Year
SW 300 Human Behavior and Social Environment
SW 310 Social Welfare Policy and Services . . . .
SW 350, 360 Social Work Intervention
Methods I, II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total
Fourth Year
SW 400 Social Work Research . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SW 488 Field Work Practicum Seminar . . . . . . .
SW 489 Field Work Practicum . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total

3
3
6

3
3
6

i6

15

4
-

3

4
6

i4

4
9
16

3
2
5
4

5
9

i4

14

Minor in Gerontology
Students in the minor in Gerontology program will study issues
of aging from an interdisciplinary perspective and come to
understand the interplay between them, including health and
medical as well as social and psychological needs of older
persons. Although this interdisciplinary minor is housed in the
School of Social Work, students mother majors may complete
the minor in consultation with both the Chair of the
Gerontology Minor and the students' academic advisors in their
respective departments. Students must consult with their major
advisor to select electives, practicum or volunteer experiences,
and integrating courses that will meet the requirements of the
minor. The minor will require successful completion of four
required core courses (12 credits), an integratmg course with
gerontological content within the student's major (3 credits),
one or two elective courses (3-6 credits), and a practicum
course within the student's major (3 credits) for a total of21-24
credits. Core courses are:
HS 325 Introduction to Gerontology 3 cr.
SW 455 Social Gerontology 3 cr.
PSYC 245 Adult Development and Aging 3cr.
HS 430 Health Aspects of Aging 3 cr.
Students should contact the School of Social Work for a
complete list of appropriate major and elective courses.

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or
graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit
mdicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum
indicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not
count toward a degree.

Social Work (S W)
U 100S Introduction to Social Welfare 3 cr. Offered autumn
and sprin~. Overview of human services, programs and
problems m meeting social welfare needs, with emphasis on the
complexity of social services and their historical development.
Analysis of the value, attitudinal, economic and political factors
that condition the provision of these services.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Exi?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offermgs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 198 Internship Variable cr. (R-3) Offered autumn and
spring. ~rereq., consen~ of ins~ctor. Applicati~n of classroom
learnmg m off campus u:itemshtp placements. Pnor approval
must be obtained from the School of Social Work practicum
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coordinator and from the Center for Work-Based Learning. A
maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198, 398,) may count
toward graduation.
U 200 Introduction to Social Work Practice 4 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., SW lOOS, sophomore standing.
Introduction to social worK as a profession, including an
examination of goals, guiding philosophy and basic
assumptions. Emphasis on a generalist framework of social
work practice and the development of beginning analytical and
practice skills.
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Exi?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
experiment.al offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
UG 300 Human Behavior and Social Environment 4 cr.
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., SW 200. Prereq. or coreq.,
PSYC 240S, junior standing. Using the ecological-social
systems framework, the integration of knowledge and concepts
from the social and behavioral sciences for analysis and
assessment of problems and issues relevant to professional
social work practice.
UG 310 Social Welfare Policy and Services 3 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., SW 200. Social welfare history,
program planning and analysis with review of selected policies
on the national level. Includes international comparisons.
Upper-division writing course.
U 323 Women and Social Action in the Americas 3 cr.
Offered autumn odd-numbered years. Prereq., oneofSW lOOS,
SOC llOS, or ANTH lOlH or consent ofinstr. Same as WS
323. Focus on women's experiences of and contributions to
social change in North, South and Central America in the midto late-20th century. Through case studies, testimonials,
discussions with activists and Internet connections examine
social constructions of gender, compare forms of social action
in diverse cultural, political and historical contexts, link
practice to theories of social participation, and reflect on
lessons learned from women s experiences.
U 324 Gender and the Politics of Welfare 3 cr. Offered
autumn even-numbered years. Prereq., SW lOOS or consent of
instr. Same as WS 324. Exploration of the relationship between
gender ideologies and the development of social welfare
policies. Examination of historic and contemporary social
welfare policies, practices and debates in the United States
through a gender lens.
UG 350 Social Work Intervention Methods I 4 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., SW 200; coreq., SW 300. The
study and application of the generalist model of social work
practice and related techniques and procedures for the
assessment, intervention and prevention of problems in social
functioning. Emphasis on individuals and families.
UG 360 Social Work Intervention Methods II 4 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., SW 350. The study and
application of the generalist model of social work practice and
related techniques and procedures for the assessment,
intervention and prevention of problems in social functioning.
Emphasis on groups and communities.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offenngs of new courses or one-time offerings of
current topics.
UG 398 Internship Variable cr. (R-3) Offered autumn and
spring. Application of classroom learnmg in off campus
internship placements. Prior approval must be obtained from
the School of Social Work practicum coordinator and the
Center for Work-Based Learning. A maximum of 6 credits of
Internship (198, 398) may count toward graduation.
UG 400 Social Work Research 3 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., SW 360. Utilization of social research findings
in social work practice. Techniques for the collection and
analysis of clinical data. Special emphasis on research
methodology for the assessment of practitioner and program
effectiveness.

UG 410E Ethics and the Helping Professions 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., completion of twelve credits in social work or
a related discipline or consent of instructor. Analysis of specific
ethical diJemmas from personal, professional and policy
perspeg!ves. Focus on ethical issues common to the helping
professibns~and utilizing codes of ethics as guides to
aecision-making. The relationship between professional ethical
issues and the development of social policy.
UG 420S Child Abuse and Child Welfare 4 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. Signs and
symptoms of physical and sexual abuse and neglect, family
dynamics in abuse and neglect, the legal context, programs of
prevention and intervention, foster care, special needs
adoptions and related issues in child welfare.
UG 422 Services to Changing Families 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., upper-division or graduate standing.
Examination of current family forms and practices in the
United States with attention to sin~le-parent, step-parent, and
two-parent working families. Family dynamics, assessment,
and therapy models discussed. Social services and support
programs discussed.
UG 423 Addiction Studies 3 cr. Offered spring. Same as
PSYC and SOC 423. Examination of chemical dependency and
behavioral compulsions, including alcohol and other drugs,
gambling, eating disorders, sexual addictions. Ecosystems
perspective on etiology, treatment, prevention, family
oynamics, community response, ana societal contributors.
Students engage in a service learning community project which
is integrated into the classroom through initial traming, regular
reflectiOn, and other activities.
UG 430 Health Aspects of Aging 3 cr. Offered spring. Same
as HHP and HS 430. Overview of the health aspects of aging
in the United States including biological theories of aging,
normal physiological changes associated with agin,g systems,
common pathological problems associated with agmg, cultural
and ethnic differences in the health of elders, health promotion
and healthy aging, and the health care continuum of care for
older persons.
UG 434 Social Work and the Law 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., junior standing. Contemporary implication of social
work practice in a judicial arena.
UG 450 Children and Youth at Risk 3 cr. Offered autumn or
spring. Focus on the aspects of society that pose a threat to
today's youth and the ramification of those threats on youth
development and behavior. Resilience and protective factors
for youth at risk and strategies to work with those youth.
Attention to related systems in Missoula and Montana,
including juvenile justice, mental health, child protection,
substance abuse, and education.
UG 455S Social Gerontology 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Examination ofthe field of social gerontology, includin~ an
examination of the major bio/psycho/social/culturaVspintual
theories of aging, the service system, social and health issues,
family and care giving dynamics, social policy, and end of life
concerns.
UG 460 Domestic Violence 3 cr. Offeredintermittently.
Examination of domestic violence in relation to its societal
context, with attention to sex role socialization, interpersonal
dynamics, and family consequences. Emphasis on etiology,
treatment, intervention and prevention.
UG 465 Social Work in a Global Context 3 cr. Offered
spring even-numbered years. Prereq., upper-division or
graduate standing. Examination of globalization, human rights,
poverty, internatiOnal aid, and gender issues; their relationship
to social work and social justice, and strategies for action.
UG 470 Mental Health Practice in Rural Settings 2 cr.
Offered autumn odd-numbered years. Prereq., upper-division
or graduate standing. Examination of rural settings and how
state and federal policy influence the quality and accessibility
of mental health care programs and services.
UG 475 Death, Dying and Grief 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Examination of death, dying and grief from an ecological
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perspective, focusing on the processes of dying and theories of
grief. Emphasis on physical, social, psychological, spiritual,
and cultural influences that surround death and grief.
Consideration of cultural norms, attitudes toward death,
medical, legal and ethical issues of dying. Focus on normal
and complicated grief.
UG 480 Professional Development in Child Welfare 1 cr.
Prereq., junior standing. Offered intermittently. Exploration of
diverse Issues related to child welfare. Designed to help
students and youth workers develop an integrated knowledge
base and practice skills for working with youth.
U 485 Counseling Theories in Context 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., PSYC 100. Same as COUN 485 and PSYC 485. This
course introduces students to the primary theories that
constitute the intellectual foundation for common counseling
and psychotherapy techniques, with a special focus on gender,
interpersonal influence strategies, and diversity issues.
U 488 Field Work Practicum Seminar 2 cr. Offered every
term. Coreq., SW 489. Consideration and discussion of
practicum-related matters, professional development, and issues
confronting the profession.
UG 489 Field Work Practicum Variable cr. (R-10) Offered
every term. Prereq., SW 350 and 360 and approved application
to practicum coordinator. Coreq., SW 488. Practicum must be
taken over two consecutive semesters for a total of 10 credits.
Minimum of one credit per semester. Cumulative grade average
of2.75 or above in SW 100S, 200,300,350 and 360 and a 3.0
grade average for SW 200, 350 and 360 are required.
Supervised field work in public and private agencies and
institutions. Successful completion of the field work practicum
requires a passing performance on the school administered
professional social work competency examination.
U 493 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., 10 credits in social work. Independent work under the
University omnibus option. See index.
UG 494 Seminar Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., 9 credits in social work.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offermgs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
UG 496 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 500 Orientation 1 cr. Prereq., admission to M.S.W.
program. Seminar introducing M.S.W. students to program
philosophy and social work's theory and value base.
G 505 Foundations of Social Work Practice 2 cr. Prereq.,
admission to M.S.W. program. Introductory practice course
that examines generalist social work practice, dominant
theoretical influences, and forces shaping social work over
time.
G 510 Human Behavior and Social Environment I 3 cr.
Prereq., admission to M.S.W. program. Introduction to and
critical consideration of social work perspectives on human
behavior as influenced by the social environment. Particular
attention is paid to biological, psychological, social, cultural
and spiritual influences.
G 511 Human Behavior and Social Environment II:
Difference, Diversity and Oppression 3 cr. Prereq.,
admission to M.S.W. program and SW 510 or consent ofinstr.
Advanced course on human behavior and social environment
that addresses difference and diversity, histories and
mechanisms of discrimination and oppression, and frameworks
for thought and practice that recognize diversity and promote
social justice.
G 515 Practice with Individuals and Families in a
Community Context 4 cr. Prereq., admission to M.S.W.
program or consent of instr. Practice-oriented course building
on students' developing knowledge of engagement, assessment,
intervention and evaluation and the applicatiOn to practice with
individuals and families in context of community.

G 520 Social Work Research Methods 3 cr. Prereq.,
admission to M.S.W. pro~ram or consent ofinstr. Introduction
to principles, methodologies, technologies, and statistical
approaches of human service research. Emphasis on beginning
capabilities in evaluation of social work practice and skill
development regarding use of published research.
G 521 Advanced Research and Program Evaluation 3 cr.
Prereq., SW 515. The use of research within the integrated
practice model of social work through evaluation of practice
and program evaluation. Advanced statistical concepts are
apphed to direct practice and five types of program evaluation.
G 525 Practice with Groups and Communities 4 cr. Prereq.,
admission to M.S.W. program or consent ofinstr. Practiceoriented course addressing theories, frameworks, principles,
and skills of group and community work. Dynamtcs of group
work and examination of modalities such as mutual aid and
social action groups.
G 530 History of Social Policy, Justice and Change 3 cr.
Prereq., admission to M.S.W. program or consent offustr.
Foundation in social welfare policy and services; examination
of relationship between history social welfare policy and
emergence of social work f,rofession. Introduction to
frameworks for policy ana ysis.
G 531 Methods of Social Policy Analysis 3 cr. Prereq., SW
530. Focus on the analysis of existing or proposed policies
specific to oppressed populations, rural areas and isolated
communities.
G 535 Advanced Integrated Practice 4 cr. Prereq., consent
ofinstr. Builds on the skills, knowledge, and values ofthe
foundation generalist and practice courses.
G 545 Practice of Organizational Leadership 4 cr. Prereq.,
consent ofinstr. Advanced training in professwnalleadersh1p
and how to effectively conceive, plan, design, implement,
manage, assess, and change contemporary organizations.
G 550 Counseling Techniques and Strategies 2 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., admission to MSW program or consent of
instr. Practice-oriented course addressing strategies of clinical
intervention, case studies, and philosophy of care.
G 551 Couples and Family Therapy 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., admission to the MSW program, SW 505, or consent
of instructor. Course explores family-centered methods of
clinical social work interventions with couples and families that
can be applied in a variety of settings.
G 552 Psychopathology and Assessmentfor Social Work 3
cr. Prereq., admission to the MSW program, SW505, or
permission of instructor. Focus on current problems of
children, adolescents, and adults of all ages that can be
classified as a mental disorder under the DSM of the system.
Includes information on theories within the bio-psycho-social
paradigm of causality of disorders/conditions; on methods of
assessment, including DSM-IV; and an understanding of how
social injustice, oppression and poverty impacts healthy growth
and development across the life span.
G 576 Foundation Integrative Seminar I 1 cr. Prereq.,
admission to M.S.W. program, SW 505, 587; coreq., SW 589.
Seminar accompanying first semester foundation practicum in
which students aiscuss experience with goal of integrating
theory and practice.
G 577 Foundation Integrative Seminar II 1 cr. Prereq.,
admission to M.S.W. program, SW 505, 587; coreq., SW 589.
Seminar accompanying second semester foundation practicum
in which students discuss experience with goal of integrating
theory and practice.
G 578 Advanced Integrative Seminar I 1 cr. Prereq., SW
586; coreq., SW 588. Critical analysis of how predominant
social work theories and professional values and skills are
being incorporated into the practicum.
G 579 Advanced Integrative Seminar II 1 cr. Prereq., SW
578; coreq., SW 589. Critical analysis of how predommant
social work theories and professional values ana skills are
being incorporated into the practicum. Advanced portfolio
development.
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G 586 Foundation Practicum I 2 cr. Prereq., admission to
M.S.W. program; coreq., SW 586. First semester foundation
field practicum experience in a supervised setting designed to
provioe opportunities to integrate classroom learning and field
experiences.
G 587 Foundation Practicum II 2 cr. Prereq., admission to
M.S.W. program, SW 505, 587; coreq., SW 588. Second
semester foundation field practicum experience in a supervised
setting designed to provide opportunities to integrate classroom
learning and field experiences.
G 588 Concentration Practicum I 2 cr. Prereq., SW 587,
589; coreq., SW 578. Advanced SU:{>ervised field work in
public and private agencies and institutions.
G 589 Concentration Practicum II 2 cr. Prereq., SW 588;
coreq., SW 579. Advanced supervised field work in public and
private agencies and institutions.
G 593 Professional Portfolio 1 cr. (R-2) Prereq., foundation
courses. Summative and in-depth wntten analysis of course
work and practicum experience.
G 594 Graduate Seminar 3 cr. (R-9) Offered autumn or
spring. Prereq., admission to M.S.W. program or consent of
instr. In-depth analysis of a current social work issue.
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., admission to M.S.W. program or consent of
instr. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
autumn or spring. Prereq., admission to M.S.W. program or
consent of instr. Work on selected l'roblems by individual
students under direct faculty supervision.
G 597 Research Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn or spring.
Prereq., admission to M.S.W. program or consent ofinstr.
Directed individual graduate research and study appropriate to
background and objectives of the student.

Madison, 1974 (Chair)
Janet Finn, Ph.D., Umversity of Michigan, 1995

Associate Professors
MaxineJa.cobson, Ph.D., University ofUtah, 1997
Ryan Tolleson Knee, Ph.D., University of Denver, 1999

Assistant Professors
Timothy Conley, Ph.D., Boston College, 2001
Carol Hand. Ph.D., University of Wisconsin

Adiunct Assistant Professors
Doreen Antenor, J.D., The University of Montana, 1996
Tondy Baumgartner, M.S.W., Walla Walla College, 1998
Michaela Conway, M.S.W., San Diego State University, 1978
Kerrie Ghenie, M.S.W., Walla Walla College, 2000
Diane Haddon, M.S.W., Michigan State Umversity, 1977
Michael Perry, M.S.W., Eastern Washington University, 1991
Tamara Tolleson Knee, M.S.W., University of Denver, 1994
Jennifer Walrod, M.P.A., The University of Montana, 2002
Charlie Wellenstein, M.S.W., Eastern Washington University,
1991

Emeritus Professors
Mary Birch, M.S.W., Columbia University, 1966
Frarik Clark, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1969
Robert Deaton, Ed.D., University ofNevada, Reno, 1980
Charles Horejsi, Ph.D., University of Denver, 1971
John Spores, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1976

Faculty
Professors
Cynthia Garthwait, M.S.S.W., University of Wisconsin,

Health Sciences
Health science courses are concerned with fundamental issues
in human health and disease and are, therefore, interdisciplinary
in both scope and content. They have been designed not only
for students anticipating careers in medicine, dentistry, nursmg,
public health, pharmacy, medical technology, physical therapy,
cytotechnology, and numerous other health care professions
and services, but for all students interested in individual and
community health, the clinical and paramedical arts, and the
biomedical sciences. Health sciences courses are listed under
two designations: I) Health Sciences; 2) other disciplines.

Health Science Courses
Health Sciences
195 S:{>ecial Topics
201 Living Well: Health and Disability
325 Introduction to Gerontology
326 Geriatric Practicum
327 Montana Gerontology Society Meeting
389 Recent Advances in Clinical Medicine
395 Special Topics
495 Special Topics
Anthropology
265N Human Sexuality
267N Human Genetics
343S Culture and Population
388 Native American Health and Healing

444 Culture, Health and Healing
Health and Human Performance
184 Personal Health and W ellness
236N Nutrition
Microbiology
106N Elementary Microbiology
107N Elementary Microbiology Laboratory
302 Medical Microbiology
Social Work
322S Explorations in Gerontology
423 Addiction Studies
Pharmacy
liON Use and Abuse of Drugs
324 Medicinal Plants
395 Indian Health Issues
423 Drug Induced Malnutrition
Philosophy
421E Medical Ethics

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or
graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit
mdicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum
indicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not
count toward a degree.
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Health Sciences (HS)
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intern:tittently. ExJ?erimental offerings ofvisiti~g profes~ors,
expenmen~l offermgs of new courses, or one-ttme~offenngs of
current topics.
'
U 201 Living Well: Health and Disability 2 cr. Offered
autllmn and spring. T~e ~eyelopme~t and i~plen:ten~t.i<?n of
exercise programs for mdiVIduals With physical disabilities or
chronic illness.
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 320 American Indian Health Issues 2 cr. Offered spring.
Same as PHAR 320. An overview of the health issues, health
care delivery and payment that affect American Indians.
UG 324 Medicinal Plants 2-3 cr. Offered autumn. Same as
PHAR 324 and BMED 324. Plants and other natural
substances which nourish, heal, injure, or alter the conscious
mind.
U 325 Introduction to Gerontology 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., junior standing or consent of instr. An interdisciplinary
discussion of the health and social issues of older persons,
utilizing didactic presentations, clinical demonstrations, and
curricular modules.
U 326 Geriatric Practicum 1-3 cr. (R-3) Offered spring.
Prereq., HS 325. Service learning experience in genatrics in a

setting compatible with the student's major and interests.
U 327 Montana Gerontology Society Meeting 1 cr. (R-3)
Offered spring. Attendance and participation in the Montana
Gerontology Society meeting held annually in April.
U 389 Recent Advances in Clinical Medicine 1 cr. (R-3)
Offered spring. Prereq., junior or senior standing. Weekly
presentatiOns throughout the semester by local clinical medical
practitioners describing in non-technical terms recent advances
m their specialities.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings ofvisiti~g profes~ors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offermgs of
current topics.
UG 430 Health Aspects of Aging 3 cr. Offered spring. Same
as HHP and SW 430. Overview of the health aspects of aging
in the United States including biological theories of aging,
normal physiological changes associated with agin~ systems,
common pathological problems associated with agmg, cul~al
and ethnic differences in the health of elders, health promotiOn
and healthy aging, and the health care continuum of care for
older persons.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings ofvisiti~g profes~ors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offenngs of
current topics.

Public Health
Craig Molgaard, Professor and Chair
The School of Public and Community Health Sciences ~s an
interdisciplinary program that offers the Master of Pubhc
Health degree and a certificate in public health. The program is
designed to prepare public health practitioners to adcfress the
challenges of rural and global health issues. Distance learning
technology is used to allow working professionals to
participate. This program addresses current and forecasted
needs for graduate education in public health. Its focus on rural
population health problems assists in promoting improvement
m the health of the people of Montana and throughout the
world.

Special Degree Requirements
For the M.P.H. degree, all students must successfully complete
42 graduate credits. The following core courses are required:
PUBH 510 Introduction to Epidemiology
PUBH 520 Fundamentals of Biostatistics
PUBH 530 U.S. Healthcare System and Policy
PUBH 540 Social and Behavioral Sciences in Public Health
PUBH 550 Program Evaluation and Research Methods
PUBH 560 Environmental and Rural Health
PUBH 580 Rural Health Issues in a Global Context
PUBH 591 Practicum
PUBH 593 Professional Portfolio
PUBH 595 Ethical Issues in Public Health
PUBH 599 Professional Paper
Elective courses:
PUBH 596 Independent Study
PUBH 597 Research
Electives offered by other departtnents may be used to create a
plan of study that tailors the learning experience to the needs of
the student.

Courses

G = for graduate credit. R after the credit indicates the course
may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the
R. Credits beyond this maximum do not count toward a degree.

Public Health (PUBH)
G 510 Introduction to Epidemiology 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Principles and methods of epidemiologic investigation,
descriptive and analytic epidemiology techniques, disease
freguency, risk determination, study designs, causality, and
vahdity.
G 520 Fundamental of Biostatistics 3 cr. Offered fall.
Parametric and nonparametric methods. Data collection,
storage, retrieval, transformation, analysis and interpretation.
Applications for biomedical sciences.
G 530 U.S. Healthcare System and Policy 3 cr. Offered
autllmn. The U.S. healthcare system including the rural system.
Organization, management, evaluation, and finance. Federal
and state policy.
G 540 Social and Behavioral Sciences in Public Health 3 cr.
Offered spring. Behavioral and social factors relevant to the
identification and solution of public health problems, principles
of health behavior change, applications, and assessment of
interventions.
G 550 Program Evaluation and Research Methods 3 cr.
Offered summer. Prerreq., PUBH 510 or equiv. and consent of
instr. Historical, conceptual, values, ethics, and socio-cultural
aspects of community-based research, building partnerships,
working with diverse populations, developing a research
proposal and participatory evaluation.
G 560 Environmental and Rural Health 3 cr. Offered
autumn Relat~onshi_p <?f people to their physical envir~~m~nt,
how this relatiOnship Impacts health, and efforts to mmmuze
negative health effects.
G 580 Rural Health Issues in a Global Context 3 cr. Offered
summer. Prereq., 15 core credits and consent ofinstr. Analysis
of public-health themes. Focus on rural concerns and
transnational influences. Includes human rights, health equity,
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mobile and vulnerable populations, and transnational
competence.
G 591 Practicum 3 cr. Offered autumn, spring, and summer.
Prereq., admission into the M.P.H. program or consent of
instructor. Semester Ion~ graduate practicum and on-line
seminar designed to advtse students of the practicum
requirements, the process of the practicum development, and
the evaluation process.
G 593 Professional Portfolio 3 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., admission to the M.P.H. program or consent of
instructor. Integrates the student's practice experience and
knowledge gained through course work, practicum, and
possibly professional papers and research with the goals and
learning objectives of the M.P.H. program into a portfolio.
Stitdents wtll present their portfolio to illustrate their growth as
a professional public healtli practitioner.
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. Ex~rimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr.
G 597 Research 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring. Prereq.,
admission to the M.P.H. program or consent of instructor.
With the guidance oftherr faculty advisor, students will
develop a syllabus specific to what they propose to accomplish
with their research project.
G 599 Professional Paper or Portfolio 3 cr. Offered every
term.

Faculty
Public Health Core
Professors
Amanda Golbeck, Ph.D., University of California at Berkeley,
1983; MPH, University of California at Berkeley, 1982
Craig Molgaard, Ph.D., MPH, University of California at
Berkeley, 1979

Associate Professors
Kari Harris, Ph.D., The University of Kansas, 1998; M.P.H.,
The University of Kansas Medical Center, 1997

MPH Program Faculty
Professors
Peter Koehn, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1973 (Political
Science)
K. Ann Sondag, Ph.D., Southern Illinois, Carbondale, 1988
(Health and Human Performance)

Willard 0. Granath, Ph.D., Wake Forest University, 1982
(Biological Sciences)
Janet L. Finn, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1995 (Social
Work and Anthropology)
Tom Seekins, Ph.D. University ofKansas, 1983 (Department of
Psychology and the Rural Institute)

Associate Professors
Ann Cook, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 2001 (Research,
Psychology)
Jean T. Carter, Ph.D., The University of Arizona, 1997;
Pharm.D., The University of Arizona, 1993 (Pharmacy
Practice)
Kimber Haddix McKay, Ph.D., University of California at
Davis, 1998 (Anthropology)
Gilbert Quintero, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1998
(Anthropology)

Assistant Professors
Duncan Campbell, Ph.D., Washington State University, 2003
(Psychology)
Bryan Cochran, Ph.D., University of Washington, 2003
(Psychology)
Nikole Cronk, Ph.D., University of Missouri-Columbia, 2006
(Research, Public Health)
Curtis Noonan, Ph.D., Colorado State University, 2000
(Biomedical and Pharmaceutical Sciences and Pharmacy
Practice)
Elizabeth Putnam, Ph.D., University of Texas-Houston, 1989
(Biomedical and Pharmaceutical Sciences)
Robin Saha, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 2002
(Environmental Studies)
Lawrence L. White, M.H.A., (College of Health Professions
and Biomedical Sciences)

Proiect and Research Directors
Donna Bainbridge, Ph.D., Boston University, 1990 (Rural
Institute)
Kathleen Humphries, Ph.D., the University of California at
Davis, 1995 (Rural Institute)
Rosemary Hughes, Ph.D., University of Houston, 1989 (Rural
Institute)
Holly Lenz, Ph.D. Oregon State University, 1996 (Montana
Tobacco Use Prevention Program, Montana DPHHS)
Meg Ann Traci, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 2000
(Rural Institute)

College of Technology
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Barry Good, Dean
Lynn Stocking, Associate Dean
The vision of the College of Technology is to be a preeminent

l~a~er ~d cata!y~t for progr~ss in education. Supporting that

vislOn I~ the miSSIOn to provid~ acade~cally sound, socially
responsible, current and accessible certificate and associate
degree programs in response to individual, community, and
economic development needs. Goals the College of
Technology pursues toward fulfilling their misswn are to:
-create a student-centered environment
-provide college level technical and general education
learning opportunities
-facilitate development of oral and written communication
skills
-facilitate development of critical thinking and problem
solving skills
-support the development of ethical behavior
-embrace diversity and encourage resl'ect for others
-facilitate and promote life-long learnmg
The College of Technology offers programming and services
on two campuses-the East Campus at 909 South Avenue West
and the West Campus at 3639 South Avenue West. The
Admissions & New Student Services Office, Financial Aid
Office, Registrar's Office, Career and Placement Services
Office, and administrative offices are located at the East
Campus. All business technology programs, applied computing
and ele~tronics programs? culinary arts programs, health
professwns programs, as well as the brancli of the Mansfield
Library, College Bookstore, and dining room are located on the
East Campus. All industrial programs are located on the West
Campus.
Students may attend courses at three campus sites. Courses
are scheduled at a variety of times between 7 a.m. and 10 p.m.
Department chairs or program directors may be contacted for
specific scheduling information.
Associate of Applied Science and Certificate Programs
The Associate of Applied Science degree and certificate
progr!lms offered in tlie College are designed to lead an
mdlVIdual directly to employment in a specific career or career
cluster. In some mstances, particularly m allied health the
degre~ or. certificate is a l'rerequisite for taking a licen~ing
exa!llmatwn. J'he Assocmte of Applied Science degree is not
typic~llY. considered a transfer degree, although opportunities
do exist m some baccalaureate degree-granting institutions for
conti!1uing ~n degrees such as the University's Bachelor of
Apphed Science degree program.
The College's S"!ll'gical Tec~ology ~d Respiratorr Care
progr~s are reviewed by their respective Joltl.t Review
Comm1ttees and accredited by the Commission on
Accreditation of Allied Health Education Programs. The Food

Se~ice Management program is accredited by the American
Culmary Federation Educational Institute Accrediting
Co~ission, the Paralegal Studies program is approved by the
Amencan Bar Association, and the Practical Nursing program
IS approved by the Montana Board of Nursing.
Associate of Arts Degree Program
The Associate of Arts degree program provides an opl'ortu:nity
for students to complete either a general education cumculum
wi~out a particular field of study or a medically orientated
cumculum. The program is administered by the College of
Technology Department of Applied Arts and Sciences. See
also the Academic Policies and Procedures section of this
catalog for specific requirements.
Bachelor of Applied Science Degree Program
A Bachelor of Applied Science degree is offered by The
University of Montana-Missoula through the Colle~e of Arts
and Sciences program. This degree program is avallable for
s~dents who have completed approved Associate of Applied
SCience degrees. See the College of Arts and Sciences/Applied
Science section of this catalog.
Credit Applicable Toward an Associate of Arts and
Baccalaureate Degrees
The following College of Technology courses have been
approved to count as elective credit, or in some cases General
Education credit, for the Associate of Arts and baccalaureate
degrees. With departmental approval, some may count toward
major or co~!lte requir~ments. With departmental approval,
up to 10 additional credits from courses not on this list may be
counted. Refer to the sections on Technical Courses and Credit
Maximums in this catalog. See index.
AASC 100, 101
BUS 103S
COM 150S, 160A, 210E, 242
CRT 100, 108, 121, 122E, 203, 260, 270, 280
BET 232,260
FSM270, 271
MAT 100, 120, 117, 145
NUR all courses (except 295T)
PSY 100S, llOS, 201
SCN 115N, 150N, 201N, 202N
WTS 100, 101, 115, 185A, 186A, 215, 240E
Academic Support Services
Services designed to increase the success of students enrolled
at The University of Montana-Missoula College of Technology
are available. Such services include the Academic Support
Center's tutoring and computer-based academic learning tools
s~dY. sJcills w<;>rkshops, basic skills dev~lopmental courses, '
disability serviCes for students, academiC and financial aid
reinstatement and follow-up assistance, individual student
retention services, and other learning support activities. These
services are available to students without charge based on grant
funding support.
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Department of Applied Arts
and Sciences
Karen Hill, Chair
The Department of Applie~ Arts and Sci~nces p:ovi~es
instructiOn in commumcatwn, mathematics, soctal science, and
science. A core of these related subjects must be comrleted
prior to graduation and is included with each programs scope
and sequence. The department also provides developme~tal
course work in writin~ and mathematics to aid studen~ m
obtaining the prereqUisite skills necessary for success m
·
required course work.
The department oversees the Associate of Arts (A.A.) Degree.
For additional information regarding admission and complete
deg:~e requirements, see the. Admissi<?ns and Academic
Policies and Procedures sectiOns of this catalog.

Associate of Arts-A.A. Degree
To receive an Associate of Arts degree all students must
successfully complete all the general education reg_ui:~ments
for a baccalaureate degree, except for the Upper-J?I~I~Ion
Writing Proficiency Assessment and the Upper-DIVISion
Writing Expectations of a major. The minimum grade average
for the 60 credits required for graduation is 2.00 in all col;ll'ses
taken on the traditional letter grade (A-F) basis. Courses m
required general education areas must have a C- minimum.
Students' course selection, in consultation with an advisor, is
guided by their planned majors.
Students may enter in the autumn or spring semester.
Following is a suggested first year course of study. Courses
numbered below 100 and courses with a T suffix on the course
number do not count toward the 60-credit requirement or
general education course requirements.

Suggested Course of Study
First Semester
AASC 100 Introduction to the University Experience
2
AASC 101 Study and Learning Strategies . . . . . . . . . . . 2
COM 150S Interpersonal Communications or
COM 160A Oral Communications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
WTS 101 English Composition
(with appropriate placement score or WTS 100 or 090T) 2-3
CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Math course based on placement test score (or MAT 002Tl:J.
Total credits toward degree requirements:
~4-16
Additional semester's courseloads are based on mathematical
literacy and English writing skills sequencing from the first
semester plus general education courses and electives ~en on
either the College of Technology campus and/or Mountam
campus. See General Education Requirements ~n the
Acaaemic Policies and Procedures section of this catalog.

Paramedical Arts Focus
The l'aramedical arts incl1;1de areas o~ practi~e that .s~pport .
physicians and other medical professiOnals m providmg quality
health care. Some of these areas of practice are found m
Health Professions programs at UM-M's College of
Technology, but others are found in specialist programs in a
wide variety of settings, some academic and some not, across
the U.S.A. Taking university courses prio~ ~o these pr~gr~rns
may be required or may increase oppo_~Itu~s for admiss~on.
Students with SAT or ACT scores which mdicate academic
readiness may take science oriented courses within an A.A.
degree that all~ws the student to ll!eet t~e basic general
education reqmrements of The Umversity of Montana-

Missoula as well as preparation for further scientific education
or transfer to a speciality medical program. Students less
prepared should make a plan to develop academic readiness
with their advisor's assistance. Student who plan to transfer
should bring the catalog from their desired program to their
advisor in order to make course choices for transfer.

Suggested Course of Study
Preparation for Paramedical Arts
First Year
BIOL 106N-107N Elementary
Medical Microbiology and Laboratory . . . . . . .
BIOL 221 Cellular and Molecular Biology .....
CHEM 151N-152N, 154N General
.
Chemistry and Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WTS 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COM 150S Interpersonal Communication . . . . . .
CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MAT 117 Probability and Linear Math . . . . . . . .
PSY 1OOS Introduction to Psychology . . . . . . . .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Second Year
ANTH 101H Introduction to Anthropology
WTS 115 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COM 160A Oral Communication . . . . . . . . . . .
WTS 240E Ethics and Rhetoric . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 241 Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SCN 201n-202N Anatomy and Physiology .....
SCN 220 Human Physiology . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
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Courses
U =for undergraduate credit only. Rafter the credit indicates
the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated
after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not count toward
a degree.

Applied Arts and Sciences (AASC)
U 100 Introduction to the University Experience 2 cr.
Offered autumn and spring. Introduction to academic life:
exposure to campus resources (e.g., library, computer labs,
career and student services); exploration of personal goals and
motivation· introduction to various academic disciplines;
introductio~ to ASUM and other student groups; exploration of
diversity issues, ethical issues, and student accountability; and
extensive advising.
U 101 Study and Learning Strategies 2.':r. J?ev~lopment of
skills needed by the student to be competitive m higher
.
education. Topics include management of clas.sroom behaviOr,
time, money; personal health and. safety; hst~mng, memory;
critical thinking; note-taking; ethics; and testmg.
.
U 195T Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered mtermittently.
Experimental offerings ofvisiting_professo~s, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offenngs of current
topics.
U 196T Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently.
.
.
U 295T Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered mtermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
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offerings of new courses, or one~ time offerings of current
topics.
CommtJHrti-tCJJt~ons

(COA*t\)

U 150S llntel!"penonai Commuru~icatfioll1l 3 ci·. Offered every
term. Focus on communicating and listening more clearly to
improve personal and professional relationships. Topics
include forms of communication, communication and "'"" 0'~.,.,,
emotion, conflict, climates, gender, and cultural diversity.
Credit not allowed for both COM I 50S and COMM llOS.
U HiOA O!raB Cllllmmillnk2ltiO!:IJi\ 3 cr. Offered every term.
Introduction to oral communication skills, including public
speaking, and smaH group communications. Focus is on the
ors;~mization, delive1y, and ret~ntion of ora! .
listening
skill development, and nonveroal comrnumcatiOn,
not
allowed for both COM 160A and COMM lilA.
U 195T SpedaR Topic§ Varfiable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 1'\li6T Independent Study 1-6 Ct". (R-6) Offered
intermittently.
U 2HlE Criticall Tninlking, Allll2ftysis, :md f'wob!em §olvhng 3
cr. Offered every term. Prereq., WTS 10 l or consent of instr.
Introduction to critical thinking, conflict analysis, and problem
solving with examination of fundamentals of each process and
evaluation of ethical considerations for each projected result
Provides a framework for determining decision making scope
as well as basic formula for conscious resolution strategies.
U 220T Training Tecllmiques 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
COM 115, COM 160A or consent ofinstr. The practical
to documenting
application of adult learning
procedures, creating user guides, writing instructions,
developing courses, using tutorials, evaluating and using
training materials, and giving effective oral presentations.
Students prepare and deliver mini-courses to develop these
skills,
U COM 242 Argument8tNOllll 3 lCD". Offered intennittently.
or consent of instr. Focus
Prereq., COM 160A, COMM ll
on developing, presenting, evaluating, and responding to
written and spoken
with an emphasis on critical
decision~ making.
for both COM 242 and
COMM242.
U 26@S Smrvey IIlf Chnldnm's C©mmlllnkatim~ 3 Ci', Offered
spring. Foc~s on c~mmunication p~ocesses and contemporary
commumcatwn env1ronments of ch1ldren and adolescents.
Topics include language development and the brain, nonverbal
communication development, media, contracting, bullying, and
gender.
U 295T SpedaR Topic!> 1-6 cro (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experim.ental offerings of visiting professors, experimentai
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
U 296T Indlependei!Bt Shi!dly 1-6 cr.
Offered
intermittently.
Mathem~fl(s

(MAl)

U 002 Prealgebra 4 cr. Offered every te1m. Arithmetic and
basic algebra skills needed for Introductory Algebra. Topics
include integers and rational numbers, decimals and
percentages with applications, ratios and proportions with
applications, single variable linear equations with applications,
exponents, factoring, and an introduction to polynomials.
Credit does not count toward a certificate or degree.
U 005 Introductory Aigeb:ra 4 cr. Offered every term.
Review of arithmetic principles of integers and rational
numbers, linear equatwns in one or two unknowns, and
operations with polynomials and rational expressions. Credit
does not count toward an associate of arts or baccalaureate
degree.
U 100 Intermediate Algebra 3 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., MAT 005 or appropriate placement score.
Topics include Hnear equations and systems of1inear

equations, inequalities, applications and graphing; polynomials;
rational expressions and equations; radicals, rational exponents
and complex numbers; quadratic equations; introduction to
exponential and logarithmic functions. Credit not allowed for
both M;\T 100 and MATH 100.
U HOT· Jhidlllstrial Math 3l cr. Offered autumn. Designed to
provide the mathematical background necessary for success in
the industrial areas. Topics covered include percent, ratio
proportion, formula evaluation, basic algebra and geometry
concepts, trigonometry, measurement, statistics, and graphing.
markdowns, inventory turnover, and other basic formulas.
U H4T Food! Production Matb 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Basic mathematical processes incl.uding fractions, decimals,
percents, ratios, proportions, and measures relative to menus,
portions, and production costso
U 117 Pl:'obabili.ty and Linear Math 3 cr. Offered every
tenn. Prereq., MAT 100 or appropriate placement score.
Systems of linear equations and matrix algebra. Introduction to
probability with emphasis on models and probabilistic
reasoning. Examples of applications of the material in many
fields. Credit not allowed for both MAT 117 and MATH 117.
U Udl Elementary Fumdions 4 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., MAT 100 or appropriate score on the ASSET
placement test Algebraic, trigonometric, exponential/
logarithmic functions of one real variable and their graphs.
Inverse functions, complex numbers and polar coordinates.
Conic sections. Credit not allowed for both MAT 120 and
MATH 121.
U 145 CakuJm;: with AppUc~dions 4 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., MAT 120 or appropriate score on .Placement exam.
Introduction to differentiation and integratwn of elementary
function. Introduction to ordinary differential equations.
Emphasis is on applications in technical fields including
electronics technology. Graphing calculators used. Credit not
allowed for both MAT 145 and MATH 150.
U 196T Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently.

Piychofiogy (PSY)
U lOOS Iflltrodudion to Psychology 4J cro Offered every term.
Introduction to the scientific study of behavior in humans and
other animals. ·.Credit not allowed for both PSYC l OOS and
PSY lOOS.
U 105T Work At~iti!ldes 1 cr" Offered spring. Introduction
to the working environment and the individual's responsibility
to working relationships.
U HO§ O:rg:~.mizatiomd Psychology 3 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. Foundation in the psychological processes that
influence behavior of people in work settings.
U 21H Human Development Through the Life Span 3 cr.
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., PSY lOOS. The study of
human physical, cognitive and psychosocial development
throughout the life span. Content covers major theories, the
influence of genetics, and the environment from a
chronological aspect
U 195T Spedat~l Topic§ Variable cr. (R~9) Offered
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 196T Im:leperndent Study 1~6 cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently.

Sderu:e (SCN)
U 095T Spedal Topi.c!i1~6 cr. Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one~time offerings of current
topics.
U USN Anatomy 3 cr. Offered spring. Structures of the
human
and their basic functions.
U 120T Technical Physic§ I 4 cr. Offered autumno Prereq.,
MatlOO or NIATH 100. Introduction to models, measurements,
vectors, motion in a straight line, motion in a plane, Newton's
laws of motion, application of Newton's laws, and circular

motion and gravitation.
U 121T Technical Physics II 4 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
SCN 120T. Introduction to work and energy, impulse and
momentum, rotational motion, equilibrium of a rigid body,
elasticity, heat, and thermodynamics.
U 125T Medical Physics 3 cr. Offered autumn. A
presentation of physical principles that apply to respiratory
care equipment and cardwpulmonary physiology.
U 150N Nutrition 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Nutritional needs throughout the life cycle and measures to
assist in the meeting of those needs in health or stress/disease.
U 175T Introduction to Physical Science 3 c:r. Offered every
term. Prereq., or coreq., MAT 005. Introduction to science as
a way of knowing and how specific areas of science affect
living systems, Earth systems, and the wider universe.
U 195T Special Topics 1~6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
U 196T Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently.
U 201N Anatomy and Physiology I 4 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., SCN 175T or introductory science course
recommended. Basic knowledge necessary for students in
health-related programs. Emphasis on normal anatomy and
physiology with presentation of basic concepts in chemistry
and microbiology as they relate to human anatomy and
physiology. Covers tissues through nervous system. A
cadaver lab is included.
U 202N Anatomy and Physiology II 4 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., SCN 201N. Continuation of201N. Basic
knowledge necessary for students in health-related programs.
Emphasis on normal anatomy and physiology with presentation
of basic concepts in chemistry and microbiology as they relate
to human anatomy and physiology. Covers endocrine through
reproductive systems. A cadaver lab is included.
U 220 Human Physiology 4 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
SCN 201N, 202N. In-depth exploration of principles and
clinical consequences of the physiology of selected human
organ systems. Building upon basic concepts covered in SCN
201N and 202N, students study muscular function, musculoskeletal integration, neural physiology, nervous system
integration, endocrine and central nervous system function and
coordination, circulatory, respiratory, renal, and reproductive
physiology.
U 295T Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.

Writing Studies ('WTS)
U 090T Critical Writing Skills 3 cr. Offered every term. For
students with major difficulties in expository prose. Emphasis
on forming, structuring, and development of ideas. Sentence
level faults discussed. Traditional letter grade only. Credit
does not count toward a certificate or degree.
U 100 Introduction to College Writing 3 cr. Offered every
term. Prereq., placement or referral by WTS 101 instructor.
Designed for students who need instruction and practice
integrating critical thinJ<ing, reading and writing before
entering the required first-year writing course. Credit not
allowed for both WTS 100 and ENEX 100. Grading A-For
NC (no credit).
U HH English Compositim11 3 cr. Offered every termo
Prereq., WTS 090T or passing score on placement test

Instruction and practice in both the expository writing and
research process. Emphasis on the use of specific techniques
of writing to develop style, unity, clarity, and force of ideas,
and structure. Students are expected to write without major
errors in sentence stmcture or mechanics. Credit not allowed
for both COM 101 and ENEX 101. Grading A-F, orNC.'
U 115 Technical. WR"iti.ng 3 cr. Offered every term. Prereq.
or coreq., CRT 101 or CRT 103T; passing score on placement
test or consent of instr. An introduction to technical writing
with emphasis on clarity and conciseness. Sentence, paragraph,
and document organization are stressed; graro.mar and
mechanics are reviewed. Short writing assignments and
technical documents are critiqued for application of technical
style, organization, and correct graro.mar and mechanics.
U 120L Introduction to Critical Interpretation 3 cr. Offered
each term. Study of how readers make meaning of texts and
how texts influence readers. Emphasis on interpreting literary
texts: close reading, critical analysis, and effective writing.
Credit not allowed for both ENLT 120L and WTS 1201.
U UlL Introduction to Poetry 3 cr. Offered every term. A~
introduct~on to the t~chniques of reading and writing about
poetry With emphasis on the lyr1c and other shorter fmrns.
Credit not allowed for both ENLT 121L and WTS l21L.
U 184A Beginning Creative Writing: Mul.ti.pRe Genre 3 cr.
Offered every term. Prereq., WTS 101 or ENEX 101 or
consent of instr. A beginning writing workshop to explore
various types of creative writing with opportunities for students
to write, revise and discuss writing techriiques that students
may wish to explore further in specialized classes ..
U 185A Beginning Creative Writing: Fiction 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., WTS 101 or ENEX 101 or consent of
instr. A begmning writing workshop focused on the reading,
discussion, and revision of students short fiction. Students
also will be introduced to models of fiction techniques. No
prior experience in writing short fiction required.
U 186A Beginning Creative Writing: Poetry 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., WTS 101 or ENEX 101 or consent of
instr. A beginning writing workshop focused on the reading,
discussion, and revision of students poems. Students also will
be introduced to models of poetic techniques. No prior
experience in writing poetry required.
U 195T Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 196T Independent Study Hi cJr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently.
U 215 Advanced Technical Writing 3 cr. Offered every term.
Prereq., WTS 115 or consent ofinstr. Continuation of
technical writing with emphasis on teclh<ical text including
editing for technical content, graphic placement, and document
design as seen through the eye of the audience. Current critical
issues in technical writing are discussed.
U 240E Ethic§ and Rhetoric: Writing Arguments on
Contemporary Issues 3 cr. Offered every autumn and spring.
Prereq., WTS 101. Writing-intensive course which exammes
perspectives on contemporary issues. Emphasis on analysis,
evaluation, and synthes1s; students construct arguments in
response to issues raised in class.
U 295T Spedai Topicsl-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Expepmen~al offerings ofvisiting_profe~so~s, experimental
offenngs or new courses, or one-time mfenngs of current
topics. ·
U 296T Independent Study 1-6 Ci"o
Offered
intermittently.
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The Department of Applied Computing and Electronics of The
University of Montana-Missoula College of Technology
collaborates with business and industry to prepare graduates to
compete in and contribute to a dynamic globa, society. Students
enoage in experiential learning embracing tedmical education,
effective com.r:nunication, problem solving, professionalism, and
workplace skills. The department promotes life-long learning to
empower students in an ever-changing world, More details on
programs available through the department can be found on the
web: http://wwwocte.umtedu/departments/ace

Spedal Degree Requirements
General education requirements are integrated into the
following programs. Refer to the Academic Policies and
Procedures section of this catalog for the specific requirements.

Computer Techno~ogy""A~A~S ..
Degree
Students in the Computer Technology program prepare for
careers in the field ofmforrrtation tedmology. The mission of
the
is to prepare students to meet the needs of users
an organization and societal context through the
selection, creation, application integration, and administration of
information technology. The program balances technical
expertise with the professional sklH set needed in a dynamic
society. The
program aHows students specmlize in
network management or infmmation systems
program
options.
Students are accepted into the program autumn tem1. Prior to
enteling the program, students shall demonstrate proficiency in
keyboarding and basic computing skins, using word processing,
spreadsheets, Intemet software, and file management.
The University of Montana-Missoula College of Technology
is a Cisco Regional Training Center and a member of the
Computer Technolo,Ry Industry Association (Comp TlA).
Opportunities exist ror professional certificatiOn from Cisco
(CCNA), Microsoft (MCT, MCSA), and Comp TIA
Network+ and Security+).
The Network Management option provides specialization for
supporting computing in a networking environment Students
install, configure, monitor, troubleshoot, and manage network
connectivity, server-based computing systems, and
intranetworking technologies.
Entry~

First Year

A

BUS 103S Principles of Business ..
CRT 111 Fluency in Information Technology . ,
CRT 112T Operating System Fundamentals , . .
CRT 121 Introduction to Programming , .....
CRT 122E Ethics and Information Technology .
CRT 151T Networking Basics . , ..
CRT 152T Routers and Router Basics , . . . . . .
CRT 172 Introduction to Computer Modeling . ,
MAT 117 Probability and Linear Mathematics . .
WTS 101 English Composition .......
Total
0

o

0

§e<~:ond Year
COM 160A Oral Communications , . , . , . , .
CRT 210T Advanced Operating
......
CRT 215T Server Technologies ... , ...
CRT 216T Network Infrastructure ..... , ...
CRT 222T Security Seminar .. , . . . . . . . . , .
CRT 231 Object-Oriented Programming . . . . . .
CRT 25 lT Switching Basics and Intermediate
Routing . , ... , . . . . . . . , . . . . . , , .... , . .
CRT 252T WAN Technologies .. , .... , .... ,
CRT 285T PC Hardware Support . . . . . . .
CRT 289T Professional Certification . . . . . . . . .
CRT 290T Computer Technology Internship ..
Total
o
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Option~

The Infonnation Systems Management optiongrovides
specialization in acquiring and supporting the S01t\vare
applications and hardware used in organizations. Students
analyze, design, develop, implement, and support windows-based
applications, database applications, and web-based applications.
Business process is modeled and requirements definea for
information teclu10logy resources.

Autumn

Entry~

Fi:rst Y elllr

A
BUS 103S Principles of Business , , .... , . . . . 3
COM 160A Orali Communications .. , , . . . . . . . 3
CRT 111 Fluency in Information Technology . , , 3
CRT 1 12T Operating System Fundamentals ...
CRT 121 Introduction to Programming , .
CRT 122E Ethics and Information Technology , . CRT 151T Networking Basics .. , . , .
CRT 172 Introduction to Computer ModeHng ..
MAT 117 Probability and Linear Ivfathematics_._,_, 3
WTS 101 English Composition . . . . . . . . , ,
J.
Total
15
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Secmnd Year
ACC 132T Accounting I .... , .
CRT 203 Systems Analysis . . , . . . , .. , ....
CRT 210T Advanced Operating Systems .
CRT 231 Object-Oriented Programming ... , . ,
CRT 263 Web Design and Development ..
CRT 275 Database Design and Implementation
CRT 285T PC Hardware Support
CRT 289T Professional Certification .... , . . .
CRT 290T Computer Technology Internship .. ,
Directed Electives . , . . . . . . . .. , , , . . . . . .
Tota!
o

Network Management Optcon

Autumn

s

tr
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,

-

3

3
3
. . .

2
6

16

15

,

o
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Directed Electives Options:
ACC 133T Accounting II
BUS 125T Principles of Marketing
BUS 135T Business Law
BUS 243T Psychology of Management and Supervision
BUS 250T Entrepreneurship
COM 115 Technical Writing
COM 150S Interpersonal Communications
COM 220T Training Techniques
A student may request substitution of other courses in the areas
of Business, Communication, or Information Technology to
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fulfill the directed elective requirement provided a clear
connection can be made between a course, a student's career
objective, and the degree program. All substitution requests
require departmental approval.

and environmental practices.

Accounting Technology-A~A.$.
Degree
Computer Support Option
Students interested in a career which prepares them to work as
accounting technicians with a specialty in Information
technology may select the Accountin~ Technology, Computer
Support option. This program is detaded in the Business
Technology Department section of this catalog.

Electronics Technology-A.A.S.
Degree
Students in the Electronics Technology program learn to
troubleshoot, calibrate, test, and repair electronic components
and circuit boards used in a wide range of electronic equipment
including computers and communication equipment. Traming
includes working knowledge of direct and alternating current
theory, semiconductor circuits, instrumentation, automatic
controls, data communications, computerized communication
links, and operational amplifiers. Students become familiar with
robotics, electronic communications theory, and modes ofRF
communications.
Students are awarded the Associate of Applied Science
degree upon successful completion of the program. Students
may enter autunm semester only.
First Year
CRT 111 Fluency in IT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 112T Operating Systems Fundamentals . . .
EET 111 T Basic Electronics . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EET 112T Electronics Lab I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EET 113T Circuits Kit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EET 121T Semiconductors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EET 122T Electronics Lab II . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EET 123T Amplifier Kit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MAT 120 Elementary Functions . . . . . . . . . . . .
MAT 145 Calculus with Applications . . . . . . . . .
PSY llOS Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A
3
4
3
1
4
-

WTS 115 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

S
3

4
3
1
4
3

-

Total

is

18

Second Year
EET 227T Digital Electronics . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EET 234T Automatic Controls . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EET 240T Robotics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EET 241 T Instrumentation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BET 242T Electronics Lab III . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EET 260 Data Communications . . . . . . . . . . . .
BET 270T Wireless Communications . . . . . . . . .
EET 280T Electronics Capstone . . . . . . . . . . . .
SCN 120T-121 T Technical Physics I, II . . . . . . .
Thtal

A
4
4
4
4

S

~

3
3
3
3
2
4

~

Computer System Technician
Certificate
Students graduating with the Computer System Technician
certificate will be able to install, configure, troubleshoot,
repair, update, and support client-based personal computer
operating systems, personal computer hardware, and basic
network and Internet connectivity issues. They will define and
apply basic information security practices, safety procedures,

CRT 111 Fluency in LT.
CRT 112T Operating System Fundamentals
CRT 151T Networking Basics
MAT 100 Intermediate Algebra
WTS 101 English Composition
BUS 103S Principles of Business
CRT 210T Advanced Operating Systems
CRT 121 Introduction to Programming
CRT 172 Introduction to Computer Modeling
CRT 285T PC Hardware Support
CRT 289T Professional Certification A+
Total

A
3

s

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3

1
15

16

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only.

R after the credit
indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum
indicated after the R. Credits beyond this fl:!.aximum do not
count toward a degree.

Computer Technology (CRT)
U 100 Computer Literacy 2 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Introduction to computer terminology, hardware, and
software, including wire/wireless communications and
multimedia devices. Students utilize word processing, create
projects common to business and industry in a networked
computing environment. Internet research, email usage, and
keyboarding proficiency are integrated.
U 108 Word Processing 2 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., CRT 100 or basic computer experience and consent of
instr. Preparation of business forms, correspondence, mail
merges, columnar projects, and reports using up-to-date
software. Business related application projects, graphics, and
printer operation are included.
U 111T Fluency in Information Technology 3 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., CRT 100 or demonstrated
computing experience. Introduces the skills and concepts of
information technology, both from practical and a more
theoretical point of view. During lectures and interactive
computer labs, students will explore a wide range of digital and
information technologies, including common PC applications,
networking, databases, privacy, and security. Credit not
allowed for both CRT 111 and CS 111.
U 112T Operating System Fundamentals 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., CRT 100 or demonstrated computing
experience. Introduction to common operating systems used in
modem computing. Emphasis on thorough understanding and
use of command line and graphical user interfaces; Hands-on
experience with single-user and multi-user/multi-access
software. Focus on using, comparing, and analyzing the
capabilities of existing and emerging operating systems.
U llST Advanced Document Production 3 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., CRT 108. Analysis of the
concepts of advanced work processing document production
underlying mastery of the software. Business-related
application projects utilizing critical thinking included. Speed
and timing component to increase skills essential for
employment.
U 121 Introduction to Programming 3 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., MAT 100 and demonstrated computing
experience. An introduction to object-oriented programming
using an even-driven paradigm. Basic concepts of control
structures, data handling, documentation, and error control.
Fundamentals of algorithm design and structured software
development.
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U 122E Ethics and Information Technology 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., WTS 101. Exploration of ethical issues in the
field of computing. Skills needed to identify and analyze
various ethical concerns. Standard ethical concepts and
theories, methods of ethical analysis. Strong emphasis on
practical application of the ethical process.
U 151T Networking Basics 3 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., CRT 100 or demonstrated computer
experience. Introduction to networking field including
terminology; protocols; local-area and wide-area networks; the
OSI model; topologies; IP addressing; cabling and cabling
tools; routers and router programming; Ethernet and network
standards; and wireless technologies.
U 152T Routers and Routing Basics 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., CRT 151T and CRT 112T or consent of instr. Covers
router theory and technologies including configurations, lOS
software management, routine protocol configuration, TCP/IP,
access-lists and introduction to LAN switching.
U 172 Introduction to Computer Modeling 3 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., CRT 100 or demonstrated
computing experience. Problem solving and data modeling
using computer productivity software. Emphasis using
spreadsheets and databases for data analysis. Formal
presentation of results. Credit not allowed for both CRT 172
and CS 172.
U 180T Spreadsheet Software 3 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., CRT 100 or 103T; and MAT 005 or 100.
Emphasis on the use of workbooks and sheets to solve business
problems. Includes projects relating to data and lists and
graphs/charts.
U 181T Introduction to Database Software 2 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., CRT 100. Basics of using a current
database software package to solve business problems.
U 182T Computer Aided Design and Drafting 2 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., CRT 100 or demonstrated computer
experience. An introduction to computer aided design and
drafting software for production of drawings and plans for
architecture and engineering systems. Fundamentals of two
dimensional drafting and drawing management for professional
design.
U 188T Computers and Law 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., CRT 100and LEG 185T. Intermediate concepts of
computer systems, operating systems, graphical environments,
electronic mail, Internet, and file management. A variety of
applications including word processing, spreadsheet, database,
presentation, and law-related software are included.
U 195T Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
U 196T Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6)
U 203 Systems Analysis 3 cr. Offered spring. Preteq.,
CRT 172. Analysis of the system development life cycle.
Emphasis on planning, analyzing, designing, implementing
and supporting information systems to meet business
requirements. Covers feasibility studies, time and cost
estimates, modeling tools, design tools, implementation and
support strategies. A simulated business design project will be
developed.
U 205T Food Service Management Computer
Applications 2 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., CRT 100.
Introduction to computerized applications relevant to the food
service industry. Includes spreadsheet, recipe management
and word processing software; appropriate industry reports,
create menus and fliers; import, export and scale recipes;
analyze nutrition; and calculate food cost.
U 209T Project Management 3 cr. Offered intermittently.

Prereq., CRT 172. Investigation of topics in project
management including scope, defmition, risk, procurement and
the RFP. Management of time, cost, quality, and human
resources. Concepts are reinforced with PM software.
U 210T Advanced Operating Systems 3 cr. Offered
autumn, Prereq~, CRT 112T, 15lT. In-depth study of a secure,
multi-user, client-based network operating system. Topics
include installation, administration of resources, performance,
network services, and security.
U 215T Server Technologies 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., CRT 112T, CRT 151T. Server technologies commonly
used in local area networking. Topics include installation,
administration, storage, application services, network services,
security, reliability, and availability.
U 216T Network Infrastructure 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., CRT 210T. Principles and implementation of
enterprise networking services. Topics include Protocol
Binding, DNS, DHCP, WINS, Remote Access, IP Routing, IP
Security, Network Address Translation, and Certificate
Services.
U 222T Security Seminar 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
CRT 210T. Examination of general information technology
security concepts. Topics include access control,
authentication, attack methods, remote access, web security,
wireless networks, cryptography, internal infrastructure
security, and external attacks. Security procedures,
organizational policies, risk management and disaster recovery
addressed.
U 231 Object-Oriented Programming 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., CRT 121. Design and implementation of software
using object-oriented programming practices. The class
framework is used to apply the object-oriented techniques of
encapsulation, polymorphism, and inheritance.
U 251T Switching Basics and Intermediate Routing 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., CRT 152T. Covers router
configurations including advanced IP addressing techniques,
variable length subnet masking, intermediate routing protocols,
Ethernet switching, virtual LANs, spanning-tree protocol, and
VLAN trunking protocol.
U 252T WAN Technologies 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
CRT 251T. Project-based course in wide-area networking
including advanced IP addressing techniques, network address
translation, port address translation, DHCP, WAN technology
and terminology, PPP, ISDN, DDR, Frame Relay, network
management, and introduction to optical networking.
U 255T Advanced Routing 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr. Analysis, design, and implementation
of inter-network routing techniques. Topics include scalability,
routing protocols, optimization, and security.
U 256T Remote Access 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr. Analysis, design, and implementation
of remote access technologies including connectivity, access
control, bandwidth utilization, fault tolerance, redundancy, and
integrity.
U 257T Multilayer Switching 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr. Analysis, design, and implementation
of reliable, scalable, multiplayer switched LANs. Topics
include VLANS, switching protocols, routing, redundancy,
multicasting, quality of service, security, and transparency.
U 258T Network Troubleshooting 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr. Network
troubleshooting using baselines, configuration documentation,
and a building-block approach through analysis of each layer in
the OSI networking model.
U 260 Digital Publishing and Design 3 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., CRT 100 or 103T or consent of instr. A
comprehensive foundation of layout and design principles to
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integrate digital media essential for effective print-based and
web-based business publications.
U 263 Web Design and Development 3 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., CRT 100 or consent of instr. Provides a
~ackgroun~ and foundation skills required for designing and
1mplementmg Web sites for public and private org~ations.
Marketing and design techniques are applied using state-of-theart software.
U 270 C + + Programming 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., CRT 121. Object oriented programming using C++.
~plementatio!J of structured programming concepts along
w1!h construct10n of classes to create data types for defining
obJects.
U 275 Database Design and Implementation 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., CRT 172 or consent of instr. Relational
database design including: requirements analysis, data
structure, entity relationships, normalization, relational algebra
and integrity. Physical implementation focusing on data
storage; retrieval and modification; concurrency; optimization·
security; SQL; and XML.
'
U 285T PC Hardware Support 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., CRT 103T, CRT 112T. In-depth study of personal
computer hardware. Focus on field replaceable components.
Topics include: storage devices, processors, system boards,
memory, ports, cabling, power supplies, multimedia devices,
printers, and troubleshooting.
U 289T Professional Certification 1 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., consent of instr. Review objectives of an information
technology industry-based professional certification.
Certification objectives, preparation strategies, and exam
strategies included. Course can be repeated for different
industry-based professional certifications.
U 290T Computer Technology Internship 2 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., last semester in program,
~inimum of "C" in all CRT courses, and approval of program
dm;c~or. Not.open.to non-~ajors. On-the-job training in
positions reqmrmg mformat10n technology competencies. This
experience increases students' skills, prepares them for initial
employment, and increases occupational awareness and
professionalism. Students work a minimum of six hours each
wee~ at an approved site and attend a weekly one-hour
semmar.
U 295T Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
off~rings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topiCS.
U 296T Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently.

Electronics Technology (EET)
U 111T Basic Electronics 4 cr. Offered autumn. Study of
current flow, direct current circuits, alternating current circuits,
and concepts of power. The introduction of time-varying
curr~nts and i~pedances using circuit analysis and problem
solvmg techniques.
U 112T Electronics Lab I 3 cr. Offered autumn. Coreq.,
EET 111 T. The use of basic electronic test instruments and
trou~lesho~ting. Building circuits using resistive, capacitive
and mductive components.
U 113T Circuits Kit 1 cr. Offered autumn. Coreq., EET
111 T. Covers proper techniques of soldering and tool usage.
Electronic technical language, hands on troubleshooting skills
and basic electronic measurements are involved.
U 121T Semiconductors 4cr. Offered spring. Prereq., EET
1111 T, 112T. Coverage of diode, bipolar tranststors ana field
effect transistor circuits used n electronic applications. The
study and analysis of the components and circuits used in
serruconductor electronics and an introduction to operational

amplifiers.
U 122T Electronics Lab II 3 cr. Offered spring. Coreq., EET
121 T. Bread-boarding, troubleshooting and measuring the
electronic characteristics of diodes, bi-polar transistors, JFETS
and ~perational amplifiers. The impact of impedance matching,
filtenng and power effects on stages of electronic circuits will be
covered.
U 123T Amplifier Kit 1 cr. Offered spring. Coreq., EET
121T.. An audio amplifier and dual regulated power supply will
be bmlt throughout the semester.
U 195T Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered Intermittently.
Expe~mental offerings ofvisiting.professo~s, experimental
offenngs of new courses, or one-tlme offenngs of current topics.
U 227T Digital Electronics 4 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.
EET 103T. Explores digital electronic circuits and devices that
make up. a computer system. Topics include binary and
hexadectmal number systems, Boolean algebra and digital logic
theory, simple logic circuits, combinational logic, and sequential
!ogic. Also covered is. ~e analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog
mterfaces between a dtgttal system and the real (analog) woild.
Includes hands-on labs.
U 232 Microprocessors 4 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., EET
227T. Explores microprocessor architecture," design, and
operations; machine language and assembly language ·
pro~¥.amming; hardware input/output interfacing; and design
applicatio~s. Includes hands-on labs incorporating an individual
student tramer based on the Intel 8085A mlCroprocessbr; ·
U 234T Automatic Controls 4 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
EET 227T. Explores the theory, terminology and components
used in automatic control of industrial machines and processes.
Uses the servomechanism as a representative control system to
analyze open-loop, closed-loop, proportional, integral, and
differential control strategies. The use of transducers and
computers in automatic control systems in the industrial control
setting is emphasized.
U 240T Robotics 3 cr. Offered. spring. Prereq. or coreq.,
EET 232, EET 234T or consent ofmstr. Explores physical and
operating characteristics of a robot. Topics include robot
configurations, power supplies, control systems, end effectors,
sensors, stepper motors and stepper controls. Robot
programming also is covered ana a typical robot is programmed
to perform repetitive actions. Includes hands-on labs.
U 241 T Instrumentation 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq. EET
227T. The study and analysis of industrial measurin~ ana'
process control Instrumentation in both analog and dtgital form.
Proper selection, use and interpretation of measurement
eqmpment and data.
U 242T Electronics Lab III 3 cr. Offered spring. Coreq. EET
241 T B~ead.-bo~rding, building, .repairing and troubleshoott~g
electron~c ctrcmts usmg the eqmpment normally found in an
electroruc shop. Correlating measurement infonnation in solving
electronic problems.
U 260 Data Communications 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., EET 103T. Explores the principles, applications, and
theory o~ da~a communication syst~ms. Topics include
communtcatwn concepts and termmology, analog and digital
channel characteristics, signaling techniques for analog and
digital data, communication codes, transmission media, and
standards and protocols for various data communication systems
including computer networks, and the public switched telephone
network. Includes hands-on labs.
U 270T Wireless Communications 4 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., EET 103T. Explores audio and.radio frequency (RF)
circuits. Topics include AM and FM si~al modulation and
demodulation, RF transmitters, RF recetvers, RF amplifiers
audio amplifiers, oscillators, mixers, and antennas. Include~
hands-on labs.
U 280T Electronics Capstone 2 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
EET 227T. Completion of project prototypes. Includes
comprehensive final project from conception to market.

,----------------
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U 295T Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered Intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.

Department of Business
Technology
Brian Larson, Chair
The Business Technology Department of The University of
Montana-Missoula College of Technology collaborates with
business and industry to prepare graduates to compete in and
contribute to a dynamic glofial society. The department attracts
and retains skilled faculty with the professional experience and
theoretical background to utilize diverse instruction which
reflects current and emerging business practices. Faculty
actively engage student in the learning process by integrating
experiential technical education and empowering students to
adapt to an ever-changing world.
Students may choose from six Associate of Applied Science
degree programs and four certificate programs. Degree
programs include Accounting Technology with an option in
Computer Support; Administrative Management; Food Service
Management; Medical Information Technology with options in
Health Information Coding Specialty, Medical Administrative
Assisting and Medical Transcription; Parale~al Studies; and
Management with options in Entrepreneurship, and Sales and
Marketing. Certificate programs include Culmary Arts,
Customer Relations, Medical Reception, and Sales and
Marketing.
Students may attend classes on East and Mountain campuses.
Programs may contain day and evening classes.

Special Degree and Certificate
Requirements
General education requirements are inte~ated into the
following programs. Refer to the Academic Policies and
Procedures section of this catalog for the specific requirements.

Accounting Technology-A.A.S.
Degree
Lisa Swallow, Director
Most all organizations need either in-house financial staff or
outside bookkeeping/accounting services to aid with financial
data compilation and reporting. Bookkeepers and accountants
maintain financial records and often participate in strategic
planning and other fiscal decisions. Graduates work in small
businesses as full charge bookkeepers or large businesses as
members of accounting staffs. Tiley are required to
communicate extensively with vendors, clients, and employees
and are often key players in business projections, cash
forecasting, and budgeting. This program provides students the
marketable skills for employability in a variety of organizations
including service, retail, non-profit, governmental, and
accounting firms. Program graduates use technology to gather,
compile and analyze data. They communicate budgetary and
accounting information to nonfinancial colleagues and
managers. Students considering this program should be
analytical, detail-oriented, and enjoy using current technology.
Students entering autumn semester may complete the program
in four semesters as outlined below. Students entering spring
should meet with advisor prior to selecting courses.

Autumn Entry:
First Year
ACC 132T-133T Accounting I, II . . . . . . . . . .
ACC 134T Payroll Topics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 103S Principles of Business . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 135T Business Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WTS 101 English Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WTS 160A Oral Communications . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 180T Spreadsheet Software . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSY 110S Organizational Psychology . . . . . . . .
MAT 100 Intermediate Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . .

A
4
3
3
2
3
3

S
4
3
3
3
3

T~~

ffi

~

Second Year
ACC 232T Nonprofit Accounting . . . . . . . . . . .
ACC 234T Managerial Accounting . . . . . . . . . .
ACC 236T Income Tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACC 237T Strategies for Business Entities . . . . .
ACC 250T Accounting Capstone . . . . . . . . . . .
ACC 290T Accounting Internship . . . . . . . . . . .
COM 210E Critical Thinking, An~ysis
and Problem Solving . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 172 Introduction to Computer Modeling . . .
ECON 111S Microeconomics . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HMR 232T Wage and Benefits Administration ...
ThW

A

S
3

3
3
3
3
3
-

~

4
2
3
4

~

Computer Support Option
This option provides students with a technical background in
computer hardware, operating systems, Internet technologies,
networking/telecommunications, and application software. In
addition to accounting technician trainmg, students selecting
this option will be prepared to manage and maintain local area
networks and install, maintain and troubleshoot software. They
will be trained to configure PC hardware as well as to utilize
and secure various operating systems.
Students entering autumn semester may complete the program
in four semesters as outlined below. Students entering spring
should meet with advisor prior to selecting courses.

Autumn Entry:
First Year
ACC 132T-133T Accounting I, II . . . . . . . . . . .
ACC 134T Payroll Topics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 103S Principles of Business . . . . . . . . . . .
WTS 101 English Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 103T Survey of Information Technology ...
CRT 112T Operating System Fundamentals . . . .
CRT 151T Networking Basics . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 180T Spreadsheet Software . . . . . . . . . . . .
MAT 100 Intermediate Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total

A
4
3
3
3
3

S
4
3

3
3
3

i6

16

Second Year
A
ACC 234T Managerial Accounting . . . . . . . . . . 3
ACC 236T Income Tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

S
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ACC 250T Accounting Capstone . . . . . . . . . . .
ACC 290T Accounting Internship . . . . . . . . . . .
COM 160A Oral Communications . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 122E Ethics and Information Technology . .
CRT 172 Introduction to Computer Modeling ...
CRT 210T Advanced Operating Systems ......

3
3

CRT 215 Server Technologies . . . . . . . . . . . . . CRT 285T PC Hardware Support . . . . . . . . . . . J.
Total
15

4
2

HMR 290T Administrative Management
Internship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
16
Total

3
3

Customer Relations-Certificate
Sue Olson, Director

3
15

Human Resources Option
In addition to accounting technician training, students
this option will be prepared to aid management in
complymg with federal and state employment laws,
maintaining personnel records, and assisting with pension and
other benefit plan administration.
selectin~

Administrative ManagementA.A.S. Degree
Sue Olson, Director
The Administrative Management Program allows students to
advance the career proficiencies acquired in the Customer
Relations certificate program by earning an Associate of
Applied Science Degree. The Administrative Management
program prepares gradua!es to mee~ the administrative ~d
mformation needs ofbusmess and mdustry. Students gam
proficiency in computer, management, aJ.?.d information
.
technologies. They complete an acadeiDic component to gam
an understanding of professional responsibilities in our global
society. Graduates of this program become vital members of
executive teams with the ability to assume supervisory,
organizational, and communication roles in die coordmation of
administrative services. An Associate of Applied Science
Degree in Administrative Management opens opportunities for
graduates in a variety of business settings.
Students entering autu~ semester may complete .ilie pr~gram
in four semesters as outlmed below. Students entenng spnng
should meet with advisor prior to selecting courses.

The Customer Relations program provides students with ilie
skills to promote excellent customer.rel~tions in busiJ.?.ess
settings. Courses related to the service mdustry, service-level
decisions, formulation of service policies, customer service
management, and staff development are .included. S~d~nts
gain knowledge of customer care, effective commumcatwn,
and the importance of public relations to promote a positive
company image. Students develop an understanding of
challenges and conflicts while servicing both internal and
external customers. Emphasis in business, computers, and
psychology provide a solid background for customer relations
positions. in the current business environment.
A Certificate of Completion is awarded for successful
completion of the program.
Students entering autumn semester may complete the program
in two semesters as outlined below. Students entering spring
should meet with advisor prior to selecting courses.

Autumn Entry:

A
BUS 103S Principles of Business . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 106T Records and Information Management .
BUS 135T Business Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 140T Customer Service ..............
WTS 115 Technical Writing ...............
COM 150S Interpersonal Communications . . . . .
CRT 100 Computer Literacy ..............
CRT 108 Word Processing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 180T Spreadsheet Software ............
HMR 110T Introduction to Public Relations . . . .
MAT 100 Inter~ediate Algebra ............
PSY 110S Organizational Psychology . . . . . . . .
~al

3
2
3
2
3
3
-

~

S
3
4
3
2
3
3

~

Culinary Arts-Certificdte

Autumn Entry:
BUS 103S Principles of Business . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 106T Records and Information Management .
BUS 135T Business Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 140T Customer Service ..............
WTS 115 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COM 150S Interpersonal Communications .....
CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 108 Word Processing ...............
CRT 180T Spreadsheet Software ............
HMR llOT Introduction to Public Relations . . . .
MAT 100 Intermediate Algebra ............
PSY llOS Organizational Psychology . . . . . . . .
Total

Second Year
ACC 131 T Essentials of Accounting . . . . . . . .
BUS 240T Administrative Support for the
Automated Office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 243T Psychology of Management
and Supervision . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COM 160A Oral Communications ..........
COM 210E Critical Thinking, Analysis and
Problem Solving .....................
CRT 115 Advanced Document Production . . . .
CRT 172 Introduction to Computer Modeling . .
CRT 260 Digital Publishing and Design . . . . . .
CRT 263 Web Design and Development ......

2
14

A
3
2
3

s
3
4

3
2
3
3
16

A
. 4

2
3
3

18

s

. 2
. 4
.
.
. 3
. 3
. .

3
3
3
3

Tom Campbell, Director
The Bureau of Labor Statist~cs indicates the hosi?ital~ty field
is America's number one retail employer and predicts Its
growili will increase 30 percent over the next two years.
Students entering the Culinary Arts Certificate program or
Food Service Management degree pr.ogram prel?are for careers
in the hospitality industry. Students develop skills to seek
employment in hotels, restaurants, resorts, casinos, clubs,
catering, and corporate dining. Culinary careers encompass
hospitality management, sales, product development, or
entrepreneurship. To meet ilie growing demand <?fthe
hospitality industry, two program options are available.
Students may earn a Culinary Arts Certificate of Completion or
a Food Service Management Associate of Applied Science
degree.
The Culinary Arts program is two semesters and provides an
introduction to the field of culinary arts. Students prepare for
an en~-level positi<?n in the expanding and challenging food
service mdustry. This program mcorporates comprehensive
hands-on learning experiences complemented by supportive
courses designed to prepare students for a wide range of career
opportunities. This program allows a seamless transition into
the Food Service Management degree.
Students are awarded a Certificate of Completion after
successfully completing the program.
Students may enter ilie Culinary Arts certificate program
autumn semester and early application is encouraged.
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Autumn Entry:

A
WTS 115 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COM 150S Interpersonal Communication . . . . . .
CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CUL 151T Introduction to Food Service Industry .
FSM 180T Nutritional Cooking . . . . . . . . . . . .
MAT 100 Intermediate Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSY 110S Organizational Psychology . . . . . . . .
Food Station Experience from following courses:
CUL 156T Dining Room Procedures
CUL 157T Pantry and Garde-Manger
CUL 158T Short Order Cookery
CUL 160T Soups, Stocks, and Sauces
CUL 161T Meats and Vegetables
CUL 165T Baking and Pastry . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total

3
3
2
5
3
-

S

3
3

-

4
2
4

10
15

16

-

Management-A.A.S. Degree
:
16

10
16

Food Service Management-A.A.S.
Degree
Tom Campbell, Director
The Food Service Management program culminates in~
Associate of Applied Science Degree. This program combmes
theory, practical training, and industry expen.e!1ce t? prepare
students for entry-level and management positions m the
diverse and dyn~c hosp.ita~ity industry .. The dew-ee program
is designed to contmue prmciples taught m.the .culinary arts
certificate program. The spectrum of le~rmng IS expanded. to
include more in-depth professional studies thereby enhan~mg
employment options. Accreditation by the Amencan Culmary
Federation ensures graduates' eligibility for certification as an
ACF "Certified Culmarian".
Technical subject areas include introduction to the industry,
basic baking, patisserie, cost control, dining room seryice,
garde manger, nutritional cooking, fundamen~al cooking
principles, short order cookery, a Ia carte statlOJ:}S, men~ .
planmng, supervised internship, and the recognized s~~tation
certificate awarded by the National Restaurant Association
Educational Foundation.
The Associate of Applied Science degree is awarded upon
successful completion of the program.
Students entering autumn semester may complete .the pn~gram
in four semesters as outlined below. Students entenng sprmg
should meet with advisor prior to selecting courses.

Autumn Entry :
First Year

5

FSM 270 Purchasing and Cost Controls . . . . . . .
FSM 271 Food Service Management Capstone .. .
FSM 275T Patisserie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FSM 290T Internship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Food Station Experience from following courses:
CUL 156T Dining Room Procedures
CUL 157T Pantry and Garde-Manger
CUL 158T Short Order Cookery
CUL 160T Soups, Stocks, and Sauces
CUL 161T Meats and Vegetables
CUL 165T Baking and Pastry
Total

A
3
3
2
5
3
-

S

WTS 115 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COM 150S Interpersonal Communication . . . . . .
CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CUL 151T Introduction to Food Service Industry .
FSM 180T Nutritional Cooking . . . . . . . . . . . .
MAT 100 Intermediate Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSY 110S Organizational Psychology ........
Food Station Experience from following courses:
CUL 156T Dining Room Procedures
CUL 157T Pantry and Garde-Manger
CUL 158T Short Order Cookery
CUL 160T Soups, Stocks, and Sauces
CUL 161T Meats and Vegetables
CUL 165T Baking and Pastry . . . . . . . . . . · · · ·
Total

:
16.

1106

Second Year

A

s

BUS 234T Psychology of Management and
Supervision . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CRT 205T Food Service Management Computer
Applications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -

Brian Larson, Director
The Management program pr~vides gra~uates with the skills
required to own and operate their own bus_messes ~r ~ecome
sales representatives and managers of retail organizations.

Entrepreneurship Option
Students selecting the Entrepren~urship option will f?cus on
venture initiation, constructing busmess plans, generatmg
financing, and beginning op~rations. ~reas of study focus on
the critical factors involved m accounting, sales strategy,
advertising and marketing issues complemented wi~
supervisory skills. Students gain knowledge ofba,sic ..
disciplines of business through both classroom and hands-on
trainmg. Computer technology and web develo~ment ar~
added components to assist students to compete m today s
changing business climate. Applications of the elements
.
learned are included where practical. Successful graduat~s will
depart with a comprehensive business plan and presentation
skills required to approach financiers.
The Associate of Applied Science degree is awarded upon
successfully completmg the program.
Students entering autumn semester may complete_the pr<?gram
in four semesters as outlined below. Students entenng spnng
should meet with advisor prior to selecting courses.

Autumn Entry:
First Year

A

S

ACC 132T-133T Accounting I, II ..........
BUS 112T Professional Sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 113T Psychology of Selling . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 125T Principles of Marketing . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 135T Business Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WTS 101 English Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 172 Introduction to Computer Modeling . . .
MAT 100 Intermediate Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . .
~~~1 110s Organizational Psychology . · · · · · · ·

4
2
3
3
2
3
1:7

4

1~
S

3

Second Year

A

3

ACC 134T Payroll Topics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 224T Advertising and Promotion . . . . . . . .
BUS 243T Psychology of Management
and Supervision . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 250T Entrepreneurship . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 290T Management Internship . . . . . . . . . .
COM 160A Oral Communications . . . . . . . . . . .
COM 210E Critical Thinking, Analysis, and
Problem Solving . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 260 Digital Publishing and Design .......
CRT 263 Web Design and Development .......
ECON 111S Introduction to Microeconomics . . .
FIN 228 Personal Financial Planning
and Investment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total

3

4
2

3
3
3

3
4
3
2
3
3
3

3
3

f5

3
18
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Sales and Marketing Option
Students selecting the Sales and Marketing option combine
the technical sales and promotional related courses as a
foundation for seeking middle to advanced positions in the
sales and marketing field. Students will be required to
complete sales presentations using appropriate techniques
applying consultative and negotiation selling skills. Students
will study and demonstrate effective sales techniques, plan and
implement effective visual displaY.s and presentatiOns, and
develop strong record keeping skills and management of
accounts. Additional emphas1s in computer skills, accountin~,
and technical writing provide students the needed edge for th1s
competitive career.
An Associate of Applied Science degree is awarded to
students successfully completing the program.
Students entering autumn semester may complete the program
in four semesters as outlined below. Students entering spring
should meet with advisor prior to selecting courses.

Autumn Entry:
First Year
ACC 132T-133T Accounting I, II . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 109T Visual Merchandising and Display
BUS 112T Professional Sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 113T Psychology of Selling . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 125T Principles of Marketing . . . . . . . . . .
WTS 101 English Composition . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 172 Introduction to Computer Modeling ...
HMR 110T Introduction to Public Relations . . . .

A

S

4

4
3

2
3
3
2
-

MAT 100 Intermediate Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Total

i7

3

3
3

16

Second Year
ACC 134T Payroll Topics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 135T Business Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 224T Advertising and Promotion . . . . . . . .
BUS 243T Psychology of Management
and Supervision . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 290T Management Internship . . . . . . . . . .
COM 160A Oral Communications . . . . . . . . . . .
COM 210E Critical Thinking, Analysis, and
Problem Solving . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 260 Digital Publishing and Design . . . . . . .
CRT 263 Web Design and Development . . . . . . .
ECON 111S Introduction to Microeconomics . . .
PSY 110S Organizational Psychology . . . . . . . .
Total

3
2
3

3
3
4

3
3
3
3

i7

3
16

Sales and Marketing-Certificate
Brian Larson, Director
Students in the Sales and Marketing program are trained in
sales and supportive tasks relating to retail or wholesale
organizations. They study the application of the latest counselor
selling techniques to assist clients in meeting needs. The
curriculum also involves marketing activities, bookkeeping
functions, and merchandising skills.
Students are awarded a Certificate of Completion after
successfully completing the program.
The Sales and Marketing program satisfies the requirements
for the first year of the Management degree, Sales and
Marketing option.
Students entering autumn semester may complete the program
in two semesters as outlined below. Students entering spring
should meet with advisor prior to selecting courses.

Autumn Entry:

ACC 132T-133T Accounting I, II . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 109T Visual Merchandising and Display . . .
BUS 112T Professional Sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 113T Psychology of Selling . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 125T Principles of Marketing . . . . . . . . . .
WTS 101 English Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 172 Introduction to Computer Modeling . . .
HMR 110T Introduction to Public Relations . . . .

A

S

4
2
3
3
2
-

4
3
3

3
3

MAT 100 Intermediate Algebra ............ 3
Total

-

i7

16

Medical Information TechnologyA.A.S. Degree
Carol Hinricher, Director
The Medical Information Technology program provides three
options for students with the flexibility of choosing a career in
health information coding specialty, medical administrative
assisting or medical transcnption. The course of study includes
general as well as administrative duties of a medical facility.
These duties involve scheduling appointments, interacting with
patients, submitting patient insurance claims using current
coding procedures, and maintaining medical and fmancial
records. Additionally, students are exposed to the principles of
medical ethics and medical legal issues facing health providers.
All Students in the Medical Information Technology aegree
options acquire work-related skills through internship
experiences. Students successfully completing this program are
awarded the Associate of Applied Science degree.

Health Information Coding Specialty Option
Students are trained to analyze health records and to
accurately abstract and code procedures and diagnoses utilizing
legal and regulatory standards. An understanding of anatomy,
medical terminology and disease processes will provide
students with the necessary tools to determine correct codes
and sequences.
Upon completion of this program, students are eligible to sit
for national certification exammations offered through
American Health Information management Association.
Students entering autumn semester may complete the program
in four semesters as outlined below. Students entering spring
should meet with advisor prior to selecting courses.

Autumn Entry:
First Year
WTS 115 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MAT 100 Intermediate Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . .
MED 152T Insurance Processing for Coding
Specialists . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MED 154T Beginning Medical Terminology ....
MED 155T Medical Software . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MED 161T Medical Administrative Procedures ..
MED 165T Healthcare Data and Content ......
MED 270T Terminology for Health Professions II
PSY 100 Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SCN 201N-202N Anatomy and Physiology

Second Year
BIOL 106N Medical Microbiology . . . . . . . . . .
COM 150S Interpersonal Communications . . . . .
COM 210E Critical Thinking, Analysis and
Problem Solving . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MED 210T Basic lCD Coding . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MED 216T Terminology for Health Professions . .
MED 220T Basic Ambulatory Coding . . . . . . . .

A

S

3
2
-

3

2
4
4
4

2
1
3
2
4

i9

15

3
-

3

3
3
2
3
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MED 240T Intermediate lCD Coding . .
MED 250T Intermediate CPT Coding . .
MED 290 Internship (180 hours) . . . . . .
PHA 160T Survey of Pharmacy Products

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
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3
3
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Medical Administrative Assisting Option
Medical administrative assistants are trained to effectively
greet patients, supervise office personnel, schedule
appointments, post charges and payments, submit insurance
claims using current coding procedures, maintain patient
records, calculate f.ayroll, create and update the office
procedures manua , assist in improving work flow and office
efficiencies, and transcribe letters and patient chart notes.
Students successfully completing the program are awarded
the Associate of Applied Science degree. Students may enter
either autumn or spring semester.

A
2
3
2
2
2
4
f5

Second Year
ACC 131 T Essentials of Accounting . . . . . . . . .
ACC 134T Payroll Topics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 240T Administrative Support for the
Automated Office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 243T Psychology of Management and
Supervision . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COM 150S Interpersonal Communications .....
COM 160A Oral Communications . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 172 Introduction to Computer Modeling . . .
MED 216T, 270T Terminology for Health
Professions I, II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MED 256T Medical Transcription I . . . . . . . . .
MED 290T Medical Information Internship . . . . .
Total

A
4

S
4

3
3
3
1
3
17

S

2
4
3
3
3

f5

Medical transcriptionists are trained to work in a variety of
settings utilizing an understanding of medical terminology
along with admmistrative and transcription skills. Preparation
includes transcription of medical charts, reports and
correspondence as well as administrative office duties for
maintaining patient records and complying with legal policies
and IDPAA guidelines.
Student successfully completing the program are awarded the
Associate of Applied Science degree. Students may enter
either autumn or spring semester.

Autumn Entry

3

2

ACC 134T Payroll Topics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BUS 243T Psychology of Management and Supervision
CRT 172 Introduction to Computer Modeling . . . . . .
MED 256T Medical Transcription I . . . . . . . . . . . .
MED 290T Medical Information Internship . . . . . . .
Total

2
17
A
. 3
4
. 3
. 3
. J.
16

Medical Transcription Option

Autumn Entry:
First Year
BUS 106T Records and Information Management .
BUS 140T Customer Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WTS 115 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 108 Word Processing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 115T Advanced Document Production . . . .
MAT 100 Intermediate Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . .
MED 153T Insurance Processing . . . . . . . . . . .
MED 154T Beginning Medical Terminology . . . .
MED 155T Medical Software Applications . . . . .
MED 161T Medical Administrative Procedures ..
SCN 115N Anatomy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total

MED 216T, 270T Terminology for Health
Professions I, II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
i6
Total

2
3
3
17

Spring Entry:

s

CUS 106T Records and Information Management
1
WTS 115 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
MAT 100 Intermediate Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MED 154T Beginning Medical Terminology ........ 2
SCN 115N Anatomy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J.
Total
14
A
S
ACC 131 T Essentials of Accounting . . . . . . . . . 4
BUS 140T Customer Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
BUS 240T Administrative Support for the
Automated Office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
COM 150S Interpersonal Communications . . . . . 3
COM 160A Oral Communications . . . . . . . . . . . 3
CRT 108 Word Processing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
3
CRT 115T Advanced Document Production .... MED 153T Insurance Processing . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MED 155T Medical Software Applications . . . . .
1
MED 161T Medical Administrative Procedures .. 4

First Year
A
s
BUS 106T Records and Information Management . 2
BUS 120T Transcription and Text Editing . . . . . . 2
WTS 115 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
COM 150S Interpersonal Communications . . . . . 3
CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
CRT 108 Word Processing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
CRT 115T Advanced Document Production . . . . 3
MAT 100 Intermediate Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MED 154T Beginning Medical Terminology .... 2
MED 161T Medical Administrative Procedures .. 4
2
MED 270T Terminology for Health Professions II SCN 115N Anatomy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
3
15
Total
16
Second Year
A
s
ACC 131 T Essentials of Accounting . . . . . . . . . 4
COM 210E Critical Thinking, Analysis and
Problem Solving . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
CRT 172 Introduction to Computer Modeling . . . 3
2
HMR 165T Healthcare Data and Content ...... MED 216T Terminology for Health Professions I 2
MED 256T-257T Medical Transcription I, II . . . . 3
3
MED 290T Medical Information Internship . . . . . 3
PHA 160T Survey of Pharmacy Products . . . . . . 3
PSY 11 OS Organizational Psychology . . . . . . . .
3
Directed electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Total
f8
14
Directed Elective Options
BUS 103S Principles of Business . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
BUS 240T Administrative Support for the Automated
Office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
CRT 180T Spreadsheet Software . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MED 152T Insurance Processing for Coding Specialists 2
MED 155T Medical Software Applications . . . . . . . . . 1

Spring Entry:
WTS 115 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
CRT 108 Word Processing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
MAT 100 Intermediate Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MED 154T Beginning Medical Terminology ........ 2
SCN 115N Anatomy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Total
IS

A
ACC 131 T Essentials of Accounting . . . . . . . . .
BUS 106T Records and Information Management . -

S
4
2

BUS 120T Transcription and Text Editing ..
2
COM 150S Interpersonal Communication
3
COM 210E Critical Thinking, Analysis and
Problem Solving . . . . . . . .
CRT 115T Advanced Document Production .
3
MED 1611 Medical Administrative Procedures .. 4
MED 165T Healtheare Data and Content ....
MED 256T Medical Transcription 1 . .
MED 216T, 270T Tenninology for Health
Professions I, II . . . . . .. ~
~
2
PHA 160T Survey of
Products . . . . .
Total
0

0

0
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0
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0
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•

•

•

•

0
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•
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•

0

•

•

0

•

0
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0

•
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•

•

•

•

3

-

2

-

3

16

CRT 172 Introduction to Computer Modeling
MED 257T Medical Transcription H ...
IviED 290T Medical Infonnation Internship . . . . .
PSY llOS Organizational Psychology ..
Directed elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total
Directed Electi.ve Options
BUS 103S Principles of Business .
BUS 240T Administrative Support for the
Automated Office . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 180T Spreadsheet Software ..
MED 152T Insurance Processing for
Specialists
MED 155T Medical Software Applications . . . . . . . . .
•

0

0

Medical

•

••

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

0

•

•

0

•

0

••••

0

0

•

•

0

•

• • • • • • • • • •

0

•

•

0

•

0

•

•

•

•

0

•

0
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•

•

•

•

•

•

A
3
3
3

3
3

15
3

2
3
2

Recep·iooon-Caert~fh:ate

Care~ IH~nricher,

Director

The Medical Reception curriculum provides students with
the skills needed to provide exceptional service to patients in a
medical setting. In this role the essential duties performed
include scheduling appointments, screening telephone calls,
obtaining and entering patient registration mfbrmation,
releasing appropriate medical information, maintaining medical
records and managing patient flow. Medical Reception
students are instructed in the financial transactions of a practice
and will have a clear understanding of all the activities m the
billing and collection
Students are provided a broad
overview of medical law and the principles of medical ethics as
well as the guidelines established by HIPAA.
This training also prepares students for the
of a
hospital ward secretary.
Students successfully completing the program are awarded a
Certificate of Completion.

Autumn El!'liiti1f~
ACC 131T Essentials of
.......
BUS 106T Records and Information lVIanagement
BUS 140T Customer Service . . . . .
WTS 115 Technical Writing ...
0

q

•

•

0

• • • • • • • •
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

4

•

0

0

•
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0

0
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0

0
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•

•

0

-

3

•

2

MED 153T Insurance Processing . ~ ..

3

•

•

•

•

•

~

•

MED 154T Begilli"1ing Medical Terminology .... 2
MED 155T Medical Software Applications
MED 161 T Medical Administrative Procedures . . 4
PSY llOS Organizational Psychology . . . . . . . .
Total
f7
0

•

•

•

•

1

-

0

•

•

•••

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

0
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0

0
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0

•
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4

3

-

2

1

-
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A11.:rh.1mn

tEntrw~

FiJrst Y ea:r
A.CC 131T Essentials of Accounting , . , . . . . . .
WTS 101
Composition , . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 100
Literacy .
CRT 108
Processing . . . . . .
LEG 183T Contracts
LEG 184T Legal Ethics . . . . . . . . . .
LEG 185T Introduction to Paralegal Studies . . .
LEG 186T Introduction to Legal Research ....
LEG 187T Legal Research/Writing I .
LEG 188T Principles of Real Estate . . . . . . . . .
LEG 189T Criminal Procedures ...
o

•

•

•

•

•

0

••

••••••••••

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

o
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•

•

•
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A

4

-

• • • • • • •
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MAT 100 Intermediate fl,.lgebra . . .

•••

-

•

o

••••••

,

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

2
2
3

•
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PSC lOOS Introduction to American Goverument .
PSY nos
..
3

Ye1uo

COM 160A Oral Communications .
COM 210E Critical Thinking, Analysis, and
Problem
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
CRT 1881 Computers and Lav; ....
LEG 270T Civil Litigation
LEG 282T Contemporary Legal Issues
LEG 283T Trial Preparation .
LEG 285T Family Law . . . . . .
0

•

•

o

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

o

•••••••

0

0
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2
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2
3
2

0
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•
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S

3
2

0

0

0

0

A
4
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The Paralegal Studies program prepares students for
challenging and diverse careers in private law practices and in
the law-related areas of business, industry, and government
The goals of the Paralegal Studies program are to enable
students, through theoretical and practical legal education, to
understand the function oflaw, to work as paralegals in the
effective delivery of legal services, and to enhance the legal
profession. This pro91:am is des,igned to
stl~dents with
sk1Hs to analyze legal Issues ana to perform a vanety of
activities including drafting legal documents, interviewing
clients, conducting legal research, and preparing cases for trial.
Students utilize current technology through Internet research
and legal and genera~ office software applicati':m.s. Paralegal
stud1es students recetve the necessary legal trammg to take
advantage of new career opportunities in all sectors of the
economy. Students are exposed to the principles oflegal ethics
and are cautioned regarding restrictions against the
unauthorized practice of law by laypersons.
The Associate of Applied Science degree is awarded upon
successful completion of the program.
Students entering autumn semester may complete the program
in four semesters as outlined below. Students entering spring
should meet with advisor prior to selecting courses.
Students attend classes on both the Mountain and East
campuses.

Set~omi

BUS l06T Records and Information Management .
2
WTS 115 Technical Viriting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
MAT 100 Intermediate AJgebra . . . .
3
PSY llOS Organizational Psychology ...
J.

•••••

Ton11 Sil:ilnton5 Diredor
This program is approved by the American Bar Association.

0

IEnhy~

0

•

o

3

9

•

0

2
4

-

CRT 108 Word Processing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
MAT 100 Intermediate Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . .

Sprh1g

0

0

A

CRT 100 Computer Literacy

ACC 131T Essentials of Accounting
BUS 140T Customer Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 108 Word Processing
MED 153T Insurance Processing
MED il541' Beginning j'\JLedical Terminology
MED 155T Medical Software Applications . .
MED 161T Medical Administrative Procedures
Total
0

0

0

13

Total

0

0

•

•

•

•

3
3
3
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LEG 286T Legal Research/Writing II ........
LEG 287T Legal Research/Writing III . . . . . . . .
LEG 288T Estate Administration . . . . . . . . . . .
LEG 290T Paralegal Studies Internship . . . . . . .
SOC llOS Principles of Sociology . . . . . . . . . . .
Th~

2
3

0

2
2
2
~

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only. R after the credit
indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum indicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do
not count toward a degree.

Accounting Technology (ACC)
U 131T Essentials of Accounting 4 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. Introduction to basic double-entry accounting.
Emphasis on analyzing, journalizing, and posting transactions;
trial balance, worksheet, financial statements, and
adjusting/closing procedures, cash control and completing the
accounting cycle.
U 132T Accounting I 4 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Basic double-entry accounting. Emphasis on analyzing,
journalizing, and posting transactions; trial balance,
worksheet, financial statements, and adjusting/closing
procedures, accounting systems, and cash control.
U 133T Accounting II 4 cr. Offered autumn a~d spring.
Prereq., ACC 132T with competency test score of75% or
better. Expansion of ACC 132T including receivables,
inventories, plant and intangible assets, and expanded
liabilities. Includes partnerships, corporations, long-term
liabilities, investments in debt and equity securities, and the
statement of cash flow.
U 134T Payroll Topics 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., ACC 132T with competency test score of75% or
greater. Comprehensive payroll course including
computation/preparation of paychecks, completing deposits
and payroll tax returns, informational returns and issues
relating to identification and compensation of independent
contractors. Includes state and federal payroll law.
Introduction to Montana's Department of Labor and Industry,
Unemployment Insurance Division, an State Compensation
Insurance Fund.
U 195T Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
U 232T Nonprofit Accounting 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., ACC 132T-133T or ACCT 201, or consent of instr.
Continuation of accounting series with a focus on managerial
accounting topics. These topics include cost classification,
variable and absorption costing, job order costing and
standard costing. nT, total quality management, quality costs
and activity-based costing included.
U 234T Managerial Accounting 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., ACC 132T, 133T or ACCT 201 or consent of instr.
Continuation of accounting series with a focus on managerial
accounting topics. Includes cost classification, variable and
absorption costing, job order costing and standard costing.
JIT, total quality management, quality costs and activity-based
costing also will be addressed. Credit not allowed for both
ACC 234T and ACCT 202.
U 236T Income Tax 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
ACC 134T with a "C" grade or better. An introduction to
taxation concepts, principles and theory. Extensive tax return
preparation emphasizing sole proprietorships and individuals.
U 237T Strategies for Business Entities 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., ACC 132T or consent of instr. Legal,
accounting, and tax strategies relating to corporations,

partnerships, sole proprietorships, LLCs and LLPs. Includes
tax preparation projects.
U 250T Accounting Capstone 4 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., ACC 234T, 236T, 237T, or equivalent. and consent
of instr. Capstone class integrating accounting software,
income and payroll tax preparation, financial statement
preparation, ratio analysis, financial report writing and
presentation.
U 290T Accounting Internship 2 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., last semester in program, minimum grade of
"C" in all ACC courses, and approval of program director.
On-the-job training in positions related to the accounting field.
This experience increases students' skills, prepares them for
initial employment, and increases occupational awareness and
professionalism. Students work a minimum of 90 hours at an
approved site and attend scheduled one-hour seminars.
U 295T Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimen~ offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.

Business (BUS)
U 103S Principles of Business 3 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Introduction to the world of business. Examines
capitalism, the economic environment, the types of business
organizations, management, marketing, producU,,m, labor,
fmancing, and business/governmental relations. Credit not
allowed for both BUS 103S and BADM lOOS.
U lOST Deciding Majors and Careers 2 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Develop skills to implement major and
career decisions within the University and in transition to
business and industry.
U 106T Records and Information Management 2 cr.
Offered autumn and spring. Introduction to alphabetic filing
techniques and electronic database records management.
Current technical developments utilizing automated records
systems, biometric access control devices, electronic file
organization, ergonomics, the Internet, image technology, and
integrated security systems.
U 109T Visual Merchandising and Display 3 cr.
Offered spring. Introduction to various techniques used by
retailers in the merchandising and displaying of goods.
Analysis of different approaches and methods for
effectiveness in actual retail settings. Includes display
principles of balance, color, and focal point statements.
U 112T Professional Sales 2 cr. Offered autumn.
Includes the steps in opening, presenting, demonstrating,
handling objections, and closing the sale. Students gain
expertise through role-playing activities and written
presentations.
U 113T Psychology of Selling 3 cr. Offered spring.
Development of selling techniques which are used by many of
the world's best companies and explanation of why they
work. Includes the psychological reasons that prevent a
prospect from purchasing a product or service and the
techniques to motivate a prospect to buy.
U 120T Transcription and Text Editing 2 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., COM 115, CRT 108.
Techniques of accurate and rapid transcription from taped
material. Computers are used as input devices. Includes
making formatting and printing decisions with various types
of business correspondence. Increases competency in
spelling, grammar, and punctuation.
U 125T Principles of Marketing 3 cr. Offered autumn.
An overview of marketing activities including the consumer
buying decision process, distribution channels, the planning
process, and new marketing trends. Students learn how to
introduce a new product into the marketplace, target markets,

and promote products through advertising and package design.
U 135T Business Law J c:r. Offered spring. An overview
of law as it applies to business transactions. Topics include
the nature and source of law; courts and procedure; contracts,
sales, and employment; commercial paper; bailments; property; business organizations; insurance; wills and estate
planning; consumer and creditor protection; torts; criminal
law; and agency law. Credit not allowed for both BUS 135T
and BADM 257.
U 140T Customer Service 4 cr. Offered spring. Designed
to prepare employees and managers to meet customers'
expe~tations. Review of customer service philosophy and
techmques. Services marketing, quality issues, service design
and delivery, customer interaction systems, complaint
handling and service recovery, customer relationships, loyalty
management, and operations are addressed.
U 195T Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
off~rings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
tOplCS.

U 196T Independent Study Variable Clr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently.
U 2241' Advertising and P:romotion 3 cr, Offered
spring. Exposure to the history and fundamentals of
advertising; in-depth exploration of advertising media, budget
plans, ad campaign designs, and in-house promotion designs;
and the production of actual radio, television, and print
advertising.
U 240T Administrative Support for the Automated Office
2 cr. Offered autumn . .Prereq., CRT 108. Overview of the
procedures and scope of the administrative assistant's role in
today's automated office, including traditional and electronic
communications, operation of multi-media equipment, and
managing office technology.
U 242T Supervision 3 cr. Offered spring. The
supervisor's role in management, organizing, staffing, and
training of personnel as well as managing problem performance. Includes motivating employees, improving
departmental productivity as well as the legaJ concerns of
supervision.
U 243T Psychology of Management and Supervision
4 cr. Offered autumn. Management theory, research, and
the practice of management. Topics covered include
leadership styles and techniques, effective communication
approaches, time management, decision making, delegation,
and the basic functions of supervisory skills.
U 250T Entrepreneurship 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
CRT 100. An overview of the skill areas and business
principles needed to start and operate a small business.
Includes developing a business plan, identifying sources of
capital formation, managing growth, and marketing issues
related to new ventures.
U 2901' Management Internship 2 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., consent of instr. On-the-job training in
positions related to each student's career
in management.
This experience increases students' skills, prepares them for
initial employment, and increases occupational awareness.
Students work a minimum of six hours each week at an
approved site and attend a weekly one-hour seminar.
U 296T Im'lependent Stndy VaJriabie cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently.

Culinary Arts; (CUL}
U 151T Introduction to Food Service Industry 5 cr,
Offered autumn. Introduction to fundamentals in food
handling practice, history, cooking methods, tool and
equipment skills, safety and sanitation, recipe and menu
development.

U 156T Dining Room Procedures 3 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., CUL 151T with a "C" or better.
Introduction to foundations of dining room service and
protocoL Includes techniques in dining room service.
Personal hygiene, applied math, basic culinary terminology,
beverage management, and table side cooking methods are
practiced.
U 157T Pantry and Garde~Manger 3 cr. Offered
autumn and spring . .Prereq., CUL 151T with a "C" or better.
Identification of fresh greens, vegetables, and fruits, general
and specific uses, standards of quality, preparation, and
presentation. Covers entree salads, cold sauces, appetizers,
finger sandwiches, pates, gelatins, mousses, ice carvings, as
well as banquet and buffet presentation.
U 158T Short Order Cookery 4 cr, Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., CUL 151T with a "C" or better. Hands-on
experience in all facets of short order cookery. Emphasis on
coordination, speed, presentation, and basic food preparation
as wen as cooking methods.
U 160T Soups, Stocks, and Sauces 3 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., CUL 151T with a "C" or better.
Hands-on preparation of basic soups, stocks, sauces, glazes,
thickening agents, and garnishes.
U Hi:!. T Meats and Vegetables 3 c:r. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., CUL 151T with a "C" or better. Hands-on
experience with the fundamental cooking methods for meats,
vegetables, grains, legumes, and pastas.
U 1651' Baking and Pastry 3 CR". Offered autumn and
spring . .Prereq., CUL 151T, MAT 100 with a "C" or better
or consent of instr. Introduction to various ingredients and
how they affect the finished product. Covers six basic
functions of ingredients and the techniques of scaling, pan
preparation, sifting, chocolate, and pastry bag work.
U 195T Special1'opics 1-6 c1·, (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
U 1961' Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently.

Food Service Management {FSM)
U 180T Nutritional Coo
3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., CUL 151T, MAT 11
or consent of instr.
Principles of healthy and nutritious culinary procedures.
Adjustment of classic methods to suit preparations designed to
extend variety on "lighter" menus.
U 195T Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
U l96T Independent Study 1~6 cr. (R -6) Offered
intermittently.
U 270 Purchasing and Cost Controls 5 cr, Offered
autumn. Prereq., CUL 151T, MAT 100; or consent of instr.
Principles of purchasing foods and materials based on needs,
specifications, availability, and seasonality. Costs of doing
business including products, labor, facilities, and preparing
financial statements.
U 271 Food Service l'v'lanagement Capstone 4 cr, Offered
spring . .Prereq., FSM 270, coreq., CRT 205T. Coordinates
with computer applications course to create virtual food
establishments. Includes capstone experience integrating
menu planning/design, facilities, publicity, labor, purchasing,
and kitchen preparation culminating in a formal, multi-course
dinner.
U 275T Patisserie 2 err. Offered spring. Prereq., CUL
165T, MAT 100 or consent of instr. Advanced principles and
techniques in preparing custard sauces, pastry cream,

puddings, custards, mousses, Bavarians, souffles, ices,
crepes, fmits, and dessert sauces. Emphasis on presentation
of plated desserts.
U 290 Inte:rnship 4 IC:r. Offered spring. Prereq., enrolled
in final semester of program, minimum of "C" in all CUL
and FSM courses, or recommendation of Culinary Program
Director. On-the-job training in position related to each
student's career goaL This experience increases students'
skins, prepares them for initial employment, and increases
occupational awareness and professionalism. Students work a
minimum of twelve hours each week at an approved site and
attend scheduled one-hour seminars.

U 295T Spedali Topics 1-9 c;r. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting D'"J"'··~"'J'
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.

Huma111

Resourr~~:es {!r~MR)

U HOT .ht~roducti.on to PulbUc ReKattions 3 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Introduction to the origin, scope, and
nature of public relations activities. Investigation of policies,
strategies, and procedures available to an organization in
establishing and controlling its communications. Exploration
of the impact of public relations and media through case
studies and writing exercises.
U 232T W~ge and! Rem::fits Administration 4 c;r, Offered
spring. Emphasis on human resource law. Topics include
compensation and benefits terminology, adrninistration of
employee benefits, and compensation programs.
Comprehensive project includes
analysis, job descriptions
and
wage surveys, pay stmctures and creation of
compensation system. Also includes perfom1ance evaluations
and strategic use of benefits/wages.
U 29@T Adm.lirdstrta~tnve Ma:nmgement Internship 2 l!::r.
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., last semester in
program, minimum of "C" in program courses, and approval
of
director. On the job training in positions related
to
student's career
in the administrative field. This
experience increases
skills,
them for initial
employment and advancement on the
and increases
occupational awareness and
Students work
90-hours at an approved site and attend a weekly one hour
seminar.
Offered
U 2951' Specftai Toplic§ 1-6 cr.
intem1ittently. Experimental
of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
leg©J~

Studies (lEG}

U 183T Contracts 2 cr. Offered spring. Sources of law
affecting the formation, enforceability, and interpretation of
contracts. Includes the necessary elements of a contract, the
basic doctrines of contract law, and
approaches to
drafting a contract.
U 184T LegaR Ethics 2 cr. Offered autumn. Introduction
to ethics for the paralegal,
confidentiality,
paralegal-attorney relationship, fee arrangements, Code of
Professional Conduct,
privilege, fiduciary
responsibilities, and public service.
U185T Introduction to JPannHegali Studies 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Introduction to the paralegal career including ethical
and professional standards. Overview of the American legaJ
system, substantive areas of practice, legal analysis and
investigation, law office administration and related
terminology.
U Uli'IT il.1ltrodudion to LegaR Resesreh 2 cr" Offered
autumn. Prereq. , acceptance into program or consent of instr.
Introduction to legal research focusing on how to find, use,

understand, and correctly cite law library resources.
U 187T -[,egai Research and Writing I 2 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., LEG 186T. Advanced legal research
focusing on how to find, use,
and correctly cite
legal resources. Electronic research
are presented.
Application of legal research to writing is introduced.
U l8ST lf'ri.nciiples i[))f Real Esta~e 2 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., LEG 185T or consent of instr. The study of
property law focusing on the nature and ownership of real
property, title insurance, legal descriptions, and the
transactional aspects of financing methods involving trust
indentures, mortgages, and contracts for deed, with
and recording procedures.
U 189T Cri.minai Procedwres 3 cr. Offered spring.
Criminal prosecution and defense representation with an
overview of criminal law principles. Training in criminal
procedure
felonies and misdemeanors in
Montana, and
courts.
Offered
U ll9ST Special Topics ].-iii c:r.
intermittently. Experimental
of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one~time offerings
of current topics.
U Jl96T Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently.
U 270T Cilvil Litigation 3 cr" Offered autumn, Prereq.,
LEG 185T. Introduction to rules governing c:ivH litigation
involving tlle general nature of how lawsuits arise including
client interviews and data gathering, pleading and""'.'""'""'"'
from the fil.ing of suit to file preparation for trial, and core
considerations of ethics and professionalism.
U 282T Contempm·aJry Legal Issues 3 cr:r" Offered spring.
Prereq., LEG 270T or consent of instr. Capstone experience
designed to investigate topical legal issues of current
Importance. The course will ~.How relevant concentrated
focus and traditional disciplined examination of numerous
areas of law practice and theory.
U 283T T.riai P:repar21tion 3 cr. Offered
Prereq., LEG 270T. Case and claim analysis, collecting and
preserving evidence, locating witnesses, jury selection, trial
notebook development, posttrial
and investigative
techniques with emphasis on concluding
and postjudgment procedures.
U 285T Family Law 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., LEG
185T or consent of instr.
of Montana law relating to
marriage, husband and wife, parent and child, termination of
marriage, adoption, joint and sole custody arrangements and
modifications, child support guidelines, and juvenile issues.
Includes preparation of standard famiJy law documents.
U 286T Legal Researd1 and Writing n 2 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., LEG 187T. Advanced legal research and
writing with emphasis on drafting and composing legal
memoranda; legal research skiUs and development of legal
writing ability.
U 2871' Legal Resea:rch and Writing lrU 2 Cll\ Offered
spring. Prereq., LEG 286T. Continued development of legal
research and writing skills including advanced case briefing,
legal theory/case law syntllesis, and memoranda drafting.
U 281H E§tate Administrrartion 2 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., LEG 185T or consent of instr. Srudy of law relating
to wills, trusts, and estates. Topics include estate plmming,
protection, probate, and estate
intestate succession,
taxes.
U 290T IPamlegaH Studftes Inte.reship 2 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., last semester in program,
minimum of "C" in LEG courses, and approval of program
director. On-the-job experience as a paralegal trainee under
the supervision of an employer, attorney, or court officiaL

This experience increases students' skins, prepares them for
initial employment and advancement on the job, and increases
occupational awareness and professionalism. Students work a
minilnum of 90 hours at an approved site and attend a weekly
one-hour seminar.
U 295T Special Topics :1.~6 c:r. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.

1,;\ediikai Aslf;O~st~ng (MED)
U 152T Inslll!Jrimce P:rocessing for Coding §pedaU.sts 2 cr,
Offered spring. Prereq. , MED 161 T Introduction to
insurance claim processing for the major medical insurance
programs. Emphasis on completing universal insuranc~ forms
to maximize reimbursement as well as troubleshoot demed or
underpaid claims.
U l53T ·Insurance Pnlcessing 3 cr. Offered autumn and
spring.
or coreq. , MED 161 T or consent of inst~.
An introduction to insurance claim processing for the maJOr
medical insurance programs. Basic-knowledge of CPT and
ICD-9 procedural and diagnostic coding. Emphasis on
completing universal insurance forms to m~ximize
.
reimbursement as well as trouble shoot demed or underpaid
claims.
U 154T Beginniln.g Medical T1erminology 2 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Introduction to a medical word building
system using Greek and Latin word roots, combining forms,
suffixes, and prefixes.
U 155T Medical Software App.licati.ons 1 c.r. Offered
spring. Prereq., MED 153T; prereq. or coreq. MED HilT;
or consent of instr. A medical software package is used to
enter and update patient data, enter charges, pay~ents and
adjustments, and generate management reports, msurance
forms, and patient statements.
U 1611' Medica.! Administrative Pnllcedures 4 cr.
Offered autumn. An introduction to the necessary skills and
qualities reauired to function successfully in the medical
arena. Emphasis on medicolegal and ethical responsibilities,
records management and financial management of the medical
and interoersonal communkations to include patient
reception, telephone techniques and appointment scheduling.
U l65T Healtbcare Data and Content 2 cr. Offered
spring. In-depth
of origi~, use, content and str~cture of
health records; storage and retneval systems; numbenng and
filing systems; documentation requirements; use and structure
of health care data sets; and how these components relate to
primary and secondary record systems. Additional topics
include gathering, compilation and computing of healthcare
related statistics, use of research and statistical methods for
developing healthcare data into information for various
requesters.
U 201 T Medical Assisting C!iniic!'Jl Pmcedures I 4 c:r.
Offered autumn. Prereq., :MAT 005, SCN 201N-202N. Skill
development necessary to assist health care practitioners in all
aspects of patient care in the medical office clinical setting.
Includes achieving competency in prepping patients for. a
physical examination, charting, medication administratwn,
basic medical
skins.
U 202T Medical Assisting Intemshi.p :U: 1 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., consent of instmctor. Placement in a
medical office for a guided experience providing the student
with a practical application of learned medical <office
administrative skills. Direct supervision will be the
of a designated person at the site. The stu:::l.;:nts
spend
hours per week to total 90 hours in assigned
clinical rotations.
U 203T Medica! AGsis:ti.ng Clinical Procedures Ill: 3 Cir.

Offered spring. Prereq., MED 201T. Continuation ofMED
201 T. Continued skill development in assisting health care
practitioners in all aspects of patient care in the !!ledical _office
clinical setting. Includes achieving competency m asept1c
technique, diagnostic procedure techniques, and patient
education.
u 204T Medic:ffil AssistiRg lllltelr:nsb.ip n 3 CJr. Offered
sprino. Prereq., MED 201T; coreq., MED 203T. Placement
in sel~cted physicians' offices and clinics for a guided
learning experience providing th~ studen~ wit~ a practical
application of knm.yledge and si~1Hs acg1med m t~e classroom
and laboratory settmg. The student wxll be prov1ded the
opportunity to perfom1 various clinical procedures under
supervision. The students will spend 12 hours per week to
total 180 hours in assigned clinical rotations.
U 2.HIT Basic 1!CD Codilllg 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
MED 153T, MED 165T or consent of instr. Introductory
foundation for utilizing the International Classification of
Diseases coding for classification of morbidity and mortality
information for statistical purposes and for indexing medical
records by disease and operation.
U 216T Terminology forr Health Profession!> I 2 CJr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., MED 154T; prereq. or coreq.,
SCN 115N or SCN 201N-202N. A system approach to
medical word building including pathology of body systems,
abbreviations, and special procedures including radiographic,
surgical, and laboratory,
U 220T B~sic !uJr!.lndatory Codi.ng 3 cr. Ot1"ered autumn.
Prereq., MED 153T, MED 165T or consent of instr.
Foundation for utilizing the CPT coding system to increase
compatibility and comparability of medical data among users
and providers.
U 240T Inte~rmedl.ate lCD Coding 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., MED 2~q~ or consent ofi!lstr. Coml?~eh:~1sive
foundation for utihzmg the Intematwnal Classificauon of
Diseases coding for classification of morbidity and mortality
information for statistical purposes and for indexing medical
records by disease and operation.
U 250T Intermediate CPT Codling 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., MED 220T or co~sent of instr. C~mprehem;~ve
application of the CPT co~mg system to ass1g~ codes fo~
services, supplies and eqmpment for comparat1ve analys1s,
research and reimbursement.
U 256T Medi.cal Transcription I 3 ~;:r. Offered autumn
and spring .. Prereq.? CRT 108; prer~q .. or c~req., M?D
216T. An mtroductlon to the transcnpt10n 01 authentic
physician-dictated medical reports in a variety of medical
soecialties. Emphasis on the development of accuracy and
speed in interpreting, transcribing and editing medical
dictation for content and clarity.
U 257T lVIedical Transcription H 3 cro Offered autumn
.
and spring. Prereq", MEDC 256T. Advanced ~edical
transcription of realistic physician-dictated medtcal reports m
a variety of medical specialties. Emphasis on production and
increased speed in interpreting, transcribing and editing
medical dictation for content and clarity.
U 270T Termmology for Health Professi.o111.s U 2 c.r. A
systems approach to medical word building includi.ng_
"
nathology of body systems, pharmacology, abbrevmtlons, ana
special procedures including cardiovascular, pulmonary and
gastrointestinaL
U 290T Metdi.cal Information Technology Intemship 3
cr" Offered autumn and spring. Prereq. , last semester in
program, minimum of "C". in SE'!= _cou_rses, ~1~d appr_oval of
program.director. On-the-Job tramm~ m p<;_s1t1on~ rel~ted to
each student's career goal m the med1cal mrormatwn f1eld.
This experience increases students' skills, p~epares t~em for
initial employment and advancement on the JOb, and mcreases

occupational awareness and professionalism. Students work a
minimum of 135 hours at an approved site and attend a
weekly one-hour seminar.
U 296T Independent Study 1 ~6 c:r. (R-6) Offered
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Anne De~alliley, Chll:i'l~r

Spedcd Degree and Certificate
Requirements
The Health Professions Department of the University of
Montana-Missoula seeks to prepare students to be health
practitioners who are technically competent and who are
effective in a variety of clinical, agency and community
settings. The Health Professions Depruiment offers four
Associate of Applied Science (A.A.S.) Degrees, one Associate
of Science (A.S.) Degree, and two certificate programs with
courses and learning experiences thai contribute to ··
understanding the health needs of individuals and society.
Clinical affiliations and on~site experiences are essential
elements of all programs; local communities, their agencies,
and organizations are a valuable resource and provide
cooperative learning experiences in health dehvery systems.
The goals of the Health Professions Department are:
1. To provide programs of study which integrate a variety of
health-related disciplines to prepare students for careers in
health professions.
2. To contribute to the liberal education of students through
courses designed to provide an understanding of human health,
fitness and health delivery systems.
3. To meet the continuing education needs of health
professionals,
The Health Professions Department offers AA.S. degrees in
Medical Assisting, Registered Nursing (ASRN), Radiologic
Technology, Respiratory Care, Surgical Technology and
certificates in Practical Nursing (PN) and Pharmacy
Technology. Admission to a specific Health Professions (HP)
program requires documented completion of the general health
core curriculum as required by the specific HP program to
which the student is applying. The general health co:re
cu:rricuNum is differei!lt fo:r each HP program and is listed ht
th~e specific program description in this catalog. A general
health core curriculum course may be attempted a maximum of
two (2) times. Any general health core course required for an
HP program must be taken prior to acceptance into the
program. Additional requirements for admission to each of the
HP programs vary and are also listed in the specific program
descriptions.
Students enter the University of Montana-Missoula as prehealth majors and select courses from the general health core
curriculum after conferring with an HP advisor. Assessment
of writing for placement in writing courses follows University
guidelines and is offered during orientation and at various times
during the semester. Math placement is determined
a
placement test such as COMPASS. Placement testing assures
that students are enrolled in the appropriate course to ensure
success in writing and math studies.
Admission into a health program requires a completed
application for the specific program to which the student is
applying, with documented completion of the program specific
general health core curriculum. For program specific

admission requirements and grade point average
expectations, please refer to the individual program
descriptions or contact the specific HP Program Director.
Applications can be obtained on the respective HP Program
webpage. Students must submit a separate application to each
HP program
desire admission to. If a student is accepted
to multiple programs, the student can only accept admission to
one HP program and must decline admission to the other
program(s). Deadlines for applications are Aprill and
November I.
Students provide proof of the
to beginning the clinical portion
programs:
1. Tuberculosis testing using the purified protein derivative
(PPD) or chest x-ray (positive results will require a physician's
letter before a student can continue in clinical settings).
2. Hepatitis B vaccine (HBV) for clinical experiences with
potential exposure to blood-borne pathogens. A three-injection
series is required and may be obtained at Curry Health Center
or other health care nroviders, Students are urged to begin this
series as soon as notified
into an HP program.
An acceptable level of hepatitis immunity must be
demonstrated by a post vaccination titer test performed by a
medical laboratory.
3. American Heart Association
child and infant CPR
certification for health care providers.
4. Eye exams are required for surgical technology students
due to work with lasers in surgery.
5. Respiratory care students must pass neonatal resuscitation
(NRP) prior to their neonatal clinical experience. Respiratory
care students are also required to have a physical exam, a tenpane drug screen, and a police backgrounds check prior to
entering clinical experiences.
6. Medical Assisting student must complete First Aid
certification.
Many licensing bodies/employing institutions in health care
have increasingly stringent requirements and background
checks as conditions for licensing or employment. If students
have a concem about this they should contact the licensing
board for their specialty (contact infonnation may be obtamed
from appropriate HP Program Director).

Course fees and SuppUes
Most programs in the Health Professions Department include
courses with course fees and special supplies requirements. To
obtain a complete listing of these additional items and costs,
call the College of Technology Admissions Office at 406-

243-7865.

Health Profession$ Core Currie.:uh.em
The core curriculum is different for each HP program and is
listed in the specific program description Some program
courses may not be offered in aU semesters. Consult the HP
Program Dtrector or Program Advisor regarding which courses
to take and when to enroll.
There are other courses which will enhance HP program

studies and improve a student's
to provide
health
care. Students may take these additional courses
acceptance to a HP program Courses should be selected with
the assistance of an approved HP program
as taking
too many courses may adversely affect financial
Theses
courses include, but are not limited to:
-BIOL 106N Elementary Medical Microbiology
-CHEM 151N General and Inorganic Chemistry
-CHEM 152N Organic and Biological Chemistry
-CHEM 154N Organic and Biological Chenlistry ~"'"'v'"'"u"
-CHEM 195 General and Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory
-MAT 117 Probability and Linear Math
-MED 154T Beginning Medical Tem1inology
-PSY lOOS Introduction to Psychology
-PSY llOS Organizational Psychology
-PSY 201 Human Development (prereq. PSY lOOS)
-SCN 150N Nutrition
~SCN 175T Integrated Science
-SCN 220 Human Physiology
-SOC 1OOS Introduction to Sociology

Medical

Ass~sth1g""A@A.Ss

Jacqueline (Jack!)

Degree

~Uamu Progr~Jm

Director

Students in Medical Assisting are trained in front office
administrative skills and back office clinical skills to assist
healthcare practitioners in administering to the needs of
patients. Students gain skills in scheduling, medical office
accounting systems, medical coding and billing, transcription,
phone triage and are trained to assist with medical exammations
and treatment and to work as a team member in the medical
office environment. Students leam to take medical histories
and obtain vital signs, give medications and injections (under
supervision), draw blood, perform diagnostic tests and office
laboratory procedures, sterilize instruments and maintain
equipment Additionally, medical assisting students are
exposed to the principles of medical ethics and medical legal
issues facing health care
Students successfully
completing the program are
the Associate of Applied
Science degree.
Students entering the Medical Assisting program must have
earned a "C" or better in aU courses of the health core
curriculum listed below. A course may be attempted a
maximum of two times. As some courses are offered fall or
spring semester only, it is important to obtain advising with the
Program Director each semester prior to registering for the next
semester. Students mav apply for either aut1mm or spring
semester program admission.
Upon award ofthe A.A.S. degree in Medical Assisting,
students are eligible to take the Registered Medical Assistant
(RlVlA) national registration exam administered by the
American Medical Technologists upon
of the
program. Students are responsible for filing required fonns,
associated fees, and grade transcripts.

MecU(al Ass.;isf!ng ~~·ogram Curri(uh.n1l'l
First Year

A

ACC 131 T Essentials of Accounting
COM 150S Interpersonal Communications .
COM 210E Critical Thinking and Analysis . . .
CRT 108 Word Processing . . . . . . . . . . . , .
MED 161 T Medical Administrative Procedures
MED 295T Tem1inology for Health Professions
PSY lOOS Introduction to Psychology . . . . . .
SCN 202N Anatomy & Physiology . . . . . . . .
Total
o

Second Year

•••

0

•••

0

0

•

•

•

4
-

. .
2
.. 4
. . 3
. . ..
0

S
3
3

•

0

• • • • • • • • • •

s

3

•
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Mary .11\iklliugh, Program Diredor
In the Phannacy Technology Program at the University of
Montana-College of Technology, students are prepared to
function in hospital-based
and retail pham1acies.
The two semesters of the program include classroom, lab, and
clinical site leaming oppor1.1.mities. Lab and internship hours
allow students to integrate their classroom knowledge into the
setting. Students are required to rotate to clinical sites
and some may be outside the Missoula area.
The Phannacy Technology Program is an Auturrm
program. Applicants to the Pharmacy Tedmology program
must complete the program specific application packet and
have earned a "B" or better in all heafth core courses listed
below. A course may be attempted a maximum oftwo times.
Once
into the program, all students are expected to
complete
PHA classes with a B or higher. In addition, a
keyboarding speed of35 WPM is required for all Phannacy
Technician applicants.
After successfully
the program, students are
awarded a certificate of
and are well prepared and
encouraged to sit for the national technician certification
examination offered through the Pharmacy Technician
Certification Board (PTCB). The Pharmacy Technology
program is accredited by the American Society of Health
System Pharmacists (ASHP).).
Genes'a~ Hle~PJith

Core Curricuh;m

to be successfully completed
to application to the
program. A general health core curriculum course may be
attempted a maximum oftvvo
times.:
CRT 100 Computer
or Competence . . . . . . . (2)
WTS 115 Technical Writing or WTS 101 English
Composition . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Mi~.T 100 Intermediate Algebra or MAT 117 Probability
3
and Linear Math . . . . . . . . . . .
MED 154T Beghming Medical Terminology . . . . . . . . 2
Total . . . . . . . .
8-10
o

0

Pharm©Jcy
f§rsli Yearn'

••••

0

il'e~~:hnology

•

•

•

0

•

•

• • • • • • • • • • •

IPrcgr©Jm

•

•

•

0

'~In

•

•

•

0

0

••••

•

•

Curriculum~

COM 150S Interpersonal Communications
PSY llOS Organizational Psychology ....
PHA 1OOT Introduction to Pharmacy Practice
PHA lOlT
Calculations . . . . . .
PHA 102T
FHA l03T Hospital
Practice* ..
PHA lOST Internship . . . . . . , . . . . . . .

Total
3

0

3
3
3

Pha~·macy Tech~'lology ... Certificate

0

f3
A

MED 153T Insurance Processing . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MED 155T Medical Software Applications . . . . . MED 201T Medical Assisting Clinical Procedures I 4
MED 202T lv'fedical
I .. , . . 1
MED 203T Medical Assisting Procedures H . . . . MED 204T Medical Assisting Internship H . . . . . MED 256T Medical Transcription I . , . . . . . . . . PHA 195T Pharmacological Products . . . . . . . . 3
PSY 185 Human Development
Total
f1

A
3

0

••

0

•

•

0

•••

•

•

•

0

•

-

3
3
6

S
3

6
~
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order to facilitate access to the laboratory, PHA l03T,
Hospital and Conrrnunity Practice, may be offered during the
of January through May. The progmm director will
time
a complete schedule at the beginning of the auicmm
semester.

M@rgarei

W~l$f(e'~, P~·og~·ram

Diredor

The
of Technology offers a Practical Nursing (PN)
certificate program and an Associate of Science degree(AS) in
Nursing. Applicants for the PN program must have a high
school diploma or equivalency, have completed the general
health core curTiculum courses with a minimum grade
except in SCN 201N and 202N which requires a B or
grade, and possess a cumulative GPA of at least 2.75.
Admission to the program also
completion of the
application which can be
on the PN webpage.
Application deadlines are April 1 and November 1. A student
may
while enrolled in [he
health core curriculum
with
to the program be determined after the
currently completed semester grades are finalized.
The 20 students who meet the selection criteria wiU be
accepted into the nursing portion of the program, Applicants
must prove computer literacy either
successfully passing a
challenge exarnination or transfelTing an equivalent course or
passin~ CRT 100, Students leam practical nursing skills
through independent study,
and
practice in a nursing skills lab.
instructor
students also provide patient care in a
by the "n'>'"'"u"'
settings. The program is
ofNursin~. Accreditation
the National
(NLN) is oeing sought.
Students must provide proof of the
health
requirements to the PN Program Director prior to
clinical portion of the program: t1Jberculosis testing
the
PPD (Purified Protein Derivative) or chest x~ray (positive
results will require a physician's letter before a student an
continue in clinical settings); hepatitis B vaccine (HBV), a
three injection series that may be
at Curry health
Center and other health care providers,
CPR iraining for
health care providers.
Many licensing bodies/employing institutions in health care
have increasin~ly stringent requirements ;md background
checks as conC!itions for licensing or employment If srudents
have a concem about this, they should conta.ct the llc(:ns.mg
board for nursing at ,dlib~!lmtr@mt.gov,
PN program graduates are eligible to write the National
Council Licensing Examination (NCLEX) for Practical Nurses.
After licensure,
typically find
in
hospitals, nursing homes, physician offices
health
care agencies. They work under the
of a registered
nurse, physician, dentist, osteopath or
health care
provider as specified in the State of Montana Nurse Practice

Act

General

He11:!1~!1h

Core

(y~rricu~um

to be completed prior to application to the program A general
health core curriculum course may be attempted a maximum of
two (2) times.
A/S
CHEM 151N General and Inorganic Chemistry
3

CI-IEM 195 General and Inorganic Chern J~ab ...

~

..

~

0

•

•

MAT 117 Probability and Linear Mathematics ...
NUR 195 Introduction to Nursing . . . . . . .
0

PSY 201 Human

•

••••••

0

1
3
1

Through the Ufe Span .. 3

SCN 150N Nutrition , . . . . . .
SCN 201N-202N
WTS 101 English
(requires a
placement test) .
0

0

0

• • • • • • • • • • •

•••••

0

o

••••

0

• • • • • • • •

• • • • • • •

0

•

0

,

•

0

••

o

0

2
8
3

Student who have begun ilie PN program under an earlier
catalog will have a slightly different course of
Please
see a program advisor for the correct schedule of courses.
Courses listed below wm not be offered until the 2007-2008
school year.
A
Fi.rst Yeaur
s
NUR 220 Pharm:1colog}
3
0

0

0

•••

0

••••

,

0

0

•••

NUR
NUR
NUR
NUR

221 Fundamentals of Nursing . . . . . . . . . . 7
222
0, • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2
223 Core Concepts of Adult Nursing
~
224 Core Concepts of Matemal/ChHd
o

•

•

•

7

•

3
Nursing Care of Clients with
Alterations in
. . . . . .
Total

0

••

f2

Regmsi·e~~ed IJ\~urs~ng"'A"S® Degn·~~e
Margar,et Wafl!r&eit~ Pr-og~·am Diredor
The Associate of Science degree program articulates with
the PN
and
at least two further semesters of
full-time
Applicants must have completed a PN
program
general education courses listed in the
practical nursing course of study, have a cumulative GPA of
at least 2.
possess and maintain a current unencumbered
LPN
submit three letters of reference from employers
or former
a proctored essay and possibly
come before the
committee prior to being accepted
into the A.S. program. The number of srudents accepted imo
the AoS. program is limited to 10 each autumn and spring.
Application deadlines are April 1 and November 1. AB
candidates who meet the admission
wm be
considered. The A.S.
is approved by the
State Board of Nursing
is
NLN accreditation. The
requirements for CPR, Hepatitis B vaccination and TB testing
are the same as are required for the Practical Nursing student
prior to beghtning in clinical seuing.
There is further skiH
in the A.S" degree
program, in lecture, lab and
The A.S.
program aHows an LPN to have a career and
to college, as
the schedule offers courses online, on
and/or in the
evening.
completion, graduates earn an Associate of
Science
in Nursing (ASRN) and are eligible to write
the
for Registered Nurses. Graduates are prepared
for
as registered nurses in acute care facilities,
"'v'"'"·"" care centers, industrial setting, and in public and
health care 11gendes.
The course of study will be different in the 2008-2009
Please see a program. advisor for the most current
sequence of classes.

First Yte2Jr
BKOL 106N Elementary Medical

A

CHEM 151N General and Inorganic
CHEM 195 General and Inorganic Chern
COM 150S Interpersonal Communication ...
NUR 240 Current Issues in Professional Practice
NUR 250 Mental Health Nursing l\leeds . , .
NUR 260 Advanced Obstetrics and Pediatrics . .
NUR 265 Advanced Adult Physiological. Needs .
NUR 275 Management, Ethics and Internship . .
SCN 220 Human Physiology
SOC 110S Principles of Sociology . . .....
Total

3
1

3

0

0

o

•

S

0

,

•

•

•

•

•

0

,

•

3

•

. 2
2
. ,
. 4

••

•

•

•

0

•

,

3
3
2

•

•

-

f3
Rad~oh)g~c Techno~ogy""AmAmS,

3

17

Degree
Anr1e De~ii:U1£f}fu Program D~re(ior
A Radiologic Technologist uses critical thinking and
independent judgment to obtain a diagnostic imaging study
while maintaining quality
care and minimizing
radiation exposure. Technologists are employed in acute care
settings, ambulatory care settings, physicians' offices, in

education, and in

or sales

With

additional education and training, radiographers may be
employed in radiation therapy, computed tomography,
mammography, magnetic resonance imaging, diagnostic
medical sonography, nuclear medicine, special vascular
imaging and cardiac catheterization.
The Associate of Applied Science
in ~~uunnV,§<V
Technology requires students to successfully complete
general health care core curriculum prior to applying tc the
programo Students admitted to the University of l\;1ontanahealth core cun-iculum
Missoula may en..roH in the
courses. Students must pass SCN 201N-202N with a
minimum grade of 'B' and have a minimum cumulative GPA
of 20 75 in the general health core courses to apply to the
Radiologic TedLnology program. Application to the program
is required spring semester the year prior to the autumn
semester program start Students may apply while enrolled in
the general health core curriculum with
to the
program to be determined after spring grades are finalizedo
The program classes begin autumn semester each
with
four semesters consisting of classroom and
education.
between the
A ten-week summer clinical rotation is
per week of
first and second years and consists of 40
clinical instruction.
Once accepted in the program, all students are expected to
complete SCN 202N and aU courses with a RAD mbric with a
minimum
of "B" to continue in the program. Students
vviH be expected to participate in the clinical
winter session between autumn and
semester the
second year.
The Radiologic Technology program is approved by the
American Registry of Radiologic Technologists (ARRT) and
accredited
the Northwest Association of Schools and
Colleges.
aH requirements for the associate degree are
completed, the student will be eligible to take the nationali
certification examination administered by the American
Registry of Radiologic Technologists. Upon successful
completion of this examination, the student becomes a
Registered Radiologic Technologist, R.T
Students entering the
are required to rotate to
clinical sites outside the
area on a periodic basis.
These rotations will take
term or session of
the second year, These
may
but are not limited
to, Ronan, Hamilton, and Polson, Montana. T1''l1!n.:,.,,r>rt%llti

and housing are the stl.lldent's
Gener~:d

iie!l'dth Core

~responsibinty,

Curri~ulum

To be successfully completed prior to application to the
program. A general health core curriculum course may be
attempted a maximum of two
times.:
CRT 100 Computer Literacy or competence . ,
2
MAT 100 Intermediate Algebra
3
SCN 175T Integrated Sciences
3
SCN 201N Anatomy and Physiology .
::1
Total
12
0

0

0

••••

•

0

0

0

0

• • • • • •

0

o

R11~u:U~J~~~ggc le:thn~logy li''rog~·e.:m~

0

•

0

0

0

o

•

•

••••••

0

•••••

0

••••••••••

Currir.:uhJm

First Year

A

WTS 115 Technical

3

... " . " ~ ..

COM l60P1 Orai

RAD llOT Introduction to Radiology and
Patient Care . . . . . . . . .
0

RAl) lllT

0

,

••

0

•

•

,

•

•

•

•

•

Procedures I .. " ...

~

.

•

•

0

•

3
3

3

RAD 121T Radiographic Imaging I .
RAD 151T Radiographic Clinical Education I . . .
RAD 211 T Radiological .Procedures H ..
SCN 202N
and Physiology , . . . . . .. 4
0

••

0

•

0

•

0

•

,

,

S

-

4
4
3

0

Total

13

14

Sm.1JJL!.nel1' Sessiion
RAD 161 T Radiographic Clinical Education H
Total

Sec<IJlnd Year
PSY llOS Organizational Psychology . ,
]l.,-'\D 122T Radiographic Imaging II .
0

,

0

•

•

,

•

0

•

0

0

0

•

,

"

RAD 141T Radiographic Protection . ....

3
3
2

HAD 245T Radiographic
RAD 251 T Radiographic
Education
6
RAD 261T Radiographic Clinical Education XV . , SCN 195T Science Learning
Total
f1
0

0

•

0

•

0

0

•

,

,

"

,

•

•

•

•

m.

••••••

Respiratory Care.,J!ll@A.!t
Robert Wcdsfrell6

s

A
o

,

•

o

•

6
1

12

De~w6ee

Progmrr~ Direc'!1~n"

Respiratory Care is an allied health speciality. n IS an
important part of modem medicine and health care.
Respiratory Care encompasses the care of
'Nith
respiratory problems in the
and horneo
Respiratory therapists, as members of a team of health care
professionals, work to evaluate, treat, and manage patients of
an
with
illnesses and other cardiopulmonary
illo:Ol"irleJ~s in a
of clinical settings.
n"'''""""'"j·~ must behave in a m::m.r1er consistent with
cow'""<'"'" and ethics of
health care
In
addition to performing respiratory care procedures,
respiratory therapists are involved in clinical decision-making
(such s paiient evaluation, treatment selection, and assessmeni:
of treatment efficacy) and
education The scope of
n,.,.,..,,,"'"' for respiratory therapy includes but is not liinited to:
-acquiring and evaluating clinical data;
-assessing the cardiopulmonary status of patients;
of
-performing and assisting in the
diagnostic studies, such as drawing blood sarnples,
performing blood gas analysis, pulmonary
and applying adequate recording electrodes
polysomnographic techniques;

an

-utilizing data to assess the

of

respiratory care;
-..,~wu•Aw,uw,15

therapeutic

for patients with

cardiopulmonary
u'"'·'P"'cu••s in d1e development and modification of
respiratory care plans;
of patients with
and
-case
related diseases;
-initiating ordered """''"'''"·"~'""
monitoring patients' re~;po,ns;es
care, mr'rl 1 hl1n<'S the
prescribed respiratory
and cardiopulmonary
procedures, and life
endeavors to achieve desired
therapeutic ot0ectives;
-initiating and '"'-''""''''"""'u""" prescribed pulmonary
rehabilitation;
-providing patient, family, and community "uw.,,:cm_•u,
-promoting CardiopUlffiOflary
disease noo,;>VC'"CC'l1"1nn
and disease management;
.."'·'~-""·'""''"' in life support activities as required; and
vulvCJlH/5 evidence-based medicine,
and clinical
Starting salaries are excellent with pn:miums
for
evening, night, and weekend shifts. Jobs are plentiful
throughout the United States. Gmduates are eligible to take
the N a tiona!
the
examinations administered
Care (NBRC) vvhich lead to the
Board for
Registered Respiratory Therapist (RRT) credentiaL Licensure

requirements in the state of Montana also are met
successful completion of the NBRC
Level
examination.
The program is 4 1/z semesters in length which includes the
Health Care Core and a summer session"
cost
for in-state residents is $11 ,400 and for
residents,
$22,000.
The Respiratory Care program is accredited
Commission on Accreditation of the Allied
Education
Progmms (CAAHEP), 35 East Wacker Drive, Suite 1970,
Chicago, IL 60601, (312) 553-9355. Graduates receive the
degree of Associate of Applied Science in
Care.
Students
to the
are required to rotate to
dinical sites
the
area on a
basis.
These rotations take
during the spring semester, summer
session and autumn semester of the second year. These sites
include, but are not limited to: KaiispelJ, Ronan, Polson,
Billings, Bozeman, Hamilton, Lewiston, Xdaho and
Spokane, Washington. Tnmsportation ani!ll lrnou11ing al!"e tlr.!.e

§tudent's

n~spmts!lbmty.

Pwi!l'lgram .A©lm~ss!on Requh·el"'i'llent:lii
1. Completion of all general health core courses with a
minimum 2.75 GPA in the core courses.
2. Minimurn grade of B minus in SCN 201N and SCN
202N.
is preferred. AppHcants
are required to
a Respiratory Care practitioner
in the workplace. Consult the Respiratory Care Program
Director for details.
4. Submit completed application packet to the HP
Administrative Assistant by
1 for autumn entry into the
program.
Note: If a stuiill.en~ llla§ not
tib.e generall heaKliJ.Ji

core cou:rses r.m1til ftlb!e enrll of smnmer sessivn, he/she
should sl:i!U appliy ITn spring :>Jennesll:e!l and request :ill
pr\lJlv!sioiilali accepi:!llnce COlirttliragent upollil.

successfll!l~

·complletllolill rj])J' genexolJll heaUb co;re tom·ses during tlll.e
summer sessi.m1"
Gene~·~t:d

(~re

Healt!rl

CiJJtrrir,uh.wm

to be sm;ce:ss1ru
program. A
core
att1:::m.otE~d a maximum of two (2) times.
CRr 100 or equivalent . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . " .
MAT 100 Intermediate Algebra or MA1' 117
Probability and Linear Math . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSY I lOS Organizational Psychology . . . . . . . . . . " .
SCN 201N-202N Anatomy and Physiology . . . . . . . . .
WTS 115 Technical Writing or WTS 101 English
Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ..
0

0

RespYra~CII'jf C~re

Allltumllll

Prtilgram

•

•

•

Entry:

A

2
4
6
3
1

Total

f6

Sil!mme:r Sessiomt
RES 260T
RES 265T

•

•

•

•

•

,

"

•

•

•

•

2

3
3
8
3

S

120T Ethics and Health Care Communication
129T Patient Care and Assessment . . . .
131 T Respiratory Care Fundamentals . . . . .
133T Respiratory Care Pharmacology . . . . .
150T Respiratory Care Laboratory I " . .
231 'I Respiratory Critical Care
232T Respiratory Pathology and Disease
RES 235T Cardiopulmonary Anatomy and
Physiology . . . . . .
RES 250T Respiratory Care Laboratory H . .
RES 255T Clinical Experience I ... , . . . . . . . .
•

•

•

Curr~(IIJJ~~..rymrll

RES
RES
RES
RES
RES
RES
RES

0

•

•

o

•

,

•

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

m

4
3
3
2
5

17
1
Q.

Total
7
Autumrun Semes!l;er
A
RES 241T Perinatal and Pediatric Respiratory Care
3
RES 242T Respiratory Management
. . ". . . . . . . . . 1
RES 2.52T Respiratory Care Review , . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
RES 270T Respiratory Care
IV ... ,
2
RES 2751' Clinical Experience m ... , . . . . . .
7
Total
15

Surg~ca~ Techno~ogy<J!A . A~.~.l~t

Degree
a:llebbie
Technology program are educated
to be surgical
who work as part of the surgical
team to ensure the operative
is conducted under
optimal conditions. The ST
for three
(preoperative, intraoperative, and postoperative) of patient
care with minimal direction. AH surgical team members must
of sterile
adhere to the principles of asepsis and the
technique. The ST
functions in a sterile capacity,
passing instruments,
and supplies to the surgeon
during the
but may also perfonn many
non-sterile
the workday.
The Associate of AppHed Science
Surgical Technology requires students
complete the general health core curriculum classes
applying to the program. Students admitted to th.e
of Montana-Missoula may enroH in the general health core
curriculum courses. The surgical technology-specific courses
begin spring semester. Students must apply to the ST
November l. Student may apply while enroHed
general health core curriculum with
to the
program to be detem1ined after fan
;ue "'"""'u"''''o'.
Once
to the
a student must
each
tec:nn;OH)g:v-spei;;Irlc course with a minimum grade of
in order continue in the ST program. A student is
expe!;ted to be1;ome a member of the Association of
(ww~rg1 A student anticipating pnill(r:am
completion wiH write the National Certification Exam.
student who
the ST program is
awarded an A.A.S. degree in
Technology. The
credential of Certified Surgical Technologist (CST) will be
awarded to a student
passing the National Certification
Exam and graduation
the ST program,
Students are
to rotate sites during the clinical
portion of their
Duriilllg the las~ §emestell" of the
prrogll'am, b.:~temsl:dps may lbe ((mttilide the Missolll!~a a.rea.

Tran8podatl.on and IJJiousing a:re the

s11:udent~s

~respont~ibnnty.

The University of Montana-Missoula College of Technology
surgical Technology Program also has Outreach campuses in
butte and
Students on those campuses take t."le
general health core curriculum courses on their respective
campuses. The surgical
courses begin
spring semester. Students must
the ST program by
November L Students may
enroHed in the
general health core curriculum
acceptance to the program
to be determined after faU grades are finalized. The
classroom portion of lthe ST program curriculum is delivered
online in web-based format from the Missoula campus, Lab
and clinical co8rses are conducted on each Outreach campus.
Outreach students are required to travel to Missoula to write
the National Certification Exam :and to
in
Commencement exercises.
may contact
the Outreach Office at 406-243for more information
regarding the ST
on the Butte and BiHings campuses.
The ST program is accredited by the Committee on

Accreditation of Allied Health Education Programs
(CAAHEP), 1361 park St., Clearwater, FL 33756; phone
727-210-2350, www.caahep.org.

General Health Cere Curriculum
to be successfully completed prior to application to the
program. A general health core curriculum course may be
attempted a maximum of two (2) times.
WTS 115 Technical Writing or WTS 101 English
Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 100 Computer Literacy or equivalent . . . . . . . . .
MAT 100 Intermediate Algebra or MAT 117
Probability and Linear Math . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MED 154T Beginning Medical Terminology . . . . . . . .
PSY lOOS Introduction to Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . .
SCN 201N Anatomy and Physiology . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3
2
3
2
4

.1
18

Surgh:a~

Technology Program Curriculum:

First Year
S
BIOL 106N Elementary Medical Biology . . . . . . . . . . 3
SCN 202N Anatomy and Physiology . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
SUR 10 1T Introduction to Safe Patient Care . . . . . . . . 3
SUR 102T Surgical Procedures Lab I . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
SUR 154T Surgical Pharmacology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Total
15
Second Year
SUR 200T Operating Room Techniques
SUR 20 1T Surgical Procedures I . . -. . .
SUR 202T Surgical Procedures Lab II .
SUR 203T Surgical Lab Practicum I . .
SUR 204 Ethical Dimensions in Health
Professions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SUR 205T Surgical Procedures II . . . .
SUR 206T Surgical Lab Practicum II . .
SUR 290T Surgical Internship . . . . . .
Total

A
.. .. .. . 5

S

....... 4
. .. .... 2
. .. .. .. 4
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

. 3
. . .

f8

5
5
5
15

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only. R after the credit
indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the
maximum indicated after the R. Credits beyond this
maximum do not count toward a degree.

Nursing (NUR)
U 101 Introduction to Nursing 3 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., SCN 201N-202N, MAT 117, WTS 101,
SCN 150N, PSY lOOS, CHEM 151with
and acceptance
into the practical nursing program. Introduces the student to
basic principles and psychomotor skills to provide a
framework for developing initial competencies in patient care.
Campus lab experience is used initially. Off campus clinical
experience in a long term care setting completes the hands on
portion. Successful students are qualified to apply for
certification as certified nurse assistants.
U 151 Drug Administration and Calculations 3 ell".
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., WTS 101, MAT 117,
SCN 201N-202N, SCN 150N, PSY lOOS, CHEM 151 with
lab, and acceptance into the practical nursing program.
Apothecary, metric, and household conversion factors and
their application in solving dosage problems. On campus lab
experience in administering medications by all routes.
U 154 Pharmacology I 2 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., MAT 117, SCN 201N-202N, SCN 250N, PSY 100S,
CHEM 151 with lab, and acceptance into the practical nursing
program. Fundamental principles of pharmacology as a
possible means to meet human needs. Identification of broad
medication categories using the prototype approach.

Pharmacologic actions, uses, nursing implications, and client
teaching for medications are addressed within the context of
the nursing process.
U 155 Adult Physiological Needs li 4 cr, Offered spring
and summer. Prereq., SCN 201N-202N, SCN 150N, MAT
117, WTS 101, PSY lOOS CHEM 151 with lab, and
acceptance into the practical nursing program. Coreq., NUR
151, 154 .. Application of nursing theories and skills to meet
the basic human needs of adult clients experiencing common,
recurring actual or potential health deviations. AH classroom
and clinical lab components must be satisfactorily completed
to pass this course. Supervised clinical laboratory includes
the care of the adult client in the acute setting with emphasis
placed on the use of nursing assessments, the nursing process,
and communication skills to enable the stadent to assist in
identifying needs, planning, providing, and collaboratively
evaluating care.
U 160 Childbearing Family Needs 3 ell'. Offered spring
and summer. Prereq., all second semester nursing classes and
acceptance into the practical nursing program. Meeting basic
human needs of the childbearing family unit and children from
one month of age to adolescence. The continued application
of growth and development and communication theories
within the framework of the nursing process. A supervised
clinical laboratory experience is provided to help the student
identify and meet the needs of the childbearing family or child
in acute care and outpatient settings. Classroom and clinical
lab components must be satisfactorily completed in order to
pass this course.
U l96T Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently.
U 240 Cur:rent Issues in Professional. Practice 2 c:r.
Offered autumn and summer. Prereq., admission to the
registered nursing program. Focus on the role transition from
LPN to RN in relation to the concepts and principles of
holistic nursing care. Focus is on the continuing development
of roles and responsibilities of the RN as defined by the scope
of practice standards, nursing theory· and conceptual models.
U 250 Mental Health Nursing Needs 2 cr. Offered spring
and summer. Prereq., admission to the registered nursing
program and current unencumbered LPN license. Principles
and practices related to the holistic nursing care of individuals
and families across the lifespan. Focus on the continued
development of the nursing process to address psychosocial
needs. Concepts include the helping relationship, specific
mental health illnesses, crisis intervention, and specific
nursing therapies related to treatment.
U 254 Pharmacology H 2 cr. Offered spring and
summer. Prereq., NUR 154. Continuation of NUR 154.
Continues the srii.dy of medication prototype groups to meet
human needs. The nursing process as a framework for
understanding actions, use, nursing implications, and client
teaching continues as a major conceptual theme.
U 255 Adult Physiological Needs U 4 cr. Offered spring
and summer. Prereq. all courses in the second semester of
the practical nursing program. Coreq., NUR 160, NUR 254.
Continued application of nursing theories, principles, and
skills to meet human needs of adult clients experiencing more
complex, recurring actual or potential physiological, mental
or emotional health deviations. The nursing process provides
the framework to synthesize aspects of communication,
ethical/legal issues, cultural diversity, and optimal wellness.
Supervised clinical laboratory includes care of the adult client
in the acute care setting. Assessment, problem solving and
critical thinking skills enable the student to plan, provide, and
evaluate care. The clinical lab and classroom portions must
be satisfactorily completed to pass this course.
U 260 Advanced Obstetrics and Pediatlrics 3 cr. Offered

autumn and summer.
admission to the rP'"i~""''"d

needs and complications
experience, and altered
processes manifested in children.
U 2Ai5 Advanced A.duilt "'"·'·"'"''~•.~~"~n
autumn and spring, F'rereq, ,
to the
program., current unencumbered L~N
license. JGocuses on the role of the
professiOnal
nurse as c<tre provider, teacher manager, and advocz;te in
LU,,~.,,K£6 the more compl,ex
and
needs of
adults across the lifespan. Utilizing the nursing process
students wiH advance their le:arning in advanced physical
assessment
comprehensive
and
and
pathologic
psychological assessment of

changes and

of

patient

.

and treatment of more complex
P~>'""~'"~<O>"'~u' COildHlOIJS Of the adult wHJ alSO be ·"'"''·>li,ne'n
'"'"'""'1"""""" E1rperile/ffice 2 IC~·. Offered
intermittent.
, aH first semester nursing courses and
consent of instr. C&pstone course that allo'vvs the :stvdent to
with an identified LPN preceptor,
'"mrk
performing the role expectation§ for care in that wo,rkplace
setting.
U 269
1'ren'dls :R!l'l!td! I1>:1mes 3 r,r. Offered
intermittentl.y,
, PSYC
all first semester nursing
enrollment in NUR 255 and 160 or
courses and
consent of instr. Transition from the student role to that of
lhe
nurse.
skill;; in the workplace,
Differential

~w~md

induded. Leadership

~

roles are examined.

Skins necessary to obtain and
A
examination to assess readiness
Hcensure exam is administered.
U 271?
Revie'P¥ 2 if:R", Offen•:d inlencaitttei1tl)
Prereq., Enrollment in all second semester
and consent of instructor. Preparation for the ua>CL'IJ,lMU
LPN Hcensure.
U 27!3
Management, !imd lillterm;hiip 1 cr.
Offered autumn
spring. Prereq. or
, complietion of
NUR 260 and NUR 265. Focuses on the
of
pron:s:sl!JJ]<Ii nursing management,
ethicso
c.HLl!Ui<::HIL'i develop lmovvledge and skills in
making as
weB as in the management areas of plam1ing, organizing,
Emphasis is on the use of
directing and
liP<M1P•rQI:,m knowledge and skills
affecting change.
relate to
Integration of knowledge of e!hical f,actors as
health and mness.
1IJ 2'lil5T §predal Topiles 1-'ili cr.
Offered
of visiting professors,
intermittentlv. Experimental
experhnental offerings of new courses, or one~dme otJter.mJ<;s
of current

PhiJlrmiLllc:y Te~~;;hnok!l~if {IPHA}
U ll.l!lOT Ilndmduct1cn tt(l
Offered autumn. Introduction to
as a
career. Includes
and perso,rmel
pharmaceutical services and
. standards
the
.
Introduction to federal and state laws regulatmg
n11o:r1m~:r·11 ""'''"j'"''" 'Vili!11
on Montan<J. State Pharmacy
rcjo;tmuw•g pharmacy tec:lmlcl~ms.

records. Basic
emphasis on software
_.~u'E•H~·"' for use
pharmacy. Development of skins
necessary for the pharmacy technician to communica~e
effectively in the following ways: 1} as a representative of the
pnJte:ssJton of pharmacy, 2) as an
between the
and patient, and 3) as an
between the
and other health care professionals.
U 101T Pharmacy Cak:uiations 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Calculations used in
practice; includes various
systems of
measures,
determinations,
percentage
reducing and enlarging formulas,
dilution,
U 102T Pharmacology 6 cr. Offered autumn.
admission into
Technology progran1" Study
reactions,
therapeutic value of the primary

in
U Jl(l)JT

Jfll[))§)fli~ai

drug dasses,
and Commmmity JP'radnce

~ >er •. Offered
spring, Prereq., PHA lOOT, FHA 10 ~ T. Practice~ ..m
hospital and communi~y pharmacy settm~s. In.add!non t~
lectures students rece1ve hands-on expenence m dxspensmg
nn3 ~r·rir,'j· ii'Wl~ COITlpUtel' Ofdef
labeling, patient profileS,
and
IV admixture
and video presentations
preparation.
Good communication
sur:oplement lecrures and skins
skills are emphasized.
U l05T JPllilarmacy Tredmo~ogy Intenn.i'il~Aip !5 cr. Offered
spring.
, PHA lOOT, lOlT, 102T. Tra~ning and
experience in a variety of hospital and commumty pharmacy
setti.ngs under supervision of a
E~o.ph~sizes
practical
in
mpatnent .
dispensing, unit--dose systems, IV
systems, bulk
and sterile compounding, purchasing and inventory
and effective communications.
U JL54'I' Illti!.i'ilic JPbmrma•co~ogy li 2 !;I' Offered autumn.
of pharmacology and the implications
Fundamental
of n1edication use.
the la\>/ as it
to dmg use,
forms, routes of
as weH as the
nharmacologic actions and uses of drugs.
"U Hfo4T Ba§ic Fbm:m~co!ogy JII 2 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., JPHA 15~'L Continuation ofJPHA 154T.
U ll.95T Specftsl Topics l-6 il:r. Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or
one-time offerings of current topics.
U 1%T Jindependent Stmiy 1-IID cr, (R ~6) Offered
intermittently.
0

Radi(;l~~gi( 'Jet!hi@110~©lQlY (~D)
U HOT IntJroducti.IJHll\ 11:o R.adi!lll.ogy and Patient Carre 3 cr.

Offered spring. Introduction to the field of .radiolo~y and its
mix of technical equipment, lab work, hospital envxronment,
patient care and team work.
U :I.JllT R.adiog;raplt!tl:c P:rocedmres ii 3 c:r. Offered spring.
i.n
Preparation in the procedures associated wit.h
standard radiographic environments.
U Jl.:UT Ra~Uographic Imaging I 4 cr" Offered spring.
Introduction to fundamental physics principles underlying
radiology and
ex-ray production. Topics include
electromagnetic waves, electricity and magnetism, electrical
energy, and power and circuits as they relate to radio~raphy.
Factors of image quality and exposure methods: densrty,
contrast, recorded detail, distortion, technique charts, manual
and automatic exposure control, and tube rating charts.
u l2ZT
lLmaging n 3 Cll'. Offered summer.
systems and
principles used
Use of image
in
Offered autumn.
U 131T JR:aiill.iograpJilk
principles underlying
Introduction to fundamental
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radiology and diagnostic x-ray production. Topics include
electromagnetic waves, electricity and magnetism, electrical
energy, and power and circuits as they relate to radiography.
U 151T Radiographic Clinical Education I 4 cr. Offered
spring. Introduction to patient management and basic
radiographic procedures in the clinical setting. Emphasis on
mastering positioning of the chest and extremities,
manipulating equipment, and applying principle of ALARA.
U 161 T Radiographic Clinical Education II 10 cr.
Offered summer. Additional experience in patient
management and more complex patient procedures. Emphasis
on positioning of the spine, pelvis, head and neck, and thorax
and adapting procedures to meet patient variations.
U 195T Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
U 196T Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently.
U 211 T Radiographic Procedures II 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Knowledge and skills necessary to perform standard
and specialty radiographic procedures. Emphasis on
radiographic specialty procedures, pathology, and advanced
imaging.
U 241 T Radiographic Protection 2 cr. Offered autumn.
Principles of radiation protection and radio biology. Topics
include the effects of ionizing radiation on body tissues,
protective measures for limiting exposure to the patient and
personnel, and radiation monitoring devices.
U 245T Radiographic Analysis 2 cr. Offered spring. An
overview of imaging concepts as a review for the national
boards. Topics include a systematic approach for image
evaluation, patient care, radiation protection and the physics
of radiographic imaging.
U 251T Radiographic Clinical Education ID 6 cr.
Offered autumn. Experience in patient management specific
to fluoroscopic and advanced radiographic procedures.
Emphasis on applying appropriate technical factors to all
studies and positioning of gastrointestinal and urological
studies.
U 261 T Radiographic Clinical Education IV 6 cr.
Offered spring. Continuation of instruction in all basic
radiographic procedures and experience in advanced areas.
Emphasis on equipment operation, pathological recognition,
pediatric and geriatric variations, and radiation protection
requirements.
U 290T Radiology Internship 1 cr. Offered spring.
Required internship to be completed during winter session
between fall and spring semester of the last year. On the job
experience as a radiologic technologist under the supervision
of an employer. Students work a minimum of 24 hours per
week during the three week intersession.

Respiratory Care (RES)
U 120T Perspectives in Health Care Communications 2
cr. Offered autumn. Introduction to oral and written health
communications as well as a brief overview of ethical and
legal implications of respiratory care practice.
U 129T Patient Care and Assessment 4 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., SCN 201N-202N. Introduction to nursing-related knowledge and skills with emphasis on application
of microbiology to aseptic technique. Assessment of the
respiratory system with cardiopulmonary diagnostic and
laboratory tests interpretation .. Medical terminology
integrated throughout the course. Peer and instructor review
of selected clinical competencies in a laboratory setting.
U 131T Respiratory Care Fundamentals 6 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., acceptance into the Respiratory Care

program. Orientation to basic respiratory care science
including the application of principles of physics. Emphasis
on theory, operation and troubleshooting of equipment used at
the entry level of practice. Microbiology in relation to
equipment processing, pulmonary rehabilitation and home
care included.
U 133T Respiratory Care Pharmacology 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., acceptance into the Respiratory Care
Program or consent of instr. Principles of basic chemistry
introduced with an application to pharmacology as related to
the pulmonary system. Cardiovascular and related
pharmacology studied in preparation for ACLS and ventilator
management.
U 150T Respiratory Care Laboratory I 1 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., acceptance into the Respiratory Care
program. Basic clinical competencies taught in RES 131T are
studied in a laboratory setting. Peer and instructor review
included. Students earn their BLS certification.
U 231T Respiratory Critical Care 4 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., RES 120T, 129T, 131T, 133T, 150T. Continuation
of RES 131 T. Physiology, indication, contraindications, and
application of mechanical ventilation. Emphasis on patient
assessment, monitoring,, stabilization and weaning during
assisted pressure breathing. Analysis of the various modes of
ventilation, including optimizing the patient-ventilator
interface in the adult through various advanced airway
techniques. Rhythm strip interpretation in preparation for
ACLS ..
U 232T Respiratory Pathology and Disease 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., RES 120T, 129T, 131T, 133T, 150T.
Special lectures in medicine and disease as related to the
cardiopulmonary system. Emphasis on recognition of signs
and symptoms of disease and implications for treatment
through the study of selected case studies. Neonatal and
pediatric diseases included.
U 235T Cardiopulmonary Anatomy and Physiology 3 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., RES 120T, 129T, 131T, 133T,
150T or consent of instr. Principles of physiologic chemistry
are introduced and applied to the macro and micro anatomy of
the cardiopulmonary system with a focus on structure and
function. Application made to pathology and assessment of
patients receiving mechanical ventilation.
U 241T Perinatal and Pediatric Respiratory Care 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., RES 260T, 265T. Study of
perinatal and pediatric respiratory care with emphasis on
assessment, resuscitation and mechanical ventilation of the
neonate and pediatric patient. The theory of Neonatal
Resuscitations (NRP) will be presented.
U 242T Respiratory Management 1 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., RES 260T, 265T. Study of respiratory care
departmental organization and administration procedures.
U 250T Respiratory Care Laboratory II 2 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., RES 120T, 129T, 131T, 133T, 150T. A
continuation of RES 150T with emphasis on adult critical
care. Clinical competencies taught in RES 231T and RES
235T are studied. Peer and instructor review included.
U 252T Respiratory Care Review 2 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., RES 260T, 265T. A review of respiratory care in
preparation for credentialing exams. Students must take an
Entry Level Self-Assessment Exam, a Written Registry SelfAssessment Exam, and a Clinical Simulation Self-Assessment
Exam.
U 255T Clinical Experience I 5 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., RES 120T, 129T, 131T, 133T, 150T. Emphasis on
the student directly performing basic clinical skills in a patient
care setting to include hospitals, home care, and pulmonary
function laboratories. Students also participate in physician
rounds.
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U 260T Respiratory Care Laboratory III 1 cr. Offered
summer. Prereq., RES 231T, 232T, 235T, 250T, 255T ..
Peer and instructor review are included. Students will be
Advanced Cardiac Life Support (ACLS) and Pediatric
Advance Life Support (PALS) certified at the end of this
class.
U 265T Clinical Experience II 6 cr. Offered summer.
Prereq., RES 231T, 232T, 235T, 250T, 255T. Continuation
of clinical skills learned in RES 255T. Introduction to adult
critical areas along with sleep and cardiac diagnostics.
Students also participate in physician rounds.
U 270T Respiratory Care Laboratory IV 2 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., RES 260T, 265T. A continuation of RES
260T with an emphasis on neonatal and pediatric critical care.
Clinical competencies introduced in RES 241T are studied.
Peer and instructor review are included. Students will be
Neonatal Resuscitation (NRP) certified at the completion of
the class.
U 275T Clinical Experience III 7 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., RES 260T, 265T, 270T. Continuation of RES 265T
with critical care of the adult. Neonatal and pediatric critical
care experiences also emphasized along with teaching skills in
selected areas. Students also participate in physician rounds.
U 295T Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.

Surgical Technology (SUR)
U 101 T Introduction to Safe Patient Care 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., completion of all first semester courses;
coreq., SUR 102T. Provides an orientation to the scrub and
circulatory roles of the surgical technologist in the
preoperative, intraoperative and postoperative periods. Entry
level skills and theories are emphasized.
U 102T Surgical Procedures Lab I 2 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., completion of all first semester courses; coreq., SUR
101 T. ·Orientation to the physical organization of the central
processing department with emphasis on documentation,
sterilization, and preparation of instruments/supplies.
U 154T Surgical Phannacology 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., MAT 005. Basic overview of the medications that
are commonly used before, during and after a surgical
procedure.
U 164T Microbiology for the Surgical Technologists 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Basics of microbiology and techniques for
prevention and control of disease before, during, and after
surgery.
U 195T Special Topics Variable cr.· (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors, .
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topic~.
U 200T Operating Room Techniques 5.cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., completion of all first and· second semester
courses; coreq., SUR 202T. Focus on the scrub and
circulator roles of the surgical technologist in the
preoperative, intraoperative, and postoperative periods. More
complex skills and theories; impact of new technologies in the
21"1 century operating room.
U 201T SurgicalProcedures I 4 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., completion of all first and second semester courses;
coreq., SUR 203T. A study of surgical procedures following
the patient through the preoperative, intraoperative, and postoperative stages ()f ~pecific surgical specialties.

U 202T Surgical Procedures Lab II 2 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., completion of all first and s.econd semester
courses; coreq., SUR 200T. Orientation to the physical
organization of the. surgical suite, demonstration and return
demonstration of perioperative competencies in. the campus
lab.
U 203T Surgical Lab Practicum I 4 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., all first and second semester courses; coreq., SUR
200, SUR 201T, SUR 202T. Perioperative experience in the
minor surgical procedure role through a supervised clinical
hospital rotation.
U 204 Ethical Dimensions in Health Professions 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Ethical decision-making tools for addressing
common ethical issues in the health professions.
U 205T Surgical Procedures II 5 .cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., all first, second, and third semester courses. A study
of surgical procedures following the patient through the
preoperative, intraoperative, and post-operative stages of CV /thoracic, orthopedic, neurological, and ophthalmic
specialties.
U 206T Surgical Lab Practicum II 5 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., all first, second and third semester courses; coreq.,
SUR 205T. Perioperative experience in the major surgical
procedure role through a supervised clinical hospital rotation.
U 290T Surgical Internship 5 cr•. Offered spring.
Prereq., all first, second, and third semester courses, SUR
205T, SUR 206T. Capstone experience in the perioperative
role in preparation for initial employment, increasing
occupational awareness and professionalism. Students take
call for emergency surgeries alongside experienced hospital
staff.
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Department of Industrial
Technology
The instruction for the four A.A.S. degree programs and five
certificate programs of the Industrial Technology Department is
delivered at the West Campus, 3639 South Avenue West.

Special Certificate and Degree
Requirements
The related studies requirements are included in the following
courses of study. Refer to the Academic Policies and
Procedures section of this catalog for the specific requirements.

Course Fees, Tools, and Supplies
All programs in the Industrial Technology Department
include courses with course fees and special tools and SUJ?plies
requirements. To obtain a complete listing of these additional
items and costs, call the College of Technology Admissions
Office at 406-243-7882.

Building Maintenance•Certificate
Students in the Building Maintenance program are trained as
building maintenance personnel to maintain commercial
buildings. Classes include plumbing, electricity, carpentry, and
heating/air conditioning. While in school, students learn
phr.sical and electrical theories, allowing them to understand
building systems. In addition, they study building cleaning,
landscape maintenance, pool care, computers, and boiler
operation. Water treatment is discussed in both the pool and
boiler corses.
Students are awarded a Certificate of Completion upon
successfully completing the program. Contact John Walker,
Program Director, at 406-243-7645 ofJohn Walker@
mso.umt.edu for more information.

Autumn and Spring Entry:
BME
BME
BME
BME

128T Maintenance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
122T Electricity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
123T Carpentry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
127T Low Pressure Boilers . . . . . . . . . . .

CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . .
BME 130T Heating and Air Conditioning
MAT llOT Industrial Math . . . . . . . . .
PSY 105T Work Attitudes . . . . . . . . . .
Total

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

A
6
6
2
3
:
17

S
6
3
6

1
16

Carpentry- Certificate and A.A.S.
Degree
The Carpentry program provides students the opportunity to
learn carpentry skills in a competency-based environment based
on national standards from the National Center for Construction
Education and Research. Traditional and non-traditional
students work hand-in-hand with professions both n campus
and at construction sites.
Students use hand and power tools with blueprints to build
foundation forms, frame buildings, side and roof buildings, and
apply roofing materials. They install windows, doors, stairs,

attic vents, insulation, vapor barriers, and drywall. Students
learn methods for installing trim, locksets, suspended ceilings,
countertops, cabinets, and flooring. They learn to operate
forklifts, generators, compressors, trenchers, compactors, and
loaders.
In addition to general education courses, students in the
program learn the various steps of becoming a carpenter
mcluding safe practices. They can construct real-world
projects and can earn certification from the National Center for
Construction Education and Research, as well as a one -year
certificate or a two year Associate of Applied Science degree
from the University of Montana-Missoula. Contact Donnie
Laughline, Program Director, at 406-243-7692 or
Donnie.Laughhn@mso.umt.edu for more information.
First Year
A

s

CAR 120T Carpentry Level 1 Lecture . . . . . . . . 4
CAR 121T Carpentry Levell Lab . . . . . . . . . . 3
CAR 130T Carpentry Level 2 Lecture . . . . . . . . 4
CAR 131 T Carpentry Level 2 Lab . . . . . . . . . . 4
CAR 140T Carpentry Level 3 Lecture . . . . . . . . CAR 141 T Carpentry Level 3 Lab . . . . . . . . . . BUS 242T Supervision . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MAT llOT Industrial Math . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Total
18

4

5
3
2

14

Successful completion of the courses listed above result in
the award of a Certificate of Completion in Carpentry.
Second Year

A

S

CAR 220T Carpentry Level 4 Lecture . . . . . . . .
CAR 221 T Carpentry Level 4 lab . . . . . . . . . . . CAR 230T Building Management . . . . . . . . . . . 3
CAR 231 T Building Management Lab . . . . . . . . 3
CAR 240T Alternative Construction Materials . . . 3
BME 129T Heating and Air Conditioning 1 . . . . .
WTS 115 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
WEL lllT Welding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WEL 184T OSHA Rules & Compliance . . . . . . . :
Total
15

4
3

4
2
1
14

Successful completion of the first and second year courses
listed above results in the awarding of an Associate of
Applied Science Degree in Carpentry.

Diesel Technology- A.A.S. Degree
Students in the Diesel Technology program train to be diesel
mechanics who repair diesel-powered trucks and heavy
equipment. Students study hydraulics, electrical systems, fuel
systems, power trains, air conditioning, brakes and suspension,
engine theory, and engine diagnosis, beginning with basic
principles and proceeding to an advanced level of system
technology. Along with these core courses, students take
classes in welding, machining, computers, physics,
communications, and math.
Students who complete the program successfully are
awarded the Associate of Applied Science degree.
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Credit for independent study is available to those desiring
additional instruction in diesel mechanics. Contact the Jim
Headlee, Pro am Director, at 406-243-7648 or
Jim.Headlee mso.umt.edu for more information.

Director, at 406-243-7642 or Rodney.Frost@mso.umt.edu, for
more information.

Autumn Entry:

A

*Autumn Entry:
First Year
CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DET 120T Electrical Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DET 128T Engine Service I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DET 135T Power Trains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MAT llOT Industrial Math . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MPR 115T Related Metals Processes . . . . . . . . .
PSY llOS Organizational Psychology . . . . . . . .
WEL 111T Welding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total

A
4
7
3

S
2
8

3
3
f7

2

IS

Second Year
A
S
COM 115 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
DET 221T Brakes, Suspension, and Undercarriage 6
DET 225T Hydraulics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
DET 229T Engine Service II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
3
DET 230T Air Conditioning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
DET 231T Fuel Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DET 235T Advanced Power Trains . . . . . . . . . . 2
TRK 106T Commercial Driver's License (CDL)
Training (not offered every semester) . . . . . . . . . (1)
WEL 139T Welding Maintenance and Repair ... ~
17 17-18
Total
*Spring entry allowed with program director's consent.

Power Generation Option
Power generation has become a major industry within the
overall diesel industry with many companies needing qualified
generator technicians to service, test and repair gaseous
powered systems. A University of Montana-Missoula College
of Technology diesel technology student may enroll in the
power generation option upon successful completion of the two
year diesel program or a perspective student with industry
related experience may petition to get into the program. The
power generation student can expect to be introduced to the
concept of gaseous powered generators, controls, general setup/testing and troubleshooting techniques. Generator tear
down and assembly is experienced enhancing the student's
ability to understand the operation and overhaul principles of a
power generator. Students also will experience operation, setup and adjustment of typical fuel systems as found on gaseous
powered generator systems including diagnostic principles.
Common types of control units also will be covered with
control safety of the system being the primary consideration.
Summer Session
DET 270T Diesel and Gaseous Fueled Engines, 3 cr.
DET 271T Power Generators, 5 cr.
DET 272T Power Generation Controls, 4 cr.

Heavy Equipment OperationCertificate
Students in the Heavy Equipment Operation program are
trained to safely and properly operate and maintain a variety of
heavy equipment. They learn to operate equipment including
crawler-tractors, graders, scrapers, front-end loaders,
excavators, backhoes, and dump trucks. Students develop an
understanding of basic surveying techniques, receive extensive
training in safety regulations and procedures, and learn how to
handle controls precisely and judge distances accurately.
A Certificate of Completion is awarded after the program is
successfully completed.
The program often has a waiting list for admittance.
Interested persons are encouraged to apply one year prior to
anticipated school attendance. Contact Rod Frost, Program

CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEO 140T Basic Surveying . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEO 142T Basic Surveying II . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEO 146T Safety and Basic Controls . . . . . . . . .
HEO 148T Operational Skill Building . . . . . . . .
HEO 150T Job Simulation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
REO 151T Service and Maintenance . . . . . . . . .
HEO 153T Construction Theory and
Specialized Equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MAT llOT Industrial Math . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MPR 112T Related Metals Processes . . . . . . . . .
PSY 105T Work Attitudes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TRK 106T Commercial Truck Driving
License Training (not offered every semester) ...
WEL 111T Welding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total

S
2

2
5
5
2

1
6

3
-

5
1
1

(1)
:
~
17 18-19

Recreational Power EquipmentCertificate
Students in the program are trained to be recreational power
equipment technicians who repair and maintain a wide variety
of 2-stroke and 4-stroke cycle engines and related equipment.
Students work on motorcycles, ATVs, snowmobiles, outboard
motors, and personal watercraft. Units of instruction include
mechanical, fuel, and electrical systems.
For more detailed information including program costs, tool
requirements, student class schedules, and course syllabi, visit:
www .cte.umt.eduldepartments/industriaVrec_power
Students are awarded a Certificate of Completion upon
successful completion of the program. Spring entry allowed
with program director consent.
Credit for independent study is available to those desiring
additional instruction in recreational power equipment. Contact
Mike Steffenson, Program Director, at 406-243-7693 or
Michael.Steffenson@mso.umt.edu for more information.

Autumn Entry:

A
CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MAT llOT Industrial Math . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MPR 115T Related Metals Processes . . . . . . . . .
PSY 105T Work Attitudes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SET 160T Basic Electricity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SET 176T Motorcycle/ATV Engines,
Suspension, and Chassis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SET 177T Motorcycle/ATV Electrical and
Fuel Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SET 178T Marine Electrical and Fuel Systems . . .
SET 179T Marine Powerheads and Lower Units .
SET 180T Snowmobile Maintenance and Repair I
SET 181T Snowmobile Maintenance and Repair II
SET 182T Computer Applications for Motor Sports
Total

S
2

3
3
3

1

3
4
2
:
18

4
6
2

1
16

Welding Technology - Certificate
and A.A.S. Degree
Students in the Weldin~ Technology program study welding
as it relates to manufactunng, fabricatiOn, building
construction, and repair and maintenance of equipment and
facilities. They learn to make layouts according to blueprints
and specifications. Students also learn to prepare matenal prior
to welding and to apply proper filler metal according to
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national standards and specifications. Welding students
develop skills in six different welding processes--oxyacetylene,
shielded metal arc, gas metal arc, flux core arc, submerged arc,
and gas tungsten arc welding. They study the design and
fabrication of jigs and related fixtures and learn how to test for,
inspect, and repair defective welds. In addition, students study
metallurgy and understand how the heating and cooling cycles
of welding affect the properties of metals.
Welding technology students have the opportunity to become
certified to American Welding Society specifications and
receive documentation stating qualificatiOns.
Students are awarded the Associate of Applied Science
degree upon successfully completing the two-year program.
Students who successfully complete the first year of the
program are eligible to receive a Certificate of Completion.
Students seeking only the one year certificate in Welding
Technology are required to take PSY 105T, Work Attitudes.
For more detailed information including program costs, tool
lists, class schedules, and course syllabi, v1sit our web site at:
www.cte.umt.edu/de~artment/industrial/weldin)Z technology,
or contact Bob Shoo 0 Program Director, at 406-243-7644 or
Bob.Shook@mso.umt.edu.

Autumn Entry:
First Year
CRT 100 Computer Literacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MAT llOT Industrial Math . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MPR 114T Related Metals Processes . . . . . . . . .
PSY 105T Work Attitudes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WEL 180T Welding Metallurgy . . . . . . . . . . . .
WEL 181T Shielded Metal Arc Welding (Plate)
and Thermal Cutting .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
WEL 182T Blueprint Reading and Development .
WEL 194T Layout Techniques . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WEL 184T OSHA Rules and Compliance ......
WEL 185T Flux Core Arc Welding . . . . . . . . . .
WEL 189T Metal Fabrication I . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total

A
2
3
3
4
4
2
f8

S

1

Carpentry (CAR)
3
1
4
4
13

Successful completion of the courses listed above result in
the award of a Certificate of Completion in Welding.
Second Year
BUS 242T Supervision . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COM 115 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CRT 182T Computer Aided Design and Drafting .
MPR 214T Advanced Related Metals Processes ..
WEL 280T Gas Tungsten Arc Welding . . . . . . .
WEL 281T Metal Fabrication II . . . . . . . . . . . .
WEL 282T Pipe Welding-SMAW and GTAW ...
WEL 283T Gas Metal Arc Welding . . . . . . . . . .
WEL 285T Automation in Welding . . . . . . . . . .
WEL 286T Welding Certification and Codes
Total

A
3
2
3
4
4
f6

U 123T Carpentry 6 cr. Offered autumn. Application of
carpentry principles and techniques. Construction and
mamtenance of foundation, floor, wall, ceiling, and roof
systems. Includes safe use of tools and matenals common to
the industry. Additional topics are painting, masonry,
insulation, and ventilation of commercial buildings.
U 127T Low Pressure Boilers 3 cr. Offered spring. The
fundamentals of low pressure boiler operation and
maintenance. Covers steam, feed-water, fuel, and draft
systems. Includes boiler water treatment and hot water heating
systems. Introduces safe mechanical operating procedures used
in the industry.
U 128T Maintenance 6 cr. Offered autumn. Maintenance
principles pertaining to lawns, groundcovers; trees, swimming
pools, plumbing, and building cleaning. Emphasis is placed on
safe application of chemicals; maintenance frequency; and the
identification and safe uses of associated tools and materials.
U 130T Heating and Air Conditioning 6 cr. Offered
spring. The fundamentals of heating, ventilating, and air
conditioning. Covers heating and refrigeration cycles, gas
furnaces, refrigerants, system evacuation and charging, and
components used in associated systems. Introduces the basic
mechanical service procedures used in the industry.
U 228T Machine and Equipment Installation 2 cr.
Offered spring. Tools and procedures for installing, leveling,
and alignmg equipment and machinery. Mechanical advantage
formulas presented in physics are demonstrated. Included are
safe loads for ropes, jacks, slings, and blocks and tackles.
Skills pertaining to the proper use of ladders, scaffolds, safety
belts, and life nets used in maintenance work are discussed.
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Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only.

R after the credit
indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the
maximum indicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum
do not count toward a degree.

Building Maintenance Engineering (BME)
U 122T Electricity 6 cr. Offered spring. The electrical laws
and principles pertaining to DC and AC crrcuits. Includes
current, voltage, resistance, power, load, panels, feeders, lamps,
motors, and fuses. Introduction to wiring methods and
materials in conformance with the National Electric Code
(NEC). Includes installation and replacement oflight fixtures,
heaters, GFCI's, switches, receptacles, and electrical
thermostats.

U 120T Carpentry Levell Lecture 4 cr. Introduction to the
carpentry trade, including history, career opportunities, and
requirements. The course covers building materials, fasteners,
adhesives, hand tools, and power tools. Students learn about
and are required to build a small building with a floor, walls,
ceiling, and a roof. Windows and exterior door are also
installed.
U 121T Carpentry Levell Lab 3cr. Lab to accompany
CAR 120T.
U 130T Carpentry Level 2 Lecture 2 cr. This course
includes advanced blueprint readin~, material estimating, site
layout, measurement, and different1alleveling. Concrete forms
are constructed, includin~ continuous, pier, grade beam, slabs,
and footings. Form apphcation and construction methods are
demonstrated. Cutting, bending, splicing, and tying of
reinforcing steel is required. Students learn methods for
handling, placing, and finishing concrete. Manufactures forms
are introduced for walls, columns, deck slabs, roof slabs,
beams, and girders.
U 131T Carpentry Level2 Lab 3 cr. Lab to accompany
CAR 130T
U 140T Carpentry Level3 Lecture 4 cr. Study of various
types of siding, gutter systems, roof venting requirements, and
fhiming with metal studs. Installation of sheatliins, exterior
siding, roofing felt, shingles, insulation vapor barners, and
stairs on small building constructed in Carpentry 1. Installation
of wood and metal doors including frames, locksets, and
closers. Demonstration of materials, layout and installation of
suspended ceilings. Selection and installation of countertops,
base cabinets and wall cabinets. Window, door, floor, ceihng
trim and drywall are installed in a small building
U 141T Carpentry Level3 Lab 5 cr. Lab to accompany
CAR 140T.
U 220T Carpentry Level4 Lecture 4 cr. The process of
angular measurement, using transits, theodolites, electronic
distance measuring devices, lasers, and trigonometric
calculating to lay out foundations and detennine elevations.
Installation of standing seam, lap seam, and built-up roofing
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systems; concrete, vinyl, wooden, tile, and carpeted floors as
well as radiant heating; paneling, wainscoting, movable
partitions, curtain walls and fire-rated commercial wall
construction. Advanced stair systems, including shop built and
prefabricated stairs, balustrades, mitered risers and treads, and
layout of elliptical fastening methods, and assembly techniques.
Project planning, scheduling, estimating, and management
skills included.
U 221T Carpentry Level4 Lab 3 cr. Laboratory to
accompany CAR 220T.
U 230T Building Management 3 cr. Introduction to
building business and project management including overhead
costs, payroll costs, estimating and schedulin~. Covers
elements of payroll computation and preparation, payroll tax
returns, information returns, and identification and
compensation of independent contractors. Students are
introduced to building cost estimating, and scheduling of subcontractors and buildmg inspections.
U 231T Building Management Lab 3 cr •. Laboratory to
·
accompany CAR BOT.
U 235T Building Energy Conservation 3cr. Study of the
analysis techniques used for reduction of energy consumption
and energy management, including energy accounting and
enerw auditing. Residential and commercial building energy
efficiency opportunities will be covered. Other topics
addressed include motors, pumps, green building, and
purchasing energy supplies. Career opportunities in energy
efficiency will be discussed.
U 240T Alternative Construction Materials 3 cr. Review
of alternative construction materials and other alternative
building materials, as well as building materials using recycled
com_ponents. Re-use of salvaged materials and use of nontraditional building methods such as straw bale and rammed
earth construction will be covered.

Diesel Equipment Technology (DET)
U 120T Electrical Systems 8 cr. Offered spring. The
theory of AC/DC electricity including Ohm's Law, magnetism,
wiring diagrams, and circUit analysis. Starting, charging, and
related systems are covered in-depth using test e~uipment
commonly found in heavy equipment repair facilities.
Electronic systems are reviewed and tested using common
electronic test equipment.
U 128T Engine Service I 4 cr. Offered autumn.
Introduction to the construction and operation of internal
combustion engines with the diesel engine being examined in
detail. The use of measuring tools and related special tools is
covered extensively along with common manufacture rebuild
procedures. Start-up and running practices are demonstrated on
various running diesel engines.
U 135T Power Trains 7 cr. Offered autumn. Chassis and
drive train components used in light and heavy-duty trucks and
other equipment. Clutches, manual transmissiOns, differentials,
and final drives are covered.
U 196T Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
every term.
U 221T Brakes, Suspension, and Undercarriage 6 cr.
Offered autumn. Air briike design, construction, and operating
principles including an in-depth study of diagnostic procedures
for troubleshooting and repruring brake systems. Suspension
systems and undercarriage design and repair are covered along
with common axle alignment procedures found in industry.
U 225T Hydraulics 6 cr. Offered autumn. Theory and
application of hydraulics relative to mobile construction
equipment and mdustrial hydraulic systems. Includes valves,
pumps, motors, actuators, and related hydraulic components,
system maintenance, troubleshooting, and repair.
U 229T Engine Service II 7 cr. Offered sprin~. Prereq.,
DET 128T. A continuation of Engine Service I with a major
emphasis placed on the rebuilding of a diesel engine. Engine

components repair and failure analysis are reviewed along with
tune-up and running of diesel engines commonly found in the
heavy equipment trade. Shop flat-rate procedures, work order
procedures, and warranty requirements are covered.
U 230T Air Conditioning 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
DET 120T, DET 225T. Princi.Ples, theories, and the hazards of
working with R-12 and R-34, mcluding laws governing these
refrigerants. An in-depth study ofthe components of an air
conditioning system including hands-on practice. Discharging
and charging principles are discussed, including leakage testing
and other general diagnostic principles found in the field.
U 231T Fuel Systems 5 cr. Offered spring. A comprehensive study of diesel fuel injection systems to include:
Cummins, Roosa Master, Caterpillar, Detroit Diesel, and
Bosch. Disassembly and repair of these systems are covered
in-depth along with calibratiOn practices. Installation, timing,
and on-engine adjustments are made on diesel engines.
On-engine diagnosis of the fuel systems using special diesel
engine diagnostic tools is reviewed.
U 235T Advanced Power Trains 2 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., DET 135T. A continuation ofDET l35T with an
emphasis on heavy automatic transmission, torque converters,
and powershift transmission. In-depth coverage of component
review.troubleshooting and repair.
U 270T Diesel and Gaseous Fueled Engines 3 cr. Offered
summer. Prereq., completion of an accredited diesel program
or consent ofinstr. Overview of the diesel engine and its
operating principles including the fuel systems found in the
power generation field. Boili mechanical and electronic type
systems studied in depth. Gaseous/spark ignited internal
combustion with in-depth look at both the Ignition system and
fuel system. Emission systems, preventive maintenance and
general tune-up included.
U 271 T Power Generators 5 cr. Offered sUinmer. Prereq.,
completion of accredited diesel program and DET 270T.
Introduction to generators as found in the power generation
field including the review of electrical laws that pertain to AIC
and D/C current. The operation of a typical internal
combustion powered generator will be covered in depth
including troubleshooting and rebuilding practices found in the
power generation field. Generator mountmg!alignment
practices and generator installations, includmg flow
requirements for combustion and cooling.
U 272T Power Generation Controls 4 cr. Offered sUinmer.
Prereq., completion of accredited diesel program and DET
271T. Operation ofthe generator and controls including
governing devices and other specialized devices such as reverse
power relays and volt/amp reactive power factor (VAR)
controllers. Intensive troubleshooting including in depth
coverage of service and repair of control systems.

Heavy Equipment Operation (HEO)
U 140T Basic Surveying 2 cr. Offered autumn. Basic
principles of surveying and the use of surveying equipment.
Calculation of angles and distances to determine grade
elevations. Introduction to Global Positioning Systems, lasers
and their relationship to the heavy equipment operator.
U 142T Basic Surveying II 1 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
HEO 140T. Students plan and layout projects undertaken by
the program within the community. The students participate in
stakmg and controlling the project by using skills acquired in
HEO 140T. Emphasis is on earthwork surveying.
U 146T Safety and Basic Controls 5 cr. Offered autumn.
Orientation to the safe operation and basic control of
crawler-tractors, scrapers, front-end loaders, motor graders,
backhoes, trucks, and other heavy equipment units. Sufficient
time is allowed for the development of basic machine
operational skills.
U 148T Operational Skill Building 5 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., HEO 146T. Advancement ofbasic skills. Proper
understanding and operation of heavy equipment is pursued.
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Time _is allowed for development of proper operational
techniques.
U 150T Job Simulation 6 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
HEO 146T, HEO 148T. Incorporates learned skills into
entry-level, industrial situations. Emphasis is on advanced
eqmpment usage, problem definition and resolution,
project-type earth moving assignments, proper equiJ?ment, and
safety regulations. Course may allow participation m
cooperative project efforts within the community.
U 151 T Service and Maintenance 2 cr. Offered autumn.
Different types oflubricants and their applications, scheduled
and preventive maintenance procedures, and importance of
periodic services and maintenance. Also included are safety
procedures and regulations.
U 153T Construction Theory and Specialized Equipment
5 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., MAT 110T. Study of
construction pnnciples, specialized equipment, production
estimates, and various related subjects.

Metals Processes (MPR)
U 112T Related Metals Processes 1 cr. Offered spring.
Use of hand tools and machines which relate to the repair of
heavy equipment. Instruction covers fasteners, layout, bench
metal, threads and threading, drills and drilling, and tool
sharpening.
U 114T Related Metals Processes 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Instruction and use of drills, files, threads and threading
processes, basic lathe, drill _press, and band saw operation,
mcluding precision measurmg instruments. Fasteners, layout
procedures, and basic hand tools are covered.
U 115T Related Metals Processes 3 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. A basic metalworking course covering fasteners,
layout, bench metal, heat treating, threads and threading, drills
and drilling, basic machining, and tool sharpening.
U 214T Advanced Related Metals Processes 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., MPR 114T or 115T. Advanced skill
development using machine tools such as milling machines,
lathes, surface grinders, and drill presses, emphasizing safety
and providing greater complexity than provided in MPR 114T.
W eliling and machining are used together demonstrating how
sequencing work improves quality and productivity.
U 196T Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr.

Small Engine Technology (SET)
U 160T Basic Electricity 3 cr. Offered autumn. The theory
of AC/DC electricity including Ohm's Law, magnetism, series
circuits, parallel circuits, the use of meters, and electrical test
equipment. Includes electrical symbols, soldering, storage
batteries, cranking motors, and electrical safety.
U 176T Motorcycle/ATV Engines, Suspension, and
Chassis 3 cr. Offered autumn. Study of the design and
function of several types of engines, transmissions, suspension,
and brake systems.
·
U 177T Motorcycle/ATV Electrical and Fuel Systems 4
cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., SET 160T. Principles of ignition,
charging, and crankin~ systems. Desi~ and function of
carburetor, fuel injectiOn, and lubricatiOn systems. Hands-on
diagnosis of problems and testing of systems.
U 178T Marine Electrical and Fuel Systems 5 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., SET 160T. Theory of and testins and
troubleshooting of problems with I~ition, chargmg, and
cranking systems. Includes the design, testing, and
troubleshooting of marine carburetion and fuel injection
systems.
U 179T Marine Powerheads and Lower Units 6 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., SET 178T. Theory of design, function
and components of outboard motor powerheads and lower
units. Includes basic rigging, power trim and tilt, propping, and
personal watercraft design, function, and maintenance.

U 180T Snowmobile Maintenance and Repair I 2 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., SET 177T. The repair and
maintenance of air cooled and liquid cooled engines. Includes
clutch, track, and rear suspension service and maintenance.
U 181 T Snowmobile Maintenance and Repair II 2 cr.
Offered SI?.ring. Prereq., SET 180T. Principles and theory of
snowmobile electrical, fuel, front suspension, and brake
systems.
U 182T Computer Applications for Motorsports
Professionals 1 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., CRT 100. Use of
recreational power equipment software for parts retrieval,
invoicing and payment methods. Students build, query, and
create reports usin& database software, and create a business
plan for a hypothetical dealership.
U 195T Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
U 196T Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently.

Truck Driving (TRK)
U 106T Commercial Driver's License (CDL) Training
1 cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq., consent ofinstr.
Individual schedule. Truck safety, operation, and maintenance
review. Schedule and obtain Class A Commercial Driver's
License (CDL).

Welding (WEL)
U 111T Welding 2 cr. Offered autumn and spring. Basic
and intermediate processes of shielded metal arc welding
(SMAW) and oxyacetylene welding are covered in flat,
horizontal, and verticalJ?ositions in a variety of joint
configurations. InstructiOn in the oxyacetylene cutting process.
U 139T Welding Maintenance and Repair 2 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., MPR115T, WEL 111 T. Combines the skills
gained in welding and machine shop for practical applications
such as repairing a broken cylinder block. Major emphasis is
placed on repair technigues. Common repair procedures using
machine shop and weldmg equipment is demonstrated.
U 180T Welding Metallurgy 4 cr. Offered autumn. Covers
the manufacturing of iron and steel. Examination of physical
and mechanical properties. Phase changes with the application
of heating and cooling cycles. Ferrous crystal types and
properties. Suggested welding procedures·for low, medium,
and high carbon steels, alloy steels, and cast iron.
U 181T Shielded Metal Arc Welding (Plate) and Thermal
Cutting 4 cr. Offered autumn. Theory and safe operation of
shielded metal arc welding (SMAW) of carbon. steel on plate
and structural components in all positions to industry standards.
Visual inspection and destructive testing used to determine
acceptability based upon industry standards (American
Welding Society Structural W eldins Code-Steel). Power
sources and electrodes are covered m depth. Materials are
prepared using mechanical plate shears and thermal cutting
techniques. Thermal cutting techniq_ues are examined relative
to theory of operation and safe practices. Processes used are
oxy-fuel cutting, plasma arc cutting, and air carbon arc cutting.
Theory and operation of oxyacetylene welding examined..
U 182T Blueprint Reading and Development 3 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., WEL 183T. Practical experience in
reading and drawing orthographic projections, interpreting
dimensions, notes, scales, and welding symboJs. Isometric
projection (pictorial), sections, and auxiliary views with
practical experience using conventional drafting tools and
computer aided drafting (CAD).
U 183T Layout Techniques 2 cr. Offered autumn.
Encompasses layout on material of various shapes using
blueprints and practical layout techniques on pipe and structural
steel. Use of contour markers and a review of geometric
construction. Computation of approximate costs is included.
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U 184T OSHA Rules and Regulations 1 cr. Offered spring.
Study of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
rules and regulations that affect the welding and construction
industries.
U 185T Flux Core Arc Welding 4 cr. Offered spring.
Theory, practice, and safe operation of flux core arc welding
equi9ment. Coupons are welded in the flat, horizontal, and
vertical positions to industry standards using a variety of
welding electrodes, diameters, and power sources, which
prepare students for welding qualification to the American
Welding Society Structural Welding Code specifications.
U 189T Metal Fabrication I 4 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
MPR 114T; WEL 181T; coreq., WEL 182T, 185T.
Conception, design, and construction of a metal structure to
industry standards using shears, presses, and other machine
tools common to the welding industry. Skills are developed in
the areas of shielded metal arc welding and flux core arc
welding, oxyacetylene cutting, plasma arc cutting, and air
carbon arc cutting.
U 195T Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
U 196T Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently.
U 280T Gas Tungsten Arc Welding 4 cr. Offered autumn.
The theory and safe operation of Gas Tungsten Arc Welding
(GTAW). Examination of power source controls and operation
along with associated consumables such as gasses, electrode
filler materials for carbon steel, stainless steel, and aluminum.
Welding skill development according to industry standards
using these materials in the flat, horizontal, and vertical
positions.
U 281T Metal Fabrication II 4 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
MPR 114T, MPR214T; WEL 181T, 185T, 182T, 183T, 280T,
283T.Students combine all knowledge and skills developed in
the welding program to design and draw a full set of plans
(blueprints) for an instructor-approved project using extensive
weldmg, metal fabrication eqmpment, machining processes and
automation. High quality peiformance, consistent with

business and industry required.
U 282T Pipe Welding-SMAW and GTAW 4 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., WEL 181T; coreq., WEL 280T. Emphasis on
skill development in the welding of pipe sections to extremely
high quality levels as required by national codes and standards.
Pipe welding using GTAW for the root pass and SMAW for the
remaining passes in all positions. Visual inspection and
destructive testing used to evaluate work according to industry
standards.
U 283T Gas Metal Arc Welding 4 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., WEL 185T. Theory and safe operation of Gas Metal
Arc Welding (GMAW). Theory of flux core arc weldinz
apP.lied to GMAW. Primary focus on application, Jlractlcal
skill development, and producing welds that meet mdustry
standards. Metals welded are low carbon steel, stainless steel,
and aluminum. Short circuit arc and spray arc transfer used.
Examination of gas and electrode selection.
U 285T Automation in Welding 3 cr. Offered spring.
Application of the welding process to automation. Examination
of simple automation techiliques such as tools, clamping, and
fixturing to aid in the rapid joining of production runs.
Increasing complexity is examined leadin~ into equipment that
carries the welding gun, tractors, and carnages by fullyautomated systems with the student performing set-up and
troubleshooting (Submerged Arc Welding) and automated parts
processing (optical tracer torch). Programmable controllers are
mvesti~ated and used. Programming and use of a PUMA 650
Industrial Robot..
U 286T Welding Certification and Codes 2 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., WEL 181T, 185T. Fundamental concepts and
requirements of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) and American Welding Society (AWS) are examined.
Through laboratory experience students are provided the
opportunity to qualify (certify) under the two codes mentioned
above.
U 295T Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.

Faculty

and Electronics)
Brian Larson (Business Technology, Chair)
Ross Lodahl, Certificate, Spokane Community College, 1967
(Business Technology)
Mary McHugh, B.S., University ofMontana, 1978 (Health
Professions)
Mark Medvetz, M.F.A., University of Montana, 1989
(Applied Arts and Sciences)
Carrie W. Miller, M.S.N., University of Phoenix, 2006
(Health Professions)
Ed Moore, M.E., University of Montana, 1988 (Applied Arts
and Sciences)
Mary Nielsen, M.S.N., Clarkson College, 2000, R.N. (Health
Professions)
Sue Olson, M.E., University ofMontana, 1996 (Business
Technology)
Tim Olson, M.B.A., University of Montana, 1997, C.P.A.
(Business Technology)
Steven Rice, M.E., Northern Montana College, 1991
(Computing and Electronics)
Niki Robinson, M.E., University of Montana, 2000 (Business
Technology)
Michele Sare, M.S.N., R.N., University ofPhoenix, 2005
(Health Professions)
Bob Shook, M.S., Utah State University, 1989, American
Welding Society Certified Welding Inspector, 1989 (Industrial
Technology)

Murray Catlin, B.S., Montana State University, 1975
(Industrial Technology)
Cathy Corr, M.Ed., Montana State University, 1989 (Applied
Arts and Science)
Josef Crepeau, M.A., University of Montana, 1994 (Applied
Arts and Science)
Anne Delaney, M.B.A., University of Montana, 2002 (Health
Professions)
Deborah Fillmore, M.E., University of Montana, 2000, R.N.
(Health Professions)
Cheryl Galipeau, M.E., University of Montana, 1999
(Business Technology)
Cec Gallagher, Ed.D., Montana State University, 1998
(Academic Support)
Patty Gauthier, M.S., Montclair State College, 1986 (Health
Professions.
Tom Gallagher, M.S. Western Washington University, 1996
(Computing and Electronics, Chair)
James Headlee, M.E., Northern Montana College, 1987
(Industrial Technology)
Colin Henderson, Ph.D., University of New Mexico, 1985
(Applied Arts and Sciences)
Karen Hill, M.A., University of Montana, 1998, R.N.
(Applied Arts and Sciences; Health Professions, Chair)
Penny Jakes, M.E., University of Montana, 1981 (Computing
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Thomas Stanton, J.D., University of Cincinnati, 1991
(Business Technology)
Steve Stiff, B.S., University of Montana, 2001 (Computing
and Electronics)
Lynn Stocking, M.E., University of Montana, 1987
(Associate Dean; Director, Academic Computing; Business
Technology)
Linda Strelnick, B.S., University of Montana, 1976,
CST/CFA (Health Professions)
Lisa Swallow, M.S., California State University, Chico, 1990,
C.P.A., C.M.A. (Business Technology)
Rhonda Tabish, Certificate, University of Montana, 1974
(Computing and Electronics)
Margaret Wafstet, M.N., Montana State University, 1981,
R.N. (Health Professions)
Robert Wafstet, M.S., Eastern Washington University, 1974,
R.R.T. (Health Professions)
John Walker, M.B.A., University ofMontana, 1990
(Industrial Technology)
Donald Warden, B.A .. , Iowa State University, 1974 (Health
Professions)

Adiunct Faculty
Candace Alberi, B.S.N., Montana State University, 1974
(Health Professions)
Kristi Bailey, C.S.T./C.F.A., College of Technology, 1994
(Health Professions)
Michael Bailey, L.L.B., University of Sydney Law School,
1985 (Business Technology)
Anthony Becker, M.B.A., University of Montana, 2003
(Applied Computing and Electronics)
Michelle Boller, M.A., George Washington University, 2004
(Business Technology)
Kathryn Brauer, B.S., University of Montana, 1983, C.Ph,T,
1997 (Health Professions)
Megan Brophy, A.A., University of Montana, 1997 (Health
Professions)
Debra Burleigh-Gilbert, B.S.N., Washington State University,
2003 (Health Professions)
Dora Cardillo, B.S., Boise State University, 1985 (Health
Professions)
Kirsten Cooper, B.S., University of Montana, 2002 (Business
Technology)
Tom DiNoia, A.A.S., University of Montana, 2003 (Industrial
Technology)
Melinda Dorn, A.A.S., New Jersey Academy of Culinary
Arts, 2005 (Business Technology)
Colleen Dowdall, J.D., University of Montana, 1981
(Business Technology)
Jacki Elam, M.A., University of Montana, 2007 (Health
Professions)
Ethan Eyestone, A.A.S., University of Montana, 2001 (Health
Professions)

Beverly Freeman, A.A.S., University of Montana, 1988
(Business Technology)
Rodney Frost (Industry Technology)
Laurie Gries, M.A., University of Montana, 2004 (Applied
Arts and Sciences)
Diana Raker, B.S.N., Montana State University, 1991 (Health
Professions)
·
Wendy Haller, M.S.N., University of Utah, 1995 (Health
Professtons)
Jim Harris (Industrial Technology)
Colleen Holmquist, A.A., University of Montana, 1994
(Health Professions)
Scott Johnson, B.S., University of Montana, 1981 (Business
Technology)
Vern Larson, B.A., University of Great Falls, 1987 (Applied
Computing and Electronics)
Donnie Laughlin, B.A., University of Montana, 1968
(Industrial Technology)
Karen Logan, A.A.S., College of Great Falls, 1990 (Health
Professions)
Scott Louis, A.A., Community College of the Air Force, 1999
(Health Professions)
Mark McLaverty, J.D., University of Montana, 1992
(Business Technology)
Charles Miller, M.S., Indiana University, 1977 (Health
Professions)
Charles Myers, M.E. (Applied Arts and Sciences)
David Neu, M.F.A., University of Montana, 1993 (Industrial
Technology)
LeAnn Ogilvie, B.S.N., Montana State University, 1993
(Health Professions)
Ashley Preston, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 2001
(Applied Arts and Sciences)
Brianna Randall, M.S., University of Montana, 2004 (Applied
Arts and Sciences)
Kim Reiser, M.A., University of Montana, 2000 (Applied
Arts and Sciences)
Cheryl Richards, B.S.N., Montana State University, 1989,
R.N. (Health Professions)
Robert Schlegel, M.F.A., University of Montana, 1994
(Applied Arts and Sciences)
Michael Steffenson, A.A.S., Alexandria Technical College,
1990 (Industrial Technology)
Linda Eagleheart Thomas, Ph.D., University of Montana,
2002 (Applied Arts and Sciences)
Teresa Thompson, J.D., University ofMontana, 1986
(Business Techilology)
Laurie Trudeau, AS., Spokane Falls Community College,
1998 (Health Professions)
Lynnette Walker, Certificate, University of Montana (Health
Professions)
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Graduate School
David A. Strobel, Dean
The College of Arts and Sciences and the professional
schools offer graduate study at both the masters and doctoral
level. J\~ission and graduation for these graduate programs
are admimstered by the Graduate School. Information on
specific programs should be directed to the appropriate college
or school. Please refer to the Areas of Study section of this
catalog for the specific degree programs offered.
The following courses are designed for doctoral students in
the Indiyidual Interdisciplinary :frogram who may not find
app~oppate course numbers available from an existing doctoral
disciplme.

Courses

~nd~cates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum
mdicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not
count toward a degree.

Graduate Studies-Interdisciplinary (GS)
G 696 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-8) Offered
every term. Prereq., consent ofinstr. Original investigations of
problems not part of dissertation.
G 697 Advanced Research Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
every term. Prereq., consent ofinstr. Independent research
projects other than dissertation.
G 699 Dissertation Variable cr. (R-18) Offered every
term. Prereq., consent of instr. Doctoral dissertation research
activities.

U= for unde:graduate credit only, UG =for undergraduate
or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit

Intercultural Youth and
Family Development
Rita Sommers-Fianagan (Professor of
Couns,elor Education), Acting Director
!his master's ~egree program is designed for students who
wish to enga~e m culturally-relevant volunteer work or paid
employment m the realm of child and family assistance. It is
affiliated with. the Unit~d. States :feace Corps as a partner
~chool for their master s mtemattonal program. Requirements
mc~ude on~ year of ~ll-t!m~ instru~tion at lJM, a significant
penod of time el?-gagmg m mternship w_ork m an applied
mtercult)Jral s~ttmg! and a final professional paper or thesis.
Internships wdl typically be 1-2 years and will mvolve work in
a culture other than one's own. Students participating in this
program ar~ expected to gain the following bacK:ground and
competencies:
~important interculturally-informed helping skills for working
with youth, women, famihes and communities in culture other
than their own
-a solid background in issues, concerns, and critiques
regarding assistance and interventions across culture both
historically and currently
'
-opportunity to pursu~ and participate in a significant field
expenence, working with an established helping agency in
another culture or country.

Courses
U=for unde~graduate credit only, l!G=for undergraduate
~ra~uate credit, G=for graduate credit. R after the credit

or

!nd!cates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum
mdicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not
count toward a degree.

Intercultural Youth and Family Development
(IYFD)

G 501 Intercultural Aspects of Human Development I 3
cr. Offered autumn. Explorations of childrearing practices
parenting beliefs, and cultural variations in infancy and early
child development.
G 502 Interc~ltural Aspects of Human Development II 3
cr ~ Offered spnng. Explorations of cultural variations in later
~htldhood, adolescence and adulthood, with particular focus on
Issues such as multicultural adoption, identity, and the role of
poverty.
G 510 Applied Intercultural Skills Development 2 cr.
Offered autumn. Focus on applied skills in two areas: crosscultural negotiation and conflict management; program
development and grant writing.
G 595 Special Topics 2-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
9 596 Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered every term.
Directed readmgs and other individualized study topics guided
by faculty.
G 598 Internship 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered every term.
Introduction to service learning in applied settings.
.G 599 Professio!lal Project 1-~ cr. (R-2) Offered every term.
Fmal Master s proJect related to mternship; may be presented
as a grant proposal, policy analysis, or other professional paper.
G 698 Internship 1-4 cr. (R-4) Offered every term.
Supervised intercultural experience through Peace Corps
VISTA, or other organization approved by program facuity.
G 699 Thesis 1-2 cr. (R-2) Offered every term. Final
master's thesis based on research related to internship
placement.

The Mansfield Center
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The Maureen and Mike
Mansfield Center
Terry M. Weidner, Director
The Maureen and Mike Mansfield Center was established in
1986 to pay tribute to Maureen and Mike Mansfield and to
recognize their important contributions to U.S. Asian relations
and public policy. The Center is an academic unit within The
University of Montana and receives core funding from an
endowment managed by the Maureen and Mike Mansfield·
Foundation. Mansfield Center faculty offer classroom
instruction, conduct research and organize various types of
conferences, all with a focus on East Asia. The Center faculty
collaborate with the University's Asian Studies Program.

Courses
U for undergraduate credit only, UG= for undergraduate or
graduate cred1t, G=for graduate credit. R after the credit
mdicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum
indicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not
count toward a degree.

Mansfield Center (MANS)
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr•. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental
offerings of new courses or one-time offerings of current
topics.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R~9) Offered
intermittently; Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental
offerings of visiting J>rofessors, experimental offerings of new

courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
UG 494 Mansfield Center Seminar Variable cr. (R-9)
Offered intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittentfy.. ExJ?enmental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
UG 496 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr.
G595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
. · intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr. Experimental
offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.

Faculty
Professors
Terry M. Weidner, Ph.D., University ofCalifomia, Davis,
1980 (Mansfield Professor of Modem Chinese Affairs)
Philip West, Ph.D;, Harvard University, 1971 (Mansfield
Professor of Modem Asian Affairs)

Adiunct Profe$sors
Ambassador Mark Johnson, M.A., George Washington
University, 1971 (Adjunct Mansfield Professor)
Steven Levine, Ph.D., Harvard University, J972(Adjunct
Mansfield Professor of Modem Asian Affairs)

Mansfield Library
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The Maureen and Mike
Mansfield Library
Bonnie Allen, Dean
The University of Montana libraries are teaching and research
libraries that provide an array of information resources and
services in support of the curricular and research programs of
the University. These resources include traditional library
collections and electronic access to a network of research
databases, e-journal packages, electronic journal subscriptions,
and a Web-based library catalog. Library services include in
depth research and reference assistance, an extensive
instruction program integrated into the university curriculum,
and full-service computing and copying facilities. Extensive
services for the distance education students and faculty are
available to provide an equitable educational experience.
The Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library comprises the
heart ofUM's library system. Collections exceed 1.5 million
bound volumes, includmg more than 50,000 electronic books,
access to over 30,000 print and electronic journals, an
expanding array of electronic databases, nearly 100,000 media,
a federal government depository collection and an archives and
special collections. These collections are supplemented by an
active interlibrary loan service through which the resources of
other libraries are made available to students and faculty. The
Mansfield Library is open seven days a week for 111 hours
during the academic semester. Library resources in support of
the Missoula College of Technology are located on the East
Campus. Students and faculty at both campuses have access to
all library resources and services.
Over 100 public workstations and wireless access throughout
the building provide fast and stable Internet connectivity in
support of electronic information resources. A state-of-the-art
Student Learning Center underscores the goal of the library as a
learning library m which students learn how to access and
evaluate information in support of their advancing academic
careers. Study carrels, group study rooms, and study tables on
all floors of the library prov1de quiet study locations.
Affiliated library collections of The University of Montana
system are located in Butte at Montana Tech and at the College
of Technology-Montana Tech, in Dillon at The Carson Library
ofThe University of Montana-Western, and in Helena at The
University of Montana-Helena.

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or
graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit
indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum
indicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not
count toward a degree.

Library (LIB)
U 195 Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or
one-time offerings of current topics.
U 196 Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-6) Prereq., consent of
instructor.
U 200 Research Strategies 1 cr. Offered every term.
Introduces on-campus and distant students to academic library
research methods and resources with a focus on remote access
and services for distant students. Explores all steps of
academic research including how to find information and use
critical thinking to evaluate sources.

U 295 Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or
one-time offerings of current topics.
U 296 Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-6) Prereq., consent of
instructor.
U 395 Special Topics 1-9 cr. (R-9) Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or
one-time offerings of current topics.
U 396 Independent Study 1-9 cr. (R-9) Prereq., consent of
instructor.
UG 495 Special Topics 1-12 cr. (R-12) Experimental
offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 496 Independent Study 1-9 cr. (R-9) Prereq., consent of
instructor.
G 595 Special Topics 1-9 cr. (R-9) Experimental offerings of
visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or
one-time offerings of current topics.
G 596 Independent Study 1-9 cr. (R-9) Prereq., consent of
instructor.

Faculty
Professors
Bonnie Allen, M.L.S., Indiana University, 1980 (Dean)
Sue Samson, M.A., University of Missouri, 1977

Associate Professors
Barry Brown, M.I.L.S., University of Michigan, 1989
Kimberley M. Granath, M.L.S., University of Oklahoma,
1985
K. Elaine Higgins, M.S.L.S., University of Southern
California, 1971
Coburn R. Johnson, M.A., University of Denver, 1972

Assistant Professors
Jennie Burroughs, M.L.I.S., University of Illinois, 2004
Julie Edwards, M.L.I.S., University of Illinois, 2005
Jordan Goffin, M.L.S., Indiana University, 2003
Samantha Hines, M.L.I.S., University of Illinois, 2003
Steve McCann, M.L.I.S., University of Washington, 2003
Donna McCrea, M.LS., University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee,
1999
Charlie Potter, M.L.I.S., University of Oklahoma, 2006
Tammy Ravas, M.L.S., State University ofNew York at
Buffalo, 200 1
Kate Zoellner, M.L.I.S., University of Michigan, 2005

Librarian
Steven Atkin, J.D., The University of Montana, 1994
(College ofTechnology)

Emeritus Professor
Devon Chandler, Ed.D., University of Oregon, 1973
Karen Driessen, M.A., University of Denver, 1967
RichardT. Dunn, M.A.L.S., Rosary College, 1972
William W. Elison, M.A., University of Denver, 1970
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Karen Hatcher, M.S., University of Wisconsin, 1964
Douglas E. Mills, M.A., University of California, 1950
Christopher Mullin, M.A., University of Washington, 1969

Dennis Richards, M.L.S., Florida State University, 1963
Bonnie Schuster, M.L.S., University of Minnesota, 1968
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School of Business
Administration
Larry D. Gianchetta, Dean
Michael V. Harrington, Associate Dean
Homepage: http://www.business.umt.edu
The School of Business Administration, founded in 1918, is
the largest professional school at the University. All programs
are accredited by AACSB International-The Association to
Advance Collegiate Schools of Business.
Mission
The faculty and staff of the School of Business
Administration are committed to excellence in innovative
experiential learning and professional growth through research
and service.
The goal of the School of Business Administration is to
provide a broad foundation in organizational administration and
exposure to the basic principles of various business disciplines.
Tlie complexity of contemporary society has brought an
increasing need for responsible leadership. A prot'essional
business education combined with solid grounding in the
liberal arts and sciences prepares men and women to meet
difficult challenges and to participate in the molding of the
future.
Students may pursue a program of studies leading to the B.S.
in Business AdriJ.inistration, with a major in any of the
following areas: accounting, finance, information systems,
international business, management, and marketing.
Opportunity for further study at the graduate level is offered
through prosrams leading to the degrees of Master of Business
AdministratiOn, Master of Accountancy, joint J.D./M.B.A., and
joint M.B.A./Pharm,D. The M.B.A. program is particularly
suited to those students whose undergraduate training has been
in areas other than business administration. Further details may
be obtained from the Graduate Studies bulletin or by specific
inquiries directed to: Director of M.B.A. Program, Scliool of
Business Administration.
Foundation Program for Graduate Work in Business
The Master of Business Administration (¥.B.A.) and Master
of Accountancy (M.Acct.) at most universities are open to
graduates of non-business undergraduate programs. Students in
the arts and sciences or other professional schools who
anticipate doing graduate work in business are encouraged to
take as many of the foundation courses listed below as possible
in their undergraduate programs. Completion of all of the foundation courses will reduce the time required for the M.B.A. or
M.Acct at The University of Montana-Missoula by one year.
ACCT 201 Financial Accounting
ACCT 202 Managerial Accounting
IS 257 Business Law
FIN 322 Business Finance
IS 270 Management Information Systems
IS 341 Operations Management
MGMT 340S Management and Organizational Behavior
MKTG 360 Marketing Principles
ECON IllS Introduction to Microeconomics
MATH 241 Statistics
For more information, check the UM School of Business
Administration Graduate School website at www.mbamacct.umt.edu.
High School Preparation: High school students who are
planning to major in business administration at The University

of Montana-Missoula should take their school's college
preparatory curriculum. Additional courses to improve reading,
writing, and computer skills will be beneficial. Students should
take as much mathematics as possible including two years of
algebra.
Credit/No Credit Option: Students may take courses in the
School of Business Administration on a credit/no credit basis as
follows:
For Non-Business Majors: AlliOO, 200, 300 and 400-level
business administration courses that are not identified as
traditional letter graded only.
Business Majors: Only elective courses may be taken on a
credit/no credit basis. All courses required for the major and all
general education courses must be taken for a traditional letter
grade. For additional information see the General Education
section of the catalog.
For business majors, exceptions to the letter-grade
requirement in the major may be made by the instructor with
the approval of the department chair unless the course is
identified as traditional letter graded only.

Special Degree Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the
catalog. See index.
To earn the B.S. in Business Administration degree, the
student must:
l. Complete the following requirements with a grade ofC
(2.0) or better during the freshrllan-sophompre years:
ENEX 101 Composition
MATH 117 Probability and Linear Mathematics; Finance
students must complete MATH 150, Applied Calculus
ECON lllS, 112S Microeconomics, Macroeconomics
COMM lilA Introduction to Public Speaking
CS 172 Computer Modeling
MATH 241 Statistics
ACCT 201,202 Financial Accounting, Managerial
Accounting
IS 257 Business Law
IS 270 Management Information Systems
2. Complete the following requirements during the
junior-senior years (with grades ofC- or better in each course):
FIN 322 Business Finance
IS 341 Operations Management
MGMT 340S Management and Organizational Behavior
MKTG 360 Marketing Principles
MGMT 445 Small Business Management and Strategic
Planning or MGMT 446 Strategic Management or IS 448
Management Game
Note: In order to take 300 and 400 level classes in the School
of Business Administration, a student must have achieved
junior standing in business. Junior standing in business is
defined as having completed a minimum of 60 semester credits
and having completed all of the freshrllen-sophomore
requirements listed in section above with a grade ofC (2.0) or
better in each course.
Non-business majors must have the consent of the department
chair to enroll in any undergraduate business course numbered
300 and above.
3. Apply to one of the following majors by the beginning of
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the junior year: accounting, finance, information systems,
international business, management, or marketing.
4. Complete course work required in the selected major
during the junior-senior years with grades of C- or better in
each course.
5. Complete three different business-oriented experiential
learning exposures including the capstone course (MGMT 445,
MGMT 446, or IS 448) requirement. A list of courses
qualifying to meet this requirement will be prepared annually
and is available from the School of Business Administration.
This requirement is reduced as follows for students who have
more than 60 transfer credits when entering The University of
Montana-Missoula for the first time:
-Students with an initial transfer of 60.1-90 semester credits
complete two different business-oriented experiential learning
exposures including the capstone requirement (MGMT 445,
MGMT 446, or IS 448).
-Students with an initial transfer of more than 90 semester
credits complete the experiential learning exposure by fulfilling
the capstone requirement (MGMT 445, MGMT 446, or IS
448).
6. Complete the Upper-division Writing Expectation by
taking an upper-division writing course (typically in a business

capstone course) from the approved list in the Academic
Policies and Procedures sectiOn of this catalog.
7. Pass the major field examination.
8. Complete no fewer than 51 credits in courses in the School
of Business Administration. All courses offered by the
Department of Economics may count toward the 51-credit
requirement. At least fifty percent (50%) of all business credits
applied toward the requirements for the business degree must
be earned at The University of Montana-Missoula; this includes
all economics credits, if they are counted toward the business
requirements.
9. Complete no fewer than 60 credits (exclusive of health and
human performance activity credits) of work in departments
and schools other than the School of Business Adffiinistration.
10. Complete at least a total of 120 credits of which at least
39 are at the 300- or 400-level.
11. Earn a minimum grade-point average of 2.00 for all
credits in business admmistration courses for which a grade is
received and a minimum grade-point average of2.00 for all
credits in major-area courses for which a grade is received.
12. Please note that not all business courses are offered every
academic term.

Department of Accounting
and Finance
Terri L. Herron, Chair
The Department of Accounting and Finance prepares ethical
and informed decision-makers with effective analytical and
decision making skills to become leaders in their respective
professions. Tlie department offers the Master of Accountancy
de~ree and two undergraduate majors within the Bachelor of
SCience in Business Administration degree: accounting and
finance.
The Master of Accountancy program is designed to prepare
ethical and informed decision-makers with the potential to
become leaders in the profession of accountancy. This program
has achieved national recognition due to the outstanding
performance of graduates on the uniform CPA examinations.
Graduates hold positions in some of the most prestigious
accounting firms in the world.

Accounting Maior
The undergraduate accounting major develops competence in
the broad range of accounting practices. The curriculum strives
to foster critical thinking and problem-solving skills. Students
are prepared to enter professional positions in accounting with
busmess, nonprofit, or government organizations. In addition,
they can contmue their education in tlie Master of Accountancy
program and/or pursue a variety of professional certifications.

Basic Requirements for the Accounting Major
Required:
Credits
ACCT 310 Accounting Information Systems . . . . . . . .
ACCT 311 Intermediate Accounting I . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACCT 312 Intermediate Accounting II . . . . . . . . . . .
ACCT 421 Cost Management I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACCT 431 Income Tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACCT 441 Auditing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACCT 451 Governmental/Non-Profit Accounting .....

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Plus three (3) credits from the following:
ACCT 313 Advanced Accounting Topics . . . . . . . . . . 3
ACCT 422 Cost Management II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
ACCT 495 Special Topics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Note: Students should select, in consultation with their
faculty advisor, the accounting courses from the above list that
best fit their individual career goals. Some of these courses
may be taught once a year-see advisor for the schedule each
academic year.

Basic Accounting Prerequisites for the Master of
Accountancy
Required-The following courses must be completed with a C
or better:
ACCT 310 Accounting Information Systems . . . . . . . . 3
ACCT 311 Intermediate Accounting I . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
ACCT 312 Intermediate Accounting II . . . . . . . . . . . 3
ACCT 313 Advanced Accounting Topics . . . . . . . . . . 3
ACCT 421 Cost Management I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
ACCT 431 Income Tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
ACCT 441 Auditing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
ACCT 451 Governmental/Nonprofit Accounting ..... 3
Note: One 400-level class listed in the Masters requirements
above can be taken in the Masters program for graduate credit
if it was not taken at the undergraduate level and if taken after
admission to the Masters program. In order to complete the
Masters program in a timely fashion, it is strongly
recommended that only ACCT 451 be taken at tlie graduate
level.

Finance Maior
The finance curriculum is designed to equip students with a
comprehensive foundation in fmancial management, financial
markets and investments. Students will gain competence in
effective decision-making, performing complex analyses,
providing expert financial advice and utilizmg current
technology tools and data sources.

Basic Requirements for Finance Major
All students must complete a plan of study during their
sophomore year or the first semester of their junior year. The
plan of study is available from a finance faculty advisor and
must be completed and signed by the faculty advisor. Failure
to implement and adhere to a program of study may delay
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graduation.
Required:
Credits
FIN 420 Investments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FIN 424 Financial Markets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FIN 429 F~nanc~al Management I Theory and Analysi~ :
FIN 439 Fmancial Management II Analysis and Problems
MATH 150 Applied Calculus (instead of MATH 117) .

3
3
3
3
4

Plus one (1) of the following courses*:
ACCT 311 Intermediate Accounting I . . . . . . . . . . . .
ACCT 421 Cost Management I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FIN 301 Financial Statement Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . .
FIN 495 Special Topics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ECON 311 Intermediate Microeconomics . . . . . . . . . .
ECON 460 Econometrics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
*Any substitution must be approved by the advisor and the
department chair. Other finance courses may be offered that

3
3
3
3
3
3

may _be substituted when appropriate. In addition to the above
reqmred courses, finance students must take three (3) additional
courses at the 300- or 400-level from a career track selected in
consultation with their advisor and incorporated into their
progr!illl of study. Suggested career tracks include
Bankmg(Investment, Financial ~lanning/Services,
Accoun!mg/C~rporate, Economics, Information Sciences, and
InternatiOnal Fmance. Details are available from advisors.
FIN 228 (Personal Financial Planning and Investment) is a
recommended course and will normally be taken before FIN
322. It may be taken concurrently with FIN 322. No student
may receive University credit for FIN 228 after FIN 322 is
taken. Students who transfer to the University with credit for
FIN 322 can not take FIN 228.

Department of Information
Systems and Technology
Belva L. Jones, Chair
The Depli;~ent of Information Systems and Technology
a maJor m Information Systems within the Bachelor of
Science in Business Administration.
of~ers

Information Systems Maior
The information systems curriculum prepares students to
manage an organization's information resources. The major
!ocuses <?n: 1)_aD:alyzing and managing the flows of
information Withm and across the organization's business
pr?~es~es; 2) _effectiv~ly managing the acquisition and
~tihzatto!l of mf<?rmatton technology; and 3) using both
mformat10n and mformation technology to enhance the
organization's strategic advantage.
The kJ;lowledge anq skills developed in the curriculum lead to
care~r~ m P!Ogrammmg, systems analysis and design, database
admimstratiOn, e-commerce, telecommunications network
administration, and project management.
'

Basic Requirements for Information Systems Major

IS 472 Advanced Network Management
IS 474 Quality Management Systems
IS 475 Advanced Technology Support
IS 477 Multimedia Development for Business
IS 478 Development of E-Commerce Systems
IS 495 Special Topics (up to 6 credits)
IS 496 Independent Study (up to 6 credits)
MKT~ 460 Marketing of High-Technology Products and
InnovatiOns
ACCT 310 Accounting Information Systems
Upper-division computer science (up to 6 credits)
C&I 341 Information Management and Design
C&I 444 Advanced Technology and Supervision
CS 181 Electronic Publishing on the World Wide Web
MATH 381 Discrete Optimization
MATH 382 Linear Optimization
-~~TE: Student~ completing there is major with lowerdivision classes still must earn a total of39 upper-division
credits to fulfill University requirements.

Required:
Credits
IS 370 Database Management Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
IS 371 Business Applications Development ......... 3
IS 372 Telecommunications Management . . . . . . . . . . 3
IS 373 Systems Analysis and Design . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
IS 476 Project Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
IS 491 Information Systems Practicum or
IS 498 Information Systems Internship . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Choose two courses (6 credits) from the following: ... 6
IS 471 Fundamentals of Network Management

Department of Management
and Marketing
Nader H. Shooshtari, Chair
T_he Dep~ent of Managemet?-t and Marketing offers three
maJors within the Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration: International Business, Management and
Marketing.
'

International Business Maior

The int~mational business major provides students with the
opportunity to focus on the managerial, economic, cultural
politi~al.and. social dimens~ons that will prepare them for '
functtomng m a global busmess community.

Basic Requirements for International Business Major
Required:

Credits
MGMT 368 International Business . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MGMT 480 Cross-Cultural Management .
3
~IN 473. Multinational Financial Management and
Accountmg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
And one of the foHowing:
MGMT 465 World Trade and Commerce . . . . . . . . . . 3
MGMT 485 Seminar in Contemporary International
Issues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Plus the completion of all of the requirements for at least one
other functional major area within the School of Business
Administration (Accounting, Finance, Information Systems,
Management, or Marketing).
Plus 6 credits, approved by the business school's international
faculty advisor, and selected from internationally-focused
courses, an international exchange, an international internship,
or a study abroad program. Stu.dents should consider an
area/cultural focus, such as Japan, China, Western Europe,
Central Europe, Eastern Europe.
Plus four semesters or the equivalent (as determined by the
Department of Modern and Classical Languages and
Literatures) of any one foreign language is required. It is
recommended that students complete the foreign language by
the end of their junior year.
0

••••

0

•

•

•

MKTG 366** Marketing Research . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MKTG 461 Marketing Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Nine (9) credits from the following:
MKTG 369 Advertising Competition . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-6
MKTG 410 Marketing Channels . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . 3
MKTG 411 Services and Relationship Marketing . . . . . 3
MKTG 412 Nonprofit Marketing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MKTG 460 Marketing of High-Technology Products
and Innovations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Iv1KTG 495 Special Topics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MKTG 498 Marketing Internship . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 onl.y
MGMT 444 Management Communication . . . . . . . . . 3
Courses recommended outside of Business:
PSYC 350S Social Psychology* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
RECM 483 Commercial Recreation, Marketing and
Tourism* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MAR 111A Fundamentals of Media Arts Production . . 3
CS 181 Electronic Publishing on the World Wide Web . 3
*Please check course descriptions for prerequisites.
**MKTG 362, 363, and 366 are prerequisites for MKTG
461.

Suggested Course of Study

Man(l;llgemenf Major

For aU business masers:

The management major is designed to provide students with
the intetpretative, analytical, and integrative skills required in
managerial positions in a variety of business and nonprofit
organizations,
Basic Requirements for Management Major
Required:
Credits
MGMT 344 Human Resource Management . . . . . . . . 3
MGMT 348 Entrepreneurship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MGMT 368 International Business . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MGMT 420 Leadership and Motivation . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MGMT 444 Management Communication . . . . . . . . . 3
Plus three (3) courses from the following:
MGMT 401 Event Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MGMT 402 Principle of Entertainment Management I . 3
MGMT 403 Principle of Entertainment Management H . 3
MGMT 430 Business Negotiations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MGMT 440 Business Ethics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MGMT 449 Business Plan Implementation . . . . . . . . . 3
MGMT 458 Advanced Entrepreneurship Seminar
3
MGMT 465 World Trade and Commerce . . . . . . . . . . 3

First Year
IS lOOS Introduction to Business . . . . . . . . . . .
COMM lllA Introduction to Public Speaking . . .
CS 172 Computer Modeling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ECON lllS Microeconomics . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ECON 112S Macroeconomics . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 117 Probability and Linear Math . . . . . .
OR for Finance majors, MATH 150, Applied
Calculus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .
Electives or General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . .

o

••••

MGMT 480 Cross-Cultural Management . . . . . . . . . . 3
MGMT 485 Seminar in Contemporary International Issues

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ..... ' ......... 3
MGMT 495 Special Topics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MGMT 498 Management Internship . . . . . . . . . .
Courses recommended outside of Business:
PSYC 350 Social Psychology* . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ECON 323 Labor Economics* . . . . . , . . . . . . . .
ECON 324 Industrial Relations* . . . . . . . . . . . . ,
*Check course desc.riptions for prerequisites.
M~rketing

. . . 3
3 only
. . . 3
. . . 3
. . . 3

Maier

The marketing major provides students with knowledge and
skills required in the process of marketing products, services,
or ideas.-The contemporary role of marketing in society is
treated from various perspectives, including functional and
institutional analysis, along with the application of decisionmaking tools.
Basic Requirements fo:r Iviarketing Major
Required:
Credits
MGMT 368 International Business . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MKTG 362** Consumer Behavior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MKTG 363** Marketing Communication . . . . . . . . . . 3

A
3

S

-

3
3

3
3
3

3

4
3
15-16

Second Year
ACCT 201 Financial Accounting . . . . . . . . . . .
ACCT 202 Managerial Accounting . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 241 Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IS 257 Business Law . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . .
IS 270 Management Information Systems . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . , . . . .

3
4
-

?1

3
3
3
6

15
15
Individual programs may differ from the suggested course of
study to better accomplish the needs of the particular student.

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for
undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R
after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit
to the maximum indicated after the R. Credits beyond this
maximum do not count toward a degree.
Courses at the 500 and 600 levels are open only to graduate
students admitted to degree programs.

Accounting (ACCT)
U 201 Financial Accounting 3 cr, Offered every term.
Prereq., Math 117 or Math 150. Introduction to financial
accounting concepts, including transactions analysis, financial
statement analysis, and corporate financial reporting practices.
U 202 Managerial Accounting 3 cr, Offered every terrn.
Prereq., ACCT 201 with a grade of C or better. Continuation
of ACCT 201 with a focus on managerial accounting topics.
U 298 Intemsb:i.p Variable Cl:'. (R-3) Offered every term.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical
application of classroom learning during placements within
the business community. The student must complete a

learning agreement with a faculty member, relating the
to his or her field of
A
placement
maximum
of
298,
498) may
count toward graduation.
U 3110 Accourrnting l!nformati~n §y!ltem:'ii 3 !£:[·. Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., Junior standing in Business.
Provides thorough understanding of manual and
business processes,
and internal controls. Computer
applications may be
to demonstrate concepts.
1U 3U Intte:rmediate Accounting li J cr, Offered every
term .. Prereq.,
standing in Business, ACCT 201 and
202 with grades of C or better or consent of instr. Topics
include
in financial
the accounting cycle,
time value
money, assets and
statement
accounts.
U 31:2 JinJtermedliate Accolimtillllg ][JI 3 CR", Offered
a
temL Prereq., junior standing in Business, ACCT 3U
grade of Cor better, or consent of instr. Continuation of
ACCT 31 L Topics include
in finandali accounting,
of the liability and
side of the balance sheet,
flow statement, and several
financial
U 3:1.3 Advanced Aec@Ullllting Topks 3 CJr, Offered autumn
or spring. Prereq.,
standing in Business; ACCT 311
with a grade of C or
or consent of instr. Application of
accounting principles to
currency
for
taxes,
transactions and translations,
post-retirement
accounting changes and other
accounting
U 394 Undergl."a(Ji!JJat.e Semh:Ailr VarilaibiHe C!r,
Offered
intermittently. Prereq., junior standing in Business and
consent of insitr.
U 395 Special Topics Vali'iable cr, (R-9) Offered
standing in Business and
intemJ.ittently. Prereq.,
professors,
consent of instr. Experimental offerings of
of new courses, or one-l:ime offerings
experimental
of current topics.
U 396 InuJ1epen,Jllent §h!ldy V ariabRe <L:R",
Offered
every term, Prereq,,
in Busines:s and con§ent
of instr.
UG 421 Cost Man2gement ii 3 c:r. Offered autumn.
Prereq., seni.or standing in Business or consent of instr. The
for business and other
study of cost
organizations.
on how information about costs
helps managers m e better decisions.
UG 412 Cost Management II J cR·. Offered spring.
Prereq., senior
in Business and ACCT 421 or
con:sent of instr. Advanced cost management with emphasis
on how financial and non-financi.ali information helps
managers make better decisions in a wide variety of business
Current readings in cost
and not-for-profit
topics.
management and
UG 431 :ll:llllcome Tax 3 en,. Offered autumn or spring,
, Junior
in Business or consent of instructor .
application of the federal income tax
Coreq. ACCT 312.
law to
income, deductions and losses, Special
include property transactions.
U 432 Income Ta"J[ Pradi.cum 1 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq,, junior standing in Business. Service course that
provides free tax preparation to low income taxpayers and
students, in conjunction with the IRS. Students apply their
knowledge of t9.X law to the
and e-filing of income
a practicing CPA. Graded
tax returns under the: direction
credit/no credit only.
UG 441 Audi.thng 3 ~~:r, Offered autumn or
Prereq.,
standing in Business, ACCT 310 or
of instr.
!ntroclucuon to auditing with emphasis on the independent
audit of financial statements.
indudes professional
sta.ndanls, ethics, audit risk,
internal controls,

procedures, opinions,

and

auditing.

UG 4§ll Gove:r:m.nent/No:np:rom A•ccouJIJltling 3 ~r" Offered
autumn or spring. Prereq. , junior standing in Business or
consent of instr. Coreq., ACCT 312. Principles of
accounting and financial
for governmental units and
other non-profit organizations.
U 461 Accountllng Leadership 1-6 cr,
autumn or spring. Prereq., junior standing in
and
consent of instr. Leadership training for students holding
positions of
in professional accounting
or~~il.Xi!iz~tticlns to
conducting meetings, delegation,
committees, motivating others, following through on
assignments and evaluating perfom1ance.
UG 494 Semllnar VardabRe c:r"
Offered intermittently.
Prereq., junior standing in Business
consent of instr.
UG 4!95 §pedal. Topllc§ V 21d~ll:li•~ cr,
and spring. Prereq. , junior standing in
and consent
of instr. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
of new courses, or one-time offerings
experimental
of current topics.
U 496 Independen~ Study Vairilalmle cr. (R-6) Offered
standing i.n Business and consent
every tetm. Prereq.,
ofinstr.
U 498 Ac(£:mllnti.ng Jinter:oship V alriable cr, Offered every
term.
, junior standing in Business and consent of
instr.
are
with
or governmental
organizations to receive
training. Written
A maximum of 6 credits of Internship
are
498) may count toward graduation.
G 509 Flinanda! Repo~rting :;md Cont;rol 3 :::r, Offered
autumn. Prereq., admission or application to M,B.A. or
Ivl.Acct. programs. Reporting and
financial information
of an enterprise, with a focus on
and external
decision-making. Topics include
and recording
financial transactions, understandillllg
these events affect
financial statements, and using quantital:ive tools for internal
decision-making.
G 605 Adminlistrative Controls 2 Clr'. Offered
admission to the program..
""'"'""'"'''..,13 information to m~mage1~ia!
decision-making.
G 611 Consolidated lFimmdta~ll StatemeiDI.ftSI 2 cr. Offered
autumn or spring. Prereq., cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better
in aH accounting fundamental courses taken to date, Business
core,
core, and graduate student in Business or
consent of accounting graduate director. The equity method
of accounting for investments, accounting for acquisitions,
non-controlling interest, intercompany transfers,
intercompany debt and other consoHdation issues.
G 615 Accounting Theory 3 c.r. Offered autumn or spring.
Prereq., cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better in ali accou;rlting
fundamental courses taken to date, Business core, accounting
core, and graduate student in business or consent of
accounting gmduate director. A critical analysis of the
concepts underlying the development and application of
financial accounting in the United States. Coverage of current
accounting standards as 'iVeH as other current topics in
financial accounting.
G 631 AdvaMced Tm' 3 cr, Offered autumn or spring.
accounting
, cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better in
fundamental courses taken to date, ACCT 431, graduate
student in business or consent of
graduat.e director.
to corporations
The application of the federal income tax
and partnerships, and special
associated witl;.
taxation of trusts, estates and gifts.
G 632 Advanc<?d Tax Pradicum 1 cr, Offered spring.
Prereq., graduate student in business or consent of business
graduate director and instr. Service com:se that provides free
tax preparation to low income taxpayers and students, in

an

conjunction with the IRS, Graduate students apply their
knowledge of tax law to the preparation and e-fHing of income
tax returns under the direction of a practicing CPA, review
the work of undergraduate preparers, and assist in the
organization and training of undergraduate prepares. Grade
option credit/no credit only,
G 64:!. Advan~Ced Aud.iti.ng 3 c~·, Offered autumn or spring.
Prereq., cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better in all accounting
fundamental courses taken to date, ACCT 441, graduate
student in business or consent of accounting graduate director.
Research cases in auditing and coverage of contemporary
topics in auditing, typically i.nc.luding attestation standards,
other reports and services, legal and ethical enviro:rilllent, and
fraud detection.
G 643 Fraud Examination 3 cr. Offered intermittently,
Prereq., graduate standing. A study of signs of fraud, ·
internal controls, ethics in business, and fraud prevention. An
examination of fraud cases and an introduction to fraud
examination techniques. Intended for graduate students,
without regard to specific major, who have an interest in
fraud prevention and detection,
G 1556 Accounting Inl'onnatlon Systems: Topics 1~3 Cl:"o
(R-3) Offered intermittently, Prereq., graduate student in
business Selected topics addressing information systems
issues as they relate to accounting. Selected topics may
include systems auditing, expert systems, databases, specific
accounting applications, report design, electronic transactions,
and internal controls.
G 661 Accounting Law and Ethics
3 cr, Offered
autumn or
Prereq., cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better
in aU
courses taken to date, Business
core and
student in business or consent of accounting
graduate
Legal issues from the common law and
appropriate statutes applicable to the public practice of
accountingo The professional responsibilities and ethics of a
practicing CPA.
G 675 Cm::demponnoy Aceomr11.iililg Pr©b!ems 4 cr. Offered
first summer session. Prereq. or coreq., cumulative GPA of
3.0 or better in all accounting fundamental courses taken to
date, student must be in good academic standing, ACCT 611,
615,631,641, and66L Integrationofaccounting
and
practice. Primarily for the student preparing to take the
uniform CPA examination. Graded only credit/no credit.
G 694 Semil:it!U' 3 cr, (ll-15) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., graduate student in business or consent of business
graduate director. Selected topics in accounting,
G 696 Independent Study Vadab:le teA', (R-9) Offered
every terrn. Prereq,, graduate studenl: in business or consent
of business graduate director and consent of instr. Directed
study of individual or smaH groups of students in topics not
available in scheduled classes.
G 698 Internship Vadabllc cr. (R-6) Offered
Prereq,, graduate student in business or consent of bu:siness
graduate director and consent of instr. Placements with
private or governmental organizations for practical
Written reports required"
G 6'!19 Thesis Vadab!e Clr, (R-6) Offered every term.
Prereq 0, graduate student in business or consent of business
graduate director. Grade
credit/no credit only"
0

Bushu:~ss £~ch'l1iinish·at9,oll1

(BAillM)

tT 1~5 Speda! Topics Va:rialb!e cr" (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current
U 196 Indep,endent Study Variable cr" (R-6) Offered
intermittently.
U 295 SpedaR Topics 1-6 cr,
Offered intennittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental

offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
wpics.
UG 495 Special Topics Vall'iahie cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., junior standing in Business and
consent of instr. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.

fonance

(fit~}

U 228 Personal !Fiinand.al Planning and linvestment 3 tr
Offered intermittently. Concepts, strategies and techniques in
analyzing financial situations and investment opport1.mities
from the individual's perspective. Cannot be taken for credit
after completing HN 322 or equiv.
U 298 Internship Variable cr.
Offered every term.
Extended classroom experience
provides practical
application of classroom learning during placements within
the business community, The student must complete a
learning agreement with a faculty
relating the
placement opportunity to his or her field
A
maximum of 6 credits of Internship
may
count toward graduation.
·
UG 301 Alilaliysis of Financial §tat(f;ments 3 cr, Otiered
intermittently. Prereq., junior standing in Business. Analysis
of balance sheets, income and cash flmv statements and
statements of owners' equity lin terms of structure, strategy
and performance of the company being analyzed. Emphasis is
on the use rather than preparation of t1nancial statements.
U 321 Real Estate Fundameniais 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., junior standing in Business or consent
of instr. Introduction to the principles and
of real
estate. Includes the
ofreal estate law, financing,
valuation,
land use.
U 322 Business Finance 3 cT. Offered every term.
Prereq., junior standing in Business. The methodology and
practice of business financial decisions.
Offered
U 394 Underg:rmiuate Seminar Va:riab1e cr.
intermittently. Prereq., junior standing in Business and
consent of instr.
U 395 Speda~ Topics Variable c:r. (R-9) Offered
intermittently, Prereq. , junior
in Business and
consent of instr. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current
U 396 Independent Study Va:riabl~t cr. (R-6) Offered
every term. Prereq.,
standing in Business and consent
of instr.
UG 410 $50,000 Pmr1tfolio 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq,,
junior standing in Business, grade of Cor better in FIN 322,
and consent of department chair. Under the guidance of a
broker, students manage a diversified investment portfolio for
a semester, Students analyze and discuss investment
and implement their decisions.
UG 420 Investments 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
junior standing in Business,
of C or better in FIN 322
or consent of instr. Principles, practices and
in
investment analysis and portfolio management.
UG 424 Financial Mai·lkets 3 1Clro Offered spring. Prereq.,
in Business, grade of C or better in FIN 322,
or consent of
Operations and analysis of t.he national
and international money and
markets, and financial
institutions.
UG 429 FilnandaU :rv.n:anagoc;m:ent I: Tl.le,o.ry mru:ll Analyslis 3
cr, Offered autumn. Prereq., junior standing in Business,
grade of C or better in FIN 322 or consent of instro
Understanding the practice of business investment and
working capital decisions. Computer models and cases used
to demonstrate the management processo
UG 439 Finand21l Managemeiilt II: AnaJysis amd
o

ProbRems 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., junior standing in
Business, grade of Cor better in FIN 322 or consent of instr.
Raising capital, capital stmcture issues and debt and equity
markets.
UG 450 Bankill1lg 3 c:r. Offered spring. Prereq., junior
standing in Business, grade of C or better in FIN 322, or
consent of instr. The financial management of banking
institutions induding financial analysis, interest rate risk and
loan portfolio management Students manage a bank within a
simulated bank community.
UG 473 Multinationali Financial Management a1md
Accounting 3 cr. Offered autumn or spring. Prereq., junior
standing in Business, grade of Cor better in FIN 322, or
consent of instr. Students are strongly encouraged to
complete MGMT 368 prior to FIN 473. Financial skins
required of corporate executives in international business.
Topics may include differences in global accounting practices
and the resulting effects on multinational corporations.
UG 494 :Seminaur Va:riable CL (R-6) Offered
Prereq., junior standing in Business and consent of instL
UG 495 Specia.i Topics Valri.abne cr" (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., junior standing in Business and
consent of instro Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics"
U 496 Independent Study Variable tt:ll', (R -6) Offered
every term. Prereq,, junior :standing in Business and consent
of instr.
U 498 Finance l!Rxternship Variable cr, Offered every
term. Prereq., junior standing in Business and consent of
insi:r. Students are·placed with private or governmental
organizations to receive on-the-job training. Written reports
are required. A maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198,
398,
may count toward graduation.
G 522 Pdnci.p.i.es of I<'ID!uulidlill~ Anmlysiis 3 cw. Offered
spring" Prereq., admission or application to M.B.A. or
M.AccL programs; ACCT 509. Introduction to principles of
microeconomics and financial management and the application
of these principles to business decisions. Topics include
supply and demand, market demand, theory of the firm,
theories of competition, financial analysis, time value of
money, theories of risk and return, stock and bond valuation
and capital budgeting.
G 681 Financial. Management 2 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., admission to the M.B.A. or M"Acct. programs"
Advanced theory and analysis in corporate financial
management.
G 694 Seminar Variable CE'. (R-15) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., graduate student in business or consent of business
graduate director. Selected topics in finance.

Information Sysflem£ (~S)
U lOllS ln\troduction to BusiJlU~!ill> 3 ~Jr. Offered every term.
Nature of business enterprise; role of business in society;
problems confronting business management; career
opportunities in business.
to non-business majors and
business majors of freshman or sophomore standing only:
Business majors are advised to register for the course the1r
fresmnan year. Credit not allowed for both IS lOOS and BUS

l03S.
U 195 Special Topics i-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
U :1.96 ll:ndependent Study 1<~ ell'. (R-3) Offered every
term. Prereq., consent of instr.
U 2!57 Business Law 3 cr. Offered every term, An
analysis of the
and ethical implications of domestic and
international commercial transactions. Credit not allowed for

. both BUS 135T and IS 257.
U 270 Management In.foirmation :Systems 3 cr, Offered
every term, Prereq., CS 172. Introduces the development,
use, and management of computer-based information systems.
U 296 Independent Study 1~3 cr.
Offered every
term. Prereq., consen!: of inst:r.
U 298 Irntemship 1~3 cL
Offered every term.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical
application of classroom learning during placements within
the business community. The student must complete a
learning agreement with a faculty member, relating the
placement opportunity J:o his or her field of study. A
maximum of 6 credits of Internship
398, 498) may
count toward graduation.

U 341 Operation§

Managemen~

3 cr, Offered every teml,

Prereq., junior standing in Business. A survey of the
processes that organizations, public or private, use to produce
goods and services. Includes management science topics.
UG 370 Database Management Systems 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., junior standing in Business and IS 270.
Information systems design and implementation within a
database management system environment. Topics include
data models, structured and object design, relational,
hierarchical, network and object-oriented models.
U 371l Busine!ls Application Development 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., junior
in Business and IS 270.
Provides an understanding of algorithm development,
programming, computer concepts and the design and
application of data and fiJe stmctures.
U 372 Teiecommunkation.!l Management 3 cw. Offered
spring. Prereq., junior standing in Business and IS 270.
Provides in-depth knowledge of data communications and
networking requirements including telecommunications
technologies, hardware and software. Emphasis on the
analysis and design of
applications in business.

UG- 373 Business Systems A1111aiysis l:hniJ1 Desi.g!ill 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., junior standing in Business and IS
270. Provides an understanding of the systems de,velop111ent
and modification process including requirements
determination, logical design, physical design, test plam1ing,
implementation plam1ing and performance evaluation ..
U 394 Undergraduate Semb11ar Va:riab!e cr, (R-3) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., junior standing in Business and
consent of inst:r.
U 395 Special Topics 1-9 cr.
Offered intermittently.
Prereq. , junior standing in Business or consent of instr.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
U 396 Indeperndent Shuiy 1~6 cr,
Offered every
and consent of
term. Prereq., junior standing in
instr.
UG JAS Management Game 3 cr. Offered autumn and
Prereq., senior standing in Business, an business
core, or consent of instr. Simulation of a large business
organization in which students make executive-level decisions
in the areas of production, marketing, finance, human
resources and organization.

UG 4§3

Manufadur~ng P~anning

and Cont1rol Systems 3

Offered intermittently. Prereq., IS 341, junior standing in
Business, or consent of instr. Principles and techniques of
production scheduling and inventory control. Systems for
setting strategic and tactical objectives, accomplishing detailed
material and capacity plans, and establilshing and executing
shop floor priorities.
UG 471 Fwullamentais of NetwoJrk Management 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Prereq., junior standing in Business
and IS 372. Current topics wiU focus on me design,
CJr,

installation, configuration, and operation of local area
networks. Includes a hands-on lab to demonstrate the
concepts.
UG 472 Advanced Netwo:rk Management 3 rc:r. Offered
intermittently. Prereq.,
standing in Business, IS 372,
and IS 471. Focuses on network security, directory services,
and network infrastructure. Includes a hands-on lab to
demonstrate the concepts.
UG 474 Quality Management Systems 3 cr, Offered
intermittently. Prereq., junior standing in Business and IS
270. Focus on the primary objectives of world class
organizations, i.e., teamwork, customer focus and continuous
improvement TQM, J!T, and SPC are discussed in detaiL
UG 475 Advanced Ted:~.noiogy Support 3 cr, Offered
autumn. Prereq.,
standing in Business and consent of
instr. Project oriented class covering varying aspects of
technical support in a business environment Topics may
include hardware and software support, helpdesk operations,
operating systems, AS400 operations, and local and wide area
networking.
UG 476 Project Management 3 c:r, Offered spring.
Prereq., junior standing in Business and IS 270, 370, 371 and
373. Emphasis on project planning, team selection models,
and network management techniques. An innovative software
package is used to demonstrate how projects are planned,
managed, monitored, and controlled.
UG 477 Multimedia Development for Business 3 c:r.
Offered intermittently. Prereq., junior standing in Business
and consent of instr. Focus on high-tech multimedia tools to
develop marketing and promotional materials for a business or
organization.
UG 47'S Development of E-Comme:rce Systems 3 cr.
Offered intennittently. Prereq., junior standing in Business,
IS 370 and 371. Focuses on using high-tech computer
technology to develop systems for conducting and supporting
business through the Internet. Students will develop ecommerce enabled web sites.
U 491 Information Systems Pradicruan 3 c:r. Offered
every tenn. Prereq., junior standing in Business and consent
of instr. Practical hands-on experience with area
organizations. Provides application of classroom learning.
UG 494 Seminar 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Prereq. , junior standing in Business and consent of instr,
UG 495 Special Topics 1-9 cr. (R-9) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., junior standing in Business or consent of
instr. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
U 496 Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered every
term. Prereq., junior standing in Business and consent of
instr.
U 498 Information Systems: Intemship 1-6 c:r. (R-6)
Offered every term. Prereq., junior standing in Business and
consent of instr. Extended classroom experience which
provides practical application of classroom learning during
placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from
the faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office. A
maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may
count toward graduation.
G 541 Systems and Operatim11s 3 cr, Offered spring.
Design and use of information systems to meet the tactical and
strategic needs of an enterprise, particularly within the
operations function. Topics include systems analysis, data
and process modeling, database designs, manufacturing
planning and control, forecasting, and
management.
G 571 Ente:rpll'i.se f>~liodeling 2 CR". Offered autumn,
Prereq., graduate standing. Explores knowledge management

systems, data warehouses, data mining, ERP, SANS, and data
distribution. Focuses on management; does not require a
technical background.
G 572 IT Strategy and. Leade:rship 2 cJr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., graduate standing. Explores how alignment ofiT
infrastmcture and capabilities can achieve competitive
"~'n·'"·"" with an industry. Includes the role of IT
management in leading diange, managing decisions and
integrating information systems across the organization.
Focuses on management; does not require a technical
background.
G 573 Busi.:ne§s Processes and! Secudty 2 c:r. Offered
summer. Prereq., graduai:e
Analyzes business
processes and the security challenges created from the
emergence of new technology. Includes the effect of legai,
regulatory and security technology on policy development.
Focuses on management; does :not require a technical
background.
G 574 Manageme:nt ol' InfoJrmatio:n §ystems 2 cr. Offered
spring.
, IS 571, 572. The tactical/operational
responsibilities and roles of the CIO. Includes governance
issues, supporting the learning organization, managing the
technologies, and managing the development of systems.
Focuses on management; does not require a technical
G 575 Fmul.amentais of ConsuUi.lllg 2 c:r. Offered spring.
Prereq. , graduate standing. The technical , interpersonal, and
consulting skills necessary to effectively work with clients.
Focuses on management; does not require a technical
background.
G 650 Quantitative Analysis 2 cr, Offered spring.
Prereq., admission to the M.B.A. or M.AccL programs.
Quantitative methods supporting managerial decision-making.
Theory and logic underlying such methods as linear
programming and simulation. Solution of complex problems
and practice of interpersonal skins in team projects.

Management (MGMT)
U 195 Special Topics Va:riable c-.·. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current
U 196 Independent Study Va~iai:Jle eli·. (R-3) Offered
every term. Prereq., consent of instr.
U 296 Independent Study Va:riablie cr, (R-3) Offered
every term. Prereq., consent of instr.
U 298 Intemshilp Variable cr. (R-3) Offered every term.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical
application of classroom learning during placements within
the business community. The student must complete a
learning agreement with a faculty member, relating the
placement opportunity to hi.s or her field of study. A
maximum of 6 credits of Internship
298, 398, 498) may
count toward graduation.
U :340S Management a:nd OrganizaHo:nal Behavior 3 cr.
Offered every term. Prereq., junior standing in Business. An
intensive examination of the fundamentals of management and
organization supported by the application of behavioral
science principles to the management of people in
organizations.
UG 344 Human Resource I'/Ianagement 3 CL Offered
every term. Prereq. , junior standing in Business, lvfGMT
340S; PSYC lOOS recommended. Examines the personnel
function in business organizations, with emphasis on staffing,
equal opportunity employment, job design, training and
development, performance appraisal, compensation, and
labor-management relations. Includes case analyses and
experiential exercises.

UG 34!8 Entreprenen:rsl:dp 3 il:lr. Offered autumn andl
spring. Prereq., junior standing in Business, FIN
MGMI 340S, MKTG 360. Focuses on starting and managing
a growing business. Topics include recognizing business
opportunities,
strategy for the firm, raising capital,
marketing new
and organizing a management team.
Students write a
plan for themselves or for a local
entrepreneur.
UG 368 IntematimJJ.a~ Business 3 CR', Offered every terrn.
Prereq., junior
in Business. Analysis of business in
diverse
of the
Examines the
of
sol~m-ec:onorrnc. jYUJcnn"'"• legal,
and cultural
factors on management.
U 394 UndeJrg!ladU~ate Sem'irlla!l· Vauiablle <Cr" (R-3) Offered
intermittently. Prereq.,
in Business and
consent of instr.
U 395 Speci21l Tvpks Variable cr.
intermittently. Prereq.
standing in
or consent
of instr. Experimental
of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current
U 396 Im:lependent Studly Variable cr,
Offered
ev~ry tenn. P:rereq.
standing in
and consent
of mstr.
UG 401 Everrtt ManSJgenlellllt 3 cr, Offered falL Prereq.,
junior standing and consent of instructor;
to non- ·
skins that are
business majors. Students are introduced
necessary for managing entertainment events.
include:
producing
market
artislt research; negotiating
live events; and working with community and non-~1f011H
organizations. Students will develop and
Hve events throughout the semester.
UG 402 P:rindples of Entertafmnent Managen11ent :i: 3cJf,
Offered spring. Prereq., junior standing and consent of
instructor; open to non-business majors. Students are
introduced to the fundamental aspects of the entertainment
business. Topics include: artist development and
managen1errt; productions;
and venue
management and marketing. Students win
an artist
development plan.
UG 403 Pdndples of Ente~·tamment M:am.agement 2 3 ocJr.
Offered spring. Prereq.,
MGMT 402, and
consent of instmctor; open to non-business majors. Students
build on the concepts learned in MGMT 402. Topics include:
tour development and marketing;
relations and
media and
responsibilities; and new forms of
distribution. Students
nrcH1m;e
plan.
UG 4120 Leadership and Moti.vattion 3 ~::&·. Offered autunm
and spring. Prereq., junior standing in Business and MGMI
340S. Study of fundamental concepts, theories, and models
of leadership and motivation. Selected topics indude: trait
and behavioral theories of leadership, charismatic and
transformational leadership, power and influence, emotions
and
perceptions in motivation,
and equity
theories.
UG 430 Business NegotiaUon§ 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq. , junior standing in Business. Theories
and processes of negotiation in various business settings.
Theories and concepts of negotiation presented tlJ.rough
illustrative case studies proven to increase the value of
negotiated deals. Students become cognizant of their
instinctive negotiation styles and build on their accumulative
knowledge progressing to sophisticated skills such as
multiparty negotiation, mediation and arbitration.
UG 440 Busine!l!l Ethics 3 ell'. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., junior standing in Business. Business organizations
and their relationship to the external environment and various
stakeholders. Focuses on responsibilities to
and their

wm

impact on decision
with particular emphasis on
business ethics and values.
UG 444 Management Commundlcations 3 ttr. Offered
autumn and spring.
, junior
in Business .
Focuses on internal <md
business communications.
Selected
include: ut:'lt::iuuu''-'
message
and management press relations.

UG 44.§ SmaU Bu:!!i.ness Ma<nagement am:] Strategic
Plmnllling 3 cR·, Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., senior
Md.uu.mx in
aH business core. Application of the
co11cents of strategic management to smaH businesses.
int·"'"''""*.·"c the functional areas of H!i~u~lgc:ru~;u~, ,,,,,orl·r-<lfi"'
finance and
Students
with
businesses
:in a
role
are required to v;dte a consulting
report
not allowed for both MGJ\;IT 445 and 446.

UG 446

StJrategli~~:

Managemenli: 3 cr. Offered every termo

Prereq., senior standing in Business, all business core.
Integration of the functional areas of management, uu'""""uJ"e'
finance and
case orientation, class
and strategy
discussions. Industry and competitor
446 and 445
formulation. Credit not allowed for both
UG 4\49 Busi.ness P~a:11 Impiementati.mt! 3l cr, Offered
spring. Prereq., senior standing in
MGMT 348 or
an MBA seminar in entrepreneurship.
and
hnph;men1tatiion of a business plan through the complete
of steps required for financing and actual
of

UG 457 EntR'epR·en;euirshiJP lfm· Norl!l-Busiuess Students 3
cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., junior standing; open to nonFocuses on starting and R"nanaging a
include recognizing business
~·;·,.·M·"'"" for the firni, raising capital,
marketing new products,
organizing a management team.
Students write a business p~an for stardng a business of their
business

choice.
UG 458 Arllva!!llced

En1llre[;:r~eneurslhlip

Se!l!,tinar 3 cr"

, junior
MGrv1T 457 for non-business
majors, MGIVIT 348 or concurrent en.xolhnenl': in MGMT 348
for Business majors. Extends previous course work in
entrepreneurship with focus on managing and marketing a
growing business, legal and technology issues for
entrepreneurs, and fimmdng new ventures. Course utilizes
local and regional
in the field of
to
deliver course
under the supervision
UM
instm,cto:r. Students refine their existing business
and
particitpate in business plan competition or write case
analyses.
UG 465 Wodd Tl!'l?lri!e and Commei·ce 3 I!:Jr, Offered every
term. Pre:req., junior standing in Business and consent of
instr. A practical hands-on
to understanding the
working in the
complexities and intricacies
new global marketplace. Classes are supported by work
assignments at the Montana Wodd Trade Center.

UG 4\8i:D C!ross-Cn!hl!Jrllll IV.bma~ement 3 C['. Offered
autumn. Prereq., junior standing in Business.
of issues
related to cultural diversity within the work force
the
probli(~ms inl1erent in the
of a firrn's activities on
an international scale.
UG 4!85 Seminar iin C!Llnt!Bmporm"y !l!llter.nadonai Issues 3
ell"" Offered spring. Prereq., junior standing in Business,
MGMT 368; recommended prereq., FIN 473, MGMT 480.
of business
Focus on the application, synthesis and
coJ:Aceots in the international business co:ramuni.ty.
UG 494 Seminar Va.riab~e Cl:', R-6) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., junior standing in Business and consent of instr.
UG 49.5 Special Topics Va:rllabMe cr. (R-9) Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., junior
in Business or consent of

0

instr. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
U 496 Im:lepe:m'Heni Study Varftable cr.
Offered
every term. Prereq., junior standing in Business and consent
of instr.
U 498 Management Internship Variable cr. Offered
every term. Prereq., junior standing in Business and consent
of instr. Extended classroom experience which provides
practical application of classroom learning during placements
off campus. Prior approval must be obtained from the faculty
supervisor and the Internship Services office. A maximum of
6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398,
may count toward
graduation.
G 540 Management and the Legal System 3 cr. Offered
summer. Prereq., admission or application to the M.B.A. or
M.Acct. programs. Basic management principles, exploration
of concepts such as strategic plan11.ing, goal-setting and giving
feedback, leadership, motivation, and reward systems. Law as
it relates to doing business in the global environrnent; ethical
dimensions of business decision-making.
G 595 Sped2i Topics 1-9 cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.

MarketBng (MKTG)
U 195 Spedal Topics 1~6 c:r. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
U 196 Independent S~udy l-3 cr. (R-3) Offered every
tenn. Prereq., consent of instro
U 296 Independent Study l-3 cr. (R-3) Offered every
term. Prereq., consent ofinstr.
U 298 Intermship 1-3 cr. (R-3) Offered every term.
Extended classroom experience which provides practical
application of classroom learning during placements within
the business community. The student must complete a
learning agreement with a faculty member, relating the
placement opportunity to his or her field of study. A
maximum of 6 credits of Internship
298, 398, 498) may
count toward graduation.
U 360 Marketing P:rindples 3 cr. Offered every term.
Prereq. , junior standing in Business. The marketing
environment product, price, distribution, and promotion
strategies including
regulation and marketing
ethics.
UG 362 Consumer Behavior 3 cr, Offered autu1nn and
spring. Prereq., junior standing i.n Business and MKTG
PSYC lOOS and 240S recommended. A behavioral analysis
consumer decision making and of the factors influencing
consumer decisions, i.e., those decisions directly involved
with the obtaining of economic goods and services.
UG 363 Marketing Communications 3 cr, Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., junior standing in Business, MKTG 360.
An integrated course in promotion strategy. Topics include
advertising message design, media selection, promotions,
public relations, personal selling, and other selected topics.
UG 366 Marketing Research 3 cr, Offered autumn and
spring, Prereq., junior standing in Business, MATH 241,
MKTG 360. Emphasis on data acquisition and
for
improved decision
in marketing. Topics
problem definition;
primary data via
observation, interrogation
experimentation; data analysis;
written and oral reports. May include field project.
U 369 Adve:rtnsing Competition 3 cw. (R-6) Offered autumn
and spring.
, junior standing in Business, MKTG 3?0.
An experiential course in the strategy, research, and execution

of an integrated marketing communications
Students'
work culminates in the American Association of
National Student Advertising Competition.
U 394 Undergraduate Seminar 1~3 cr.
Offered
intermittently. Prereq,,
standing in
and
consent of instr.
U 395 Special 'fop:ilcs 1 ~9 cr,
Offered :int,emllitteni.l',
Prereq. , junior standing in Business or consent of instr.
Experimental offerings of
offerings of new courses, or one-1xm,e
topics.
U 396 Jiadependent Study 1-6 c:r. (R -6) Offered every
term. Prereq., junior standing in Business and consent of
instr.
UG 41@ Marketing ClJ~tanneis 3 cr, Offered intermittently.
Prereq., junior standing in Business and MKTG 360,
of functions and interrelationships among charmel
intermediaries in the value chain, including suppliers,
producers, wholesalers, and retailers within the broader
context of the chmmel envirom11ent.

UG 411 :Services

~Ui\d

Relatim'lship Marketing 3 cr.

Offered intermittently. Prereq., junior standing in Business
and MKTG 360. Service marketing
marketing
concepts and techniques for organizations whose core
is service; topics include quality service delivery, ~;u~w•uH;r
attraction and retention, and relationship marketing, Focus is
on service fields such as
healthcare, and
communication services.
UG 4l2 Non:pllmf:it Marketing 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., junior standing in Business and MKTG 360.
Integration of core
of marketing into philanthropic
and other nonprofit
Includes strategies for
large-scale enterprises such as unions, educational and
reli!!ious institutions to smaH
that provide local
support such as cultural
human and enviromnental
services. Student work with nonprofit organizations creating
marketing communications
in an experiential RC<itruurJ<
environment.
UG 460 Marketing ol!' lUgh- 'fed:m.ology Produds £Rui
In:rwvatlioJlll.il 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., MKTG
marketing major or consent of insJ;r, Exploration of eoJnce:nts
and practices related to marketing in fast -paced environment;
draws from a range and
of industries and contexts
including the Internet.
UG 461 MadQding Management 3 cr. Offered autumn a.nd
, senior standing in Business; MKTG
366. Case analysis in marketing managemenL
UG 494 Seminar 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered int1em1itt,ently
, junior standing in Business and consent of
UG 495 Special Topics 1 ~9 cr,
Offered auimnn and
spring.
, junior
in
or consent of
instr. ExperimentrJ offerings
professors,
experimental
Of DeW COUrSeS, Or One-time n.f'<Fo.v;~cw
of current topics.
U 496 Independent Study 1-6 C!', (R-6) Offered every
term. Prereq., junior standing in Business and consent of
instr.
U 498 Marketing Internship 1~6 cr. Offered every term.
, junior standing and consent of instr. Extended
classroom experience which provides
appHcation of
classroom
placements off campus. Prior
approval must be
from the
supervisor and the
Internship Services offi.ce. A maximum
credits of
Internship (198, 298,
498) may count toward graduation.
G 560 Ma:rk.eting and A:opRied BmEiiiless Statlsti.cs 3 cr
Offered autumn. Prereq,, admission or application to the
M.B.A. or M.Acct.
Introduction to m~trlc•ethlu
principles to create
competitive advantage for an
o

Topics include environmental
analysis,
price, promotion
Business statistic ''""·"''"'''fl including cross-tabs, z-statistics,
and the central limit theorem, analysis of variance, regression
and correlation analysis.; statistics in context of marketing
research and marketing
P""'""HH-io;,

N'la$1!ter <O'~ Business ffi~dmall1lislratio!1l (M[IIA)
G 601 C9lr,eer and
SldiRs Semina:r 1 cr"
week. Prereq., admission
Offered autumn during
to the M.B.A. or M.AccL
Provides an intensive
orientation and introduction
skins required to
excel in the M.B.l'L program and one's business career;
structured to create a sense of
students and
faculty and set
for future
credit.
Graded only
G n02 The ContemrfJiorarry Org2ni:e:ation 2l cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., 2:dmissi.on to the M.B.A. or M.Acct.
programs. Provides an integrated framework to apply
cm1cepts and tools from 500-level foundation courses; covers
both role of strategy and role of information systems as
integrating themes for the various functional areas of a
business such as marketing,
management, finance
and ac!;ou!nnng.
G 6~3 !ntegmte!li P:rojed 1 en·. Offered spring. Prereq.,
MBA 602 and admission to the M.B.}L or M.Acct. programs
Written paper to be developed around a
successful
or faHed attempt at establishing a sustainable competitive

advantage, paying
strategy and information

attention to the role that business
played in the outcome.
B<BhaYi.rm· 2 c!·. Offered autumn.

G 641}1
Prereq.,
to the M.B.A. or M.Acct. programs.
Professionally ork:nted strategic overview of technical and
pragmatic application of human resource policy and
administration, emphasizing personnel! management processes,
systems, procedures and methods.
G 64§ !ni:erper:mna~ Perspedi.ve Sembnm· Variable cr,
Offered every term. Prereq. admission to the M.B.A.
or
S:eleci:ed
covering leadership
theory and
ethics in the workplace, and managerial
processes such as
communication, conflict
resolution,
team building, critical thinking, goal
workforce commitment.
setting, and
G 655 TechnoKogy Pe:rspediive Semiimur Variable cr. (R12) Offered every tenn. Prereq_., admission to the M.B.A. or
M.AccL
Contemporary issues in information
emphasis on how technology is used in
technology
business organizations. Topics
each term and may
include electronic commerce on
decision support
advanced spreadsheet
technology, electronic media
applications, accounting
and
control
systems.
G 660 M!llrketiin1g
2 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., admission to the
or M.Acct. programs.
Marketing decisions faced by managers in a variety of
business settings
large
small
businesses and not-J:{)f-JOrcmt VLf,"'H·"~"'''""·""'
G 665 Stirategic Managemen1 Semin:u 2 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., admission to the M.B.A. or M.Acct.
programs and MBA
660, and 681 or consent
of instr.
of the firm
its industry and the
positioning and
structure of the
under conditions of
competitor analysis;
uncertainty; developing a
advantage in
international markets.
G 685 Knternationalllllllllsiness 2 cr. Offered
Prereq., admission to the M.B.A. or M.Acct. programs and
MBA 602,
and 681 or consent of instr.
of international tmde theories and
Review and

institutions, the role of the multinational enterprise (MNE) in
global trade and how the MNEs operate in a global setting.
G 694 Semlnar Variable cr. (R-15) Offered every term.
Prereq. , graduate student in business or consent of business
graduate director. Selected topics in business.
G 696lindependent Sltudy Va?dable cr. (R-9) Offered
every term. Prereq., graduate student in business or consent
of business graduate director and consent of instr. Directed
not
study of individual or small groups of students in
available in scheduled classes.
G 698 Intemship Variable cr"
Offered every term.
Prereq.,
student in business or consent of business
graduate
and consent of instr. Placements with
private or
organizations for practical training in
business.
reports required. Grade option credit/no
credit only.
G 699 Thesis Variable cr. (R-6) Offered every term.
Prereq., graduate s!.ndent in business or consent of business
graduate director.

Facu;ty
iJ)rofessorllil
Aaron W. Andreason, Ph.D., Brigham Young University;
1975
Ph.D., University of
C.P.A.,
1973 (Director, M.Acct. [I.Dw,or::lm
Ellen Campbell, M.A., University of Hlinois, 1969
Gerald E. Evans, Ph.D., Claremont Graduate School, 1985
L Furniss, J.D., University of!daho, 1980
Larry D. Gianchetta, Ph.D., Texas A & M, 1974 (Dean)
Timoilhy A. Manuel, Ph.D., University of South Carolina,
1988
of Wisconsin-Madison,
Jakki J. Mohr, Ph.D.,
1989
Jack K. Morton, J.D., The University of
1971
Clyde W. Neu, Ph,D., University of Mirmesota, 1973
(Director, MBA Program)
PaulK Polzin, Ph.D., Michigan State University, 1968
{Director, Bureau of Business and Economic Research)
Roy W. Regel, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1985;
C.P.A., Colorado, 1973; C.M.A., 1992
Barbara P. Reider, Ph.D., Kent State University, 1991;
C.P.A., Washington, 1992; C.M.A.,
C.I.A., 1996;
C.F.M., 1998; C.G.F.M., 2002
Nader H. Shooshtari, Ph.D., Arizona State University, 1983
(Chair, Department of Management and Marketing)
Lee N. Tangedahl, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1976
Joseph A. Weber, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1983;
C.P.A., Montana, 1975

Assodcde Professors
Carol L. Bruneau, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1997
Barbara Chaney, Ph.D., University of Georgia, 1997;
C.P.A., Hlinois, 1983
Bruce Costa, Ph.D., Florida State University, 2000
Anthony J. Crawford, Ph.D., Pe1msylvania State
University, 1993
Scott C. Douglas, Ph.D., Florida State University, 2000
TerriL. Herron, Ph.D., University of Texas at Arlington,
1996; C.P.A. Texas, 1987; C.LS.A., 2000 (Chair,
Department of Accounting and Finance)
Keith J. Jakob, Ph.D., University of Utah, 2000
Belva L. Jones, Ph.D., Oklahoma State University, 1976
(Chair, Department of Information Systems and Technology)
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Jeffrey P. Shay, Ph.D., Cornell University, 1999
Klaus Uhlenbruck, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1996

Assistant Professors
Michael R. Braun, Ph.D .. , University of Massachusetts,
Amherst
Shawn F. Clouse, Ed.D., University of Montana, 2001
Bambi M. Douma, Ph .. D., University of Arizona, 2003
David R. Firth, Ph.D., University of California, Los
Angeles, 2003
Michael V. Harrington, J.D., The University of Montana,
1990 (Associate Dean)
Joshua Herbold, Ph.D., University of Illinois, ChampaignUrbana, 2005; C.P.A., Illinois, 1995
Monica LaBarge, A.B.D., U:niversity of Oregon, 2007
Cameron D. Lawrence, Ph.D., London School of
Economics, 2005
Fengru Li, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1996
Clayton A. Looney, Ph.D., Washington State University,
2003
Simona Stan, Ph.D., University of Missouri-Columbia,
2001

Adiunct Professor
Charles E. Keegan, M.S., The University of Montana, 1976
(Bureau of Business and Economic Research)

Emeritus Professors
Paul B. Blomgren, D.B.A., Indiana University, 1952 (Dean
Emeritus)

Bernard J. Bowlen, Ph.D., Iowa State University, 1954
(Malmstrom Air Force Base)
Michael R. Brown, J.D., The University of Montana, 1969;
C.P.A., Montana, 1963
Bruce P. Budge, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1968;
C.P.A., Idaho, 1973
Gary L. Cleveland, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1986
Robert J. Connole, Ph.D., University oflowa, 1968
RichardT. Dailey, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University,
1968
Maureen J. Fleming, Ph.D., Southern Illinois University,
1969
Fred A. Henningsen, M.A., The University of Montana,
1948; C.P.A., Montana, 1948
Robert W. Hollmann, Ph.D., University of Washington,
1973
Maxine C. Johnson, M.A., The University of Montana,
1952 (Director, Bureau of Business and Economic Research;
Emeritus)
Jack J. Kempner, Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1956;
C.P.A., Montana, 1957
Thomas J. Steele, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University,
1974
Norman E. Taylor, Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1955
David W. Weber, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1973
Richard P. Withycombe, Ph.D., University of Oregon,
1972
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School of Education
Roberta Evans, Dean
Sharon Dinkel Uhlig, Associate Dean
The School of Education is comprised of three academic
departments-Curriculum and Instruction, Educational
Leadership and Counselins, and Health and Human
Performance-and The Division of Educational Research and
Service (DERS). Its mission is as follows:
Th~ School of Education shapes professional practices that
~o~~bute t? the develop!Jlent of human potential. We are
Individuals m a commumty of lifelong learners, guided by
respect for knowledge, human dignity, and ethical behavwr.
We work together producing and disseminating knowledge to
advance the physical, emotional, and intellectual health of a
diverse society.
The School of~ducation coordinates The University of
Montana ProfessiOnal Education Unit, a unit comprised of
initial teacher preparation at the elementary and secondary
levels, and the advanced preparation of teachers, educational
leaders, school counselors, and school psychologists. The
Departments of Curriculum and Instruction and Educational
Leade~ship ~d Counseling prepare professionals for careers in
education with bachelor, masters, Education Specialist and
Doctor of Edu.catio.n pr.ograms while the schoolJ?sychology
program, housed in the Psychology Department m the College
of Arts and Sciences, prepares students for careers in education
with its masters, education specialist, and doctoral degrees.
Thes~ programs ll!~ organi~ed to foster the development of
~earnmg commumties and mcorporate three basic themes:
mtegr~t10n ofkn<?wled~e and experience; cooperation among
participants;. and mclusiveness, caring, and respect for others.
':fhe Prof~ss1onal Educa~ion Unit at The University of Montana
IS accredited by the Natwnal Council for Accreditation of
Teacher .Education (NCATE), bttp://www.ncate.org.
The Department of Health and Human Performance and the

Counse~or Education J?rogram both prepare professionals for
careers m human service professions. Via its Bachelor and
Master of Science degrees, the Departlnent of Health and
Human Performance prepares students in the areas of aJ?plied
health science, athletic training, exercise science, exercise and
performance psychology (on moratorium), health enhancement,
and h~al~ promotion. The National Athletic Training
Associatio!l approved optiO!J iJ:?. athletic ~ining is accredited by
the Commission on Accreditation of Alhed Health Education
Programs. Students pursuing the Master of Arts in Counselor
Education are prepared to work in a variety of
community/agency settings. Upon completion of the program,
graduates are prepared to sit for the Licensed Practical
Counselor or Licensed Practical Clinical Counselor
examination.
Central to its research and outreach efforts with P/K.-12
schools, the School of Education's Division of Educational
~esear~h and Service (DERS) designs, evaluates, and
d1ssemmates p:ogr3.J!IS that support the well-being of students
and commumties. Smce 1957, DERS has collaborated with
numerous local, state, national, and federal organizations to
provide effective, data-driven research models that enhance the
social development and academic achievement of all learners.
Externally sponsored teaching, research, and service activities
are central to DERS. In additiOn, the School of Education
supports a Preschool Laboratory, Preschool Program, Health
and Human Performance Laboratory and Technology Resource
Center. These centers offer enhanced opportunities for student
involvement and learning.
Spe~ific program OJ?tions wi~n the School of Education are
d~scnbed below and m the vanous departmental sections of
this catalog. The Web address for the School of Education is
http://www.soe.umt.edu

Department of Curriculum
and Instruction
Ann N. Garfinkle, Chair

is http://www.soe.umt.edu/cni/default.php

The Department of Curriculum and Instruction offers the
Bachelor of Arts iJ?. Education degree and teaching licensure in
elementary educatiOn. As well, it offers teaching licensure at
the secondary level for students who are earning or already
have completed the baccalaureate degree in one of the
following state-approved content endorsement areas: Art
Biolo~, Business and Infoqnation Techno~ogy Educatio'n,
Chemistry, Drama, Earth Science, Economics, English, English
as a Second Language, French, General Science Broadfield
Major, Geography, German, government, Health and Human
Performance, History, Latin, Mathematics, Music, Physics,
Psy~hology, Russian, Comprehensive Social Science,
Sociology, and Spanish. (See specific requirements for each in
the following pages.) At the graduate level, the department
offers ~e masters and doctoral degrees in Curriculum and
Instruction. Programs across all degree levels are organized to
foster the development of learning communities and
mcorporate three basic themes: integration of content
knO\yledg~ and experi~nce; collaboration among participants;
and mclusiVeness, canng, and respect for the individual. The
Web address for the Department of Curriculum and Instruction

Graduate Programs
The department offers the Master of Education (M.Ed.) in
curriculum and instruction. Students select from one of the
~ollowing options:. curri~ulum studies,. elementary education,
hbrary-media services, hteracy education, secondary education
and special education. Students may also earn the masters
4egree in combination with requirements for initial teacher
licensure at the elementary and secondary levels. This option is
further explained below. The department offers as well the
Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) in curriculum and instruction.
InformatiOn about these graduate programs is available from
the department office, UM Graduate Programs and Admissions
Catalog, and online: www.soe.umt.edu/cni/graduate.php.

Teacher Preparation
Elementary Educa~ion: Individuals preparing to teach in
elementary school (hcense for grades K-8) complete a major in
elementary education. Prior to their admission to the Teacher
Education Program, usually at the end of the sophomore year
studen!s are p~e-e4ucation majors and are .advised by the pre-'
education advisor m the School of Education. Upon admission

to the program, students are become elementary education
majo.rs and are advised ~y faculty within the Department of
Cumculum and Instructwn.
,Secondary licensure: Students preparing to teach at the
middle or high school levels (license for grades 5-12) will
decl<1;re a major in the subject area(s) they wish to teach, e.g.,
Enghsh, mathematics, or any other ofthe state-approved maior
content endorsement areas listed above. They are advised within their major department(s)
upon admission to the
Teacher Education Program, they also are advised within the
Dep~rtment of Curriculum and Instruction regarding the
reqmr~ments necessary to earn secondary licensure. All
secondary licensure students seek admission to the Teacher
Education Program,
at the end of the sophomore year,
and complete course
required for
in Curriculum
and Instruction and in their major content
Applicants for Montana teaching licensure must: (1)
all
and licensure requirements as outlined below; and
be at
18 years of age. Information about the Teacher,
Education Program is available in the
office and
online at: !.iHp://www.soeolnntedu/

Masters Degrree and

rnniiia~

Lffi!!:ensure

Individuals who have completed a degree may elect to apply
to the
Graduate Program and combine the masters
degree in curriculum and instruction (curriculum studies
option) with licensure to teach. At the secondary licensure
the combined program may be completed in a surmner~
autumn~spring-su:m..mer sequence provided the student
previously has completed most of the content courses listed on
by subject area. At the elementary
the following
licensure
program typically
tvvo academic years.

Assessmen11 ai Admlss~on ~@ llhe
Undergradu~de Teacher !Edu~:ation Program
Individuals
licensure to teach must apply for
admission to the
Teacher Education Program.
Admission is
to approximately 125 elementm"'] and 125
secondary candidates per year. Deadlines for application are
September 15 and February 15. Individuals are eligible for
consideration fbr admission
have:
-been admitted to The University of Montana;
-completed at least 30 semester
~eamed a minimum cumulative GPA (including all transfer
credits) of2.75;
~demonstrated evidence of writing ability as in an application
essay;
-documented appropriate
in working with children
or youth;
-secured supportive recommendations from two
m1~lT!ibe:rs;

1:md

-presented results of a national
background
check.
The Teacher Education Admission Application packet
includes a policy and procedures handbook and is available
from the UC Bookstore or can be downloaded from the
website: http://www.soe.umt.edu/cni/.
Once admitted, licensure candidates must maintain a
minimum GPA of2.75 each semester to continue in the
program. Candidates who intelTUpt their studies for more than
two years are placed on inactive status and must
to
resume their studies.
Candidates seeking a K-12 endorsement in library-media,
literacy, or special education must have full admission to the
Teacher Education Program or be a licensed teacher before
applying to one of these
programso
Degree-holding
are invited to submit transcripts
for review to determine how previous course work
They may earn a second baccalaureate degree and/or a teaching
or they may combine elementary or secondary
licensure with a masters degree. They should emoll with the

Admissions Office as
graduate degree.

"post~baccalaureate"

unless pursuing a

Admfiss~cn Poii<J:y for ~1\\hiloldiiy S~i.lldents
S·uuden·~s with ID!Stlbmi·fies

and

The Teacher Education Program is committed to providing
for teacher preparation for members of groups
have been disadvantaged and subject to
discrimination. The criteria for admission are the same for
students with disabilities and for men1bers of racial, ethnic and
other minorities, as for other students; hovvever, students who
do not meet one or more of the criteria for admission are
encouraged to describe in their applications any special
circumstances, eJ~eriences, skills and/or special talents that
may compensate 10r unmet criteria. The physical, social,
economic, and cultural circumstances that may have influenced
a student's ability to achieve minimum eligibility for admission
will be considered. A
effort v•rill be made to determine
the student's abilities
to overcome disadvantage or
discrimination and become a successful beginning teacher.
Upon entry to the program, the candidate will be assigned to a
faculty mentor. The candidate and mentor will design a course
c;f study approrriate for the candidate's
toward the
aegree and/or licensure.

Assessment ~K.:d AppUr.::i!:l.lf~on

for StllJJdenf

l'e\l:ichir1g
Candidates begin planning for student teaching two semesters
prior to placement. Candidates are eligible to student teach if
they have:
-full admission into the Teacher Education Program;
-a grade of C- or better in all required licensure courses;
-a minimum cumulative GPA of2.75
2.75 in each field
oflicensure );
-a
score on the Writing
Assessment;
-results
cmTent national fingerprint-based background
check (candidates with misdemeanors or felonies may be
subject to further review by the Field Experience Committee); a
-a completed
to student teach and the consent of
the Director
Experiences;
-for elementary education majors, the Professional Methods
Block, a rninimum of 9 credits in the selected area of
concentration, a minimum of9 credits from the fo1lowing: ART
314, DAN 327, DR.i\M 327, HHP
and MUS
and
approval by advisor;
-for secondary licensure
all methods courses, twothirds of content course work, and approval
departments in
the major/minor content area.
Consult the Teacher Education Policy Handbook for
application deadlines and procedures. The Student Teaching
Application is available in the UC Bookstore and on the School
of Education web page VI'1NYV.r>Oeoumt.ed1!1/fm·m§.php
Internships and practlca in library-media, reading, and special
education do not substitute for the student teaching semester
for licensure in a subject field.

.P.ssessmen'i'

a~

Progr·tHlil

•Compietio11~

As active narticipants in this learning community, candidates
are expected to assume roles as both learners and teachers in
course work and clinical performance. Through personal
disposition, classroom performance, and professional action,
candidates who complete the teacher preparation program a the
University of Montana will be able to:
of the disciplines and subject matter
-demonstrate
related to curriculum;
-design and organize learning environments to accommodate
learners;
-design interdisciplinary and discrete subject area instmction
to achieve curriculum goals;
-use appropriate technologies and resources to enhance
instruction and student performance;
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-select and design appropriate, authentic means of assessing
student learning and progress;
-implement instructional and behavioral management
strategies to promote a safe and positive learning environment;
-engage students in learning activities that promote critical
and creative thinking;
-communicate clearly, accurately and professionally to
diverse audiences;
-reflect on professional practices and demonstrate
commitment to fulfilling responsibilities.

Indian Education for All
It is Montana's constitutional intent that the state's education
system will reco~ize the distinct and unique cultural heritage
of American Indians and will be committed in its education
goals to the preservation fo their cultural heritage. The intent
of the legislature as expressed in MCA20-l-501, Indian
Education for All, is that every Montanan, whether Indian nonIndian, be encouraged to learn about the distinct and unique
heritage of American Indians in a culturally responsive manner.
It is also intended that educational personnel provide means by
which school personnel will gain an understanding for the
American Indian people.
Candidates preparing for teaching licensure in all
endorsement areas are required to complete a minimum of one
course in Native American Studies. Candidates also may
choose ANTH 323H, Indians of Montana, to meet this
requirement. Throughout their programs of study candidates
must demonstrate a) ability to integrate into their content areas
knowledge of the history, cultural heritage, and contemporary
status of American Indians and tribes in Montana; b)
knowledge of how students within different populations,
including Montana American Indians, differ in their approaches
to learning; and c) ability to create instructional opportunities
that are adapted to diverse learners, including situations where
concentrated senerational poverty has affected student
academic achievement.

Elementary Education Degree and Licensure
Requirements (Grades K-8)
To qualify for the Montana elementary teaching license,
candidates must earn a baccalaureate degree from the
University or other approved institution of higher education.
The degree in elementary education requires a minimum of 128
credits as specified below. Candidates must complete all
specific requirements listed below with a grade of"C-" or
better. None of these courses may be taken as credit/no credit
except where that is the only grading option.
Elementary education candidates must complete a 12-credit
minimum area of concentration, selected from one of the
following six categories: (1) English/language arts, including
reading/hterary analysis; (2) fine arts; (3) health and human
performance; (4) mathematics; (5) science; and (6) social
science.
Candidates interested in preparing to teach K-3 are
encouraged to take C&l 330 Early Childhood Education.
Those interested in teaching 4-8 are encouraged to take PSYC
240S, Child and Adolescent Development.
See the Teacher Education Policy Handbook for additional
information regarding the elementary education program,
including options and requirements for completing the area of
concentration.

Curriculum for Elementary Education
First and Second Years

Credits

ENEX 101 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
SCI 225N, 226N General Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
HHP 233 Health Issues of Children and Adolescents . . . 3
PSYC lOOS Introduction to Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . 4
PSC lOOS Introduction to American Government ..... 3
HIST 269 Montana and the West . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
GEOG lOIS Introduction to Human Geography OR

GEOG 103S World Regional Geography . . . . . . . . . . 3
MATH 130-131 Math for Elementary Teachers . . . . . . 9
SCI 350 Environmental Perspectives . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Selected history course (HIST 151 or 152 recommended)3-4
Selected literature course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-4
Native American Studies course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Current Standard First Aid and CPR certificates OR
HHP 288/289 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0-3
Area of concentration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Writing course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Third and Fourth Years
*Block 1:
C&I 200 Exploring Teaching Through Field Experiences
C&I 303 Educational Psychology and Measurements . .
C&I 306 Instructional Media and Computer Applications
C&l 410 Exceptionality and Classroom Management ..
**Block II:
C&I 300 Field Experience/Elem Language Arts . . . . .
C&I 316 Children's Literature and Critical Reading ...
C&I 318 Teaching Language Arts K-8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
**Block III:
C&I 400 or 401 Elem Methods Field Experience: Grades
3 or 4-8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C&I 402 Teaching Mathematics K-8 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C&I 403 Teaching Social Studies K-8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
C&I 404 Teaching Science K-8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C&I 405 Teaching Reading K-8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1
3
3
3
1
3
3
K1
3
3
3
3

ART 314A Elementary School Art . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
DAN 327 Dance in Elementary Education . . . . . . . . . 2
DRAM 327 Drama in Elementary Education . . . . . . . . 2
HHP 339 Instructional Strategies in Elementary
Health and Physical Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MUS 335 Music Education in the Elementary School . . 3
C&l 407E Ethics and Policy Issues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
C&I 481 Student Teaching: Elementary . . . . . . . . . 14
C&l 494 Professional Portfolio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0-3
*Candidates are encouraged to enroll concurrently in the
courses listed in Block I.
**Candidates are required to enroll concurrently in the
courses listed in Block II. Students are required to enroll
concurrently in the same section of all courses in Block III.
Candidates may add other courses as necessary to complete a
full semester course load. This blocked format allows for
integration of curriculum, modeling of cooperative learning and
collaborative teaching, and corresponding developmental field
experiences.

Secondary Teaching Licensure
Requirements(Grades 5-12)
To qualify for the Montana secondary teaching license,
individuals must earn a baccalaureate degree from the
University of Montana or other approved institution of higher
education in the content area(s) they plan to teach at the middle
and/or high school level. They also must complete the
corresponding requirements for the teaching major/minor (see
below). If the chosen major does not qualifY as a single-field
endorsement, individuals also must complete requirements for a
teaching minor. All requirements listed below must be
completed with a grade ofC- or better. None of these courses
may be taken credit/no credit except where that is the only
grading option.
Candidates should seek advising from both the degreegrantins departments and the Department of Curriculum and
InstructiOn. Candidates are encouraged to complete licensure
in more than one teaching field, even if the chosen field
qualifies as a single-field endorsement.
See the Teacher Education Policy handbook for additional
information regarding the secondary licensure program.

Curriculum for Secondary Licensure

First and Second Ye:,us
Credits
ENEX 101 ..
3
PSYC lOOS Introduction to Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . 4
HHP 233 Health Issues of Children and Adolescents . . . 3
Current Standard First Aid and CPR certificates
or HHP 288/289 .
0-3
Native American Studies course .
3
Electives, General Education and/or Courses in Major
and/or Minor Teaching Field(s) . . . . . . . . . . . Variable

C&I 316 Children's Literature and Critical Reading .. ,
C&I 470 Young Adult Literature ..... , . . . . . . . . .
C&I 4 79 Reference Resources . . . . . . . . . . . .... , .
C&I 480 CoUection Development .
C&I 483 Library Media Technical Processes . . . . . . ,
C&I 484 Administration and Assessment of
Library-Media Programs .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C&I 485 Library-Media Practicum
C&I 488 Libraries and Technology . . . . . . , . . . . . , .

Thin! and Fourth Yea:r§
*Block I:
C&I 200 Exploring Teaching through Field Experiences
C&I 303 Educational Psychology and Measurements . .
C&I 306 Instructional IVIedia and Computer Applications
C&I 410 Exceptionality and Classroom Management . .

Total
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LIB 461 Information Literacy . . . .
1

3
3
3

Block U:
C&I 301 or 302 Professional Field Experience: Grades K-8
or 9-12 (coreq with content area methods course) .
1
C&I 427 Literacy Strategies in Content Areas . .
3
Teaching field(s) methods course(s)
Variable
0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

o

•

•

•

•

o

•

•

•

•

•

C&I 407E Ethics and Policy Issues . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
C&I 482 Student Teaching:' Secondary . . . . . . . . . . . 14
C&I 494 Professional Portfolio . . . . . . . .....
1
Electives, General Education and/or Courses in Major
and/or Minor Teaching Field(s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . Variable
* Candidates are encouraged to enroll
m the
courses listed as "blocked" in each of two professional
semesters. They add other cours·es as desired or necessary to
complete a full semester course load. This blocked tormat
allows for integration of curriculum, modeling of cooperative
learning and collaborative teaching, and corresponding
developmental field experiences.
Ucen§mre nn l.,ibrary Media: The library media program is
designed to prepare library media specialists for K-12 settings.
This on-line program is combined with that ofVIVPNestem,
To be eligible for library media licensme, candidates mcst meet
the teacher licensure requirements as well as complete a
minimum of 27 credits in the following required courses: C&I
316,470,479,
483,434,485,488, a.nd LIB 461 offered
through UM-Westem. Equivalent courses from UM-Westem
for C&I 316, 470, 479, and 485 may
for C&I
courses. C&I graduate courses aiso may
for 3
470
and 479,
Licensmre in Reading: The
program is designed to
enhance the diagnostic and instructional skills ofK~12
classroom teachers and remedial reading teachers. The program ~ol~ows ~he philosophy of the In~ernat!onal Re~ding
AssociatiOn, l he undergraduate readmg mmor reqmres the
following courses: C&I 316,318,
427,433,435, and 437.
Licensmre i.n Speda~ Education: ~he Special E4ucation
p~ogr!'il!l: pr~paxes t~achers to .work w~th _ch~ldren Vi(lth ~,
d1. sabthties m Spec1al Education and mdl.as1ve settmgs. l o be
eligible for a K-12-non-categorical endorsement in the State of
Montana, candidates accepted into the program must complete
the following courses: C&I 420 or elective,,
453,. 457, 459,
463 469. Candidates completed C&I 453 pnor begmnmg the
end~rsement; they must be admitted into tne Special Edu~ation
prograr!l before enr?lling_in C&I 457. The last se~ester 1s a
professional ~lock m~ludmg focused .course wo~k 10r five
weeks precedmg the .mtemsh1p ,''>:Xpenence;, and ~s done after
regular student teachmg or teacmng expenence m an
elementary, middle, or secondary school setting.
o

Reqm.dreme~1ts
Ub~·arw

•

•

•

fQr U'<lk~nm Teaching Minor$

Me(Ua

To complete a non-teaching minor in librmy media, the
individual must complete the following courses:
Credits

.

0

••

0

•••••••

,

••••••

0

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
27

Adminisfrathre Sysiems Management
To earn a non-teaching minor in administrative systems
management the individual must complete the following
courses:
Credits

ACCT 201 Financial Accounting ...

~

* ••••••

e

~

•

•

3

BADM 257 Business Law , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
C&I 287 Business Communications .. , , , . . . . . . , . . 3
C&I 341 Information Systems and Design . . . . . , . . . 3
C&I 444 Advanced Technology and Supervision . , . . . 3
CS 172 Introduction to Computer Modeling , . . . . . . . 3
ECON lllS Introduction to Microeconomics .. , . . . . 3
MATH 117 Probability and Linear Math . . . . . . , . . . 3
MGMT 340S Management and Organizational Behavior d
Total Credits
27

Course Requmremenrts for Malor

and 1\\inor Teaching Fields
Individuals who wish to qualify for the Mon~ana secondary
teaching licen~e must, a~cordinz; to the r~gulatmns of the .State
Office of Pubhc Instructwn whrch were m effect when thiS
catal~g was printed, complete r.equiremen!s for a ~ajor ,
teachmg fie~d
or more credits, derendmg on .tne field; and a
minor teachmg field (20 or more. cr~~its, dependmg on the
field) in areas commonly taught m lngh schools. In the event
that the Montana Office of Public Instruction changes the
progra~ standards of major and min_or teaching. fields, th~
_
University reserves the nght to mod1ty the reqmrements hsted
for them.

Ari
Grades K-12. Qualifies as a single-field endorsement
For an endorsement in the extended m!ljor teaching field of
Art a student must complete the requirements for a Bachelor of
Art; with a major in Fine Arts ·with an Art Education option.
(see the Department of Art section in this c~:talog and below).
Individuals holding a baccalaureate degree must meet those
requirements by completing the courses or demonstrate comse

equivalency.
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART

123A Drawing Fundamentals . , . . . . . . . .
125A Color and Design .. , ....... , .
0

o

••

,

,

•

•

•

3

135A Three-Dimensional Fundamentals ... , ... 3
150L-151L Art of Western Civilization, . . . . . . . 6

203 Introduction to Art Criticism . . . . . . . . . , . , 3
ART 215A Photography I ~
~ ~
3
ART 223 Drawing I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . 3
0

G

•

Q

•

D

• • • • • • • • •

•

ART 229A Ceramics I . . . . . . . . . .
3
ART 231A, 232A, 233A, 234A Printmaking
(choose one) . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . , .. , . . . . . . . . 3
ART 235 Sculpture I , , ....
3
ART 240A Painting I . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
ART 323 Drawing H .... , ... , . . . . . . . . . . .
3
ART 407-408 Teaching K-12 Art (coreq C&I 301 or 302) 6
DAN 427 Teaching Creative Movement .... , ..... , 3
ART upper-division studio courses ......
9
ART upper-division art history courses ... , . , . ,
6
ART upper-division art criticism , . . . . . . . . . . . .
J
Total Credits
66
o
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••

•
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•

•
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•

•
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•

•
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•

0

•

•

•

0

••

0
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•

•
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o

o

•

,

•

•

0

•

•
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•

0

••

0

•
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Biology
Grades 5-12. Qualifies as a single-field endorsement.
For an endorsement in the extended major teaching field of
Biology a student must comi?lete the requirements for the B.A.
with a major in Biology, option in Biological Education (see
the Biology section of this catalog and below). Individuals
holding a baccalaureate degree must meet these requirements
by completing the courses listed below or demonstrate course
equivalency.
For endorsements in the minor teaching field of Biology, a
student must complete the courses in the minor teaching field
listed below or demonstrate course equivalency.
Maj. Min.
BIOL 108N-109N Diversity of Life . . . . . . . . . . 5
5
BIOL 110N Principles of Biology . . . . . . . . . . . 4
4
BIOL 221 Cell and Molecular Biology . . . . . . . 4
4
BIOL 223 Genetics and Evolution . . . . . . . . . . . 4
4
BIOL 301 Developmental Biology or BIOL 345
Principles of Physiology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
BIOL 340-341 Ecology and Laboratory . . . . . . . 5
5
BIOL 444-445 Plant Physiology and Laboratory . . 4
MICB 300-301 General Microbiology
and Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
5
C&I 426 Teaching Science in Middle and
Secondary Schools (coreq C&I 301 or 302) . . . . . 3
3
MATH 150 Applied Calculus or 152
Calculus I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
4
MATH 241 Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
4
CHEM 151N-152N, 154N General and Inorganic
and Organic and Biological Chemistry
and Laboratory (major only) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
6
CHEM 485 Laboratory Safety . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
1
PHYS 121N General Physics I . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
GEOS 109N Environmental Geoscience or
301 Environmental Geology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-3 2-3
Total Credits
61-62 47-48
A biology major qualifies as a single-field endorsement.
Although not required, it is recommended that students
complete a second teaching major or minor.

Business and Information Technology
Education
Grades 5-12. Qualifies as a single-field endorsement.
For licensure in the major teaching field of Business and
Information Technology Education, a student must complete
the requirements for a B.S. in Business Administration with a
major m Information Systems (see below). Individuals holding
a baccalaureate degree must meet these requirements by
completing the courses listed below or demonstrate course
equivalency.
For licensure in the minor teaching field of business and
information technology education, a student must complete the
courses in the minor teaching field listed below or demonstrate
course equivalency.
Maj. Min.
ACCT 201 Financial Accounting . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
ACCT 202 Managerial Accounting . . . . . . . . . . 3
BADM 257 Business Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
C&I 287 Business Communications . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
C&I 341 Information Management & Design . . . . 3
3
C&I 429 Teaching Business Subjects (coreq C&I
301 & 302 .................................................... 4

4
C&I 444 Advanced Technology and Supervision
COMM lilA Introduction to Public Speaking . .
CS 172 Introduction to Computer Modeling . . .
ECON IllS Introduction to Microeconomics . .
ECON 112S Introduction to Macroeconomics . .
FIN 322 Business Finance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IS 270 Management Information Systems . . . . .

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3

IS 341 Operations Management . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
IS 370 Database Management Systems . . . . . . . . 3
IS 371 Business Applications Development ..... 3
IS 372 Telecommunications Management . . . . . . 3
IS 373 Systems Analysis and Design . . . . . . . . . 3
IS 476 Project Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MATH 117 Probability and Linear Math . . . . . . 3
MATH 241 Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
MGMT 340S Management and
Organizational Behavior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MGMT 445 Small Business Administration or
MGMT 446 Strategic Management or
IS 448 Management Game . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MKTG 360 Marketing Principles . . . . . . . . . . . .2.
Total Credits
74
Although not required, it is recommended that students
complete a second teaching major or minor.

3

3
3T

Chemistry
Grades 5-12. Qualifies as a single-field endorsement.
For an endorsement in the major teaching field of
Chemistry, a student must complete the requirements for the
B.A. with a major in Chemistry, with appropriate electives,
and with the addition of CHEM 485. A student also must
complete MATH 241, BIOL 380, C&I 426 and SCI 350 (see
the Department of Chemistry section of this catalog and
below). The foreign language requirement is waived by the
Department of Chemistry for students using the B.A. degree
for teacher licensure. Individuals holding a baccalaureate
degree must meet these requirements by completing the
courses listed below or demonstrate course equivalency.
For endorsement in the minor teaching field of Chemistry, a
student must complete the courses in the minor teaching field
listed below or demonstrate course equivalency.
Maj. Min.
3
CHEM lOIN Chemistry for the Consumer ..... CHEM 161N-162N College Chemistry
10
and Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
CHEM 221-222-223 Organic Chemistry
and Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
CHEM 221, 222, 223, 264 (or 224 in place
of 264) Organic Chemistry and Laboratory . . . . . 10
CHEM 334 Chemistry Literature and
Scientific Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
CHEM 370 Applied Physical Chemistry
or 371 Physical Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-4
CHEM 371-372 Physical Chemistry . . . . . . . . . 8
CHEM 341 Quantitative Analysis
Instrumental Methods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
4
CHEM 342 Instrumental Analysis and Physical
Measurements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
CHEM 452-453 Inorganic Chemistry . . . . . . . . . 6
CHEM 485 Laboratory Safety . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
CHEM 494 Undergraduate Chemistry Seminar .. 1
BlOC 380 Fundamentals of Biochemistry . . . . . . 4
4
CS 172 Computer Modeling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
MATH 152, 153, and 251 Calculus I, II, and III . 12
4
MATH 152 Calculus I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MATH 241 Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
4
PHYS 221N-222N General Physics . . . . . . . . . . 10
PHYS 121N-122N General Physics . . . . . . . . . . 10
SCI 350 Environmental Perspectives . . . . . . . . . 2
2
C&I 426 Teaching Science in Middle
.2.
.2.
& Secondary Schools (coreq C&I 301 or 302)
Total Credits
85
59
A chemistry major qualifies as a single-field endorsement.
Although not required, it is recommended that students
complete a second teaching major or minor.

Drama
Grades 5-12. Does not qualify as a single field endorsement.
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For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Drama, a
student must complete the requirements for the B.A. with a
major in Fine Arts with a Drama Endorsement Preparation
(see the Department of Drama/Dance section of this catalog
and below). Individuals holding a baccalaureate degree must
meet these requirements by completing the courses listed
below or demonstrate course equivalency.
Maj.
DAN 327 Dance in Elementary Education . . . . . . . . . 2
DRAM 103A Introduction to Theatre Design ....... 3
DRAM 106A Theatre Production I: Running Crew ... 1
DRAM 107A Theatre Production I:
Construction Crew . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
DRAM 203 Stagecraft II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
DRAM 210 Voice and Speech I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
DRAM 214-215 Acting I, II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
DRAM 220L Dramatic Literature I
(Script Analysis) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
DRAM 244 Stage Makeup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
DRAM 320-321 Theatre History I, II . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
DRAM 327 Drama in Elementary Education . . . . . . . . 2
DRAM 371 Stage Management I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
DRAM 379 Introduction to Directing . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
DRAM 402 Methods of Teaching Theatre (coreq C&I 301
or 302 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .f
Senior Project
Total Credits
40
The demand for teaching in this field is limited. The
required second endorsement (either a teaching major or
teaching minor) should be in a field in high demand.

Earth Science
Grades 5-12. Major only. Does not qualify as a single field
endorsement.
For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Earth
Science, a student must complete the requirements for the
B.S. with a major in Geology, Earth Science Education option
(see the Department of Geosciences section of this catalog and
below). Individuals holding a baccalaureate degree must meet
these requirements by completing the courses listed below or
demonstrate course equivalency.
Maj.
GEOS 100N-101N General Geology . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
GEOS 105N Oceanography . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
GEOS 130 Introductory Field Geology and Maps . . . . . 3
GEOS 226 Mineralogy and Petrology . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
GEOS 301 Environmental Geology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
GEOS 310 Invertebrate Paleontology . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
GEOS 330 Structural Geology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
GEOS-any course numbered 100 or above . . . . . . . . . 3
GEOS-Courses numbered 300 or above . . . . . . . . . . 12
GEOG 330N Meteorology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
ASTR 131N-132N Elementary Astronomy ......... 6
MATH 121 Precalculus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
MATH 341 Introduction to Probability and Statistics . . 3
CS 172 Introduction to Computer Modeling or equivalent 3
C&I 426 Teaching Science in Middle and Secondary
Schools (coreq. C&I 301 OR 302) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
BIOL 121N-122N Introductory Ecology and Laboratory
or CHEM 151N-152N General Chemistry or Phys
121N-122N General Physics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4-10
CHEM 485 Laboratory Safety . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Total Credits
63-69
The demand for teaching in this field is limited. The
required second endorsement (either a teaching major or
teaching minor) should be in a field in high demand.

Economics
Grades 5-12. Does not qualify as a single field endorsement.
For an endorsement in the major teaching field of
Economics, a student must complete the requirements for the

B.A. with a major in Economics (see the Department of
Economics section of this catalog and below). Individuals
holding a baccalaureate degree must meet these requirements
by completing the courses listed below or demonstrate course
equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of
Economics, a student must complete the courses in the minor
teaching field listed below or demonstrate course
equivalency.
Maj. Min.
ECON 111S-112S Introduction to Micro- and
Macroeconomics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
6
ECON 304 Public Finance: Expenditures . . . . . . 3
3
ECON 311 Intermediate Microeconomics ..... 3
3
ECON 313 Intermediate Macroeconomics . . . . . . 3
3
ECON 317 Money and Banking . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
ECON 323 Labor Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
ECON 460 Econometrics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Economics electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
ECON 487-489 Senior Thesis sequence ....... 6
C&I 428 Teaching Social Studies in Middle
and Secondary Schools (coreq. C&I 301 or 302)
3
3
MATH 117, 150 or 152-153 Probability, Linear
Math, Applied Calculus OR Calculus I, II ...... 7-8
MATH 241 Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
:
Total Credits
51
24
The demand for teaching in this field is limited. The second
endorsement (either teaching major or teaching minor) should
be in a field in high demand.

English
Grades 5-12. Qualifies as a single-field endorsement.
For an endorsement in the extended major teaching field of
English, a student must complete the requirements for the
B.A. with a major in English, English Teaching option (see
the Department of English section of this catalog and below).
Individuals holding a baccalaureate degree must meet these
requirements by completing the courses listed below or
demonstrate course equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of English, a
student must complete the courses in the minor teaching field
listed below or demonstrate course equivalent.
Maj. Min.
ENLT 223L British Literature . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
ENLT 224L and 225L American Literature ..... 6
6
3
ENLT 301 Applied Literary Criticism ........ 3
ENLT 320 Shakespeare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
One course in poetry chosen from ENLT 121L,
222L,or ENCR 211A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
One 300-level ENLT course
emphasizing American literature . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
One 300-level ENLT course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
ENLI 465 Structure and History of English
for Teachers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
ENT 439 Studies in Young Adult Literature . . . . 3
3
ENT 440 Teaching Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
ENT 441 Teaching Reading and Literature ..... 3
3
ENT 442 Teaching Oral Language and
Media Literacy (coreq. C&I 301 or 302 with either ENT 440,
441, or 442) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
English Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
:
Total Credits
45
36
An English major qualifies for a single-field endorsement.
Although not required, it is recommended that students
complete a second teaching major or minor.

English as a Second Language*
Grades K-12. Minor only.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of English as
a Second Language, a student must complete the courses in
the minor teaching field as listed in the Linguistics section of
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this catalog and listed below or demonstrate course
equivalency.
Min.
LING 470 Introduction to Linguistic Analysis ...... 3
LING 471 Phonology and Morphology . . . . . . . . . . . 3
LING 472 Syntax and Semantics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
LINq 1?7 Bilingualism or 478 Second Language
Acquisition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
At least two courses from the following:
Total Credits
24
*S~dents must have the ~quivalent of two years of a
foreign ~anguage. Non-native speakers of English must take
an Engl~sh c~~petency examination administered by the chair
of. the Lmgutsttcs Program. Courses required for the teaching
mmor cannot be taken on a pass/not pass basis.

French*
Grades K-12. Qualifies as a single-field endorsement.
For an endorsement in the extended major teaching field of
French, a student must complete the requirements for the
B.A. with a major in French including FREN 401and MCLG
410 (s_ee the Depar~ent of Modern and Classical Languages
and ~Iteratures section of this catalog and below). Individuals
holdmg a baccalaureate degree must meet these requirements
by completing the courses listed below or demonstrate course
equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of French, a
student must complete the courses in the minor teaching field
listed below or demonstrate course equivalency.
Maj. Min.
FREN 101-102 Elementary French .......... 10
10
FREN 201-202 Intermediate French ......... 8
8
FREN 301 Oral and Written Expression ....... 3
3
FREN 302 French Civilization and Culture . . . . . 3
3
FREN 311-313 Survey of French Literature . . . . 9
FREN 401 Applied Linguistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
FREN 408 Advanced Composition
and Conversation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
FREN literature at the 400-level . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
FREN upper-division electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HIST - one course from 306, 307,
310, 311H, 312H, 314, 315 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
LING 270 Introduction to Linguistics . . . . . . . . . 3
3
MCLG 410 Methods of Teaching Foreign
Languages (prereq. to student teaching; coreq. C&I 301 or
302)
3
3
Total Credits
57
33
*The Department of Modern and Classical Languages and
Literatures requires a recommendation of the student's
language proficiency and an overall minimum grade point
average of 3.00 in upper-division course work in both the
teaching major and minor as a prerequisite to student
t~aching. Study in,a French language country, provided
either through UM s Study Abroad Program or an experience
considered to be equivalent also is required.
A French major qualifies as a single-field endorsement.
Although not required, it is recommended that students
complete a second teaching major or minor.
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General Science Broadfield Maior
Grades 5-12. Qualifies as a single-field endorsement.
For an endorsement in the extended major field of General
Science, a student must complete the requirements for the
B.A. with a major in Biology, Ecology option (see the
Biology section of this catalog and below). Individuals
holding a baccalaureate degree must meet these requirements
by completing the courses listed below or demonstrate course
equivalency.

LING 466 Pedagogical Grammar
LING 473S Language and Culture
LING 475 Linguistics Field Methods
LING 476 Child Language Acquisition
LING 489 Languages of the World . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
LING 480 Teaching English as a Foreign Language (coreq.
C&I 301 or 302) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
LING 491 ESL Senior Seminar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J.
ASTR 131N, 134N Elementary Astronomy
and Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
BIOL 108N-109N Diversity of Life and Laboratory ... 5
BIOL llON Principles of Biology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
BIOL 221 Cell and Molecular Biology . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
BIOL 223 Genetics and Evolution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
BIOL 340-341 Ecology and Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . 5
CHEM 161N-162N College Chemistry and Laboratory 10
CHEM 152N Organic and Biological Chemistry . . . . . 3
CHEM 485 Laboratory Safety . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
GEOS 100N-101N General Geology . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
GEOS 301 Environmental Geology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MATH 150 Applied Calculus or 152 Calculus I . . . . . . 4
MATH 241 Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
PHYS 121N-122N or 221N-222N General Physics . . . 10
C&I 426 Teaching Science in Middle and Secondary
Schools (coreq. C&l 301 or 302) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
67
Total Credits

Geography
Grades 5-12. Does not qualify as a single field
endorsement.
For an endorsement in the major teaching field of
Geography, a student must complete the requirements for the
B.A .. degree with a major in Geography (an option is not
reqmred; see the Department of Geography section of this
catalog and below). Individuals holding a baccalaureate
degree must meet these requirements by completing the
courses listed below or demonstrate course equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of
Geography, a student must complete the courses for the minor
teaching field listed below or demonstrate course equivalency.
Maj. Min.
GEOG lOIS Introduction to Human Geography . 3
3
GEOG 102N Introduction to Physical Geography 3
3
GEOG 103S Geography of World Regions or
GEOG 201S Montana and the West or
another regional course . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
GEOG 105 Geography Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . 1
1
GEOG 385 Field Techniques or 471 Workshop
in Teaching Geography . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-3
GEOG 387/9 Principles of Digital Cartography
and Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
(minor may choose GEOG 385 or 387/9) . . . . . . 2-4
Three upper-division systematic geography courses
one each from the fields of physical geography,
human-environmental interaction, and geography
and society (two for minor) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
6
C&I 428 Teaching of Social Studies in Middle and
Secondary School (coreq. C&I 301 or 302) . . . . 3
3
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .' . 7-8
Total Credits
3621-23
The demand for teaching in this field is limited. The
required second endorsement (either a teaching major or
teaching minor) should be a field in high demand.

German*
Grades K-12. Qualifies as a single-field endorsement.
For an endorsement in the extended major teaching field of
German, a student must complete the requirements for the
B.A. with a major in German including MCLG 410 (see the
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Department of Modern and Classical Languages and
Literatures section of this catalog and below). Individuals
holding a baccalaureate degree must meet these requirements
by completing the courses listed below or demonstrate course
equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of German,
a student must complete the courses in the minor teaching
field listed below or demonstrate course equivalency.
Maj. Min.
10
GERM 101-102 Elementary German . . . . . . . . . 10
GERM 201-202 Intermediate German ........ 8
8
6
GERM 301-302 Oral and Written Expression I .. 6
GERM 311-312 Intro to German Literature ..... 6
GERM 403 Applied Linguistics . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
GERM literature at 400-level . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Two courses from the following: GERM
303H, 304H, 355, 361L or 362H . . . . . . . . . . . 6
GERM 303H, 304H, 355, 361L or 362H . . . . . . 3
LING 270 Introduction to Linguistics . . . . . . . . . 3
3
MCLG 410 Methods of Teaching Foreign
Languages (prereq. to student teaching; coreq. C&I 301 or
302)) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
~
Total Credits
51
36
*The Department of Modern and Classical Languages and
Literatures requires a recommendation of the student's
language proficiency and an overall minimum grade point
average of 3.00 in upper-division course work in both the
teaching major and minor as a prerequisite to student
teaching. Study in a German language country, provided
either through UM's Study Abroad Program or an experience
considered to be equivalent also is required.
A German major qualifies as a single-field endorsement.
Although not required, it is recommended that students
complete a second teaching major or minor.

Government
Grades 5-12. Does not qualify as a single field
endorsement.
For an endorsement in the major teaching field of
Government, a student must complete the requirements for
the B.A. degree with a major in Political Science (see the
Department of Political Science section of this catalog and
below). Individuals holding a baccalaureate degree must meet
these requirements by completing the courses listed below or
demonstrate course equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of
Government, a student must complete the courses for a minor
teaching field listed below or demonstrate course
equivalency.
Maj. Min.
PSC lOOS Introduction to American Government . 3
3
PSC 120S Introduction to Comparative
Government . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
PSC 130E International Relations . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
PSC 150E Political Theory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
PSC one 300-400 level course in four of the five fields:
1) American Government
2) Public Administration
3) Political Theory
4) Comparative Government
5) International Relations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
PSC one 300-400 level course in three of the five fields:
!)American Government
2) Public Administration
3) Political Theory
4) Comparative Government
5) International Relations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
PSC electives in upper- division political science . 12
C&I 428 Teaching Social Studies in Middle and
Secondary Schools (coreq. C&I 301 or 302) ... ~
~

Total Credits
39
24
The teaching major must include 21 upper-division political
science credits. The teaching minor must include 9 upperdivision political science credits.
The demand for teaching in this field is limited. The
required second endorsement (either a teaching major or a
teaching minor) should be in a field in high demand.

Health and Human Performance
Grades K-12. Qualifies as a single-field endorsement.
For an endorsement in the extended major teaching field of
Health and Human Performance, a student must complete the
requirements for a B.S. in Health and Human Performance
with an option in Health Enhancement (see the Department of
Health and Human Performance section of this catalog and
below). Individuals holding a baccalaureate degree must meet
those requirements by completing the courses listed below or
demonstrate course equivalency.
Students seeking an endorsement in Health and Human
Performance must earn a minimum grade of C- in all required
courses, including prerequisites. All HHP majors must be
certified in First Aid/Emergency Care and CPR (see First Aid
and CPR Exit Certifications within the Department of Health
and Human Performance section of this catalog) upon entry
into student teaching.
Maj.
HHP 181 Foundations of Health and Human
Human Performance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HHP 184 Personal Health and Wellness . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HHP 224-225 Professional Activities . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
HHP 226 Physical Conditioning/Weight Training . . . . . 2
HHP 233 Health Issues of Children and Adolescents . . . 3
HHP 236 Nutrition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HHP 288-289 First Aid/Emergency
Care and Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0-3
HHP 301 Instructional Strategies
in Secondary Health and Physical Education (coreq. C&I
301 or 302 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HHP339 Instructional Strategies in Elementary ·
Health and Physical Education (coreq. C&I 301 or 302) 3
HHP 361 Assessment in Physical and Health Education . 3
HHP 365 Management in Health and Human
Performance Professions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HHP 368-369 Applied Anatomy and Kinesiology
and Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
HHP 377 Physiology of Exercise (prereq.
SCN 201N-202N) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HHP 378 Physiology of Exercise Laboratory . . . . . . . 1
HHP 384 Motor Learning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HHP 450 Analytical and Communication Techniques . . 3
HHP 466 Strategies in K-12 Health Education ....... 3
HHP 475E Legal and Ethical Issues in the Health
and Exercise Profession . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
BIOL 106N Elementary Medical Microbiology . . . . . . 3
BIOL 121N Introductory Ecology or
SCI 350 Environmental Perspectives . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-3
CHEM 151N General & Inorganic Chemistry ....... 3
COMM lllA Introduction to Public Speaking . . . . . . . 3
CS 171 Communicating Via Computers . . . . . . . . . . . 3
PSYC 240S Developmental Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . 3
SCN 201N-202N Anatomy and Physiology I and II ... ~
Total Credits
76-80
A Health and Human Performance major qualifies as a
single-field endorsement. Although not required, it is
recommended that students complete a second teaching major
or minor.

History
Grades 5-12. Does not qualify as a single field
endorsement.

For an endorsement in the major teaching field of History, a
student must complete the requirements for the RAO with a
major in History with an option in History Education (see the
Department of History section of this catalog and
Individuals holding a baccalaureate degree must meet
requirements by completing the courses listed below or
demonstrate course equivalency
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of History a
student must complete the courses in the minor teaching field
Hsted below or demonstrate course equivalency.
Min.
4
HIST l04H or 105H European ChrHization
HIST 151H-152H The Americans . . . . . . . . . . . 4
8
HIST 269 Montana and the West . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
HIST 300 The Historians' Craft . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
HXST electives in Asian, Islamic,
and Latin American . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
3
Upper-division courses in American
9
3
3
Upper-division courses in European
9
History electives upper-division courses in
3
C&I 428 Teaching Social Studies in
Middle and Secondary Schools
3
{coreq C&I 301 or 302) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Total Credits
·
44
30
The demand fur teaching in this field is limited. The
required second endorsement (either a teaching m~Jor or a
teaching minor) should be in a field in high demand.
0

lAt~~trnn"'

C&I 483 Library Media Technical Processes . . . . . . . . 3
C&I 484 Administration and Assessment of
Library Media Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
C&I 485 Library Media Practicum . . . . . . . . .
3
C&I 488 Libraries and
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
UB 46 I Jnfonnation Literary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Total Credits
27
A Library Media Practicum is
from student
It includes 90 hours of
work in a library and
10 hours of seminar. Equivalent courses from UM-Westem
may substitute for C&I 3
and 485 C&I
courses also may substitute
and 479.
0

l'vlfin.

LA T 10 1-102
Latin or equivalent .
w
LAT 211 Latin Readings and Gmmmar Review . . 4
4
LAT 212 Latin Readings: Vergil . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
6
LAT 300 Major Latin Writers .....
15
LAT 402 Composition . . . . .
3
3
MCLG 160L Classical Mythology . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MCLG 361L Roman, Early
Christian, and Byzantine Art . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
MCLG 410 Methods of Teaching Foreign
Languages (prereq. to student teaching; coreq C&I
3
301 or 302) .....
~
* • • • • • • •
3
HIST 303H Classical Rome . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Total Credits
47
*The Department of Modern and Classical Languages and
Literatures
a recommendation of the student's
language
and an overall minimum
point
average
3.00 for
course
in both the
teaching major and
as a prerequisite to student
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C&I 316
C&I 470
C&I 4 79
C&I 480

Min.
Children's Literature and Critical Reading ... 3
Young Adult Literature and Critical Reading . 3
Reference Resources . .
3
Collection Development . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
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Grades 5-12, Qualifies as a single-field endorsement
For an endorsement in the ext,ended major
field of
Mathematics, a student must complete the
for
the RA. degree with a major in Mathematics with a
Mathematics Education option (see Department of Mathematical Sciences section of this catalog and below).
Individuals
a baccalaureate degree must meet these
requirements
completing the courses listed below or
demonstrate course equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of
Mathematics, a student must
the courses in the
minor
field listed below or demonstrate course
equivalency.
Maj. Min.
MATH 152-153 Calculius I, II
8
8
MATH 221 Linear Algebra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
4
MATH 301 Mathematics with
Technology for Teachers
3
3
MATH 305 Introduction to Abstract Mathematics . 3
3
MATH 326
Number Theory . . . . . . . 3
3
MATH 341 Introduction to Probability & Statistics 3
3
MATH 406 History of Mathematic§ ..
3
MATH 421 Abstract
.....
4
MATH 431 Euclidean Non-Euclidean Geometry 3
3
MATH 251 or additional 300-400-level course ... 3-4
C&! 430 Teaching Math in Middl.e and Secondary
Schools
C&I 301 or
.........
1
0
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Total

31

A math major qualifies as a single-field endorsement if a
student also completes 12 science credits. Although not
required, second teaching major or minor is recommended.
§tlh.!i$~11::

Grades K-12. Qualifies as a singRe-field endorsement.
For an endorsement in the extended major teaching field of
Music, a student must complete the requirements for a
Bachelor of Music Education degree (see 1:he Music section of
this catalog and below). Individuals holding a baccalaureate
degree must meet these requirements by completing the
courses listed below or demonstrate course equivalency.
Maj.
MUS lOOA Performance Study . . . . ....
2
MUS 151-251.-351
Performance . . . . . . . . . . 5
0

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

MUS
W4A/304A-110A/310A Ensembles . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS Ul-ll2 Theory K, U . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS H5A-116A Piano in Class I, H . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 117A Voice in Class ...
MUS 124-131
\Noodwinds,
Brass, Percussion
. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
MUS 135L Introduction to Music Literature . . . . . . . .
MUS 137-138 Aural Perception I, U . . . . . . . . . . . ,
MUS 2U-212 Theory IH, XV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 215-216 Intermediate Piano in Class 1, H . . . . . .
MUS 219 Piano Proficiency Assessment . , ..... , .
MUS 220 Upper-Division Required Performance .. , . .
0
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0

Grades K-12. Minor Only.
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M~il:lllthemg~·~cs
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Grades K-12. Does not qualify as single field
endorsement.
For an endorsemen~ in the major teaching fl.eM of Latin, a
student must complete the requirements for the RA. with a
major in Classics, Latin option, as well as MCLG 410 (see
Department of Modern and Classical Languages and
Literatures section of this catalog and below)o Individuals
holding a baccalaureate degree must meet these requirements
by completing the courses Hsted below or demonstrate course
equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor
field of Latin, a
student must complete the courses in th<e
teaching field
listed below or demonstrate course equivalency.
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~·AUS 237-238 Aural Perception
IV . . . . . . . . . . . 4
MUS 302 Instrumental Conducting ..
2
0

l\t1US 303 Choral Conducting .
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MUS
MUS
MUS
(coreq.

•

•

,

•

305 Instrumental Methods and lv!aterials ...
306 Choral Methods and Materials . . . . . . . . . .
322-323 General Music Methods and Materials I, II
C&I 301 or
'MUS 324H-325H History of Music I, II . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 328 Orchestration I . . . . . . .
MUS 388 Concert Attendance
................
MUS upper-division electives
.............. .
Total Credits
Music students should refer to the Department of IVIusic
section of this catalog for
upperdivision music course vvork.
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Phys~li:s

Grades 5-12. Does not qualify as a single field
endorsement
For an endorsement in the major teaching field of Physics,
the requirements for the B.A. with a
a student must
major in Physics (see the Department of Physics and
Astronomy section of this catalog and belovv). Individuals
holding a baccalaureate degree must meet these requirements
by completing the courses listed below or demonstrate course
equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Physics,
a student must complete the courses in the minor teaching
field listed below or demonstrate course
Min.
PHYS 121N-122N or 221N-222N Fundamentals
of Physics (coreq. of Calculus for 221N) .
10
10
PHYS 301 Mathematical Methods for Physical
Scientists
3
PHYS 325 Optics . . ..
3
3
PHYS 330 Methods of Communicating Physics .. 3
3
PHYS 341 Fundamentals of Modem Physics
3
3
PHYS 371 Classical Mechanics . . . . . . . .
3
3
PHYS 414 Electromagnetism I . . . . . . . . . . .
3
PHYS 461
Mechanics I ..
3
Electives-courses in physics
3
ASTR l31N-132N Eleinentary
6
3
MATH 152-153 Calculus I and II
8
8
MATH 241 Statistics or MATH 341
Introduction to
and Statistics . . . . . . 3-4 3-4
MATH 251 Calculus HI .
4
4
MATH 31 Ordinary Differential Equations .... 3
3
CS 101 Intro to Programming or
CS 131 Fundamentals of
Science I or
CS 201 Programming Languages
3
3
C&I 426 Teaching Science :in
h.-fiddle and Secondary Schools .
3
CHEM 151N General Chemistry
3
3
CHEM 485
Safety ..
1
1
BIOL liON Principles of Biology
or BIOL 108N Diversity of Life
or BIOL 120N Generar'Botanv
or BIOL 121N Introductory Ecology
3
3
GEOS lOON-lOU~ General
3
GEOS 301 Environmental Geology
3
77-78 53-54
Total Credits
The demand for teaching in this field is limited. The
a teaching
or a
required second endorsement
teaching minor) should be in a field in high """'-"'"""""
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P$)"1l:hC~OitJY

Grades 5-12. Does not qualify as a single field
endorsement.
For an endorsement in the major teaching field of
Psychology, a student must complete the requirements for the
, General
B.A. degree "With a major in

the

of Psychology section of this catalog and
Individuals holding a baccalaureate degree must meet
these requirements by completing the courses listed below or
demonstrate course equivalency.
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of
Psychology, a student must complete the courses in the minor
teaching field listed below or demonstrate course equivalency.

Maj. Min.
PSYC lOOS Introduction to Psychology . . . . . . 4
4
PSYC 120 Introduction to Psychological Research 3
3
PSYC 220 Psychological Statistics . . . . . . .
3
At least two of the following:
PSYC 260S Fundamentals of Learning
PSYC 265S Cognition
PSYC 270N Fundarnentais of
Biological Psychology . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
At least three of the following for the major:
PSYC 240S Child and Adolescent Psychology
PSYC 330S Abnormal Psychology
PSYC 350S Social Psychology
PSYC 351S Psychology of Personality
.. 6
At least one of the following for the minor:
PSYC 240S Child and Adolescent Psychology
PSYC 350S Social Psychology
PSYC 351S
of Personality . . . . .
3
At least one of
for the major:
Math 1I 7 ProbabiHty, Linear Mathematics
Math 150 Applied Calculus
Math 152 Calculus I . . . . . . . . . .
3-4
At least one of the following for the minor:
PSYC 335S Fundamentals of Clinical Psychology
PSYC 330S Abnormal Psychology
PSYC 336S Child and Adolescent
Psychological Disorders
PSYC 337 Principles of Cognitive
Behavior Modification . . . . . .
3
Four other psychology courses
least three
of which must be at the
or higher),
493 or 499 . 12
not to include PSYC 396.
Two of the following for the
PSYC 260S Fundamentals of Learning
PSYC 270N Fundamentals of Biological Psychology
PSYC 371 Fundamentals of Human Neuropsychology
PSYC 372 Intermediate Behavioral Biology . . . . 6
C&I 428 Teaching Social Studies in Middle Schools
(coreq. C&I 301 or 302 ....
J,
J.
Total Credits
43-44
22
Six of the 22 credits for the minor must be at the 300-level
or above.
The demand for teaching in this field is limited. The
required second endorsement {either a teaching major or a
teaching minor) should be in a field in high demand.
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Re!lldil!ilf21
Grades K-12. Minor only.
Min.
C&I 316 Children's Literature and Critical
Adult Literature and
Reading or 470
Critic;!J Reading . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C&I 318 Teaching Language P-8 . . . . . . . . . . .
C&I 405 Teaching Reading K-8 . . . . . .
C&I 427 Literacy Silrategies in Content Areas . . . . .
C&I 433 Basic Diagnosis and
Correction of Reading and Writing . . . . . . . . . . . .
C&I 435 Organizing Classroom Reading and Writing
Prognuns . . . . . .
C&I 437 Application of Literacy Models . . . . . . . .
Total Credits
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Grades K-12. Does not

as a single field
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endorsement.
For an endorsement in the
field of Russian,
a student must complete the requirements
the B,A. with a
in Russian including Russ 301-302 and MCLG 410
(see the Department of Modem and Classical Languages and
Literatures section of this ca~alog and be!ow). Individuals
holding a baccalaureate degree must meet these requirements
by
the courses listed below or demonstrate course
For an endorsement in the minor teaching field of Russian,
student must complete the courses in the minor """""''"''IS
field listed below or demonstrate course equivalency.
Maj. Min.
RUSS 101-102 Elementary Russian . . . . . . . . . . 10
10
RUSS 201.-202 Intermediate Russian . . . . . . . . . 8
8
RUSS 301 Oral and Written Expression . . . . . . . 3
3
RUSS 302 Russian Cuhure and Cl.vHization . . . . . 3
3
RUSS 305L-306L Introductkm to Russian Uterat11re
(minors take 306L) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
RUSS upper-division electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
MCLG 410 Methods of Teaching Foreign Languages
(prereq. to student teaching;
coreq. C&I 301 or
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
HISTone course chosen from 344, 345, 348 .... ;;!,
~
Total Credits
45
30
*The Department of Modem and Classical Languages and
Literatures requires a recommendation of the student's
language proficiency and an overall minimum grade
average of 3.00 in upper~division course work in
teaching major and minor as a prerequisite to student
teaching.
The demand for teaching in the field is limitedo The
required second endorsement (either a teaching major or a
teaching minor) should be in a field in high demand.
Ccmprehens~vt<:: Soda~ St.d~i1~J:e

Grades 5-12. Qualifies as a
endorsement.
Students seeking teaching certification in Comr1rel!J.er1shre
Social Science must complete special degree requirements for
the combined major in history and political science (see the
Department of History or the Department of Political Science
sections of this catalog). Individuats holding a baccalaureate
degree must show evidence of completing the courses listed
below or demonstrate course equivalency.
Maj.
HIST 104H or 105H European Civilization . . . . . . . . . 4
HIST 151H-152H The Americans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
H!ST 269 Montana and the West . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HIST 300 The Historians' Craft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HIST elective in Asian, Islamic, African, or Latin

An1erican . . . .
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HIST upper-division American history . . . . . . . . .
HIST upper-division European history . . . . . . . . .
HIST upper-division elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSC lOOS Introduction to American Government . .
PSC 120S Introduction to Comparative Govemm.ent
PSC 130E International Relations . . . .
PSC 150E Political Theory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSC upper-division American government
and politics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Upper-division comparative government and/or
international relations, organization and law
Credits in one of the following fields: economics,
geography, psychology, or sociology . . . . .
C&I 428 Teaching Social Studies in Middle
and Secondary Schools
C&X 301 or
Total Credits
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Grades 5-12. Does not qualify as a single field
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endorsement
For an endorsement in the major teaching field of
Sociology, a student must complete the requirements for the
B.A. with a major in Sociology (see the Department of
,:]Oir::mwJ~Y section of i:his catalog and below.). Individuals
holding a
degree must meet tll.ese requirements
completing the courses listed below or demonstrate course
equivalency.
For an endorsemen~ in the minor teaching field of
Sociology, a student must complete the courses in the minor
tea.ching field listed below or demonstrate course equivalency.
Min.
*CS 171 Communicating via Computers or CS 172
Introduction to Computer
or a
CS course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
3
SOC ll OS Principles of
. . . . . . . . . . 3
3
SOC 201 Social Science
. . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
SOC 202 Social Statistics . . . . . . .
3
SOC 220S Race, Gender and Class . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
SOC 230S Criminology or 330S
Juvenile Delinquency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
SOC 455 Classical Social Theory . . . . .
3
3
Two of the following:
SOC 270 Introduction to Rural and Environmental ""'u"u"'"
SOC 300 Sociology of the Family
SOC 306S Sociology of Work
SOC 320
Organizations
SOC 325
Stratification
SOC 355S Population Problems
SOC 485 Political Sociology . . . . . . . . . .
6
Sociology electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
6
C&I 428 Teaching Social Studies
in Middle and Secondary Schools
(coreq. C&! 301 or 302) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~
*Total Credits
36
*Compuier dass does not count toward 33 credit minimum
in soeiology for the teaching major or 21 credit minh'iJJ.um in
sociology for the
minor.
The demand for
in this field is Umited. The
required second endorsement (either a teaching major or
\teaching minor) should be i.n a field in hi.gh demand.
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Spanish*
Grades K-12. Qualifies for single-field endorsement.
For endorsement in the extended major teaching field of
"1-"'"u"u, a student must complete the requirements for ilie
a major in Spani.sh including SPAN 301, 302, 405,
408 and MCLG 410
the Department of Modern and
Classical Languages and Literatures section of this
and
Individuals holding a baccalaureate degree must
meet these requirements
completing the courses listed
below or demonstrate course equivalency.
For endorsement i.n the minor
field of Spanish, a
student must complete !:he courses l.n the minor teaching field
Hsted below or demonstrate course equivalency.

Maj. Min.
SPAN 101-102 Elementary Spanish . . . . . . . . . 10
10
SPAN 201-202 Intermediate Spanish . . . . . . . . . 8
8
SPAN 301 Written Expression in. Cultural Contexts 3
3
SPAN 302 Phonetics and Oral Expression . . . . . . 3
3
SPAN 3UL/312L Introduction to Contemporary
Spanish Literature (minors take
. . . . . . .
6
3
SPAN 405 AppHed Linguistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
SPAN 408 Advanced Composition
and Conversation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
SPAN two Hterature courses at 400-ievel . . . . . . 6
LING 270 Introduction to Linguistics . . . . . . . . . 3
3
MCLG 315L
Hispanic Authors . . . . . . . . 3
MCLG 410
of Teaching Foreign Languages (prereq.
to s!.udent teaching; coreq. C&I 301 or 302) .... J
J
o

•

Total Credits . , ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
36
*The Department of Modern and Classical L::mprua>Ies and
Literatures requires a recommendation of the student9 s
language proficiency and an overall minimum grade-point
average of 3.00 in upper-division course work in botf1 the
teaching major and minor as a prerequisite to student
t~aching. Study in~ Spanish-language country, provided
e1the! through UM s Study Abroad Program or an experience
comndered to be equivalent, also is required.
A Spanish major qualifies as a single-field endorsement.
Although not required, it is recommended that students
complete a second teaching
or minor.

Spedal Edu@:ation

U 302 K~rolie!lsionai F'l.eld
Offered autumn and

Grades P-12. Minor only.
Min.
C&I 420 Assessment & Curriculum
In Early Childhood Special Education OR elective* . 2-3
C~I 433 Basic pia~nosis and Correction of Reading and
Wntmg (coreq. C&I 318 or 427) . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . 3
C&I 453 Introduction to Special Education
Law & Policy , . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . 3
C&I 457 Assessment and Instruction
for Exceptional Learners . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . 5
C&I 459 Consulting/Resource Teacher (prereq. C&I
3
C&I 463 Advanced Classroom Manager.nent
for Exceptional Learners/Practicum (prereq. C&I 453) . 3
C&I 469 Student Teaching: Special Education . . . . . 10
Total Credits
29-30
*Required course for early childhood
counts as
elective credit. Other elective courses must be approved by a
special education advisor.

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for
undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for
credit R
after the credit indicates the course may be r'epeated for credit
to th.e maximum indicated after the R. Credits beyond this
maxxmum do not count toward a degree.
Currlcu~um

hui>~rutiUon

Internship
298, 398,
may count toward graduation.
U 300 Fiekl Expeden.ce/E!ementary Language A:rts ! cr.
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., C&I 200 coreq.,
and 318. Arranged field experience vvith 10 hours
in a PK setting and 20 hours in either a K -6 or a K -8 school
setting.
U J01 }';rofessiona~ FieRd Experience: Grades K-8 1 c:r.
(R-4) Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., C&I 200; coreq.,
a secondary methods course. i'l.rranged field experience in an
elementary or middle school classroom, grades 4-8. For
secondary licensure candidates whose C&I 200 experience
was in a high school classroom.

(ClM}

U 160 Learning Strategies fo:r Hig.!u:r Edm:aulo:n 2 cr.
Offered every term. Instruction and application of college
study skins including lecture note taking, time management,
reading textbooks, test taking, and critical thinking. Elective
credit only,
U 200 Exploring Teaching through Fie.!d Expedences 1
cr. Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., admission to
Teacher Education Program or GPA of 2. 75 and consent of
Field Experiences Director. Guided introductory field
experience for students committed to teaching a·s a profession.
Connects field experience to content of co-requisite theory
classes. Seminars include professional development
portfolio, developmental level of students, diversity,
learning/teaching strategies, motivation, classroom
management, and assessment of learning.
U 287 Business_Communication§ 3 cr. Offered every
term. Prereq., ENEX 101. Emphasis on consistent and
logical approaches to solving communication problems and
creating successful communication products.
U 295 Special
Va:riab!e cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Offerings of visiting
new courses,
or current topics.
U 296 Independent Stwt:l.y Va:ri.able rr:r. (R-6) Offered
every term. Prereq., consent of advisor and instr.
U 298 Internship Varl.able C!'. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of advisor, instructor, and
director of field experiences. A maximum of 6 credits of

ExpeR"fellli~~::e:

a secondary methods course.

Grade§ 9-12 1 en:-.

Prereq., C&I

coreq.,

field experience in a

high school classroom. For secondary licensure candidates
whose C&I 200 experience was in a middle school setting.

U 303 Educatimll.al Psychology lillnrtll Measuremell].ts 3 c:r.
, admission to Teacher Education
C&I 200. Analysis of

Offered every term.
program; prereq. or

fun~~mental
underlying classroom
teachmg and management,
and evaluation including
on cognition,
educational measurement.
developmental, and
aspects of learning.
U 306 :U:nstmdim.ii.al Media and Computer Applkation.s 3
C['o Offered every term. Prereq., admission to the Teacher
Education Program and gener::tl computer literacy skills;
prereq. or coreq. , C&I 200. Jlntegration
use of computer
and other technologies in education.
UG 316 Chii.ldhren's Literature ami C!riti.cai Readl.ng 3 cr.
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq , C&I 303 and passing
score on the
Pmfidency Assessment; coreq., C&I
318 and 300. Genre survey including multi-ethnic literature.
Focus is on extensive reading and responding to high quality
children's literature through listening, speaking, writing,
drama, and media activities that emnhasize criteria for
selecting literature, teaching criticaf thh:ildng skills, and
effectively integrating literatt!re into the e!e:m~mt:arv
curriculum.
U 313 Teaching Lallligll.l.age Alfts K~8 3 u. Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq.,, C&I 303; coreq., C&I
C&I 316.
Language development and prim.ary and secondary language
acquisition; theory and application of teaching listening,
writing and viewing in a PK-8 setting.
UG 330
CbftiTrlb{J)or;:i Erlll!llcatJlon 3 cr. Offered spring
odd-numbered
Theory and techniques of
in
pre-school
primary levels of education. Observation and
participation in pre-school programs. Recom1nended for
kindergarten and primary teachers.
U 341 Information Management and! Desi.g!lll 3 cr.
Offered
Prereq., CS 172. Emphasis on the
development and maintenance of a file management system
application of effe·ctive
in the creation of '
professional print and
and documents, and the
creation of digitai videos
use education and/or business.
UG 3.55 Chiid in tihrE Fa~nny 3 cr, Offered spring evennumbered years. Prereq,, PSYC lOOS. Physical, social,
emotional and intellectual development, learning theories and
child rearing practices related to children 0-6 years of age.
UG 357 Pre··S:chooi Pnactku.m Labomtorv 3 cr. Offered
autumn and
Practicum experiences including
assessment of children, study of the planning
proc~~s, t~am teaching of a one-,,veek unit
and plarLning
and mrectmg parent/teacher conferences.
will
complete selected readings and
on child
development, early childhood ecological arrangements, and
classroom management. Weekly seminars include earlv
childhood pedagogy, adapted and regular
education.

Must attend mandatory
at 12:00 or 4:00p.m, on first
of the semesteL
U 393 Omnibus Variable cr. (R~9) Offered intermittently.
!ndependent work under the University omnibus option, See

mdex.
U 394 Seminar Va;rlable cr.
Offered
Group analysis of problems in
areas of education.
U 395 Spreda~ Topks VadaliJI~~: ilT. (R~9) Offered
intern;'iU:ently.
offerings of visiting pr:otli':ss,ors
expenmental
of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current
U 396 llllldependent
Vadablie cr.
Offered
autumn and
Prereq,, consent of instr,
UG 400 Eliementary IVllethods K~J Field '"."'"'"'~·•"'~'·"Q>
(R-2) Offered aui!:umn and spring.
,
404, and 405. Arranged field experience in an elementary
classroom, kindergarten through third
completed with
the
Professioml Methods
Students
register for
400 if their previous assignment was in
grade 4 or above das§roorn.

UG 401 Elementary Methods Grades 4-8 Field
Expuience l tL (R-2) Offered autumn and spring.
C&I 402, 403, 404 and 405. Arranged field experience in an
elementary or middle school
4-8,
completed with Elementary
Block.
Students register for C&I 401 if their previous ass,xgiun~~nt
was in grad.es K~3.
UG 402 Teaching Mathematics: K-8 3 er. Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., C&I 300, 306, 316, 318,
Math
130 and 131, and general education/ content/ speciality classes.
Coreq., C&I 400/401
404 and 405. Methods for
teaching elementary
mathematics through a
child-centered laboratory approach
on the use of
manipulatives,
problem solving,
technology.
Emphasis on multiple assessment strategies to detennine
student progress and methods to evaluate ele:rmmt:arv
mathematics programs.
UG 403 Teaching S!l)cial Sltrudil~s K-8 3 cr, Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., C&l 300,
3
318, 410, and an
general education/cont,eni:/speci.ality dasses, Coreq.,
400/401, 402, 404 and 405, Emphasis on developin!:!,
teaching, and assessing social studi.es teaching/learni~g
opportunities that
literature, primary sources, and
other deve!opme_l!.taHy. app,ropriat~ activities. Overarching
themes address cHvers1ty, mtegratwn across the curriculum,
and understanding state and national curriculum standards.
UG 404 Teaching Science K-8 3 c1·, Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq. C&I 300,
316, 3
410; SCI
226N, 350 and
general education/content/speciality
classes. Coreq., C&I
402, 403 and 405. Emphasis
on developing, teaching, and assessing science
·
teaching/learning opportunities that are inquiry-based,
developmentally appropriate,
across the
curriculum, and aligned with state and national curriculum
standards.
UG 405 Teaching Readil!lg K-8 7J c.r. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., C&I 300, 306, 316,
and alJ
general education/content/specialty classes.
, C&I
~00/401,
. 403 al~d404. Preparation for
reading
m. a P-8 settmg to chddren from a vanety of backgrounds and
w1de ~ange of ac~demk .abilities. Emphasis on integrating the
strands of a quahty readmg program at each grade ~eve!,
becm;ning. famili~r with literacy materials, applying best
practices m readmg assess1nent, ~md developing student
enthusiasm for reading.
UG 407E Ethics and Pollky Isstu~s 3 err·. Offered every
temL Prereq., admission to Teacher Education Program and
C&I 200. Practical application of ethical prindoles of the
teaching profession, Analysis of the American"
school

legal, political, social

J<.:xce]pUon;ffiMJi;tv !llnd

Class~·oom

Management 3 cr,

Prereq,, admission to Teacher Education
or coreq., C&I 200. Focus on classroom
the characteristics and instru.ctional
students in the regular classroom.
with Disabilities Education Act and
.
presents practices for
w1th students who are
and students with disabilities
inclusive settings, and includes technological considerations.
UG 420 Curriculum and Metbtllld!s mEa:r.!.y C:iliiMhood
Spedall Educatlimt 3 cr, Offered autumn even-numbered
years.
in
and adapting early childhood
curriculum materials for
children 'Nith handicaps.
Development,
and evaluation of individualized
education
and appropriate teaching strategies for 1:he
'-HJ,lUl.luu,u special education classroom,
Includes 45
hours of practicum work in campus-based CO-TEACH
PreschooL
UG 421 !§sues rc!ill Eady Int,ervexlition 3 Cli' Offered autumn
odd-numbered years. For case managers, school psychologists
and special educators involved in
services. Issues in
parent and child advocacy, least restrictive placements in
and school envkon,'llents, transitions concerning
service
and plans, case management in rural
transdisciplinary teaming processes, and
"'"'""''"""" family service plans,
.,w~u•.lill;:; Sdience in the Mliddlie and §ecmndary
autumn.
C&I
a science
or minor. ~"~ethods
materials to teach
0

sc1ence m

5~12.

Techniques of evaluation.

UG 427 Litenl!cy Stmteg.iles in Oumtent Area§ 3 cr.
Offered autumn and
Prereq., C&I 303,
.mlJu,:!1>, instructional
for using
for
learning in content
Emphasis on research, 1uo,u v<"-u.uu<u
practice, classroom assessment, multiculturall and "'"'"'£YlH1<0
integration.
UG 42l'l Te:mcning Sndall Studiles in the Miiddlie ana
se~~mu:l.:iilil."Y Schoo! 3 Cll". Offered autumn. Prereq.' C&X 303.
Fou~dations and purpose of the middle and secondary social
stud1es curriculum. Elen1.ents of lesson design, induding
instructional methods, materials and assessment
UG 429 Teaciiil.ng Business Subjects 4 cr. Offered
autumn, Prereq., C&I
business teaching experience.
Methods of unit and lesson plarming methods of instru.ction
and presentation including learning theory computer
applications student assessment micro teaching test design and
evaluation of business courses and students.
UG 431:1 Te1a1.d1ing Mat:hemati.cs i.n the Middlle and
Sec~:mdlllry §cfuoo14 ~Cl'. Offered aurumn. Prereq., C&I 200
and C&I 303, and at least two-thirds of the teaching
or
minor in mathematics. Method's for teaching
in
grades 5-12 focusing on
of mati'lematics concepts
and procedures through
problem
and
technology. Development of instructional
and
classroom organizational m.odels, discourse in
classroom,
and multiple means for
student progress.
UG 433 Basic Diagnm;is and CiJJn·ectilon of Reading !lind
Wdting 3 cr. Offered au~umn and spring. Prereq., C&I 318
or 427 for education students. Based on the analytic process,
"'"''""'"'"·"'' identi:Pjing, and
instructional
reading/writing strengths and
needs.
UG 4!35 Orgaillllzling Classroom Readling and '>Nrilting
Program§ 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., C&! 318 or 427,
Emphasis on developing and supervising the school-wide
literacy
and relating literacy research to educational
practice
implement, and assess a high quality

reading/writing program.
UG 437 AppRicatio~ of Literacy Models 6 cr, Offered
summer intermittently. Prereq., C&I 433 or C&I 533.
Provides classroom teaching experience under direct
supervision. Candidates teach reading and writing and apply
knowledge of assessing and correcting reading and writing
difficulties in grades K-12.
UG 444 Advm:u:ed Tedl!nology and Supervision 3 CK'.
Offered spring. Planning, supervision, utilization, and
evaluation of advanced technology in vocational business and
information technology education.
UG 453 Introdmw.:tion to Special Education Law and
Policy 3 cr. Offered autumn and even-numbered summers.
Prereq., admission to the special education endorsement
program. Introduction to the processes involved in the
identification and instructional planning for students requiring
special education services. Considers the pre-referral,
referral, multidisciplinary evaluation and individual
educational programming required under state and federal
mandates.
UG 455 Workshop Vadab:ie cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Special courses experimental in nature dealing
with a relatively narrow, specialized topic of particular
current interest, Credit not allowed toward a graduate
degree.
UG 457 Assessment and Instructim1 fm· Exceptional
Leamers 5 cr. Offered autumn and even-numbered
summers. Prereq. or.coreq., C&J 453, admission to
education program. Understanding and using assessment
information for educational decision making. Instructional
models and strategies used in teaching students with learning
and behavior problems. Includes field experience.
UG 459 Com;uHi.ng/Resmu·ce Teacher 3 r.r. Offered
spring and odd-numbered summers.
C&I 453.
Consultation approaches for educating exceptional learners in
regular classes and managing resource rooms. Rural
education and multicultural issues are emphasized.
UG 463 Advam:ed Classroom Management fo:r
Excepti.m.llai Lea:rlllers 3 cr. Offered spring and oddnumbered summers. Prereq., C&I 453. In-depth study of the
principles and procedures for managing problem behaviors
with an emphasis on prevention and classroom management..
A field experience is required.
UG 469> Student Teaching in SfJedal Education Variable
cr. (R-10) Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., completion
of all courses in the special education minor and consent of
instr. and Director of Field Experiences. Supervised field
experience in special education.
UG 470 Y m.mg Adult Literature and Clritkal Readling 3
cr. Offered intermittently. Genre surveys; extensive reading,
and analyzing of literature, authors and media addressed to
students ages 12-18. Emphasizes effective teaching
for using high quality literature with middle school and
secondary students. Not a substitute for C&I 316.
UG 479 Reference Resm!rces 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Evaluation, selection, and use of basic reference resources.
Teaching of media skins, information negotiation, search
strategies, database use, and information services.
UG 480 Collection Iilevelopmei1lt 3 C!r, Offered autumn.
Focus on building and maintaining a foundation print and
non-print media collection; devising a selection policy;
demonstrating media use in support of the curriculum; and
compiling armotated bibliographies.
U 481 Stl.llde:nt Teaching: P-8 ERemeil!ta.ry Variable cr.
(R-14) Offered autumn and spring. Prereq. , passing score on
Writing Proficiency Assessment; the Professional Methods
Block, a minimum of 9 credits in the selected area of
concentration, a minimum of 9 credits from the following:
ART 314, DAN 327, DF~Jv1327, HHP 339, and MUS 335;

approval by advisor, and consent of Director of Field
Experiences and Student Teaching. Coreq., C&I 494.
U 482 Studene Teaching: Secondary Va:riabie cr, {R-14)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq. , passing score on
Writing Proficiency Assessment and consent of Director of
Field Experiences and Student Teaching. Coreq., C&I 494
UG 4:§3 Libralt'y~Media Tecllll:dcai Processes 3 cr. Offered
spring. Coreq., C&I 488. Focus on the technical processing
and organization of print and
materials utilizing
descriptive cataloging, application of AACR2 and the Dewey
Decimal System, Library of Congress subject headings, and
MARC21 records.
UG 4il4 AdministJraltion and Assessment ol' the
Ubnl!ry-Medlia Program 3 cr .Offered sprLng.
Administrative and management procedures; assessment in
terms of state, regional, and national guidelines for
library-media programs and services.
UG 485 Authentic Assessment in Library I"ledia 3 cr"
Offered summer. Prereq., 19 credits in library Media and
consent of instr. Supervised field experience in selected
phases of
media center operations, including
assessment.
UG ot36 St21tftstical Procedl.llres in Ed.uc~<tion 3 cJr. Offered
autumn of even years. Prereq,, MATH 117 or equiv. or
consent of instr. Same as HHP 486. Concepts and procedures
characterizing both descriptive and inferential statistics.
Awareness of common statistical errors.
UG 483 JLibrali'ies and Tedmology 3 cr. Offered spring ..
Coreq., C&I 483. Uses of digital technologies in aH aspects
of library media center operations, including cataloging and
circulation, collection development, reference services and
administration.
U 493 Omnibus Variable te:r,
Offered intermittently.
Independent work under the "'''"'"''i"" omnibus option. See
index.
UG 494 Seminm· VE~rialiJie cr. (R-9) Offered every
semester for portfolio credit. Prereq., consent of instr.
Offered intermittently for group analysis of problems in
specific areas of education.
-UtG 495 Special Topics Vari.abi(e cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittendy. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current
UG 496
Study Varliablie cr. (R-6) Offered
every semester. Prereq., consent of instr.
U 498 Intem:sb!p Varita!J!e cr, Offered intennittently.
Prereq., consent of chair. Extended cl.assroom experience
which provides practical application of classroom learning
during placements off campus, Prior approval must be
obtained from the
supervisor and the Internsl:up
Services office. A maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198,
298, 398, 498) may count toward graduation.
G 501 Cmrdcubllm Design, ][m.[)lenlent!lltion, and
Evaluation 3 Clro Offered spring even-numbered years;
offered summer. Underlying principles of design, factors
affecting implementation, and evaluation and assessment of K12 curricula" at the student and program levels.
G 502 Pll!ilosorpll1y of Educaltion 3 cr. Offered spring and
summer odd~numbered years. Same as EDLD 502. Major
philosophical schools of thought and leading proponents of
each. Concepts of society, the educative process, and the role
of educRtion,
G 504 History of American EducatioU1 3 ei'. Offered
spring and summer odd-numbered years. Same as EDLD
504. Exploration of the ideas, individuals, and events that
have influenced the
and operation of
the American public school, from
America to the
present time,

G 506 Comparative Education 3 cr, Offered spring evennumbered years. How the American educational system
compares with those in selected other countries.
G 508
of Educattion 3 cr. Offered autumn evennumbered years,
public education as it affects and is
and political systems and
affected by religious,
oilier social institutions.
G 510 Advanced! Edncational Psycholiogy 3 cw. Offered
autumn odd-numbered years and summer even-numbered
issues in
years. The exploration of theoretical and
psychology
, learning
and intelligence).
G .514 Education Across Culture§ 3 Clr. Offered autumn
and spring odd~numbered years; offered every summer,
Educational foundations of the study of diversity in American
schools.

G 515

mEducation

and Ot.l:i.eJr 1'edmological Applications

c:r, Offered summer; offered spring evennumbered years. Prereq,, a basic computer course or
demonstrated computer literacy. Computer systems and other
hardware utilizing various software applications by
administrators, counselors, librarians, teachers, and students,
G 513 !ndusnm] and CoUaborll!tllon 3 c.r. Offered autumn
even~numbered
offered summer. Legal and ethical
issues involved the responsible inclusion of
individuals
with disabilities
multi-disciplinary and coHaborative
efforts.
G 519 Authentftc Assessment 3 c.r. Offered online
Focus on assessment practices in
odd-numbered
classrooms
a wide variety of assessments that meet
curricular objectives as well as nationally required
standardized exams to meet NCLB mandates.
G 520 Educatiomd Research 3 <l!r. Offered every term.
Same as EDLD/HHP 520. An understanding of basic
quantitative and qualitative research methodology and
terminology, particularly as they are used in studies presented
in the professional literature.
G 5211. Fouml21tions in Environmental Education J cr,
Offered autumn, Prereq., graduate standing in environmental
sl:udies. Same as EVST 521. Pmblem.,solving approach to
environmental education; problem identification, research and
design and implementation of an educational approach to
selected environrnental issues.
""
G 525 Teacimlng lEmtronmental Science 1~3 cr. (R-6)
Offered spring even-numbered years. Prereq., consent of
instr, Same as EVST 525. Identification and examination of
potential solutions to environmental problems and their
impact on society, Major emphasis on teaching methods as
they apply to environmental science.

an

G 527 Advanced Liiteracy Strategies lin Content A:re2s 3
c:r. Offered autumn; offered summer even-numbered years,
Prereq., teaching experience. Advanced theories, models,
instructional approaches for using reading/writing for
learning in content fields, Emphasis on research,
instructional practice, classroom assessment
G 530 Socio-Cultn:ral Fm.mdations olf Literacy 3 cr.
Offered summer odd~numbered years. Survey of history and
research related to literacy practices in schools/communities,
Theories, models, politics of literacy in K~l2/Adult
education.
G 533 Advanced! Diagnosis and Coll':redi.on of Reading
and Writilf!g 3 C!l, Offered summer even-numbered years.
Based on the case
approach, emphasis on diagnosing
and devising instmctional strategies for students with
reading/writing strengths and needs.
G 540 Supervlision and Teaching JLanguage Ari:s 3 cro
Offered summer even-numbered yeanL Prereq,, teaching
experience. Advanced theories and instmctional approaches
for teaching and assessing the facets of communication within
an integrated elementary curriculum.

G 54!1 §upenision amld Teacihlin.g of Children's Literature
Critica~ Readling 3 cr. Offered §ummer even-numbered
years. Prereq,, undergraduate course in children's literature.
involving extensive critical reading and
Literature-based
integrated curricular use of high quality nonfiction and
classical, contempomry, and multi-cultural fiction, addressed
to grades 1 through 8.

and

G 542 Supeni§ion

mu~

TeFJcbing of Mathematics 3 cr.

Offered! spring even-numbered years and summer oddnumbered
Curriculum trends, instructiomJ,l.
supervisory
relevant to a modern
research
school rnathernatics program.
G 543 Silllpervftsi.on am! Tead1ling of Reading 3 cr. Offered
summer odd-numbered years.
of theory and research
related to
and supervising reading instruction
programs.
G 544 Supervision alllld Teacli:l!i:ng of §dem:® 3 cr, Offered
226 or equiv., teaching
intermittently, Prereq,, Sci
on the stmcture of
experience. Designing curricula
knowledge, and analyzing existing science programs.
G 5.:15 §odaR Si;udites lEducatfton 3 cr. Offered summer
even-numbered years. Historical trends and curriculum issues
related to social studies instruction, Emphasis on current
research
social studies curriculum design,
instructional
and use of resources.
G 546 Supenrision and Teadul!ng of Young Adult
Utel!"ahm~ 2nd! Critical Reading 2l cr. OflBered intermittently
Extensive reading among classical, contemporary, and
multicultural Iiterature including novels, poetry, short stories,
and drama; selection of high quality works, evaluation, and
curricular utilization in grades 8
12,
G 548 Supeni!Ji.(m1! and Teachlil1g in Envlil!"onmental
Education 3 cro Offered spring, Prereq., EVST 521 or
C&I 521. Design, selection, and evaluation of materials for
the teaching of environmental educationo
0

G 553 Information Semrchling, Retrieval a1m:R the
Curdcuhun J cr. Offered summer even-numbered years ..
Search strategy, infonned selection, and curricular utilization
of general and
reference and information sources;
integration of research and media skins into the K -12
curriculum.
G 555 W oriksihlop Vadablle cr.
Offered
intermittently.
courses experimental in nature dealing
with a relatively narrow, specialized topic of particular
current interest. Credit not allowed toward a graduate degree.
G 557 AdvaiD!cerd Application of Uil:eracy Models 6 cr.
Offered intermittently in summer. Prereq", C&I 433 or 533.
Based on readers' literacy strengths and needs, practitioners
diagnose, devise, and implement instructional strategies for
students in grades K-12.
G 571} J!n:!ltmdlional Techlllo!ogy F'oundlations 3 cr.
Offered autumn even-numbered years. Same as EDLD 570.
General introduction to the field, theonJ, and profession of
instructional technology. Definition of instructional
technology; history of the field.
G 571 P!anniing, P:rreparing, and Assessing Educatiionali
Technology Media 3 cr. Offered spring odd-numbered years.
Same as EDLD 57L Principles and practices of instructional
design for integration of educational technology. Emphasis
on role of technology in contemporary
teaching/learning/assessing theon; and practice, including
learning styles and muhiple intelligences.
G 5~0 Dist:;mce Leanrning Ti!lleory aJad Implementation 3
cr, Offered summer odd~numbered years. Same as EDLD
580. Introduction to distance learning models and exploration
of satellite and computer-mediated course development,
implementation, and evaluation.
G 5~1l Planning and Mmnagement folr 1fecbnonogy in
Education 3 cr. Offered autumn odd-numbered years. Same
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as EDLD 581. Creating, implementing, maintaining, and
evaluating technology plans for educational institutions,
including budgets, facilities, and hardware planning.
G 582 Educational Technology: Trends and Issues 3 cr.
Offered spring even-numbered years. Same as EDLD 582.
Exploration of trends and issues in the use of educational
technology in a variety of settings.
G 583 Strategic Planning for Technology 3 cr. Offered
every term even-numbered years. Same as EDLD 583.
Leadership and strategic planning processes for technology
integration within schools.
G 584 Authentic Application in Instructional Design for
Technology 3 cr. Offered summer even-numbered years.
Same as EDLD 584. Development of practical competencies
in such components of instructional technology as
development, production, materials evaluation, and project
management and implementation.
G 585 Unit Course in Business and Information
Technology Education Variable cr. (R-6) Offered summer
odd-numbered years. Each unit course will carry a special
title designating topic covered that is related to improvement
of instruction.
G 590 Supervised Internship 1-9 cr. (R-9) Offered autumn
and spring.
G 594 Seminar Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 597 Research Variable cr. (R-9) Offered every term.
Prereq., consent of instr.
G 598 Internship Variable cr. (R-9) Offered every term.
Prereq., consent of instr. Supervised field experience.
G 618 Educational Statistics 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., C&I 486 or equiv. , or consent of instr. Same as
EDLD 618. Advanced statistical methods and use of the
mainframe computer and microcomputer for data analysis.
Use of a recognized statistical package (e.g., SPPS-X) for research applications.
G 620 Qualitative Research 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., C&I 520 or 618, or equiv. Same as EDLD 620.
In-depth review of descriptive, experimental,
historiographic, ethnographic, and other qualitative research
methods, designs, and approaches. Includes the development
of a research proposal.
G 625 Quantitative Research 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., C&I 520 and 486 or equiv. and coreq., C&I 618.
Same as EDLD 625. Principles and techniques of
quantitative research in educational settings. Students prepare
a draft of a research proposal and experience an abbreviated
dissertation proposal defense.
G 630 Special Topics in Literacy 1-3 cr. (R-3) Offered
every term. Prereq., consent of instr. Should be taken in
conjunction with or immediately prior to comprehensive
examinations. In-depth coverage of selected topics in reading
and writing related to current literacy issues and practices.
G 652 Issues in Curriculum and Instruction 3 cr. Offered
autumn odd-numbered years. Prereq., C&I 501 or consent of
instr. Curricular and instructional decision making and
process, innovation and change, trends and reforms.
Controversial issues in education and society related to K-12

curriculum and motivation.
G 694 Advanced Seminar in Curriculum and Instruction
Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently. Prereq., consent
of instr.
G 697 Advanced Research in Curriculum and Instruction
Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently. Prereq., consent
of instr.
G 699 Thesisillissertation Variable cr. (R-10) Offered
every term.

Faculty
Professors
Rhea Ashmore, Ed.D., The University of Montana, 1981
Janice LaBonty, Ph.D., University of Nebraska, 1987
Jean A. Luckowski, Ed.D., Oklahoma State University,
1983
Marian J. McKenna, Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1987
Richard van den Pol, Ph.D., Western Michigan University,
1981

Associate Professors
Lisa M. Blank, Ph.D., Indiana University, 1997
Sarah M. Brewer. Ed. D., University of Central Florida,
1995
Fletcher Brown, Ph.D., Miami University, 1994
Georgia A. Cobbs, Ph.D., The Ohio State University, 1995
David R. Erickson, Ph.D., The Ohio State University, 1994
Ann N. Garfinkle, Ph.D., University of Washington, 1999
(chair)
Darrell W. Stolle, Ed.D., University of Montana, 1998
Stephanie Wasta, Ph.D., University of Iowa, 1993

Assistant Professors
Trent L. Atkins, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 2003
Sandra R. Williams, Ed.D., The University of Montana,
2000

Research Faculty
Nancy Arnold, Ph.D., University of Northern Colorado,
1995
Susan Harper-Whalen, Ed.M., Harvard University, 1984
Theodore Maloney, M.A., Goddard College, 1978
Gail McGregor, Ed.D., The Johns Hopkins University,
1984
Sarah Mulligan, M.Ed., University of Washington, 1981
Lucy Hart Paulson, M.S. , University of Illinois, 1980
Susan Toth, M.A., University of Iowa, 1974
R. Timm Vogelsberg, Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1979

Emeritus Professor
Carolyn J. Lott, Ed. D., The University of Montana, 1985
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Department of Educational
Leadership and Counseling
Catherine Jenni, Chair
Merle Farrier, Program Director, Educational
Leadership
The Educational Leadership knowledge base emphasizes
the realities of the workplace, blending practical tasks with the
conceptual models of effective leadershtp. The model uses
leadership assessment and problem-based learning throughout
nine cumcular strands: change/future, leadership, research
community, communication, assessment/program evaluation,
management, diversity, curriculum, and
professionalism/socialization. Students at both degree levels
experience integrated coursework, performance-based
assessment, and exit interviews on completion of the degree
programs.
The Counselor Education program educates students for
employment in school (K-12 and higher education) and
community mental health and human service settings.
Counselors are system~, family and in~iv~dual consultant~,
practitioners and coordmators who asstst m problem solvmg,
decision-making skills, personal growth and development, and
individual, family school, and/or career issues. Counselors
receive training in the eight core areas identified by the
American Counseling Association Council for Accreditation of
Counseling and Related Educational Programs: human growth
and development, social and cultural foundations, the _helping
relationship, group theories and methods, career and hfestyle
development, client assessment and evaluation, research and
program evaluation, and professional orientation. Student may
focus on School Counselmg (M.A.) or Agency (Mental Health)
Counseling (M.A.). Each option requires additional specialty
courses and comprehensive written and oral examinations
focused on the student's career track. The more advanced
graduate degrees (Ed.S. and Ed.D.) develop depth, supervisory,
and leadersliip skills in these areas.
Graduate Programs: The M.A., Ed.S., and Ed.D. are
offered in Counselor Education; the M.Ed., Ed.S., and Ed.D.
are offered in education administration and supervision.
Information regarding specific requirements aJ?.d program
options is available from the School ofEducatton. For more
information, please refer to The University of Montana
Graduate Programs and Admissions Catalog. Graduate
programs are accredited by NCATE and CACREP.
Admission to Counseling: Applicants for this program
should contact the Department for more specific admissions
information. Requirements include GRE verbal and
quantitative less than 5 years old; official transcripts from all
undergraduate and graduate institutions attended; three current
letters of recommendation; and a letter of application stating
academic and professional background, purpose in obtaining
the degree, and thoughts about eventual employment and career
direction. Deadline is February 15. Admisston is competitive.
Meeting graduate school minimum grade average and GRE
requirements will not necessarily insure acceptance.
Admission to Educational Leadership: The Program
Admissions Committee has established policies and standards
for admission which include the GRE (verbal and quantitative);
three letters of recommendation (one from an immediate
supervisor); official transc~p~s for all1;1nd<?rgraduat_e and.
~aduate coursework; quahtymg exammatton; and mtervtews
(doctoral). Contact the Department for details.
Certification Requirements: Education Leadership degree
programs lead to certification at the Class III level. The
Counselor Education, M.A., School Counseling option, leads to

licensure at the Class IV level.

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate
or graduate credtt, G = for graduate credit. R. after the cre~t
indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maxtmum
indicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not
count toward a degree.

Counselor Education (COUN)
UG 455 Workshop Variable cr. (J3.--6) Of~ered
.
intermittently. Spectal courses expenmental m nature deahng
with a relatively narrow, specialized topic of particular current
interest. Credit not allowed toward a graduate degree.
UG 475 Forgiveness and Reconcili~tion 3 cr.. Offered
spring. Survey of the theory and practice of heahng frac~ed
relationships at the individual and community levels, treatmg
historical and personal issues from philosophical,
psychological and religious perspectives drawn from several
diverse cultures.
U 485 Counseling Theories in Context 3 cr. Offered fall.
Prereq., PSYC lOOS. Same as PSYC 485 and SW 485.
Introduction to the primary theories that co~stitute the
intellectual foundatton for common counselmg and
psychotherapy techniques, with a special focus on gender,
mterpersonal influence strategies, and diversity issues.
UG 495 Special Topics 1-9 cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
G 511 Theories and Techniques of Counseling 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Examination of historic and current theories
of counseling. Overview of techniques associat~d with each
theory. Basic introduction to ethical concerns with each
theory.
G 512 Counseling Fundamentals 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., COUN 511. Overview of approaches to C?unseling,
including common factors. Includes meta-theorettcal
considerations and guided dyadic practice.
G 520 Group Counseling and Guidance 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., COUN 511. Theories, approaches, and
methods for group counseling and guidance.
G 530 Applied Counseling Skills 2 cr. Offere~ autumn !illd
spring. Prereq., COUN 511,512 and consent ofmstr. Revtew
and application of counseling theories and techniques to client
issues. Intensive supervision including ethics, professional
practice and diagnostic considerations. Lecture ~d class
presentation with a focus on professional counselmg
development.
G 540 Individual Appraisal3 c~. Offered sppng. Pre~eq.,
C&I 517 or consent of instr. Overvtew of appratsal techntques
utilized in counseling, including interviewing, observatio~, and
psychological/educational testing. The processes ?f selection,
administration, scoring, interpretation, and reportmg
information from appraisal techniques are examined in relation
to practical, legal, and ethical considerations.
G 550 Introduction to Family Counseling 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., admission to Counselor Education program or
consent of instr. An introduction to the major theones,
techniques, and diagnostic tools of family counseling. Course
includes a family systems emphasis.
G 560 Lifespan Developmental Counseling 3 cr. Offered
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spring. Overview of counseling from the framework of
hfespan developmental theory. Normal and abnormal
development in the environmental context of family, school,
society and culture emphasized.
G 565 School Counseling, Program Development and
Supervision 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., graduate standing
or consent of instr. Examination of counseling techniques and
approaches relevant to prevention and remediation of
behavioral, social, emotional and academic problems for
students P-12. Overview of school counseling program
development and administration.
G 566 Counseling Children and Adolescents 3 cr. Offered
every spring .. Prereq., COUN 511, 512, 565 or consent of
instr. Review and application of counseling concerns and
approaches with children and adolescents in school and related
educational settings, including classroom and
psychoeducational strategies.
G 570 Career Counseling Theory and Techniques 3 cr.
Offered spring. Examination of theories of career choice and
development; information sources for career counseling;
techniques and approaches of career counseling with clients at
different stages of career and life development and from
diverse populations.
G 575 Multicultural Counseling 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., graduate standing or consent of instr. An introduction
to the field of multicultural counseling. Issues and practical
considerations in counseling five population groups; definition
of terms and concepts.
G 580 Chemical De.Pendency Counseling 2 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., admission to Counselor Education program
or consent ofinstr. Understanding chemical dependency and its
treatment. Development of school/community programs for
prevention and remediation. Counseling techniques and
methods. Understanding the addictive process.
G 585 Counseling Methods: School and Agency 2-9 cr.
Offered every term. Prereq., COUN 511, 512. Supervised
counseling methods and theories as applied in mental health
agencies and schools. Review of the principles of counseling
as these apply to various settings and client issues.
G 589 Comprehensive Project 2 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Integration of professronal experience and academic
research in a comprehensive paper or applied project. Students
may elect to have an oral exammation covering the eight
CACREP core areas of counseling.
G 594 Seminar Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr. Group analysis of problems in specific
areas of professional counseling.
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings ofvrsiting professors,
experimental offermgs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 597 Research Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 610 Professional Ethics and Orientation 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., COUN 530 or consent of instr. The public
and institutional roles and responsibilities of counseling
professionals including ethical and legal responsibilities.
G 615 Diagnosis and Treatment Planning in Counseling 3
cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., COUN 512. Overview of
diagnosis, treatment planning and case documentation in
counseling.
G 625 Introduction to Mental Health Systems 2 cr.
Prereq., acceptance into Counselor Education program mental
health track. Essential knowledge for professional identity,
understanding of public policy, and community assessment
procedures. Includes bneflectures, guest speakers, discussion,
and student presentations.
G 633 Supervision and Consultation in Counseling:
Advanced Practicum 2-4 cr. (R-4) Offered spring. Prereq.,

COUN 530. Approaches and techniques for supervision and
consultation in counseling. Supervised experience with first
year counselor education graduate students.
G 685 Advanced Counseling Methods: School and Agency
2-9 cr. (R-9) Offered every term. Prereq., COUN 585.
Supervised advanced counseling methods and approaches as
applied to mental health agencies and schools.
G 699 Thesis/Professional Paper 2-10 cr. (R-10) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., EDLD 620 or 625.

Educational Leadership (EDLD)
UG 495 Special To.Pics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Expenmental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
G 502 Philosophy of Education 3 cr. Offered spring and
summer odd-numberedlears. Same as C&I 502. Major
philosophical schools o thought and leading proponents of
each. Concepts of society, the educative process, and the role
of education.
G 504 History of American Education 3 cr. Offered spring
and summer odd-numbered years. Same as C&I 504.
Exploration of the ideas, individuals, and events that have
influenced the curriculum, pedagogy, and operation of the
American public school, from colonial America to the present
time.
G 512 Educational Futures 3 cr. Offered summer evennumbered years and autumn odd -numbered years. Predicting
and projecting the near and more distant future of education.
The changing place and nature of education and leadership in
tomorrow's society.
G 519 Measurement and Analysis of Educational Data 3
cr. Offered summer and autumn. Prereq., graduate standing.
Explanation and practice in measurement and statistical
analysis of educational data. Preparation in measurement and
statistical analysis for educational research.
G 520 Educational Research 3 cr. Offered every term.
Same as C&I and HHP 520. An understanding of basic
quantitative and qualitative research methodology and
terminology, partrcularly as they are used in studies presented
in the professronalliterature.
G 540 Higher Education Finance 3 cr. Offered autumn
even-numbered years. Prereq., EDLD 550 and consent of
department. Overview of how colleges and universities make
financial and budgetary decisions; current trends in state and
federal policy related to finance; contemporary problems in
finance of education.
G 542 The College Student 3 cr. Offered spring oddnumbered years. Prereq., EDLD 550 and consent of
department. Survey oftoday's college student including
discussion of demographics, student development theories,
learning theories, and contemporary issues on college
campuses related to college students.
G 544 The College Curriculum 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., EDLD 550 and consent of department. Hrstoncal and
contemporary development of college and university
curriculum. Includes overview of pedagogical strategies,
assessment, evaluation, and curricular change.
G 546 Federal and State Higher Education Policy 3 cr.
Offered spring even-numbered years. Prereq., EDLD 550 and
consent of department. Overview of policies at the local, state,
and national levels that affect the coniiuct of higher education;
current trends in higher education policy; changes in
educational policy; how policies affect different institutional
types.
G 550 Foundations of Educational Leadership 3 cr.
Offered autumn and summer. Prereq., C&I 551 or consent of
instr. Basic functions ofK-12 admimstration and supervision
and how contemporary views have evolved; models of
leadership style and practice compared; responsibilities and
relationships of school boards and chief school officers.
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G 551 Foundations of Curriculum Leadership 3 cr.
Offered autumn and summer. Prereq., elementary or secondary
teaching experience or consent of ins~. The histo!Y and .
theoretical bases of current K-12 curr1culum and mstruct10nal
leadership.
G 552 The Supervision and Evaluation of Public School
Educators 3 cr. Offered autumn odd-numbered years, spring
and summer. Prereq., EDLD ~~0. <;onflic~ing views ~d .
models of supervision; supervlSl<?n m relation to admimstr~t10n
and evaluation. Development of m~truments f<?r the formative
and summative evaluat10n of teaching and the1r use m
simulated cases.
G 554 School Law 3 cr. Offered autumn odd-numbered
years, spring and summer. Prereq., EDLD 550. Key Montana
and nat10nallegislation regarding public education. Landmark
cases of the U.S. Supreme Court and other federal, regional,
and state courts as they affect the operation of public schools
and the rights of school board members, administrators, teachers, students, and parents.
G 556 The Finance of Public Education 3 cr. Offered
autumn even-numbered years, spring and summer. Prereq.,
EDLD 550. Revenue sources for K-12 public schools; proper
expenditures; Montana's foundation program and related
legislation; major court case.s and ho~ they have affe~te~ ways
of funding schools; developmg effect1ve school and d1str1ct
budgets.
G 559 School Public Relations for the Principal 3 cr.
Offered autumn even-numbered years, SI?ring and summer.
Investigation of the appropriate l.eadership and manageme.nt
roles of the modem school princ1pal as tl:iey relate to pubhc
relations. Understanding of politiCal theory as it relates to
developing and maintaining relationships with internal and
external publics.
G 567 K-12 Leadership 3 cr. Offered autumn oddnumbered years, spring, and summer. Examination. of the roles
responsibilities, and relationships of educators relative to
management and leadership considerations at all levels of the
educational organization (elementary, middle, secondary, and
central office).
G 568 K-12 Curriculum 3 cr. Offered autumn evennumbered years, spring and ~ummer. Majo~ a~p~cts of
curriculum related to the duties and respons1b1hties of school
administrators. Issues related to the development, review and
evaluation o curriculum. Exploration of issues related to
selected instructional models and practices; school
improvement.
G 570 Instructional Technology Foundations 3 cr.
Offered autumn even-numbered. Same as C&I 570. General
introduction to the field, theory, and profession of
instructional technology. Definition of instructional
technology; history of the field.
G 571 Planning, Preparing, and Assessing Educational
Technology Media 3 cr. Offered spring odd-numbered years.
Same as C&I 571. Principles and practices of instructio~l
design for integration of educational technology. Emphasis
on role of technology in contemporary
teaching/learning/assessing theory and practice, including
learning styles and multiple intelligences.
G 580 Distance Learning Theory and Implementation 3
cr. Offered summer odd-numbered years. Same as <:;&I 580.
Introduction to distance learning models and exploration of
satellite and computer-mediated course development,
implementation, and evaluation.
G 581 Planning and Management for Technology in
Education 3 cr. Offered autumn odd-numbered years. Same
as C&I 581. Creating, implementing, maintaining, and
evaluating technology plans for educational insti~tions,
including budgets, facilities, and hardware planmng.
G 582 Educational Technology: Trends and Issues 3 cr.
Offered spring even-numb~red y~ars. Same as C&I.582.
Exploration of trends and Issues m the use of educatiOnal

technology in a variety of settings.
G 583 Strategic Planning for Technology 3 cr. Offered
autumn even-numbered years, spring and summer. Same as
C&I 583. Leadership and strategic planning processes for
technology integration within schools.
G 584 Authentic Application in Instructional Design for
Technology 3 cr. Offered summer even-numbered years.
Same as C&I 584. Development of practical competencies in
such components of instructional technology as development,
production, materials evaluation, and project management and
implementation.
G 585 Fieldwork in Educational Administration and
Supervision 2-3 cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq., EDLD
560 or 565. Fieldwork at the school level (when the student is
not comrleting an intems~ip), with the C<?Ope~tion of the
principa and under the gu1dance of a Umverslty of Montana
professor.
G 594 Seminar Variable cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr. Group analysis of problems in specific
areas of education.
G 595 Special ToP.ics Variable. cr. (R-~).<?ffered
intermittently. ExJ?enmental offermgs ofv1s1tn:~.g profes~ors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offenngs of
current topics.
,
G 596 Independent Study Vari~ble cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent ofmstr.
G 597 Research Variable cr. (R-10) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 598 Internship Variable cr. (R-10) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 599 Professional Paper Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently.
G 618 Educational Statistics 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
C&I or HHP 486 or equiv. or consent of instr. Same !iS C&I
618. Advanced statistical methods and use of the mamframe
computer and microcomputer for data analysis .. Us.e of a
recognized statistical package for research apphcations.
G 620 Qualitative Research 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prer~q.,
EDLD 520 or 618 or equiv. Same as C&I 620. In-depth rev1ew
of qualitative research methods, designs, and approaches. The
development of a research proposal.
G 625 Quantitative Research 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
EDLD 520 and C&I 486 or equiv. and coreq., EDLD. 618.
Same as C&I 625. Principles and technique of quantitative
research in educational settings. Students prepare a draft of a
research proposal and experience an abbreviated dissertation
proposal defense.
G 653 School Personnel Administration 3 cr. Offered
autumn even-numbered years, summer odd-numbered years.
Prereq., EDLD 550. Administration of classified and
certificated school employees; personnel:related laws,
functions, and decisions; unions, bargainmg contracts,
grievances, etc.
G 656 The Economics of Public Education 3 cr. Offered
autumn odd-numbered years, summer even-numbered years.
Prereq., EDLD 556. School fmance from a national
pers,Pective; altef!lative budgeting and school-revenue models;
eqmty cons1derat10ns.
G 657 Facilities Planning and Other School Business
Functions 3 cr. Offered summer and spring odd-numbered
years. Prereq., EDLD 550. Working with architects, school
personnel and others on educationally and financially sound
plans for ~ew an~ ~e~odeled fa~ilitie~; ~e school business
official's respons1b1ht1es regardmg bmldmgs and grounds,
maintenance and cust~~ial s~rvices, ~sportation, food
services, and the adm1mstration of class1fied personnel.
G 658 School Public Relations-Superintendents 3 cr•.
Offered sprins and s~er even-numbered yem:s. Enhancmg
site- and distnct-level mtemal and external relations;
conducting needs assessments, inservice workshops, and
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funding campaigns; improving administrators' writing,
listening, and speaking skills; composing press releases and
newsletters; working with the medta.
G 660 Adult and Continuing Education 3 cr. Offered
spring. Adult learning theory and the special needs and
motivations of adult learners in postsecondary institutions;
principles and practices of administering postsecondary
continuing education programs.
G 662 History of Higher Education 3 cr. Offered autumn
odd-numbered years. Survey of the historical roots of higher
education from world and comparative perspectives;
examination of the historic and contemporary missions,
organizational structures, governance, and administration of
various types ofpostsecondary and higher education
institutions in America and abroad.
G 664 The Community College 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. The organization and administration of
American postsecondary education in two-year collegiate
institutions; current trends in governance, finance, curriculum,
faculty and students.
G 667 The American College Professor 3 cr. Offered
autumn odd-numbered years. Investigation of the prevailing
cmriculum and instruct10n in American undergraduate and
graduate education and consideration of reform reports ..
G 668 College and University Administration 3 cr. Offered
spring even-numbered years. Prereq., EDLD 667 or consent
of instr. Administration of college and university programs,
departments, and schools; the roles of program director or
coordinator, department chairperson, dean, vice president,
provost, president, chancellor, and commissioner.
G 674 Internship in College Teaching 1 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq. or coreq., EDLD 667 and consent of
instr. Provides an opportunity for guided and supervised
teaching at the college level and assistance to the aspiring
college teacher in meeting the needs of a diverse student
population; assistance provided in methods of teaching at the
college level, theories oflearnins, use of technology, and
evaluation and assessment techmques.
G 676 Internship in Higher Education Administration 1-3
cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently. Prereq., EDLD 668 and
consent of instr. Supervised and guided work in an
administrative unit/department at the college/university level.
G 694 Advanced Seminar: Educational Administration
and Supervision Variable cr.(R-9) Offered intermittently.
G 697 Advanced Research in Educational Administration
and Supervision Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn and
spring.
G 699 Professional Seminar/Dissertation Variable cr.

(R-12) Offered intermittently.
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Department of Health and
Human Performance
Thomas Whiddon, Chair
Within the liberal arts tradition of The University of Montana
andthe mission of the School of Education, theDeJ?artment of
Health and Human Performance engages in professional
education, scholarly activity, and meaningful public service.
The department emphasizes all dimensions of health and human
movement to enhance the longevity and quality of life.
The undergraduate curriculum in health and human
performance at The University of Montana prepares graduates
to be competent entry-level professionals in health and human
performance-related occupations or candidates for advanced
study in related disciplines. Development of the following is
considered essential m achieving those outcomes: 1)

knowledge of the scope of the profession, 2) basic and
professional skills germane to effective practice as a health and
human performance professional or successful pursuit of
advanced studies, 3) higher order thinking skills which increase
the students' involvement in their own learning and promote a
lifelong quest for knowledge, 4) knowledge of the multiple
dimensions of health, and possession of health promotion skills
applicable in a variety of settings, 5) understanding of the role
played by health and human performance professionals, a sense
of responsibility, personal attributes, and professional behaviors
requisite for effective functioning within that role, and 6)
respect for the uniqueness and dignity of self and others.
HHP majors choose from one of the following options in the
undergraduate curriculum: Athletic Training; Exercise Science;
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Applied Health Science; and Health Enhancement. Students
complete requirements for one or more of the options consistent
with their professional aspirations.
The goal of the Athletic Training option is to prepare
competent entry-level athletic trainers for employment in
educational and clinical settings or post-graduate study. The
Athletic Training curriculum is designed to help students
develop proficiency in the acute care of injuries/illnesses, risk
management and injury prevention, psychosocial intervention
and referral, therapeutic exercise, pharmacology, pathology of
injuries/illnesses, health care admmistration, general medical
conditions and disabilities, assessment and evaluation,
professional development and responsibilities, and nutritional
aspects. Successful graduates should possess the knowledge
and skills to qualify for the Board of Certification.
The Exercise Science option is designed to provide students
with an in-depth biological and social science background. and
prepares students for post-baccalaureate study in exercise
physiology and related health sciences.
The Applied Health Science option prepares students for
professional certification and employment in two
areas-exercise and fitness and/or community health education.
Successful graduates of this option should possess the
knowledge and skills to qualify for: 1) American College of
Sports Medicine Health/Fitness Instructor's Certification; 2)
National Strength and Conditionin~ Association Certified
Strength and Conditionin~ Speciahst certification, or
equivalent; and/or 3) Certification as a Health Education
Specialist. Students should be prepared to assess health needs,
plan, implement and evaluate health promotion activities in a
variety of settings.
The Health Enhancement ortion prepares students to teach
health behaviors and physica activities to facilitate their
adoption in the school or community. Students successfully
completing the Health Enhancement emphasis should meet
state certification standards for teaching Health Enhancement in
K-12 public and private school environments.
The graduate curriculum in Health and Human Performance
at The University of Montana prepares post-graduates to
become effective health and human performance professionals
or competitive candidates for advanced study in related
disciplmes through a comprehensive program of study and
guided research. Development of the following is considered
essential in achieving a graduate degree: 1) oral and written
communication, 2) understanding of current research and
familiarity with the literature in one's chosen specialization, 3)
appropriate technological skills, 4) ability to design, conduct,
and report research in a scholarly fashion, 5) investigative skills
to promote independent pursuit of learning beyond the confines
of curricular requirements, and 6) personal characteristics,
sense of responsibility, and professional behaviors requisite for
effective functioning as an advanced health and human performance professional. Graduate options include Exercise
Science, Health Promotion, and Health and Human
Performance. For more information re~arding the department's
graduate program, refer to The University of Montana Graduate
Programs and Admissions catalog
(http://www.umt.edu/grad/programs/default.htm).
The department also provides a large activity program (HHP
100-179) which includes instruction m a wide variety of
individual, team, recreational, and fitness activities. Goals of
this program include helping students: 1) develop and maintain
long-term health-related fitness, 2) develop motor performance
skills that facilitate regular and continuous participation in
physical activity, and 3) develo_p the adult "mner athlete" who
continually strives to reach optimal potential through
involvement in challenging endeavors. Students may elect to
apply up to four credits from HHP 100-179 toward a
baccalaureate degree. For descriptions of the activity classes
offered, refer to the website at http://www.soe.umt.edu/hhp/>
and select Health & Human Performance Activity Classes
(H2PAC).

Special Degree Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the
catalog. See index.
Students must fulfill the requirements listed below. All HHP
majors and minors must earn a minimum grade of a C- in all
required courses, including prerequisites, except that athletic
traming students must earn a grade of C (2.00) in these areas.
Courses specifically listed in this catalog as requirements for
Health and Human Performance majors must be taken for a
traditional letter grade. This includes courses in HHP and
out-of-department courses.
Athletic training students must earn a grade of C (2.00) in all
required courses, including prerequisite courses. Courses
specifically listed in the catalo~, as requirements for the athletic
training option (Athletic Traimng Education Program) must be
taken for a traditional letter grade. This includes in-department
and out-of-department courses. Student in the athletic training
option who receive less than C (2.00) on any required courses
will be placed on pro~am suspension and will not be allowed to
continue any sequential courses until they retake the course and
receive at least a C. If a student receives less than a C (2.00)
after repeating a course, the student will be dismissed from the
program.

Admission Policies for Health Enhancement
Option
The Health Enhancement option is designed for individuals
who wish to teach in the public school system. Application for
admission to the School of Education must be made (refer to
http://www.soe.umt.edu/hhp). Applications are accepted twice
a year; however, the number of students admitted into the
program is limited. Application is made no sooner than after the
completion of 30 hours of course work. A cumulative GPA of
2.75 is necessary for application.
To successfully complete the program in Health
Enhancement, a student must receive a grade of C (2.00) or
above in every course in the following areas: teaching major
and minor, professional education courses, a drug abuse course,
PSYC IOOS, ENEX 101, and C&I 427. None of these courses
may be taken as pass/not pass except where that is the only
grade available.

Admission Policies for the Athletic Training
Option
Athletic Training Education Program (ATEP)
The University of Montana offers a Bachelor of Science in
Health and Human Performance (HHP) with an option in
Athletic Training. The Athletic Training Education Program
(ATEP) is the only undergraduate curriculum in the State of
Montana accredited by the Commission on Accreditation of
Athletic Training Education (CAATE). The ATEP is a
demanding curriculum which requires dedication and
commitment. It is a rewarding program that may present a
variety of professional career opportunities upon graduation.
Following are the requirements and various options available
with respect to students' professional goals. Academic advisors
are available to assist students in this interesting and challenging
professional program.
Admission. Students who desire admission into the ATEP
must submit a formal application to the program director. The
application deadline is February 1. The application form is
available from the HHP department with the approval of the
ATEP director.
Each application for admission to the professional ATEP is
reviewed by a Review Board consisting of the ATEP director
and clinical instructors as well as other professionals. Formal
notification of admission to the professional ATEP is sent to the
candidate prior to the preregistration period for autumn
semester.
Candidates who are not admitted to the ATEP also will
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receive written notification of this decision. All qualified
candidates might not be admitted to the professional ATEP due
to the limited number of clinical openings.
Interview Requirements. The following selection criteria
must be met to be considered for an interview:
1. Minimum overall GPA of2.75. All pre-professional ATEP
course requirements must have no grade lower than "C".
2. A written "Statement of Purpose" attached to the
application form. Applicants must address the following:
-reason for applying to this professional concentration
-perception of the profession
-future expectations upon completion of the professional
ATEP
-past experience in athletic training
-any other areas or comments considered appropriate
3. Three professional letters of recommendation.
4. Completion of 70 hours of clinical observation in athletic
training and Level 1 modules and clinical proficiencies. See the
Pre-ATEP Policy & Procedure Manual.
htt ://www.soe.umt.edu/hh /athletic trainin I or contact the
program director for this in ormation.
5. See blood-borne pathogen requirements on the above
website or contact the program director.
6. Complete or will complete the prerequisite courses (see
above website or contact the program director prior to
application to the Professional A TEP).
7. Meet established technical standards and pass a preprogram physical examination by the team physician (please
contact die program director).
8. Criminal Background Check (see Program Director).
Note: Transfer students will be required to complete all the
pre-professional requirements and also submit an application as
required in the admissions policies.
Professional ATEP.
The ATEP is divided into a pre-professional program lasting
approximately two to three years and a professtonal program
during the final two years. The professional program requires 4
semesters of clinical education and sequential courses;
therefore, students must enter the program during autumn
semester.
Upon admission into the professional program, the following
requirements must be met:
1. Become a student member of the National Athletic
Trainers' Association, Inc.
2. The University of Montana provides liability insurance for
all ATEP professional students.
3. Accumulate a minimum of 1,000 hours of clinical
practicum within a two xear period. No more than one-half
(500) of this minimum (1,000) can be credited per academic
year; the hours must be equalfy distributed each semester (250
per semester).
4. Demonstrate progressive improvement as an athletic
training student throughout the practicum, per CAATE
guidelines and The University of Montana-Missoula's ATEP
expectation.
5. Complete the required curriculum sequentially.
6. Send for NATA-BOC Application at least three months
prior to the expiration date.
7. Maintain current appropriate First Aid and CPR cards (see
the HHP First Aid Requirements
http://www.soe.umt.edu/hhp/ath3 .htm#gen).
8. Maintain a 2.75 overall GPA and receive no lower than a
"C" in any professional course.
9. Hepatitis B immunization must be completed before
initiating clinical education.
10. Meet established technical standards and pass a preprogram physical examination by the team phystcian.

General Program Requirements

First Aid and CPR Exit Certifications
All Health and Human Performance students are required to
have the appropriate certification in first aid/emergency care and
CPR at graduation. The following certifications will meet this
competency:
Any one of the following current first aid/emergency care
certifications:
Emergency Response from the American Red Cross
First Responder
American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons (AAOS)
National Safety Council Level III
Wilderness First Responder
Plus one of the following CPR certifications:
American Heart Association (Health Care Provider is required
for the athletic training option)
American Red Cross (Professional Rescuer is required for the
athletic training option)
Or Certification as an Emergency Medical Technician
Health and Human Performance students may use available
elective credits to take HHP 288/289, Advanced First Aid,
Emergency Care and CPR, to meet this competency, or they
may elect to fulfill the competency through another agency.
Credit for HHP 288/289 will not be awarded for certifications
earned at agencies other than the Health and Human
Performance Department at The University of MontanaMissoula.
Upper-division Writing Expectation
The Upper-division Writing Expectation must be met by
successfully completing the designated upper-division writing
course required in each of the HHP options.
Options Undergraduate students must complete requirements
for a minimum of one of the options listed below. The typical
student may take more than four years to com,Plete these
requirements, especially in the Athletic Traimng option and the
Health Enhancement option.
Athletic Training Option (required courses). Within
Department (72-74 crs.): 181, 184, 226, 240,241, 242~ 288-289
or appropriate course, 340, 341, 342, 343, 361, 365, 366, 367,
368,369,372,373,377,378,384,401,402,411,412,446,
475E, 479, 485, 3 crs. of electives exclusive of 100-179. Out of
Department (35 crs.): ENEX 101; COMM IliA; CHEM 151N,
152N; BIOL 106N, SCN 201N, 202N or BIOL 312-313; PSYC
lOOS; FOR220; PHAR liON; CS 171.
Exercise Science Option (required courses). Within
Department (45 crs.): 181, 184, 226, 236N, 368, 369, 377, 378,
384, 446, 450, 475E, 483, 482 or 484, 499, 6 crs. of electives in
courses numbered 300 and above. Out of Department (43-45
crs.): COMM lllA; CHEM 151N, 152N, 154N; SCN201N,
202N orBIOL 312, 313; FOR220; MATH241; PHYS 121N,
PSYC 1OOS; 8 crs. of electives from biology, biochemistry,
mathematics, physics, psychology upon consent of advisor; CS
171.
Applied Health Science Option (required courses). Within
Department (39 crs.): 181, 184, 226, 236N, 288 or appropriate
certification, 289 or appropriate certification, 330, 365, 377,
378,450, 475E, 483,484,4 crs. of498. Out ofDepartment (3135 crs.): COMM lllA; CHEM 151N; BIOL 106N; BIOL 121N
or SCI 350; SCI 201N- 202N or BIOL 312, BIOL 313; MATH
117; FOR 220; PSYC lOOS; CS 171. In addition, students must
complete an additional 24 credits, including at least 18 from the
list below. The remaining 6 credits can be obtained from
courses not on the list with the prior approval of advisor. HHP
370, 371, 384, 386, 415, 425, 482, 485, 486; ACCT 201; ANTH
388, 444; BIOL 265N; CHEM 152N; EVST 225; MATH 241;
MKTG 360; PSYC 260, 352; SW 423, 455S (note: at least 16 of
the 24 credits must be at the 300 level or higher and students
may not count more·than 60 HHP credits toward graduation).
Health Enhancement Option (required courses). Within
Department (50-54 crs.): 181, 184, 224, 225, 226, 233, 236N,
288 or appropriate certification, 289 or appropriate certification,
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301,339,361,365,368,369,377,378,384,450,466,475E.
Out of Department (68-69 crs.): COMM lilA; SCN 201N202N· ·BIOL 106N· BIOL 121N or SC 350; PSYC lOOS,
PSYC l40S; C&I 200,301 or 302,303,306, 407E, 410,481,
482; C&I 427; CHEM 151N; MATH 241; CS 171; NAS
requirement.

and Counseling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Total
f6

Suggested Course of Study
Athletic Training Option:
A
First Year
BIOL 106N Elementary Medical Microbiology
CHEM 151N-152N General and Inorganic Chemistry
and Organic and Biological Chemistry . . . . . . . . 3
COMM lllA Introduction to Public Speaking .. .
CS 171 Communication Via Computers ....... ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HHP 181 Foundations of Health and Human
Performance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HHP 184 Personal Health and Wellness ....... 3
MATH 117 Probability and Linear Math ..... .
HHP 226 Basic Exercise Prescription . . . . . . . . . 3
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
i7
Total
Second Year
SC 201N-202N or
BIOL312-313 Anatomy and Physiology I, II. ...... .4
4
FOR 220 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
PSYC 100S Introduction to Psychology . . . . . . . 4
HHP 240 Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries 2
HHP 241 Prevention and Care of Athletic
Injuries Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
HHP 242 Directed Clinical Observations . . . . . . 1
HHP 288-289 First Aid and CPR (or in department
elective if competency is met) . . . . . . . . . . . . . PHAR llON Use and Abuse of Drugs ....... .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Total
i7
Third Year
HHP 340-341 Practicum in Athletic Training I, II . 3
HHP 342 Advanced Techniques of Athletic
Training . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HHP 343 Advanced Techniques of Athletic
Training Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HHP 361 Assessment in Physical
and Health Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HHP 366 Measurement and Modalities . . . . . . . . 3
HHP 367 Measurement and Modalities Laboratory 1
HHP 368 Applied Anatomy and Kinesiology . . . . 3
HHP 369 Applied Anatomy and
Kinesiology Laboratory . . . . . . . . . : . : . . . . . . 1
HHP 372 Rehabilitation of Athletic InJUries . . . . . HHP 373 Rehabilitation of
Athletic Injuries Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HHP 384 Motor Control and Learning . . . . . . . . Total
f4
Fourth Year
.
HHP 365 Measurement in HHP Professions
HHP 377 Physiology of Exercise . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HHP 378 Physiology of Exerc~se I:ab~ratory . . . . 1
HHP 401 Evaluation of Athletic InJUries ....... 2
HHP 402 Evaluation of Athletic Injuries
Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
HHP 411-412 Advanced Practicum in Athletic
Training I, II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HHP 446 Nutrition for Sport .... : . . . . .. . . . . 3
HHP 475E Legal and Ethical Issues m Exercise
Professions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · . · HHP 479 Sports Medicine ................. HHP 485 Theories of Health BehaviOr

s
3

3
3
3

3

15

3
3
6

16
3
3
1

2
1

3

13
3

3
3
2

2

13

Exercise Science Option:
A
s
First Year
.
3
CHEM 151N General and Inorg~c Chem~stry
COMM 111A Introduction to Pubhc Speaking . . . 3
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HHP 181 Foundations of Health and Human
Performance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HHP 184 Personal Health and Wellness ....... 3
2
HHP 226 Basic Exercise Prescription . . . . . . . . . MATH 117 Probability and Linear Math ..... .
3
PSYC lOOS Introduction to Psychology ....... 4
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Total
f6
16
Second Year
.
SC 201N-202N or BIOL 312-313 Anatomy and Physiology I,
4
II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
CHEM 152N Organic and Biological Chemistry .. 3
CS 171 Communication Via Computers . . . . . ..
3

~~~ ~~~J~:~~:~i~~~

::::::::::::::: ~

MATH 241 Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · ·
General Education .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 3
Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Total
f5
Third Year
.
CHEM 154N Organic and Biological Chemistry
Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · 2
HHP 377 Physiology of Exercise . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HHP 378 Physiology of Exercise ~boratory . . . . 1
HHP 384 Motor Control and Learnmg ... : .....
HHP 368-369 Applied Anatomy and Kinesiology
and Laboratory ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 3
HHP electives 300-400-level . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PHYS 121N General Physics I . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Electives ...... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · [4
Total
Fourth Year
HHP 288 First Aid/Emergency Care/CPR
2
HHP 289 First Aid/Emergency Care/CPR
Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · 1
HHP 446 Nutrition for Sport . . . . : . . . . . . . : . 3
HHP 475E Legal and Ethical Issues m the Exercise
Professions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HHP 483 Exercise and Disease . . . . . . . . . . . . . HHP 484 Exercise and Disease Laboratory • . . . . HHP 450 Analytical and Communication
Techniques . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : ..... 3
HHP 499 Senior Project and Research Design . . . 3
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Electives 300-400-level . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J
Total
15

Applied Health Science Option:
First Year
.
BIOL 106N Elementary Medical Microbiology
CHEM 151N General and Inorganic Chemistry ..
COMM 111A Introduction to Public Speaking . . .
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HHP 181 Foundations of Health and Human
Performance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HHP 184 Personal Health and Wellness .......
HHP 226 Basic Exercise Prescription . . . . . . . . .
MATH 117 Probability and Linear Math ..... .
PSYC lOOS Introduction to Psychology . . . . . . .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total
Second Year

A

4
6
3

17

3
4

3
7

17

3
3
1

3

13

s
3
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
4

f6

3

15
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SC 201N-202N or BIOL 312-313 Anatomy and Physiology I,
IT ................................ 4
4
CS 171 Communicating Via Computers ....... 3
FOR 220 Technical Writing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
HHP 236N Nutrition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Elective core courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
i5
16
Total
Third Year
HHP 365 Management in the Health and Human
Performance Professions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HHP 377 Physiology of Exercise . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HHP 378 Physiology of Exercise Laboratory . . . . 1
HHP 450 Analytical and Communication
Techniques . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HHP 475E Legal and Ethical Issues in Exercise
Professions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HHP 330 Overview of Health Education and
Health Promotion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Elective core courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
6
Total
i6
15
Fourth Year
BIOL 121N Introductory Ecology or
SCI 350 Environmental Perspectives . . . . . . . . . 2-3
HHP 288 First Aid/Emergency Care/CPR . . . . . 2
HHP 289 First Aid/Emergency Care/CPR . . . . . 1
HHP 483 Prevention, Detection, Rehabilitation for
Coronary Heart Disease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
HHP 484 Prevention, Detection, Rehabilitation for
Coronary Hearth Disease Laboratory . . . . . . . . . 1
HHP 498 Internship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Elective core courses 300-400 level . . . . . . . . . . 6
10
Total
15-i6
14
Health Enhancement Option:
First Year
BIOL 106N Elementary Medical Microbiology
BIOL 121N Introductory Ecology or
SCI 350 Environmental Perspectives . . . . . . . . .
CHEM 151N General and Organic Chemistry ...
COMM 111A Introduction to Public Speaking . . .
CS 171 Communicating Via Computers . . . . . . .
ENEX 101 Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HHP 181 Foundations of Health and Human
Performance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HHP 184 Personal Health and Wellness .......
MATH 117 Probability and Linear Math . . . . . .
PSYC 100S Introduction to Psychology . . . . . . .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total
Second Year
C&I 200 Exploring Teaching/Field Experience
C&I 301 or 302 Field Experience-mid-level or
secondary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HHP 224 Professional Activities:
Outdoor Recreation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HHP 225 Professional Activities: Individual
Dual/Team Sports . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HHP 226 Basic Exercise Prescription . . . . . . . . .
HHP 233 Health Issues/Child and Adolescents . . .
HHP 361 Assessment in Physical and Health
Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSYC 240S Child and Adolescent Development . .
SC 201N-202N Anatomy & Physiology .......
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total
Third Year
C&I 306 Instructional Media/Computer

Applications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HHP 236N Nutrition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HHP 301 Instructional Strategies in Secondary
School Physical Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HHP 339 Instructional Strategies in Elementary
Physical Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HHP 377 Physiology of Exercise . . . . . . . . . . .
HHP 378 Physiology of Exercise Laboratory . . . .
HHP 384 Motor Control and Learning . . . . . . . .
HHP 368-369 Applied Anatomy and Kinesiology
and Laboratory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HHP 466 Strategies in K-12 Health Education . . .
HHP 475E Legal and Ethical Issues in Exercise
Professions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MATH 241 Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NAS see special requirements . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total
Fourth Year
C&I 303 Education Psychology and Measurement
C&I 407E Ethics and Policy Issues . . . . . . . . . .
C&I 410 Exceptionality/Classroom Management .
C&I 481 Student Teaching Elementary . . . . . . . .
C&I 482 Student Teaching Secondary . . . . . . . .
C&I 494 Professional Portfolio . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HHP 288 First Aid/Emergency Care/CPR . . . . .
HHP 289 First Aid/Emergency Care/CPR . . . . .
HHP 365 Management in Health and Human
Performance Professions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HHP 450 Analytical and Communication
Techniques . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total

3

3

-

3

3
3
1
-

3

-

4
3

4
3
:
ill
20 16-19
3
3
3
2
1

7
7
1

3
3

i8

15

Courses
U = undergraduate credit only, UG = for undergraduate or
credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit
mdicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum
indicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not
count toward a degree.
~aduate

A
3

S

3

2-3
3
3
3

3
3
4

3

2
16 16-17
2
-

1

2
3
3
3
4
3

is

2

3
4
3
15

Health and Human Performance (HHP)
U 100-179 Health and Human Performance Activity
Classes 1 cr. Offered every term. Students may include up to
but not more than 4 credits earned in HHP 100-179 activity
courses in the total number of credits required for graduation.
Students graded Credit/No Credit based on participation and a
strict attendance policy. For a complete list of all classes offered
go to the HHP Activity Program website at
http://www.soe. umt.edu/hhp/h2pac/default.htm
U 181 Foundations of Health and Human Performance 3
cr. Offered autunm and spring. An overview of the
foundational principles compnsing the field ofHHP with
special emphasis on the historical and philosophical foundation,
and the evolution of the unity of mind/body concept. Includes
an overview of program options, analysis of future directions,
and career choices.
U 184 Personal Health and Wellness 3 cr. Offered autunm.
Focus on health principles and their relevance in contemporary
society, the evaluation and application of scientific advances to
hypothetical lifestyles, and on contemporary problems in life.
U 189 Basic First Aid and CPR 1 cr. Offered first summer
session. Instruction will cover CPR, use of an automated
external defibrillator (AED) and relief offoreign-body airway
obstruction (FBAO). The First Aid component will cover
general principles as well as medical, injury and environmental
emergencies. Students will receive AHA Heartsaver CPR and
First Aid certification. This class does not meet First Aid
requirements for HHP majors.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings ofvtsiting professors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
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U 200-223 Professional Activities for Majors and Minors 1
cr. Offered intermittently. All students required to meet
proficiency entrance standards set by instructor. (200) Swim
Skills/Aquatic Fitness, (209) Soccer, (215) Tennis, (223)
Special Activities.
U 224 Professional Activities: Outdoor Recreation 2 cr.
Offered autumn. The instruction of basic skills for selected
outdoor and recreational type activities. Technical procedures,
drills, and approaches to the teaching. Demonstration and
instruction skills developed. HHP majors and minors only.
Active participation required.
U 225 Professional Activities: Traditional
Individual/Dual/Team Sports 2 cr. Offered spring. The
instruction of basic skills for selected individual, dual, and team
sports and activities Technical procedures, drills, and
apP.roaches to the teaching. Demonstration and instruction
skills developed. HHP majors and minors only. Active
participation required.
U 226 Theory and Practice of Basic Exercise Prescription
for Aerobic and Resistance Training 3 cr. Offered every
·term. Theory, principles, and practice of exercise prescription
for aerobic and resistance exercise programs for health, fitness
and performance. Students must register for the lecture and a
linked lab.
U 233 Health Issues of Children and Adolescents 3 cr.
Offered every term. Overview of current health issues
affecting children and adolescents. Focus is on educational and
preventive measures that can be implemented by teachers and
schools through comprehensive scliool health education
programs.
· U 236N Nutrition 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring. The
principles of science as applied to current concepts and
controversies in the field of human nutrition.
U 238 Lifeguarding New Method 2 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., Swim II or equiv. skills. Skill development
needed for the safe participation in various aquatic activities
including the ability of self-recovered rescue of others.
Provides the necessary knowledge and skills to serve as a pool
lifeguard.
U 240 Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries Lecture 2
cr. Offered autumn and spring. Coreq., HHP 241.
Development of knowledge of prevention, assessment,
treatment, rehabilitation, emergency care, and education and
counseling of athletic injuries.
U 241 Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries
Laboratory 1 cr. Coreq., HHP 240. Offered autumn and
spring. Development of practical skills in prevention,
assessment, treatment, rehabilitation, and emergency care of
athletic injuries.
iJ 242 Clinical Observation in Athletic Training 1 cr.
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq. or coreq., HHP 240, 241.
Clinical observation in the high school, university, clinical and
non-traditional athletic training settings under the supervision
of a Certified Athletic Trainer.
U 249 Wilderness First Responder 2 cr. Offered
intermittently. Instruction in tlie prevention, recognition, and
treatment ofbackcountry illness and injury. Successful
students receive an Aerie Wilderness First Responder
certification and an American Heart Association Heartsaver
CPR certification. This course meets HHP department First Aid
requirement but does not meet the CPR requirement.
U 250 Ski Instructor's Qualification Program 2 cr. 9ffered
spring. Prereq., consent of mstr. Open to all students w1th
above average skiing ability. Techniques of teaching ski~ng
including finished technical forms, teaching methods, sk1
school progression, and ski mechanics. Prep~es the potential
ski instructor for certification by the ProfessiOnal Sk1
Instructors of America.
U 270 PrinciJ?Ies of Optimal Performance 2 cr. Offered
autumn and spnng. Prereq., consent of instr. Introduction of
optimal performance techn.iques and strategies for enhancing
·
skills in goal-setting, imagery, confidence, teamwork,

concentration, self-esteem, managing adversity, motivation, and
leadership.
U 288 First Aid/Emergency Care and CPR Lecture 2 cr.
Offered every term. Coreq., HHP 289. Development of
knowled~e of emergency care and CPR techniques. In
conjunction with HHP 289 provi~es certification by the .
American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons and the Amen can
Heart Association upon successful completion.
U 289 First Aid/Emergency Care and CPR Laboratory 1
cr. Offered every term. Coreq., HHP 288. Development of
practical skills of emergency care and CPR techniques. In
conjunction with HHP 288 provi~es certification by the .
American Academy of Ortliopedic Surgeons and the Amen can
Heart Association upon successful completion.
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Offerings of visiting professors, new courses, or
current topics.
U 296 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered every
term. Prereq., consent of advisor and instr.
U 301 Instructional Strategies in Secondary School
Physical Education 3 cr. Offered sprin~. Coreq., C&I 301 or
302. Application of educational theory m planning, analyzing,
and presenting learning experiences to typical and atypical
populations in secondary school physical education for students
m grades 7-12. Active participation required.
UG 317 Coaching Clinic 1-2 cr. (R-4) Offered intermittently.
Covers a variety of activities to include coaching theories,
competitive coaching strategies, training methods and
techniques. Covers requirements for the bronze level of the
American Sport Education Program (ASEP).
U 330 Overview of Health Education and Health
Promotion 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., HHP 181. History,
philosophy, and theory related to health education and health
promotion. Includes the application of health promotion
strategies to wellness programs and community health
programs.
U 331 Wilderness Emergency Technician 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. EMT-Basic curriCulum with significantly more
detail concerning care for patients in remote settings. Students
must be 18 year old and never been convicted of a felony. This
course meets HHP department First Aid and CPR graduation
requirements.
U 337 Aquatic Certifications 1-2 cr. (R-4) Offered spring.
Prereq., HHP 238 or equivalent certifications. Offere~ on a
rotating basis. Training for Water Safety Instructor, Lifeguard
Training Instructor, or Adapted Aquatics Instructor. Red Cross
Instructor's Certificate awarded upon successful completion of
requirements.
U 339 Instructional Strategies in Elementary Physical
Education 3 cr .Offered every term. Prereq., HHP 184 or 233
and junior standing; coreq .•. C&I 301o~ 302. Applicat.ion of
educational theory m plannmg, analyzmg, and prest?ntm~
learning experiences to typical and atypical P.opulat10ns m
elementary school physical education for children in grades
K-6. Active participation required.
U 340 Practicum in Athletic Training I 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., admission into the athletic training education
program. Introduction to basic clinical experience working in a
CAATE approved setting.
U 341 Practicum in Athletic Training II 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., HHP 340. Basic clinical experience working in
a CAAHEP approved setting.
U 342 Advanced Techniques of Athletic Training 3 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., ~HP 240, 366, 367, 368, 3~9 .. ~u~ent
techniques for the prevention and treatment of athletic InJuries
used by certified athletic trainers.
U 343 Advanced Techniques of Athletic Training
Laboratory 1 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., I;IHP 240, ~6_6, 367,
368, 369; coreq., HHP 342. Laboratory sessiOns exammm~
practical applications of current techniques for the prevention
and treatment of athletic injuries used oy certified athletic
trainers.
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UG 361 Assessment in Physical and Health Education 3
cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., math course numbered above 100
and ~S 171. Orientation to testing and measuring, the
admmistrative use of tests, elementary statistical techniques and
procedures.
U 365 Management in Health and Human Performance
?r~fessions. 3 cr. Off<?red. every term.. Prereq., HHP 181 and
JuniOr standmg. Orgamzatwn, leadership, human relations,
personnel management, budget and finance as they relate to
health and human performance settings.
U 366 Measurement and Modalities 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Coreq., HHP 367, 368, 369 or consent ofinstr. Physiology,
indications, contraindications, and application of physical
agents; manual muscle testing, and goniometry.
U 367 Measurement and Modalities Laboratory 1 cr.
Offered autumn. Coreq., HHP 366, 368, 369 or consent of
ins1!". Clinical ~pplication of physical agents; manual muscle
testmg and gomometry.
U 368 Applied Anatomy and Kinesiology 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., SC 201N, 202N or equiv.; coreq., HHP 369.
Anatomy and kmesiology of the neuromusculoskeletal system
and body cavities in relation to movement, function.
U 369 Applied Anatomy and Kinesiology Laboratory 1 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., SC 201N, 202N or equiv.; coreq.,
HHP 368. Anatomy and kinesiology of the
neuromusculoskeletal system and body cavities in relation to
movement, function.
U 370 Peer Health Education 3 cr. Offered spring.
Introduction to peer health education strategies and techniques.
Instruction in the areas ofwellness, drug and alcohol abuse
prevention, and sexual assault prevention. Students develop
and implement a peer health program focused on prevention of
major health problems among college students.
U 371 Peer Health Education Practicum 1-3 cr. (R-6)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., HHP 370. Practical
experience in planning, coordinating, and implementing health
education activities for the campus community. Students
address topics related to wellness, drug and alcohol prevention,
or sexual assault awareness.
U 372 Rehabilitation of Athletic Injuries 2 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., HHP 366, 367, 368, 369. Principles of
biOmechanics and their application to athletic injury.
Utilization of various rehabilitation techniques and equipment
used for reconditioning of incapacitating athletic injury.
U 373 Rehabilitation of Athletic Injuries Laboratory 1 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., HHP 366,367,368, 369; coreq., HHP
372. Laboratory sessions examining principles of
biomechanics and their application to athletic injury.
Utilization of various practical applications of rehabilitation
techniques and equipment used for reconditioning of
incapacitating athletic injury.
UG 377 Physiology of Exercise 3 cr. Offered every term.
Prereq., BIOL 313 of SC 202N, HHP 226; coreq., HHP 378. A
study of the physiological changes and the significance of these
changes which occur during physical work, activity and
exercise. Credit not allowed toward graduate degree in the
exercise science option in Health and Human Perrormance.
UG 378 Physiology of Exercise Laboratory 1 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., BIOL 213; coreq., HHP 377.
Laboratory session examining the physiological effect of the
physical work, activity and exercise on the functions of the
human body. Credit not allowed toward graduate degree in the
exercise sc1ence option in Health and Human Performance.
U 384 Motor Control and Learning 3 cr. Offered spring.
Application of research in motor leammg with emphas1s on
developmental and psychological factors related to motor skill
acquisition and autonomous motor performance.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.

U 401 Evaluation of Athletic Injuries 2 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., HHP 368, 369 or consent ofinstr.; coreq., HHP 402.
Recognition and assessment techniques for the identification of
sport related injuries.
U 402 Evaluation of Athletic Injuries Laboratory 1 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., HHP 368, 369 or consent of instr;
coreq., HHP 401. Laboratory sessions to develop recognition
and assessment techniques for the identification of sport and
activity related injuries.
UG 411 Advanced Practicum in Athletic. Training I 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., HHP 341. Advanced clinical
experience in CAATE approved setting. Each student manages
inJuries of a specific sport and performs administrative duties.
UG 412 Advanced Practicum in Athletic Training II 3 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., HHP 411. Advanced clinical
experience in CAATE approved setting. Each student manages
inJuries of a specific sport and performs administrative duties.
UG 415 Advanced Principles of Health Education and
Health Promotion 3 cr. Offered spring even-numbered years.
Prereq., HHP 184 and HHP 330, and junior standing. Assists
students in applying the theory of Health Education and Health
Promotion into practice. Students develoP. and apply methods
and activities related to the roles, responsibilities, and
competencies of health educators in practice settings. Emphasis
is on enhancing program planning skills covered in HHP 330
and developing a comprehensive program plan based on the
Precede-Proceed model.
UG 425 Relaxation and Self Enhancement 3 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., junior status. The study of
psychosomatic and somatopsychic techniques for relaxation and
self-enhancing strategies.
UG 430 Health Aspects of Aging 3 cr. Offered spring.
Same as HS and SW 430. Overview of the health aspects of
aging in the United States including biological theones of aging,
normal physiological changes associated with aging systems,
common pathological problems associated with aging, cultural
and ethnic differences in the health of elders, health promotion
and healthy aging, and the health care continuum of care for
older persons.
UG 440 Instructor First Aid and CPR 1 cr. Offered
sunliDer. Prereq., HHP 288, 289 or equiv. Provides knowledge
and certification to teach the skills of CPR for victims of all
ages, use of automated external defibrillator (AED), relief of
foreign body airway obstruction (FBAO) and first aid
procedures. Upon successful completion of this course students
will receive certifications to teach American Heart Association
and National Safety Council First Aid and CPR courses at all
levels.
UG 446 Nutrition for Sport 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
HHP 236N or SC 202N or BIOL 313 and junior standing.
Nutritional parameters of athletic performance including
intervention planning, energy production, the energy nutrients,
vitamins and minerals, principles of balanced diets, timing and
composition of intakes, hydration, weight management
strategies, and nutritional needs for special situations.
UG 450 Analytical and Communication Techniques 3 cr.
Offered every term. Prereq., ENEX 101 or equiv. Analysis and
communicative critique ofliterature, cinema, and other forms of
popular media with "sport is life in miniature" as a predominant
theme. Substantial reading, speaking and writing component.
Emphasis on maintaining or improving communication skills.
UG 455 Workshop Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Special courses experimental in nature dealing
with a relatively narrow, specialized topic of particular current
interest. Credit not allowed toward a graduate degree.
UG 466 Strategies in K-12 Health Education 3 cr. Offered
autumn even-numbered years. Prereq_., admission to the teacher
education program. Focus on developmg and implementing
strategies to teach K-12 health education.
UG 470 Foundations in Sport and Exercise Psychology 3
cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., upper-division or graduate status
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or consent of instr. Introduction to professional practices,
ethics, and employment opportunities in applied sport
psychology. Additional course content is focused on individual
and team motivation, team cohesion and leadership, youth sport
applications, and health and wellness applications.
UG 475E Legal and Ethical Issues in the Health and
Exercise Professions 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., lower-division course in Perspective 5, upper-division
or graouate status, or consent of instr. Legal and ethical bases
for litigation in the health and exercise professions, with
emphasis on tort, contract, and civil rights issues.
UG 479 Sports Medicine 2 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., HHP
377 and HHP 368. The etiology and management of sports
related injuries/illnesses. Includes: therapeutic use of drugs,
pre-participation screening techniques, ergogenic aids, the
aging athlete, the sports medicine team concept and current
orthopedic treatments for sports injuries.
UG 482 Electrocardiogram Assessment 1 cr. Offered
autumn. Laboratory sessiOns combined with class sessions to
understand electrocardiology and the assessment of
electrocardiograms, both at rest and during exercise.
UG 483 Exercise, Disease and Aging 3 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., HHP 337and HHP 378; Coreq. HHP 484.
Focus on guidelines for exercise testing and prescription for
individuals with chronic disease including heart disease,
diabetes, hypertension, arthritis, osteoporosis, elderly and
pulmonary disease. Class requires 25 assigned hours of service
learning. Covers material necessary for ACSM clinical
certification exam when combined with HHP 226,377,378,
482 and484.
UG 484 Exercise1 Disease and Aging Laboratory 1 cr.
Offered autumn ana spring.. Prereg., HHP 377 and HHP 378.
Coreq., HHP 483. Laboratory sessiOns focus on practical
exercise testing and prescription for individuals with chronic
disease including coronary heart disease, diabetes,
hypertension, arthritis, osteoporosis, elderly and pulmonary
disease; basic ECG testing and analysis. Covers material
necessary for ACSM climcal certification exam when
combined with HHP 226, 377, 378, 482 and 483.
UG 485 Theories of Health Behavior and Counseling 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Exploration of the helping role as it relates to
health behavior, health assessment, problem-solving and
referral skills. Application oftheones to facilitation ofhealthy
behavior changes.
UG 486 Statistical Procedures in Education 3 cr. Offered
autumn even-numbered years .. Prereq., MATH 117 or equiv.
or consent ofinstr. Same as C&I 486. Concepts and procedures
characterizing both descriptive and inferential statistics.
Awareness of common statistical errors.
U 493 Omnibus 1-3 cr. (R-6) Offered every term. Prereq.,
consent of instr. Independent work under the University
omnibus option. See mdex.
UG 494 Seminar 1-3 cr. (R-6) Prereq., consent ofinstr.
Offered intermittently.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. ExJ?enmental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 496 Independent Study 1-3 cr. (R-6) Offered every term.
Prereq., consent of instr.
U 497 Research 1-3 cr. (R-6) Offered every term. Prereq.,
consent of instr.
U 498 Internship 1-4 cr. (R-4) Offered every term. Pr~req.,
minimum junior standing. Supervised field experiences With
private businesses, public agencies, or institutions. A maximum
of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498) may count
toward graduation.
U 499 Senior Project 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., HHP
senior standing. Theory and practical experience in research
design, data collection, results analysis and report writing.
Students will generally assist with ongoing research as well as
attend formal classroom presentations and discussions.

---------------------~---

Students with a well developed research idea may be allowed to
undertake independent research in addition to the formal
classroom sessions.
G 520 Educational Research 3 cr. Offered every term.
Same as C&I and EDLD 520. An understanding of basic
quantitative and qualitative research meth<?dology and
.
terminology, particularly as they are used m studies presented m
the professional literature.
G 522 Cognitive-Behavioral Interventions in Performance
Psychology 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq., HHP 470 or
equiv. Focus is on cognitive-behavioral interventions specific to
enhancing human performance in a variety of individual and
group settings. Strategies introduced based on research from
health rsycnology, sport psychology, exercise psychology,
clinica and counseling psychology.
_. _
.
G 523 Case Studies in Performance Psychology 2 cr.
Offered intermittently. Prereq., consent ofinstr. Cognitivebehavioral performance psycnology interventions in actual and
hypothetical case study applications. Successful and
unsuccessful approaches from sport psychology and sport
counseling are reviewed as cases in progress; alternative
outcomes discussed.
G 524 Ethics and Human Performance 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. A critical examination of ethical issues as they
relate to physical education, sport, fitness, and other areas of
human performance.
G 529 Advanced Physiology of Exercise I 3 cr. Offered
autumn odd-numbered years. Prereq., HHP 377, 378 or equiv.
Advanced study of the effect of work, activity and exercise on
human biochemistry, metabolism, endocrinology and muscle
function.
G 530 Advanced Physiology of Exercise II 3 cr. Offered
autumn even-numbered years. Prereq., HHP 377,378 or equiv.
Advanced study of system physiology (circulatory, respiratory
and renal function) and environmental factors applied to
physical work, activity and exercise.
G 531 Laboratory Procedures in Exercise Science 2 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., HHP 521. Introduction to common
laboratory tools associated with clinical and health assessment
techniques, research measures, and data collection.
G 540 Health Promotion Strategies 3 cr. Offered autumn
even-numbered years. Exploration of the role of the health
professional in the development and implementation of
educational, organizational, economic, and/or environmental
strategies that promote individual and community health.
G 541 Program Development in the Health Professions 3
cr. Offered spring odd-numbered years. Overview of the issues,
approaches, and techniques professionals utilize in the planning
ana development of health education and health promotion
programs ..
G 594 Seminar 1-3 cr. (R-6) Offered spring. Prereq., consent
ofinstr.
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Ex.J?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered every
term. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 597 Research Variable cr. (R-6) Offered every term.
Prereq., HHP 486, 520.
G 598 Internship Variable cr. (R-4) Offered every term.
Prereq., HHP 520, consent ofinstr. Supervised field work in
public and private agencies and institutions. Must demonstrate
competency in First Aid/Emergency Care and CPR.
G 599 Professional Paper Variable cr. (R-3) Offered every
term. Prereq., HHP 486, 520.
G 699 Thesis Variable cr. (R-6) Offered every term.

--------------------~--~----~---------------------------------
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Faculty
Professors
Gene Bums, Ed.D., The University ofMontana, 1988
Laura Dybdal, Ph.D., University ofNew Mexico, 1996
Arthur W. Miller, Ph.D., University ofNew Mexico, 1981
Brent Ruby, Ph.D., University of New Mexico, 1994
K. Ann Sondag, Ph.D., Southern Illinois, Carbondale, 1988
Thomas R. Whiddon, Ed.D., The University of Montana,
1975 (Chair)
Sharon Dinkel Uhlig, Ed.D., University ofUtah, 1982
Associate Professors
Blakely Brown, Ph.D., R.D., University of Minnesota, 2000
Steven Gaskill, Ph.D., University ofMinnesota, 1998
Scott Richter, Ed.M., Oregon State University, 1982
(Program Director, Athletic Training)
Assistant Professors
Carla Cox, Ph.D., The University of Montana, 2003
(Adjunct)
Dc:;nnis T. :rv,t:urphy, M.S., University of Arizona, 1976 (Head

Athletic Trainer)
Charles Palmer, ED.D., University of Montana, 2002
Valerie Rich, Ph.D., ATC, CSCS, University of South
Florida, 2006
Instructors
Adrienne M. Corti, M.S., The University ofMontana, 1989
Linda Green, B.S., Florida State University, 1976
Karla Judge, M.S., ATC, Idaho State University 1991
Ellen Parchen, B.S., West Chester University, 1994
J. C. Weida, M.S., ATC, The University of Montana, 1995
Emeritus Professors
Kathleen Miller, Ph.D., University oflowa, 1971
Gary Nygaard, EdD., University of Oregon, 1971
Walter C. Schwank, Ph.D., State University oflowa, 1955
Brian J. Sharkey, Ph.D., University of Maryland, 1965
Emeritus Associate Professors
George Cross, M.S., Indiana University, 1956
Mavis M. Lorenz, M.S., University of Washington, Seattle,
1954
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School of Fine Arts
Shirley Howell, Dean
The School of Fine Arts, the only School of Fine Arts in
Montana, is a coml?rehensive professional school committed to
leadership in teachmg, scholarship, professional performance
and service at state, regional, national and international levels.
The School is comprised of outstanding artist/faculty/scholars,
staffand administrative personnel, all of whom are committed
to providing a challenging, positive education environment for
students as well as an atmosphere characterized by collegiality,
cooperation and interdependence.
The mission of the School of Fine Arts is to serve the .
University, the State of Montana, and the nation as a cultural
center of national significance and as a leader in the performing
and visual arts, arts education, and new media and
technologies. In pursuit of this mission the School seeks to:
-serve students at The University of Montana-Missoula by
teaching each of the performing and visual arts with rigor and
devotion, and by offering preparation and experience that will

enable students to take their places in the world of art, to
perform and create with grace and maturity, and to teach with
expertise and perspective;
-serve the University at large, as well as the community,
state, region and nation, by presenting concerts, productions,
and exhibitions of high quality, and by offering educational and
research opportunities in the arts for non-majofs as well as
majors;
-provide national leadership in the arts by enhancing the
excellence of traditional arts curricula, instruction and research
with innovative and imaginative programs that utilize new
technologies, new media, and new cultural and intellectual
environments;
-inspire the pursuit of excellence, encouraging creativity and
expression through the arts;
-preserve artistic values and traditions of the past, and
provide fertile soil for the arts of the future.

Department of Art
M.A. Papanek-Miller, Chair
The department seeks to present an integrated and
comprehensive introduction to studio art, mcluding art history,
criticism, and theory. Programs provide intensive professional
training for students interested in careers in the field of art.
Students may choose any of several areas and, with faculty
guidance, construct an individual program fitted to particular
objectives. Degree options for the B.A., B.F.A., M.A., and
M.F.A. degrees are in Sculpture, Ceramics, Printmaking,
Photography, Painting, Drawing, and Art History (M.A. only).
Courses m art criticism are included in the program. The
curriculum also includes courses that prepare students for
certification in teaching art K -12.
Advanced Placement Policy
Undergraduate students wishing to challenge foundations
courses for advanced placement must adhere to the following.
Students can try to challenge only the foundation courses (Art
123A, Drawing Fundamentals,; 125A, 2-D Color and Design;
135A, 3-D Fundamentals).
All students must submit a portfolio to challenge art classes,
including students who have taken AP examinations.
Two weeks prior to the semester students may submit a
portfolio of ten jpeg files or pieces of actual work to the
department office. If challenging more than one course,
students need ten works in each area, for example: 10 drawing
samples for 123A, 10 color works for 125A, and/or 10 3-D
pieces for 135A.
Submission of work does not guarantee advanced placement.
Portfolios are reviewed at the beginning of autumn and spring
semesters by a committee of representative faculty from the 2D and 3-D areas. Note: Credits are not awarded for subjects
that are successfully challenged.
Students with transfer credits from another institution must
contact their advisor of the department for review of transfer
transcripts to make an advanced placement assessment.

Special Degree Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the
catalog. See index.
Students pursuing Bachelor of Fine Arts or Bachelor of Arts
degrees with a major in Art must earn a "C" (2.00 on a 4.00

scale) grade or better in all Art courses fulfilling requirements
in order to graduate.
Bachelor of Fine Arts Review Process
All students initially enter as Bachelor of Arts (B.A.)
candidates. To qualify for the Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.)
Program a student must have and maintain a 3.0 grade point
average in Art and a 2.5 overall GPA on a 4.00 scale. BFA
portfolio review takes place each semester. Art majors and
transfer students who would like to apply for the B.F.A.
program must submit their portfolio once they have earned
between 33 and 45 Art credits. Transfer students who enter
with more than 45 earned credits must be reviewed the first
semester of their residency. Completion of pre-requisite
courses and the review can take place the same semester.
Should a student notbe admitted to the B.F.A. program with
their first application, a second and final application the
following semester is encouraged. Application forms are
available in the Art office three weekS before the scheduled
review. The following course selections are review prerequisites: ART 150H, 151H, 123A, 125A, B5A, four 200level studio courses, and two 300-level studio cot.Jrses.
Applications for the BFA program must include: the
application form with the area faculty signature, statement of
purpose, and portfolio. Applications are reviewed each
semester prior to preregistration. Incomplete or late
applications will not be considered.

Bachelor of Fine Arts with a maior in Art
For the Bachelor of Fine Arts degree, areas of specialization
are: Ceramics, Drawing, Paintin~, Photography, Printmaking,
and Sculpture. This is a professiOnal degree requiring 75
credits in art distributed as follows: art fundamentals, 9;
beginning art history, 6; photography, 3; ceramics, 3;
printmakmg, 3; scupture, 3; painting, 3; drawing, 3;
mtroductory art criticism, 3; upper-division art history, 6;
upper-division art criticism, 3; upper-division studio courses
outside your area of concentration (to include Drawing II), 12;
upper-d1vision studio courses in the area of concentration, 12;
professional practices/senior thesis, 6. All students must
successfully complete an upper-division writing course from
the approved list m the Academic Policies and Procedures
section of this catalog. University General Education
requirements must be fulfilled as listed previously in the
catalog. See index.
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ART 123A is a prerequisite for all 200-level two-dimensional
studio art courses. ART 125A is a prerequisite for all200-level
painting and drawing courses. ART 135A is a prerequisite for
all200-level ceramic and sculpture courses.

Bachelor of Arts with a maior in Art
Students seeking the Bachelor of Arts degree with a major in
Art must complete 57 credits in art: art fundamentals, 9;
beginning art history, 6; photography, 3; ceramics, 3;
printmakmg 3; sculpture, 3; pamtmg, 3; drawing, 3;
mtroductory art criticism, 3; upper-division art history, 6;
upper-division (300- and 400-leve1)art studio courses (to
include 4 of the 6 studio areas counting Drawing II), 12; upperdivision art criticism, 3. All students must successfully
complete an upper-division writing course from the approved
list in the Academic Policies and Procedures section of this
catalog. See index.
University general requirements must be fulfilled as listed
previously m the catalog.

Bachelor of Arts with a maior in Art,
endorsement in Art Educat1on

Suggested Course of Study
Programs for the B.A./B.F.A. Degree.
Credits in parentheses are additional requirements for the
B.F.A.
First Year
A
Art 123A.-125A Art Fundamentals . . . . . . . . . . 3
ART 150H-151H Art of World Civilization ..... 3
ART 135A Three-Dimensional Fundamentals . . . 3
ART 215A Photography I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ART 233A Beginning Printmaking . . . . . . . . . . ENEX 101 English Composition . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Other General Education courses . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Second Year
ART 203L Introduction to Art Criticism .......
ART 223 Drawing I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ART 229A Ceramics I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ART 235 Sculpture I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ART 240A Painting I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

...
...
. .
...
.. .

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

Fourth Year
Studio courses (B.F.A., courses in option)
(3) (3)
Studio art courses (300-400-level) . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3
ART 494 Professional Practices (B.F.A.) ...... (3)
(3)
ART 499 Senior Thesis (B.F.A.) . . . . . . . . . . . Elective & General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-126-12
15-18 15-18

Requirements for a Minor
Art History/Criticism
To earn a minor in art history/criticism the student must
complete at least 24 credits to include the following; ART
123A; ART 150H, 151H, ART 203L; 9 credits from 300-level
art history courses; 3 credits from ART 303L, or 400-level art
history and criticism courses.

Art Studio

Art education is an area of specialization designed for the
student seeking an endorsement (K-12) in the extended major
teaching field of art.
A student must complete ART 123A, 125A, 135A, 150H,
151H, 203L, 215A, 223, 229A, 235, 240A 323,407,408 and
one course chosen from ART 233A or 234A. DAN 427, nine
credits in upper-division studio courses, six credits in upperdivision art history courses, 3 credits in upper-division art
criticism.
For an endorsement to teach Art K-12, a student must gain
admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching and
meet the requirements for teacher certification (see the School
of Education section the this catalog).
All students must successfully complete an upper-division
writing course from the approved list in the Academic Policies
and Procedures section of this catalog. See index.
University general requirements must be fulfilled as listed
previously in the catalog.

Third Year
Art History (300-level) . . . . . . . . . .
Studio II courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Studio courses (B.F.A. option courses)
Art 303L or 403L Art Criticism . . . .
Art 323 Drawing II . . . . . . . . . . . .

General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~
2
15-18 15-18

.
.
.
.
.

S
3
3
3
3
3

i5

15

3
3
3
6

3
3
9

i5

15

3
3
(3)
3
3

3
3
(3)
3

To earn a minor in art studio the student must complete at
least 27 credits to include the following: ART 123A, 125A,
135A; ART 150H, 151H; 9 credits from ART 215A, 229A,
233A, 234A, 235, 240A, or 223; and 3 credits in 300-level
studio courses.

Courses
U=for undergraduate credit only, UG-for undergraduate or
graduate credit, G=for graduate credit. R after the credit
mdicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum
indicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not
count toward a degree.

Art (ART)
Studio Courses
U 123A Drawing Fundamentals 3 cr. Offered every term.
An introduction to visual language, concepts, and studio
practicum. Focus on basic skills development in rendering
volume, pictorial depth, and figure/ground relationships.
Researcli in historical and contemporary approaches to
drawing.
U 125A Color and Design 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq. or coreq., ART 123A. An introduction to the formal
elements and principles of design, color theory, and
predominant western and non-western historical styles.
Emphasis on solving specific design problems.
U 129A Ceramics for Non-Majors 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. A general introduction to art using ceramics.
Less speciahzed than Ceramics I for fine arts majors. Credit
not allowed toward a B.A., B.F.A., or minor in art.
U 135A Three-Dimensional Fundamentals 3 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Basic three-dimensional course for both
general education and beginning art students. Prerequisite to
beginning sculpture and beginnmg ceramics. Emphasis placed
on conceptualization and formal development of the 3-D object
in the areas of form, mass, scale, texture, space and color.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings ofv1siting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 215A Photography I 3 cr. Offered every term. Prereq.,
ART 123A. Introduction to photography as an art form.
Exposure, camera basics, composition, developing, printing,
print finishing techniques. Focus on technical expertise ano
1ssues of content and personal expression.
U 223 Drawing 1: Figure Drawing 3 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., ART 123, 125 and 150 or 151. Study of
human anatomy wtth an emphasis on rendering and interpreting
the figure. Research in historical and contemporary figuration
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as a basis for developing a portfolio.
U 229A Ceramics I 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., ART 135A. Introduction to clay as a historical and
contemporary art-making medium. Basic methods of building
with clay, with emphasis on handbuilding; elementary solutions
to problems of glazing and surface treatment.
U 233A Printmaking I 3 cr. (R-9) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., ART 123. Introduction to various printmaking
media.
U 235 Sculpture I 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
·
Prereq., ART 135A. Introduction to basic technical skills in
the areas of woodworking, welding, and casting. Problemsolving in the areas of concept, aesthetics, materials and
process; studio safety. Issues of content and formal criticism as
1t relates to personal expression.
U 240A Painting I 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., ART 123A, 125A and 151. Acrylic and oil painting
emphasizing composition and application of color theory.
Research in historical and contemporary strategies.
U 293 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently.
University omnibus option for independent work. See index.
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
UG 315 Photography II 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., ART 123A and 215A. Further exploration of
photography as an art form. Survey of different films,
chemical processes, exposure techniques. Emphasis on issues
of content and persona expression.
U 317 Digital Photography I 3cr. Offered autumn or spring.
Prereq., ART 123A, 215A. Introduction to digital
photo~raphic manipulation. Survey of techniques, theory and
potential for creative expression as an art form.
U 318 Alternative Process Photography 3cr. Offered
summer. Prereq., ART 123A, 215A. Introduction to historic,
experimental ana alternative J?rOcess photography. Survey of
techniques, theory and potentml for creative expression as an
art form.
UG 323 Drawing II 3 cr. (R-12) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., ART 123A, 125A, 150, 151, 203, and 223A.
Exploration and production of drawings with emphasis on
individual expression. Studio practicum, lectures, critiques,
reading and writing.
UG 329 Ceramics II 3 cr. (R-12) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., ART 135A and 229 ..Further exploration of
the ceramic process introducing more complex ways of
handbuilding and developing the art of throwing. Examination
of the technology and chemistry of clay, glazes and high
temperature oxidation and reduction firing.
U 330 Clay and Glaze 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., ART
135A, 229A. In depth study of the physical and chemical
properties of clays and glazes. Hands on testing of various clay
and glaze formulas and an introduction to kiln firing.
UG 333 Printmaking II 3 cr. (R-12) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., ART 233A. Contmued work in various
printmaking media.
UG 335 Sculpture II 3 cr. (R-12) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., .ART 135A and 235. Focus on contemporary
issues and techniques of sculpture.
UG 340 Painting II: The Figure 3 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., ART 150, 151, 203, 223, and 240. Exploration
of pamting with emphasis on the human figure and classical
compositions and techniques, studio practicum, lectures,
critiques, reading and wnting.
UG 341 Painting II 3 cr. (R-9) Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., ART 150, 151,203, and 340. Includes ART 341:
Process and Abstraction and ART 341: Finding Language.
Exploration and production of paintings with emphasis on
individual expression. Studio practicum, lectures, critiques,

reading and writing.
UG 390 Supervised Internship Variable cr. (R-12)
Offered every term. Special internships under direction of
department faculty allowing students practical experience in a
chosen area.
U 393 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently.
University omnibus option for independent work. See index.
UG 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
'
intermittently. Exp.erimental offerings of'visitmg profess~rs,
experimental offermgs of new courses, or one-tlme offenngs of
current topics.
UG 414 Photography III 3 cr. (R-9) Offered autumn o~
spring. Prereq., ART 123A, 215A, 315. Further exploration of
photographic theory, criticism, technique and expression as an
art form.
UG 415 Independent Study in Photography 2-6 cr. (R-12)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., ART 215A, 315, consent
of instr. Advanced photographic techniques.
UG 416 Advanced Research in Photography 3 cr. (R-9)
Offered intermittently. Investigation of photo@lphy with
emphasis on student proposals, including specific technical and
conceptual aspects.
UG 423 Independent Study in Drawing 2-6 cr. (R-12)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., ART 123A, 125A, 150,
151, 203, 223, and 323, and consent of instructor. Advanced
drawing techniques.
UG 424 Advanced Research in Drawing 3 cr. (R-9)
Offered intermittently. Prereq., ART 323 and consent of
instructor. Investigation of drawing with emphasis on student
proposals, including specific technical and conceptual aspects.
UG 429 Independent Study in Ceramics 2-6 cr. (R-12)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., ART 135A, 229A, 6
credits of ART 329, ART 330 and consent of instructor.
Continued eJgJloration of ceramic art. Individualized approach
with student mitiative in determining projects.
UG 430 Advanced Research in Ceramics 3 cr. (R-9)
Offered intermittently. Investigation of ceramics with
emphasis on student proposals, including specific technical and
conceptual aspects.
UG 433 Independent Study in Printmaking 2-6 cr. (R-12)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., 6 credits mART 333,
consent of instructor. Independent projects in printmaking.
UG 434 Advanced Research in Printmaking 3 cr. (R-9)
Offered intermittently. Investigation of printmaking with
emphasis on student proposals, incluqing specific technical and
conceptual aspects.
UG 435 Independent Study in Sculpture 2-6 cr. (R-12)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., ART 135A, 235, 335,
consent of instructor. Advanced techniques in sculpture.
UG 436 Advanced Research in Sculpture 3 cr. (R-9)
Offered intermittently. Investigation of sculpture with
emphasis on student proposals, including specific technical and
conceptual aspects.
UG 440 Independent Study in Painting 2-6 cr. (R-12)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., ART 123A, 125A, 150,
151, 203, 223, 240A, 340, and 341 and/or consent of instructor.
Minimum of9 credits of300 level painting courses.
(Exceptions for special circumstances such a~ Janl;lary ~e~
courses, study abroad, etc.) Independent proJects m pamtlng..
UG 442 Advanced Research in Painting 3 cr. (R-9)
Offered intermittently. Prereqs., ART 123A, 125A, 150, 151,
203, 223, 240A, 323, 340, and 341 and/or consent of
instructor. Investigation ofpaintin~ with emphasis on student
proposals, including specific technical and conceptual aspects.
UG 490 SuJ?ervised Internship Variable cr. (R-12
Offered intermittently. Prereq., consentofinstructor. Special
internships under direction of department faculty allowing
students practical experience in a chosen area.
U 493 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently.
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University omnibus option for independent work. See index.
UG 494 Professional Practices Seminar 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., senior or graduate status. Required of all
graduating B.F.A. students. Introduction to professional
practices and standards in the visual arts, including
presentation, portfolio development, career and exhibition
opportunities, arts advocacy and graduate school.
UG 495 Special To.Pics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. ExJ?enmental offerings ofvistting professors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 499 Senior Thesis 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., senior
status, ART 494, and successful passage of B.F.A. review.
Required ofB.F.A. students. Focus on completion of artwork
and preparation for the required spring B.F.A. exhibition
Further e?Cploration of professional practices topics and career
opportumtles.
G 515 Graduate Studio in Photography 2-6 cr. (R-18)
Offered autumn and spring. Students work on projects or
specific interest in the field with a faculty member.
G 523 Graduate Studio/Drawing 2-12 cr. (R-24) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instructor. Advanced
research in drawing.
G 525 Graduate Studio/Design 2-6 cr. (R-12) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instructor. Advanced
research in design.
G 529Graduate Studio/Ceramics 3-6 cr. (R-18) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq. consent of instructor. Advanced
research in ceramtcs.
G 533 Graduate Studio/Printmaking 2-12 cr. (R-24)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent ofinstr.
Advanced research in printmaking.
G 535 Graduate Studio/Sculpture 2-6 cr. (R-18) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instructor. Advanced
research in sculpture.
G 540 Graduate Studio/Painting 3-6 cr. (R-18) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instructor. Advanced
research in painting.
G 580 Graduate Teaching Assistant Seminar 3 cr.
Offered autumn: Prereq., graduate standing. Preparation to
teach foundation and entry level art courses.
G 594 Seminar Variable cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently..
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings ofvtsiting professors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
G 596 Independent Study 2-6 cr. (R-18) Prereq., consent of
instr. Offered intermittently.
G 598 Internship 2-6 cr. (R-12) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent ofinstr.
G 699 Thesis and Terminal Project Variable cr. (R-12)
Offered autumn and spring.

Art History
U lOOL Art Appreciation 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
An introduction to the visual arts exploring various approaches
to understanding art, art history and terminology, techniques
and media, motivating factors behind the creative act.
U 150H Art of World Civilization: Ancient to Medieval
Art 3 cr. Offered autumn. Survey of history of visual art from
pre-history to 1400.
U 151H Art of World Civilization: Early Modern to
Contemporary Art 3 cr. Offered spring. Survey of history of
visual art from 1400 to the Present.
U 336H History of Architectural Design: Pre-history to
1850 3 cr. Offered autumn. Same as DRAM 336H.
Knowledge and understanding of architectural styles, designs
and choices of the built environment from prehistory
megalithic architecture to the start of the modem age.

UG 367H Art ofthe Ancient Americas 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., ART 150H or 151H or consent ofinstr. Same
as NAS 367H. Development of major ceremonial and urban
centers throughout the Americas before the com ing of
Europeans. Analysis of how the visual arts articulate ancient
world views or cosmologies in relation to nature. Focus on
various strategies of reading the structure and meaning encoded
in the layout of cities, stone sculpture, wall murals, ceramics,
precious metals, and textiles.
UG 368H Latin American Art 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., ART 150H or 151H or consent ofinstr. Same as NAS
368H. Exploration of themes in the development of Latin
American art from the colonial period to the present including
Renaissance ideals in the "New World", syncretism of
European, African, and indigenous roots, the Black Legend,
and the advent of such movements as Academism, Modernism,
Social Realism, Magic Realism and Post-Modernism.
UG 380H Ancient Greek Civilization and Culture 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Prereq., ART 150H or 151H or consent
of instr. Same as LS 340H and MCLG 360H. Ancient Greek
works of art and architecture, related to and explained by
contemporary ideas and values of Greek society.
UG 381H Roman and Early Christian Art in Context 3
cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq., ART 150H or 151H or
consent ofinstr. Same as LS 341H and MCLG 361H. A
survey of the various media used in Roman art; the social
political, and economic contexts in which the media were
developed; and the transition (technical, iconographic, and
contextual) to the art ofthe Early Christian period.
UG 384H Art of the Renaissance 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., ART 150L or 151L or consent ofinstr..
Exploration of the arts of 1450-1600 in western Europe. Focus
on themes such as the recovery of the classical past,
development of scientific naturalism and linear perspective,
and the evolution of major art forms architecture, urbanism,
religious altarpieces and devotional images, fresco and oil
paintings, monumental sculpture, etc.
UG 389H American Art 1860 to the Present 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., ART 150H or 151H or consent ofinstr.
American painting, sculpture and architecture from the Civil
War to the present.
UG 450H Advanced Research in Art History 2-6 cr. (R~6)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., ART 150H-151H, a 300level art history course and consent of instr. Advanced
research in art history topics agreed upon by student and
instructor.
UG 451H Seminar i-!) Art History and Criticism 3 cr. (R9) Offered intermittently. Prereq., ART 150H-151H, a 300level art history course and consent of instr. UJ?per-division
seminar in varying topics of art history and crittcism.
UG 480H Women Artists and Art History 3 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., ART 150H or 151H or consent ofinstr.
A survey of major women artists in context of social history
and aesthetics from ancient to modem times. Analysis of
feminism and works by contemporary women artists in film
and video.
UG 484H African Art 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., ART
150H or 151H or consent ofinstr. Broad investigation ofthe
visual arts of Africa; historical civilizations, including Egypt,
and colonial and post-colonial societies. Methodologies for
study of non-western societies, "Primitivism", and the
importance of African Art for the development of western art.
UG 485H Spanish Art 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., ART
150H or 151H or consent of instr. Exploration of the history of
Spanish art from the cave paintings to the 21th century. Focus
on Spanish art and aesthetics and Spain's cultural identity
through the visual arts.
UG 486H Art of the 191h Century 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., ART 150H or 151H or consent ofinstr. Exploration of
major themes in European art from 1800 to 1900. Focus on
major cultural and intellectual trends such as Neoclassicism,
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Romanticism, Realism, Impressionism and Modernism.
UG 487H Art ofthe 201h Century 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., ART 150H or 151H or consent ofinstr. Exploration of
major themes in the development of art of the 20th century.
Focus on major cultural and intellectual trends of the Modem
and Post-Modem ages.
G 550 Graduate Studies/Art History 2-6 cr. (R-12)
Offered autumn and sprin~. Prereq., consent of instr. Research
in art history and art theones.
G 597 Research in Art History 3-9 cr. (R-18) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 698 Methodologies in Art History 3-9 cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent ofinstr. Investigation of the
discipline of art history, its elements, boundaries,
historiography, and practitioners.

Art Criticism
U 203L Introduction to Art Criticism 3 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., ART 150H-151H. Introduction to a range
of methods and phtlosophies in art criticism.
UG 303L Contemporary Art and Art Criticism 3 cr.
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., ART 203L or consent of
instr. Survey of artists, art works, critics and theories from
1960s to the present. Introduction to major art movements and
ideas of the Post-Modem era. Special emphasis given to firsthand experiences with art at local venues and direct
engagement with contemporary art criticism published in
newspapers, journals, magazines, and other media.
UG 403L Renaissance Theory and Criticism 3 cr.
Offered intermittently. Prereq., ART 150H or 151H and
consent ofinstr. An exploration of the writings of major
thinkers of the 14th-16th centuries, including theoretical
treatises, works of literature, contracts, and personal diaries.
UG 452 Advanced Research in Art Criticism 2-6 cr. (R-6)
Offered spring. Prereq., consent ofinstr.
G 501 Graduate Critiques Seminar 1 cr. (R-4) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent ofinstr. Weekly meetings
to critique graduate student work.
G 503 Critical Theories in the Visual Arts 3 cr. Prereq.,
consent of instr. Seminar on the history of art criticism as a
particular type of discourse about art. Contemporary theories
of Modernism including Formalism, Abstraction, Marxism, and
Social Realism; and Postmodemism including Deconstruction,
Revisionism, and Feminism. Required of all M.A. and M.F.A.
students with options in the fields of art.

Art Education
UG 314A Elementary School Art 3 cr. Offered every term.
Visual art teaching methods for future elementary school
teachers to include production of original works in a variety of
media, methods of critique, curricular components, media
management, resources and guided teaching experiences in a
school setting.
UG 407 Teaching Art K-12 for Fine Arts Majors 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., ART 123A, 125A, 135A; ART
150H, 151H; and junior standing. Preparation for art
specialists to include history and current trends in curriculum
development, teaching procedures, child growth and
development in art, resources, evaluation, advocacy and
directed teaching experiences in school setting.
UG 408 Teaching Art K-12 for Fine Arts Majors 3 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., ART 123A, 125A, 135A, and 407.
Continuation and practical application of ART 407.
UG 427 Advanced Research in Art Education 2-6 cr. (R12) Offered intermittently. Prereq., ART 123A, 125A, 135A
and ART 314 or 407. Advanced research in art education

topics and/or field experiences.

Summer Arts Education Institute
(Offered through School of Fine Arts)
G 582 Arts Education Seminar I 2 cr. (R-4) Prereq., ART
581. Same as DRAM, MUS 582. Offered summers. Topics
vary.
G 583 Arts Education Seminar II 1-2 cr. (R-4) Prereq.,
ART 582. Same as DRAM, MUS 583. Continuation of ART
582.
.G 584 Arts Education Seminar III 1-2 cr. (R-4) Prereq.,
ART 583. Same as DRAM, MUS 584. Continuation of ART
583.
G 585 Arts Education Seminar IV 1-2 cr. (R-4) Prereq.,
ART 584. Same as DRAM, MUS 585. Continuation of ART
584
G 586 Arts Education Seminar V 1-2 cr. (R-8) Same as
DRAM, MUS 586. Continuation and synthesis of preceding
seminars.
G 587 Arts Education Practicum 1 cr. (R-4) Same as
DRAM, MUS 587. Offered summers. The active application
of concepts and theories presented during the Arts Eaucation
Institute and the arts education seminars within a small group
setting.
G 588 Arts Education Apprenticeship 1 cr. (R-4) Same as
DRAM, MUS 588. Exploratwn of art forms to develop new
artistic and communicative perceptions and awareness.
G 589 Arts Education Field Project 1 cr. (R-4) Same as
DRAM, MUS 589, creative/research activities.

Faculty
Professors
James Bailey, M.F.A., University of Wisconsin-Madison,
1989
Hipolito Rafael Chacon, Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1995
David James, M.F.A., University of Arizona, 1984
Elizabeth Lo, M.F.A., The University of Montana, 1974
M.A. Papanek-Miller, M.F.A., University of Houston, 1984
(Chair)
Thomas Rippon, M.F.A., School of the Art institute of
Chicago, 1979
Barbara Tilton, M.F.A., Vermont College ofNorwich, 1996

Associate Professors
Mary Ann Bonjomi, M.F.A., University of California, Santa
Barbara, 1986
Valerie Hedquist, Ph.D., University of Kansas, Lawrence,
1990
Elizabeth Dove Kinderwater, M.F.A., Vermont College of
Norwich, 1999
Cathryn Mallory, M.F.A., University of Oklahoma, 1985

Assistant Professor
Bradley Allen, M.F.A., Southern Illinois University, 2005

Emeritus Professors
Marilyn Bruya, M.F.A., Bard College, 1986
James G. Todd, M.F.A., The University of Montana, 1969
Rudy Autio, M.F.A., Washington State University, 1952
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Department of Drama/Dance
Mark Dean, Chair
The Department of Drama/Dance is accredited by the
National Association of Schools of Theatre and is a member of
the University/Resident Theatre Association. The department
is housed in the Performing Arts and Radio-Television Center
which includes three theatre/dance performance spaces and
television/radio studios. The program is production-oriented
with approximately ten major productions presented each year
includmg contemporary, historical, period, musical, and
experimental plays, as well as dance concerts. The Montana
Repertory Theatre, a professional touring company based at
UM, often involves students both on and off stage. The faculty
is strong, possessing a diversity of educational and professional
theatre and dance backgrounds.
The Bachelor of Fine Arts with a major in Drama or Dance is
a professionally oriented degree designed for the student who
plans to pursue a career in these areas. The Bachelor of Arts
with a major in Dance allows the student who plans to enter a
dance career to select another major to complement that
objective. The Bachelor of Arts with a major in Drama
provides the student with a broad liberal arts education and a
general focus in drama. The degree allows the student to
complete an additional major and may form the basis for
furtlier training on the graduate level. The Bachelor of Arts
with a major in Drama and an area of specialization in
Education Endorsement Preparation is designed for the student
seeking teaching endorsement in the field of drama. The
Bachelor of Fine Arts with a major in Drama is a professionally
oriented degree designed for the student who plans to pursue a
career in theatre, dance or a related field. Areas of
specialization are: Acting, Design/Technology, Choreography
and Performance, and Studio Teaching. Graduate programs
lead to the Master of Arts in Drama or Integrated Arts and
Education and the Master of Fine Arts in Drama with areas of
specialization in Acting, Design/Technology, or Directing.

Special Degree Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the
catalog. See index.

Advisement
Each Drama/Dance major must have a faculty advisor who is
assigned by the department and who is usually from the
student's option. The department, through its advisement
program, often recommends non-drama electives and specific
General Education courses to the student depending on the
student's option. Majors may not take core or area required
courses on a credit/no credit basis.

Auditions and Portfolio Reviews
Actors, dancers, designers and technicians undergo periodic
review in the form of auditions or portfolio presentations.
These on-going evaluations provide each student with the
opportunity and challenge of individualized critiques from
faculty and staff professionals.

Upper-division Writing Expectation
The Upper-division Writing Expectation must be met by
successfully com{lleting an upper-division writing course from
the approved list m the Academic Policies and Procedures
section of this catalog. See index.

Bachelor of Arts with a maior in Dance
The following courses constitute the complete Dance
requirements for the Bachelor of Arts degree:
Dance
Credits

201A Beginning Composition (offered spring) . . . . . . . 2
202 Rehearsal and Performance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
300 Modem III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
301 Intermediate Composition (offered autumn, oddnumbered years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
304 Ballet III (or higher level) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
307A Jazz Dance III (or appropriate level) . . . . . . . . . 2
334H 20th Century Dance (offered spring, even-numbered
years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
340 The Science of Dance Movement (offered autumn, oddnumbered years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
397 Junior Creative or Research Project (students must
complete projects for graduation) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
400 Modem IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
425 Dance Pedagogy (offered autumn, even-numbered
years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
428 Internship in Children's Dance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
429 Advanced Techniques of Modem Dance . . . . . . . . 3
434L World Dance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
494 Junior/Senior Dance Seminar (offered autumn,
even-numbered years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
497 Senior Creative or Research Project . . . . . . . . . . . 3
427 Teaching Movement in the Schools (offered
autumn odd-numbered years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

OR

320 Improvisation and
420 Contact Improvisation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Drama
107A Theatre Production I: Dance (Costume or Lighting) 3
378 Stage Management Practicum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Total
58-59
There is an Adlnission Audition which a prospective major
must pass at the end of the first year to continue in the
program.

Bachelor of Arts with a maior in Drama
The following courses constitute the complete Drama
requirements for the Bachelor of Arts degree:
Drama
Credits
103A Introduction to Theatre Design . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
106A Theatre Production I: Run Crew . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
107A Theatre Production I: Construction Crew . . . . . . 3
108 Intro to House Management . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
202 Stagecraft I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
203 Stagecraft II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
207 Theatre Production II: Construction Crew . . . . . . . 3
214 Acting I (or DRAM 111A) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
220L Dramatic Literature I (Script Analysis) . . . . . . . . 3
320 Theatre History I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
321 Theatre History II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
379 Introduction to Directing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
2.
Drama/Dance/Media Arts electives (by advisement)
Senior project
Total
41

Education Endorsement Preparation
Specialization
The Education Endorsement Preparation specialization is
designed for the student seeking an endorsement in the major
teaching field of Drama.
Dance
Credits
327A Dance in Elementary Education . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Drama
Credits
103A Introduction to Theatre Design . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
106A-107A Theatre Production (Running and Production
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Crews) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
203 Stagecraft II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
210Voice and Speech I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
214-215 Acting I, II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
220L Dramatic Literature I (Script Analysis) . . . . . . . . 3
244 Stage Makeup . . . . . . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
320-321 Theatre History I, II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
327A Drama in Elementary Education . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
371 Stage Management I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
379 Introduction to Directing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
402 Methods of Teaching Theatre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~
Senior Project
Total
40
For endorsement to teach Drama, a student also must gain
admission to Teacher Education and Student Teaching and
meet all the requirements for certification as a secondary
teacher (see the School of Education section of this catalog).
The demand in Montana high schools for teaching of courses
in this field is limited. Students should complete the required
second endorsement (major or minor) in a field other than
Economics, Geography, Journalism, Psychology or Sociology.

Bachelor of Fine Arts with a major in Drama
Normally, a student should declare intent to pursue the
B.F.A. degree no later than the beginning of the second year of
a four-year program. The student must declare an area of
specialization, either acting or design/technology.
Requirements for these areas are specified below.
A student may elect a special concentration in directing,
music theatre, or another discipline in addition to the B.F.A.
core and area specialization requirements. The program is
designed in consultation with the student's advisor and must be
approved by the faculty. The special concentration may
require five years to complete.
The following courses are required of all B.F.A. students
majoring in Drama with an area of specialization in Acting or
Design/Technology:

Core Courses
Drama

Credits

106A Theatre Production I: Running Crew . . . . . . . . . 1
107A Theatre Production I: Construction Crew . . . . . . 3
108 Introduction to House Management . . . . . . . . . . . 1
202 Stagecraft I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
203 Stagecraft II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
206 Theatre Production II: Running Crew . . . . . . . . . 1
214 Acting I (or DRAM 111A if Design/Tech option) . . 3
220L Dramatic Literature I (Script Analysis) . . . . . . . . 3
320-321 Theatre History I, II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
379 Introduction to Directing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Total
27

Acting Specialization
Students who intend to pursue the acting specialization will
normally enter the University as Bachelor of Arts students in
Drama.
To be taken in addition to core courses:

Drama
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1
2
3
49
. . . . . . . . . 27
76

Design/Technology Specialization
Students wishing to pursue a B.F.A. with a specialization in
design/technology must:
1. Complete a one-year residency at the UM-Missoula
campus which includes a minimum of 12 credits in
design/technology.
2. Attain a cumulative 2.5 overall GPA and a 3.0 GPA in
design/technology coursework.
3. Present a theatre resume and portfolio consisting of class
and production work.
4. Prepare a written statement explaining their educational
and professional goals.
Students who intend to pursue the design/technology
specialization will normally enter the Umversity as Bachelor of
Arts students in Drama.
To be taken in addition to core courses:

Drama

Credits

103A Introduction to Theatre Design . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
106A Theatre Production I: Running Crew . . . . . . . . . 1
206 Theatre Production II: Running Crew . . . . . . . . . 1
207 Theatre Production II: Construction Crew . . . . . . . 3
231 Drafting for the Theatre I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Choose one from: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
331 Drafting for the Theatre II
332 CAD for the Theatre
341 Flat Pattern Design and Drafting
307 Production Construction I (repeat once) . . . . . . . . 6
371 Stage Management I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Choose one from (Junior Project): . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
308 Production Team I
309 Production Design I
Choose one from (Senior Project): . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
408 Production Team II
409 Production Design II
Electives (minimum of 12 upper-division) . . . . . . . . . 18
Sub-Total
45
Core Courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
Total
72

Junior Projects
A junior project is required of all B.F.A. design/technology
specializatiOn students. The junior project is usually
production-related and has both practical and written
components. Requirements for the project are outlined in the
Department of Drama/Dance Handbook.

Senior Projects

Credits

215 Acting II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
216A Production Acting I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
244 Stage Makeup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
310 Voice and Speech I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
311 Voice and Speech II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
312 Physical Performance Skills I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
313 Physical Performance Skills II . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
314 Acting III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
315 Acting IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
316A Production Acting II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
410 Voice and Speech III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
412 Physical Performance Skills III . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
414 Acting V (repeat once) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

415 Acting VI (repeat once) . . . . . . . . .
416 Production Acting III . . . . . . . . . .
420 Singing for Actors . . . . . . . . . . . .
439 Advanced Acting: Professional Skills
Sub total
Core Courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total

3
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
1
3
3
8

A senior project is required of all B.A. and B.F.A. students
acting or designl~echnology specialization. The
semor proJect 1s usually productiOn-related and has both
practical and written components. Requirements for the project
vary and are outlined in the Department of Drama/Dance
Handbook.
con?pletin~ th~

Bachelor of Fine Arts with a major in Dance
The department offers two areas of specialization, one in
choreography and performance and the other in studio
teaching. Each requires the same sixty-ei~ht credits in core
courses, plus additional specified credits m each area of
specialization. All majors are required to do a junior and a
senior creative or research project and a production project. If
not qualified for advanced placement in Modern III, the student
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must take Modem II as a prerequisite.
Core Courses
Credits
Dance
201A Beginning Composition (offered spring) ....... 2
202A Rehearsal and Performance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
300 Modern III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
304 Ballet III (or a higher level) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
320 Improvisation (offered autumn, even-numbered years) 1
334H 20th Century Dance (offered spring, even-numbered
years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
340 The Science of Dance Movement (offered autumn,
odd-numbered years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
397 Junior Creative or Research Project (students
must complete project for graduation) . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
400 Modern IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
420 Contact Improvisation (offered autumn,
odd-numbered years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
425 Dance Pedagogy (offered autumn, even-numbered
years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
426 Dance as a Healing Art (offered spring) ........ 2
428 Internship in Children's Dance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
429 Advanced Techniques of Modern Dance . . . . . . . . 6
434L World Dance (offered spring, odd-numbered years) 3
494 Jr/Sr Dance Seminar (offered autumn, odd-numbered
years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
497 Senior Creative or Research Project (students must
complete project for graduation) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Drama
106A Theatre Production I: Running Crew ......... 1
107A Theatre Production I: Construction Crew (Costume or
Lighting) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
378 Stage Management Practicum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Total
64

Studio Teaching Specialization
Dance

Credits
Creative Movement for People with
Disabilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
427 Teaching Movement in the Schools (offered autumn
odd-numbered years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
491 Teaching Projects . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
(assisting in a technique class for one semester)
Sub-Total
6
Core Courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64
Total
70
32~ T~a~~ing

Choreo~raphy

and Performance

Speciahzat1on
Dance
Credits
202A Rehearsal and Performance (performing in one
piece equals one credit) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
301 Intermediate Composition (offered autumn, oddnumbered years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
329 Conditioning: Pilates Mat I (two semesters) ...... 2
Choose two:
HHP 101, 141, 159, 162, 171,173, 177, 179 ....... 6
Sub-Total
8
Core Courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64
72
Total
Drama 214, Acting I, is optional. There is an admission
audition which a prospective major must pass at the end of the
first year to continue m this program.

Special Proiects
Junior and Senior projects must be planned with the student's
project advisor and all JOurnals and papers will be submitted to
that advisor. All choreography/performance B.F.A. candidates
are required to choreograph for both projects, but the senior
project must be a piece of choreography produced off-campus
m the Missoula community. Teaching B.F.A. candidates must
choreograph for the junior project and complete a teaching
project in the Missoula community for the senior project.

Students also are required to meet the campus-wide General
Education requirements. Students are urged to consult with
their advisors before General Education courses are selected.

Suggested Course of Study
. The recommended curriculum for the B.A., major in Dance
IS:

First Year
DAN 200A Modern II (or DAN 100A, if needed) . . . . 6
DAN 201A Beginning Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
DAN 204A Ballet II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
DAN 207A Jazz Dance II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Total
30
Second Year
DAN 204A Ballet II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
DAN 300 Modern III (or 200A, if needed) ......... 6
DAN 301 Intermediate Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
DAN 307A Jazz Dance III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
DRAM 378 Stage Management Practicum . . . . . . . . . 1
DAN 434L World Dance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Total
30
The recommended curriculum for the B.A. , major in
Drama is:
First Year
DRAM 103A Introduction to Theatre Design ....... 3
DRAM 107A Theatre Production I: Construction Crew . 3
DRAM 202 Stagecraft I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
DRAM 203 Stagecraft II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
DRAM 214 Acting I (or 111A) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
Total
32
Second Year
DRAM 207 Theater Production II: Construction Crew . 3
DRAM 220L Dramatic Literature I (Script Analysis) .. 3
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
Total
32
The recommended curriculum for the Acting student in the
B.F.A., major in Drama, is:
First Year
DRAM 106A Theatre Production I: Running Crew ... 1
DRAM 107A Theatre Production I: Construction Crew . 3
DRAM 108 Introduction to House Management ...... 1
DRAM 202 Stagecraft I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
DRAM 203 Stagecraft II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
DRAM 214-215 Acting I, II ......... , . . . . . . . . 6
DRAM 220L Dramatic Literature l .............. 3
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Total
30
Second Year
DRAM 206 Theatre Production II: Running Crew .... 1
DRAM 210-211 Voice and Speech I & II .......... 4
DRAM 244 Stage Makeup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
DRAM 314-315 Acting III, IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
Total
30
The recommended curriculum for the Design/ Technology
student in the B.F.A. major in Drama is:
First Year
DRAM 103A Introduction to Theatre Design . . . . . . . 3
DRAM 106A Theatre Production I: Running Crew
(two semesters) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
DRAM 107A Theatre Production I: Construction Crew . 3
DRAM 108 Introduction to House Management ...... 1
DRAM 202 Stagecraft I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
DRAM 203 Stagecraft II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
DRAM 207 Theatre Production II: Construction Crew . 3
DRAM 231 Drafting for the Theatre I ............ 3

304
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Total
33
Second Year
DRAM 206 Theatre Production II: Running Crew
(two semesters) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
DRAM 220L Dramatic Literature I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
DRAM 307 Production Construction I (two semesters) . 6
DRAM 331 Drafting for the Theatre II or DRAM
332 CAD for the Theatre or DRAM 341 Flat
Pattern Design and Drafting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Total
32
The recommended curriculum for the Choreography and
Performance or Studio Teaching student in the B.F.A.
major in Dance, is:
First Year
DAN 204A or DAN 304 Ballet II or III . . . . . . . . . . 4
DAN 300 Modern III (or DAN 200A) . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
DRAM 106A Theatre Production: Running Crew .... 1
DRAM 107A Theatre Production 1: Construction Crew
(Costume o Lighting) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Total
24
Second Year
DAN 201A Beginning Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
DAN 202A Rehearsal and Performance . . . . . . . . . . . 2
DAN 300 Modern III (or DAN 200A) . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
DAN 304 Ballet III (or Dan 204A) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
DAN 320 Improvisation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
DAN 329 Conditioning: Pilates Mat I . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
DAN 340 Science of Dance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
DRAM 378 Stage Management Practicum . . . . . . . . . 1
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
31
Total

Requirements for a Minor
Minor in Drama
The department provides the student the opportunity to
focus the minor in a particular area such as acting, costume,
etc. Twenty-seven credits, including a common core of
sixteen credits are required for the minor. A department
advisor should be consulted for guidelines regarding the
specific focus.
Drama
Credits
103A Introduction to Theatre Design . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
106A Theatre Production 1: Running Crew . . . . . . . . . 1
107A Theatre Production 1: Construction Crew . . . . . . 3
202 or 203 Stagecraft I or II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
220L Dramatic Literature I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
320 or 321 Theatre History I or II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Focused area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
Total
27

Minor in Dance
Twenty-eight credits are required.
Credits
Dance
lOOA Modern Dance I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
104A Ballet I (or appropriate level) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
107A Jazz Dance I (or appropriate level) . . . . . . . . . . 2
200A Modern II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
201A Beginning Composition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
202A Rehearsal and Performance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
204A Ballet II (or appropriate level) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
300 Modern III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
334H 20th Century Dance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
320 Improvisation and 420 Contact Improvisation . . . . 2
OR
329 Pilates and 340 Science of Dance . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
OR

426 Dance as a Healing Art . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
OR
428 Internship in Children's Dance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £
Total
28

Courses
U = for undergraduate credit only, UG = for
undergraduate or graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R
after the credit indicates the course may be repeated for credit
to the maximum indicated after the R. Credits beyond this
maximum do not count toward a degree.

Dance (DAN)
U 100A Modem Dance I 2 cr. (R-4) Offered autumn and
spring. Introduction to basic modern dance vocabulary
through exercises for alignment, strength and flexibility and
combinations across the floor.
U 104A Ballet I 2 cr. (R-4) Offered autumn and spring.
Introduction to basic ballet positions and steps.
U 107A Jazz Dance I 2 cr. (R-4) Offered autumn and
spring. Introduction to basic strengthening and stretching
exercises and stylistic characteristics of jazz.
U 194 Dance Seminar 1 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn
and spring. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
U 200A Modem II 2 cr. (R-12) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., DAN 100A .. Continuation of the modern
dance vocabulary at an advanced-beginner level.
U 201A Beginning Composition 2 cr. (R-4) Offered
spring. Prereq., DAN 200A. Basic use of space, time and
energy in dance. Movement composition studies assigned
each week.
U 202A Rehearsal and Performance 1-4 cr. (R-12)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq. , consent of instr. Open
to students who are choreographing a dance for a concert or
to those who have been selected through audition to perform.
U 204A Ballet II 2 cr. (R-12) Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., DAN 104A. Continuation of the ballet vocabulary at
an advanced-beginner level.
U 207A Jazz Dance II 2 cr. (R-12) Offered autumn.
Prereq., DAN 107A. Continuation of the jazz vocabulary at
an advanced-beginner level.
U 294 Dance Seminar 1 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
One-time offerings of current topics.
UG 300 Modem III 3 cr. (R-12) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., DAN 200A. Extension of the modern dance
vocabulary through lengthier combinations of movement.
UG 301 Intermediate Composition 2 cr. (R-6) Offered
autumn odd-numbered years. Prereq., DAN 201A and 6
credits of dance technique. Explores ways to manipulate
several dancers in space, through repetition of shapes,
through related rhythms. May include choreography for
videotape.
U 302 Dance Touring 1-4 cr. (R-24) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., audition. Rehearsal and touring to the
community.
UG 304 Ballet III 2 cr. (R-8) Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., consent of instr; Development of ability to combine
steps; carriage of head and arms.
U 307A Jazz III 2 cr. (R-12) Offered autumn. Prereq.,
DAN 204 or equiv. skill and consent of instr. Continuation
of207A.
U 320 Improvisation 1 cr. (R-3) Offered autumn evennumbered years. Exploration of stimulus, structure and
performance of improvised movement. Elements such as

space, shape, motion, time, quality, form and awareness
emphasized. Instructor-designed structures, transitioning to
student-designed scores, culminating in improvised
performance.
U 327A Dance in E!emenilary Education 2 !l:r. (R-4)
Offered autumn and spring. Open to majors in elementary
education. Techniques and applications for using movement
in the public school setting. Focus on movement elements,
lesson design and plaru1ing, standards for dance, multiple
intelligence theory, assessment, classroom management
techniques and multi-culturalism.

U 32§ Tead
Disabilities 1 cr.

Creative MQJJvement for People with
-4) Offered autumn and spring. Students

interact with adults with developmental disabflities in an
adaptive dance class where movement is used as a therapeutic
modality for people with cognitive and physical impairments.
Students interact with the participants, engage as role models
and gain beginning teaching experience.
UG 329 Conditioning: Pilates Mat 1 CR'. (R-8) Offered
autumn and spring. Pilates mat (floor) exercises to build core
control, strength and flexibility.
UG 334H 20tiil Oentury Dance 3 cr, Offered spring evennumbered years. Discussion of primary movements and
major figures in American modern dance, including multicultural influences and some parallel movements in the visual
art world.
U 340 The Sci:ence of Dance Movement 1 cr, Offered
autumn odd-numbered years.
of the skeletal system
and how it relates to dance movement. Basic kinesthetic
conditioning for dancers, and injury recognition
and prevention.
U 35M Dance Semimllir 1 il"::r
Offered autumn and
One-time offerings of current
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-24) Offered autumn
and spring. Experimental
of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current
U 396 independent Study: Dance Projects 1-3 cr. (R-24)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
U 397 Junior Creative or Research Projects 1-6 cr, (R-6)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., B.F.A. dance major.
Independent study in choreography or a research paper which
could be on such subjects as teaching styles, multiple
inteHigence theory, dance historical topics, dance injuries,
etc. An initial proposal, a
and a paper are required.
UG 400 Modem IV 3 cJr. (R-12) Offered auJumn and
spring. Prereq., DAN 300. Performance of exercises and
combinations that are technically demanding in strength,
balance, weight,
and line.
lJG 404 BaUe~ IV 2 c~·,
Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., DAN
4 CL, or equiv. skin and consent of instr.
Develops petite
grand allegro.
UG 420 C"'ntact Imprnvisation Jl cr. (R-3) Offered
autumn odd-numbered years. The art of moving with one or
more partners vvhHe using a
of contact ;md
supporting each other's weight.
such as romng,
suspending, falling and recovering together explored through
physical sensations that use weight, counter-balance and
yielding.
UG 425 Da111ce Pedagogy 3 cr. (R-9) Offered autumn evennumbered years. Prereq., DAN 428. Methods and
experiences in teaching modern dance, ballet and jazz.
UG 426 Dance As mHe~Rling Art Z err·.
Offered
spring. Study of
movement as a reflection of iru1er
emotional states. How changes in movement lead to changes
in th'e psyche, promoting health and growth. Exploration of
techniques for experiencing the inter-connection between
o

movement and emotional expression.
UG 427 Teaching Movement in the Schools 3 cr. Offered
autumn odd-numbered years. Prereq., consent of instr.
Experience in planning, observing and directing creative
movement as a teaching tool in K-5.
UG 428 Internship in Cl:lildren's Dance 2 cr. (R-8)
Offered autumn and spring. Students participate and gain
beginning level teaching experience in two of four dance
classes for children ranging in ages from 3 1/2 to 12 years old.
UG 429 Advanced Techniques of Modern Dillice 3 cr.
(R-12) Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., DAN 400, 6 cr.,
or equiv. skill, and consent of instr. Continuation of DAN
400.
UG 434L World Dance 3 cr. (R-6) Offered spring oddnumbered years. Investigation of dances of diverse cultures.
Study of dance as: an emblem of cultural identity, social
order, power and gender-specific behavior; an expression of
religion and/or ritual; a classical art form; and as a medium
for personal expression in western and non-western world
cultures.
UG 491 Teaching Projects 1-6 cr. (R-24) Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Independent study that
may involve either assisting in the teaching of a dance
technique class or actually plam1ing and
it.
U 494 Junior/Senior Dance Seminar 3 cr. (R-6) Offered
autumn even-numbered years. Seminar to discuss both practical and philosophical issues confronting dance students about
to enter the "real" world.
UG 495 Spedal Topics Va:riabie cr. (R-24) Offered
autumn and spring. Experimental offerings of visiting
professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or
one-time offerings of current topics.
UG 496 Independent Study: Darutce Projects 1-6 cr. (R-9)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
U 497 Senior Creative or Research Projects 3 cr. (R-6)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., Dance major.
Independent study in choreography or teaching. If the student
is a B.F.A. candidate the project must take place off-campus
in the Missoula community. The student is responsible for
setting up tlle project. An initial proposal, a journal, and a
paper are required.
ll)~·ama
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U lOlL Theatre Appreciation 3 cr, Offered autumn and
spring. The various elements of play production and dance.
The basic artistic principles underlying dance, theatre and an
of the arts.
U 103A Introduction to Theatre Design 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Basic understanding of the principles of design for
the theatre and television, including the production elements
of scenery, costumes and lighting.
U W6A Theatre Production I: R.mming Crew 1 cr. (R-4)
Offered autumn and spring. Operation and running a show
backstage on a scenery, costume, or prop crew for a major
departmental production.
U 107A Theatre P:roduction I: Construction Crew 3 c:r.
(R-6) Offered autumn and spring. The construction and
completion of scenery, costumes and props under supervision.
Most assignments involve very basic construction techniques.
Involves two 4-hour labs a week.
U :!Jl8 Introduction to House Management :1. u.
Offered every term. Introduction to the skills and experience
of the front-of-house staff for a theatrical production.
U 1UA Actling for Non-Majors I 3 cr. Offered every
term. An introduction to the skills and techniques required of
the actor to be effective in communication with others on
stage and off stage.

U U2A
for Non-Majors n: 3 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., DRAM UlA. Continuation of lll.A.
U Hi6L HistoR"y of Muska~ Theatre 3 c~". Offered autumn
and spring. Same as MUS 166L. Exploration of origins,
developing
and cultural/historical contexts of musical
theatre through
lectures, and discussion.
Offered autumn
U 195 Special
V arllabie cr,
professors,
and spring. Experimental
experime:ntal offerings of new courses, or one-tune offerings
of current topics.
U 200A Beginning Theatre Worksh1»p Vad.:illb~e cr. (R-8)
Offered autumn and
Credit for students engaged in
any aspect of
directing, lighting,
stagecraft,
costumes, properties, business and
publicity.
U 202 Stagecl!"aft I J cr, Offered 9lutumn. Fundamental
theories and hands-on application in the areas of costuming,
·
lighting, and sound,
U 203 S~agecraft ]J] 3 c:r. Offered
Fundamental
theories and hands-on application in
areas of scenery,
prope.rties, and rigging.
U 201!\i Theatll"e Prmilllldillln U: Running Crew]_ cr. (R-4)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., DRAM 106A.
Operation and running a show backstage, as in scenery,
costumes, or props for a
departmental production.
U 207 The!lltll"e Production H: Cm~stmction Crew 3 cr,
(R-6) Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., DRAM 107A.
The construction and completion of scenery, costumes and
props. Advanced construction assigrunents; supervision of a
small construction crew,
U 210 Voice and
l! 2 Cl!". Offered autumn. Voice
production,
and
for the stage.
U 211 Voi.ce and Speech II 2 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
DRAM 210. Continuation of 210.
U 214 Acting][ 3 il:r. Offered autumn. Intensive
development of basic acting skins through
technique: dramatic ac!i:ion, image-making
U 215 AcHng lii 3 cr·, Offered spring. Prereq., DRAM
214. Continuation of 214. Furu1er exoloration of
im~rovisation, textual Hnks and development of perfom1am::e
proJect
U 216A PrCJdudi~:~ll1l Adi.ng I l c~r. (R-4) Offered autumn
and spring. Credit for acting in approved Drama/Dance
productions.
U 220L Drrunatic Literature ][ 3 err. Offered autumn.. The
study of representative texts in drarnatic literature as a
foundation for play analysis.
U 231 DrafHng fol:" the Tble£<'i:re I 3 cr. Offered spring.
Drawing techniques for the theatre with an emphasis on
drafting as utilized by technicians,
stage managers
and directors.
U 244 Stage Makeup 2 cr. Offered spring, Principles of
and practice in theatrical makeup. Students will work on
makeup for major productions.
U 296 J!ndepe:ndelilt Study: Tllleab·e lP'nDjects Varialblle C!".
(R-12) Offered autumn and spring. Independent study in
the arts of the theatre.
UG 300 Theat:re Workshop Varil:BJ.ble cr.
autumn and spring. Prereq., previous work
theatre courses. Advanced laboratory
arts of the theatre.
UG 301 :Pliaywdtiing 3 c1r. (R-6) Offered intermittently,
in writing
Prereq. , consent of instr. Techniques and
short and fuH-length plays.
U 31{16 Summer Tbeatwe Variable cr.
Offered
summer. lP'rereq, , consent of instr. l?racticum in
departmentally approved summer theatre companies in the

an

stage manager and/or
capacity of actor, designer,
technician.
UG 3\07 P:roducti.1.m Constli·uctJ!m] I Variable Clf.
Offered autumn and
Students serve as the
the sound, light, costume, or
construction crew in
scene shop for departmenl:ali nnrdu.cti1~ns
UG 303 P:rodlllldi.on Team I Variable ~Cr. (R-12) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq. , consent of instr. Students
function as part of the production team in role of
responsibility (i.e., master electrician, cutter, first hand,
master carpenter, etc.) for a
production. These
assignments and duties may serve also as
of the required
junior project.
UG 309JP'rm:lu!dion Design i V2riabie cr. (R-12) Offered
autumn and spring, Prereq. , consent of instr, Students
function as member of the production team in a role of
responsibility (i.e., scenic designer, costume designer, light
designer, etc.) for a departmentali production. These
of the required
assigmnents and duties may serve also as
junior
"
UG
V{li!Ce 3innl!! Speech IH 3 c.r. Offered autumn.
Prereq., DRAM 211. Dialects, accents, and continued
development of good voice and speech skills.
UG JU Voice and SI[JJee<eh IV 3 rt:r. Offered spring.
Prereq., DRAM 310. Integration of voice and speech
vocal character.
UG 312 Phyl'lk~llP'e:rfowmaace :!li~dlls 1! 2 c~r. Offered
autumn. Basks of physical ,~,.,.,r"'"m,.,.,,,.,. collalJ,onttio'n
concentration, centering,
agility, and body awareness
t.l:!rough a variety of stage movement techniques.
UG 313 Physicali lP'ed'orm:<mcl!'! SkiUs H 2 cr, Offered
spring. Prereq., DRAM 312. Physical characterization:
exploring weight, rhythm, tempo, and kinesthetic
relationships through .Laban, animal studies, and Michael
Chekhov.
UG 314 Acting IH 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., DRAM
21:5. Scene
and characterization. Works sel.ected from
realism and
realism.
UG 315
IV 3 c1r. Offered spring. Prereq., DRAM
314. Selected scenes and projects from European and
American realistic texts such as Chekhov, Ibsen, Strindberg,
and O'NeilL
U 316A Prm:'l.ndion Ading U 1 cr. (R-4) Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., DRAM 216A. Credit for acting in
approved Drama/Dance productions.
UG 320 Theatre Histocy ][ 3 cr, Offered auturn."l. A
survey of the m;;Uor developments of the theatre from
primitive beginnings to the 19th century, including various
andl performances
cultures and their representative
throughout the world.
UG 32:1. Theatre HRstory U 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
DRAM 320. Continuation of 320. The many and varied
periods of the 19th and 20th centuries as reflected in the
theatre of the times.
U 327A Drama in lEKementa:ry Educati!(!Jn 2 cr. (R-4)
Offered autumn and spring. Exploration, implementation and
experience in teaching sttategies for using drama in
elementary education. Focus on techniques and applications
for teaching drama and for
drama as a tool for
teaching other
matter.
UG 331 D.raftmg fo:r the Theatre n 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., DRAM 231 or consent of instr. Scene design
including elevations, drop-point perspective, measured
for
and other techniques used by scene

::no

UG 332 Cl[lmpu±ermAilded Drafti:ng alllldl Comp1ll!ter
Appllnc21tioJns for tlhle Theatre 3 1\::lro (R-6) Offered autumn.
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Prereq., DRAM 231. Computer drafting for scenery, costumes, lighting, and sound design drawings, including 2-D
and 3-D plans, layouts and renderings. Work with CAD,
photo manipulation, spreadsheet, database, and word
processing programs.
UG 333 Scenic Painting 1-3 cr. (R-6) Offered spring.
Introduction to the basic skills needed as a scenic artist.
Emphasis on the varied materials and techniques used in the
scenic studio, color mixing, and interpretation of the
designer's work.
UG 334 Scene Design I 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
DRAM 103A, 202, 203. Introduction to the problems
encountered in designing scenery, analyzing of script,
research and practical demands of theatre conventions.
Projects include those for theatre, musicals, opera, dance and
television.
UG 335 Scene Design II 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
DRAM 334. A continuation of the techniques and projects in
334.
U 336H History of Architectural Design: Pre-history to
1850 3 cr. Offered autumn. Same as Art 336H.
Knowledge and understanding of architectural styles, designs
and choices of the built environment from prehistoric
megalithic architecture to the start of the modern age.
U 340 Intermediate Costume Construction 3 cr. Offered
spring. Intermediate costume construction focusing on the
development ()f skills needed to function as a stitcher.
UG 341 Flat Pattern Design and Drafting 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., DRAM 202. Pattern design using the flat
pattern method, pattern drafting of various garment parts,
advanced principles of fitting.
UG 343 Textile Selection and Manipulation 3 cr. Offered
spring alternate years. Analysis of fibers, yarns, structures
and finishes, as related to selection and use for the theatre.
Basic dyeing, distressing and painting.
UG 344 Costume History 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
History of Western costume from ancient Egypt to the present
day.
UG 346 Costume Design I 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., DRAM 103A, 202, 203. Introduction to principles
and practices of stage costume design.
UG 351 Theatre Lighting I 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., DRAM 103A, 202, 203. Introduction to principles
and practices of theatre lighting design. Training for position
of lighting designer for theatre. Design requirements and
decisions, color, development of stage picture; concentration
on proscenium theatre design concepts.
U 352 Master Electrician for the Stage 2 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., DRAM 107A, Lighting, DRAM 202,
or consent of instr. Training for the position of master
electrician and assistant lighting designer. Practical
application of production planning, lighting paperwork,
overseeing lighting crews, advanced electrical theory, power
distribution, and creative problem solving. Students will
work on major departmental productions.
UG 361 Theatre Sound I 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
DRAM 103A, 202, 203 or consent of instr. Introduction to
principles and practices of theatre sound design. Training for
position of sound designer for theatre. Principles, practices,
and equipment used to create finished sound designs for
theatre, dance and related areas.
U 371 Stage Management I 2 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., DRAM 103A, 202, 203. Beginning study of the
duties of the stage manager concentrating on the rehearsal
process in the non-professional theatre situation.
UG 374 Technical Direction 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., DRAM 231, 331 or consent of instr. Training for

position of technical director. The role and scope of technical
direction, production scheduling, design analysis, budgets and
bookkeeping, and methods of construction.
U 378 Stage Management Practicum I 1-3 cr. (R-6)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., DRAM 371 or consent
of instr. Stage management practicum involving stage
managing a showcase production or assistant stage managing
a major show. Involves evening work.
UG 379 Introduction to Directing 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., DRAM 103A, 214 or 111A, 220L. Open to juniors,
seniors and graduate students. Introduction to the analytical
skills, staging and conceptual techniques of the director;
includes some practical application in scene work.
U 385 Spirit Squad 2 cr. (R-4) Offered autumn and spring.
UM cheer and dance team selected during audition process
each spring; students perform routines at the intermediate jazz
level. Development of current dance _Performance,
leadership, communication and organiZational skills. (Only
four credits of DRAM 385, HHP 100-179, MS 203 and MS
315 may count toward a degree.)
U 393 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-10) Offered intermittently.
University omnibus option for independent work. See index.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
U 396 Independent Study: Theatre Projects Variable cr.
(R-12) Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
U 398 Internship Variable cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr. Extended classroom experience
which provides practical application of classroom learning
during placements off campus. Prior approval must be
obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Internship
Services office. A maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198,
298, 398, 498) may count toward graduation.
UG 400 Professional Theatre 9 cr. (R-18) Offered spring.
Prereq., consent of instr. Laboratory experience in total play
production through participation in state, regional, national
and international touring production programs.
UG 401 Professional Performance: Touring 1-9 cr. (R18) Offered spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Students
experience the rigors and develop the skills required for
actors in touring theatre; creating characters and maintaining
consistent performances through three months of intensive
travel and varying venues.
UG 402 Methods of Teaching Theatre 2 cr. (R-6) Offered
autumn. Prereq., consent of instr. Building and addressing
specific curriculum in theatre arts.
UG 407 Production Construction II Variable cr. (R-12)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
Students serve as construction crew in one of the shops for
productions.
UG 408 Production Team II Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq. , consent of instr. Students serve
as a member of the production team in a role of responsibility
(i.e., master electrician, sound board operator, cutter, first
hand, etc.) for major productions. These assignments and
duties may serve also as part of the required senior project.
UG 409 Production Design II Variable cr. (R-12) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Students serve
as a member of the production team in a role of designer
(i.e., set designer, costume designer, light designer, etc.) for
major productions. These assignments and duties may serve
also as part of the required senior project.
UG 412 Physical Performance Skills III 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., DRAM 313. Extremes of performance:
stage combat, martial arts, and biomechanics/theatre of the
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grotesque.
UG 413 Physical Performance Skills IV 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., DRAM 412. Advanced specialized physical
skills such a~ period styles, advanced combat/choreography,
and commedia.
UG 414 Acting V: Company 4 cr. (R-8) Offered autumn.
Prereq., DRAM 315. Selected speeches, scenes and projects
from verse drama, especially Shakespeare.
UG 415 Acting VI: Company 4 cr. (R-8) Offered spring.
Prereq., DRAM 414. Selected scenes and projects from
various historical and stylistic periods.
~ 416 Production Acting III 1 cr. Offered autumn and
spnng. Performance of an approved role in a departmental
production accompanied by written self-assessment.
U 420 Singing for Actors 2 cr. (R-4) Offered spring.
Prereq., audition, acting specialization, or consent of instr.
Development and presentation of musical numbers in a
dramatic context. A broad-based acquaintance with music
theatre literature is acquired, and techniques for approaching
songs are explored with an eye toward developing
competency in music theatre forms.
UG 435 Advanced Acting: Personal Performance 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., DRAM 415 or consent of instr.
Developing personal performance skills.
UG 436 Advanced Acting: Solo Performance 3 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., DRAM 435 or consent of instr.
Cr~a~ing solo performance material from original material or
existmg texts.
UG 437 Advanced Acting: Acting for the Camera I 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., DRAM 414 or consent of instr.
Beginning techniques in acting for the camera.
UG 438 Advanced Acting: Acting for the Camera II 3 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., DRAM 414 or consent ofinstr.
Extended work in techniques in acting for the camera. Work
in different areas of film and video acting,
UG 439 Advanced Acting: Professional Skills 3 cr.
Offered sp~ing odd-numbered years. Prereq., DRAM 414 or
consent of mstr. Developing professional skills, material for
the actor, professional portfolio, resume audition material
commercial acting, performance market research.
'
UG 440 Advanced Acting: Contemporary Theatre 3 cr.
Offered spring even-numbered years. Prereq., DRAM 414 or
consent of instr. Performance and scene work in
contemporary practice and theory.
UG 441 Draping 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., DRAM
341. Garment design based on manipulation of fabric on a
body form; emphasis on creative solutions to design problems
and the interrelationships between fabric, design, and form.
UG 442 Tailoring 3 cr. Offered spring alternate years.
Prereq., consent of instr. Principles used in the construction
of tailored garments.
UG 444 Advanced Makeup 2 cr. (R-6) Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., DRAM 244 or consent of instr.
Characterization, prosthesis, wigs, masks and special
proble~s. Students will work on makeup for major
productiOns.
UG 446 Costume Design II 3 cr. (R-9) Offered spring.
Prereq., DRAM 346. Advanced techniques in costume
design; possible topics include design for dance, opera, large
scale drama and musicals.
UG 451 Theatre Lighting II 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., DRAM 351 or consent of instr. Advanced study of
princip~e.s and p:actices. of theatre lighting de~ign. Training
for position of hght designer for theatre. Design requirements
and decisions, color, development of stage picture; thrust and
arena theatre.
UG 461 Theatre Sound II 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,

DRAM 361 or consent of instr. Advanced study of principles
and practices of theatre sound design. Training for position of
theatre sound designer. Principles, practices and equipment
used to create sound and music designs for the theatre, dance
and related areas.
UG 471 Stage Management II 2 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., DRAM 371 or consent of instr. Additional study of
stage management concentrating on pre-rehearsal duties,
aspects of maintaining a show's integrity as established by the
director, inter-production relationships, supervision of crews
and union contracts. Understanding a stage manager's need
for paperwork and writing skills. Students encouraged to
enroll in DRAM 478 to use skills in a living situation.
UG 478 Stage Management Practicum IT 3 cr. (R-9)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., DRAM 471 or consent
of instr. Stage managing a major show in the drama season in
the Mon~ or Masquer Theatres or assistant stage managing
for an ~qmty stage manager on a Montana Repertory Theatre
productiOn.
UG 479 Directing I 4 cr. (R-12) Offered autumn. Prereq.,
DRAM 379 and consent of instr. Directing skills for the
advanced student; extensive scene work.
UG 480 Direct~g II.4 cr. (R-12) Offered spring. Prer~q.,
DRAM 479. Contmuat10n of 479. Course material
coordinated with laboratory projects.
U 493 Omnibus Variable cr. (R-24) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of department chair. Independent work under
the University omnibus option. See index.
UG 494 Seminar 2 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., 10 credits in drama or in English dramatic literature
and consent of instr. Intensive study of dramatic theory
relating to acting, directing, design and dramaturgy.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn
and SJ?ring. Exper?-mental offerings of visiting professors,
expenmental offermgs of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
UG 496 Independent Study: Theatre Projects Variable
~r. (R-12) Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of
mstr.
UG 497 Research Variable cr. (R-12) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq. , consent of instr.
UG 498 Internship Variable cr. Offered intermittently.
Pr~req. , co?Sent of ll_lstr. Ext~nd~d classroom experience
which provides practical applicatiOn of classroom learning
duriJ?g placements off campus. Prior approval must be
obtai.ned from the faculty supervisor and the Internship
Services office. A maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198
298, 398, 498) may count toward graduation.
'
G 500 Professional Theatre 9 cr. (R-18) Offered spring.
Prereq., consent of instr. Laboratory experience in total play
production through participation in state, regional, national
and international touring production programs.
. G 5~1 Problems in Playwriting 1-3 cr. (R-12) Offered
mtermittently.
G 507 Technical Production Assignment 2-4 cr. (R-12)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
Production assignment made by the faculty. Student assigned
a responsible technical position such as technical director
master electrician, sound engineer, cutter/draper or sceni~
artist. Credit variable and will be assigned by faculty.
G 508 Design Production Assignment 2-4 cr. (R-24)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
Pro~uction design assignment made by the faculty. Student
designs an element of a Drama/Dance production with the
supervision of a faculty designer.
G 510 Problems in Voice/Speech 1-2 cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. Prereq. , consent of instr.
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G 512 Problems in Movement/Dance 1-2 cr. (R-12)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 514 Graduate Acting I 3 cr. (R-12) Offered autumn.
Prereq., consent of instr. Intensive rehearsal and project
work with emphasis on integration of advanced skills.
G 516 Problems in Acting 1-3 cr. (R-18) Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq. , consent of instr.
G 517 Studio Training for the Actor 1-3 cr. (R-18)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Work
in such areas as combat/movement training, improvisation for
performance, experimental theatre, and various genre/period
styles in performance.
G 520 Introduction to Graduate Study 2 cr. Offered
autumn. Introduction to basic research and writing skills.
UG 521 Performance Theory and Criticism 3 cr. Offered
spring. Survey of the theories, elements and ingredients of
multi-cultural live performance forms, including theatre,
popular entertainment, ceremonies, and other public events.
Includes instruction in and application of various approaches
to the criticism of live performance.
G 522 Graduate Seminar in Theatre History 3 cr. (R-9)
Offered intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr. Selected
topics and issues with individual research projects presented
in seminar concerning various genres, periods, themes, and
cultural contexts in theatre history.
G 523 Graduate Seminar in Dramatic Literature 3 cr.
(R-9) Offered intermittently. Prereq. , consent of instr.
Selected topics with individual research projects presented in
seminar concerning various genres, periods, and themes in
dramatic literature.
G 530 Graduate Scene Design 3 cr. (R-12) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Development
of specific design skills in scenery.
G 535 Problems in Scene Design 3 cr. (R-12) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Development
of specific technical skills in scene design.
G 540 Graduate Costume Design 3 cr. (R-12) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Development
of specific design skills in costuming.
G 545 Problems in Costume Design 3 cr. (R-12) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Development
of specific technical skills in costume design.
G 550 Graduate Light Design 3 cr. (R-12) Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Development of
specific design skills in light design.
G 555 Problems in Light Design 3 cr. (R-12) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Development
of specific technical skills in light design.
G 560 Graduate Sound Design 3 cr. (R-12) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Development of
specific design skills in sound design.
G 565 Problems in Sound Design 3 cr. (R-12) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Development of
specific technical skills in sound design.
G 571 Graduate Stage Management 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq. , consent of instr. Study of duties of stage
manager in rehearsal and performance process. Includes
stage managing a production for a faculty or guest artist
director.
G 574 Technical Direction 3 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Role and scope of technical
direction, production scheduling, design analysis, budgets and
bookkeeping and methods of construction.
G 575 Problems in Theatre Management 1-6 cr. (R-18)
Offered intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 577 Technical Direction Practicum 3 cr. (R-12) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Technical

direction of a major show in the drama season in the Montana
or Masquer Theatres.
G 578 Stage Management Practicum 1-6 cr. (R-18)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
Practical work in stage management projects.
G 579 Directing III 3 cr. Offered autumn odd-numbered
years. Prereq., DRAM 480 or consent of instr. Formalist
styles of dramatic material. Through a variety of tools,
textual and linguistic analysis, metrical and rhetorical
analysis, archetypes, and musical structures, students analyze,
interpret and stage projects drawn from opera and pre-modem
drama, especially Shakespeare.
G 580 Directing IV 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., DRAM
579. Exploration of image; time manipulation; construction,
delineation and manipulation of space; multi-media and nonlinear storytelling.
G 581 Arts Education Institute 1 cr. (R-4) Offered
summer. Same as ART, MUS 581. Open forum with
national and regional speakers, panels, and symposia to
promote discussion, understanding, and direction on
significant national issues in the arts and arts education.
G 582 Arts Education Seminar I 2 cr. (R-4) Offered
summer. Prereq., DRAM 581. Same as ART, MUS 582.
Topics vary.
G 583 Arts Education Seminar II 1-2 cr. (R-4) Offered
summer. Prereq., DRAM 582. Same as ART, MUS 583.
Continuation of 582.
G 584 Arts Education Seminar III 1-2 cr. (R-4) Offered
summer. Prereq., DRAM 583. Same as ART, MUS 584.
Continuation of 583.
G 585 Arts Education Seminar IV 1-2 cr. (R-4) Offered
summer. Prereq., DRAM 584. Same as ART, MUS 585.
Continuation of 584.
G 586 Arts Education Seminar V 1-2 cr. (R-8) Offered
summer. Prereq., DRAM 585. Same as ART, MUS 586.
Continuation and synthesis of preceding seminars.
G 587 Arts Education Practicum 1 cr. (R-4) Offered
summer. Same as ART, MUS 587. The active application of
concepts and theories presented during the Arts Education
Institute and the arts education seminars within a small group
setting.
G 588 Arts Education Apprenticeship 1 cr. (R-4) Offered
summer. Same as ART, MUS 588. Exploration of art forms
to develop new artistic and communicative perceptions and
awareness.
G 589 Arts Education Field Project 1 cr. (R-4) Offered
summer. Same as ART, MUS 589. Creative/research
activities.
G 594 Seminar 1-3 cr. (R-12) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr.
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-18) Offered autumn
and spring. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings
of current topics.
G 596 Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-24) Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 597 Research 1-6 cr. (R-24) Offered autumn and spring.
Prereq., consent of instr.
G 598 Internship 2-6 cr. (R-24) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of instr. Extended classroom experience
which provides practical application of classroom learning
during placements off campus. Prior approval must be
obtained from the faculty supervisor and the Internship
Services office.
G 599 Professional Paper Variable cr. (R-4) Offered
autumn and spring.
G 679 Directing V 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
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DRAM 580. The history and literature of directing.
G 680 Problems in Directing 1-3 cr. (R-18) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 699 Thesis Variable cr. (R-12) Offered autumn and
spring.
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year, including a portfolio review.

The Media Arts program offers a uniquely integrated
curriculum, centered in digital technology as a storytelling
and artistic medium; an emphasis reflected to varying degrees
in every course offered. The course of instruction includes
directing, writing, motion graphics, web design and digital
effects, with technical production training and history/theory
to provide students with a deep understanding of the
principles and practices in these areas.
The Bachelor of Arts in Media Arts is predominantly a
project-based major. Most classes deal with understanding
and application of principles of narrative and design through
the creation of media products, including video, motion
design, web design and animation. The student creates an
ongoing portfolio of work that can be organized either on the
web or via DVD to allow for critique and comparison . The
program has five computer labs with more than 80 stations.
Of these, the undergraduate program occupies three labs with
54 stations.
The Media Arts graduate program is a three-year term and
the curriculum is for the use and education of students
pursuing the M.F.A. degree. If a student wishes to be
considered for a non-degree status in a class, he or she may
speak to the director of the department for approval.

Core Curriculum:

Special Degree Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the
catalog. See index.

Bachelor of Arts with a maior in Media Arts
To earn the Bachelor of Arts with a major in Media Arts,
the student must complete a core curriculum of 12 credits and
30 credits in one of two tracks for a total of 42 credits.
After the completion of lOlL and lilA (introductory level),
students must have achieved a 3.5 grade point average in
those courses to move into MAR 210 and 211. Once they
have completed these classes, they may apply to the major.
Acceptance requires faculty approval (based on student
portfolio ranking), a 3.0 GPA in Media Arts classes and no
less than a 2.5 GPA in the student's overall studies. These
requirements continue through each assessment period, with
annual reviews occurring at the end of spring semester each

MAR lOlL Introduction to Media Arts
MAR IliA Fundamentals of Integrated Digital Art
MAR 210 Creation of Media Story
MAR 211 Principles of Digital Video Production

Track in Integrated Digital Media:
MAR 221 Fundamentals of Digital Design
MAR 222 Fundamentals of Digital Compositing
MAR 321 Digital Image Design Techniques
MAR 322 2D Motion Design
MAR 325 Fundamentals of Digital Animation
MAR 330 Principles of Sound Design
MAR 340 Principles of Web Design
MAR 422 3D Motion Design
MAR 425 Techniques of Digital Animation
MAR 440 Web Design Techniques

Track in Video Production:
MAR 250 Visions of Film
MAR 251 Digital Video Production Techniques
MAR 301 Digital Media Practicum
MAR 353 Production Management
MAR 355 Directing the Fiction Movie
MAR 357 Digital Video Editing
MAR 450 Contemporary Trends in Digital Media
MAR 455 Experimental Documentary
MAR 465 Commercial Video Production

Requirements for a Minor
The Media Arts minor is meant to supplement the work of
those undergraduate students whose major area of study can
be enhanced through the application of media arts principles
and technologies. The minor consists of four core class~s (12
credits): MAR lOlL, IliA, 210, and 211. Supplementmg
this 12-credit core program, students must complete 9
additional credits outside of their major area that support their
work and development in Media Arts. The student's Media

Arts advisor must approve these supplemental classes. See
the Media Arts office for a current list of electives.

Courses
U =for undergraduate credit only, UG=for undergraduate
or graduate credit, G =for graduate credit. R after the credit
indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the
maximum indicated after the R.

Media Arts (MAR)
U lOlL Introduction to Media Arts 3 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. Overview of the media arts and their interaction,
integration and development in the creation of story beginning
with early year of photography and movie-making through the
introduction of radio and television up to the digital
revolution.
U lllA Fundamentals of Integrated Digital Art 3 cr.
Offered autumn and spring. A project oriented editing and
design course that focuses on artistic expression and its
relationship to digital technology. Using Final Cut Pro,
Adobe Photoshop and Adobe After Effects, students will
create audio/visual work in both the still image and time
based mediums.
U 195 Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
U 210 Creation of Media Story 3 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., MAR lOlL, lllA. An introduction to
screenwriting and visualization for media story. Focus is on
developing visual writing skills and effective utilization of
critical story elements.
U 211 Principles of Digital Video Production 3 cr.
Offered every term. The study and application ofbasic
aesthetic, narrative and organizational principles as well as
technical applications integral to the production process of
short video works. Preparation of scripting formats for
narrative and experimental works; shot selection and design;
fundamental camera and sound operations; capturing and
editing; production planning.
U 221 Fundamentals of Digital Image Design 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., MAR 210, 211. Introduction to
the fundamental concepts, principles and practices of digital
still imaging in order to establish a common aesthetic and
technical language necessary to develop quality designs on the
computer.
U 222 Fundamentals of Digital Compositing 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., MAR 210, 211. Introduction to
fundamental concepts, principles and practices of digital
compositing and rendering in order to establish a common
aesthetic and technical language necessary to develop quality
time-based art and design.
U 250 Visions of Film 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
MAR 210, 211. Study of major film theories that led to the
constitution of visual film language and their application in
contemporary film narrative and direction.
U 251 Digital Video Production Techniques 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., MAR 210, 211. Intermediate study of
digital video cameras, lighting, sound, and their use in
specific production situations.
U 295 Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current
topics.
U 296 Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr.
U 301 Digital Media Practicum 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered
every term. Prereq., MAR 211. Practical application of the
principles of production through work on graduate and upper
level undergraduate projects, either as a crew member,

production manager, designer, editor, director of photography
or actor.
U 321 Digital Image Design Techniques 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., MAR 221. Introduction to the digital
vector-based graphics and drawing using Adobe Illustrator
and the process of integration between Photoshop and
Illustrator, as well as their relationship to video production
and animation.
U 322 2D Motion Design 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
MAR 222, 321. Project-oriented course which builds on the
fundamentals of compositing introduced in MAR 222.
Students create a more sophisticated body of integrated 2D
work that explores multi-layered digital art and design in
greater detail.
U 325 Fundamentals of Digital Animation 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., MAR 321, 322. Introduction to twodimensional digital animation, focusing on character and
motion design animation fundamentals including: cell
animation (frame by frame), motion-tweening, working with
key frames and motion paths, moving elements on a 2D stage,
object choreography and text animation.
U 330 Principles of Sound Design 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., MAR 321, 322. Introduction to fundamental
concepts, principles and practices of digital sound recording
and editing in order to establish a common aesthetic and
technical language necessary to develop quality audio design.
U 340 Principles of Web Design 3 cr. Offered spring.
Exploration of the fundamental techniques and principles of
creating an interactive web site using Macromedia
Dreamweaver and Flash. Focus is on general website
structure, directory structure, content, design and navigation.
U 353 Production Management 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., MAR 250, 251. Plan! Prepare! Prevent! The critical
organizational, managerial and creative tools essential to
effectively prepare and plan the process of creating a film or
video from the written form to the final product.
U 355 Directing the Fiction Movie 3 cr. Offeredspring.
Prereq., MAR 250, 251. Developing, directing and editing a
five to seven minute fiction movie. In depth work on creation
of sheeting script, casting, work with actors and location
work. Emphasis on collaborative process and diligence and
preparation in all levels of production.
U 357 Digital Video Editing 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., MAR 250, 251. Investigation of different techniques
of narrative editing, including continuity, construction and
montage. Students edit short project using supplied footage.
Emphasis on finding and shaping the story. Final project.uses
student's own footage from the project in MAR 355.
U 396 Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr.
U 422 3D Motion Design 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
MAR 322. Combining the common aesthetic and technical
language with solid design principles, students immerse
themselves in the making of a body of integrated digital 3D
work that explores the technical and aesthetic possibilities of
multi-layered x y z plane actualizations.
U 425 Techniques of Digital Animation 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., MAR 325, 422. Advanced techniques of 2D
animation using Macromedia Flash as well as integrating
those techniques with the basic 3D digital animation
capabilities of Adobe After Effects, including virtual lighting
and the virtual camera.
U 440 Web Design Techniques 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., MAR 325, 422. Project-based class in advanced
techniques of 2-D animation using Macromedia Flash as well
as integrating those techniques with the basic 3-D digital
animation capabilities of Adobe After Effects, including
virtual lighting and the virtual camera.
U 450 Contemporary Trends in Digital Media 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., MAR 353, 355, 357. Research
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and exploration of contemporary film, video, dig~tal art and
design. Focus on areas of student research both m
commercial and non-commercial venues and styles.
U 455 Experimental Documentary 3 cr. Offered autunm.
Prereq., MAR 353, 355, 35?. _Production of short
experimental works of non-fictiOn. Emphasis on preproduction articulation of ideas and goals that lead to
competent dramatic footage of actual events and people.
.
Applied concepts: personal point-of-view, metai?hor as
organizing principle, articulation of subject/thesis, complexity
of story, embedded meanings, use of visual motif.
U 465 Commercial Video Production 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., MAR 450, 455. Focus on the pro~uction. of
short commercial works, including advertisements, mdustnal
work, "how to" video, as well as paper projects with .
potential clients. Students develop a DVD/Web portfolio for
entry into the profession upon graduation. The class s~rves as
a synthesis point for analysis and presentation of techniques
and principles learned throughout the program.
UG 495 Special Topics 1-12 cr •. (R-12) 9f~ered
intermittently. Experimental offenngs of VISit~g profes~ors,
experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offenngs
of current topics.
UG 496 Independent Study 1-12 cr. (R-12) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr.
G 508 Media Production 3 cr. (R-12) Offered autunm and
spring. Introduction to visual composition, photo and yideo
manipulation and layering on the digital platform. _Proje~ts
begin with static image composition and move to video timebased work using software-compositing programs.
G 515 Editing Dramatic Action 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq. graduate standing in the Media Arts program. Study
and application of the principles of editing narrative.
Beginning with animated storyboar~s cr~at.ed from sce!les
written by the student, the class edits e:~ostmg foot~&e m
action and dialogue scenes. Study of history of editmg as
well as analysis of classic editing techniques.
G 577 Media Directing I 3 cr. Offered autumn. Study of
dramatic action, human psychology, ~d the patterns of ~tory
as applied to script analysis and directmg for s~g_e and vide?.
Students will analyze and stage scenes from existmg dramatic
works and adapt them for use in video and film format.
G 578 Media Directing II 3 cr. Offered spring ..
Production process and direction for _one-~am~ra VIdeo/film.
Technical elements of camera operation, hghtmg and
principles of shot selection are studied. Scenes are staged and
shot, both in studio and on location.
G 579 Media Directing III 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., MAR 577 and 578. Continuation of vi~eo/fi~m
directing techniques at a more advanced level, mcludmg
location shooting work, _as well as dev~lopm~:r;tt of ~
production team. A scnpt, developed m Wntmg I IS shot on
location during this semester.
G 586 Media Writing I 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
MAR 577. Advanced writing principles, including the .
creation of layering and density through further exploratio~ of
character and the use of dramatic irony. The semester begms
with the creation of the shooting script from th~ Sll:,me script
used in Directing III. Students also work on pitchmg fulllength film stories and develop short, related treatinents.
Group creation of story is explored in the development of
ideas for a commercial campaign.
G 587 Media Writing II 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
MAR 577, 578, 586. Continued work in media writing at an

advanced level.
G 595 Special Topics 1-6 cr. (R-12) Offered inte~ittently.
Experimental offerings of visiting P!Ofessors 1 expenmental
offerings of new courses, and one-time offenngs of current
topics.
G 596 Independent Study 1-6 cr. (R-12) Offered autumn
and spring. Prereq. , consent of instr.
G 597 Research 1-12 cr. (R-12) Offered intermittently.
G 601 Graduate Media Research 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., graduate standing in medi~ arts. ~eginning analysis
and articulation of story structures m cla~sic film_.
Application of qualitative research techniques, with a research
portfolio due at the end of the semester.
G 680 Media Directing IV 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
MAR 577, 578, 579. In depth analy~is of significant wor~s
in film and media story with emphasis on ge!lfe and que~tmn
of narrative voice. Students analyze and articulate creatiOn of
story in foreign film, are~s of narrative de-co~stru~tion,
performance art, installatiOn work and theoretical htera~re
dealing with media in other art forms. Several short projects
are completed, based on this area of research
G 687 Final Portfolio Production 3 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., MAR 508 (3 credits), 5~7, 6~0. Ongoing production
and content work relating to thesis projects.
G 688 Media Production Lab 3 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Participation as support/design team member for
another student's thesis work.
G 690 Media Apprenticeship 3 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., graduate _standing in Media J\rts pr_ogram.
Work outside of program m an area of professiOnal mterest.
G 699 Final Portfolio Post-Production 6 cr. Offered
spring. Final work on thesis portfolio. Approv~ by the
student's thesis committee is required for graduation.
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The Department of Music offem students who have
demonstrated talent in music ihe
to continue
fiJrther
either for So prof;ession or an avocation and to
at
same time broad general education. Complete
sequences of courses are given to prepare a student for a career
as a teacher or supervisor of music in the ett~rraerltarv/s(3CIJnC!m
schools; for a career directed toward
music
technology industry, private
or
wmk;
for
a thorough training in rilusic vvithin
structure of a
liberal arts curriculum.
Degree programs at the undergraduate level include the
Bachelor ofl\!Iusic
Bachelor ofii/[usic with areas of
specialization in performance or cnnrnnc~.,,...,,nnm:i
technology; and Bachelor of Arts in music. Graduate degree
programs include the :Master of:tV1usic with areas of
specialization in music
theater.
compositiorJtechnology; and
The University ofiviontana-1\/iissoula is an accredited
institutional member ofthe National Association of Schools of
Music.

a

a'U,,uwcocva

as a major in the Music Department is
school frmn which the student

graduates. The
J\-iusic Depmiment is more
concemed with evidence of talent, conspicuous achievement in
promise of development, and scholarship in general than

BJ\1., Vocal p~,-+e-,,,,~"''''" 0'"" and
rnajors must
for:
- a minirnum of 4 eredim in ~/Iusic l 07 A, si:'c;tion 1
(University
re(;ital performance,
Upon
B.A., voice, majors may enmll
!3.M.,Vocal Pee:i:cnrtan.ce,
m:

-l\1usic
-IVIusic
-Ivfusic 307A, section 3
-Mm:ic 313A
Theater), or

-lVIusic
and
- 6 credits in 1.07A/307 A, section 1
-1 cr. ofl04A
Ensemble
for piano and organ are listed

Q,~'"·'"'·"jcr-'lu

fix each curriculum.
p~twcuJ!l)'; the BJVLE. or B.A. degrees nncl deemed
perfonnance z,bility
their
music
tez,cher may pei·form a
in the
which
B.M. prog~a~1
may be satum.ed: at
PNI) haif recitals.

it iS in the precise C011tent Of the progf:lm \Jifhich the m·n.conPr+'""
music student has foHovved prior to admission to the
Univ,ersity.
The Music Department welcomes the
"'rnQnpr.,-,m,

students and

to

with faculty and

by paper and electronic
and/or
by appointment intePJiews on the campus. Every student
wishing to become a music major or minor must take the Music
Theory Assessment Exarnination and a Piano
Evaluation during orientation End also must audition
be
accepted officially into the applied studio of a music
member prior to confim1ation as a, fully-admitted
minor in music.

Refer to graduation

4. All majors seeking an
degree in music and
who are registered for 5 or more cn::dits must
in an
ensemble specified
their degree cuuiculum each semesterof
residence of the
school year.
specific curricula !or
maximum
credits applicable toward minimum
requirements.)
whose
area is wind/p"rcussion
register for:
~1\/!usic llO.AJ3lOA, section l, Symphonic Vvind Ensemble
Music 11 OA/31 OA, section 2, tTniversity Concert Band, or
section l, Universitv Orchestra, if
designated) every semester.
·
String
must
for:

- Music

The "'"''j' ua ..,.,"

-Music 135L
-rvtusic 111-112

catalog. See index.
course
L For the Bachelor of Music Education
ir,·p,m,pnfQ in Curriculum A must be
,course requirements in
2. For the Bachelor of Music
Curriculum B must be

semester.

during
7. Successful completion of aU lovver~division music core
requirements i::; necessary for admission to ""·"'""''-·"".n
"'"'"w"uw.· studiy in music tmd fiJr students pursuing tlhi:: B.l'vtK
student
in music. Transfer ::;!udents shaH be
acl:mltteCI. to 300 or above courses vvith the
that
lower-division
be
their first tv<ro

every

-Music
-Music
-fv'Iusic
-rv1usic

I,

to 1v1usic LiLeratm'e) 3 crs.
J!. crs.

211-212 (Thecny
4 crs.
137-138 (A.ural Perception I,
237-:238 (Aural P~::rception
115A-ll6A,
:in 'Class I, II), 2 crs.

-IViusic 215-216
(E.M,E. End B.~,;I. only)
-Music 220

Piano in Class I, H), 2 crs.
Perforrnance)

219
11. All

'::andidat~~s for
music degrees must
complete 39 musk: and/or non-music credits m.unbe,,:ed 300 or
above to meet ,;craduation Pco•.lUirements for the first
baccalaureate degree, Um:ller-division credits transferred fi·mn

other

institutions will count toward tbe 39-credit
large and chamber 'ensembles and

not c::ount as upper-division
requiremen~s

program.

course which will also
teacher certification
requirements. Candidates for Curriculum B and Curriculum C
will satisfy this requirement with one course from the MUS

executive "m-nno~itt,,P' and in the case
requirements, the Graduation'"'"""'",'"" Sulbcc1mtnit1:ee.

crs.; for voice
4 crs.; and for orchestral instrument
principals, 3 crs.
Students taking keyboard as principal performance area must
Music 346 (Advanced Functional Piano) 1 cr. and
430
Methods and Materials I) 2 crs. in addition to
upper-division music electives.
At least 39 credits, music or non~music, numbered 300 or
above is
De:!Znces are
in both Curriculum A and B if aU
both curricula are completed. A double degree
program requires a minimum of 150 credits.

Cur~·h:uhJJmft Aco Bad11~~e~o~r
Educatmcn Degre~e

Curr~~~:uhJm BOID~h::u:he~or
Deg~re~ce

424,

or437.

13. All lower-division music courses, as weJJ as MUS 324Hcounted toward the
must be passed with a
of C- or better.
Requests for ex!~entloins

requirements

Qrf Mush::

..,u,,m,ou~~-- and vital service
opportunity in the
and whose high school
background includes
in musical organizations, the
University offers the
of Music Education
Included in this Ctl!Ticulum are state
for
certification for public school teaching
School of
Education for special cerciification
and training
and background for instructing instmmental
choral groups
and teaching general music {K-12).
Music course requirements total 71 credits:
Performance Area I), 2 crs.
-151
-25 (Major Performance Area II), 2 crs.
-351
Performance Area IU), 1 CL
-WOA (Performance
2 crs.;
section 1

(Independent
7 crs. of which 2
crs. must be 104~A for music
with
oercussion or woodwind principal and 1 cr. must be
for
music education
with keyboard, voice or string
principal.
with keyboard as their principal
performance area may include Music 150A/350A and/or
196/496 to or maximum ofJ crs.
-H l-112 (Theory X,
4 crs.
-211-212 (Theory m, IV), 4 crs.
-l35L (Introduction Music Literature), 3 crs.
~1.37-138
Perception I, H), 4 crs.
IH,
4 crs.
-237-238 (Aural
-l15A-ll6A
in Class L
2 crs.
principals)
·
-215-216 (Intermediate Piano in Class I,
keyboard principals)
-219 (Piano
-220

-ll7A (Voice in
-124-125
Instruments in
-126
Class), 1 cr.
-127 (Flute and
Reed
1 cr.
-128 (Upper Brass
1 cr.
-129 (Lower Brass
1 cr.
-130-131 (Percussion Instruments I,
2 crs.
-324H-325H (History of Music I,
6 crs.
-302 (Instrumental Conducting), 2 cr.
-303
Conducting), 2 crs.
-305 (Instrumental Methods and Materials), 2 crs,
-306
Methods and
2 crs.
-322-323 (General Music Methods and Materials I, H) 6 crs.
-388 (Concert Attendance)
-428
2 crs.

The serious instmmentaHst or vocalist
enroll for
pnmara!ion leadin>F to the Bachelor
degree in
whii!e" students with a strong interest in
composition and music technology may select the B..M. t~ack
designed to challeng>e and prepare them for a career m th1s
field. Prior to full acceptance, all candidates for the Bachelor of
Musk in performance aegree must successfuHy pass a special
area. Composition and music
entrance audition in an
technology students also must obtain approval of the
appropriate faculty .. Th~s degree does not qualify a student for
pub He school teachmg m Montana.
A~·,et1!ii
Jilti\ius~~

illPf Sped©J~b::at~orii In ~·ihie B~&1i1Che!or
[»egree Progr©Jm hl1ldude:
Pnaii1o or 01·gd'.iln Perfcrman!l:e {B~ 1)

Music cours,e requirements for an option in
or organ
total 85 credits:
-151
Performance Area I), 6 crs.
-251
Performance Area H), 8 crs.
-351
Perfonnance An::a III), 8 crs.
-451 (Major Performance Area IV), 8 crs.
~ 107A/307 A
Ensembles), 108A/308A
104A
110A/310A
Bands),
Ensembles) or
(Independent
Studies/Piano Accompanying), 8 crs. of which at least 4 must
be in l50PJ350i\ or 196/496 and at least 2 in
or lWA/3lOA
-n 1-112 (Theory 1, 4 crs.
4 crs.
-211-212 (Theory IH,
-l35L (Introduction to Music Literat-ure), 3 crs.
-137-!38
Perception I, H), 4 crs.
-237-238
Perception m, IV), 4 crs.
-219 (Piano Proficiency Assessment)
-220 (Upper-Division Required Performance)
-324H-325H (lVIusic History I, H), 6 crs.
-346 (Advanced Functional
l cr.

-361-362 (Form and

I, H), 4 crs.

-388 (Concert Attendance)
4 crs.
-430-431
Methods and Materials I,
2 crs.
music electives 11 crs., toward which piano
432 and 433 (Keyboard Literature I &
302 or
(Instrumental Conducting or Choral
"-'unmJ~,;u,ngJ, 2 crs., ar1d toward which organ majors must
Conducting), 2 crso, and 2 crs. of
independent
in organ construction, design and pedagogy.
Students interested in piano pedagogy may select as an
elective Music 333 (Practicum in Piano Pedagogy).
A minimum of 24 non-music credits is required for piano
majors, and 28 for org<m majors to include W credits m French
or Ge1man. At least 39 credits, music or non-music, numbered
300 or above is required.
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Degrees are possible in both Curriculum A and B if all
requirements in both curricula are completed. A double-degree
program requires a minimum of 150 credits.

Voice Performance (B-2)
Music course requirements for an option in voice total 84
credits:
-151 (Major Performance Area 1), 4 crs.
-251 (Major Performance Area II), 4 crs.
-351 (Major Performance Area liD, 4 crs.
-451 (Major Performance Area IV), 4 crs.
-a minimum of 4 credits in 107A, section 1 (University
Choir) and, upon completion of the upper-division recital
performance, 107N307A, section 1 (University Choir),
107N307A, section 2 (Chamber Chorale), 307A, sect10n 3
(Women's Chorus), 113N313A (Opera Theater), or
150N350A, section 11 (Jubileers) for an additional4 credits
-113N313A (Opera Theater), 2 crs.
-111-112 (Theory I, II), 4 crs.
-211-212 (Theory III, IV), 4 crs.
-135L (Introduction to Music Literature), 3 crs.
-13 7-13 8 (Aural Perception I, II), 4 crs.
-237-238 (Aural Perception III, IV), 4 crs.
-219 (Piano Proficiency Assessment)
-220 (Upper-Division Required Performance)
-324H-325H (Music History I, II), 6 crs.
-115A-116A (Piano in Class I, II), 2 crs.
-215-216 (Intermediate Piano in Class I, II), 2 crs.
-181-182 (Diction), 4 crs.
-303 (Choral Conducting), 2 crs.
-361-362 (Form and Analysis I, II), 4 crs.
-342-343 (Vocal Repertoire I, II), 4 crs.
-388 (Concert Attendance)
-441 (Vocal Pedagogy), 2 crs.
-445 (Senior Recital), 2 crs.
-upper-division music electives, 11 crs.
A minimum of 31 non-music credits is required to include
Drama lilA (Acting for Non-Majors I), 3 crs., and 8-10
credits of foretgn language chosen from French, German, or
Italian. At least 39 credits, music or non-music, numbered 300
or above is required.
Degrees are possible in both Curriculum A and B if all
requirements in both curricula are completed. A double degree
program requires a minimum of 150 credits.

Orchestral Instruments Performance (B-3)
Music course requirements for an option in an orchestral
instrument (strings, winds, percussion) total85 credits:
-151 (Major Performance Area 1), 6 crs.
-251 (Major Performance Area II), 6 crs.
-351 (Major Performance Area liD, 8 crs.
-451 (Major Performance Area IV), 8 crs.
-108N308A (Orchestras) or 110N310A (Concert Bands), 8
crs.
-150N350A (Chamber Ensembles),4 crs.
-111-112 (Theory I, II), 4 crs.
-211-212 (Theory III, IV), 4 crs.
-135L (Introduction to Music Literature), 3 crs.
-137-138 (Aural Perception I, II), 4 crs.
-237-238 (Aural Perception III, IV), 4 crs.
-219 (Piano Proficiency Assessment)
-220 (Upper-Division Required Performance)
-115A-116A (Piano in Class I, II), 2 crs.
-215-216 (Intermediate Piano in Class I, II), 2 crs.
-324H-325H (Music History I, II), 6 crs.

-302 (Instrumental Conducting), 2 crs.
-361-362 (Form and Analysis I, II), 4 crs.
-388 (Concert Attendance)
-445 (Senior Recital), 2 crs.
-upper-division music electives, 8 crs. to include (for string
majors only) 409 (Pedagogy of Strings).
A minimum of24 non-music credits is required. At least 39
credits, music or non-music, numbered 300 or above is
required.
Degrees are possible in both Curriculum a and B if all
requirements in both curricula are completed. A double degree
program requires a minimum of 150 credits.

Composition and Music Technology (B-4)
Music course requirements for a major in composition and
music technology total 85 credits:
-151 (Major Performance Area I) 2 crs.
-251 (Major Performance Area II), 2 crs.
-351 (Major Performance Area III, 1 cr.
-107N307A (Choral Ensembles), 108N308A (Orchestras),
104A (Marching Band), or 110N310A (Concert Bands),
113N313A (Opera Theater), 114N314A (UM Jazz Bands),
150N350A (Chamber Ensembles) or 196/496 (Independent
Study/Piano Accompanying), 8 crs, of which at least 4 must be
in 107N307A section 1, 108N308A or 110N310A
-111-112 (Theory I, II), 4 crs.
-211-212 (Theory III, IV), 4 crs.
-137-138 (Aural Perception I, II), 4 crs.
-237-238 (Aural Perception III, IV), 4 crs.
-115A-116A (Piano in Class I, II), 2 crs.
-215-216 (Intermediate Piano in Class I, II), 2 crs.
-219 (Piano Proficiency Assessment)
-220 (Upper-Division Required Performance)
-159 (Composition 1), 4 crs.
-170 (Introduction to Music Technology), 2 crs.
-271 (Sequencing, Synthesis, and Notation), 2 crs.
-259 (Composition II), 4 crs.
-135L (Introduction to Music Literature) 3 crs.
-324H-325H (Music History I, II), 6 crs.
-302 (Instrumental Conducting) or 303 (Choral Conducting)
2 crs.
-361-362 (Form and Analysis I, II), 4 crs.
-379 (Counterpoint), 3 crs.
-388 (Concert Attendance)
-359 (Composition I), 3 crs.
-459 (Composition II), 3 crs.
-428 (Orchestration) 2 crs.
-429 (Interactivity and Digital Signal Processing), 2 crs.
-466 (Computer Music Programming), 2 crs.
-424 (Music of the 20th Century), 3 crs.
-499 (Professional Projects), 2 crs.
-and 5 credits of upper-division music electives.
Maximum credits applicable toward music requirements for
this degree: Large ana Chamber Ensembles, 8 crs.; Music 151,
2 crs.; 251,2 crs.; 351,2 crs. (1 cr. as upper-division music
elective); 451, 2 crs. (as upper-division electives).
A minimum of24 non-music credits is required. At least 39
credits, music or non-music, numbered 300 or above, is
required.
Composition/Technology students must pass a faculty jury
examination of representative work in composition at the end
of their sophomore year. Seniors present a full recital or two
half recitals of original music for solo voice and/or instruments
(Music 499, Professional Projects). This recital must include

316
MIDI and/or other technology and a composition for small
vocal or instrumental ensemble, and may include a composition
for large ensemble. This recital may include works studied in
the applied area, provided the student is concurrently enrolled
in Music 451.
Degrees are possible in both Curriculum A and B if all
requirements in both curricula are completed. A double degree
program requires a minimum of 150 credits.

Curriculum C-Bachelor of Arts
Degree in Music
Students with a pre-college background in performance may
elect curriculum C, a course of study designed to develop
musicianship, to gain scholarly insight into the art of music,
and to develop substantial background in the arts. This degree
does not quahfy a student for public school teaching in
Montana but does provide groundwork for graduate study in
musical performance and scholarship and in preparation for
teaching careers in colleges or in pnvate schools.
The elective portion of the program provides opportunities
for further study in music, anO/or a concentration of courses in
a particular field outside music, either in the College of Arts
and Sciences or in one of the Professional Schools. At least 39
music and/or non-music credits must be numbered 300 or
above.
Minimum credit requirements for this degree are 51 credits in
music and 51 credits of non-music courses. At least 36 ofthe
non-music credits must be in the College of Arts and Sciences,
to include foreign language, 18-20 crs. (with a minimum of two
semesters in one language) and Liberal Studies 151L-152L, 8
crs.
Maximum music credits applicable toward this degree:
Performance, 16 crs.; Large Ensemble Music, 8 crs. (maximum
upper-division Large Ensemble Music credits: 4 crs.); Chamber
Ensemble Music, 4 crs.
Students with keyboard as their principal instrument must
take a minimum of 2 Large Ensemble Music credits and may
take Music 150A/350A (Piano Ensembles) and/or Music
196/496 (Independent Studies/Piano Accompanying) to a
maximum of 12 credits Large and Chamber Ensemble Music.
Those with voice as their principal must take a minimum of
4 credits in 107A, section 1 (University Choir) and, upon
completion of the upper-division recital performance,
107A/307A, section 1 (University Choir), 107A/307A, section
2 (Chamber Chorale), 307A, section 3 (Women's Chorus),
113A/313A (Opera Theater), or 150A/350A, section 11
(Jubileers) for an additional 4 credits.
Other music course requirements for Curriculum C include:
-151 (Major Performance Area 1), 2 crs.
-251 (Major Performance Area II), 2 crs.
-351 (Major Performance Area III), 2 crs.
-451 (Major Performance Area IV), 2 crs.
-108A/308A (Orchestras), 104A (Marching Band), or
11 OA/31 OA (Concert Bands), 8crs. (Keyboard and Voice
principals see above)
-Chamber Ensemble Music 113A/313A, 114A/314A,
150A/350A, 0-4 crs. (Keyboard principals see above)
-111-112 (Theory I, II), 4 crs.
-211-212 (Theory III, IV), 4 crs.
-135L (Introduction to Music Literature), 3 crs.
-137-138 (Aural Perception I, II), 4 crs.
-237-238 (Aural Perception III, IV), 4 crs.
-220 (Upper-Division Required Performance)
-115A-116A (Piano in Class), 2 cr.
-324H-325H (Music History I, II), 6 crs.
-361-362 (Form and Analysis I, II), 4 crs.
-388 (Concert Attendance)

-upper-division academic music electives, 4 crs.

Suggested Course of Study
Bachelor of Music Education (A)
First Year

A

S

MUS 107A-110A, 150A, 196 Ensembles ......
MUS 111-112 Theory I, II ................
*MUS 115A-116A Piano in Class I, II . . . . . . . .
*MUS 117A Voice in Class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 135L Introduction to Music Literature . . . .
MUS 137-138 Aural Perception I, II . . . . . . . . .
MUS 151 Major Performance I . . . . . . . . . . . .
PSYC 100S Introduction to Psychology . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education (English 101) ...

1
2
1
1
2
1
§.
14

1
2
1
3
2
1
4
17

Second Year
MUS 107A-110A, 150A, 196 Ensembles . . . . . .
MUS 124-125 Strings in Class I, II . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 126-129 Woodwinds or Brass in Class ....
MUS 211-212 Theory III, IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
*MUS 215-216 Intermediate Piano in Class I, II .
MUS 219 Piano Proficiency Assessment . . . . . . .
MUS 220 Upper-Division Required Performance .
MUS 237-238 Aural Perception III, IV . . . . . . .
MUS 251 Major Performance II . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 324H-325H Music History I, II . . . . . . . .
Professional education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . .

1
1
1
2
1
-

1
1
1
2
1
0
0
2
1
3
3

2
1
3
3
-

J.

f5

18

-

1

2
2
2

2
2

Third Year
MUS 100A Performance Study . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 126-131 Woodwinds, Brass
or Percussion in Class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 302 Instrumental Conducting . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 303 Choral Conducting . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 305 Instrumental Methods and Materials . . .
MUS 306 Choral Methods and Materials . . . . . .
MUS 307A-310A, 350A, 496 Ensembles ......
MUS 322-323 General Music
Methods & Materials I, II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 351 Major Performance III ...........
MUS 428 Orchestration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . .

2
1

1
3
1
2
4

i7

3
6

17

Fourth Year
MUS lOOA Performance Study . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 307A-310A, 350A, 496 Ensembles ......
MUS 338 Concert Attendance . . . . . . . . . . . . .
*Upper-division music electives . . . . . . . . . . . .
**Student Teaching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Professional education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . .

1
1
0
3-4
12
7
§.
.:
18
12
*Keyboard principals do not enroll in Music 115A-116A or
215-216 but must tiike 346 and 430 as upper-division music
electives. Voice principals do not take Music 117A.
**May be scheduled autumn semester with appropriate
adjustments in remaining schedule.

Bachelor of Music with Maior in Music, Piano
or Organ Performance (B-1)
First Year

A

S

MUS 107A-110A, 150A, 196 Ensembles ......
MUS 111-112 Theory I, II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 135L Introduction to Music Literature . . . .
MUS 137-138 Aural Perception I, II . . . . . . . . .
MUS 151 Major Performance I . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education (English 101) ...

1
2
2
3

1
2
3
2
3

li

.2

16

16

Second Year
MUS l07A-110A,
196 Ensembles
MUS 211-212 Theory
IV ...
MUS 219 Piano Proficiency Assessment . . . . . .
MUS 220 Upper-Division Required Performance
l\1IUS 237-233 Aural Perception m, IV . . . . . .
MUS 251 Major Performance H . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 324H-325H Music History I, H ..
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . .
0

•

•

•

•

l
2

1
2

.
. -

0
0

0

•

0

•••

•

•

•

•

•

•

. 2

2

. 4
3
.

4
3

MUS 307A-310A, 350A, 496 Ensembles ..... .
MUS 346 Advanced Functional Piano
MUS 351 Major Performance HI .
4
MUS 430-43 f Piano Methods and
Materials I, H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
*Upper-division music electives . . . .
4
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . .

1
1

o

•

•

•

•

•

MUS 388 Concert Attendance . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 445 Senior Recital
MUS 451 Major Performance IV . . . . . . . . . . .
Upper-division music electives . . . . . . . . . . . . .
*Electives and General Education . . .
0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

4
2
4
4

•

Fourth Year
MUS 307A-310A, 350A, 496 Ensembles . . . . . .
MUS 361-362 Form and Analysis I, H . . . . . . . .
MUS 388 Concert Attendance . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 445 Senior Recital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:MUS 451 Major Perfmmance IV . . . . . . .
*Upper-division music electives . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . .
0

-

•

•

1
2
··
2
4
1
5

i5

16
1
2
0
4
2
5

14

*Piano majors must include Music 432-433 (Keyboard
Literature I, H), 4 crs., and 302 or 303 (Instrumental
Conducting or Choral Conducting), 2 crs. Organ majors must
include Music 303 (Choral Conducting) 2 crs. and 2 crs. of
independent study in organ construction, design and pedagogy.

Musi!i:, Voil!::e

Ba·thelcr of Mfl.IJs,h: with Masor
Periorl'1!1!&:'dtnlk:e (18m2)
Fir§t Year

A

MUS
MUS
MUS
MUS
MUS
MUS

1

1

2
1

2
1
3
2
2
2

107A Ensembles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lli-112 Theory I, H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l15A-116A Piano in Class I, H . . . . . . . . .
135L Introduction to Music Literature
137-138 Aural Perception I, H . . . . . . . . .
151 Major Performance I . . . . . . . . . . . .
0

•

•

•

-

2
2
MlJS 181~182 Diction for Singers
~
~ ~
~
2
Electives and General Education (English 101) . . . 6

S

0
2
2

-

2

3
§.
i3
14
*Must include Drama lllA (Acting for Non-Majors I), 3 crs.
0

•

•

•

•

•

•

2

8

•

tacu::h~k~~, ~f Musiii: whh Mawo~· in Musics
Onhestr~m ~ns\l'run1ents Peui\i)i~mance (B~3)

First Year

Third. Yeali'

-

•

MUS 108A, llOA Ensembles . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 111-112 Theory I, H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 115A-l16A Piano in Class I, II . . . . . . . . .
MUS 135L Introduction to Music Literature . . . .
MUS 137-138 Aural Perception I, U . . . . . . . . .
MUS 151 Major Performance I ............
Electives and General Education (English 101) . . .
Second Year
MUS
110A Ensembles . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 21
Theory III, IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 215-216 Intermediate Piano in Class I, II . .
MUS 219 Piano Proficiency Assessment . . . . . . .
MUS 220 Upper-Division Required Performance .
MUS 237-238 Aural Perception III, IV . . . . . . .
MUS 251 Major Performance II . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 324H-325H Music History I, H . . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . .

Third Year
MUS 308A, 310A Ensembles . . . .
MUS 302 Instrumental Conducting
MUS 350A Chamber Ensembles . .
MUS 351 Major Performance III .
MUS 361-362 Form and Analysis I,
Upper-division music electives . . .
Electives and General Education . .
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U
. .
. .

. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
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. .......
........
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Fourth Ye21r
MUS 308A, 310A Ensembles . . . . . . . . .
MUS 350A Chamber Ensembles . . . . . . .
MUS 388 Concert Attendance . . . . . . . .
MUS 445 Senior Recital . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 451 Major Performance IV . . . . . .
*Upper-division music electives .......
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*String principals also must take Music 409 (Pedagogy of
Strings).
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First Year
MUS 107A-110A Ensembles . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 111-112 Theory I, H .. , ....
MUS 115A-116A Piano in Class I, U .........
l\;1US 135L Introduction to Music Literature . . . .
MUS 137-138 Aural Perception I, II .........
MUS 151 Major Performance I . . . . . . . . .
MUS 159 Composition I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 170 Introduction to Music Technology ...
Electives and General Education (English 101) ...
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Second Yearr
MUS 107 A Ensembles . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .
MUS 211-212
IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 215-216 Intermediate Piano in Class I, H . .
MUS 219 Piano Proficiency Assessment . . . . . . .
MUS 220 Upper-Division Required Performance .
MUS 237-238 Aural Perception HI, IV . . . . . . .
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Third Year
MUS 307A, 313A, 350A Ensembles . . . . . . . . . 1
MUS 303 Choral Conducting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
MUS 313A Opera Theater . . . . . . . .
MUS 342-343 Vocal Repertoire I, H .
MUS 351 M:;~jor Performance III . . .
MUS 361-362 Fonn and Analysis I, II
MUS 441 Vocal Pedagogy . . . . . . . .
Upper-division musk electives
Electives and General Education . .
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Second Year
MUS 107A-110A. Ensembles . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 211-212 Theorj IH, IV . . . . . . . . . . , ...
MUS 215-216 Intermediate Piano in Class I, II . .
MUS 219 Piano Proficiency Assessment . . . . . . .
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MUS 220 Upper-Division Required Performance
MUS 237-238 Aural Perception III, IV . . . . . . .
MUS 2S1 Major Performance II . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 2S9 Composition II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 271 Sequence, Syntheses, and Notation ...
MUS 324H-32SH Music History I, II . . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Third Year
MUS 302 Instrumental Conducting OR
MUS 303 Choral Conducting . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 307A-310A, 313A, 314A, or 3SOA
Ensembles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 3S1 Major Performance III . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 3S9 Composition III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 361-362 Form and Analysis I, II ........
MUS 379 Counterpoint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 424 Music of the 201h Century to the Present*
MUS 428 Orchestration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fourth Year
MUS 307A-310A, 313A, 314A,or 3SOA
Ensembles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 388 Concert Attendance . . . . . . .
MUS 429 Interactivity and Digital Signal
Processing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 4S9 Composition IV . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 466 Computer Music Programming
MUS 499 Professional Project . . . . . . .
Upper-division music electives . . . . . . .
Electives and General Education . . . . . .
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*MUS 424 is offered only Fall semester in odd-numbered
years. Students will have the opportunity to enroll in either
the third or fourth year.

Bachelor of Arts in Music (C)
First Year
MUS 107A-110A Ensembles . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 111-112 Theory I,II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 11SA-116A Piano in Class I, II . . . . . . . . .
MUS 13SL Introduction to Music Literature . . . .
MUS 137-138 Aural Perception I, II .........
MUS 1S1 Major Performance I . . . . . . . . . . . .
Elective and General Education (English 101)
Second Year
MUS 107A-110A Ensembles . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 211-212 Theory III ,IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 220 Upper-Division Required Performance .
MUS 237-238 Aural Perception III, IV . . . . . . .
MUS 2Sl Major Performance II . . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 324H-32SH Music History I, II ........
Foreign language and General Education . . . . . .
Third Year
MUS 307A-310A, 313A, 3SOA Ensembles . . . . .
MUS 3S1 Major Performance III . . . . . . . . . . .
MUS 361-362 Form and Analysis I, II ........
Foreign language and General Education . . . . . .
Fourth Year
MUS 307A-310A, 313A, 3SOA Ensembles
MUS 388 Concert Attendance . . . . . . . .
MUS 4Sl Major Performance IV . . . . . .
Upper-division academic music electives .
Electives and General Education . . . . . . .
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Requirements for a Minor
To receive a non-teachin~ minor in music the student must
earn at least 27 music credits to include the following:
-13SL (Introduction to Music Literature) 3 crs.
-lSI (Major Performance I) 2 crs.
-2 crs. chosen from Music 107A (Choral Ensembles), 108A
(Orchestras), I 04A (Marching Band), II OA (Concert Bands),
ll3A (Opera Theater), 114A (UM Jazz Bands), ISOA
(Chamber Ensembles), taken concurrently with lSI
-111-112 (Music Theory I, II) 4 crs.
-Music 137-138 (Aural Perception 1,11) 4 crs.
-and 12 crs. of music electives which must be approved in
advance by the Music Department chair. Contact the office at
the Department of Music for detailed information.

Courses
U=for undergraduate credit only, UG=for undergraduate or
Wl!duate credit, G=for graduate credit. Rafter the credit
mdicates the course may be repeated for credit tot he maximum
indicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not
count toward a degree.

Music (MUS)
U lOOA Performance Study 1-2 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Individual instruction in
voice, piano, organ, harpsichord, carillon, string, wind and
percussion instruments. A total of 6 credits is allowed in any
one performance area. All private instruction requires
concurrent ensemble participation.
U 104A Marchio~ Band 1 cr. Offered autumn. See MUS
I 07A for repeatability limitations. A musical organization of
brass, woodwinds, percussion, .and auxiliary units open to all
University students with no audition required.
U 107A Choral Ensembles 1 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Open to all University students. Audition places
students according to appropriate ensemble and proper
seating/section. Music majors refer to curricula for specific
requirements. Non-music majors may apply 8 credits of 107AIIOA, 113N313A, 114N314A, and ISON3SOA toward
graduation.
U 108A Orchestras 1 cr. Offered autumn and spring. See
MUS I 07A for repeatability limitations. Open to all University
students by audition. Rehearsal and performing experience in a
broad range of symJ?honic, choral, operatic and concerto
repertoire in the Umversity Orchestra and the Missoula
Symphony.
U 110A Concert Bands 1 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
See MUS I 07A for repeatability limitations. Major musical
organizations open to all University students. Audition
required for Symphonic Wind Ensemble.
U 111 Theory I 2 cr. Offered autumn. Coreq., MUS 137.
Material and structure of music. Application of principles in
tow-, three-, and four-part writing and a the keyooard.
U 112 Theory II 2 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., MUS Ill.
Coreq., MUS 138. Continuation of MUS Ill.
U 113A Opera Theatre 1 cr. (R-8) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Study and performance of the
standard opera repertoire.
U 114A UM Jazz Bands 1 cr. (R-8) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent ofinstr. Study and performance of the
jazz repertoire.
U 115A Piano in Class I 1 cr. Offered autumn. Music
reading, techniques, and harmonization skills acquired through
study of solo and ensemble repertoire in a contemporary
electronic piano laboratory.
U 116A Piano in Class Ill cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
MUS liSA. Continuation of liSA.
U 117A Voice in Class I cr. Offered autumn and spring.
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Breathing, resonance, vowel formation and posture as related
to tone production. Simple vocals, methods of producing
crescendo, diminuendo, legato, staccato, flexibility, velocity.
Sight reading. The teaching of vocal techniques.
U 120 Music Fundamentals 2 cr. Offered autumn. Basic
principles of notation, including clefs, scales, intervals, cords
and rhythm.
U124 String Instruments in Class I 1 cr. (R-2) Offered
autumn. Group instruction for beginning students on violin,
viola, cello and bass, with emphasis on teaching procedures.
U 125 String Instruments in Class II 1 cr. (R-2) Offered
spring. Prereq., MUS 124. Continuation of 124.
U 126 Double Reed Class 1 cr. (R-2) Offered autumn.
Basic instruction in oboe and bassoon, with emphasis on
teaching procedures.
U 127 Flute and Single Reed Class 1 cr. (R-2) Offered
spring. Basic instruction in flute, clarinet, and saxophone, with
emphasis on teaching procedures.
U 128 Upper Brass Class 1 cr. (R-2) Offered autumn.
Basic instruction in trumpet and hom, with emphasis on
teaching procedures.
U 129 Lower Brass Class 1 cr. Offered spring. Basic
instruction in trombone, baritone, and tuba, with emphasis on
teaching procedures.
U 130 Percussion Instruments I 1 cr. (R-2) Offered
autumn. Basic instruction in percussion instruments, with
emphasis on teaching procedures.
U 131 Percussion Instruments II 1 cr. (R-2) Offered spring.
Prereq., MUS 130. Continuation of 130. Basic instruction in
percussion instruments, with emphasis on teaching procedures.
U 132L History of Jazz 3 cr. Offered autumn. The
development of jazz in the 20th century with emphasis on
critical listening and the recognition of important trends and
people in its history.
U 133L History of Rock and Roll3 cr. Offered spring. A
study of the roots, components, and development of the
musiCal art form "Rock and Roll". Significant performing
artists and movements with the style identified and presented.
Includes traditional lecture with substantial use of audio and
visual aids.
U 134L Music Appreciation 3 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. The development of music listening skills. Exploration
of the relationship between musical materials and the
expressive qualities of a musical composition or performance.
Concert attendance required. No musical background is
expected. For non maJors only. Credit not allowed for both
MUS 134L and 135L.
U 135L Introduction to Music Literature 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., for non-majors consent ofinstr. A survey of
representative examples of the standard music literature of the
Western European tradition. Particular attention to musical
styles and forms and their relationship to musical
understanding and effective listening. A basic knowledge of
music fundamentals is expected. Credit not allowed for both
MUS 134L and 135L.
U 136H Music of the World's Peoples 3 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. Introduction to the diversity of music among the
world's peoples. Selected music systems throughout the world
examined in their broad cultural contexts: religious, historical,
and social. Introduction to ethnomusicology-a combination of
musicology, anthropology and other related disciplines.
U 137 Aural Perception I 2 cr. Offered autumn. Coreq.,
MUS Ill. A laboratory course in singing and dictation to
supplement Theory I.
U 138 Aural Perception II 2 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
MUS 137; coreq., MUS 112. Continuation of 137.
U 142 Jazz Theory and Improvisation I 2 cr. Offered
autumn. A performance oriented course to provide a basic
understanding of jazz harmony. Application of scales and

melodic patterns in improvising over various harmonic
progressiOns.
U 143 Jazz Theory and Improvisation II 2 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., MUS 142. Continuation of 142.
U 147A Beginning Folk Guitar 2 cr. Offered autumn. A
beginnin~ course in the fundamentals of playing folk guitar.
Includes mtroduction to the rudiments of music.
U 150A Chamber Ensembles 1 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. See MUS 107A for repeatability limitations. Prereq.,
consent of instr. String, woodwind, brass, percussion, piano
and vocal ensembles as appropriate to meet student needs.
U 151 Major Performance Area I 1-4 cr. (R-12) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., audition and consent ofinstr.
Instruction in voice, piano, organ, string, wind and percussion
instruments. Students entering 151 must show talent for solo
performance and evidence of the equivalent of a minimum of
four years prior study. All private instruction requires
concurrent ensemble participation.
U 159 Composition I 2 cr. (R-4) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent of instr. An introduction to the basic
art of music composition. May be substituted for upper
division electives for students not majoring in theory or
composition.
U 161 Language of Music I 3 cr. Offered autumn. Music
fundamentals including scales, intervals, triads, and rhythm as
they are written and heard. Practical application to the voice
and/ or keyboard.
U 162 Language of Music II 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
MUS 161. Continuation of 161 with emphasis on analysis of
musical examples and aural recognition of basic harmonic
patterns.
U 166L History of Musical Theater 3 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. Same as DRAM 166L. Exploration of origins,
developing trends, and cultural/historical context of musical
theater through films, lectures, and discussion.
U 170 Introduction to Music Technology: Digital Audio
and Multitracking 2 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Composition of computer music through recording, editing, and
processing sound with digital audio software. Study of the
theory and application of digital audio recordin~, multitracking,
and digital signal processing, and electroacoustic music history.
Survey of historical and current electronic and computer music
composers, pieces, and practices.
U 181 English and Italian Diction for Singers 2 cr.
Offered autumn even-numbered years.
U 182 German and French Diction for Singers 2 cr.
Offered spring odd-numbered years.
U 195 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn
and SJ?ring. Experimental offerings of visitmg professors,
expenmental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 196 Independent Studies in Music 1-3 cr. (R-9) Offered
autumn and spring.
·
U 211 Theory III 2 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., MUS 112
and 138; coreq., MUS 237. Continuation of 112.
U 212 Theory IV 2 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., MUS 211;
coreq., MUS 238
U 215 Intermediate Piano in Class I 1 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., MUS 116A or equiv. Continuation of 116A.
U 216 Intermediate Piano in Class II 1 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., MUS 215. Continuation of215, culminates in ptano
functional examination.
U 218 Intermediate Piano in Class (Honors) 1 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., placement examination.. Accelerated
offering of the material covered in MUS 215 and 216.
U 219 Piano Proficiency Assessment 0 cr. Repeat 8 times.
All majors pursuing a B.M. or B.M.E. degree must successfully
complete all sections of the Piano Proficiency Assessment in
order to attain upper-division standing in music. The eight-part
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exam is administered at the end of each semester. Successfully
completed assessments will receive a grade of CR.
U 220 Upper-Division Required Performance 0 cr. All
majors seeking upper-division standing must present a juried
public performance on his/her performing instrument of
acceptable quality prior to enrollment in upper-division music
coursework. A previous divisional jury based on _performance
ability, repertoire and sight-reading is a prerequisite for this
performance. Successful completion of this requirement
requires approval from a 2/3 m~ority of the music faculty in
attendance. Successfully completed performances will receive
a grade of CR.
U 237 Aural Perception III 2 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
MUS 112 and 138; coreq., MUS 211. A lab course in singing
and dictation to supplement Theory III.
U 238 Aural Perception IV 2 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
MUS 237; coreq., MUS 212. See 237.
U 251 Major performance Area II 1-4 cr. (R-12) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., audition and consent of instr.
Continuation of 151. All private instruction requires
concurrent ensemble participation.
U 259 Composition II 2 cr. (R-4) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., 4 credits of MUS 159. Original work in
composition may be substituted for upper-division electives for
students not majoring in theory or composition.
U 271 Sequencing, Synthesis, and Notation 2 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., MUS 170. Composition of computer music
using MIDI sequencing, sampling, and synthesis software, and
score preparation using music notation software. Study of the
theory and application of MIDI, synthesis algorithms, and
effects processing, and the practice of music engraving.
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings by visiting professors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 302 Instrumental Conducting 2 cr. (R-4) Offered spring.
Prereq., u_pper-division standing in music. Conducting methods
and practice. Teaching methods and materials.
U 303 Choral Conduction 2 cr. (R-4) Offered autumn.
Prereq., upper-division standing in music. A study of the
techniques of choral conducting. Emphasis on issues
encountered in various ensemble settings.
U 304A Advanced Marching Band 1 cr. (R-4) Offered
autumn. Prereq., MUS 104A or consent of instr. A musical
organization of brass, woodwinds, percussion, and auxiliary
units open to all University students.
U 305 Instrumental Methods and Materials 2 cr. (R-4)
Offered autumn. Prereq., upper-division standing in music.
Coreq., C&I 302. Development of practical knowledge to
effectively instruct and administer the instrumental music
program in the elementary and secondary schools.
U 306 Choral Methods and Material2 cr. (R-4) Offered
spring. Prereq., upper-division standing in music.
Development of practical knowledge of effectively instruct and
administer the clioral program in the elementary and secondary
schools.
·
U 307A Choral Ensembles 1 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., upper-division standing in voice. See MUS
107A for description.
308A Orchestras 1 cr. Offered autumn and spring. Prereq.,
upper-division standing in instrument of participation. See
MUS 108A for description.
U 310A Concert Bands 1 cr. Offered autumn and SJ?ring.
Prereq., upper-division standing in instrument of participatiOn.
See MUS 11 OA for description.
U 313A Opera Theater I cr. (R-8) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent ofinstr. See 114A for description.
U 314A UM Jazz Bands 1 cr. (R-8) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent of instr. See 114A for description.

U 322 General Music Methods and Materials I 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., upper-division standing in music and
C&I 200. Development of practical knowledse to effectively
instruct and administer general music classes m the public
schools, grades K-12.
U 323 General Music Methods and Materials II 3 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., upper-division standing in music and
C&I 200. Continuation of 322.
U 324H History of Music I 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
MUS 135L. The history of music in Western civilization from
its origins to 1750 and its relationship to general cultural
development. Introduction to basic research skills in music.
Emphasis on listening for style characteristics through
representative recorded repertoire.
U 325H History of Music II 3 cr. Offered SJ?ring. Prereq.,
MUS 135L. The history of music in Western civilization from
1750 to modem times. See MUS 324H.
U 333 Practicum in Piano Pedagogy 1-2 cr. (R-4) Offered
intermittently. Prereq. or coreq., MUS 430, 431. Student
teaching of young pianists.
.
U 335 Music Education in the Elementary Schools 3 cr.
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., C&I 200. Integration of
fundamental skills and basic rudiments of music into the
various aspects of teaching music creatively in the elementary
school. For non-music majors only.
U 342 Vocal Repertoire I 2 cr. Offered autumn oddnumbered years. Prereq., upper-division standing in music.
Comprehensive acquaintance with styles and interpretation in
British, German, and possible additional repertoire genres.
U 343 Vocal Repertoire II 2 cr. Offered spring evennumbered years. Prereq., upper-division stanoing in music.
Comprehensive acquaintance with styles and interpretation in
American, French and possible additwnal genres.
U 345 Junior Recital2 cr. Coreq., MUS 351. Offered
autumn and spring.
U 346 Advanced Functional Piano 1 cr. Offered
intermittently. Prereq., upper-division standing in music.
Offered alternate years. Techniques of harmonization,
transposition, sight-reading, modulation, and improvisation.
U 350A Chamber Ensembles 1 cr. Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., consent of instructor. See MUS 150A.
U 351 Major Performance Area III 1-4 cr. (R-12) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., upper-division standing in music
and consent of instr. Contmuatwn of 251. AllJ?rivate
instruction requires concurrent ensemble participation.
U 359 Composition III 3 cr. (R-6) Offered autumn and
spring. Prereq., upper-division standing in music and 4 credits
in MUS 259. Creative writing of music.
U 361 Form and Analysis I 2 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
upper-division standing in music. Detailed harmonic and
formal analysis of representative works from the Baroque
period to the present.
U 362 Form and Analysis II 2 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
upper-division standing in music and MUS 361. Continuation
of361.
U 379 Counterpoint I 3 cr. Offered intermittently. Prereq.,
upper-division standing in music. Writing and analysis of
contrapuntal styles through the 18th century.
U 380 Counterpoint II 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., MUS 379. Continuation of379.
U 388 Concert Attendance 0 cr. All music majors pursuing
a B.M., B.M.E., or B.A. degree must attend and/or participate
in a minimum of 154 approved recitals/concerts prior to
graduation. Students will receive recital credits each semester
they are enrolled and should register for 388 the semester they
apply for graduation. Successful completion of attendance
reqUirements will be graded CR.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn
and spring. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
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experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
U 396 Independent Studies in Music 1-3 cr. (R-9) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
U 409 Pedagogy of Strings 1-2 cr. (R-4) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., upper-division standing in music and
consent of instr. Procedures and materials in class string
instruction.
UG 424 Music ofthe 20th Century to the Present 3cr.
Offered intermittently. Prereq., MUS 325 and up_per-division
standing in music. Detailed analysis and companson of
selected instrumental, vocal and keyboard compositions of the
20th Century.
UG 428 Orchestration 2 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
upper-division standing in music. Orchestrating and
transcribing for orchestra and band instruments.
UG 429 Interactivity and Digital Signal Processing 2 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., MUS 271 and upper-division standing
in music. Composition of interactive computer music using a
graphical programming environment for MIDI, synthesis, and
digital signal processing. Study of graphical programming,
interactive composition and performance, generating and
processing MIDI data, synthesizing computer-generated sound,
and processing digital audio in real-time.
UG 430 Piano Methods and Materials I 2cr. Offered
autumn odd-numbered years. Prereq., upper-division standing
in music or consent of instr. Methods and materials for
teaching piano classes in public schools and private studios.
Procedures in teaching beginning, intermediate and advanced
students in private studios. Practical demonstrations and
supervised laboratory experience with children's classes.
UG 431 Piano Methods and Materials 112 cr. Offered
sprint?; even-numbered years. Prereq., MUS 430.
Contmuation of 430.
UG 432 Keyboard Literature I 2 cr. Offered autumn evennumbered years. Prereq., upper-division standing in music.
Keyboard literature from the developments of the Baroque era
to the contemporary period including the suite, sonata,
character pieces, etc.
UG 433 Keyboard Literature 112 cr. Offered spring oddnumbered years. Continuation of 432.
UG 436 Topics in Music History 3cr (R-3) Q~fered .
intermittently. Prereq. _MUS 325 and upper div~swn s~ndmg
in music or consent of mstructor. Course matenals wlll
examine the development of musical styles, genres, forms and
aesthetics important to Western music, introducing students to
research methods in musicology.
UG MUS 437 Cultural Studies in Music 3cr. (R-3) Offered
intermittently. Prereq. MUS 325 and upper division standing
in music, or consent of instructor. Course materials will
examine music's contemporary role within cultures and
societies around the world, introducing students to research
methods in cultural studies and ethnomusicology.
UG 441 Vocal Pedagogy 2 cr. Offered autumn oddnumbered years or offered spring even-numbered years.
Prereq., UJ?per-divisiOJ]. standing in I?usic. Pr<?cedure~, .
philosophies and termmology used m the teachmg of smgmg.
Individual and group techniques.
U 445 Senior Recital1-2 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Coreq., MUS 451.
.
U 451 Major Performance Area IV 1-4 cr. (R-12) Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., upper-division standing in music
and consent of instr. Contmuatwn of 351. All private
instruction requires concurrent ensemble participation.
U 459 Composition ~V.3 cr. (R-6) Offered ~utu~ and
spring. Prereq., 3 credits m MUS 359. A contmuat10n of
composition with writing in the larger forms.
UG 466 Computer Music Programming 2 cr. Offered
autumn. Upper-division standing in music. Composition of
computer music through programming. Study of object-

oriented programming, synthesis and digital signal processing
techniques, music-generating algorithms, sound spatialization,
graphical user interface design, and external control.
UG 495 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered autumn
and SJ?ring. Experimental offerings of visiting professors,
expenmental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
UG 496 Independent Studies in Music 1-3 cr. (R-9)
Offered autumn and spring. Prereq., consent of instr.
U 499 Professional Projects 1-4 cr. (R-4) Offered autumn
and spring.
G 500 Secondary Performance Area 1-2 cr. (R-6) Offered
every term. Prereq., audition and consent of instr.
Continuation of 100.
G 511 Advanced Conducting 2 cr. (R-6) Offered
intermitte~tly. Prereq., MUS 331 and conse~t of ~nstr. Clas~
and/or individual study of the art of conductmg with emphasis
on performance with university performing groups;
G 512 Repertoire for Public School Music Students 2 cr.
(R-4) Offered intermittently. Prereq., graduate standing in
music. Concentrated study of repertoire for instrumental or
vocal soloists, chamber ensembles or large ensembles.
G 520 Research in Music 2 cr. Offered autumn and
summer. Prereq., graduate standing in music. Research
problems: their statement, organization, ~echniques, tabulation
of materials, and concepts necessary for mterpretation of data.
Development of a research proposal.
G 521 Psychology of Music 2 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., graduate st~ding in mu~~c. Investisation of the .
perception, processmg and cognitwn of music. Psychological
foundations of musical behavior: psychoacoustics,
measurement and prediction of musical ability, functional
music, music and society, music learning, and effective
response to music.
G 522 Philosophy of Music 2 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., graduate standing ip. mu~ic. An ~nvestig~tiC?n of the
meaning of music, the relatwp.ship !O vano_us S?Cieties <l;fld
social structures and the leadmg phllosophiCalideas which
relate to music and music instruction.
G 525 Seminar in Vocal Literature 2 cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., graduate standing in music.
Concentrated study of opera literature, song literature or choral
literature.
G 526 Seminar in Instrumental Literature 2 cr. (R-4)
Offered intermittently. Prereq., graduate standing in music.
Concentrated study of symphonic literature or instrumental
chamber music literature.
G 551 Major Performance Area 1-4 cr. (R-12) Offered
every term. Prereq., audition and consent of mstr.
Continuation of 451.
G 554 Analytical Techniques I 3 cr. Offered autumn oddnumbered years. Prereq., graduate standing in music. A
survey of the theoretical approach of leading composers from
the polyphonic period to the present.
G 555 Analytical Techniques 113 cr. Offered spring evennumbered years. Prereq., MUS 554. Continuation of 554.
G 559 Composition Variable cr_. (R-6) Of~ered.
intermittently. Prereq., consent of mstr. Contmuation of 459.
G 581 Arts Education Institute 1 cr. (R-4) Offered summer.
Same as ART, DRAM 581. Open fot:tJm with nation~l and.
regional speakers, panels, and symposia to promote discussion,
understanding, and direction on significant national issues in
the arts and arts education.
G 582 Arts Education Seminar I 2 cr. (R-4) Offered
summer. Prereq., MUS 581. Same as ART, DRAM 582.
Topics vary.
G 583 Arts Education seminar 111-2 cr. Offered summer.
Prereq., MUS 582. Same as ART, DRAM 583. Continuation
of 582.
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G 584 Arts Education Seminar III 1-2 cr. (R-4) Offered
summer. Prereq., MUS 583. Same as ART, DRAM 584.
Continuation of 583. ·
G 585 Arts Education Seminar IV 1-2 cr. (R-4) Offered
summer. Prereq., MUS 584. Same as ART, DkAM 585.
Continuation of 584.
G 586 Arts Education Seminar V 1-2 cr. (R-8) Offered
summer. Prereq., MUS 585. Same as ART, DRAM 586.
Continuation and synthesis of preceding seminars.
G 587 Arts Education Practicum 1 cr. (R-4) Offered
summer. Same as ART, DRAM 587. The active application
of concepts and theories presented during the Arts Education
Inst!tute and the arts education seminars within a small group
settmg.
G 588 Arts Education Apprenticeship 1 cr. (R-4) Offered
summer. Same as ART, DRAM 588. Exploration of' art forms
to develop new artistic and communicative perceptions and
awareness.
G 589 Arts Education Field Project 1 cr. (R-4) Offered
sumnier. Same as ART, DRAM 589. Creative/research
activities.
·
·
G 593 Professional Projects Variable cr. (R-4) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., graduate standing in music.
G 595 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-8) Offered
intermittently. ExJ.>erimental offerings ofvtsiting professors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
current topics.
G 596 Independent Study Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
intermittently. Prereq., consent of instr. Students must have
projects approved by a music faculty member before enrolling.
G 599 Thesis Variable cr. (R-IO) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., graduate standing in music.
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School of Journalism
Peggy Kuhr, Dean
Carol Van Valkenburg, Chair, Department of
Print Journalism
Ray Ekness, Chair, Department of RadioTelevision
Courses in the School of Journalism examine the news media
emphasizing their history, privileges and responsibilities and
provide instruction in skills required for careers with
newspal?ers, radio and television stations, magazines, web
sites, prmt and online news services and related agencies. The
School of Journalism offers Bachelor of Arts and Master of
Arts degrees in journalism and radio-television. Students
select options in print, photojournalism, broadcast news or
broadcast production.
A quality education in journalism is built on a strong liberal
arts foundation. Therefore, at the undergraduate level, at least
80 of the 120 credits required for graduation must be outside
the School of Journalism and 65 of those credits must be in the
liberal arts and sciences or be General Education courses.
For further information about the master's degree program,
contact the Director of Graduate Studies, School of Journalism,
The University ofMontana, Missoula, MT 59812, or (406)2436720, or michael.downs@umontana.edu.

Pre-Professional Program
In the first two years of study students are enrolled in prejournalism or pre-radio-television and take courses primarily in
the liberal arts and sciences. Journalism and radio-television
courses in the pre-professional curriculum may be taken at The
University of Montana-Missoula or at another school with a
program accredited by the Accrediting Council for Education
m Journalism and Mass Communications. All non-journalism
courses in the curriculum may be completed at any college or
university.
Students in the first two years of study may enter the preprofessional program during any semester. However,
requirements in the pre-professional curriculum should be
completed by the end of the second year of study to enable
students to apply for admission to the professional program
during the spnng of the sophomore year.
Students should have completed at least 45 credits before
applyin~ for the professional program. At the time of
apphcat10n, students should have either completed all courses
hsted in the pre-professional curriculum or be taking the
courses needed to fulfill requirements. A grade point average
of 2.5 or better is required of applicants.

Professional Program
Students interested in print, photojournalism or broadcast
news apply for admission to the two-year professional
programs mjournalism. Those interested m broadcast
production apply for the radio-television professional program.
Applications are accepted only in spring and granted only for
admission in autumn semester. Deadline for applications is
March 1. The admissions process is designed to admit the best
overall class into the professional program.
Completed applications are evaluated by the School of
Journahsm Admissions Committee and acceptances are made
by the faculty and dean based on the committee's
recommendations. The primary admissions criteria are the
students' grade point averages, both overall and in the preprofessional program, the student's progress in completing the
pre-professional curriculum, and an evaluation of work
submitted by the student. Successful applicants will have
demonstrated, among other qualities, promise and professional

aptitude through the quality of their course work and their
overall performance in the pre-professional program, and will
have demonstrated an interest in pursuing a career in journalism
or broadcast production. Students with deficiencies in these
requirements may on occasion be admitted provisionally. Once
deficiencies are removed from the students' record they will be
given full admission status.
The curriculum of the journalism professional programs is
sequential. Therefore, students will enter the professional
programs in the autumn semester only. Applications for
admission to the professional rrograms may be obtained from
the Office of the Dean, Schoo of Journalism. Applications
must be received no later than March 1 preceding the autumn
semester for which admission is requested. A $15 nonrefundable application fee must accompany the application.
Transcripts of all academic courses taken must be forwaraed
directly to the School of Journalism. Admission for one
academic year cannot be deferred to another academic year.
Students transferring from other ACEJMC-accredited
programs in journalism or radio-television may be admitted on a
space available basis. Transfer credit for pre-professional and
professional courses taken at other institutions is accepted only
for those courses that are deemed equivalent and in which a
letter grade of C- or better is obtained.

Academic Progression
The general University academic standing requirements are
listed separately in this catalog. See index. '
Students enrolled in the professional journalism program must
maintain satisfactory academic progress; Admission to the
professional program requires a cumulative grade average of
2.5. Students who have been admitted and whose grade average
subsequently falls below a 2.5 must meet with their advisors to
discuss their progress before classes resume the following
semester. Students in the rrofessional programs who have a
cumulative or professiona grade point average less than 2.0 will
be placed on academic probation. Students on academic
probation must achieve at least a 2.0 grade average for the
semester and raise their overall grade average or face
suspension from the University. Because the professional
programs are intensive, employment beyond minimal part-time
ts not recommended.
Students dismissed from the program for substandard
performance will not be readmitted, except in cases where
substantiation is made to the faculty, by written petition, that the
substandard performance was the result of circumstances that no
longer exist, or that the student has demonstrated the capability
and desire to perform satisfactory work since his or her
dismissal from the program.
Students leaving the program for any reason, whether in good
standing or on academic suspension, must reapply for
admission.

Special Degree Requirements
Refer to graduation requirements listed previously in the
catalog. See index.

Pre-Professional Curriculum
The following courses must be completed prior to admission
to any of the School of Journalism professional programs.
Students who are unsuccessful in gaining admission to the
professional programs should reahze that completion of the
pre-professional program fulfills a significant portion of the
University General Education Requirement.
Core requirements for all pre-professional students in the
School of Journalism:

-JOUR lOOS-Introduction to Mass Media
-JOUR 270-Reporting (for
or photojournalism option
students)
-R-TV 280-Reporting for Broadcast (for broadcast news and
radio-television production students)
-ENEX 101-Composition
-One mathematics course numbered greater than 100
fulfilling this requirement with transfer work, course must
satisfy UM's General Education math requirement)
-Two history courses taught in the history department,
including at least one in American history
-At least one University general education course ofthree
credits or more in each of the following subjects: economics,
political science, and natural science
-One humanities course of three credits or more from the
following list: LS 151L, LS152L, PHIL 200E, PHIL 201E,
PHIL 251H, PHIL 253H, ENLT l20L, ENLT 121L, ENLT
222L, ENLT 223L, ENLT 224L, ENLT 225L, HC 121.
Transfer credit to meet this humanities requirement must be
approved by the journalism orR-TV chair.
In addition, before graduation, students must complete two
semesters of a modem foreign language.
In addition to the core, students seeking admission to the
photojournalism professional program must also complete
JOUR 227-Photojoumalism.
In addition to the core, students seeking admission to the
broadcast journalism radio-television programs must also
complete:
-R-TV !50-Introduction to Radio Production
-R-TV !51-Introduction to Radio-Television Production
-COMM lllA-Public Speaking
Profe~siona~ Program~
Students in the professional programs must earn a C- or
better grade in all journalism orR-TV
skills courses
or they must repeat the course.

Upon admission to the professional program, student§
majoring in journalism with a print option wm take the
following cmu-ses:
First Year:
Autumn semester:
-JOUR 331-Public Affairs Reporting
-JOUR 380-News Editing I
-JOUR 488-Preparing for an Internship
Spring semester:
-JOUR 367-Law of Mass Col:lli'llUnication
-JOUR 381-News Editing II
Second Year:
Autumn semester:
-JOUR 481-Senior Seminar
Before graduation, students also must complete JOUR 333Magazine Article Writing (offered summer and fall) or JOUR
415-Feature Writing (offered spring), plus JOUR 490, a onecredit supervised internship, and electives that will bring the
total number of journalism credits to at least 35.

Students majoring in jm:~m1dism with a piwtojmn·n1dism
option must complete:
FintYear:
Autumn semester:
-JOUR 328-Advanced Photojoumalism
-JOUR 380-News Editing I
~JOUR 488-Preparing for an Internship
Spring semester:
-JOUR 367-Law of Mass Communication
-JOUR 381-News Editing I

-JOUR 417 Multimedia Projects

Second Ye2r:
Autumn semester:
-JOUR 481-Senior Seminar
Before graduation, students must also complete JOUR 490, a
one-credit supervised internship, plus electives, including JOUR
420-Native News (offered spring) and JOUR 429-Documentary
Photojournalism (offered faU) that will bring the total number of
journalism credits to at least 35.

Students majoring in jovmrualism with a broadcast Gption
must complete:
First Year:
Autumn semester:
-R-TV 360-Advanced Broadcast Reporting
-R-TV 489 Preparing for an Internship
Spring semester:
-R-TV 361-Newscast Reporting and Producing
-JOUR 367-Law of Mass Communication

Second Year:
Autumn semester:
-R-TV 460-Broadcast Newsroom-Editorial
-R-TV 494-Broadcast Senior Seminar
Students also must complete electives that will bring the total
number of credits before graduation in journalism or radiotelevision to at least 35.

Students majoring in Radio-TeBevisi.on must complete:
FkstYear:
Autumn semester:
-R-TV 350-Television Directing and Production
-R-TV 489-Preparing for an Internship
Spring semester:
-R-TV 351-Advanced Television Directing and Production
-JOUR 367-Law of Mass Commtmication

Second Year:
Autumn semester:
-R·TV 450-Broadcast Newsroom-Production
-R-TV 494-Broadcast Senior Seminar
Students also must complete electives that will bring the total
number of credits before graduation in journalism or radiotelevision to at least 35.
All journalism and radio-television majors must acquire
practical experience through pre-approved inten1ships (JOUR
490 orR- TV 490) or other employment approved by the
faculty.
"
All journalism and radio-television majors must meet the
Upper-division Writing Expectation
successfully completing
an upper-division writing course from
apf.roved list in the
Academic Policies and Procedures section 01 this catalog" See
index.

Courses
U =for undergraduate credit only, UG =for undergraduate or
graduate credit, G = for graduate credit. R after the credit
indicates the course may be repeated for credit to the maximum
indicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum do not
count toward a degree.

Journalism (JOUR)
U lOOS Introduction to Mass Media 3 cr. Offered autumn
and spring. A survey of the history, development and current
status ofthe mass media in society, including newspapers,
magazines, radio, television, books, movies, recordings and the
World Wide Web. Includes ethical, political, financial and
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other issues that face today's mass media industry.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
U 165 Current Events/Honors 2 cr. Offered autumn and
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of
spring. Survey of world, national and local news intended to
current topics.
make students familiar with the context and vocabulary
necessary to understand the news, what makes it, and the
U 396 Advanced Journalism Problems Variable cr. (R-6)
implications that stem from it.
Offered every term. Prereq., consent of the dean. Independent
study.
. U 19? Special Topics Variable cr. (R-6) Offered
mtern:uttently. ExJ?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
UG 400 Online News 1-2 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
expenment_al offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of Prereq., JOUR 270, 570 or 227, and consent of instr. Practical
current topics.
expenence in reporting, writing and photographing news stories
to appear on the School of Journalism Web page.
U 227 Photojournalism 3 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
An introduction to photojournalism. Students learn to use
UG 412 Media and Cultures 2 cr. Offered autumn. Critical
35mm cameras, develop and print black-and-white film, shoot
examination of the U.S. media's reporting on the growing multiportraits, feature and sports assignments. Emphasis on content
cultural movement that is transforming the country and of
ofphot~graphs. Students must supply cameras, film, paper and
newsroom diversity issues related to the employment of
developmg reels.
journalists of color and women. Examination of the risks of
error and insult--such as stereotyping and conveying and
U 270 Reporting 3 cr. Offered every term. Prereq., JOUR
stJ:eng~hening misconceptions--inherent in writing about
1OOS. Fundamentals of reporting and writing news for print
rrunonty cultures.
and broadcast media.
UG 415 Feature Writing 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
U 285 Sports Journalism 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
JOUR 331 or JOUR 570. Classroom instruction ·and practical
Prereq., JOUR 270. Study and practice of sports journalism in
experience in applying feature-writing techniques to the
print and broadcast, including its history and its finest
coverage of news, entertainment and sports for print and
examples.
electronic media.
. U 29_5 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
UG 417 Multimedia Projects 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
mtermittently. ExJ?erimental offerings of visiting professors,
experiment_al offenngs of new courses, or one-time offerings of JOUR 328 or consent of instr. Capstone class in core photo
curriculum in which students discuss, research, photogra_ph,
current topics.
design
and write and record several stories and essays usmg still
U 327 Intermediate Photojournalism 3 cr. Offered autumn.
photography and audio/video equipment.
.
Prereq., JOUR 227. Mastery of the technical aspects of
U 420 Native News Honors Project Variable cr. (R-6)
photoJournalism: studio lights, portable strobes, lighting on
location, color temperature. Students shoot weekly assignments Offered spring. Prereq_., consent of instr. Researching,
photo~raphing and designing stories about Montana's Native
on and a photo story on color slide film. Students must supply
Amencan community. Photojournalism students travel with
film, 35mm camera, and portable strobe. Introduction to
reporters to Montana's seven Indian reservations to document in
PhotoShop.
depth stories on a single topic.
UG 328 Advanced Photojournalism 3 cr. Offered spring.
U 421 Reporting for Native News Honors Project Variable
Prereq., JOUR 327. Advanced black and white and color
cr. (R-6) Offered spring. Prereq., consent ofinstr.
photography. Students shoot news, features, sports, illustration
Researchmg, reporting and editing stories about Montana's
and picture stories.
Native
American community. Reporters travel to Montana's
U 331 Public Affairs Reporting 3 cr. Offered autumn.
seven Indian reservations to investigate in depth a single story
~rereq., JOUR 270. Study and practice of reporting public
topic. Editors coach reporters and edit their stories. The stories
Issues with emphases on news sources, interpretive writing and
ap~ear in a publication distributed throughout the state and
the coverage of local, state and federal governments.
nation.
UG 333 Magazine Freelance Writing 3 cr. Offered autumn.
UG 429 Documentary Photojournalism 3. cr. Offered
Prereq., JOUR 331 or consent of instr. The techniques of
spring. Prereq., JOUR 328 or consent of instr. Production of an
reporti!Jg, writing and selling articles to regional and national
in-depth documentary project involving a social issue with
magazmes.
intent to educate or implement charige. Students write, shoot
UG 360 Media Management and Marketing 3 cr. Offered
and design final project in book form ..
spring. Prereq., consent ofinstr. The role ofmarketing and
UG 430 Community News Service Variable cr. (R-6)
management procedures and techniques in the print and
Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., JOUR 331, 380, consent of
electronic media.
instr. Writing and editing articles for computer bulletin-board
U 367 Law of Mass Communications 3 cr. Offered spring.
news service serving Montana's commumty newspapers.
Prereq., JOUR 270 or consent of instr. Overview of issues
UG 440 Montana Journalism Review Variable cr. (R-6)
related to journalism and the law. Exploration of libel, privacy,
Offered spring. Prereq., consent of instr. Students assist wnting,
prior restraints, access and other First Amendment questions
editing, design and overall production and distribution of the
along with ethical problems peculiar to media news gathering.
Montana Journalism Review, a publication of the School of
UG 375 Kaimin Reporting 1-3 cr. (R-3) Offered autumn
Journalism.
and spring. Prereq., JOUR 331. Reporting for the Montana
UG 461 New Media 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., JOUR
Kaimin.
381, orR-TV 351, orR-TV 361, or consent ofinstr.
UG 380 News Editing I 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
Exploration of new media, concentrating on the Internet and the
JOUR 270. Fundamentals of editing and headline writing for
World Wide Web from a journalistic perspective. Students
the print media.
learn to edit, produce and design for the Web. Discussion of
UG 381 News Editing II 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
legal, social and cultural issues regarding the new media.
JOUR 380 or consent ofinstr. Introduction to layout and
UG 471 Investigations 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq., JOUR
design techniques for newspapers, magazines and other
331 for print students, R-TV 361 for broadcast students.
publications. Projects in design, typography, headline writing;
Introduction to methods and ethics of investigative reporting,
use of photographs, art work and informational graphics.
emphasizing computer-assisted research and analysis of public
UG 389 Literature of Journalism 3 cr. Offered
records and databases.
intermittently. Study of literary journalism focusing on fiction
U 477 Rural News Network 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered autumn
and nonfiction by American journalists.
and spring. Prereq., professional program standing and consent
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of instructor. Students will visit rural towns in Montana that
have lost their newspapers or never had one and will create an
online newspaper. Students write, photograph and re~<?rd
stories for use on the site. Students work with local citizens
and co-author pieces. Students and faculty trai~ townsp~ople
to become citizen journalists to keep the news site on gomg.
UG 481 Senior Seminar 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
senior standing in journalism or ~onsent of instr. Ideas 1
individuals and movements shapmg contemporary society and
which constitute the background for today's news.
UG 488 Preparing for an Internship 1 cr. Offered autumn.
Prereq., admission to the journalism profl?ssional progra~ or
the journalism graduate progra}ll. Acq~au:!-ts students with
internship reqmrements mclud!ng apphc:atwn pr_ocedures, such
as building a resume and leammg what mternships-local
through international-are available.
UG 489 Opinion Writing 3 cr. Offered intermittently.
Prereq., JOUR 331 or consen~ of instr. Pra?tice in writing
editonals, columns, op-ed articles, and reviews. Study of the
role of editorial pages.
U 490 Supervised Inte~nship 1-2 cr. (R-2) Offered every
term. Prereq., consent ofmstr.; for pnnt stude!lts JOUR_331;
for photojournalism students JOUR 327. Practical expenence
working for newspapers, mag~zil!-es or other approveo
businesses, agencies or orgamzatwns.
UG 494 Pollner Seminar 2 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
consent of instr. or print department chair. Seminar on a topic
selected by the T. Anthony Pollner Distinguished Professor.
Topics will range from journalism history, ethics, practices and
performance to current issues in the news media.
UG 495 Special Topics 1-9 cr. (R-9) Offered int~rmittently.
Experimental offerings ofvisiting.professo~s, expenmental
offerings of new courses, or one-time offenngs of current
topics.
G 501 Project/Thesis Seminar 2 cr. Offered spring. .
Introduction to appropriate res~arch methods ~d present~t10n
techniques for professional proJects and theses 10 JOUrnalism.
G 505 Journalism and Socie!J Seminar 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., graduate stand10g. Discu~~ion and rese~ch
on current journalism issues. Study of traditional and onl10e
research methodology.
G 527 Color and Lighting Techniques 3 cr. Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., graduate standing an.d co!ls~nt of
instr. Technical aspects of photography, electromc pnnt10g,
color techniques, lighting, filters. In-depth color photo essay.
G 551 Graduate Newscast Production 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., JOUR 560 o~ conset?-t. of instr. In!ensiv~ in~truction
and practice in report10g, wnt10g, produc10g, dir~?ct10g and
delivering television newscasts. Work on a spec tal program
for Montana PBS in tandem with students in R-TV 351,361
and 551.
G 567 Studies in Press and Broadcast Law 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., graduate standing. Examinatiol!- and
discussion of state and federal court cases affect10g the mass
media, with emphasis on First Amendment issues.
G 570 Reporting 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq., graduate
standing. Principles of news gathering through recor~,
documents, meetings, and observation of events, comb10ed
with interviewing. Writing news and news feature ac~ounts
for broadcast and print media. Perspectives on report10g
standards and practices.
G 571 Reporting Public Affairs 3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., JOUR 570 ~r conse~t of in.str. Advanced report10g
techniques for covenng pubhc affatrs. Study and coverage of
public affairs topics ana beats.
G 580 News Editing 3 cr. Offered autumn. P~e.req., JOUR
570 or consent of instr. Fundamentals of copy editing and
story editing for the print news media. In ad~ition, stud~?nts.
perform deadline editing on actual news stones for pubhcatwn.
G 585 Community News Service 1-3 cr. (R-3) Offered

autumn and spring. Prereq., ~onse!lt of instr. S~de~ts working
under faculty supervision wnte articles of statewide mterest for
publication 10 a network of Montana newspapers.
G 594 Seminar 1-9 cr. (R-9) Offered intermittently.
G 595 Special Topics Variable .cr. (R-8~ 9ffered
intermittently. ExJ?erimental offenngs ofvisiti~g profes~ors,
experimental offenngs of new courses, or one-time offenngs of
current topics.
G 597 Methods of Journalism Research 3 cr. Prereq.,
consent of the dean.
G 599 Professional Project Vari~ble cr. (R-?) Off~red ~very
term. Planning, research and ex~cutlon _of a maJor proJect 10
print, photographic or broadcastJournahsm.
G 620 Graduate Honors: Covering Native American Issues
3 cr. Offered sprin~. Prereq., C?l!-sen~ of instr. Re~earching,
writing, photographmg an~or ed1t10g m:-dept~ special repot;ts
on issues that affect the Indians who reside With10 Montana s
borders.
G 640 Montana Journalism Review 1-3 cr. (R-6) Offered
spring. Prereq., consent ofinstr. ~ntensiv~ la~ora!oa .
.
exl?erience in all phases of tpagaz10e pu?hcatwn,_ m'?lud~ng
wnting, editing, layout, design, productwn ~d ~Istributwn of
Montana Journalism Review, an annual publication fo the
School of Journalism.
G 650 Graduate Broadcast Newsroom-Editorial 3 cr. (R6) Prereq., JOUR 550, 551 or consent of instr. Students direct,
photograph and edit a daily Newsbriefreport ~or Mo!ltana_PBS,
and a weekly UMNews program for commercial statiOns, m
tandem with student in R-TV 460, R-TV 450 and 650.
G 670 Covering the Environment 3 cr. Offe.red
.
intermittently. Prereq., JOUR 570 or conse~t of10str. ~ractlcal
opportunities to research and repo.rt on a_vaneo/ ?fpubhc health
ana natural resource issues, comb10ed with a cnttcal
examination of how news media cover these issues.
G 690 Supervised Internship 1-2 cr. (R-2)0ffered every
term. Prereq., JOUR 571. Practical experience working for
newspapers, magazines, wire .seryices or other approved
businesses, agencies or organizatiOns.
G 696 Advanced Problems Variable cr. (R-6) Offered every
term. Prereq., consent of the dean. Independent study.
G 697 Research in Journalism Variable cr. (R-9) Offered
every term. Prereq.,consent of the dean.
G 699 Thesis Variable cr. (R-6) Offered every term.
Research and writing of master's thesis.

Radio-Television (R-TV)
U 150 Introduction to Radio Production 3 cr. Off~red
autumn and spring. Prereq., JOUR 100~ or conse_nt of 10str..
Introduction to the fundamentals of audio and radio productiOn,
including announcing, use of microphones, r~cording
equipment, editing techniques and progrmnm10g.
U 151 Introduction to Television Production 3 cr~ Offered
autumn and spring. Prereq., JOUR 100 or consent of 10str. lJse
of cameras, microphones, and lighting gear for field. productiOn.
Use of mixer and videotape editors for post productiOn.
U 280 Reporting for Broadcast 3 cr. Offered aututpn and
spring. Prereq., JOUR 100~. Fu~damentals ?f.refOrtlJ:?.g and
writins news for broadcast mcludmg use of digita audio
record10g and editing equipment.
U 295 Special Topics Variable cr. _(R-6) Experi~ental
offerings of visiting professors, expenmenta~ offenngs of new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 350 Television Directing anf:I Producti_on 3 cr. Prereq.,
R-TV 151. Production and direction of studio and remote
television programs.
U 351 Advanced Television Directing and Production _3
cr. Offered spring. Prereq., R-TV 350.. Advanced producti<?n
and direction techniques in both the stud10 and field. Work with
students in R-TV 361 on special programs for Montana PBS.
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U 360 Advanced Broadcast Reporting 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., R-TV 280, R-TV 151. Radio and television
reporting including writing, interviewing, news gathering and
preparation of radio and television news stories.
U 361 Newscast Reporting and Producing 3 cr. Offered
spring. Prereq., R-TV 360. Intensive instruction and practice
in reporting, writing, producing and delivery of television
newscasts. Work with students in R-TV 351 on special
programs for Montana PBS.
U 370 KBGA Reporting 1 cr. (R-3) Offered spring.
Students report, write and produce stories for K.BGA, the
student radio station, under supervision ofK.BGA News
Director and a faculty member.
U 395 Special Topics Variable cr. (R-9) Experimental
offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
UG 396 Independent Study in Broadcasting Variable cr.
(R-6) Offered every term. Prereq., consent ofinstr. and
broadcast faculty. Independent study in broadcasting issues of
interest.
UG 401 Broadcast Programming 3 cr. Offered autumn
odd-numbered years. An examination of formats, distribution
systems, ratings, programming strategies and the business
aspe~t~ of progr~ng in the broadcasting and cable
teleVIsiOn mdustr1es.
UG 403 Sports and Media 3 cr. Offered autumn evennumbered years. An examination of the historic marriage
between the mass media and sports on both collegiate and
professional levels.
UG 410 Legislative Reporting 1-6 cr. Offered spring
semester during legislative years. Prereq., JOUR 430.
Students produce daily radio news reports and newscasts from
the Montana Legislature in Helena iliat are distributed to
Montana radio and television stations for broadcast.
UG 420 Radio Deliberation Project 1-2 cr. (R-4) Offered
every term. Prereq.,consent of instr. Students will be
responsible for producing The Footbridge Forum, a radio
program airing on K.BGA College Radio. Students learn the
deliberative process, formulate program content, select guests,
conduct research, promote the programs and are responsible for
technical production of the shows.
UG 430 Lighting for Video 3 cr. Offered spring evennumbered years. Prereq., R-TV 350 or Dram 351 or consent of
instr. Special techniques of lighting for the video camera.
UG 440 Advanced Video Editing and Storytelling 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., R-TV 351 or 361 or consent ofinstr.
Advanced non-linear video editing, photography, lighting,
audio and writing for television production.
U 450 Broadcast Newsroom-Production 3 cr. Offered
autumn. Prereq., R-TV 351 or consent ofinstr. Students direct,
photograph and edit a daily Newsbriefreport, and a weekly
UMNews program for commercial stations, in tandem with
students in R-TV 460, 650.
U 460 Broadcast Newsroom-Editoria13 cr. (R-6) Offered
autumn. Prereq., R-TV 361. Students report, write, produce
and deliver a daily News brief report, and a weekly UMNews
program for commercial stations, in tandem with students in RTV 450,650.
UG 481 Documentary-Editorial3 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., R-TV 460 or consent of instr. Students conceive,
research, report and otherwise produce a one-hour television
documentary for Montana PBS, in tandem with student ofRTV 482.
UG 482 Documentary-Production 3 cr. (R-6) Offered
spring. Prereq., R-TV 450 or consent ofinstr. Students
conceive, research, photograph, edit and otherwise produce a
one-hour television documentary for Montana PBS, in tandem
with students of JOUR 481.
UG 485 Advanced Television News Producing 3 cr.
Offered spring. Prereq., R-TV 460 or 461. Techriiques and

strategies of daily production of a full-length newscast.
U 489 Preparing for an Internship 1 cr. Offered autumn to
students admitted to the professional program. Acquaints
students with internshiP. requirements, including application
procedures, such as building a resume and learning what
mternships-local through international-are available.
UG 490 Broadcast Internship 1-4 cr. (R-4) Offered every
term. Prereq., R-TV 351 or 361 and consent ofinstr. Required
of all broadcast news and broadcast production students without
requisite professional experience. Students perform the
equivalent of six weeks' full-time work in a radio or television
station or similar broadcast news or broadcast production
enterprise. Internship hosts are approved by the faculty.
UG 494 Senior Seminar 3 cr. Offered autumn. Prereq.,
senior standing in broadcast news or broadcast production
option or consent ofinstr. Exploration of the current and historic
broadcasting in American society, including current business,
editorial, production and ethical issues in the industry. Each
student completes a major research paper as part of the course.
G 550 Graduate Television Production and Direction 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., consent ofinstr. Production and
direction of studio and remote television programs.
G 560 Graduate Advanced Broadcast Reporting 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Prereq., R-TV 280 or JOUR 570 or consent of
instr. Radio and television reporting including writing,
interviewing, news gathering and preparation of radio and
television news stones.
G 650 Graduate Broadcast Newsroom-Production 3 cr.
Offered autumn. Students direct, photograph and edit a daily
Newsbriefreport, regular half-hour Montana Journal magazine
programs for Montana PBS, and a weekly UMNews program for
commercial stations, in tandem with students in R-TV 460 and
450.
G 681 Graduate Documentary 3 cr. Offered spring. Prereq.,
JOUR 650 or consent of instr. Students conceive, research,
report, photograph and edit a one-hour documentary for
Montana PBS in tandem with students in R-TV 481 and 482.

Faculty
Professors
Sharon Barrett, M.A., University of Wisconsin, 1967
Jerry E. Brown, Ph.D., Vanderbilt University, 1974
Dennis L. Swibold, M.A., The University of Montana, 1991
Carol B. VanValkenburg, M.A., The University of Montana,
1988 (Chair, Print Journalism)
Clemens P. Work, J.D., Golden Gate University School of
Law, 1975

Associate Professors
Raymond Ekness, M.A., The University of Montana, 1995
(Chair, Radio-Television)
Keith Graham, M.A., University of Missouri, 1979
Dennis McAuliffe, Jr., B.A., University of Maryland, 1976

Assistant Professor
Denise Dowling, M.A., Western Governor's University, 2003
Michael Downs, M.F.A., University of Arkansas, 1999
(Visiting)
Teresa Tamura, M.F.A., University of Washington, 1996
Sheri Venema, M.A., University of Minnesota, 1983

Adiunct Professors
John Talbot, A.B., Harvard University, 1951
Jonathan Weber, B.A., Wesleyan, 1982

Lecturers
Printer Bowler
Sherry Devlin
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Jeff Hull
William Marcus
SallyMauk
John Twiggs
Kagan Yochim
Gita Saedi

Emeritus Professors.

Nathaniel Blumberg, Ph.D., Oxford University, 1950
Charles E. Hood, Jr., Ph.D., Washington State University,
1980
William L. Knowles, B.A., San Jose State College, 1959
Gregory S. MacDonald, M.A., University of Michigan, 1973
Robert C. McGiffert, M.A., Ohio State University, 1965
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School of law
E. Edwin Eck, Dean
Fritz Snyder, Associate Dean

511 Criminal Law & Proc II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
512 Torts I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
513 Torts II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

The Law School is accredited by the American Bar
Association and the Association of American Law Schools, and
offers the degree ofJuris Doctor (J.D.). Prerequisites for
admission to the Law School are a baccalaureate degree and
Law School Admission Test.
For detailed information concerning the Law School's
admission criteria, application procedures, facilities, and official
course descriptions, consult the Law School Catalog, which
may be obtained by calling (406)243-6169 or visiting the
website www.umt.edu/law.
The Law School's administrative regulations are contained in
the Law School Student Handbook, which is on the website.
The Law School conforms in most instances to the calendar
established for the entire University. There are some
differences, however, because the Law School operates on a
different (and longer) semester system than the rest of the
University.

Academic Year Calendar

Second Year

550 Property I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
551 Property II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
552 Federal Tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(may be taken third year)
554 Business Organizations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
555 Professional Responsibility . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
556 Business Transactions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
557 Trial Practice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
558 Constitutional Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
560 Evidence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives (see below)

Spring Semester 2008
January 18 (Friday) Registration Finalization
January 21 (Monday) Martin Luther King Jr. Day (Holiday)
January 22 (Tuesday) Classes begin
February 18 (Monday) President's Day (Holiday)
March 24-28 (Monday-Friday) Spring Vacation
Building Hours:
Monday-Friday, 7:00am- 5:30am
Law Library Hours: Monday-Friday, 7:30am- 5:00am
April29 (Tuesday) Last day of classes
April30-May 5 (Wednesday-Monday) Reading period prior
to exams
May 6-16 (Tuesday-Friday) Final exams
May 10 (Saturday)UM Commencement
May 17 (Saturday) Law School Hooding Ceremony

Required Curriculum
First Year
500 Civil Procedure I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
501 Civil Procedure II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
502 Contracts I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
503 Contracts II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
504 Pretrial Advocacy I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
505 Pretrial Advocacy II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
506 Legal Research . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
508 Legal Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
509 Legal Writing I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
510 Criminal Law & Proc I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3
2
3
2
2
1
2
1
3
2

3
3
2
2
4
3

Third Year (minimum of 4 credits required)
599 Clinical Training II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-8
600 Clinical Training III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-6
601 Clinical Training IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-6
Electives (see below)

Autumn Semester 2007
August 22-28 (Wednesday-Tuesday) Introductory Program
August 21 (Tuesday)Registration Finalization
August 27 (Monday) Classes Begin
September 3 (Monday) Labor Day (Holiday)
November 12 (Monday) Veterans' Day (Holiday)
November 21-23 (Wednesday-Friday) Thanksgiving Holiday
Building Closed:
Thursday, November 22
November 30 (Friday) Last day of classes
December 3-6 (Monday-Thursday) Reading period
December 7-19 (Friday-Wednesday) Final exams

3
3

Elective Courses (Elective offerings vary from year to
year)
Administrative Law (Law 665, 3 credits)
Advanced Criminal Procedure (Law 690, 2 credits)
Advanced Environmental Law (Law 649, 3 credits)
Advanced Legal Research (Law 615, 2 credits)
Advanced Legal Issues in Education (Law 686, 3 credits)
Advanced Legislation (Law 652, 2 credits)
Advanced Federal Indian Law (Law 617,2 credits)
Advanced Public Land and Resources Law (Law 619,2
credits)
Advanced Trial Advocacy (Law 685, I credit)
Agricultural Law (Law 656, 2 credits)
Alternative Dispute Resolution (Law 614, 3 credits)
American Indian Natural Resources (Law 619, 2credits)
Appellate Advocacy (Law 616, 3 credits)
Bankruptcy (Law 621, 2 credits)
Child Advocacy (Law 670, 2 credits)
Client Counseling Team (Law 638, 2 credits)
Conflict of Laws (Law 653, 2 credits)
Consumer Transactions (Law 645, 3 credits)
Copyright Law (Law 682, 3 credits)
Cyber Law (Law 676,2 credits)
Disability Law (Law 668, 2 credits)
Elder Law (Law 620, 3 credits)
Employment Law (Law 622, 3 credits)
Environmental Law (Law 650, 3 credits)
Estate Planning (Law 659, 3 credits)
Family Law (Law 669,3 credits)
Family Law Mediation (Law 672, 2 credits)
Federal Courts (Law 671, 2 credits)
Federal Indian Law (Law 648, 3 credits)
First Amendment Seminar (Law 675, 2 credits)
Gender and the Law (Law 625,3 credits)
Health Care Law (Law 63 7, 3 credits)
Independent Study (Law 660/1, 1-2 credits)
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Insurance Law (Law 624, 3 credits)
International Business & Trade (Law 629, 2 credits)
Introduction to Environmental Law (Law 650, 3 credits)
Land Use Planning (Law 687, 3 credits)
Law & Literature (Law 607, 1credi )
Law & Technology (Law 693, 2 credits)
Law Practice (Law 631, 1 credit)
Law Reviews I, II, III, IV (Law 564/5, Law 602/3, 1-2
credits)
Lawyers' Values (Law 630, 2 credits)
Legal History (Law 626, 2 credits)
Local Government (Law 646,3 credits)
Moot Courts (Law 666, 2 credits)
Montana Constitutional Law (Law 618, 2 credits)
Natural Resource Development (Law 633, 3 credits)
Natural Resource Dispute Resolution (Law 613, 3 credits)
Negotiations (Law 641, 2 credits)
Negotiation Team (Law 642, 2 credits)
Non-profit Organizations (Law 674, 2 credits)
Patent Law (Law 627, 2 credits)
Philosophy of Law (Law 664, 3 credits)
Product Liability (Law 657, 2 credits)
Public Interest Lawyering (Law 673, 3 credits)
Public International Law (Law 634, 3 credits)
Public Land and Resources Law (Law 654, 3 credits)
Public Regulation of Business (Law 632, 3 credits)
Real Estate Transactions (Law 658, 2 credits)
Remedies (Law 628, 3 credits)
Sales & Leases (Law 692, 3 credits)
Secured Transactions (Law 636, 2 credits)
Special Topics in Criminal Law (Law 667, 2 credits)
Taxation of Business Organizations (Law 639, 4 credits)
Taxation of Estates & Gifts (Law 655, 3 credits)
Taxation of Property Transactions (Law 640, 2 credits)
Trademark Law (Law 693, 2 credits)
Tribal Courts/Tribal Law (Law 688, 3 credits)
Tribal/State Relations (Law 694, 2 credits)
UCC Articles 203 (Law 609, 3 credits)
Water Law (Law 663, 2 credits)
White Collar Crime (Law 644, 2 credits)
Workers' Compensation (Law 662,3 credits)

Faculty
Professors
Bari R. Burke, J.D., University of California, Davis, 1979
J. Martin Burke, LL.M., New York University, 1982
Scott J. Burnham, LL.M., New York University, 1981
William J. Corbett, LL.M., Harvard University, 1971
Raymond Cross, J.D., Yale University, 1973
William F. Crowley, LL.M., New York University, 1951
(Emeritus)
E. Edwin Eck II, LL.M., Georgetown University (Dean)
Larry M. Elison, S.J.D.,University ofMichigan,1962
(Ementus)
Cynthia Ford, J.D., Cornell Law School, 1978
Gregory S. Munro, J.D., University of Montana, 1975
Robert G. Natelson, J.D., Cornell Law School, 1973
David J. Patterson, LL.M., University of Michigan, 1966
Fritz Snyder, J.D., Washburn School of Law, 1979 (Associate
Dean)
Robert E. Sullivan, J.D., Notre Dame, 1946 (Dean Emeritus)

Associate Professors
Elaine Gagliardi, LL,M., New York University, 1990
Stacey Gordon, J.D., University of Montana, 2000
Jeffrey T. Renz, J.D., University ofMontana, 1979

Assistant Professors
Phillip Cousineau, MLS., University of Texas, 1993
Eduardo Capulong, J.D. City University ofNew York Law
School, 1991
Larry Howell, J.D., M.A., The University of Montana, 1992
Kristen Juras, J.D., University of Georgia, 1982
Andrew King-Ries, J.D., Washington University, 1993
Elizabeth Krunk, J.D., University of Michigan, 2001
John W. McDonald, J.D., University of Montana, 1961
Jeffrey T Renz, J.D.,University of Montana, 1979
Maylinn Smith, J.D., University of Montana, 1987
Margaret A. Tonon, J.D., University of Montana, 1974

Adiunct Faculty
David Aronofsky, J.D., University of Texas, 1982
Klaus Sitte, J.D., University of Montana, 1972
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Continuing Education and
Summer Programs
Sharon E. Alexander, Dean
Mission
Continuing Education (CE) is the outreach arm of The
University of Montana, and its mission reflects The University
of Montana's commitment to provide high quality, innovative
outreach programs that serve the lifelong learning needs of the
citizens of Montana and beyond. Continuing Education's
primary goal is to provide access to UM's vast array of
educat10nal opportunities.
Credit, non-credit, grant-funded, sponsored and
self-supporting programs are facilitated through two
departments: Educational Outreach and Community and
Professional Services. These departments work with academic
units and external agencies for program development; write
grant and contract proposals for external fundin~; offer focused
training programs that contribute to the econormc development
of Montana; and use a variety of technologically assisted
delivery formats. CE is funded by appropriated, self-support,
sponsored and grants/contracts sources.
Continuing Education is located in the James E. Todd
building, east of the University Center, and provides access to
state-of-the-art technology in every room. In addition, CE
provides conference and event planning, including equipment
rental, technical support and logistical assistance. For more
information, visit the web site at www.umt.edu/ce/.

Educational Outreach
The Educational Outreach Department serves as an integral
part of the instructional program of The University of Montana,
offering credit courses and programs for individuals on- and
off- campus through a variety of delivery methods.
Educational Outreach is home to the following divisions:
Extended Studies; Extended Degree Programs; UMOnline;
Summer Semester and Wintersession. For Information, visit
our website at www.umt.edu/ce/deo/.
Extended Studies offers academic courses in a variety of
subjects throughout Montana and beyond. Educators and other
professionals may find workshops to satisfy re-certification or
professional development requirements and courses to fit
mdividual needs. Select Extended Studies at
www.umt.edu/ce/deo/ to view course schedules and program
offerings.
Extended Degree Programs administers several UM offcampus degree programs at various locations around the state
including the MBA program, the online MBA Foundation
program; Education cohort programs at the Masters and
Doctoral levels; and others. For mor information about online
or off-campus degree programs and locations, select Extended
Degree Programs at www.umt.edu/ce/deo.
UM Online courses are available to students both on- and

off- campus at times and places convenient to the learner.
Degree programs, General Education courses and many other
online courses are offered in cooperation with academic units,
to students locally, throughout Montana, nationally and
globally. Online degree programs include the Library Media
Endorsement Program, the AAS in Surgical Technology, the
Masters of Public Administration, and the Masters of Education
in Curriculum Studies, and others. For more information and
course schedules, select UMOnline at the web site
http://umonline.umt.edu/.
Summer Semester offers several options for traditional and
non-traditional students throughout the summer months.
Graduate and undergraduate courses are offered in more than
30 disciplines, along with workshops and seminars. For more
information about Summer Semester, contact the Program
Manager, Summer Programs, via e-mail at
summer@mso.umt.edu or visit www.montanasummer.com.
Wintersession offers UM students an opportunity to earn up
to 6 credits during the 3-week session in January. Credits
earned during Wintersession count toward full-time Spring
Semester status. For example, students registered for 3 credits
during Wintersession and 9 credits during the Spring Semester
are considered full-time students. Students registered fro 12 or
more credits during the Spring Semester do not pay additional
tuition for courses scheduled during Wintersess10n. Financial
Aid applies to credits earned durin~ Spring, including
Wintersession. For more information, view our website at
http://www.umt.edu/ce/deo/winter/.

Community and Professional Services
The mission of the Community and Professional Services
Department is to provide comprehensive credit and non-credit
traming opportunities to a broad spectrum of professional and
community woups using a variety of delivery media. The
Department IS responsible for the development and
implementation of programs that are outside the traditional
education format and cover professional development, technical
support, training, creative solutions, enhanced solutions and
communications. Communiry and Professional Services is
home to the following two divisions: Grants and Contracts; and
Health and the Environment.
The Grants and Contracts Division is responsible for
responding to Requests of Proposals; managing successful
sponsored projects; project evaluations; and conducting grandwriting workshops for non-profit groups.
The Health and Environment division is responsible for
providing training opportunities to health and human services
professionals as well as those working with environmental
Issues related to natural resources, ecosystem management, fire,
water, soil and air. Contact us on the internet at
http://www.umt.edu/ce/cps/.
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Undergraduate Advising
Center
.
Melanie Hoell, Director
The Undergraduate Advising Center is the academic home
for exploratory students. It also provides academic advising to
pre-psychology and pre-communication studies students.
Undergraduate Advising Center activities include early
assessment of entering students' academic difficulty, placement
of under prepared students in appropriate developmental
courses, and creation of special sections of established courses
and of new courses to meet the needs of entering students.

Four Bear Four-Year Graduation Plan
The aim of the Four Bear Four-Year graduation Plan is to
facilitate, through commitments made by the participating
student and The University of Montana-Missoula, the student's
goal of graduating from the University in four years. (Pharmacy
is an exclusion to the four year plan. The students in this
program are given five or six years to complete their degree.)
The plan is intended for first-time UM freshmen, includmg
freshmen with Advanced Placement or High School Pilot
Program credits, but excluding freshmen admitted on
provisional, part-time status and transfer students.
Four Bear gives the student registration priority beginning his
or her first registration after signing the Four Bear contract and
will pay incidental and mandatory fees past the planned
graduation time provided the student has met all contract
conditions and followed an advisor -approved four year
graduation plan. If a student is not meeting the conditions as
set forth in the Four Bear contract, he or she will be dropped
from the program, but no other penalties are incurred.
Many departmental sections in the catalog include a
suggested four-year course of study for students to follow in
order to graduate in four years. These are suggested course
plans. Four Bear students must meet with the1r advisor in order
to customize their plan to fit individual circumstances and
academic goals.
For more information and to sign up for the program, contact
the Four Bear Coordinator, Lommasson Center 269.

Courses
U=for undergraduate credit only, UG=for undergraduate or
credit, G=for graduate credit. R after the credit
mdicates the courses may be repeated for credit to the
maximum indicated after the R. Credits beyond this maximum
do not count toward a degree.
~raduate

Undergraduate Advising Center (UNC)

U 101 Freshman Seminar I 2cr. Offered autumn.
Introduction to academic life: readin~s in current social and
ethical topics, extensive practice in hstening and composition
skills, applied research skills, individual and group
presentatiOns, and individual academic advising. Course is
anchored by a mandatory lecture series.
U 102 Freshman Seminar II 2 cr. Offered f?pring.
Development of critical reading, writing, and speaking skills,
best academic practices, other college survival issues. Intended
for at-risk students who exhibit high academic potential.
U 180 Freshman Interest Group Seminar 1 cr. Offered
autumn. Coreq., enrollment in a Freshman Interest Group.
Discussion section for Freshman Interest Group in which the
theme of the FIG is articulated in interdisciplinary terms.
U 194 Seminar Variable cr. (R-6) Offered autumn.
U 195 Special topics 1-6 cr. (R-6) Offered autumn and
SIJring. Restricted to freshmen. Topics variable. Experimental
offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new
courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.
U 196 Independent Study 1-2 cr. (R-2) Offered
intermittently.
U 198 Internship Variable cr. (R-6) Offered intermittently.
Prereq., consent of director. Extended classroom experience
which provides practical application of classroom learning
during placements off campus. Prior approval must be obtained
from ilie faculty supervisor and the Internship Services office.
A maximum of 6 credits of Internship (198, 298, 398, 498)
may count toward graduation.
U 270 Critical Writing II 2 cr. Offered autumn and spring.
Planning and composition of written documents for academic
and professional purposes; writing thesis statements, developing
supporting arguments, crafting cohesive paragraphs, and
choosing appropriate language.
U 380 FIG Leader Training Seminar 2 cr. Offered spring.
Prereq., consent of director of FIG program. Training seminar
for seminar leaders in the Freshman Interest Group program.
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Affiliated University of
Montana Campuses
The University of Montana Western
The unique mission of The University of Montana- Western
emphasizes experiential learning that combines theory and
practice through projects and field experiences. In order to
better facilitate this type of learning, UMW has adopted a
course scheduli~g system, termed Experience Once, where
students take a smgle course at a time for about one month.
Western C?mbrac_es as its _mission. the privilege and obligations
to capitalize on Its beautiful but Isolated landscape in southwest
~ontana. This miss~on infuses the University's curriculum: in
Its centllrX-long tradition f'!r excell~nce in professional
programs m tea<?her e~ucatt<?n,_b~smess and technplogy; in its
~trong program m. the mterdisciphnary arts and sciences; and in
Its two year associate degree programs responding to regional
needs.
Western offers the Bachelor of Science degree in elementary
or secondary education with options in traditional subject areas·
Early Childhood Education; Business; and Natural
'
Horsemanship. In addition, Western offers Bachelor of Arts
(BA) and Bachel<?r of f\.ppli~d SCience (B~S) degrees. BA
students have optwns m; VIsual Arts; Environmental Sciences·
Literature !lnd Writing; Biology; and Environmental
'
Int_erpretatton. BAS students may use an Associate of Applied
Science (A:AS) degree as a base for the BAS degree with most
of the credits from the two-year degree transferring into the
BAS. Western grants Associate of Arts and Associate of
Sciences degrees for those.who want to obtain their general
education before transferring to another campus; and also offers
a variety of Associate of Applied Science degrees for those
needing entry-level job skills.
Individualized education has been a campus hallmark for over
100 years. An average of 1200 students enroll at Western each
fall. Class sizes are ke.{>t small (average class size is 18
students). The faculty IS nationally recognized for its
e~cellenc~, creativit:y, and genuine concer_n for maintaining the
hig~ guahty academtc and personal expenence that is a
tradition at Western.
In addition to fulfilling academic life, UM-Western offers
National Association oflntercollegiate Athletics Frontier
Conference sports infootball, volleyball,. men's and women's
basketball ano golf, and men's and women's National
Intercollegiate Rodeo Association teams. A varied sports
program is also available for students seeking intramural
activities. Western's geographic location makes an ideal setting
for individuals who enJoy the. rugged outdoors. Yellowstone,
Grand Teton, and Glacier natwnal parks are nearby for those
interested in viewing natural wonders and wildlife.
Alfl?.<?ugh it has a small town atmosphere, Dillon offers all the
amemttes of a much larger community. Ranching, mining and
tourism are the chief industries of the area. Western's
picturesque 34 acre campus and friendly atmosphere blend with
the community and area. For more information about The
University of Montana - Western, call 800-962-6668 and
request the admissions office.

The University of MontanaHelena College of Technology
The Uni~ersio/ of Montana -Helena College ofTechn_ology
of The Umversity of Montana offers two-year programs m
business, trades, technical and health occupations designed to

meet the state's business and industry needs for technologically-skilled workers. All of the curricula are
ind~stry-approved ~~ emphasize learning in a hands-on
environment. In addition, the college offers an Associate of
Science degree and Associate of Arts degree designed to
!ransfer to fo~-year institutions. The college, founded in 1939,
IS fully accredited by the Northwest Association of Schools and
Colleges, the Montana State Board ofNursing, the Federal
Aviation Administration, and the National Institute for
Automotive Service Excellence.
Helena's students take a full compliment of courses in mathematics, communications, computer literacy, andcareer
development. Located in Montana's beautiful capitol city, the
College offers its progr!lffiS i~ m_odern classrooms, shops, and
labs, both near the Capitol bmldmg and at the Helena airport.
For more information, call 1-800-241-4882.

Montana Tech of The University
of Montana
Founded in Butte in 1889 as the Montana School ofMines
Montana Tech has a century-old reputation as one ofthe fin~st
science and engineering colleges in America. Montana Tech is
repeatedly recognized year after year among the top 10% of all
colleges in America. While still focusing on its onginal
programs in minerals and energy engineerin~, Montana Tech
has expanded its offerings to include new science, engineering,
computer science, technical communication, business, and
imtovative health care programs all designed to meet the needs
oftoday's rapidly chl'I.Ilging world.
Montana Tech provides outstanding educational programs to
its 2,200 students in a truly personalized setting. Students are
treated as individuals and enjoy their close relationships with
faculty. Current Montana Tech students come from every
Monti;Ula c'!unty, 34 states and 17 foreign co~tries. Montana
Tech IS a friendly campus where students get mvolved in a
wide array of campus events and activities as well as abundant
outdoor recreational opportunities. Student satisfaction surveys
consistently give the College high marks for its quality of
student life.
Upon graduation, Montana Tech graduates enjoy over a 95%
average placement rate at outstanding starting salaries. Many
of the College's alumni have attained senior leadership
position.s in the minerals, energy, and natural resource industry
and busmess. Over 35% of Montana Tech alumni give back to
the campus each and every year.
Located in the heart of the mountains of Southwest Montana,
the 58-acre main campus can be seen for miles. With over $20
million in recently completed building and renovation projects
the campus blends its historical buildmgs with new, state-of- '
the-art laboratory and instructional facilities. The Colle~e's
two-year campus is located seven miles south of the mam
campus and provides occupational and technical program
opportunities at the associate degree level.
Montana's geologic and hydrogeologic research arm, the
Bureau of Mines and Geology, is a department of the College.
Montana Tech's commitment to research has been rewarded
with a 500 percent increase in funding over the past ten years.
Inquiries to Montana Tech should be directed to 1-800-445Tech or admissions@mtech.edu or see Tech's webpage at
www.mtech.edu.
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Fee Schedule

Fees
General
The student expense information provided in this catalog is
based upon the rates for the 2006-07 academic year. Current
information may be obtained by contacting Business Services,
Lommasson Center, The University of Montana-Missoula,
Missoula, Montana 59812. The phone number is 406-243-2223
or visit our website at http://www.umt.edu/bussrvcs/. The
Board of Regents reserves the right to adjust fees at any time.
Students are encouraged to have ftmds on deposit in a
Missoula bank for fees, board, room and other necessary
expenses and be able to write a check for the exact amount
during registration periods. Foreign and Canadian checks are
not accepted. Canadian money is discounted. Credit card
payment is accepted using VISA, Mastercard and Discover. A
student's registration is not complete until fee
payment/finalization has been processed.

The fee schedules shown are for the 2006-2007 academic
year. Students with WUE residency, graduate students, law
students, unsubsidized residents, post baccalaureate and
summer students will find different fee schedules applied.
Contact Business Services for more information. These fees
may change without notice.
Students enrolled for 6 credits or fewer have the option of
paying an additional amount to cover the ASUM activity fee,
campus recreation fee, health service, and athletic fee.
Permission is required by the undergraduate student's faculty
advisor to register for more than 21 credits.
Fee Schedule Explanation

Activity fee
The activity fee is applied to the Associated Students of The
University of Montana-Missoula, ASUM. It entitles students to
use ASUM services (legal services, day care, tutoring services,
etc.), provides support to ASUM activities, allows students to

Main Campus Student Fee Schedule 2006~2007 Semesters
Undergraduate lower Division
Coo me Regis. Tui!ioo Bldg. Com;:MI Equip
Credit f{;le
Fee
Fee Techno! Fee
Fee"""
1

30.00 155.80 2.75

6.50

2

30.00 311.60 5.50

13.00

Athi

~

Camp Health !<aimin/ Al'.ad UCOP uc Radio! Utility Resident Nonres Nooms. Noores.
SurTolal
Bldg.
Ret Fee*f'* , Ret.yc Fac
Fee
Ren. Trans
Tui!ioo
Total
Fee..., Fees**" Chrage
Fees*** Fee
Fee
Fee

1.75 I 18.00 OptionaI 21.00

Optional

18.00 pptionaI 21.00

3.50

2.25 10.00

4.30

0.00

0.35

251.15

3.00

393.10

4.50 20.00

8.60

0.00

0.70

433.30

6.00

786.20 1,225.50

647.25

pPtional

3

30.00 467.40 8.25

19.50

5.25

18.00 pptional 21.00

4

30.00 623.20 11.00

26.00

7.00

18.00 pPlional 21.00

5

30.00 779.00 13.75

32.50

8.75

pP!ional
Optional

18.00 Oplional 21.00

6.75

30.00

12.90

0.00

'1.05

615.45

9.00

1,179.30 1,803.75

9.00

40.00

17.20

0.00

1.40

797.00

12.00

1,572.40 2,382.00

11.25

50.00

21.50

0.00

1.75

979.75

15.00

1,965.50 2,960.25

13.50

60.00

25.80

0.00

2.10

1,161.90

18.00 2,358.60 3,538.50

Optional

!

6

30.00 934.80 16.50

39.00 10.50

18.00 Optional 21.00

7

30.00 1090.6 19.25
0

45.50 12.25

66.00

87..00 169.75

8.00 15.75

70.00

30.00

17.50

2.45

1,653.15

21.00

2,751.70 4,425.85

8

2-Q.OO 1246.4 22.00

52.00 14.00

66.00

87.. 00 169.75

8.00 18.00

70.00

30.00

17.50

2.80

1,820.35

24.00

3,144.80 4,989.15

9

30.00 '1~2.2,24.75

58.50 15.75

66.00

87.. 00 169.75

8.00 20.25

70.00

30.00

17.50

3.15

1,987.55

27.00

3,537.90 5,552.45

10

30.00 1558.0 27.50

65.00 17.50

66.00

87.. 00 169.75

8.00 22.50

70.00

30.00

17.50

3.50

2,154.75

30.00

3,931.00 6,115.75

11

30.00 1731.8 30.25
0

71.50 19.25

66.00

87..00 169.75

8.00 24.75

70.00

30.00

17.50

3.85

2,321.95

33.00 4,324.10 6,679.05

0

0

I'

Optional

'

4.20 2,488.75 36.00 4,717.20 7,241.95
12-21 30.00 1869.6 33.00
77.60 21.00 66.00 87..00 169.75
8.00 27.00 70.00 30.00 17.50
0
..
' .
.'
* Sl:udenls enrolled for 6 credils or less have the option of pay~ng addiliooal amounts to rover Ac!Miy, Campus Recreation, and d1n1cal servJces provided by the Cuny
Health Center. "*Mandato!)! health insurance ooverat:JS, wi!ii r'IQht of waiver, is required for allsluden!s. The semester rate, subject to limits set by ihe BOR, is
$582.50
"**M.12 cr. Tech. $37.40; Comp. $40.20; Athlelic $18 1-6cr, $36 7cr&above; Aclivity $30; Kaimin $4; Recycling $4; UC Renovation $30; P"'dio $5 aru:l Trans. $12.50.
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vote in elections and receive reduced rates to programming
events.

acquisitions.

Medical Insurance Fee

Athletic Fee
This fee is used to assist the Athletic Department in
maintaining Division I status and to bring them into compliance
with gender equity laws. This fee entitles full-time students to
attend most UM athletic events. Part-time students may attend
up to 3 football games in addition to most other events.
Building and Nonresident Building Fees These
fees are applied to the long term debt and used for the
acquisition and renovation of buildings.

Campus Recreation Fee
This fee supports the services and programs of the Campus
Recreation Department. It allows students to use the facilities
at no c~~ge, ~e Grizzly Pool at no charge at certain times, and
to parttctpate m recreation sports.

Computer Fees
Fee is used for the purchase or lease of computer equiJ>ment,
software, maintenance, or related items which will benefit the
instructional program.

The University of Montana-Missoula requires all students to
have and to maintain major medical insurance. Before you can
register for classes, you yvill be prompted to elect or waive
the student Blue Cross Blue .Shield plan. You may waive
this option only if you have other major medical coverage.
You must make a selection (elect or waive) before you can
proceed to the class selection area ofCyberbear. Ifyou
elect the insurance and fail to register for at least 1 credit before
the 15th class day, your election will be voided and you will not
have insurance coverage. More information on the student
insurance program is available at http://www.umt.edu/sa/chc,
then select "Student Insurance".

Radio and Transportation Fee
Students enrolled for 7 credits or more are assessed these
fees. The Radio Fee is used to support the student radio
station. The Transportation Fee is used to address
transportation issues.

Registration Fee
This Fee is non-refundable and applied to instructional costs.

Curry Health Fee

Tuition Resident and Nonresident Fees

This fee supports the services and programs of Curry Health
Center. Students who pay this fee receive services at low
charges (many services are at no additional charge).

These fees are applied to instructional costs.

University Center Fees

Equipment Fees
This fee is a{>plied to the purchase, lease and maintenance of
equipment whtch will provtde a primary benefit to the
educational program, including library and other related capital

The University Center operation fee is applied to the
operation of the University Center. The University Center
renovation fee is applied to renovation of the University Center.

College of Technology Student Fee Schedule 2006-2007 Semesters
Unaergraduate Lower Division
Course Regis.
Credit Fee

Tuition
Fee

~~~

~
Fee$

feeOM

c::

Health lJiility Kaiminf Acad
Fee*/"" SUrFac
Charge

~

Fee

uc

OP
Fee

Rad"IO' Resident Nonres

Trans

Fee-

Total

Bldg.

Fee

Nonres.

Tuition
Fee

Nonres.

Total

1

30.00

99.40

2.75

6.50

1.75 Optional

21.00

0.35

0.00

2.25

0.00

161.80

3.00

212.60

377.40

2

30.00

198.80

5.50

13.00

3.50 Optional

21.00

0.70

0.00

4.50

0.00

272..60

6.00

425.20

703.80

3

30.00

298.20

8.25

19.50

5.25 Optional

21.00

1.05

0.00

6.75

0.00

383.40

9.00

637.80

1,030.20

4

30.00

397.60

11.00

26.00

7.00 Optional

21.00

1.40

0.00

9.00

0.00

494.20

12.00

850.40

1,356.60

5

30.00

497.00

13.75

32.50

8.75 Optional

21.00

1.75

0.00

11.25

0.00

605.00

15.00 1,063.00

1,683:00

6

30.00

596.40

16.50

39..00 10.50 Optional

21.00

2.10

0.00

13.50

0.00

715.80

18.00 1,275.60

2,009.40

7

30.00

695.80

19.25

45.50

12.25

30.00

169.75

2.45

8.00

15.75

17.50 1,030.85

21.00 1,488.20

2,540.05

8

30.00

795.20

22.00

52.00

14.00

30.00

169.75

2.80

8.00

18.00

17.50 1,141.65

24.00 1,700.80

2,866.45

9

30.00

894.60

24.75

58.50

15.75

30.00

169.75

3.15

8.00

20.25

17.50 1,252.45

27.00 1,931.40

3,192.85

10

30.00

994.00

27.50

65.00

17.50

30.00

169.75

3.50

8.00

22.50

17.50 1,36325

30.00 2,126.00

3,519.25

11

30.00 1093.40 30.25

68.75

19.25

30.00

169.75

3.85

8.00

24.75

17.50 1,474.05

33.00 2,338.60

3,845.65

12-21 30.00 1192.80 33.00
71.50 21.00
30.00
169.75 4.20 8.00 27.00
17.50 1,584.45
36.00 2,551.20
4,171.65
• S1udenls enrolled for 6 aedils or less have the op1i9n of IJ6Y.Ing additional amounls to a::Ner ~. 01nical Services orovided by Cuny Health Center.
** Marlflatoly health insu~ance ~. with rig~ of waiver, is r:.equil19d for all students. The semester rate, subiecl to Omits set bY the BOR. is $582.50
-M 12 creCiils Technology $37.40; COmputer $40.20; Kaimin $4; R~ing $4; Radio $5; Transportation $12.50; Athletic $28 1=6cr and $36 for 7 cr and up.
0

0

..
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Kaimin and Recycling Fees
The $4.00 Kaimin fee supports the student newspaper and the
$4.00 Recycling fee supports the recycling program.

Academic Facilities and Technology Fee
The Academic Facility Fee was approved by students for the
repayment of bonds. The proceeds from the bonds will be used
to remodel classrooms and laboratories. The Technology Fee is
used to support the technology infrastructure for Academic and
Administrative Systems.

Other Course Fees
The Board of Regents may approve additional fees at any
time. Fees frequently are assessed for selected courses in
subjects such as: Accounting Technology, Art, Biology,
Biochemistry, Building Maintenance Engineering, Business,
Chemistry, Computer Technology, Culinary Arts, Curriculum
and Instruction, Dance, Diesel Equipment Technology, Drama,
Educational Leadership, Electromcs Technology, Forestry,
Geology, Health and Human Performance, Heavy Equipment
Operation, Journalism, Legal Studies, Mathematics, Metals
Processes, Microbiology, Military Science, Music, Nursing,
Pharmacy, Physical Therapy, Resource Conservation,
Respiratory Therapy, Science, Secretarial Technology, Small
Engmes, Surgical Technology, Truck, Welding, and Wildlife
Biology. This listing may not be all-inclusive and does not
preclude a specific fee from being assessed. Special fees are
assessed for extended field trips in various departments. An
Educational Service Fee is charged for the off-campus M.B.A.
and M.P.A. programs.
Audited courses are assessed the same fees as courses taken
for credit.
A fee is charged for cooperative education internships.
Purchase of supplies, equipment, or tools may be required by
certain programs.

Law School Fees
The proposed 2007-2008 School of Law fees for 12 credits
are approximately $2824 for autumn and $2804 for spring for
an in-state student and $8042 for autumn and $8022 for spring
for an out-of-state student. The Health Service fee is included.
Health Insurance coverage is available to students for an
additional charge.

Law Special Fees
All persons who apply for admission to the School of Law
must pay an acceptance fee of$300.00 ($150.00 is refundable
if written notice is received by the due date if student does not
want to attend) which is apphed toward payment of fees upon
entering and attending the School of Law in the semester for
which application was made.
In addition to t~ above fees, Law School students must pay
an additional $145.00 fer credit per semester. The amount is
applied to instructiona costs.
All law students are assessed a $26.00 law activity fee for
autumn and a $6.00 law activity fee for spring.
Continuing Education and Summer Programs
Fees, room and board costs for Summer Programs and fees
for registration in Continuing Education are contained in
separate publications. These publications can be obtained by
contacting Continuing Education and Summer Programs, The
University of Montana-Missoula, Missoula, MT 59812 or by
visiting our website at www.umt.edu/ce.

Refund for Withdrawal from the
University
If a student decides to withdraw from classes, the student
should contact The University of Montana Registrar's Office in
Griz Central, located in the Lommasson Center, and complete a

withdrawal form to begin the official withdrawal process. This
procedure will enable The University of Montana to prorate the
fees assessed based upon the official date of withdrawal.
Students must be attending classes to remain eligible for
Federal Financial Aid. If a student drops courses, stops
attending classes or withdraws from Tlie University of
Montana, The University and/or the student may be required to
return federal funds awarded to the student. If a student
officially withdraws during the first fifteen days of class, the
tuition and fees will be re-assessed for the semester based upon
the official date of withdrawal.
A student's official withdrawal date is determined by:
• the date the student began the institution's withdrawal
process or officially notified the institution of intent to
withdraw; or
• the midpoint of the period for a student who leaves without
notifying the institution; or
• the last date of attendance by the student at a documented
·
academically related activity.

Before
classes
begin

Week

Week

3rd
Week

41hweek
or Later

Registration

none

none

none

none

none

Tuition/Fees

100%

90%

75%

50%

none

Radio/Trans
Fee

100%

90%

75%

50%

none

Activity Fee

100%

90%

75%

50%

none

Athletic Fee

100%

90%

75%

50%

none

Kaimln/
Recycling

100%

90%

75%

50%

none

CampusRec.

100%

90%

75%

50%

none

Health
Services

100%

90%

75%

50%

none

Blue Cross
Ins.**

100%

100%

100%

100%

none

Other Fees

varies

varies

varies

varies

varies

1"

2"d

•• Students who des1re to continue the Blue Cross Health Insurance must contact the Curry
Health Center prior to withdrawal. Otherwise the insurance premiums will automatically be
refunded and coverage will be lost.

Students who withdJ.:a~ from The Univer~ity will receive prorated assessment of tuition and fees according to the followmg
schedule. Charges for room and board will be re-assessed on a
pro-rated bases. During the final two weeks of the semester,
room charges will not be re-assessed. Student who do not
formally and completely withdraw are not eligible for a refund.
The University of Montana will reassess the tuition and fees for
students using the Deferred Payment Plan if the student
officially withdraws during the first fifteen days of a semester.
However, the student may still owe a balance to the University.

Return of Title IV Funds (Federal Financial
Aid)
The University of Montana Refund Policy exists for
calculating the refund of institutional charges. The federal
"Return of Title IV Funds" formula dictates the amount of
Federal Title IV aid that must be returned to the federal
government by the University and the student. The federal
formula is applicable to a student receivin~ Title IV Funds if
that student withdraws on or before the 60 Yo point of time in
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the semester. The student may also receive a refund of some
institutional charges through The University of Montana's
refund policy.
The federal formula requires a return of Title IV aid if the
student received federal financial assistance in the form of a
Pell Grant, ACG Grant, SMART Grant, Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant, Federal Perkins Loan, Federal
Stafford Loan, or a PLUS loan and withdrew on or before
completing 60% of the semester. The percentage of Title IV
aid to be returned is equal to the number of calendar days
remaining in the semester (effective on the official withdrawal
date) divided by the number of calendar days in the semester
(scheduled academic breaks of five consecutive days or more
are excluded). After all Title IV aid return requirements have
been satisfied, remaining credit balances will first be ai?plied to
satisfy outstanding University tuition, fees, and institutiOnal
charges. Any remaining credit balances will then be refunded
to the student.
Once you have completed more than 60% of the semester,
you have earned all (100%) of your assistance. If you
withdraw from The University of Montana before completing
60% of the semester, you may have to repay any unearned
financial aid funds that were already disbursed to you. Please
contact staff in The University's Business Services Department,
located in Griz Central, if you have any questions about refunds
or the calculation of refund amounts.

Distribution Priority for Return of Title IV
Funds
1. Unsubsidized Federal Stafford Loan
2. Subsidized Federal Stafford Loan
3. Federal Perkins Loan
4. Federal Graduate PLUS Loan
5. Federal Parent PLUS Loan
6. Federal Pell Grant Program
7. ACG Grant Program
8. SMART Grant Program
9. Federal SEOG Program
10. Other Title IV Aid
11. Other Federal, State, Private, or Institutional Aid
12. The Student

Hardship Withdrawal Policy
Hardship withdrawals may be granted to students who
experience a catastrophic unanticipated condition or event after
the fifteenth class day of a semester if the condition prevents
the student from completing academic course work. If medical,
this must be documented by a health care provider and verified
by the Curry Health Center. A medical hardship withdrawal
will only be granted in cases of extreme hardship resulting from
a serious or hfe threatenin~ medical condition. In order for a
student to receive a hardshtp withdrawal from The University
of Montana, the student must contact the Registrar's Office
(non-medical) or the Curry Health Center (if medical) to start
the hardship withdrawal process. Upon approval of a hardship
withdrawal, the Registrar will enter the appropriate withdrawal
information on the student's academic record. A student
receiving a hardship withdrawal will be eligible for a tuition
waiver equal to the currently paid amount for the first semester
of re-enrollment after a hardship withdrawal has been
approved, for UI? to two (2) years, if the student meets the
following critena:
1. Is a degree seeking students, and
2. Is either a resident or non-resident student, and
3. Is a continuing student, and
4. Is maintaining satisfactory progress based upon The
University of Montana's scholastic regulations.
Business Services will calculate the tuition waiver amount for
all approved hardship withdrawals and will notify the Financial

Aid Office of the tuition waiver amount. Upon re-enrollment,
the Financial Aid Office will establish a fee waiver for the
eligible student's tuition equal to the pre-determined amount.
Students withdrawing during the first fifteen class days of a
semester for medical reasons should contact the Curry Health
Center in order to maintain the health insurance coverage.
Otherwise, the medical insurance premiums will be
automatically refunded and coverage will be lost.
The hardship withdrawal process is not the appropriate venue
to resolve or petition academic matters. Such concerns must be
addressed in the student's respective department, school, or
college. In addition, the hardship withdrawal process is not an
alternative means to drop classes after the normal drop date, to
remove unwanted grades, or preclude resulting
academic/financial aid actions (warning, probation, suspension,
etc.)

Late Registration
A student who does not complete registration, including
payment offees or finalizing via Cyberbear.umt.edu, dunng the
scheduled registration period (see current Schedule of Classes)
is assessed a late registration fee of $40.00. After the fifteenth
class day, a petition is required to register and, if approved, an
additional $80.00 will be assessed.

Returned Checks
A charge of$15.00 will be assessed on checks (paper or
electronic) returned from the bank. Any check tendered in
payment of registration fees and not honored by the bank upon
which it is drawn may result in cancellation of a student's
registration. The student will be assessed the late registration
fee of$80.00 maximum in addition to the $15.00 service
charge.

Fee Policy on Drop/Adds
Students must pay for all courses for which they are enrolled
at registration. However, within the first fifteen class days, they
may drop or add courses. The courses for which students are
enrolled on the fifteenth class day will determine any fee
adjustments (see fee schedule) or financial aid adjustments.
Beginning the sixteenth class day, courses dropped will not
result in a reduction of fees but courses added will increase
credit hour enrollment and may result in an additional charge.
Payment is due at the time courses are added.

Drop/Add Processing Fee
A $10.00 processing fee will be charged for each course that
is added or aropped after the fifteenth instructional day. See
the summer class schedule for summer session deadlines.

Deferred Payment Plan
The Montana University System Board of Regents has
authorized a Deferred Payment Plan for stud~nts who are
unable to pay their bill at the time of finalization for the current
term. Students' whose accounts are in good standing, have
completed a FASFA from for the current year, and are not able
to secure other reasonable lines of credit through private
financial institutions will be eligible. The plan provides for the
payment of at least one third of the total fees along with a
$30.00 administrative charge at the time of registration,
payment of one third arproximately 30 days after registration
and payment of the ful balance approximately 60 days after
registration. Registration, Incidental, Health Service, Activity,
Kaimin,Recychng, Academic Facilities, Computer, Equipment,
Athletic, Campus Recreation, Radio, University Center and
Building Fees, and Residence Halls and Dining Service charges
less any Financial Aid may be deferred. The signing and
adherence to the terms and conditions of a promissory note will
be required and no fees may be deferred by any person who
owes the University any fees, fines, loans or other charges or
who has previously deferred fees and failed to make timely
payments. A $15.00 fee will be assessed each time a payment is
late. This plan is not available for the summer session.
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Monthly Bill Statements
Monthly bill statements will be mailed to the student's current
mailing address displayed in Cyberbear. In addition, an
electronic notification will be e-mailed to their official
University of Montana e-mail account ~m;://grizmail.umt.edu).
It is the student's responsibility to chec
eir mail and official
University of Montana e-mail account for these statements and
notices. Payments for billed amounts are due by the due date
indicated on the statements and electronic message. Failure to
make timely payments will result in an interest charge assessed
on balances not paid in full by the following monthly billing.
Payments can be made (1) online in Cyberbear; (2) at the
cashiers station located m Griz Central (2"d floor Lommasson
Center); or by mailing payments to Student Accounts, Business
Services, The University of Montana, 32 Campus Drive #2304,
Missoula, MT 59812-2304.

Non Payment
A student who owes regular fees and charges including room
and board or has an overdue debt owed to the University for
any fees, fines, or other charges will not be able to re~ister,
secure any transcript or record, or access any University
facilities or services until the full amount due has been paid or
satisfactorily resolved with Business Services. Interest may be
charged at the rate of 10% on the balance due from the day
after the due date until the full amount has been paid and any
attorney's fees or other costs or charges necessary for the
collection of the amount owed may be added to the balance
due.

Determination of In-State Fee
Status
The Montana University System classifies all students as
either in-state or out-of-state. This classification affects
admission decisions and fee determinations. The basic rules for
making the classification are found in Board of Regents' Policy.
It is each student's responsibility to secure and review a copy of
the policy. Failure to be aware of the rules will not be cause for
granting any exceptions to them. A copy of the policy is
available from the Admissions Office or the Registrar's Office.
It is important to bear in mind that each residency
determmation is based on the unique set of facts found in each
individual's case. Students participating in the.Western
Undergraduate Exchange or the National Student Exchange
programs. are not eligible to gain residency. If you have
questions concerning your particular case, be sure to contact the
unit to which you are applying for admission or at which you
are already enrolled. Generally, the Admissions Office or the
Registrar's Office will be able to assist you.
With certain exceptions, in order to be eligible for in-state
status, a person must meet a 12-month durational residency test.
You will have to demonstrate a bona fide intent to become a
Montana resident. The 12-month period does not start until
some act indicative of an intent to establish residency is taken.
Mere presence in Montana, enrollment at a unit or rental
agreements will not serve to start this period. Sufficient acts to
start the :period are registration to vote, obtaining a Montana
driver's hcense, registration of a motor vehicle in Montana,
purchase of a home in Montana or filing of a resident Montana
tax return. The 12-months must be completed by the 15th
instructional day to qualify for that term.
Your actions during the 12 month waiting period will be used
to determine whether you are in the state as a bona fide resident
or merely for educational purposes. The decision on your
residency will not generally depend on just one factor .. The
following are the thinss you need to do that will support a
claim of bona fide residency.
A. Register to vote if you are a voter
B. License a vehicle if you operate one in Montana
C. Obtain a driver's license if you drive

D. Be physically present in Montana, not out of the state of
Montana, for more than a total of 30 days
E. Can Not be claimed as a tax exemption by residents of
another state or file taxes a resident of another state
F. Provide at least 51% ofyour own financial support (this
means you will need to document to us that you have
contributed approximately $6000 towards your support during
the twelve month waiting period)
G. File a Montana resident income tax return (this is
important for all who claim residency in Montana, regardless of
the amount of earnings)
H. Only register for six (6) credits or less per semester
(including summer school) during the twelve month waiting
period. Registering for more thatl 6 credits creates a strong
presumption that you are here for educational purposes, and
may disqualify you from achieving in-state status.
Be certain to secure the Board of Regents residency Policy
and questionnaire from the Registrar's Office in the
Lommasson Center 20 1 or at the Registration Counter in Griz
Central . At the end of your twelve month waiting period you
must complete the residency questionnaire and attach copies of
your driver's license, vehicle registration, voter's registration
and proof of your earnings for the twelve months and return it
to the Registrar's Office for review. This documentation can be
submitted to the Registrar's Office up to 30 days in advance of
the petitioners start date and not later then the 15h instructional
day of the semester for which the status is sought. When a
student vetitions or meets the requirements after the 15th
instructiOnal day, a change in classification, if granted, will not
be retroactive and will become effective for the next term.
Reclassification is not automatic and will not occur unless the
individual so petitions. It is the student's responsibility to meet
any filing deadlines that are imposed by the appropriate unit of
the System. All students should check with the appropriate
office to determine the time limits for filing. The appeal process
is given in the Regents' policy.

Costs of On-Campus Services
Housing and Dining Services
Students ·living in University residence halls are required to
contract for a meal plan with Dining Services. Room and board
rates are the same fur in-state and out of-state. students.
Occupants may select any meal plan to obtain the number of
meals preferred and choose from a variety of room options.
Students who are approved to move out of the residence halls
and terminate their meal plan contract will receive a prorated
refund based upon the days remaining in the semester less the
cancellation fee.

Residence Halls
*Rates subject to change*
2007-08 room rates in University residence halls are:
Autumn/Spring Semesters per semester
Per Semester
Double Room
$1,363.00
Single Room
1,561.00
1,654.00
Double as Single
1,943.00
Pantzer Suite
Miller Suite
1,793.50
Rates include telephone service and $6.00 per semester social
fee.
Early arrival prior to opening day on August 25th, 2007, cost
an additional $14.00 per day.

Lewis and Clark Village
Rent is $380.00 per month per person regardless of which
size apartment you are assigned to. Each resident will be
responsible for their own rent payment. Residents may choose
to pay either by the semester or by the month. Rent includes a
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furnished apartment with all utilities paid including cable TV.
You must make your own arrangements for telephone service.

Dining Services
Dining Services meal plan prices 2007-2008 academic year.
*The prices below are subject to approval by the Board of
Regents and may change.
Meal Plan Autumn/ Spring Semester
All Campus
$1600.00
Lommasson Plus $1390.00
Students living in residence halls are required to contract for
one of the two meal plans. All meal plans are available to
off-campus students, faculty and staff.

University Villages
*Rates subject to change*
University Villages housing is available. An application
together with $20 processing fee should be submitted to
University Village Office, Elkhorn Court, Missoula, MT
59~01. A $250 deposit will be required when apartment is
assigned.
Housing Apartment Rates (monthly)
Craighead and Sisson
Elliot
Toole
(All Utilities. paid)
Rental Rate

(Tenant pays
Heat & Elec.)
Rental Rate

(Tenant pays
Heat & Elec.)
Rental Rate

Studio
$443.00
$299.00
$415.00
1-Bedroom 492.00
497.00
356.00
2-Bedroom 593.00
442.00
600.00
3-Bedroom 667.00
492.00
680.00
4-Bedroom 702.00
Note: These rates are monthly and effective July 1, 2007 through
June 30, 2008. All rates include cable TV, water, garbage, and sewer.
Tenants are responsible for telephone service and utilities.

Vehicle Registration Fee
All vehicles parking on campus must display current campus
vehicle registration between the hours of7:00 a.m. and 5:00
p.m. Monday through Friday year round. Students, staff or
faculty may purchase window or hanger decals for $175 a year.
Students have the option of purchasing semester decals for
$87.50. Reserved parking is available on a first come, first
serve basis for $525 a year. Car pools of three or more drivers
may register for $10 per person for the year.
Motorcycles are issued "B" decals at $34 per year. Day
passes, all day parking for $2.50, ma:y be purchased from the
Office of Camrus Security or the Umversity Center and are
valid in all "A decal required lots only. Hourly pay parking is
available for $.75 per hour. The above prices are sufiject to
change pending approval by the Board of Regents.
Partial refunds on decal are available only until the last day of
semester late registration. No refunds will be given on
motorcycle, car pool or half semester registratiOns.
If a vehicle is sold, transferred or destroyed, the parking decal
must be removed and returned to the Office of Public Safety for
replacement. There is a $1 0 replacement fee for all decals lost,
stolen or not returned.

Other Campus Services
On campus there are other services provided such as the
swimming pool, laundry facilities, locker rental, a full service
bookstore, prescription pharmacy, testing programs, etc. The
rates charged for these services are too varied to present in this
publication. If more information is required concerning these
services, contact the department providing the service.

Veterans' Benefits for Education Assistance
Under Public Law 95-202 and Public Law 815
A veteran may be eligible to receive benefits under various

GI Bills. When applying for educational benefits, it is essential
that the veteran's status be known (Montgomery Bill, VEAP,
Vocational Rehabilitation or Survivors or Dependents). Refer
to the Veteran's Guide available in the Lommasson Center, 201.
The veteran must be enrolled and pursuing an approved
program of education or training to be eligible for benefits.
The following chart indicates the minimum credit hours for
which veterans must be registered to receive benefits:
Undergraduate
Graduate
Benefits
Students
Students*
12
9
Full
Three-Quarter 9, 10, 11
7, 8
One-Half
6, 7, 8
6
Fees only Less than 6
Less than 6
*Graduate credits only
Additional information, minimum grade and credit
requirements, advice on the benefits, or application forms may
be obtained by contacting the Veterans' Coordinator,
Lommasson Center 201.
Students who plan to attend the University on The
Montgomery G.l. Bill should be prepared to pay for their first
semester when they arrive. It can take 10-12 weeks for their
claim to be processed and their first check to arrive.
Veterans who have exhausted all GI Bill benefit, maybe
entitled to the Montana Veterans Fee Waiver and should
contact the Enrollment Services-Financial Aid Office.

Financial Aid
Financial aid services are available from two campus
locations depending upon status of admission. Students
admitted to the College of Technology (COT) should apply at
the South Avenue location. All other students, including
graduate students, should use the Enrollment Services-Fmancial
Aid Station located on the second floor of the Lommasson
Center Building in Griz Central. Additional information may
be obtained by accessing the Enrollment Services-Financial Aid
web sit at http://www.umt.edu/finaid.

COT students only:
Enrollment Services-Financial Aid Office
909 South Avenue West
Missoula, MT 59801
(406) 243-7886
http://www.cte.umt.edu/departments/enrollment_services/enr
ollment.htm

All other students:
Enrollment Services-Financial Aid
Lommasson Center - Griz Central
Missoula, MT 59812-1254
http://www.umt.edu/finaidl
Both offices are fully accessible. Notice: Any policy is
subject to change without advance notice if required by federal
or state law, Board of Regents, or Enrollment ServicesFinancial Aid Office.

Acceptance to UM
Students must be accepted for admission (or readmission) to
the University in a degree seeking program before financial aid
requests are considered. Students accepted into non-degree
categories are not eligible for any financial aid.

Presidential Leadership Scholarships
This award is open to incomins freshmen who have
demonstrated high academic achievements, leadership and
promise for success in their high school experiences. The award
Is renewable for four years based on meeting eligibility
requirements. Further information is available beginning
October 181 • The application is available from Enrollment

_Services-Admissions, the Davidson Honors College, and
htgh school counselors in Montana. The application is also
available on-line at http://www.umt.edu. The application
deadline is December 3 1.
Campus~Wide S~~:holarships
T~e Univers.ity offers a campus-wide scholarshi~ program.
Stuaents should apply each year as most scholarsh1ps are
awarded on an annual basis. Students holding a renewable
scholarship must complete a renewable application rather than
the general application.
_Requests for applications,_beginninl$ qctober lst, may be
dnected to Enrollment Sennces-Adm1sswns, the Enrollment
Services-Financial Aid Office, or high school counselors in
lvlontana. The application is also located on line at
http://www.umt.edu. The filing deadline is December 31 for
new incoming students and February l for continuing students.
Students are notified in March.
The Western Undergraduate Exchange (WUE) scholarship
may be available for applicants from participating states.
Applic<~.tions for a WUE scholarship will be considered if a
completed Presidential or Freshman scholarship form is
submitted by the deadline. Contact Enrollment ServicesAdmissions for fmiher information.

Deparfmer~h;d

Sd'll(Jiiarships

Many~ departments,

including the College of Technology,
offer scholarships based on skill or academic potential.
St1Jdents should contact their major departments for deadlines
and more information.
f~ncmdcd

AJd

AppUca~·ion

AU students who wish to receive any federal
including
federal
loans, need based or most non-need based
assistance, must file the Free Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA). Applicants are strongly encouraged to use the
federal web site at www.fasfa.ed.gov. Students whose
FAFSA's are received and processed by the Depmiment of
Education by March 1, and who complete all other
documentation requirements are given priority for limited
funds. It is recommended that the student apply by February
15 1h. Those who complete requirements later are considered
only for federal loan programs and federal Pell Grants.
Deterwdru:~tion o~

EUglbinty

Eligibility for need-based financial aid is determined by
subtracting the Expected Family Contribution (as detennined
from filing the FAFSA), scholarships, and other educational
assistance from private or public agencies from the Cost of
Attendance.
fh1aG1rda~

And Pa,kage

Packages of need-based aid can include a combination of
grants, loans and workstudy. A student using the FAFSA
automatically applies for all possibilities with one application.
The types of aid offered will include federal subsidized and
unsubsidized student loans for graduate or undergraduate
students and federal Pell Grants for undergraduates if aualified.
For those who file the FAFSA early and complete all '
requirements for additional documentation promptly, additional
campus aid will be considered. This aid includes federal and
state grants for undergraduate students. Federal Perkins loans
and ei.ther federal or state work study will be considered for all
early filers for both degree-seeking undergraduates and
graduate students.
Non-need based aid" in the form ofunsubsidized federal
loans, for students and parents of dependent students will be
considered for those families who file the FAFSA and request
these loans.
Dis~rrUJu~·illon

of Aid

All financial aid is awarded by the Enrollment ServicesFinancial Aid Office and distributed through Business Services,
usually by crediting aid to the student's account. Aid is
released after a student has accepted the award offur, but not
before the first day of classes each semester. Loans maybe
cancelled under certain conditions if the student no longer
desires the debt Students who are offered work study must
obtain employment and complete additional papenvork at the
Enrollment Services-Financial Aid Office. Students who work
are paid by-weekly based on the timecard submitted by the
·
stuaent and the supervisor.
Addiil'if.l,rtl(!l~

!l(equiroements fer leans

Any student who receives a student loan at The University of
Montana must complete an entrance interview requirement
before a loan will be disbursed. Graduating students will be
required to complete an exit interview requirement prior to
disbursement of any loans in their last scheduled semester of
enrollment. Both entrance and exit counseling can be
completed
accessing the Enrollment Services-Financial Aid
pa~e of the web site for The University of Montana-Missoula,
at nttp://www.umt.edu/finaid.

Siudy Abroad and lfinandal Aid
Students who desire to study abroad and who enroll in
courses that are approved by The Universit>; of Montana should
contact the Enrollment Services-Financial Aid Office.
Instmctions will be provided for using financial aid with this
ofstudy.
-

Other Requ3remei"ir1ls and Guidelines for
Retainill1g fin~ndal A~d
Financial aid for full-time is based on
a mm1murn
of twelve (12) credits each term for undergraduates and nine (9)
credits for graduate students.
Part-time students with six (6) or more credits will be
considered for reduced financial aid packages. Pell recipients
receive 75% of the full Pell amount if enrolled for 9-11 credits,
and 50% of the award if enrolled for 6-8 credits for the
semester. Other aid may be reduced or eliminated.
Students enrolling for fewer than six credits are not
considered for financial aid with two exceptions;
undergraduates who are seeking their first degree may be
eligible for a reduced federal PeH Grant, and (2) fee waivers
may be available for those who qualifY.
·

Employment
The Enrollment Services-Financial Aid Office coordinates
subsidized federal and state work study programs. Open
positions are posted on the electronic job board located at
http://vvwvv.umt.edu/studentjobs.
Regular student employment positions are also posted
electronically.

SatisfactcrJIProgress
A.ny student receiving financial aid is required to make
satisfactory progress in a program leading to a degree.
Complete mformation is available in the Enrollment ServicesFinancial Aid Office.

Short Term loaras
Limited short term loan money is available to registered
students who are eligible and submit complete applications.

Reduced Fees
~e~

Wcdvers

The Montana Board of Regents has authorized the waiver of
registration and incidental fees for certain categories of
st11dents. Applications for any of the fee waivers listed must be
made in writing to the Enrollment Services-Financial Aid
Office. The request must be made
to the start of the

semester in which the student expects the waivero
Minimum academic standards are necessary to receive fee
waivers. Other requirements and limitations may apply. Contact
the Enrollment Services-Financial Aid Office for application
forms or more information.

Monh:mll:ll Ve1'erans fee Waiver
-bonafide resident of the State of Montana for fee purposes
- Honorable Discharge
- at one time qualified for veterans benefits under Title 38 of
the U.S. Code, but are no longer eligible
- served during a time of war as determined by the Attorney
General (World War II, 12-7-41 to 9-2-45; Korean War,
6-22-50 to 1-31-55; Vietnam War, 1-1-64 to 5-7-75; or
post-Vietnam world conflicts under certain conditionso Contact
the Enrollment Services-Financial Aid Office for further
information.)
~nd~an

Student fee Wahrers

-resident of the State of Montana for one year immediately
prior to enrollment at The University of Montana-Missoula
- documentation proving at least one-quarter degree blood
- meet admissions guidelines of the University
the Enrollment
- must have financial need as determined
Services-Financial Aid Office
- meet satisfactory academic progress according to the
standards ofthe Enrollment Services-Financial Aid Office

Senior Citizens fee Waiver
- permanent resident ofthe State of Montana
- 62 years of age or older

University of Moil1iana

Emp~oyee~

- instate resident
- employed at least three-quarter time on the date of
registration and for the entire semester
- must be after probationary employment period
- approval from department head & Human Resources every
semester

High

Schoo~

Honorli

Montana
- student must submit form received from the Regents to The
University of Montana Enrollment Services-Financial Aid
Office for activation of this waiver.

Other
There are several other fee waivers including war orphans,
family's ofUM employees, dependents of prisoners ofwar, and
surviving spouse or children of any Montana firefighter or
peace officer killed in the line of duty. Contact the Enrollment
Services-Financial Aid Office for details.

Department of Military Science
All students are afforded the opportunity to apply for two, .
three and four year scholarships provided by Army ROTC. The
scholarships pay for all mandatory tuition and fees, a monthly
stipend and $450.00 per semestero for books. The monthly
stipend for scholarship students is $300"00 in the freshman
year; $350.00 in the sophomore year; $450.00 in the junior year
and $500.00 in the semor year.
Additional financial assistance opportunities are provided to
students that are interested in joining the U.S. Army Reserve or
the Montana State National Guard These programs are
referred to as the Simultaneous Membership Program, since the
student is involved in the National Guard or Reserves at the
same time they are involved in ROTC These programs have
financial benefits that range from $15,000 for a two year
program to $50,000 for a four year program. These benefits are
very complex and are best understood by stopping in to visit
with the Military Science Enrollment Officer.
Students have the opportunity to enroll in both the basic and
advance courses offered by the Department of Military Science
in the College of Arts and Sciences. The Basic Course is
simply the Freshman and sophomore level courses offered by
Army ROTC Instructors and no financial benefits are received
for enrolHng unless the student is on a scholarship. The
Advanced Course refers to our junior and senior level courses.
All advanced course students are contracted and receive
financial benefits. We welcome student involvement in Land
Navigation and DriB and Conditioning courses but no benefits
are provided for enrollment in these classes.

- awarded by Board of Regents l:o

r
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Housing and Dining Services
Residence

Hail~5 Ccm'imun~ty

The University of Montana-Missoula residence halls'
community is very much a part of the total University and
Missoula communities. The campus is a center for educational,
cultural, and social activities. Residing in residence halls
places the student at the center ofthese activities. Our mission
1s creating an atmosphere that is safe, provides for individual
growth, and promotes academic exploration and learning. The
University houses nearly 2300 students in nine residence halls
on campus" The residence halls staff are resource people.
Sharing ideas, observations or questions with them wiH benefit
residents" Resident Assistants offer help when students
experience problems with University life.
The U nive:rsUy of Montana-Missoula requires aU
freshmen and students who have earned fewer than 30
semester ct"edib to reside in the University's :resaden(:e hal!ls.
Students a:r~ reqaniri!!d to continue residence ball Uvftng !!min
the stKl!dent earns 30 semester cll'edit!l. Any !lhuhmt who

moves into the :residence baHRs at the beginning of the
semester is required to reside in the residence hall fo1r the
entire semester. (However, !lltll!dents must be eillrolled for at
least seven credits to be eRigibie to live in a residence haU.)
Exceptions to residence han living are made for students who
reside with their parents and for students who are married or are
single parents. Other exceptions are made under special
circumstances on an individual basis. Any student requesting
an exception to the residency requirements must submit a
request in writing, accompanied by supporting documentation,
to the Director of Residence Life. Students are not released
from the residency requirements until the student receives an
official notification from the Director of Residence Life.
Students who have earned 30 semester credits or more are not
subject to the residency requirements but are encouraged to Hve
on campus" All students living in the residence halls are
required to contract for one of the on-campus meal plans.
Rooms in residence halls are provided in order of application.
Freshman students required to live in Residence Halls who
submit their residence hall application and $220.00 prepayment
by the priority Admission deadline of March 1, will be

guaranteed permanent housing assignments.
forms
and information may be obtained on the Residence Life Office
website at v,;ww.umt.edu/reslife.
A number of rooms have been designed to accommodate
students with disabilities. Application for these rooms is made
to the Residence Life Office. The Director of Residence Life
or the Office of Disability Services for Students,
243-2243 9 should be contacted to ensure the ne<ces:sm0
accommodations are provided or visit our website
www.umtedu/reslife.

lewis and

(~ark

vmage

(Upperclass and Gnuiuate Housi11g)
Lewis and Clark is a No-Smoking apartment
designated for single students at The University of
without dependents who will have accumulated at least 60
credit hours by the time they move into the apartments. The
apartments are located off campus just south ofDornblaser
Stadium on South Higgins lwenue. They are within easy
walking or biking distance from the University and are adjacent
to Park n' Ride which provides free and easy transportation to
the UM campus. The apartments are furnished with all utilities
paid including cable TV.
Prospective tenants may submit applications
with a
requested roommate(s). If a tenant does not have a roommate
preference, the Residence Life Office will assign roommates
based on like gender. As space allows we will attempt to take
into consideration other preference such as age, smoking,
alcohol consumption, and length of agreement
HOW TO APPLY Applications are available on the website
at www.umt.edu/reslife, by calling in a request to the Residence
Life Office at 406-243-2611, or sending an email message to
housing@mso.umt.edy. Your application must be accompanied
by $320])0, ($20.00 which is a non-ref-undable processing fee
and a damage deposit of $300.00).
A complete set of policies, photos and site map are available
on the website at www.umt.edu/reslife.

Dining Service:3
Winner of 16 intemational
awards and home to
Dining Services is
nationally renowned chefs,
dedicated to providing students with a variety of quality food
choices, convenience, reasonable prices, and fhendly guest
service. Our extensive variety of dining options include: the
Food Zoo, the Cascade Country Store, La Peak, the Food
Court, Biz Buzz, and Think Tank. AU University Dining
Services locations accept cash, checks, the UM Debit Card and
appropriate meal plans.
The Food Zoo, located in the Lommasson Center, serves
nutritious, self-serve, buffet-style meals with unlimited
seconds. The menu includes an ever-changing choice of
entrees, homemade soups, an extensive salad bar, fresh
fresh baked desserts, traditional fast food favorites, and
vegetarian selections.
The Cascade Country Store, located at the east end of the
Lommasson Center, boasts a bright, food-court style
atmosphere with pizzas, Mexican food, grilled favorites and a
fresh deli. Soups, salads, deli sandwiches, Bear Claw Bakery
specialties, a wide variety of grocery items, organic products,
and health and
aids are just some of the options
available. The expansive outside deck is a popular stop for
many students.
For a peak experience
never forget...stop
located in the Lommasson Center. La Peak features
gourmet coffee and espresso drinks, fresh crepes and Bear
Claw Bakery goodies. The
fumiture and lodge-like
at~osphere make a great place
meet and socialize with
fnends.
The UC Food Court, located on the second floor of the
University Center, rivals all other food courts with a
contemporary, open atmosphere, and exceptional cuisine. Food

choices include The Grizzly Grille, Pizza Hut, Taco Time, Mr
Goodburger, Garden
Greens, Soups &
Eastside Deli,
and Pacific Rim.
Biz Buz, located on the lower level of the Gallaher Business
Buildin~ can help you jump start
day with a fresh cup of
StarbucK's
espresso,
and a
or fresh
baked goodie.
The Think Tank, located on the South side of
above
the Urey Lecture Hall, offers Craven's aounnet
espresso, Chai tea, Italian soda, ice-cold beverages,
grab
and go items like .
soups, salads, and snacks.
Weather you need that morning boost or lunch on the go, the
Think Tank has you covered in South campus.

Meal

P!&nl!~

All students

in a residence hall nmst purchase a meal
offers two different meal
the
and the Lommasson Plus. Each plan provides a
meal fund balance from which meal purchases are

plan. UIVI Dining
All

The All Campus Meal Plan rmrmu1c•" campus-wide dining
Ilexibility and is accepted at
Dining Services locations. The
Lommasson Plus Meal Plan accepted at the Lornmasson
Center operations (the Food
Cascade Country Store and
LaPeak).
The only method of accessing meal plan ftmds is fh,.,.,m,uh
University I.D. card 9 the Griz Card. A student may
a meal plan once
the first two weeks of the
all
If a student moves out of
Upgrades are
the residence hall, a prorated refund may be issued. No refunds
will be issued for the last four weeks of the semester.
For detailed information on meal plans and other
dining services, please contact the University
office at 406/243-6325 or visit our web sit at
www.umtedu/uds.
ll~nhrersi~·y

vmage

The
has 566 apartments for mmTied students,
single
with dependents, and students with disabilities
'Nho have a live~ in care attendant. AH
are within
distance of the campus. Units range from studio to
IOlllr~bec!riJO:m apartments.
Eligibility for University
at least nne adult
member of the household be
a minimum of seven
(7) credits two of the three semesters
year. The student
must be registered for at least seven
credits the first
semester of occupancy. Priority is
to students who are
married or otherwise have a legal de1iJeJH1~mt relationship with
another
sin~;le parents w1th at _ one
m the apartment; and
""'·'""'u" with
u1~'"''"'""'10" who require a live-in care
students
if other
do not
residing in University Village
satisfactory progress toward an educational
by
a
minimum sixteen (16) credits
calendar year. After the
initial year of residency,
progress is based
credits eamed during the preceding calendar year. In
a student or family with one or more members
an educational degree will have
occupancy for a
maximum of six (6) calendar years.
from the
above residency policies requires a
request tor
exception submitted to the University Village Office. The
request is not approved until written consent is received from
the University Village Office.
Housing is assigned w ....,_,.,,;,
to the date of application and
notification is given
twenty (20) days before
housing becomes
All applications must be updated
every six (6)
in order for applicants to remain on the
assignment Est A
deposit must be submitted when an
ULH5

apartment is assigned. The deoosit is refundable when the
rental agreement is terminated.provided the apartment rental
fees are current and no damage or cleaning fees are assessed.
Th~ deposit is forfeited if the student cancels after accepting the
ass1gned apartment.
pue tC! the ~emand for .University Village housing, the
Umversrty Vlllage Housmg Office should be contacted early to
make reservations and obtain detailed information including an
application or visit our website at www.umt.edu/reslife.
Applications must be accompanied by a $20.00 processing fee,
Per·sofi~~i

Proper!ly

The University of Montana-Missoula is not responsible, by
state law, for damage to, or theft of, the personal propeliy of
students on campus (for
damage to clothing or a
stereo due to fire, smoke or
Students are encouraged to
adequately insure their personal property and to protect their
property by
their room/apartment and car and taking
other simple
to prevent theft and damage.

Caree~r Se:~J··vmces
The Office of Career Services assists students in developing
viable career objectives and the plans necessary to achieve
those goals, Assistance is also provided to students and UM
alumm who wish to modify their career
and improve their
employment options. Career Services provides a wide array of
services designed to facilitate the trans1tion from education to
employment, including: career counseling and assessments;
workshops on such topics as resume writing, interviewing and
job search strategies; videotaped mock interviews; on~campus
interviews with employers; credential files services for
teachers; alumni referral network program, an on~ line
vacancy service, <JJ1d student employment
Career Services maintains an extensive library of current
resources on general and specific career options, resume,
interviewing and job search reference materials and
employment resources from companies, school districts and
government entities.
Three
career fairs are hosted each year for the purpose
of bringing students and employers together to discuss
volunteer, internship, part-time and fuH~time employment
opportunities. The Big Sky Career Fair is open to aU students
and is held in the sprin¥ semester. The accounting/
pharn1acy/intemship fmr is held in the Fan semester, The
Educators' Career Fair is open to teaching, administrative and
school counseling
and is held in the spring
semester.
AH UM student are eligible to establish a fi·ee Griz
eRecruiting account whiCh allows students to lost their
resumes on the web for viewing by and referra to employers,
participate in the on-campus recruiting program and view
current job vacancies in the online jobs database.
For additional information, contact the Office of Career
Senrices at 154 Lormnasson Center, call (406) 243-2022, email: caxeers@mso.urnt.edu or visit our web site at:
www.umt.edu/career.

Studenf Employment
Student Employment provides the opportunity for students
and employers to connect Student Employment offers an
online job posting system for employers and an online job
search and application process for students, This makes it
possible to post jobs for on-campus, off-campus, work~study,
non work-study, and volunteer employment. Student
Employment works closely with Fmancial Aid and Student
Payroll to assure students are being hired and paid within the
established guidelines. Student Employment hosts a free
Student Job Fairs every fall. We also coordinate National
Student Employment Week and the Student Employee of the
year (SEOTY) Award.
For additional information, contact the office of Student

Employment at 154 Lommasson Center, call (406) 243-5627,
email studentjobs~mso.umt.edu or visit
www.umt.edu/stu entlobs.

Testing Services
The Office of Testing Services coordinates the administration
of educational and professional certification national
standardized tests. Examples oftests available through Testing
Services include: ACT, GRE, GMAT, MCAT, TOEFL and IT
certifications, including Adobe, Cisco, Macromedia, Microsoft,
Novell, Sun Microsystems, etc. Additionally, Testing Services
provides proctoring for
and online educational testing.
For additional information, contact Testing Services at 154
Lon:unasSO:!J. Center, can (406) 243-?~57, email:
testmgserv1
umontana.edu or vunt:
r/testinasenrices.

~nfernship

Services

Internships are available to students in most disciplines
offered at The University of Montana-Missoula. Internships
aHow a student to work m a field related to his or her academic
and career goals while utilizing skills learned in the classroom.
Internships are offered locally, state-wide, nationally and
internationally in a variety of agencies including government,
non~profits, and business. Information, apnlications and other
forms are available at Internship
Lommasson Center
154;
243-2815; fax (406)243-5866; or visit the web site
at www.umt.edu/intemship§.,

DisabmUty Sentices for Students
Students with disabilities can expect access at The University
of Montana-Missoula. Wherever possible, the University
exceeds mere compliance with ilie civil rights laws of Section
504 of the Rehabihtation Act, the Americans with Disabilities
and the Montana Human Rights Act. The University's
programs are readily accessible to and usable
people with
disabilities" Program access is delivered to the maximum extent
feasible and in the most integrated manner. Disability Services
for Students (DSS), a student affairs office, leads the
University's program access efforts. DSS provides and
coordinates reasonable accommodations as well as advocating
for an accessible and hospitable learning environment We
promote self-determination and self-reliance by student with
disabilities, ExamJ?les of services include priority registration,
physical accessibihty arrangements, academic adjustment,
auxiliary aids (readers, scribes, sign language interpreters, etc.),
alternative testing, conversion of print textbooks to e-text,
assistive technology training, and other reasonable
accommodations. To achieve equal access, DSS vigorously
pursues the removal of informational, physical, and attitudinal
barriers to all University programs. "Expect Access", the DSS
handbook for students, and a campus accessibility map are
available at httQ://www.umt.edu/dss/. Students with disabilities
are encouraged to pla..n ahead and contact DSS prior to mTiving
on campus. For additional infonnation, contact DSS Director
Jim Marks, Lommasson Center 154 or (406) 243-2243
(Voice/Text) or iim,marks@umontana.edu. Please visit the
Disability Services hornepage to fine details on our services at
www.umt.edu/dss/.

foreign Student and
Services

Scho~ar

The office of Foreign Student and Scholar Services (FSSS)
assumes responsibility for the general welfare of foreign
students at The University of Montana from admission to
gradation and practical training, It provides direct support
services, consultation, and liaison, The office assists in the
reception and orientation of foreign students and helps with
integration into the University and community, It interprets
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immigration regulations and laws and assists students in
maintaining legal status and obtaining benefits related to their
visa status. Staff members provide advising for academic and
personal concerns, cultural adjustment, financial problems, and
other concerns that arise.
The staff works with the International Student Association
and other student groups, as well as the Missoula International
Friendship Program to sponsor cultural activities, a speaker's
bureau, a community hospitality program for students,
leadership orporturuties for students, and the annual
Internationa Culture and Food Festival. FSSS coordinates the
International Student Peer Assistant Program, a campus peermentioning program. It offers educational fields trips; wmter
and summer break activities, as well as direct and on-going
orientation and educational programs on relevant topics to
foreign students. FSSS manages the campus' International
House, an activity center for inter-cultural events.
Foreign Student and Scholar Services works closely with
other service and advising offices on campus to optimize those
services and their visibility to foreign students.
Foreign Student and Scholar Services prepares certificates or
petitions for the Exchange visitor J-1 visa and advises foreign
scholars who need to change or extend their visa status, travel
temporarily out of the United States or bring dependents to this
country. Finally, the office serves as liaison to federal agencies
dealing with foreign student and scholar concerns, such as the
US Citizenship and Immigration Service, Department of Labor,
Department of State, Internal Revenue Service and Social
Security Administration. For more information visit our
website at: www.umt.edu/fsss/ or contact us at
fsss@umontana.edu.

Office of International Programs
The Office of International Programs administers all campuswide student, faculty, and staff exchange programs with
international institutions and serves as the information and
referral center forUM Faculty Directed Study Abroad
programs. A wide variety of short and long term overseas
study opportunities are available to UM students. The
University of Montana-Missoula has direct student exchange
agreements with universities in Australia, Canada, Chile,
China, Denmark, Finland, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Morocco,
New Zealand, Taiwan, Thailand and the United Kingdom. The
office also administers the International Student Exchange
Program (ISEP) which provides students with the OI?portunity
to study at one of over 130 universities in 35 countries.
Information is available regarding other study abroad programs
and financial resources, including the Fulbright program. For
additional information, contact die office ofinternational
Programs, International Center, call (406) 243-2288, e-mail
goabroad~o.umt.edu. or visit their website at
www.umt.e u/oip.

English Language Programs
English Language Programs are intensive, stand-alone
summer and academic year English language and teacher
training institutes. The institutes last between 3 and 12 weeks.
For the Summer of2004, ELP expects to host students and
teachers from Ajou University, Andong National University,
ltakura Junior High School, Kangnung National University,
Korea National University of Education, Kumamoto Gakuen
University, Meisei University, Pakistan, and Toyo University.

English Language Institute
UM offers two distinct types of academic second language
English instruction: EASL courses that are described in the
Linguistics Program for matriculated students and intensive
(20 hours a week), academic English courses that are taught in
the English Language Institute (ELI) for non-matriculated
students (http://www.umt.edu/eli). ELI's curriculum addresses
the needs of international students whose TOEFL scores are
below 500/173 (undergraduates) or 525/196 (graduates) and

who want to raise their English proficiency in order to gain
admission to a university or college where English is the
language of instruction.

The Center for Ethics
The Center for Ethics (formerly known as the Practical Ethics
Center) was created in 1996 to promote high quality teaching,
research and service in applied and professional ethics. The
Center for Ethics is charged with conducting responsible moral
discourse concerning both societal ethics (e.g., the values that
inform health, economic growth, education, and conservation
policies) and the ethical practices of a wide range of
professionals (e.g., public administrators, business managers,
health workers, teachers). The Center's functions include
ethics inquiry and education (to be achieved through courses,
public lectures and conferences, professional development
workshops, and a resource center) and funded research. For
more information, call (406) 243-5744, email
ethics@mso.umt.edu or visit the website at
www.umt.edU/ethlcs.

Curry Health Center

243-2122

Curry Health Center provides affordable, accessible, high
quality, student-centered health services to University of
Montana students to enhance student learning, promote
personal health and development and teach important life skills.
Curry Health Center is YOUR campus based health care
center, with services designed to meet the needs of college
students and the campus community.

General Information
Access to Curry Health Center is primarily funded through
the Curry Health fee. (see the Expenses section of this catalog).
Some options are available on a Fee-For-Service basis,
primarily in the Medical Clinic.
To better utilize pre-paid fees, CHC works primarily on an
appointment basis. Appointments can be changed or cancelled
at any time prior to the visit. If you are unable to make your
scheduled time you need to cancel or change your appomtment.
If this does not occur, you will be charged a "No-Sliow Fee".

Medical Services- 406-243-4330
The Medical Services offers a variety of services on a 24/7
basis during the autumn and spring semesters. Summer hours
and services are limited.
All listed services are subject to the capabilities of and
policies of the Medical Services.
1. Follow up, at the student's request, on any significant
health problems.
2. Medical care for illnesses or medical conditions, and.
inpatient facility for acute illness.
3. Twenty-four-hour urgent care during routine school session
4. Inpatient area for 24 hour on going care
5. Diagnostic X-rays and laboratory tests
6. Referrals to specialists, within CHC and the community
when indicated.
7. Elective minor surgery by appointment as time and
facilities permit.
8. Immunization on a needs basis. Admission immunizations
requirements should be completed before arrival on campus.
9. Certification completed for marriage licenses, graduate
school applications wliere appropriate, as a physician
determines.
10. Travel planning and immunizations
11. Basic health screening for prevention and risk reduction
12.Women's health care including pap smears and birth
control.
13. Wart treatment.
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14. Orthotics.
15. STD/HIV testing.
16. Assessment and treatment of minor injuries suffered in
motor vehicle accidents.
(Illness/injuries/accidents (i.e., Personal injury, Worker's
CompensatiOn, motor vehicle accidents) involvin~ civil
litigation should be referred to a full service facility capable of
providing more extensive testing and documentation.)
Services Not Provided:
1. Treatment of medical conditions that require specialty or
intensive care beyond the scope of the healtli center facility (see
#6 above).
2. Off-campus hospitalization and doctor fees.
3. Allergy diagnostic services. Routine allergy injections are
available.
4. Routine eye refractions and prescribed corrective lenses.
5. Home care.

Counseling and Psychological Services 243-4711
Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) provides
rapid access and brief therapy for UM students. CAPS also
serves the needs of students m crisis and facilitate off-campus
referral when necessary. All services are confidential.
Counseling covers the broad range of personal, academic,
relational and social concerns of students. Counseling may help
a student solve a personal problem, cope with the transition to
university life, enhance family relationships, or improve
academic performance. Most services are covered by the Curry
Health Fee payment. There are additional charges for some
services including psychiatric consultation, some psychiatric
assessments and for prolonged counseling and psychotherapy.

Self Over Substance (S.O.S.) - 243-4711
S.O.S. educates and motivates students to address high-risk
behaviors associated with heavy alcohol or other drug use.
Services include individual and group counseling,
education/intervention programs, and assessment/referral to
treatment resources. Some services have modest fees.

Dental- 243-5445
Dental care is provided to students who have I?aid the Curry
Health Fee. The Dental Clinic's primary focus IS on urgent and
preventative care. While urgent care is given priority, routine
dental care is also provided. Charges for dental services are set
at a substantially lower rate than die private sector.
Services Provided (as time permits)
1. Emergency dental care.
2. Fillings, root canals, simple extractions, crown and bridge
procedures.
3. Teeth cleaning, periodontal scaling, and oral hygiene
instructions.
4. Routine exams and X-rays ('checkups') on a limited basisone per year.
5. Night guards for TMJ disorders and protection from
grinding.
Referrals to specialists or other dentists are provided for
students whose dental needs are beyond the scope/capabilities
of the clinic, e.g., oral surgery, complex root canals,
orthodontics, dentures, etc. _Charges incurred at private
offices are the student's responsibility.
The Student Insurance plan does not cover dental charges.

Health Enhancement - 243-2809
Health Enhancement researches, plans, implements and
evaluates programs, which contribute to the health of both
individual students and the campus as a whole. The
department's goal is to make positive, healthy behaviors the
easy choice forUM students.

Health Enhancement trains and sponsors the student group,
Peers Reaching Out ((PROs). PROs is a diverse team of
students from all academic majors who present J?OSitive,
empowering, interactive programs about health Issues to other
students. Topics included are healthy sexuality (birth control
options, STDIHIV prevention), positive body image, self-care,
drinking safely, and stress reduction. Call 243-2809 to find out
how to become a PRO.
Health Enhancement Services:
1. Free and anonymous HIV counseling and testing;
2. Social marketing campaigns using innovative materials to
promote healthy behaviors and communicate accurate
perceptions to UM students;
3. Resources for students doing speeches, presentations, class
projects and residence hall/student group events;
4. Presentations about various college health issues for
classes, residence halls, and student groups;
5. Health Enhancement staff and PROs participate in
university and community efforts as advocates for policies and
programs which promote health.

Student Assault Recovery Services - 24-Hour
Crisis - 243-6559 Office - 243-5244
Student Assault Recovery Services offers confidential supP.ort
and advocacy services to victims of rape, sexual assault, child
sexual abuse, relationship violence, sexual harassment, and
stalking. Services are also available for friends, partners, and
relatives of victims. SARS offers a 24-hour crisis line, 2436559 and a walk-in Resource Center when the University is in
session. Trained student Advocates are available 24 hours a
day to provide information and advocacy. Other services
offered by SARS include support groups, workshops, ~d
training as well as an extensive resource library. There IS no
charge for SARS services. Professional counseling is available
by referral to campus or community resources. SARS is located in the basement of the ClllTY Health Center. Enter through
the east entrance (comer ofMaunce St. and Eddy Ave). SARS
walk-in hours are 10:00 a.m. to 5:00p.m., Monday through
Friday, when the University is in session.

Health Services Pharmacy - 243-5171
The Health Services Pharmacy, located in the C"!lll}' Health
Center building, offers students a complete prescriptiOn service
and accepts many 3n1 party insurance plans at very reasonable
rates. The pharmacy is operated by the School of Pharmacy in
cooperation with Curry Health Center and is used for training
pharmacy students under the supervision of registered
pharmacists.

Medical Insurance Billing- 243-2844
Because of your privacy rights and concerns, Curry Health
Center will not automatically bill your insurance plan for
services received at CHC. If you would like to file an
insurance claim for services received at Curry Health Center,
you must request this through the Student Insurance Office
located in CHC. CHC will assist you in filing insurance claims
so that your insurance company will reimburse you directly.
Because your insurance company reimburses you directly, you
are responsible for paying charges incurred at CHC, not your
insurance company.
CHC is not a Medicare/Medicaid provider, nor do we accept
direct payments from insurance companies.

Clinical Psychology Center
The Clinical Psycholow Center (CPC) is a training clinic for
doctoral students in Climcal Psychology operated by the
Department of Psychology. The CPC offers a wide range of
psychological services to the Missoula community (both
students and non-students), including: individual, couples,
child, family and group psychotheraf.y and psychologiCal
testing. All services are confidentia , and all clients are charged
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on a sliding fee schedule. The CPC is located at 1444
Mansfield Avenue, on campus. To make an appointment, call:
(406) 243-2367.

Physical Therapy Clinic
The UM NSE Physical Therapy Clinic is open to all UM
students, faculty and staff for tlie evaluation and treatment of
problems related to injuries, surgeries and pain that limit or
affect activities. The Physical Therapy Chnic is located in
room 129 of the Skaggs Building, across from the Urey
Underground Lecture Hall. The clinic is staffed by licensed
physical therapists who are board certified in sports medicine,
orthopedics and manual therapy. The clinic is a valuable
component of the professional physical therapy program.
The clinic is open Monday through Friday from 10:00- 5:00
pm. The clinic IS not supported through the Student Health
Service Fee. Blue Cross and other insurance typically cover
physical therapy services minus any deductible or co-I?ayment
responsibilities. To make an appointment or for questions
please call 243-4006 or visit online at
http://www .health.umt.edu/PTClinic.

University Center
As the University's Student Union, the University Center
(UC) is the community center for the campus. With an average
of more than 10,000 visitors per day in the academic year, the
most popular gathering place in the UC is the atrium featuring a
large tropical garden. The UC provides an assortment of
services and conveniences to members of the campus
community. Services include: a post office/UPS/FedEx
customer counter, box office/information desk,
hair/nails/tamling/message salon, credit union, A TM' s, movie
theater, copy center, bookstore, cellular phone vendor, web site
design, game room, meeting rooms in addition to dining and
conference facilities. The UC offers an extensive variety of
cultural, educational, social and recreational activities that
complement the academic experience. Students max participate
in such dyt!amic programs as the Office of Greek Life, Annual
and Special Events, Art Fair, Art Gallery, Art Exhibits, UC
Theater, MultiCultural Alliance, Game Room, Experiential
College and the Center for Leadership Development, home to
the Ursa Major Student Leadership Program. Visit us online at
www.umt.edu/uc.

Sports and Recreation
Organized sports and recreational activities are an important
part of academic and leisure life at the University.

Intercollegiate Athletics
The University of Montana-Missoula is a Division I member
of the National Collegiate Athletic Association, and the
nine-member Big Sky Conference. The athletic program
consists of 14 varsity teams. The men's program includes
competition in basketball, cross country, football (Football
Championship Subdivision), indoor and out~~or 1!ack, and
tennis. The women's program offers competition m basketball,
cross country, tennis, indoor and outdoor track, volleyball, golf,
and soccer. The teams go by the nicknames Griz and Lady
Griz. Athletic scholarships are offered in all sports.

Recreation
The Campus Recreation Department offers a wide variety of
services ana programs to the students, faculty and staff of The
University of Montana-Missoula. A comprehensive intramural
sports program provides opportunities for men's, women's and
co-recreatiOnal team competition and individual events.
Recreational facilities include gymnasiums, weight rooms,
and indoor running track, handball and racquetbalT courts,
tennis courts indoor swimming pool, and indoor climbing wall,
and a golf course. Sports eqmpment such as ~alls, bats, gloves,
etc. can be checked out for free and other equipment such as

volleyball, nets, badminton sets, and horseshoes require a cash
deposit. The Recreation Center in the University Center offers
video games, billiards and table tennis for student use.
The Outdoor Program offers services to students, faculty,
staff and the general public, supplying information, training,
and education about outdoor pursuits and sports. Classes are
offered on a non-credit basis for activity credits through the
Health and Human Performance Departinent. The Outdoor
Program also organizes outdoor trips.

University Golf Course
The University of Montana-Missoula has a picturesque
nine/eighteen hole golf course open to students, faculty, and
staff, as well as the general pubhc. It is located approximately
one-half mile south of the main campus.
The course has a clubhouse restaurant, driving range, putting
and chipping green. The pro shop is well-stocked and club and
cart rentals are available. Private lessons are offered by
appointment with an assortment of rate structures. ·

Grizzly Pool
The University of Montana Grizzly Pool is a 7-lane, 25-yatd
indoor pool. Present programs include: fitness swims,
recreational swims, classes for all ages (infant to adult), life
guarding and WSI classes, pool rentals, Swim Shop, and
competitive skills lessons.

Community Services
Bureau of Business and Economic Research
The Bureau of Business and Economic Research has been
providing information about Montana's state and local
economies for over 50 years and is proud to be the most
comprehensive economic analysis center in the state.
House on the campus ofThe University of¥on~a
Missoula, the Bureau is the research and pubhc service branch
of the School of Business and Administration. On an ongoing
basis, the Bureau:
• analyzes local, state, and national economies
• provides annual income, employment and population
forecasts
• conducts extensive research on forest products,
manufacturing and health care and Montana Kids Co.unt
• designs and conducts comprehensive survey research at
its on-site call center
• presents annual economic outlook seminars in cities
throughout Montana
• publishes the award-winning Montana Business
Quarterly.

Montana Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit
The Unit investigates basic and applied problems in wildlife
ecology and management. Graduate students majoring in
Wildlife Biology or Biological Sciences, conduct much of the
research supJ?orted through the Unit by USGS-Biological
Resources Division, Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks, and
numerous other agencies and groups.

Montana Campus Compact
The University of Montana is a member in good stand of The
Montana Campus Compact. MTCC is a statewide coalition of
college presidents and chancellors committed to renewing the
public purposes ofhig_her educa~i~n by promoting c~pus
community collaboratiOns and CIVIC engagement activities.
Since 1993, these campus leaders have represented two-and
four-year, public, private, religiously affiliated, community, and
tribal colleges across Montana. MTCC supports and
encoura~es activities such as volunteering, community service,
and service-learning through its programs, which include:
- Campus Corps
-Service-Learning Workshops and Faculty Development
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- MTCC VISTA Project
- Community Partners Program
- Raise Your Voice Campaign
- MTCC Community Service Scholarship
- Montana Athletes in Service Award
-Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter Partnership Award for CampusCommunity Collaboration
For more information regarding MTCC member benefits and
services, please contact the MTCC headquarters office at (406)
243-5177 or online at www.mtcom0act.or~. For MTCC
services at UM, please contact thefficeor Civic Engagement
at (406) 243-5531 or see their listing under The Office For
Civic Engagement.

The Office for Civic Engagement
The Office for Civic Engagement (OCE) is honored to serve
as The University of Montana's primary agent of community
activism and civic responsibility. It is our mission to challenge
and improve lives with an ethic of service and community
investment. We accomplish this by building partnerships that
strengthen both the university community and a variety of
nonprofit interests; empowering individuals and organizations
to enhance capacity for strategic growth,!.rogram exposure,
skill develof.ment and collaborations; an , enhancing
professiona , academic, and personal experiences through
volunteerism and service learning. The OCE is a unit of the
Davidson Honors College and operates as an affiliate of the
statewide Montana Campus Compact (MTCC) organization
(see separate listing). The OCE is located in the Davidson
Honors College, room 015, (406) 243-5531 or
http://www.umt.edu/dhc/oce.
OCE Programs:
-Student Volunteer Programs- Throughout the school year,
OCE coordinates several community service programs for
students to get actively involved in the community including
America Reads Amenca Counts, Alternative Breaks, Adopt-AFamily and more.
- AmeriCorps & AmeriCorps* VISTA- The OCE provides
students with the opportunity to engage in national service
while attending the University.
- American Humanics and the Minor in Nonprofit
Administration- A degree enhancement for students to achieve
skills and abilities in preparation for careers in the nonprofit
sector.
- Service Learning - The OCE works with faculty and
departments to implement volunteerism as a means to achieve
curse learning objectives.

American Humanics

service activities of The University of Montana. IT maintains
and operates complex information systems to support the
University's administrative activities and offers a variety of
technology support services to assist the University in using the
resources and services that IT is responsible for providing. The
IT organization consists of the following areas: campus
computing, network, directory and telecommunication series,
enterprise information systems, and technology support
services.
IT Technology Support Services serves as the user interface
for the IT organization and includes: IT Central, the designated
initial point of contact for all user issues; five general access
student computer labs; numbers free, non-credit short courses
for faculty, staff, and students; multimedia classroom support
and audio visual equipment rentals; and support of The
University of Montana's public web presence.
Additional information about IT service and facilities may be
obtained at the IT website: http://www.umt.edu/it or by
contacting IT Central at 243-HELP (x4357).

Montana Forest and Conservation Experiment
·
Station
The Montana Forest and Conservation Experiment Station
was established by the Montana Legislature in 1937 as a
non-profit organization devoted to scientific investigation of
natural resource problems. The station serves as the research
unit of The University of Montana School of Forestry with the
dean functioning as station director. The station seeks, through
its research and publications, to enhance public understanding
of forestry and conservation and contribute to responsible
management of our nation's natural resources.

The Shafizadeh Roclg' Mountain Center for
Wood and Carbohydrate Chemistry
The Center is a research facility in the Department of
Chemistry specializing in development of new chemical
products from carbohydrates (monosaccharides to
polysaccharide) found in grains and wood. Targeted
applications include consumer products and environmentally
safe industrial products such as biodegradable synthetic
polymers, pharmaceutical components, and materials for
mdustrial processing.

Stella Duncan Memorial Research Institute
The Institute was created initially by a bequest from an
alumna of the University; the funds were designatedoriginally
for research on the cause and treatment of bronchial asthma.
Current work focuses on the mechanisms by which
transcription can enhance DNA secondary structures and
mutations similar to those found in some cancers and during the
immune response.

The University of Montana is an affiliate of the national
American Humanics, Inc. The American Humanics program at
UM is designed to be a degree enhancement certification
program that complements a student's major. The program
provides students with academic and extra-curricular
opportunities to gain skills and abilities in preparation for
professional careers in the nonprofit sector. All American
Humanics students acquire knowledge and skills in general
nonprofit management, fund-raising principles and practices,
board committee development, program planning, and grant
writing. The Office for Civic Engagement operates the
American Humanics program in addition to the minor in nonprofit administration. For more information contact (406) 2435159 or browse the website at
http://www.umt.edu/oce/humanics.htm.

The Institute seeks to encourage and support teaching,
research and outreach programs focusing on wilderness. The
Institute administers tlie Wilderness and Civilization program
of interdisciplinary undergraduate education, a rrogram leading
to the Wilderness Studies minor (see the Schoo of Forestry).

Facilities
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Information Technology

Public Safety Report and Alcohol and Drug
Guidelines

Information Technology {IT) is a campus service organization
that provides computing and communication resources in
support of the instructional, research, administrative, and public

Institute for Tourism and Recreation Research
The Institute was created by the Montana University System
Board of Regents in June 1987 to conduct the travel research
authorized by the 1987 Legislature. The Institute is the research
arm for Montana's travel and recreation industry; its mission is
to conduct research that will strengthen the travel component of
the state's economy.

Wilderness Institute

The health and safety of students, faculty, staff, and visitors
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are of paramount concern to The University of Montana. Each
year die University publishes an annual report outlining
on-campus security and safety information and crime statistics.
The report provides important information for security
awareness and crime prevention programs, emergency
procedures and reporting crimes, plus law enforcement and
safety services on campus.
Additionally, the booklet contains the University's policy on
sexual assault and information about support services for
victims of sexual assault. The booklet also includes
information about die University's drug and alcohol policy,
programs and support services for substance abuse, and nsk
management guioelines for University-related events.
The booklet is available by writing or calling die Office of
Public Safety (406) 342-6131 or die Office of the Vice
President for Student Affairs (406) 243-5225, The University of
Montana, Missoula, Missoula, MT 59812. The information
can also be accessed on the web at
www.umt.edu/studentaffairs/ and
www.umt.edu/pulicsafety/campact.htm.

Student Complaint Procedures
Under the terms of the Collective Bargaining Agreement
between The University of Montana University Faculty
Association and The Montana University System, there is a
formal procedure for students who have a complaint against a
faculty member or an administrator. Information about this
procedure is available at www.umt.edu/provost/pdf/cba.pdf
under 21.000 on pages 55-59. The ASUM Student Resolution
Officer is available to answer questions about procedures and
to assist with the process. Time restrictions are important, so
student should review procedures immediately if tlley feel they
maY. have a complaint. The Resolution Officer receives voice
mad at 243-5431 or email at asum.resolutionoff@mso.umt.edu.

FamilY. Educational Rights and Privacy Act of
1974 (Buckley Amendment)
Consistent with die provisions of die Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 and University policy, every
person who is or has been a student at this Umversity, and die
parents of students under 18 who are not taking postsecondary
courses, have the following rights:
1. Upon completion of the appropriate request form and
submission thereof to the person responsible for the custody
and maintenance of die records, a student has die right to
inspect and review witllin 45 days from the date of mitial
request tllat portion of any offiCial record which directly relates
to the requesting student and to have a copy thereof upon
payment of the cost of the copy. An "official record" IS any
record intended to be used for "school use" or to be available to
parties outside the school or school system, specifically
mcluding but not necessarily limited to identifying data,
academic work completed, level of achievement (grades,
standardized achievement test scores), attendance data, scores
on standardized intelligence, aptitude, and psychological tests,
interest inventory results, healtll data, family background
information, teacher or counselor ratings and observations, and
verified reports of serious or recurrent behavior patterns.
The right of inspection and review shall not extend to
psychiatric, medical, or counseling records which are intended
for personal diagnostic or treatment purposes only. Neither
does the right extend retroactively to items of record previously
obtained with assurances that confidentiality would be maintained.
With regard to such confidential items, die student has the
option of eitller waiving the right of inspection and review and
having those items retamed as a part of the record, or of
requesting tllat such confidential items be removed from die
student's record and returned to die source or destroyed.
2. The right to a hearing before the Student Court to delete
any portion of any record which is inaccurate, misleading or
inappropriate. Discrepancies should first be brought to die

attention of diose responsible for maintaining die records so
they may have an opportunity to cure any defects. To the extent
defects are not cured, upon request a hearing may be initiated
by a written request from the student delivered to the Office of
the Vice President for Student Affairs. The matter before die
Student Court will be die question oftlle accuracy or
appropriateness of the record itself and will not be extended to
questions of the judlilment of those who contributed to the
record. The court will consider (1) whetller tlle record
accurately reflects matters intended to be contained here. (2)
whether die record is misleading because in its present form it
would lead a reasonable person to an incorrect conclusion, or
(3) whetller matters withm the record are inappropriate because
die record does not usually or should not reasonably contain
such matters as diose in question. Upon appropriate
determination of the court, any such matters may be ordered
deleted from die record.
3. The right to have education records or personally
identifiable information from education records kept
confidential and not released to third parties without die written
consent of die student, except for release to die following:
a. University l?ersonnel for legitimate purposes and to die
extend required m the ordinary course of the performance of
tlleir duties.
b. Authorized representatives of (a) die Comptroller General
oftlle United States, (b) die Secretary, (c) an aClministrative
head of an education agency, or (d) state educational autllorities
having access to student or other records which may be
necessary in connection with the audit and evaluation of
federally supported education programs, or in connection with
die enforcement of the federal legal requirements which relate
to such pro~ams. Provided, that, except when collection of
personally Identifiable data is specifically authorized by federal
law any data collected by such officials witll respect to
individual students shall not include information (including
Social Security numbers) which would permit the personal
identification of such students and their parents after die data so
obtained has been collected.
c. In compliance witll judicial order or any lawfully issued
subpoena upon condition that the student is notified of
compliance.
d. In connection witll a student's application for or receipt of
financial aid.
·
e. The University of Montana may forward educational
records to other institutions for students intending to transfer.
4. The right to refuse to permit the designation of any or all
categories of personally identifiable information as "directory
information" which is not subject to the above restrictions. The
University of Montana has defined the following as directory
information: student's name, addresses including e-mail,
telephone number, dates of attendance, full time/part time
status, date of graduation and degree received, school or
college, majors, class, and academic awards or honors.
Any student wishing to exercise this right must inform the
University Registrar in writing witllin two weeks after the start
of classes of any personally identifiable information which is
not to be designated as directory information with respect to
that student in tllat academic year.
5. The right to have available for inspection by die student a
written form signed by any representative of the Comptroller
General of the United States, the Secretary, or any
administrative head of an education agency who requested and
was granted access to the records which states tlle legitimate
educational or other interest that each such person had in
requesting access to that particular record.
6. The right to have personal student records transferred to
third parties only on condition that such parties will not permit
any oilier party to have access to such information without die
written consent of die student. All student records transferred to
third parties shall have printed or stamped tllereon: "No oilier
person may have access to tllis information witllout written
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consent of the student."

Equal Opportunity
The University of Montana is committed to a program of
equal opportunity for education, employment and participation
in University activities without regard to race, color, sex, age,
religious creed, political ideas, marital or family status, physical
or mental disability, national origin or ancestry, or sexual
orientation.

Statement Of Law
Equal opportunity laws and orders applicable to The
University of Montana include, but are not limited to, Titles VI
and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972, Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
Vif!tnam Era Veterans Readjustment Act of 1974, Executive
Order 11246, Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1988, Montana
Fair Practices Act of 1974, The Americans with Disabilities
Act, and the Montana Nondiscrimination by State and Local
Government Act of 1975.
It is illegal in the State of Montana to discriminate against
anyone because of race, religion, color, political ideas, age,
marital status, sex, mental or physical disability, national origin
or ancestry in employment, training, public accommodations,
financing, educatiOn and government services. With the
exception of marital status, this also applies to housing.

employee.
The University is prohibited from retaliating against an
individual who has made charges, testified, assisted or
participated in any way in any proceeding, investigation or
hearing in regard to the violations or alleged violations oflaws
or orders requiring equal educational and/or employment
opportunity.
Persons believing they have been discriminated against
·
should contact:
Eleanor Laws, Director, Equal Opportunity/Affirmative
Action
University Hall 020, The University of Montana
(406) 243-5710
OR
Montana Human Rights Division
POBox 1728
Helena, MT 59624-1728
(406) 449-2884
Complaints must be filed within 60 days of the alleged
discrimination if filing with the University Discrimination
Grievance Officer and within 180 days if filing with the
Montana Human Rights.

Discrimination Grievance Procedure
The University of Montana has established a discrimination
grievance procedure for employees, students, and applicants for
employment or admission who claim to have been unlawfully
discriminated against because of any University regulation,
policy, practice or the official action of any University

Organizations
Alumni Association
The University of Montana Alumni Association, established
in 1901 by Eloise Knowles, represents over 80,000 graduates,
former students and friends across the world. The mission of
the Association, with offices in Brantly Hall, is to "identify and
serve the needs of this University, its alumni, students ancf
friends." The Alumni Association sponsors and helps
coordinate Homecoming, Charter Day, Distinguished Alumni
Awards, Senior Recogmtion Day, Scholarships, Internships
and Commencement Reunions. The Association also cosponsors with Career Services the Ask-An-Alum program,
which connects alumni with currently enrolled students who
are exploring career OJ?tions. Visit their website at
www.umontanaalumni.org for more information.

Student Government
By paying the student activity fee, a student becomes a
member of the Associated Students of The University of
Montana (ASUM). ASUM is governed by officers efected at
large - president, vice president and business manager - and a
20-member Senate. Together they have full authority over the
ASUM general fund, which consists of the yearly activity fee
collections and a total annual cash flow in excess of 1.5 million
dollars. The sole power to determine the allocation of the
student budget resides with ASUM, pursuant to a 1970 Board
of Regents policy. After the ASUM president presents the
annual executive budget recommendation, the Senate
determines the final allocations. The business manager and the
Budget and Finance Committee, along with the ASUM
accountant and office manager, then assume full responsibility

for the disbursement of student money.
ASUM budgets money to its agencies - ASUM
Administration, ASUM Child Care, UM Productions, ASUM
Off-Campus Renter Center and ASUM Legal Services - as well
as to a wide variety of special interest groups. It also cosponsors Students Tutoring Students and the UM Advocates.
For the special interest groups, ASUM designates special funds
available for emergency expenses. InformatiOn about these
groups may be obtained by visiting
www2.umt.edu/asum/government/studentgroups.htm.
ASUM Child Care provides several child care facilities for
activity fee- paying students.
UM Productions is the largest student programming agency
on campus. They provide the University and Missoula
communities with a wide variety of entertainment and activities,
specializing in pop concerts, special events, and performing arts.
ASUM hires professional lawyers for Legal Services. Legal
services are available to all activity fee-paying students for a
minimal one-time fee plus office and court costs. Services
include everything from tenant-landlord disputes to major legal
needs of students, not including major felonies.
Also ASUM-affiliated are KBGA, a student-run alternative
radio station; the ASUM Office of Transportation, which
encourages and provides alternative transportation; and the
Montana Kaimin..
Student appointments to full-voting membership on ASUM
and University committees are made by the ASUM
vice-president. Such committees virtually govern many aspects
of the University, including curriculum, campus development,
and scholarships and loans. Ad hoc committees may be
appointed at any time by the ASUM president or vice-president.

Orgcmizations
ASUM has three semi-autonomous standing committees
which share in student governance. Publications Board
oversees all ASUM publications. The UC Board is charged
with policy making for and administration of the University
Center. The Student Political Action Committee oversees
student interests in political affairs, both on and off campus,
and organizes volunteers for various activities. It also assists
the ASUM president in advisins the full-time lobbyist hired by
ASUM for state legislative sess10ns.

Spedal Interest Groups
Students have organized over 200 different special interest
groups. Information about them can be obtained in the ASUM
Offices in the University Center or by visiting our web site at
http://www2.umt.edulasurnlgovemment!studentgroups.htm.

Fraternities and Sororities

~
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The Greek Community of The University of Montana
provides a comprehensive educational, social, and living
experience for members through the promotion of friendship,
leadership, -personal development, academics, and services to
the University and the Missoula community. The Greek
members donate their time and support to over 50 recognized
philanthropies. Additionally, they involve themselves in a wide
variety of campus leadership organizations, such as Residence
Life Staff, PRO's, ASlJM Senate, Advocates, Peer Advising,
and Mortar Board.
The Greek system has five (5) national fraternities (Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Chi, Sigma Nu, Kappa Sigma and Sigma
Phi Epsilon) and four national sororities (Alpha Phi, Delta
Gamma, Kappa Alpha Theta and Kappa Kappa Gamma).
Information about Greeks can be obtamed in the Office of
Greek Life (UC 209B) or by visiting www.umt.edu/greek or
calling 243-2005.
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Repeating a course . . . . . . . . 24
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Corps . . . . . . . . . . . 129, 346
Reserved rights . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Residence halls ...... 344, 347
Residence credit requirement . 26
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Resource Conservation . . . . 183
Respiratory Care . . . . . . . . 229
Retention . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
Rhetoric and Public Discourse 75
Rights, student . . . . . . . . . 352
Rights, University . . . . . . . . . 2
ROTC . . . . . . . . . . . . 129, 346
Russian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132
Russian Studies . . . . . . . . . 163
Sales and Marketing ... 219, 256
SAT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 17
Satisfactory Progress ... 23, 345
Scholarship requirements . . . 23
Scholarship information . . . 344
Scholastic Aptitude Test . . . . 13
Science . . . . . . . . . . . 164, 210
Second bachelor degree .. 26, 31
Secondary teaching certificate 268
Security Report . . . . . . . . . 352
Self-Over-Substance . . . . . . 350
Senior Citizen Fee Waiver . . 346
Servicemembers Opportunity
College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . 346
Sexual Assault Recovery
Services . . . . . . . . . . . . 350
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Sociology . . . . . . . . . . . . 164
Software Systems . . . . . . . . 78
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Spanish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132
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Special interest groups . . . . 355
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Sports and recreation . . . . . 351
Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124
Stella Duncan Memorial
Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . 352
Student Assault Recovery
Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350
Student conduct code . . . . . . 19
Student government . . . . . . 354
Student Health Services . . . 349
Student organizations . . . . . 354
Student rights . . . . . . . . . . 352
Student services . . . . . . . . 346
Student teaching . . . . . . . . 268
Student union building . . . . 355

Studies Abroad . . .
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Summer Programs .
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Symbolic Systems .

. . . 131, 349
.... . . . . 8
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Teacher certification . . . . . 266
Teaching majors and minors 269
Technical courses ...... 18, 25
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Telephone directory . . . . . . . . 2
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Terrestrial Sciences . . . . . . 184
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Research Institute for . . . . 352
Traditional letter grades . . . . 22
Training program credit . . . . 17
Transcripts . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
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TRiO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
Truck Driving . . . . . . . . . 236
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Undergraduate Advising Center337
Undergraduate nondegree . . . 15
University Center . . . . . . . 351
University of Montana, The,
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University officers . . . . . . . . . 4
University Village . . . . 344, 347
Upper-division requirement . . 26
Upper-division Writing
Proficiency Assessment . . . . 27
Upper-division Writing
Expectations . . . . . . . . . . . 27
Validation required credit . . . 18
Vehicle registration fee . . . . 344
Veterans benefits . . . . . . . . 344
Virology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62
Vocational-Technical credits 18, 25
Welding Technology . . . . . 236
Western Interstate Commission
for Higher Education . . . . . 19
Western Montana College . . 338
Western Undergraduate
Exchange . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
Wilderness Institute . . . 185, 352
Wilderness Studies . . . . . . 185
Wild Land Restoration . . . . 176
Wildlife Biology . . . . . . . . 185
Withdrawal from the
University ......... 22, 341
Women's and Gender Studies 169
Women's Studies . . . . . . . . 118
Wood and Carbohydrate Chemistry, Shafizadeh Center for 352
Workforce development . . . 351
Work Study . . . . . . . . . . . 345
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Writing Requirement ...... 27
Writing Studies . . . . . . . . . 211
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